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Foreword

HE tremendous research and development effort that went into the
development of radar and related techniques during World War II
resulted not only in hundreds of radar sets for military (and some for
possible peacetime) use but also in a great body of information and new
techniques in the electronics and high-frequency fields. Because this
basic material may be of great value to science and engineering, it seemed
most important to publish it as soon as security permitted.
The Radiation Laboratory of MIT, which operated under the supervision of the National Defense Research Committee, undertook the great
The work described herein, however, is
task of preparing these volumes.
the collective result of work done at many laboratories, Army, Navy,
university, and industrial, both in this country and in England, Canada,
and other Dominions.
The Radiation Laboratory, once its proposals were approved and
finances provided by the Office of Scientific Research and Developmentj
chose Louis N. Ridenour as Editor-in-Chief to lead and direct the entire
project.
An editorial staff was then selected of those best qualified for
this type of task. Finally the authors for the various volumes or chapters
or sections were chosen from among those experts who were intimately
familiar with the various fields, and who were able and willing to write
the summaries of them. This entire staff agreed to remain at work at
MIT for six months or more after the work of the Radiation Laboratory
was complete.
These volumes stand as a monument to this group.
These volumes serve as a memorial to the unnamed hundreds and
thousands of other scientists, engineers, and others who actually carried
on the research, development, and engineering work the results of which
are herein described.
There were so many involved in this work and they
worked so closely together even though often in widely separated laboratories that it is impossible to name or even to know those who contributed
Only certain ones who wrote report.?
to a particular idea or development.
or articles have even been mentioned.
But to all those who contributed
in any way to this great cooperative development enterprise, both in this
country and in England, these volumes are dedicated.
L. A. DUBRIDGE.

T
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Preface

HE preceding
volumes
of the Radiation Laboratory Series are surveys
of radar system engineering, radar systems of navigation, and radar
beacons.
Like radar, the long-range system of navigation described
in this volume depends upon the transmission and reception of pulsed
radio signals, but it makes use of much lower radio frequencies and does
not involve reflection from a target.
The Loran system was developed at the Radiation Laboratory during
World War II to meet the needs of the Navy in convoy operations and to
provide all-weather navigation for aircraft by day and night. At the
close of the war, some 70 Loran transmitting stations were in operation,
providing nighttime service over 60 million square miles, or three-tenths
of the surface of the earth. About 75,000 shipborne and airborne navigation receiver-indicators had been delivered by various manufacturers,
while the Hydrographic Office had prepared and shipped 2+ million
charts to the operating agencies.
The purposes of the present volume are to describe the Loran system,
its principles and its equipment, as they existed at the end of the war
and to offer suggestions for their adaptation and improvement for
civilian service in time of peace. Since electronic time measurements
are fully discussed in other volumes of this series, these techniques have
not been treated in detail here. Similarly, relatively little space has been
devoted to material found in the instruction books for various items of
Loran equipment.
Wherever possible, the individual chapters have been written by
those members of the group who have been most closely associated with
the material concerned.
However, many former members of the group
who contributed greatly to the development of Loran concepts and equipTo Mr.
ment have been unable to describe their work in this volume.
Melville Eastham belongs the credit for the organization and administration of the Loran Group during the difficult early days.
His leadership
made the whole development possible and procured the needed support
from the Services before the merit of the system had been fully demonstrated. Mr. Donald G. Fink and Professor J. C. Street made many
ix

T

x

PREFACE

contributions
and successively assumed the administrative burdens
after the retirement of Mr. Eastham and before being called to more
responsible duties elsewhere. Throughout the program Mr. Walter L.
Tierney, who managed all field activities, was a source of strength to the
entire group.
Professor J. A. Stratton made valuable preliminary studies
of propagation at Loran frequencies, but his knowledge and talents were
After the Loran system had been
soon demanded for other purposes.
successfully demonstrated, Mr. Robert J. Dippy, the originator of the
Gee system, brought the experience of the British laboratory, TRE, to
bear upon Loran problems and helped the group especially in improving
the designs of the receiver-indicator and the transmitter timer.
The U.S. Coast Guard, Bureau of Shipsj General Electric Company,
Sperry Gyroscope Company, Fada Radio and Electric Company, Radio
Engineering Laboratories, and the Bartol Research Foundation have
kindly supplied photographs and granted permission for their use as
illustrations of Loran ground stations and equipment.
The Hydrographic Office has granted permission for the reproduction, as .4ppendix
A, of a summary report on its Loran program.
Thanks are also due to
Miss Constance Henderson for her aid in preparing the drawings and to
Miss Corinne Susman for her capable service as editorial assistant.
The publishers have agreed that ten years after the date on which
each volume of this series is issued, the copyright thereon shall he relinquished, and the work shall become part of the public domain.
THE
CAMBRIDGE, MASS.,
October. 1946.

.ILTTHORS.
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PART

I

THE LORAN SYSTEM

CHAPTER

1

INTRODUCTION
BY B. W. SITTERLY AND D. DAVIDSON
The Loran system is a radio aid to navigation.
It provides means,
independent of all other aids (including even the compass and the log or
air-speed meter), for locating a moving vehicle at a given moment and
for directing it to a predetermined point or along a predetermined path.
There are many other radio aids by which ships or aircraft may be
located or guided; these operate in accordance with various principles,
and as a background to the discussion of Loran it is profitable to consider
some of these principles and to describe and compare some of these aids
briefly.
NAVIGATION BY FIXING OF POSITION
In general, a navigator locates Klmself at the intersection of two lines
of position on the surface of the earth. Each line is the locus of the
points at which some observable quantity has a specific value.
For
example, the visual compass bearing of a recognized landmark places the
navigator upon a line that is the locus of all points from which the landmark has the given bearing.
This line is practically identical with a
rhumb line (line crossing successive meridians at a constant angle) on
the earth, laid off from the mark along the reverse bearing.
A sextant
altitude of the sun places the navigator upon a line from all points of which
This line is a circle on the earth,
the sun will be seen at that altitude.
centered at the subsolar point, of spherical radius equal t o the complement
of the altitude.
It will be convenient to classify navigation aids according to the forms of the lines of position that they give.
1.1. Position from Measurement of Two Bearings (Lines Are Radii).
Direction-jnding.-This
is the familiar method used in visual piloting of
a ship, in which the navigator takes bearings of two known marks and
plots on the chart the reverse bearings from the marks; the intersection
of the lines is his locatiou
Conventional radio direction—finding is the
same geometrically; each mark is a transmitter sending out radio signals.
In the simplest form of system the operator, instead of sighting over a
peloms, hears the signals through a receiver connected to a loop antenna
that he rotates around a vertical axis until an aural null is obtained.
The
normal to the plane of the loop then lies in the direction from which the
signals come.
If the distance between the rereiver and the transmitter
3

4

IN TROD[:CTION

[SEC. 11

is considerable, the line of position will not be quite straight on a chart,
nor will its directional thetransmitter bequite thesarnea satthe receiver,
but a simple correction can be applied to the readinzs toallow forthese
differences.
There are many more elaborate forms of radio directionfinder, employing more complex antennas, automatic null-seeking or
scanning and visual instead of aural presentation, but all operating in
accordance with the same principles.
As a refinement to facilitate the operationof the direction-finder, the
loop can be rotated automatically by a motor, with the indication electrically coupled so that it follows the rotation of the loop.
Compensation
for quadrantal error can be made automatically, and all bearings can be
presented as true bearings.
An increase in precision may be gained by transferring the directionfinding function to receivers at fixed ground stations.
The navigator
uses no equipment but his communications transmitter, with which he
Their receiving antennas determine the
asks the stations for bearings.
directions of his signals, and they communicate the bearings to him for
plotting.
Orjordness Beacon .—The British “ Orfordness” beacon exemplifies an
ingenious technique by which the navigator obtains his bearing from a
ground station by a time measurement, using only his communications
receiver and transmitting no signals himself.
The ground station or
beacon transmits a steady tone from a loop antenna that is rotating once
a minute about a vertical axis. The radiation pattern has two opposite
null lines that sweep around the beacon at the rate of 6° per sec., and as
one of these passes the north direction, the signal is given a coded interruption.
The azimuth of a navigator from the station is therefore six
times the interval in seconds from the time when he hears the interruption
to the time when the null passes over him (or this amount plus 180°).
i5’onne.-The
German “ Sonne” beacon (termed “ Consol” by the
British) combines the principles of the Orfordness beacon and the common radio range described in Sec. 15 but is much more elaborate and
accurate than either. The ground station has three fixed vertical antennas in line, so spaced, keyed, and phased that interference between their
signals produces a radiation pattern of about a dozen sectors in which
successions of dots are heard that alternate with sectors in which dashes
are heard. Since the dots and dashes are interlocked, along the radial
lines bounding the sectors they merge into a steady tone (equisignal).
The dots and dashes are emitted, one a second, for a minute, during
which time the radiation pattern is slowly rotated by shifting the phases
of the two outside antennas, and hence at the end of the minute each dot
sector has moved into the place of the adjacent dash sector, and vice
versa. During the next minute a steady omnidirectional tone is emitted

SEC.1.1]
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by the central antenna.
Then the dots and dashes are repeated, starting
at the initial configuration and going through the same rotation again, and
so on. A navigator determines his radial line of position within his
sector by measuring the time that elapses from the beginning of any dotand-dash period to the instant at which the advancing equisignal boundary of the sector sweeps over him. He does this by simply counting the
dots and dashes for these beat seconds, and one changes to the other as
the boundary passes. Which sector he is in must be determined by conventional direction finding on the signal during the steady-tone period
or by dead reckoning.
The transmissions are received on an ordinary
radio receiver in the 250- to 500-kc/sec region, and fixes are plotted on a
special chart giving the various zones and a key for each zone for interpretation of the received dot-and-dash cycle.
Omnidirectional Radio Range .—The so-called ‘( omnidirectional radio
range” operates still differently.
It may be regarded as a development
of the radio range of commercial air traffic (see Sec. 1.5) to which the
Sonne beacon is also akin. Four antennas mounted at the corners of a
square at a ground station send out a continuous signal, the different
antennas being phased so that a figure-eight radiation pattern results,
and the phases are steadily and uniformly shifted so that the pattern
At a distance, the received and rectified sigrotates around the station.
nal has an audio modulation whose phase at any instant depends on the
In order to obtain a bearing
azimuth of the receiver from the station.
from the phase of the audio modulation some reference direction must be
established.
This is done by exciting a center antenna in the square at
the carrier frequency, amplitude-modulating
the signal at 10 kc/see and
frequency-modulating
the 10-kc/sec modulation at the frequency (60
This reference frequency
cps) of rotation of the radiation pattern.
modulation is made to reach its maximum when the maximum of the
directivity pattern passes through North.
At any receiving point, the
difference in phase between the reference signal and the rotating signal
is examined, and this phase difference in degrees is exactly equal to the
bearing to the beacon in degrees. A 180° ambiguity occurs, but this is
resolvable in the receiving apparatus.
The receiving equipment contains a receiver whose output is fed to
two separate channels.
In one, a low-pass filter sorts out the 60-cps
modulation of the carrier (the rotating phase signal), whereas in the other
a high-pass filter presents the 10-kc/sec subcarrier to a discriminator that,
in turn, removes the sub carrier and yields the 60-cps reference signal.
By suitable comparing and indicating circuits, the phase of the reference
voltage is compared with that of the rotating phase voltage, and the
bearing is shown on a meter.
For the long-range version of the system, the 10-kc/sec subcarrier
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would be replaced by a l-kc/see subcarrier, and large towers would be
used instead of high-frequency arrays.
1.2. Position from Measurement of One Bearing and One Distance
(Polar Coordinates) .-A
compass bearing on a visible object plus a
sextant measurement of its apparent size or a radio bearing on a beacon
plus a measurement of the interval between the receptions of synchronized radio and sound signals coming from it will provide a navigator with
his polar coordinates with respect to the object or beacon.
(The bearing
as observed must be reversed, of course, since it places the origin at the
observer.)
The celestial altitude and observed azimuth of a heavenly
body will theoretically give similar information, but it is not useful practically because the linear equivalent of the uncertainty of the compass
reading may be a hundred miles as a consequence of the great distance
to the substellar point that is the origin of the coordinates.
Radar (Range and Bearing) .—Most radar systems give distance and
direction (range and bearing).
A highly directional transmitting antenna
sends out a narrow beam of energy and rotates or fans over a sector, in
order to scan its field. The returning echoes are made to intensify the
beam of a cathode-ray tube. The range is commonly presented by
deflecting the electron stream of this cathode-ray tube away from a normal
equilibrium track down the axis of the tube (where it produces a light
spot at the center of the circular screen) toward the edge of the screen,
the range being approximately
proportional to the deflection.
By
synchronizing the direction of the deflection with the scanning mechanism
of the antenna, bearing on the earth’s surface is presented as bearing on
the screen. This displaying mechanism is the well-known plan position
indicator, PPI.
It gives the observer, in effect, a map of the region
scanned, centered at his location.
Because the distance measured by
the travel time of the signal is the airline distance (slant range) and not
the projection of this on the ground, the map is somewhat distorted.
The measured ranges are accurate, being taken with reference to accurate
calibration markers provided by a precise high-frequency oscillator, but
a correction that is a function of the range and the difference of elevation
between the observer and the target must be applied to reduce the
obsewed slant range to range from the point on the ground beneath the
observing aircraft.
The terrain in the vicinity of the aircraft is scanned by a narrow beam
of energy produced by a suitable antenna and reflector.
It is fanned
vertically so as to irradiate all objects on the ground at different ranges
but at the given bearing.
This fan beam is rotated or oscillated back
and forth so as to cover either the full 3606 of azimuth or a selected sector
of it, w desired. Because of the differing reflectivity of the various
features of the terrain, and because of the distinctive echoes returned by
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some geographically prominent ones such as cities and large bridges, a
plot of the scanned terrain is presented on the radar oscilloscope or PPI.
Although such systems are seldom used for navigation by actually plotting
positions of the aircraft on a chart, they have ‘been widely used for what
can be thought of as extended visual piloting.
In cloudy weather the
radar information takes the place of visual information, and even in fair
weather the radar data supplement visual observation in a useful way.
The properties of such radar systems and various applications of them
are discussed at length in Vol. 2 of the Radiation Laboratory series
entitled Radar Aids to Navigation.
Radar Beacons.—It sometimes happens that important places on the
ground are not unambiguously marked by characteristic radar patterns
The
on the PPI.
This can be remedied by the use of radar beacons.
beacon acts to some extent as an amplifier of radar echoes. It has a
receiver that detects the pulses sent out by a radar set and causes them
to trigger the beacon’s transmitter to emit single reply pulses or groups
of pulses. Since the time required for the circuits of a beacon to act can
be made to be negligibly small, the reply is much like a radar echo. It
differs in that it can have any desired frequency and can be a pulse or
group of pulses differing in duration from the original interrogating pulse.
The replies can thus be coded for identifying the beacons.
Since the
frequency of the reply is different from that of the interrogating radar
pulse, the reply pulses can be received and displayed separately from the
radar echoes, provided that the radar set has a receiver tuned for these
beacon signals. Such radar-beacon systems are discussed further in Vol.
2 mentioned above and more thoroughly in Vol. 3 entitled Radar Beacons.
Rebecca-Eureka. —One radar-beacon system that found considerable
In this system an aircraft
use in the war is called the Rebecca-Eureka.
carries an interrogator (the Rebecca), which may transmit on any one
of a group of frequencies around 200 Me/see.
Directional receiving
antennas (dipole and director) are mounted on each side of the fuselage
near the nose, and by lobe switching these are made to receive replies
from a fixed ground beacon (the Eureka) alternately.
Transmissions of
the Rebecca are made from a stub mounted under the fuselage.
The
indication provides two vertical deflection-modulated traces back to back
in the center of the oscilloscope; range is measured upward from the base.
Thus the vertical displacement of the signal gives the range, and the
horizontal deflection of the signal gives a left-right indication; a beacon
to the left gives a greater deflection in the left half of the oscilloscope
than in the right. Since the screen has a grid superimposed on it, bearings can be estimated roughly.
Homing to a Eureka beacon is accomplished by flying a course such that the oscilloscope deflections to the
right and left remain equal. The range of the system is about 25 to 50
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miles, depending upon the Eureka beacon and the altitude of the aircraft.
Some of the Eureka beacons weigh only about 20 lb complete and hence
are readily portable.
Control oj Aircrajt by Ground Radar.-Use
has also been made of
ground radar stations for determining the azimuth and distance of airThis has been
craft, the location to be communicated to the navigator.
employed particularly in the surveillance and tactical control of military
aircraft.
Ships or aircraft may be detected at the station merely by the
radar signals that are reflected from them, or they may carry radar
beacons, which will also identify them to the station.
If separate
receivers are provided, the same transmitter may be used to handle at
the same time craft with radar beacons and those without.
When a
single craft or group of craft is to be located or directed, increased
accuracy in bearing may be obtained by using special transmitting
antennas which project twe-lobed or alternating-lobed patterns nearly in
the same direction.
The equisignal zone between the lobes is narrow,
so that discrimination in angle is considerably improved.
These systems
and methods are also discussed in Vol. 2 of this series.
It is to be noted that in general the bearing is much less accurately
determined than is the range, so that for the most precise determination
of position two ranges should be used rather than one range and one
bearing.
1.3. Position from Measurement
of Two Distances
(Lines Are
Circles) .—This form of position finding has many varieties.
Three
commonly used methods that do not use radar technique may be mentioned.
The distance of a visible mark of known linear dimension may
be calculated if the apparent angular magnitude of this dimension is
measured with a sextant; this distance is the radius of a circular line of
Distance from a point is also the
position whose center is the mark.
quantity obtained in celestial navigation, as was mentioned above.
A
navigational beacon that emits simultaneously a radio signal and a sound
signal in air or under water gives the navigator a measure of his distance
from the beacon, for this is proportional to the time interval between the
radio signal and the sound signal as they are received by him. Two
observations of any of the above sorts establish two circular lines of
position; their intersection gives the fix.
Radar and Radar-beacon Methods.-Since
a radar set can readily
measure range to an accuracy of a few hundred feet or better, a precision
much higher than it gives for measurements of bearing, it is peculiarly
suitable for getting fixes by measuring the distances to two objects at
mown positions.
In principle this can be done by using two natural
adar echoes. In practice this procedure is not so accurate as it might
I,ppear to be at first glance, since the connection between the observed
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range of an echo and the exact distance to some particular point of the
extended object that produces the echo is not always well enough known.
If the full potentialities of the method are to be realized, radar beacons
at accurately known locations must be used. Systems of this type in
which apparatus in an aircraft measures the distances from it to two
beacons on the ground are known as H-systems.
In this type of system, in which ranges only are measured, there is
noneedfor using directional antennas inthe interrogating aircraft.
The
particular radio frequency used is of no consequence, provided that it is
high enough to allow the use of the short pulses required for accurate
measurement of distance.
The principal H-systems used during the war
and their frequencies are the following:
1. Gee-H. Gee-H operates at 80 to 100 Me/see for interrogation,
20 to 40 Me/see for reply. The transmitters of the Gee system
were modified so that they could operate as beacons in addition to
emitting their regular pulses (see Sec. 1.4), and special interrogating equipment wasaddedt othea ireraft.
2. Rebecca-H.
The Rebecca-H operating in the 200-31 c/sec region
made use of the airborne Rebecca equipment previously mentioned
with special high-powered Eureka beacons.
3. Micro-H.
Micro-H operates in the 10,000-Mc/sec region. The
airborne AN/APS-15 bombing and navigational radar sets interrogate AN/CPN-6
ground beacons.
4. Shoran. This system operates in the 300-h’Ic/sec region. It was
specially designed for this purpose.
All of these H-systems except Shoran involved a somewhat makeshift
Shoran was developed for this type
adaptation of existing equipment.
of navigation alone, with careful attention to appropriate instrumentation. It has remarkable over-all accuracy, errors of fix of less than 75 ft
being readily obtainable.
It was just coming into widespread use in
bombing of high precision as the war ended. It seems likely that it will
be of great usefulness for accurate mapping by aerial photography.
Although the H-system is simple enough in principle, the computation of the location from the two observed ranges or the advance computation of the two ranges to a desired location is laborious.
During the
war much effort had to be spent on computations of this sort.
One advantage of the H-system is that numerous aircraft flying independently can get fixes by interrogating the same beacons.
The number
that can use the beacons at the same time varies in the different forms of
the system because of differences in the design of the beacons and in the
effects on the airborne equipment of the beacons’ replies to the other
aircraft.
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Oboe.—The Oboe system, much used during the war for accurate
blind bombing of the Ruhr valley, is the converse of the H-system.
Two
ground stations measure the distance to a beacon-carrying airplane and
give it signals so that it can fly on a circle of predetermined radius about
one station and release a bomb when it arrives at the proper distance
from the other station.
In this system the careful measuring can be
done in ground stations that are spacious compared with the cabins of
aircraft.
The traffic capacity is low, however, and a high degree of
coordination between the ground stations and the airplane is required.
In both the H-system and the Oboe system the distance from the
ground stations is limited to the radar-horizon range given roughly by
the formula
‘(.ik)

= Z).

These systems are discussed in greater detail in Vol. 3 of the present
series entitled Radar Beacons.
1s4. Position from Measurement of Two Differences of Distance
(Lines Are Hyperbolas) .-During
World War I a method was developed
for locating enemy guns by measuring the differences between the times at
which their reports were heard at three different listening posts. The
posts were electrically connected so that the three detonations received
from a shot from a given gun could be recorded on one chronograph.
The time interval, from the arrival of the report at one post to its arrival
at another post, is a measure of the amount by which the gun’s distance
from the latter post exceeds its distance from the former. This difference is precisely the constant that defines a hyperbola with respect to
the two posts as foci. The time interval between the reception of the
gun’s report at the middle listening post and its reception at one end post
locates the gun upon a hyperbolic line of position that passes between
the two posts and is concave toward the nearer one. The interval
between the received reports at the middle post and at the other end post
locates the gun upon another hyperbolic line of position.
The two
hyperbolas intersect at the gun.
This particular system has never been used in navigation.
Employing sound signals, it possesses no advantages over other short-range
locating systems but is more complex.
Systems similar in principle,
however, using radio signals and radar time-measuring techniques, with
reversal of the direction of travel of the signals (so that they are sent out
by ground stations and received by the navigator), have been developed
in Great Britain and the United States within the past five years and have
proved extremely valuable.
The most widely used of these systems are
Gee (British) and Loran (American).
In Gee and Loran the fundamentals of operation are the same. Two
ground transmitting stations define a family of lines of position by
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emitting pulses in such 8 manner that the pulses from one are distinguishable from those of the other. The int.eNal from the emission of a pulse
by station A to the emission of the next pulse by station B has a fixed,
known value. The interval between theee pulses as they are received
by the navigator depends upon his location.
It will be equal to the fixed
It willbe
value if the navigator is equally distant from the stations.
greater than the fixed value if he is nearer to A (for then the pulse from
B, traveling farther than that from A, falls farther behind it in time) and
less if he is nearer to B (for then the pulse from B gains by its shorter
journey).
Every distinguishable interval characterizes a dtierent hyperbola of position, which is a iixed line on the earth’s surface and may be
precomputed and drawn on a chart. Two pairs of stations (which may
be three stations in all) define two intersecting families of lines of positon,
forming a Gee lattice or Loran grid; two observed time intervals, one
from each family, define an intersection or point on this coordinate system.
The navigator is provided with a receiver having a cathode-ray tube,
the face of which displays the successive incoming pulses as pips upon a
calibrated time base, in the manner of radar. The time intervals are
accurate] y read by means of the calibrations (the latest Loran indicator
shows them directly on numbered dials).
The navigator enters the
chart with the numbers aa read and finds by inspection the corresponding
point among the grid lines.
Gee.—In the Gee system the baselines are approximately 75 miles
long and are disposed with the master station in the center and two or
three slaves dispersed around it. Each of these groups of stations (chains)
operates on a different radio frequency, and there are half a dozen frequencies available in each of four bands.
This frequency flexibility is
necessary, since aa many as six chains have been operated in one region;
it waa also convenient during World War II to have different frequencies
available in order to make the enemy’s problem of jamming the system a
more formidable one. The frequencies commonly employed are between
20 and 85 Me/see; hence the range is slightly more than optical, the best
results being obsewed at high altitudes.
The navigator’s indicator presents visually a family of four or five
pulses, two being transmitted from the maater station and one from each
slave. A double slow-trace pattern having a total length of 4000 psec
is employed.
By the use of delay circuits, four fast traces can be initiated
at such times that the master-station pulses appear on two fast traces
and the inverted pulses from any two slave stations appear on the other
two faat traces. Each of the slave pulses can be laterally adjusted to lie
with its base coincident with the base of one of the maater pulses. When
this adjustment is completed, the two time differences (between each of
the master pulses and its corresponding slave pulse) are read from the
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relation between families of markers which can be mvitched onto the
oscilloscope traces. The most closely spaced family of markers hasa
unit separation of 6# psec and interpolation to tenths permits a reading
to # psec. The received pulses are about 6 psec in length.
Gee is a free-running system (aa is Loran).
The recurrence rate of
the stations (250 pps) is based on the recurrence rate of the master
The master may drift, and the slaves will follow this drift in
station.
rate without affecting their time clifference. To a navigator this drift is
immaterial, for his equipment is also freely running.
As soon aa he has
received the signals from the ground stations, he adjusts his equipment
for minimum drift during the time of measurement.
Once he has made
the lateral adjustment of the pulses (in Loran it would be the match of
the pulses), he no longer requires the signals and can make the actual
reading at his leisure. In the meantime, the signals may have drifted
with respect to his equipment, but this will, of course, have no effect on
his reading or any subsequent readings.
Stundard Loran.—Loran is a pulsed medium-frequency
long-range
Shore stations, synchronized in pairs
system of hyperbolic navigation.
by means of ground waves, provide lines of constant time difference of
arrival of the pulses from each pair. The navigator may select any two
pairs to obtain a fix, reading tbe time difference of one pair at a time. In
the daytime, only ground waves are available, and they are used over
water out to 700 nautical miles or more. At night, ground waves are
received only to 500 nautical miles because of the higher noise level; but
because of the stability of the lower ionospheric layer, fixes are available
out to 1400 nautical miles by, using single reflections from this layer.
As many as eight station pairs can be operated on a single radio frequency,
and four radio frequencies have been assigned.
The pairs at a common
radio frequency are identified by means of the different recurrence rates
at which they operate.
A pair of received signals is displayed on a double-trace oscilloscope
pattern whose total length is about 40,000 ~sec. By the use of delay
circuits two fast cathode-ray traces are initiated at such times that one
trace exhibits the master signal and the other exhibits the slave. The
leading edges of the pulses are superimposed, and the amplitudes are made
equal. When this final adjustment is complete, the time clifference is
read by removing the signals and reading the relation between families
of markers that are switched onto the traces. This time difference
establishes one line of position, and it is necessary to repeat the procedure
with pulses from a second pair of stations to secure a second time difference and line of position.
The total time required to take and plot a fix
under average conditions is about three minutes.
SS Loran.-Sky-wave
Synchronized Loran is a nighttime version of
Loran wherein a pair of ground stations are synchronized by the reflection
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from the lower ionospheric layer. Baselines are from 1000 to 1400
nautical miles in length. Stations are usually disposed in a quadrilateral
formed by two pairs. The navigator follows the same procedure as in
Standard Loran except that sky waves only are used for reading.
Coverage over both land and sea is good, and signals are equally well received
at all altitudes.
Over most of the coverage area crossing angles are
greater than 70°, and the position lines of a pair are almost parallel.
The system can be used for general navigation and has been used for
area bombing by the RAF.
Decca.-The
British Decca system is similar in geometrical principle
to Gee and Loran but very different in detail.
The transmitting stations
send out c-w signals; their interference generates hyperbolic coordinates
that are continuously and automatically presented by phase meters that
form part of the navigator’s receiver.
Operation of these meters is
wholly differential; the coordinates of the point of departure must be
set into the instrument manually at the beginning of every continuous
run.
As in other hyperbolic systems, at least three stations (two pairs) are
necessary to establish a fix. The master station transmits at the basic
frequency of the system, and the slave in one pair radiates at a different
frequency related to that of the master by some simple ratio such as
3/2 or 4/3.
The other slave in a triplet operates at still another simply
Each slave monitors the master’s transmissions and
related frequency.
maintains its own emissions at its assigned frequency but with phase
rigidly related to that of the master. The family of hyperbolic lines that
result are thus lines of constant phase clifference.
The navigator’s equipment consists of a receiver channel for each
station (three in all for fixing), suitable multiplying and phase-comparing
circuits, and two phase-indicating meters (similar to watt-hour meters).
Maintenance of a constant-phase reading indicates that a hyperbolic line
is being followed, and changes in phase may be summed up when cutting
The wavelengths used are of the order of a mile,
across these “lanes.”
and the reading precision has been variously quoted to be nln to + of
a wavelength.
Since interfering continuous waves can distort the readings in Decca
almost without limit and without the navigator’s being immediately
aware of it, the use of baselines more than 100 miles long is not satisfactory, because of the distorting effects of sky waves at greater distances,
and the geometrical accuracy is therefore low. The useful service radius
is similarly limited to as little as 200 miles.
POP1.—The post office position indicator, POPI, embodies a different
It was advanced by the British
application of hyperbolic navigation.
Post Office as a general navigational system that when fully exploited in
its principles might even provide blind+.pproach and glide-path facili-
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tiea. It has not been introduced to seMce or commercial usage, having
been carried through the trial stage only.
Two signals originate from two vertical antennas located a short
distance apart, the operating frequency being alternately transmitted
from each antenna at the rate of five times per second.
Since the antennas are separated, the phase difference registered everywhere describes
a family of confocal hyperbolas, with foci at the antennas.
In POPI, the
antennas are erected so closely together compared with the distances to
the receiver that the family of hyperbolas effectively degenerates into
a system of straight lines issuing from a point midway between the radiators. Thus, although POPI is technically a hyperbolic system, for all
practical purposes it must be considered a radial system.
The system of lines is mirrored with respect to the line joining the
radiators.
To avoid ambiguity, signals are also radiated from a third
antenna located at the third comer of an equilateral triangle.
UsuaUy
the spacing is a half wavelength.
The keying sequence is then “A, 1?,
C, space, A, B, C, space,” etc., and the receiver compares the phases of
any two. The bearing is determined by selecting the signals from the
two antennas that are most nearly equidistant, and the remaining signal
is used to establish the sector. Six sectors are defined, and the purpose
of selecting the signals from the two antennae most nearly equidistant is
to obtain greater discrimination (near the perpendicular bisector there
are more lines per mile and therefore the geometrical accuracy is greater).
This choice of signals from the two more nearly equidistant antennaa is
also advantageous from a propagational standpoint.
For signals traveling equal distances errors arising from ionospheric reflections are smaller
than for signals traveling unequal distances.
A navigator requires at
least two POPI stations to obtain a fix with his indicator.
The chief feature that distinguishes POPI from other systems is the
method of presenting the coordinate information in the navigator’s
equipment.
In what has been described above, the phase differences
that occur over the radiation pattern are obviously those of radio frequencies, a typical frequency being 800 kc/see for the system.
In order
to facilitate detection and measurement it is desirable to examine the
phase difference at audio frequency.
This audio frequency is supplied
by radiating a frequency that differs from the operating frequency by a
small amount of about 80 cps, from a fourth antenna placed at the center
of the triangle.
Since this is mixed in the receiver with the transmissions
from the other antennas, an audio signal results. The original phase
difference between the r-f signals received from two antennas is equal to
the phase differtmce between the audio signals that result from the beating of these two r-f signals with the signal from the central antenna.
The receiver delivers an audio signal into a “ringing” circuit which con-
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ti.nues to oscillate with a definite phase relationship to the incoming
signal even after the signal is no longer received.
The output of this
circuit is compared in phaae with the output of a similar circuit actuated
by the second signal (in the A, B, C sequence), and the difference is
recorded on a meter. An interval follows, and the comparison is made a
second time, the whole cycle recurring five times per second.
Actually,
there are three signals in the sequence, ~d the navigator can select any
two of these for the phase comparison.
NAVIGATION BY TRACKING AND HOMING
1.6. Tracking.-A
vehicle may be directed along a given path by
any of the methods mentioned above, except by celestial observations.
Celestial navigation is unique in that the lines of position which it furnishes move over the surface of the earth at a speed much greater (in low
and middle latitudes) than the cruising speed of any aircraft that is now
practicable.
All the other forms of visual and radio navigation may be
used to guide a navigator along a track that may be a straight line, a
circle, a hyperbola, or some other curve (a “true course” by compass,
for instance, is a spherical equiangular spiral, or rhumb line).
In the
following discussion, only radio and radar methods of tracking will be
considered.
Radio Range.-The
most widely used method of defining a path for
traffic is the radio range. In the commonest form of this, a ground
The code letter A
station has two crossed loop or Adcock antennas.
(dotdash) is transmitted from one of the antennas, while the other aends
out the letter N (dash-dot), interlocked with the A. Since each antenna
pattern has two lobes separated by nulls and these patterns are crossed,
the result is a combined pattern of four sectors, two where A predominates
and two where N predominates.
Since the successions of A‘s and N’s
are interlocked, a continuous tone is heard along the equisignal boundary
between adjacent sectors. This tone, heard in the communications
receiver of the navigator, guides him along the boundary.
If he departs
from it, the tone breaks into A‘s or N’s, and the letter tells him the side
to which he has wandered.
The four tracks defined by this system may
be directed as desired by suitably choosing the forms of the antennas,
the angle between them, and the relative power of the A‘s and N’s.
The tracks are straight, extending out from the station.
Circular Tracks by Radar.-If
a navigator directs his craft so that the
radar signal returned from an identified mark on the earth maintains a
constant delay, indicating a constant distance, the track followed is a
circle around the mark with radius equal to the distance.
The distance
may be chosen so that the circle passes through a desired dest inat ion.
The navigator may use his indicated distance from a second mark as a
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measure of his approach to the destination; when th~ distance coincides
with the known separation between mark and destination, he has arrived.
The marks are generally radar beacons.
Aa described, the method is
simply a particular use of the H-system of position finding that has been
discussed in Sec. 1.3.
Hyperbolic Tracks.-A
constant reading, maintained on the Gee,
Loran, or Decca indicator carried by a vehicle, guides the vehicle along
one member of the family of hyperbol= generated by the pair of transLocation along this track is shown
mitters whose signals are compared.
by the changing reading on another pair of transmitters as the aircraft cuts
across its associated hyperbolic family.
A hyperbolic track will also be
followed if a radar navigator maintains a constant difference between his
distances from two marks or radar beacons, so that these increase or
decrease at the same rate. The constant difference maybe automatically
added to the nearer reading by introducing a corresponding time delay
either into the response of the radar beacon on the ground or into the
action of the receiver in the aircraft.
This difference is then maintained
between the actual distances, and the apparent distances remain equal.
The radar indicator displays this equality clearly, and the navigator
can easily hold to it. The Micro-H bombing system used circular
or hyperbolic tracks at will; along the latter, the bomb was released
when both apparent distances together reached the precomputed
value.
1,6. Homing.-A
track defined in one of the ways just described may
be chosen so as to pass through any desired destination within range,
but it will be a unique track, except in the special case that the destination is the center from which a family of radial tracks proceed (as in
direction finding).
In that case only is a navigator in any arbitrary
location able to travel directly to the destination along one line of
position.
In every other case he must follow the line of one family that
passes through his location until it intersects the line of another family
that passes through the destination, or else he must cut across both
families.
The obvious and most commonly used method of homing is to steer
so that a radio signal emitted at the destination is always received from
dead ahead, according to the navigator’s direction-finder, or so that the
image of the destination on the PPI screen of his radar set always appears
dead ahead. This is the special case just mentioned.
It is to be noted
that if this procedure is followed when there is any cross wind or current,
the aircraft or vessel will not travel in the direction in which it is headed
but in a curve concave toward the direction from which the deflecting
force acts and increasing in curvature as the goal is approached.
The
navigator may maintain a straight approach by heading to windward of
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the direction of the destination, but this requires accurate knowledge of
the drift.
Homing may beaccomplished
inthe general case, cutting across the
two coordinate families, by steering so that the two instrument readings,
which indicate the present position of the craft, approach their destination values at rates approximately proportional to the amounts by which
they respectively differ from those values.
(For example, if the present
Gee coordinates of an aircraft are 6.4 and 38.5 and the destination is at
16.6, 35.1, the craft should be steered so that the first coordinate increases
about three times as fast as the second diminishes. ) In a system like
Gee, where both the destination readings can be set into the indicator
beforehand, an almost direct homing track maybe held by eye estimation
of the motion of the pips on the screen. Strict proportionality of change
of coordinates could be maintained by the use of rather simple auxiliary
equipment, which would direct the craft along a definite track to the
destination.
Such equipment has not been developed as yet, but suggestions regarding its form and use in the Loran system are given in
Chap. 4. The technique might be adapted to any system in which
position is referred to a coordinate grid based upon instrument readings.
1.7. General Comparison of Basic Techniques.—Some
comparison
of the basic techniques can be made without entering into details of
instrumentation or operation.
1. The direction-finding and hyperbolic systems, which do not use the
echo or bounce-back principle of radar, have a great advantage in
range or coverage, both because they are not subject to the twofold dispersal of a signal traveling over a return path and because
they can operate with long waves, for which attenuation is much
less than it is for short waves and for which range maybe extended
by ionospheric reflection.
Radar systems must use ultrahigh or
microwave frequencies in order to get definition in the optical
sense.
2. Systems that measure distance by timing’ of signals give greater
line-of-position
accuracy than direct angle-measuring systems.
With radar systems, accuracy of the circular lines of position is
independent of distance or direction.
With angle systems, accuracy is inversely proportional to distance.
With hyperbolic systems (and the Sonne direction-finding beacon) accuracy depends
At long distances the hyperbolic
on both distance and direction.
systems effectively determine angle by distance-measuring techBoth angle
nique, with a considerable advantage in precision.
and hyperbolic systems are affected at long ranges by errors due
to variations in the ionosphere, but these affect the direction of
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transmission more seriously than the time of transmission, again
favoring the hyperbolic systems.
3. Continuous-wave
systems require much narrower transmission
bandwidths than pulsed systems, per transmission station.
But
this advantage is balanced by the fact that many pulse-emitting
stations may operate in the same band, being distinguished by
different pulse recurrence frequencies or different forms of coding,
whereas each c-w station requires a band to itself.
4. Pulsed systems can generally work through higher atmospheric
noise than can c-w systems and at long ranges are less seriously
affected by vagaries of the ionosphere.
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BY J. H. HALFORD, D. DAVIDSON, AND J. A. WALDSCHMITT
2.1. Origin of Pulsed Hyperbolic Navigation in the United States.
The UHF Proposal.—The pulsed, hyperbolic, radio grid-laying system for
long-range navigation which finally evolved into the Loran system was
first proposed to the Microwave Committee in October 1940, by its
chairman, Alfred L. Loomis.
This proposal involved the use of synchronized pairs of high-power high-frequency pulse-transmitting
stations
separated by distances of the order of several hundred miles. The
families of confocal hyperbolic lines of constant time difference generated
by these pairs of transmitting stations could then be interpreted as lines
of position by observers equipped with electronic receiver-indicators
capable of measuring the elapsed time between the arrival of corresponding pulses from the two members of each pair of stations.
Ranges from
300 to 500 miles for high-flying aircraft were anticipated.
The Army Signal Corps Technical Committee had set up the following
requirements for a “ Precision ATavigational Equipment for Guiding
Airplanes” at its meeting on Oct. 1, 1940:
a. General: it is desired to have precision navigational equipment for
guiding airplanes to a predetermined point in space over or in an
overcast by radio beams, detection apparatus, or direction-finders.
b. Distance: maximum possible.
Five hundred miles desired.
c. Altitude: the ceiling of present heavy bombers; about 35,000 ft.
d. Accuracy: the greatest accuracy obtainable.
One thousand feet at
200 miles is desired,
The Loomis navigation system proposal was quickly accepted by the
Microwave Committee and established as Project 3. A coordination
subcommittee whose first recorded minutes are dated Dec. 20, 1940, was
formed to arrange for the procurement, installation, and field testing of
one pair of transmitting stations and suitable navigation equipment as
outlined in the original proposal.
This committee was made up of
representatives from several of the large electronic manufacturing
companies.
Although the precise method of synchronizing the transmitters had
not been determined, and no agreement had been reached concerning the
19
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most practical method of constructing a suitable navigator’s receiverindicator, the committee initiated the following orders for about $400,000
worth of equipment during December 1940:
a. 2 receiver-indicators—RCA.
b. 2 receiver-indicators (independent design) —Sperry.
c. 2 crystal-controlled timers—Bell Laboratories.
d. 1 1.5-megawatt transmitter—Westinghouse.
e. 1 1.5-megawatt transmitter—General Electric.
f. 6 high-frequency pulse triode transmitting tubes—RCA.
When the orders for equipment were placed, it was estimated that most
of the items would be available for test during the summer of 1941.
In addition to much discussion concerning the most practical methods
of synchronizing the stations and providing the navigator with time-difference readings, there was considerable indecision concerning the best
places to locate the experimental stations.
Several mountain peaks were
considered before it was finally decided to request permission to use two
abandoned Coast Guard lifeboat stations located at Montauk Point,
Long Island, and Fenwick Island, Del. This provided a 209-nautical
mile baseline entirely over water and at the same time kept the stations
within a reasonable distance of the Bell Telephone Laboratories in New
York, from which Project 3 was coordinated.
Meetings of the Project 3 Committee and several subcommittees set
up to coordinate transmitter, transmitting tube, and receiver-indicator
development were held regularly throughout the winter and spring of
1941. The minutes of these various meetings contain numerous discussions of possible methods of synchronization of the stations and of measuring the time difference between the received pulses in the field.
Several distinguished British visitors attended many of these meetings.
E. G. Bowen of the British Mission was present at the Project 3 Committee meeting on Dec. 20, 1940. I.ater, Squadron Leader G. Hignett of the
British Embassy also participated.
Although these British scientists
were aware that a somewhat similar navigational system of hyperbolic
grid-laying was under development in England, they were not completely
familiar with it and were, therefore, able to give only general advice to
the Project 3 Committee.
That the project, new in concept and untried experimentally, was
foredoomed to failure under control of a loose administrative committee
became apparent.
This weakness was recognized particularly by Melville Eastham, who advised turning the central authority over to a fulltime group at Massachusetts Institute of Technology that could make
trials, suggest changes, and guide the whole development as experiment
indicated.
Experiments at Lower Frequencies.—As soon as a few personnel had
been hired, Eastham suggested to the Project 3 Committee that some of
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these people might be assigned the job of assisting RCA and Sperry in the
development of a suitable indicator for the system.
In the early spring
of 1941, a small navigation group (four or five men) was formed, therefore, at Radiation Laboratory under the direction of Eastham and was
gradually augmented, until in 1943 there were about 30 staff members.
This group was under the technical direction of J. C. Street, on leave from
Harvard University.
In addition to the receiver-indicator assignment, this group became
interested in the basic concepts of the entire system.
By early summer
of 1941, the Radiation Laboratory Navigation Group, which had taken
over the project from the microwave subcommittee, had come to the
conclusion that far greater ranges might be attained from a mediumfrequency system wherein sky-wave reflections could be utilized as in
communicate ens.
Accordingly, two portable pulse transmitters capable of tuning from
8.5 down to 2.9 Me/see and generating pulses of about 5-kw peak power
were hastily constructed during the early summer of 1941 for the investigation. These transmitters were set up at the Montauk Point and
Fenwick Island stations and pulsed at 33+ pps by impulses from the Bell
Laboratories timers that had been installed for use with the still unfinished
Project 3 high-frequency transmitters.
No attempt was made at SyTIchronization during these tests. When this system was first proposed
to Eastham and Bowen, they got the mistaken idea that it was for
long-range direction-finding
only, not grid-laying, as precision time
measurements via the ionosphere were at that time unheard of. This
misconception was not clarified until after the successful completion of
the tests.
A set of receiving equipment was installed in a station wagon that
roved as far west as Springfield, Mo.
As expected by the Radiation
Laboratory group, the sky-wave signals from the E-layer of the ionosphere were fairly strong and relatively stable. The stability of the first
reflection was particularly encouraging.
The lower frequencies produced
the most stable signals at night, with the higher frequencies giving more
stable sky-wave reflections by day.
These tests tended to show that the medium frequencies might be
used for a tmly long-range navigation system although the potential
It also became obvious during the
accuracy could be only estimated.
tests that the circular sweep form of indicator could not be used aatiafactorily for making timcdfference
measurements to the order of 1 paec
and, furthermore, that some form of two-trace indicator providing for a
dhct comparison of pulses by superposition of displaced sweeps would
be necessary.
Whiie these medhrn-frequency tests were underway, the first concrete
information about the British Gee system was supplied to the Radiation
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Laboratory during the late summer of 1941 by A. G. Touch of BAC.
The visit of Touch was timely, since it came when all of the early Project
3 ideas on indication had been found awkward, if not impractical.
Touch described the Gee system in cursory fashion but left two very
important ideas in the minds of the navigation group:
1. Accurate measurements (to better than 1 ~sec) could be made with
portable equipment.
2. A multiple-trace indicator providing a means of matching pulses
in time on delayed sweeps was a practical means of accomplishing
this.
Similar conclusions had been reached by the field party that was away
making observations at the time of Touch’s visit.
It is a striking coincidence that this party returned with a strong recommendation for a twotrace indicator at the same time that the Laboratory group had reached
the same conclusion from consideration of Touch’s report.
The evaluation of the circuits for a workable two-trace indicator
followed during the fall of 1941, although many essential refinements
came later.
During tests of the first two-trace indicator at Montauk, it was found
that the 5-kw signals from Fenwick would be ample for direct synchroniOn the basis of this informazation, especially on the lower frequencies.
tion the Radiation Laboratory group decided that the long-range features
of the medium-frequency system were of such great value that this system should receive the full attention of the MIT group, since no great
advantage in duplicating the efforts of the British on the high-frequency
system could be seen. The work on the original Project 3 was abandoned.
In spite of many technical shortcomings, the medium-frequency stations were synchronized during 1941, by means of the first experimental two-trace indicator located at an intermediate monitoring
station at hlanahawkin, N.J. (where the two signals had nearly equal
amplitudes and could be more easily compared).
Shortly thereafter,
observers departed for Bermuda with slightly more carefully constmcted
equipment incorporating the two-trace indicator technique.
Because the
original low-power variable-frequency transmitters were stifl being used,
the ground-wave signals were not expected to and did not reach Bermuda.
Excellent sky-wave results were obtained, however, and the timdifference measurements made during January 1942 indicated an average error
in the line of position of only about 2} miles. Various frequencies
(3.0, 4.8, and 7.7 Me/see) were wed for these tests in order to determine
which would give the best sky waves by night and which by day.
Many
excellent quantitative data were obtained from these teats.
While the observers were in Bermuda, a scheme was devised for
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changing the recurrence rate of the timing chain by small amounts,
thereby providing a simple and effective means for causing the distant
signal to appear to drift to a chosen position on the traces of the indicator.
Further investigation of this method revealed the possibility of readily
providing seven discrete increments in the recurrence rate in steps of
1 part in 400. These various rates could be used to permit the operation and identification of several pairs of stations at the same radio
frequency.
This improvement applied equally well both to the groundstation timers and those incorporated in the observers’ portable indicators.
A few months before the official termination of Project 3, the entire
field organization, including its manager, W. L. Tierney of the Bell
Laboratories, was transferred to the Radiation Laboratory Navigation
Group at Massachusetts Institute of Technology.
As this field organization had worked out its own purchasing, receiving, and shipping programs, authority was granted by the Division of Industrial Cooperation
of Massachusetts Institute of Technology to continue with these activities
This arrangement
independent of the rest of the Radiation Laboratory.
continued throughout the life of the Loran group (later designated Division 11) and facilitated the carrying out of numerous critical field programs
as well as the hasty procurement of much equipment for the Services.
Work that had been initiated during the latter part of 1941 on 100-kw
pulse transmitters with plug-in tank circuits for operation on several frequencies was expedited during the spring of 1942 in order to provide a
full-scale demonstration of the new medium-frequency system.
With
this power and frequency of 1.95 hfc/sec it was estimated that ground
waves could readily be used for direct synchronization and that groundwave ranges of roughly 600 to 700 nautical miles over sea water and
sky-wave ranges out to 1300 to 1400 nautical miles by night could be
achieved.
Daytime sky-wave service over similar ranges was to be provided by transmitters operating simultaneously on about 7.5 Me/see.
These secondary transmitters were actually never installed, partly
because of doubt about the real utility of the additional service, but
primarily because new transmitters were always required as fast as they
could be produced for 2-Me/see service in new areas.
One of the most serious shortcomings of the Loran receiver-indicators
used for the Bermuda tests was the difficulty of accurately measuring the
time difference between two signals of different amplitudes.
A relatively
simple method of differential gain control was developed, thereby completing the basic evolution of the Loran receiver-indicator as reproduced
by the tens of thousands for use during the war.
The First Loran Trials.-B y June 1942, the first two high-power
(100-kw peak power) transmitters had been installed and tested in the
old Project 3 stations at Montauk Point, Long Island, and Fenwick
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Island, Del. The first Radiation Laboratory timer (Model A) had been
installed at Fenwick, the slave station, and direct synchronism established. One of the Bell timers was used in the master station at Montauk.
During the spring of 1942 the basic recurrence rate for the system was
reduced from 33+ to 25 pps in order to provide a larger recurrence interval
for the accommodation of signals (with sky-wave reflections) from such
long baseline installations as were already being planned for linking
Labrador and Greenland.
In the same month the first Naval Liaison Officer for Loran was
appointed.
He was Lieut. Comdr. (now Captain) L. M. Harding, USCG.
He and his successors in that office were invaluable in making arrangements for Naval cooperation in trials and in surveying the sites for new
stations.
On June 13, 1942, an improved model of the receiver-indicator,
incorporating multiple recurrence rates and clifferential gain cent rol, was
taken aloft in a Navy blimp from Lakehurst, N. J., for a full-scale demonstration of the Loran system. Later that month arrangements were
completed to send another receiver-indicator
and observers out on
an extended long-range observation trip on the USS Manasgyan, a Coast
Guard weather ship. The frequencies used for these tests were 1.95 and
7.5 Me/see, of which the former gave the better reception.
Although
only one set of lines of position was available for both of these tests, the
results were so encouraging that immediate high-level Army and Navy
action was instituted to underwrite the procurement and installation of a
number of stations and shipborne receiver-indicators for an operational
service test in the Northwest Atlantic, extending from Fenwick Island
to Cape Farewell, Greenland, with sky-wave signals extending as far east
as the Azores.
NDRC Procurernent.+everal
joint Army-Navy-NDRC
meetings
were held during the early summer of 1942 to discuss the progress of the
system and to formulate plans for the most expeditious introduction of
Loran to service uee. As a result of these meetings, representatives of
the Radiation Laboratory agreed to have four stations and three lines
of position available for a full-scale service test on Oct. 1, 1942. For
future installations in the North Atlantic and Aleutian areaa, for operational trials, the Navy requested that the foUowing equipment be proCUredby NDRC :
a. 250 model LRN-1 and model LRN-lA shipbome receiver-indicators.
b. 62 KKkkw transmitters.
c. 50 navigator trainer units.
d. 80 transmitter timers.
e. 50 special receivers for transmitter timers.
The total cost of these items amounted to about $1,250,000 for which the
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Navy agreed to reimburse NDRC.
The question of airborne receivers,
although the Radiation Laboratory had initiated development work under
NDRC contract at General Electric Company in Bridgeport, Corm., was
turned over to the Aircraft Radio Laboratory of the Signal Corps at
Wright Field. The Army then requested the Radiation Laboratory to
cancel all work being done by General Electric Company, even though
they had already finished one excellent model, and gave the job to Philco.
This decision set the development and production of the AN/APN-4
airborne receiver-indicator back about a year, although it may have
ensured earlier large-scale production.
In anticipation of high-level service backing, negotiations had been
opened with the Royal Canadian Navy during the spring of 1942, and
two suitable sites had been selected by Radiation Laboratory field engiThe RCN
neers at Baccaro Point and Deming Island, Nova Scotia.
arranged for the use of the sites chosen and assisted in the erection of
the stations during the summer of 1942. While these stations were
being erected, three additional sites were chosen by a joint USN, RCN,
Radiation Laboratory flying survey.
During the summer of 1942 the closest possible coordination of the
Loran effort with British work in the pulsed-hyperbolic-navigation
field
was achieved.
R. J. Dippy, the originator of the British Gee system,
was sent to this country by the Telecommunications Research EstablishDuring his
ment at the request of the Ministry of Aircraft Production.
8-month stay at the Radiation Laboratory he succeeded in standardizing
the physical size of the airborne Loran equipment with its British counterpart so that the sets could be readily interchanged.
Eighty-volt taps on
the power transformers were also specified for the Loran sets in order
that they could be used in British planes that had 80-volt variablefrequency generators.
By great perseverance Dippy managed to force
these requirements through, with the result that Loran receiver-indicators
were readily interchangeable with Gee sets. After getting the airborne
program standardized, Dippy assisted in the design and development of
new Loran ground-station timing equipment in which the British experience was joined to that of the Radiation Laboratory.
Although Dippy
was called back to England before this timer could be completed, he contributed significantly to its design.
The summer and early fall of 1942 were spent producing equipment
for the two stations in Nova Scotia and for the three northern stations in
Bonavista, Newfoundland;
Battle Harbour, Labrador; and Narsak,
Greenland. The final production design of the shipborne receiverindicators was subcontracted to the RCA License Laboratory in New
York. The RCA engineers also assisted in getting this equipment into
production at the Fada Radio and Electric Company.
Incidentally, the
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entire job of production engineering and design of the equipment by
RCA, procurement of parts by Fada, and delivery of the first sets to the
Radiation Laboratory in September 1942 took less than five months.
This was made possible by the unusually good design work of the RCA
License Laboratory and by the willingness of the Radiation Laboratory
to accept good broadcast-receiver-type
parts and construction.
At that time, it was assumed that the Navy would have their own
standard type of receiver-indicators in production within a few months,
at which time the Radiation Laboratory sets could be discarded.
Actually, many of these sets are still in service, and the Navy eventually
reordered several thousand substantial copies of the original Fada equipment. It should be pointed out that one of the principal reasons for the
excellent results achieved with the Fada equipment was due to the radical
method of shock-mounting it. Early in the installation program, it
became obvious that the sets would never survive under the extreme
conditions of vibration and shock encountered on a fighting ship, and a
project was instituted to find a better type of shock-mount.
The new
mounts had a period of about 2 cps and were so soft that they appeared
sloppy.
However, they soon proved their ability to absorb the most
violent shocks, and gratifying reports began to filter back to the Radiation
Laboratory both from the USN and RCN concerning the remarkable
ability of the Loran receiver-indicator to stand up under battle conditions.
2.2. North Atlantic Standard Loran Chain. Establishment of Ground
Stations.—By Oct. 1, 1942, the two Canadian stations had been essentially
completed, although no standby equipment was available, and a sufficient
number of Royal Canadian Navy personnel had been trained by the
Radiation Laboratory to inaugurate regular service by the four-station
(three-pair) chain for 16 hr daily.
The remaining 8-hr period each day
was required for maintenance work and installation of various accessories,
Late in September, the first shipborne receiver-indicators began to
arrive at the Radiation Laboratory for final inspection and alignment
before being turned over to the Atlantic fleet, whose Commander-inChief had stationed a number of noncommissioned
personnel at the
Laboratory to receive and install these sets on certain carefully chosen
ships. The first such installation was on the old battleship New York,
on Oct. 18, 1942. Other installations followed during the fall until about
45 sets had been put in service by the end of 1942. About 5 of these
early sets were turned over to the RCN for use in navigator and maintenance training programs that were set up in Halifax.
These Canadian
sets soon found their way onto certain key escort craft doing convoy duty
along this coast.
In spite of every possible effort by the Radiation Laboratory, the usual
procurement and shipping difficulties made it impossible to complete the
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three northern stations in Newfoundland, Labrador, and Greenland
during 1942. Labrador managed to get on the air in November 1942, but
food, permanent housekeeping equipment, and personnel were lacking.
Newfoundland was ready for synchronization trials in January 1943.
Actual synchronization of this pair, however, was delayed due to an
unannounced change in recurrence rates and lack of communication
between stations anti other Naval organizations.
The Greenland station
was delayed by several unfortunate difficulties, including a storm that
destroyed the station buildings—fortunately,
however, before the equipment had been installed.
With the help of the local service people, the
Radiation ,Laboratory engineers erected spare buildings which the Navy
had sent with the expedition.
During February the station managed to
get on the air, but synchronism was not established immediately owing
to the very great distance to the Labrador station.
After installing a
directional receiving antenna and rebuilding the receivers for greater
sensitivity, the pair finally established synchronism in the spring of 1943.
On Jan. 1, 1943, the U.S. Coast Guard formally took over the full
responsibility for the original two stations at Fenwick and Montauk
Point. At about the same time, the RCN took over the responsibility
During the winter and spring of
for the two stations in Nova Scotia.
1943, the full effort of the Laboratory was devoted to the design and
production of improved timing and transmitting equipment as well as
more reliable test equipment and other accessories for the ground stations.
The Labrador, Newfoundland, and Greenland stations were turned over
to the USCG, which had manned them from the start, during June 1943,
and thereafter full 24-hr daily operation was maintained throughout this
original seven-station system.
Thus by October 1942, four Standard I.oran stations had been established by Radiation Laboratory personnel and later had been operated on
a 16-hr-a-day schedule by the RCN” and USN. The chain comprised
the two test stations, Montauk and Fenwick, as well as the permanent
The Fenwick station
installations at Baccaro and Deming, Nova Scotia.
was later moved to Bodie Island, North Carolina, and the Montauk
Point station was moved to Siasconset on Nantucket Island.
The I,oran systcm became fully opcrat ional in the spring of 1943 when
charts for the four-station Nnrth Atlantic chain were made avail ahlc, and
about 40 shim of the United States Atlantic fleet and a number of
Canadian corvettes had been equipped \vith I.oran receiver-indicators.
In the early summer of the same year, the N’orth Atlantic chain Jvas
extended northward and eastward to Newfoundland, I,abrador, and
Greenland. These stations were established under the supervision of
Radiation laboratory personnel and were operated by the USN. I.ater
the chain was extended to Iceland, the Faeroes, and the Hebrides to give
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day and night navigational service over the North Atlantic shipping
lanes. These stations were operated by the British Admiralty.
At the
request of Royal Air Force Coastal Command for Loran service along the
coast of Norway, a station was installed in the Shetland Islands and was
Another station was added to the North Atlantic
operated by the RAF.
chain at Port-aux-Basques in Newfoundland, in 1945, to serve the Gulf
of St. Lawrence.
The Hatterar+Florida chain, consisting of Bo&e Island, N. C.,
Folly Island, S.C. and Hobe Sound, Fla., waa established in 1945 to
extend Loran service to the Caribbean.
The Gulf of Mexico chain,
consisting of Matagorda Island, Tex., Cameron, La., and P@ Isabel,
Tex., is used chiefly for training.
Development of Lorart Na~gation at Sea.—The operational use of
Loran by the USN expanded rapidly after its introduction in the spring
of 1943. Installation, maintenance, and navigator-training
facilities
were set up in many ports on the mainland and in several extraterritorial
bases. By the end of the war practically every surface vessel of destroyerescort size or larger in the United States fleet waa equipped with Loran.
Installation of Loran receiver-indicators in surface vessels of the RCN
was initiated in the summer of 1943. A maintenance depot and a navigation school were established at Dartmouth, Nova Scotia.
At the close
of the war approximately 120 corvettes, 40 frigates, 15 destroyer+ and
2 cruisers were equipped with Loran receiver-indicators.
The Loran
system was used extensively in convoy escort and submarine patrol.
Practically all ships of corvette size or larger in the Royal Navy were
equipped with Loran receiver-indicators, not only for operation in the
North Atlantic, but also in the Indian and Pacific Oceans.
The Loran system was found to be useful not only for normal navigation but for rendezvous between convoys and escorting aircraft and
surface vessels and for the accurate location of enemy shipping and
U-boats.
Few merchant ships were equipped with Loran, but the large
fast troopships, which traveled without escort, relied on Loran for
navigation.
As reliable airborne receiver-indicators were not available until the
summer of 1944, little use was made of Loran by the American Air
Forces in antisubmarine operations along the Atlantic Coast.
Many
valuable Loran trial flights were carried out, however, and the system was
used extensively for the training of aerial navigation.
Development of Loran Navigation in the Air.—By the fall of 1944
enemy submarine packs were driven from American coastal waters and,
consequently, antisubmarine operations were extended far out to sea.
The Royal Canadian Air Force took an active part in these submarine
patrol activities.
Two very long range, VLR, squadrons of Liberators
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were organized at Gander, Newfoundland.
Because of the difficulty of
navigating in bad weather, the pilots had to reserve at least an hour of
flying time for searching for the airdrome.
When these squadrons were
equipped with Loran, it was found that this search time could be almost
eliminated, and the patrol range was correspondingly increased.
As mentioned in preceding sections the North Atlantic chain was
extended eastward to Iceland, the Faeroes, and the Hebrides in the fall
of 1943. These stations were established and operated by the British
Admiralty.
With the western stations they constitute a conventional
Loran chain.
When the French coast was liberated in the summer of 1944, submarine activity and the requirements for convoy protection shifted
northward to the Murmansk route. To protect this route and also to
facilitate attacks on enemy shipping and installations along the coast of
Norway, it became evident that Loran coverage should be extended to
this coast. Because all eight of the specific recurrence rates were already
assigned to existing or projected stations of the North Atlantic chain,
it was decided that a station should be constructed in the Shetlands to
transmit on the same radio frequency and at the same recurrence rate
as those in the Faeroes and the Hebrides.
However, it was to be so
phased that its signal would always appear on the lower trace of the
navigator’s receiver-indicator and to the right of the signal from the
Hebrides. It was further to be identified by a distinctive blink.
The
station was constructed and put into service by the RAF in November
1944. Used extensively by surface vessels escorting convoys to Murmansk it also aided the RAF Coastal Command on such missions over the
coast of Norway as the attack on the !l’irpitz.
RAF Coastal Command took an active and continued interest in
Loran from the time of its introduction in the European Theater.
A
training school for Loran navigators and maintenance men was established by Coastal Command at Mullaghmore in northern Iceland in the
fall of 1944. The installation and training programs were carried out
smoothly and efficiently.
Coastal Command made use of Gee for shortThe installations
range missions and Loran for long-range missions.
were so arranged that an aircraft could carry either Gee or Loran, the
choice depending on the type of navigation provided over the proposed
route. Navigation by Loran was confined primarily to the area covered
by the North Atlantic chain, although later, as described below, SS Loran
coverage was used for anti-U-boat patrol over the Bay of Biscay.
At
the end of the war in Europe, Coastal Command was operating nine
squadrons of Liberators, seven squadrons of Wellington, seven squadrons
of Sunderlands, three squadrons of Catalinas, and four squadrons of
Halifaxes, or a total of approximately 450 aircraft.
These were engaged
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in meteorological, antishipping, anti-U-boat, convoy+xcort, and reconnaissance operation.
Loran and Gee sets were available for all these
aircraft, and either Loran or Gee equipment was carried on almost every
sortie. There were also four USN squadrons of Liberators engaged in
anti-U-boat activities operating with Coastal Command.
They were
also equipped with the alternative Loran or Gee installation.
2.3. European Sky-wave Synchronized Loran.
Th ProposaZ.-On
returning from loan to the Bureau of Ships where he assisted in getting
some official Naval activity started on the production of Navy-approved
shipborne receiver-indicators, as well as preparing the complete operating
and maintenance instructions for the original NDRC receiver-indicators,
J. A. Pierce assumed the leadership of the Loran Operational Research
Group.
The principal interest of this group was in the analysis of skywave propagation of Loran signals in order to establish reliable sky-wave
correction curves. As Pierce had suspected from the earliest days of the
medium-f requenc y project, the probable errors of sky-wave observations
over distances greater than a few hundred miles were strikingly low, and
transmission was remarkably stable over the longer distances.
This led
to the informal experimental test of a very important new concept on
the night of Apr. 10, 1943. The Fenwick Island station was requested
to attempt to maintain synchronism by means of the sky-wave signal
received from Bonavista, Newfoundland,
1100 nautical miles away,
during one of the regular off-schedule periods.
The results of this
experiment were observed at the Radiation Laboratory and revealed a
line-of-position probable error of only 0.5 mile. And thus Sky-wave
Synchronized Loran (usually referred to as SS Loran) was born.
Although SS Loran could be used only at night, it made possible
1200- to 1300-nautical mile baselines, and it could be used nearly as well
over land as water. Here then was a method of providing fairly accurate
navigational coverage over most of central Europe, far deeper into enemy
territory than any other existing system. The first proposal was to have
one pair of stations in Scotland and near Leningrad and another between
Scotland and North Africa.
It soon appeared, however, that it would
not be easy or expedient to try to arrange for a station in the U.S.S.R.
at that time, and hence a plan was prepared that called for one station in
Scotland and three in h’orth Africa.
As these plans were being made and being introduced in England by
D. G. Fink, who had become head of the Loran Division upon the retirement of Eastham, arrangements were made for extensive tests of the
SS Loran concept in the United States. Equipment was assembled and
The new Radiation
modified to provide four transmitting stations.
Laboratory experimental station at East Brewster, Mass., and a new
station at Gooseberry Falls, Minn., were synchronized to provide an
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East-West baseline, and stations at Key West, Fla., and Montauk Point,
Long Island, gave a North-South baseline.
This test system was ready
for full operation in the early fall of 1943. Night after night, Army,
Navy, and Royal Air Force observation planes flew throughout the I?astcentral United States navigating entirely by SS Loran—the observers
including high-ranking officers of all three services. At the conclusion
of the tests late in October 1943, a complete report covering groundstation performance, as well as the detailed results of the navigational
tests, was prepared by the RAF delegation in Washington.
The average
error of hundreds of navigational fixes proved to be between 1 and 2 miles
over the entire service area.
At the conclusion of the SS Loran tests, a joint committee consisting
of a representative of Chief of Naval Operations, one from Air Ministry,
and one from the Army Air Forces decided that the system was of such
operational value as to justify the diversion of much needed U.S. Navy
ground-station equipment to the European Theater for RAF use. The
test system was immediately dismantled, and the equipment returned to
Radiation Laboratory for reconditioning.
Seven Radiation I,aboratory
engineers and a computer went to the European Theater to aid in putting
the system in service.
Establishment of Ground Stations. —With the reluctant approval of the
British Admiralty, after an extended study of possible interference with
established communications, the 1900-kc/sec channel was chosen for the
European SS Loran system.
Installation and testing of the four ground
stations shown in Fig. 21 were completed in the spring of 1944.
Tactical use of the system was delayed by a scarcity of reliable airborne equipment and by a lack of satisfactory charts. The early airborne sets, AN/APN-4
Modifications I and II, were unsatisfactory for
high-altitude service because of a tendency of the high-voltage transThis weakness was corrected in the AN/APIi-4
former to form corona.
Modification 111, but sets of this type did not reach the European Theater
in sufficient numbers until late in the summer of 1944.
The early charts were inconvenient to use because the sky-wave
corrections were tabulated on a separate sheet and inaccurate because of
insufficient knowledge of E-layer reflections in the European area, The
sky-wave corrections were based on relatively few measurements of the
ground-to-sky-wave interval made in the British Isles under conditions
that were not entirely equivalent to those encountered in Loran operations. These measurements indicated that the E-layer at the relatively
far northern latitude was several kilometers higher than it had been
observed in Loran tests in the United States. Subsequent observations
showed that a sky-wave correction curve based on Loran measurements
accumulated in the LTnited States from Loran transmitting and monitor
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stations during the SS Loran tests gave more accurate results. In the
revised charts, the sky-wave corrections were derived from the more
extensive and reliable American observations and were incorporated in
the time-difference values shown on the charts. The re,vised charts were
made available early in the fall of 1944.

FIG. 2.1.—Ai-ea over which SS Loran was available for air navigation during the winter of
1944–1945 at low level md at 20,000ft.

The transmissions from Port Errol in Scotland were synchronized by
means of the first sky-wave reflection from the E-layer (first-hop E) with
the transmissions from Bizerte in Tunisia.
The transmissions from Ch-an
in Algeria (on a different recurrence rate) were similarly synchronized
with the transmissions from Apollonia in Libya.
Transmission was
maintained from about an hour before dusk until about an hour after
dawn.
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Development of SS Loran Navigation.-The
navigators were instructed
to use only the first-hop E-reflections in making their time-difference
The range of the first-hop E-reflection is limited by the
measurements.
curvature of the earth and the height of the reflecting layer. It is found
to be approximately 1400 statute miles for low-flying aircraft and approximately 1600 statute miles for planes flying above 20,000 ft. The coverage
area shown in Fig. 2“1 extends over a large portion of continental Europe.
Over the Channel coast the signal from Apollonia was rather weak. To
improve the signal in this area and to extend the coverage over the
Channel and southern England, a station was eventually established at
Brindisi on the heel of Italy to replace the one at Apollonia.
However,
it was never used tactically in operations against the enemy because the
war ended before the charts for the new system were available.
Trials made with the experimental SS Loran system in the United
States and reports from the European SS ground transmitting and
monitoring stations indicated that the probable error in timing (the sum
of errors due to variation of sky-wave transmission and equipment and
personal errors in timing) amounted to about 8 psec, which corresponds
to a probable positional error of 1 statute mile near the baseline and 1.6
statute miles near the limit of the coverage area. Because of the time
required to obtain a fix and the high speed of the planes, this accuracy
was not realized in the air.
It was originally intended that a homing chain, consisting of three
Standard Loran stations should provide navigational information for aircraft returning to their home airfields and that Loran should be the only
navigational system required.
Unfortunately, the sites were chosen to
give coverage over southeastern England at relatively high altitudes.
The stations were too far apart to provide satisfactory signals at the
altitudes at which the planes were returning to their home fields (a few
thousand feet).
Consequently, the homing chain was abandoned, and
aircraft were equipped with both Gee and Loran.
Gee was used for
homing and for short missions over the continent wherever Gee cover
was provided.
Loran was used for night operations deep in enemy
territory beyond the range of the Gee stations.
The European SS Loran system was first used operationally by the
RAF Bomber Command in October 1944. Because most of the operations of this command were carried out at night and at rather long range,
the SS Loran system was well suited to its needs. Ultimately all bombers
in the command engaged in deep missions over enemy territory were
equipped with both Gee and Loran.
The largest group in Bomber Command was 5-Group, composed of
It was almost self-sufficient,
about 350 Lancaster and 20 Mosquitoes.
as it had its own bomber force, flare force, pathfinders, and windfinders.
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It had developed a method of vector bombing at night by the use of
target-indicating flares. The main bomber force was preceded by a
riumber of windfinding planes, a flare force, a “controller,”
and one or
more of his deputies.
The windfinding planes informed the rest of the
force of the direction and velocity of the winds along the route to aid them
The controller directed the dropping
in their navigation and bombing.
of the target-indicating flares and, later on, the bombing of the target.
Flying low and fast, usually in a Mosquito, he observed the location of
the flares in relation to the target, selected one conveniently to windward
of the target (so that smoke of subsequent bombing would not obliterate
the flares), and directed the flare force to reinforce it. Then as the main
bomber force came in, he directed it to bomb the target-indicating flares,
using a false wind vector such that the bombs would strike the target
rather than the target-indicating flares. He corrected any tendency of
the bombing to drift away from the target by modifying the false-wind
vector.
On nights of poor visibility, parachute flares were placed above
the clouds and over the target by means of Gee, H2S, or Loran.
The Pathfinder Force, 8-Group, was composed of roughly 170 Lancaster and 200 Mosquitoes.
Its function was to lead the heavy bombers
of other groups to the target and to mark the target by means of flares.
The Mosquitoes also engaged in intruder operations and nuisance bombing. All planes of this group were equipped with Loran and Gee. Serious objection was raised to the use of a trailing antenna, especially with
the fast Mosquitoes, because it reduced the speed and maneuverability and
had a tendency to break off. A fixed antenna with coupling unit was
finally developed that gave satisfactory results.
Early in February 1945, the Mosquitoes of 8-Group bombed Berlin.
This nuisance bombing of Berlin continued almost every night until the
end of the war. Loran was used for navigation and for bomb release.
To obtain sufficient accuracy for bombing it was necessary to reduce the
time required to take a reading. The indicator was modified by the
addition of a second pair of time-difference controls in order to provide
separate controls for each of two recurrence rates. The pilot followed a
Loran line passing over the target and released the bombs on crossing the
proper Loran line on the other recurrence rate. Although no great
accuracy was claimed for the system, its users considered it highly effective and a relatively simple, safe method of bombing.
2.4. Loran in the China-Burma-India
Theater.
Establishment of
the Hump Triplets.—In the fall of 1943, a Loran system was proposed to
provide navigation over the Army Air Transport Command route from
India to China. The route at that time was a nonstop flight for an
airline distance of less than 500 nautical miles over mountainous country
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with peaks up to 17,000 ft. The greater part of this distance was over
enemy territory.
In addition, the route wus plagued by seasons of very
high winds, monsoons with hmvy ruin, continual low overcast, numerous
thunderstorms, and heavy prccipitut ion static.
This system, m originally conccivcd, consisted of a single pair of
stations at each end of the route, providing overlapping lines of position
nearly parallel to the line of flight. These were to guide the large number
of aircraft engaged in this operation without danger of collisions.
Lightweight, Air Tnmsportable equipment was designed rmd conA prototype
structed by Radiation Laboratory for four such stations.
installation was made in a mountainous section of California, flighttested, and reported on by Headquarters, Army Air Forces, (.)ffice of the
Air Communictitions Officer.
Eowever, theater operations did not permit straight-line routes but
rather required a system providing navigational fixes. The plans were,
therefore, amended to include a triplet on each side of the Hump.
Owing to the overland synchronism paths, the baseline lengths are
limited to roughly 50 to 75 nautical miles depending on the soil conductivityy and the noise level.
Owing to poor coordination by the various AAF organizations in the
United States the ground-station equipment did not reach the theater
until August 1944.
Geographical coordinates for one station, Paya, as determined by
aatro-observations were found to be in error by about 0.8 nautical mile
due to the deflection from the vertical resulting from the near-by Himalaya Mountains.
The coordinates that proved to be correct were obtained
from the Survey of India charts. The need for highly accurate coordinates is especially great for short baseline systems.
The ground-station
installations and operation were handled by the Fourth Army Airways
Communication System Wing, AAF.
The Assam Hump (India) triplet was tested and finally placed in
o~eration in October 1944.
Flight tests and subsequent reports indicated a ground-wave range
eaatward over the Hump of 280 to 300 statute miles during the daytime
and 200 to 250 miles at night. The daytime westward range over the
flat lowland country is somewhat greater, with ranges of more than 400
statute miles having been obtained.
In this case the range was limited
only by the receiver sensitivity and noise.
The system orientation fortunately provided coverage not only for
the northern direct Hump route in use when the system was conceived
but also for the tactical areas of Myitkyina, Bhamo, etc., and the final
Hump route via Myitkyina.
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Approval of therequired air-hump tonnage (60 tons) for the triplet
east of the Hump was withheld by the China Theater Commander until
after the successful testing of the Assam triplet.
The China triplet was placed on a 24-hr operating schedule on Mar.
15, 1945.
Sky-wave Synchronized Pairs.—In addition to these two triplets comprising the Hump system, the China and India-Burma Theaters’ Loran
program quickly expanded to include the SS Inland China pair, the East
India Coast Standard triplet, the SS Burma pair, and the Chengtu triplet.
A Radiation Laboratory representative was assigned as a technical
observer to the Headquarters Fourth AACS Wing, AAF, India-Burma
Theater for the period June 1944 to March 1945, to assist in all phases of
the Loran program.
An SS Loran pair was requested by the Twentieth Bomber Command,
AAF, to provide line-of-position navigation over enemy-occupied China
to the edge of the Japanese home island. Used in conjunction with the
APQ-15 high-altitude radar equipment, night navigation over this large
area was to be furnished.
As originally conceived, a station was to be located near Luchow,
Kweichow, China, and the other near Paoning, Szechwan, Chha.
Thk
orientation placed the center line (perpendicular bisector of the baseline)
directly through the southwestern Japanese home islands and gave a
baseline length of about 480 nautical miles. It did not provide coverage
over the home bases of the Twentieth Bomber Command near Chengtu,
Szechwan, China, owing to the nearness of the northern station to this
area. However, the loss of Luchow and all of the surrounding area to the
Japanese forced a relocation of the system.
The slave station was combined with the southern slave station of the
Kunming Hump triplet chiefly to alleviate the Hump supply problem.
The master station at Manchung, Szechwan, China, was sufficiently
removed from the Chengtu area to provide homing coverage from the
pair over this important area. This relocation of the pair provided a
useful increase in the baseline length to about 605 nautical miles and
placed the center line toward Formosa, retracting the coverage toward
Japan.
Operation on this pair began Mar. 15, 1945, on a 24-hr-a-day
basis.
East India Coast System.—This system was requested by the RAF to
provide long-range navigation over the Bay of Bengal, the Andaman
Islands, and Rangoon and by night to Bangkok and toward Singapore.
The equipment was allotted by the Joint Chiefs of Staff to the AAF from
the U.S. Navy.
The siting, installation, and initial operation were the
responsibility of the Fourth AACS Wing, AAF.
Operation was initiated
on Apr. 15, 1945.
This system was turned over to the Royal Air Force on July 1, 1945.
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RAF flight reports indicate excellent signals at 700 to 800 statute miles.
Errors were reported to be less than 1 mile for the favorable coverage
areas and up to 2 to 3 miles in the unfavorable regions (off the baseline
extensions).
Loran Navigation in the Air. —Initial requests for airborne sets were
made by the ATC and the Twentieth Bomber Command in March 1944.
By the time the China triplet was placed in operation, which completed
the Hump system (1+ years after its inception), the tactical situation in
Burma had been cleared up, the Hump route moved south over more
favorable terrain, and a large number of radio beacons had been installed
across the route. The Hump tonnage had been increased to about 30,000
tons per month.
The ATC aircraft, numbering more than 300 type C-46,
were 90 per cent equipped with AN/APN-4’s.
The radio compass was
the common navigational instrument in use, with Loran being employed
more frequently as personnel familiarity with it improved.
The eastward coverage toward the China coast, Kweilin, Luchow, etc.,
of the Kunming Hump triplet was still of great value both for tactical
and expanding ATC and combat cargo operation.
Small initial shipments (ATC) were received in October 1944. A severe shortage of airborne equipment continued to exist through 1944 and until late spring of
1945. Installation
of equipment
for ATC—India-China
Division
received top priority.
Combat cargo and troop carrier units of the
Tenth Air Force and Combat Cargo Task Force (RAF and AAF) were
next on the priority list under a plan to provide a minimum of two installations per squadron for training and pathfinding purposes at the earliest
possible moment.
This plan was then extended to include heavy bombardment (China Theater and India-Burma Theater), photomapping,
night fighters, and air-sea-rescue in roughly this order. This plan was
completed in the early part of 1945.
The presence of airborne installations in replacement and additional
aircraft helped alleviate the very poor airborne set supply situation so that
all of the units had a high percentage of installations by the summer of
1945.
2.6. Operations in the Pacific.-Loran
chains in the Pacific were
planned to cover as much of the advance to Japan as was possible geographically.
Support of naval and air operations in the forward areas
was envisaged, but due consideration was also given to coverage of the
supply routes from Hawaii and the United States. Loran planning was
carried out at a high level as early as 1943 with the purpose of coordinating
the establishment of Loran service with military and naval advances in
the island war.
North PM”@ Chuin.-By
the time the North Atlantic chain became
familiar to the Atlantic fleet, a directive was issued, in January
1943, for Loran coverage in the Aleutians.
Two rates began 104w opera-
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tion in October 1943, extending service to 22-hr operation in January 1944.
With the addition of one more pair in July 1944, 24-hr transmissions
followed.
This chain employs the same recurrence rates and radio frequency as the North Atlantic chain, yet no records of any interference
between the two areas have been reported.
In the sweeps to Paramushiru in the Kurils and in the naval campaign off the Aleutians both
before and after the last Japanese were eradicated from the westernmost
part of these islands, the Loran chairis on our Alaskan steppingstones
played a very important role. Since Aleutian weather is inclement,
celestial observations were entirely out of the question.
Conditions
there are so bad that it was only with extreme difficulty that astrometrical
observations at the stations were obtained during the siting process.
Central and Southwest Pacijic Chains.—The Hawaiian triplet came into
service in October 1944. A month later a second triplet in the Phoenix
Islands became operational.
The capture of the important Japanese
bases in the Marshalls (Kwajalein, Majuro, etc.) enabled establishment of
a triplet there, with service beginning in December 1944. As soon as
Guam and Saipan were in Allied hands, the Marianas chain (Guam,
Saipan, Ulithi) was sited, becoming available to navigators in December
1944. This preceded the peak days of the B-29 raids, and therefore
Loran service in the area from the Marianas westward paved the way for
the heavy bombers to do more effective work by justifying a reduction in
fuel reserve and an increase in bomb load. The Coast Guard continued
its installation program in 1945 with the triplet Ulithi-Suluan (East
Philippines) -Mapia in April. These pairs were ground-wave synchronized by day and sky-wave synchronized by night. The coverage of
these somewhat overlapped that of the Morotai-Pulo Anna-Palau triplet,
which was placed in service in January 1945; and when the war was near
its end, the Ulithi-Suluan-Mapia triplet was withdrawn.
When position
lines were needed over Japan to cross with those from the Marianas, the
link between Okinawa and Iwo Jima was formed in May and June 1945.
At first, this pair was ground-wave synchronized by day (baseline 727
nautical miles) and sky-wave synchronized by night, but soon afterward,
by the use of suitable antennas and by auxiliary monitors, the pair
employed ground-wave synchronization entirely.
To bolster activities in
the South China Sea, a triplet on the western Philippines (Luzon-Talampulon-Palawan) became serviceable in July 1945.
The Army Air Forces undertook coverage of the lower Eaat Indies
with a chain in northwestern Australia.
This waa known as the Banda
Sea chain and commenced service in September 1944, guiding sweeps on
the Celebes, Java, and Halmahera.
With the end of the war, the requirement for a navigational system
for the occupation air and sea forces in Japan has resulted in the current
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TABLE2.1.—LoRANOPERATIONS
BY TWENTY-FIRST
BOMEER
COMMAND
No. of missions
26
29
34
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
55
59
60
63
64
67
68
7W95
96
97-125
126

139
146

163
167-171

172
174
176
178
181

183
186
187
188
189
191

No. of aircraft

No. of fixes

109
112
117
145
229
191
313
310
295
331
298
251
161
102
135
94
149
230
194
53
221
167
348
337
627
131
640
106
195
170
343
218
102
524
516
309
514
452
510
m
523
449
116
14,249

Not reported
Not reported
Not reported
Not reported
Not reported
Not reported
N’otreported
4350
Not reported
h-et reported
h-et reported
Not reported
Not reported
Not reported
160
Not reported
NTotreported
2225
1312
364
1400
Not reported
2362
2992
Not reported
1050
Not reported
790
1998
1428
2935
h’ot reported
681
4318
4968
2148
2386
Not reported
Not reported
Not reported
Not reported
1767
104-4

vlax.fix range,miles
1000

750
800
850
Not reported
1000
Not reported
1200
1070

1500
1200
1200
h-et reported
Not reported
1200
Not reported
1200
1500
750
1000
1000
1000
1250
1425
1000
1300
Sot reported
900
1150
712
885
Not reported
895
693
1063
842
1200
1091
911
893
911
848
900
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installation of a Loran pair between a site near Tokyo Bay and one of the
islands adjacent to Okinawa.
This pair and the Okinawa-Iwo Jima pair
provide excellent cover from the Bonins to Japan.
West Coast Chain. —Priority dictated that the first chains in the Pacific
should be in the forward areas, and, consequently, the gap between the
west coast of the United States and Hawaii has been sorely felt all along,
particularly by the air transports and by the fleet moving in and out of
In June 1945, the first step in filling the West Coast gap
San Francisco.
began with the AT triplet Point Arguello-Point Sur-Point Grenoble
These AAF stations will be
covering the approach to San Francisco.
replaced later by a West Coast chain of six pairs, extending from Vancouver Island, British Columbia, to Guadalupe Island, Mexico.
When
this has been accomplished, great-circle flying from Japan to the United
States will have fairly complete Loran coverage, since the Aleutian chain
already provides much of this. Throughout the war, the principal radionavigational systems between California and Hawaii were certain radio
ranges at either end and radio beacons installed aboard lightships several
The first of the final six Loran
hundred miles to the east of Hawaii.
pairs has been operating since July 1945, bet ween Point Grenville and
Cape Blanco, and the link between Vancouver and Point Grenville became
operationa! in October 1945.
Airborne Operations.—The files of the War and Navy Departments
contain a large number of reports summarizing the use of the Pacific
chains by various services. Rather than include here any individual
testimonials, we present a table of the results of a large number of B-29
missions to Japan (Table 2.1). The number of fixes per sortie (where
reported) averages about eight. The variations in performance are
attributed by the War Department to the advent of new B-29 wings to
those already in the Marianas and to the departure of those who had
completed their tours.
2.6. Charting and Training.
Chartz%g—During the last part of
1944 and in 1945 a large portion of the Pacific Ocean was covered by
Coast Guard Loran installations made under Navy auspices at the direction of the Joint Chiefs of Staff. The only exceptions were the ChinaBurma-India installations and a Standard Loran triplet installed by the
Army Airways Communication System for the Army Air Forces along
the northwest coast of Australia.
In both of these programs Radiation
Laboratory engineers participated.
Figures 2.2 to 2.4 show views of
various Loran ground stationa.
One of the most critical aspects of the rapid expansion of Loran
coverage to include a large fraction of the navigable world was the
tedious computation, drafting, and reproduction of the necessary navigators’ charts and tables. Although this was initially handled by the
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Radiation Laboratory group, the Hydrographic Office of the Navy prepared to assume this responsibility during the latter part of 1942. To
ensure minimum delay in this undertaking, F. G. Watson, who was
responsible for the original work, resigned from the Radiation Laboratory, accepted a Navy commission, and departed for Washington to
assist in setting up a suitable Loran section.
Since its inception, that
department has produced a total of 2+ million copies of well ~ver a

FIG.2.2.—Atypicalgroundstation. Buildingto theleft containsequipment;thosein
thebackgroundare quartere. The Winchargertowerieat the right. (C’oI.WteqJo~
U.S.
CoautGuard.)
hundred different charts covering over 60 million square miles of the
earth’s surface.
During April 1945 alone, 230,482 Loran charts were
distributed to all services. These charts have been produced both in
this country and at certain forward bases where suitable facilities were
installed. The detailed history of the Hydrographic Office charting
activity is given in Appendix A. The Royal Air Force and the Ml?
also produced a number of Loran charts for inland areas in which the
Navy had little interest.
Traini~ of Ground-station Operators.-During
late September and
early October 1942, after the experience gained from putting the Canadian
stations in operation, a series of talks was given at the Radiation Labow
tory, summarizing for the technical staff of the Loran Division all the
information then known and of value to the system.
Up to this point
only a few Royal Canadian Navy personnel had received a sketchy training at the Montauk and Fenwick field stations and in the Laborato~
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mth a view toward fitting them for their duties in operating and maintaining the Baccaro and Deming stations.
The Laboratory instruction
was available to officers and enlisted men of the Navy who were attached
to the Loran Division as well as to an RCN group who had been sent for
training.
From the former group there evolved the Boston Loran Training School, operated by the Coast Guard, which in turn prepared Navy,
Army, and Allied officers and men for operation of equipment and the
eventual establishment of other training centers. Close liaison was possible between the Laboratory and the Coast Guard school until its later
removal to Groton, Corm. Its debt to the Laboratory was repaid many
times over by the pretraining of several groups, who were then sent to
Part of the success of the Groton school
Cambridge for special training.
lay in the fact that a large number of its later instructors had actually
operated stations of the Atlantic chain and in the Aleutians.
Whenever possible, the men were given an opportunity to visit and
operate a field station employing equipment or techniques that they had
been studying.
Occasionally, it was possible to operate prototype equipment in the Laboratory; and in a few instances men were allowed to help
build some of the gear that they later employed.
The Air Transportable Loran project involved the need for a quick,
accurate means of charting the area to be served and the development
of a rapid technique for printing many hundreds of maps in a short time.
The charting requirement was finally solved so well that relatively
inexperienced men with high-schooi education could plot Loran coordinates on a tracing from a standard Army map. The process of determining coordinates was considerably aided by the development of some
standard printed forms.
The printing method best adapted to the particular military requirements was the photostat process, although a silkscreen method or offset lithography might have served other requirements
much better.
The important task of producing instruction books and manuals was
not undertaken until early in 1943 and even then on a rather informal
basis. Almost concurrent with the organization of a Sky-wave Synchromzed Loran school, the importance and magnitude of this branch of
instruction became apparent, and a small subgroup was formed.
This
Manual subgroup acted as a clearing house for information, maintained
active liaison between the engineers and the Navy and Army, and furnished drawings and text to manufacturers under contract for Loran
All the earlier manuals were
equipment developed by the Laboratory.
issued through the Navy Liaison Officer for Loran, because the Navy
At a later date, when demands
was the principal user of the system.
for printed material began to arrive from diversified sources, all material,
except that printed at Navy request, was distributed through the
Document Office.
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Whereas Loran system operation wastheresponsibility
of the Chief
of Naval Operations, training of Navy pemonnel in manipulation and
maintenance of shipboard Loran equipment was under the direction of
the Bureau of Personnel.
Airborne Loran training was kept within the
jurisdiction of the Bureau of Aeronautics.
Since construction and operation of Navy Loran stations was delegated to the Coast Guard, that
agency conducted its own ground-station training program.
The Coast Guard, as operating agency for the U.S. Navy, constructed,
installed, and ran the Loran stations that were under the cognizance of
the Chief of Naval Operations.
Its association with Loran began in
1942, shortly after the Radiation Laboratory had conducted field trials
With the aid of the Laboraon the first pair of synchronized stations.
tory, the Coast Guard inaugurated a training program on ground-station
equipment at a naval Loran school in Boston.
Enough men were trained
so that the stations referred to could be taken over by the Coast Guard
in January 1943 and so that entire complements of personnel could be
engaged in the erection of stations in the far north.
When the Boston
school was disbanded at a much later date, the Coast Guard removed its
ground-training program to Groton, Corm., not far from the Academy at
New London.
The basic electronics training at the Academy included
instruction on many of the fundamental circuit arrangements found in
Loran. Those completing the course who were going to work on Loran
were transferred to Grot on, Corm., to receive information on timers,
transmitters, antennas, and monitors.
Typical monitoring was demonstrated at Groton, and trainees were required to put in a short residence
Officers and enlisted technicians
at one of the near-by Loran stations.
were given about five weeks of training, and operators received threeweek %aining.
The courses given were so comprehensive that other
services such as the AACS, the RCN, and the Royal Navy sent trainees
through this school rather than establishing formal schools of their own.
Training of Shipboard Navigators.—In the early days of Loran, all
Navy and Coast Guard training was concentrated in the one school in
Boston, Mass., which was organized by the Naval Liaison Officer for
Loran at Radiation Laboratory, the Naval officer in charge at Massachusetts Institute of Technology, and the District Coast Guard Officer.
During the introduction of Loran in the Aleutians in the latter part of
1943, a school for navigators was established at Adak, Alaska.
Progress
was slow at first, since the instructors were mainly self-taught and equipment was scarce. However, the Loran program expanded rapidly, and
this school became inadequate because of the geographical distribution
of Loran chains and personnel.
In February 1944, the Bureau of Personnel established Loran schools at the following naval bases: Boston,
New York, Philadelphia, Charleston, Norfolk, New Orleans, and Casco
Bay. Later schools were set up at Treasure Island (San Francisco),
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Chicago, and Pearl Harbor.
Here navigators and interested quartermasters of the fleets were trained in shipboard Loran manipulation.
A
comprehensive 4-day course was given, because the amount of shore time
available to personnel was seldom more than this. Liberal supplies of
manuals and notes were made available to these men at the conclusion
of the course so that they could continue to study while at sea. Although
the formal instruction was rather short, its quality was high, for the reliance placed on Loran by the members of the fleet is shown in the reports
that are in the files of the Chief of Naval Operations and the HydrI+
graphic Office.
Technicians also were trained at the bases listed above.
In general,
it waa the Navy policy to make all radar mechanics familiar with Loran
ship equipment and its circuits.
Navy Training of Air Navigators.-The
Bureau of Aeronautics formed
the Airborne Coordinating Group, ACG, early in the war. Civilian
radar technicians were sent into all theaters where naval aviation was
playing its part, and they acted as trouble-shooters, instructors, and
advisers with respect to the many radar equipments in service. These
men made their reports to the Naval Research Laboratories, which in
turn published their comments for general distribution.
Loran was one
of the systems with which the ACG fieldmen were concerned.
An official
journal, the Digest, was published by the Bureau of Aeronautics and
served as a medium for passing the latest information concerning airborne equipment to these men and to other interested services. Many
valuable suggestions and advance information on airborne Loran were
contained in this journal.
The Hydrographic Office established an informal “ clinic” at the New
York project office (where computations for Loran charts were performed).
Navigators were invited there to discuss their results and to
leave copies of their logs for analysis.
Recommendations
were thus
easily made on the spot for improved use of the equipment and the
system.
The Bureau of Aeronautics combined a good deal of its Loran work
with Link trainer instruction at its Air Navigation training units, which
were found at the major air-training bases. This bureau also issued some
very valuable booklets on Loran operation, and these were disseminated
widely.
In October 1944, the Bureau of Aeronautics sponsored a Loran
research flight through the North Atlantic with participants from many
branches of the Naval Service and from the AAF.
A thorough study of
the service available from each Loran pair was made, and many useful
photographs of “signals were included in the report.
The Navy issued several Loran films for the instruction of both ship
and air navigators that were widely distributed to all the services using
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Loran. A helpful series of 35-mm slides supplemented the films and were
particularly valuable for instmction of mechanics.
Traini~
in the RAF.—The
introduction of Loran to the RAF actually
began in the United States in 1943 when a number of officers and enlisted
men were trained by the Radiation Laboratory in SS Loran and took part
Of this group, one officer and two
in the operation of the test system.
enlisted men later were instrumental in establishing a school in Loran for
mechanics of Bomber Command; another officer carried through the
initial instruction of navigators and mechanics at various Coastal Command bases; still a third officer directed the ground-station operations
and training for 60-Group, the group primarily responsible for ground
navigational equipment.
Ground-station training was carried out at
the station sites in the United Kingdom and Africa, and a large number
of mechanics and WAAF operators soon became proficient in the system.
By the spring of 1944 the technical standards at the RAF stations were
high.
Coastal Command, using the North Atlantic chain in its U-boat
campaign, relied on a traveling team of instructor and mechanic during
its installation program in early 1944. It also encouraged the exchange
of information among Loran-fitted squadrons.
Later, a special Loran
training unit was established by the Command in northern Ireland,
offering a 2-weeks course in the subject and giving several training flights
An advantage here was that
in the ground- and sky-wave coverage.
instruction was carried out in the same area where the trainees were later
Coastal Command placed great emphato use the system operationally.
sis on Loran, for much of their flying was at low altitudes and at latitudes
Early training was given to
where the weather was generally inclement.
the meteorological squadrons so that the accuracy of their important
weather information could be improved.
When the Bomber Command fitting program began in the fall of
1944, small groups of navigators were being trained by Bomber Command
Development Unit, which conducted Service trials on equipment designed
for the Command.
As this was insufficient to meet the initial demands
of one of the groups of the Command that was engaged in extensive night
raids on the Continent, hundreds of navigators, pilots, and bomb ai mers
were introduced to Loran by lectures given by Loran experts of the
British branch of the Radiation Laboratory.
These lectures were
enhanced by USN films and slides. Later on, facilities of Bomber
Development Unit were enlarged.
When SS Loran became operational, it was evident that the Service
plan for training of navigators was seriously behind schedule, and inadequate. Men of the British branch of the Radiation Laboratory were
instrumental in conducting classes with small groups of navigators in one
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These navigators became
of the Eighth U.S. Air Force bomb groups.
familiar with Loran both in regard to the use of North Atlantic Loran for
meteorological squadrons and in regard to SS Loran for night reconnaissance over the Continent.
The navigators of this bomb group served as
a nucleus for U.S. Air Force navigator training on Loran in the United
Kingdom, since Loran training was included as prerequisite for redeployment of the Eighth Air Force to the Paci6c Theater.
As soon as the RAF 5-Group of Bomber Command made known their
intention of equipping the entire force of 250 to 300 planes for SS Loran
operation, and when it was apparent that any school established at that
time would be insufficient to meet demands of this group for immediate
operation, men of the. British branch of the Radiation Laboratory circulated among airdromes of 5-Group and instructed large classes of pilots,
navigators, and bomb aimers. This instruction was necessarily abbreviated because of the size of classes and was therefore augmented by
special training films and slides. The British branch also produced some
written material on SS Loran and its peculiarities that was widely distributed among the groups of Bomber Command.
Although this process
was hasty, it was fairly effective, for most of the RAF navigators were
well acquainted with hyperbolic navigation through their use of Gee.
In the over-all training picture, a fair share of the burden of indoctrination
was carried by members of the Telecommunications Research Establishment, TRE, the British organization responsible for radar and hyperbolic
systems.
Most of the RAF navigators were very conscientious in their
interest and took advantage of their frequent raids over the Continent
to learn through using; as a result there was very soon a large number of
fairly skilled Loran navigators.
Army Air Force Training. —Navigators of the AAF relied at first upon
facilities offered by the USN and Coast Guard for training.
AS Loran
chains appeared in the theaters and as airborne equipment became available, schools were established with varying degrees of success.
Rarely
were these schools ahead of the actual operation of the neighboring Loran
chain, and thus in many cases service to navigators was available before
The !~,ck of familiarity of the average
they had been adequately trained.
AAF navigator with hyperbolic-navigation
systems or for that matter
anything different from a homing beacon or radio range made it generally
difficult to introduce this new type of navigation with the degree of
success attendant upon the introduction of Loran to the RAF navigators,
who were already well versed in Gee.
It was not until the latter part of 1944 that the Air Transport Command had an appreciable number of navigators availing themselves of
Loran service in the Atlantic or the Pacific.
The ATC Loran Schoo] at
Wilmington, Del., organized early in 1944, had trained about 700 person-
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nel in 1944 and a total of 1682 by August 1945. Of these, 235 were
commercial air-line navigators who were members of contract carrier
Two mobile training units were formed
crews, flying military aircraft.
by ‘this school, one of which toured airfields in the United States, whereas
the other toured several theaters.
As the flow of B-29’s and B-24’s increased to the Pacific, the continental air forces assumed a larger share of the burden of training air crews.
Consequently, Loran instruction in the latter part of the war was included
in all the major air-navigation schools of the AAF.
Training flights
were carried on in the area served by part of the North Atlantic chain,
and in 1945 a Gulf Coast and a West Coast triplet simplified the training
of B-29 navigators.
Although no formal training ever took place at
Guam and Saipan, a certain amount of spot-training and briefing by
Loran officers did take place there.
2,7. Service Areas. -Loran
operation began on the East Coast of the
United States simply because the system was developed there and a pair
of trial stations already existed. The expansion up the coast of North
America was natural and desirable, because the Atlantic convoy route
was subject to adverse weather and the rendezvous problem was acute.
Even before the completion of the Atlantic chain by the installation
of stations north of the United Kingdom, the need for Loran service in
the Aleutian Islands was recognized and satisfied.
At this time, early
1944, a chart of the area served by Loran bore a striking resemblance to a
diagram showing the parts of the world subject to mean annual cloudiness
oi 0.7 or more. This was no coincidence.
The operation of the SS I.oran system in Europe and extensive installations in the Pacific, China, and India extended the nighttime service
over two great areas. With the installation of stations on the Gulf of
Mexico and California coasts (primarily to provide actual signals for
airborne training of navigators) the gap between these areas has been
closed. At night the service area is, as shown in Fig. 2.5, a belt extending
320° in longitude with a width varying from about 10° of latitude in the
western United States to about 100° in tbe central Pacific Ocean. The
stations that providrn this service are listed in Appendix B. The total
area served by Aug. 15, 1945, was about 63 million square miles, or 32 per
cent of the area of the earth.
In the daytime the service area is far smaller, about 15 million square
miles. Although it is possible by day to fly the northern route between
the LTnited States and the United Kingdom without losing Loran cover,
the areas in the Pacific are not contiguous and serve only as essentially
“ local” approach systems of 700-mile radius centered in the various
island groups. There is no significant daytime I,oran service over iand,
except for the traffic guidance system over the Hump in Burma.
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In the daytime the total overwater service area is about 300,000
square miles per station (neglecting stations not located to give service
over water), and at night the service area is about 1 million square miles
per station.
The curve relating the total area served by Loran at night to the date
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is unusually interesting.
It isshown in Fig. 2.6. The diagram begins
at July 1, 1941, because, as explained in Sec. 2.1, that may be regarded
as the first date in the full scale development of Loran. For a year, tests
were made and equipment was developed.
Then, in July 1942, the first
demonstrations were given, and NDRC agreed to begin the installation
of operational stations.
The program went forward for two years after
that at the modest rate of 10 million square miles per year. This pace
seems to have been determined primarily by the rate at which procurement of transmitting equipment was had through NDRC.
Another
limiting factor was that installation of the system in each new area had
to be sold to the potential users who, of course, could not assess the potential merit of the system because it was entirely new to them.
By July 1944, however, Naval procurement of transmitting equipment
was in effect, and the system had won general acceptance.
Thereafter
installations proceeded at a rate commensurate with the enhanced procurement program, or about 40 million square miles per year. This rate
persisted to the end of the war.
The current (November 1945) area served at night is believed to be
about 70 million square miles. It is difficult to justify this figure, however. A number of new installations are being pushed forward, as they
have been since August 1945, but some pairs, which had only military
significance, have already been discontinued.
The degree of acceptance
of the Loran system for peacetime military and civil use is not at all
certain. At this date, therefore, it is believed that the question mark
adequately expresses the current and future coverage.
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OF LOWiN

BY B. W. SITTERLY
3.1. Time Differences and Lines of Position.
Fundamental Relations.
The primary fact upon which Loran is based is that the transmission time
taken by a radio pulse to travel over a distance measures the distance.
The pulse travels 983.24 ft, or 0.18622 statute miles, or 0.16171 nautical
miles, or 0.299692 km, in one microsecond (millionth of a second; abbreviation, psec), The pulse takes 5.3700 psec to travel 1 statute mile,
6.1838 psec to travel 1 nautical mile, 3.33676 /see to travel 1 km.
Convenient approximations to these relations are 8 statute miles = 43
psec; 5 nautical miles = 31 psec; 3 km = 10 psec. It is advantageous to
use 983.24 ft as a unit of length in Loran computations; this unit may be
In this unit, discalled a light-microsecond or simply a microsecond.
tance is numerically equal to transmission time.
If a pair of Loran transmitters A and B were to emit pulses simultaneously, a navigator eq~lally distant from A and B would receive them
simultaneously, but a navigator not equally distant from A and B would
receive the pulse from the farther station later than tl’at from the nearer.
The time diflemnce measured by the na~-igator from one pulse to the other
would be numerically equal to the difference between the distances
traveled by the pulses, measured in light-microseconds, or in form of an
equation,

t=

z!,

(1)

where t is time difference and o is difference of light-microseconds.
If
station B ~vere farther, its pulse would be received later than .4’s pulse;
if nearer, earlier. The two cases may be distinguished formally by makIn observaing f and L positive in the former case, negative in the latter.
tion, however, it is not possible to determine the sign, for pulses from
different Standard Loran stations are exactly alike.
In order to resolve the ambiguity in practice, the pulses are emitted,
The interval
not simultaneously, but alternately, from the two stations.
from the emission of a pulse from A to the emission of the next pulse from
As the pulses are received
B is called the absolute delay and denoted by D.
by the navigator, the time difference t is greater or less than D by the
same amount that B is farther or nearer than .4 (in light-microseconds).
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That is,
t=

D+u,

(2)

where v is positive if 1? is farther than A and negative if it is nearer, as
before. This relation is fundamental in Loran; it should be clearly understood (see Fig. 3.1).
u
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FIG, 3.1.—Time and distance relations in Loran, Absolute delay = intervals 1 + 2;
time difference = interwds 2 + 3. If BN is longer than AN, Interval 3 is longer than
Interval 1, and the time difference is longer than the absolute delay by the same amount:
(~ + 3) – (1 + 2) = 3 _ 1 = BN – A.v = ~, if distances are expressed in light.
microseconds.

The range of possible values of u is evidently from +@ to – ~, where B
is the length of the direct line from A to B, called the baseline, measured
in light-microseconds (for in the triangle ABN, where N is the navigator’s
location, the difference between the lengths AN and BN cannot exceed
the length AB).
The range oft is, therefore, between D + B and D – B;
and if D is made greater than P, t will always be positive, or the pulse
from A will everywhere be received before the corresponding pulse from B.
The Line oj Position and the Fiz.—There are many points at which the
differerwebetween the distances from A and B is the same, although the
distances themselves have various values (Fig: 3.2). These points make
up a line (approximately a hyperbola) all along which v and t have con-
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stant values. To every possible value of v or t there corresponds one of
these lines of position, passing between A and B and slightly concave
toward the nearer of them. All the lines makeup a family, generated by
the two stations.
An observer, measuring a certain value oft, can deduce
which of these lines he is on but not where he is on it.
To locate himself definitely, the observer must also measure the time
difference between the pulses emitted by a second pair of stations.
This
pair generates a second family of lines of position, which intersect the
first family.
Every intersection represents a pair of measured time
differences (one from each pair of stations) and defines a point that is the
location or fix of the navigator who made the measurements.
Conversely,
two pairs of stations are required to provide a navigator with a fix. This
does not necessarily mean four stations, for three stations may operate
so that one of them forms a pair with each of the others. So arranged,
the stations make up a Loran triplet. Four or more stations may similarly
form three or more pairs, every station except the end ones being common
to two adjacent pairs; this is called a Loran chain. In some situations,
four stations operating as two pairs, with their baselines crossed nearly
at right angles, form an advantageous configuration; this is a Loran
quadrilateral.
Since the locations of Loran lines of position depend only upon the
positions of the stations generating them, the lines are fixed on the surface
of the earth. It is a task to calculate their course (see Chap. 6), but the
calculation may be made once for all, and the lines printed on charts and
labeled with the appropriate values of the tme difference.
Any two
intersecting families will then form a Loran coordinate system, as definite
as the geographical system of latitude and longitude and independent of
it. The navigator, having read two time differences, need find only the
intersection of the two corresponding lines on his chart to locate his posiThree or more intersecting Loran
tion without any computation.
families will afford a check or double check on position, like three or more
star sights in celestial navigation.
Numerical Values of fl, D, and Other Quantities.—The value of L?,the
electrical length from A to B, is limited by the fact that the stations keep
to their correct time relation by receiving each other’s pulses and by
maintaining constant time differences between the received and emitted
pulses. To do this, the stations must be near enough together so that
each receives the other’s pulses clearly. The nature of the surface over
which the pulses pass and the level of atmospheric electrical ‘‘ noise”
prevalent in the region of operation, as well as the power and radio frequency of transmi~ion, are the factors controlling the practicable separation of stations.
At this writing (January 1946), all regularly operating
Loran transmitters employ radio frequencies between 1700 and 2000
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kclsec.
This range of frequencies constitutes the Standard Loran band.
The pulse power radiated at the transmitting antenna is normally about
100 kw, and under average conditions the pulses will carry over water to
a distance of 400 or 500 nautical miles with 24-hr reliability and sufficient
strength to enable two stations at that separation to hold to their timing.
In fact, one pair (Labrador-Greenland)
operates over a baseline of 590
nautical miles. To obtain a wide area over which both stations of the
pair can be received, however, the baseline should be considerably shorter
than the maximum range. Three hundred nautical miles (1855 ~sec)
has been found to be about the optimum baseline length for effective
Stations separated by land must be much closer together
coverage.
because with Standard Loran frequencies the low conductivity of soil
and rock greatly reduces the range. An overland baseline of 100 nautical
miles (618 psec) is about the longest practicable.
A Loran network operable only by night was employed in the strategic
bombing of Germany, with baselines 1130 and 1300 nautical miles long
(6980 and 8050 psec). These great separations were obtained by the use
of sky-wave transmission of pulses (see Sec. 3 ‘2) between stations, at
some sacrifice of precision and reliability, and with complete interruption
of service during the day.
Trials of a Low Frequency Loran triplet, transmitting on 180 kc/see
with peak radiated power near 100 kw, are in progress.
Data so far
obtained indicate that reliable continuous operation can be maintained
even in the tropics with 600 miles of water separating the stations.
If the
baseline is principally over land, the distance should probably not exceed
400 miles.
The value of D, the absolute delay, is dictated by the form of the
receiving and measuring apparatus (the Loran ~eceiver-indicator). This
apparatus displays the received pulses as vertical deflections of a horizontal line or trace that appears on the face of an oscilloscope screen. This
trace is the path of a light spot sweeping from left to right across the
screen, then snapping back and sweeping again. The spot sweeps across
many times in a second so that the trace is steadily visible and does not
flicker.
During each sweep of the light spot across the screen, electrical
imp&es from a crystal clock are impressed upon the moving light spot,
producing time markers on the trace. The position of a received pulse
among these markers indicates the interval between the beginning of the
sweep and the time at which the pulse arrived.
If the pulse and the
sweep are made to recur exactly the same number of times per second,
successive pulses wilf always appear at the same place on the trace,
persisting as a single stationary mark whose time maybe accurately read.
To efiect this, each transmitting station aends out its pulses in a steady,
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equally spaced succession; the number of pulses per second is called the
The time interval between successive pulses
pulse recurrence ra~e, PRR.
from the same station is called the recurrence period, L. The indicator
sweep is adjusted to recur at exactly the recurrence rate of the stations.
In present Loran systems, t~vo basic recurrence rates are used; 25 per
second (low rate) and 33+ per second (high rate). Corresponding values
of L are 40,000 and 30,000 psec.
The time sequence of pulses, as alternately erni~tedfrom a pair of
. The interval between successive A‘s or sucstations, is ABAB
cessive B’s is L. The transmission interval All is the absolute delay
D, which must therefore be less than ],. The time sequence of pulses as
received is also ABA B . . . , and the interval between successive A‘s or
B’s is L, but the reception interval AB is the time difference t, which
varies with the location of the navigator, between the values D + @ and
D–/3.
In order that no ambiguity may occur in identifying pulses on the
screen of the indicator, D is made of such length that All as received will
always be greater than (L/2) and less than L, which }vill make All everyThis will be true if
where longer than BA.

where 6 is some arbitrary time interval, less than (L/2)

— 2@.

That is,

which is the equation defining the value of D for a particular pair of
stations. Then the fundamental relation t = D + v becomes
(3)
and t ranges from (L/2) + 6 to (L/2) + (2P + 6).
With p usually 3000 psec or less, and L/2 15,000 or 20,000 ysec, there
is a wide choice of 6. In Standard Loran systems it has hitherto been
1000 or 2000 psec, but other values may be used with installations now
being set up. For purposes of security in war time, 6 may be changed
from time to time, and consequently only those having knowledge of the
changes can interpret Loran readings correctly.
For this reason ~ is
called the coding delay.
It is not difficult to visualize these relations spatially.
All points
that are receiving a pulse at a given instant lie upon a circle, the center
of which is the station that emitted the pulse. This circle expands with
the speed of radio transmission, 0.16171 nautical mile per microsecond.
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lhgure3.3shows
successive positions of the “pulsec ircles’’emittedbya
station pair. Figure 3.3a and b shows the position of the pulse circles
at the instant when station A emits a pulse and when the pulse emitted
\:/
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(c)

(d)

FIG. 33.-Time

differences and space relations.

by station A is received at station B. The position of the pulse circles
at the instant when station B emits a pulse and when B’s pulse is received
by A is shown in Fig. 3.3c and d. From instant a to instant c is the absolute delay [P + (L/2) + 6]; it is the radius of A’s pulse circle when B’s
From instant b to instant c is the time difference
pulse is emitted.
[(L/2) +6]obsemed
at B,whereas from instant atoinstant
disthe time
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difference [26 + (L/2) + ~] observed at A. Note that the first of these
intervals is the shortest distance in light-microseconds between the two
circles and that the second is the greatest dist ante. Since the circles
expand at the same rate, these distances will remain the same as the
pulses move on. Note also that at any point over which the pulse circle
from A is passing, the time that will elapse before the circle from B will
arrive is the distance to the B-circle, measured along the radius to B from
the point.
This is the time difference at that point, and it is evident
that the extreme values of this difference occur at points on the extended
baselines and that at a point F’ equidistant from A and B the value is
[P+ (-L/2) + 31.
The form of the display on the Loran indicator and the method of
reading the time difference are such that the actual number measured is
not t but t — (L/2).
This reading is called the indicated time di~erence
In practical operation, T k always used instead of
and denoted by T.
t and referred to as the time difference.
The Loran lines on the charts
are labeled, therefore. with values of T instead of t. From Eq. (3) it is
evident that
T=(fl+6)+zi

(4)

and that its extreme values are ti and (26 + 6). Along the continuation
of the baseline beyond station B, T = 6; along the center line, T = @ + 6;
and along the extended baseline beyond station A, T = 2/3+ ~. For a
typical Standard Loran station pair, numerical quantities might be
@ = 1855 psec (corresponding to 300 nautical miles), 6 = 1000 ~sec, and
T would range from 1000 psec, at or behind station B, to 4710 Ksec, at or
behind station A.
In all the preceding relations, note that the stations are not denoted
Station A is always that one of a
by the letters A or B indifferently.
pair whose pulse begins the absolute delay (L/2) + (d + 8); station B is
the one whose pulse ends it. Station A is usually also the one whose
crystal oscillator defines the recurrence rate; station B must regulate the
frequency of its crystal oscillator to match A ‘s. In this case station A is
called the master station of the pair, and station B is called the slave
station. Sometimes the initials M and S are used to represent them,
instead of A and B.
3.2. Propagation and Range.
Ground- and Sky-wa~~eTransmission.—
Up to this point it has been assumed that the Loran radio pulses travel
close to the surface of the earth and consequently that their time delays
This is true but not the whole truth. Loran
measure ground distances.
pulses travel upward as well as outward; and, when they reach the iorzosphere (an electrically charged region in the upper atmosphere), they are
refk .ed back to earth in considerable strength,
A transmitter at point
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X (Fig. 3.4) will, therefore, send a pulse to a receiver at point R by two
paths, the direct path ~R and the indirect path ~,
where I is a point
in the ionosphere.
The pulse taking the direct path is said to be carried
by ground waves; that taking the indirect path is carried by sky waves.

FI~, 3.4.—Ground wsves and sky waves,
The distance ~R
is obviously greater than the distance ~.
The
sky-wave transmission time is, therefore, longer than the ground-wave
transmission time, and a single pulse from the transmitter, arriving at
the receiver over the two different paths, will be received as two pulses,
the sky-wave component coming after the ground-wave component by
an interval eaual to the difference XIR — ~R in light-microseconds.
This difference is called the sky-wave transmission ~elay; it may be
denoted by E.
Actually, there are several possible paths for sky waves. Theion~
sphere contains two principal layers of electrified particles at different
heights above the earth’s surface; the lower (called the E-layer) is partially transparent to waves of the Standard Loran frequency band, with
the result that these waves are both reflected from it and transmitted
through it to be reflected from the upper or F-layer.
Moreover, multiple
reflections between ionosphere and ground occur (see Chap. 5, Fig. 5.13).
The various paths are of different length, producing a series or train of
sky waves following the ground wave. But only the sky wave traveling
by the shortest path, the one singly reflected from the E-layer, is reliable
enough in its persistence and timing to be used in Standard Loran, and
all of the following discussion refers to it. In the special case of Low
Frequency Loran, the pulse put out by the transmitters is so long that
the ground wave and various sky waves are not resolved in reception.
The behavior of this composite pulse is discussed in Chap. 5.
The greater the direct or ground-wave distance the less the indirect or
sky-wave distance exceeds it. That is, if R (Fig. 35) is a receiver, X~ a
near-by transmitter, and X, a distant transmitter, then (X=
– X=),
or E~, is less than (X=
— X.Jt), or EA. This is evident from the
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figure, for the first of these differences is the length of the dotted portion
of the indirect path in the neighborhood of 1,, and the second is the length
of the dotted portion near I..
On a flat earth, E would approach zero
as ~
increased; on the actual earth, it does not, because of the earth’s
curvature and other factors, but instead becomes practically constant at
long distances.
The amount of the sky-wave transmission E-delay is
determined by observation of actual Loran pulses (see Chap. 5). It is
somewhat variable, both from season to season and from hour to hour.
The larger E is, the larger its range of variation.
1A

:

Fm. 3.5.—Thesky-wav~transmission
delay.
The Sky-wave Correction. -Reflection
from the ionosphere is weak and
erratic by day at the standard frequency, but by night sky waves can be
received in usable strength three times as far as ground waves. Loran
coverage at night is, therefore, greatly extended if the navigators use
time differences obtained from pairs of sky-wave pulses to define lines
of position.
These sky-wave time differences may be denoted by Ts.
In general, T. will be different from the time difference T between groundwave pulses that would be observed at the same place, and, conversely, a
sky-wave measurement and a ground-wave measurement that are the
same in amount will define lines of position that are different.
Separate
charts showing sky-wave Loran lines may be furnished to the navigator,
in addition to the ground-wave Loran charts, or the same charts may carry
both sets of lines. But many charts are inconvenient, and many sets of
lines on a chart are confusing.
Therefore the standard procedure hitherto
has been to put on the charts only ground-wave lines representing values
of T and to provide the navigator with tabulated sky-wave corrections, such
that a correction, applied to an observed value of T,, will reduce it to the
value of T at the same place.
The quantitative relation between T, and T may be developed as
follows :
T. = (d + ~) + (XJ,R
– x.~.~)

= (P + o + (XBR
—— + E,) – (XAR + E.4)
= (L7+ a) + (xl% – X.4R) + (ELI – E.).
T=(~+5)

+v=(d+a)+(X,R

–XJ?).
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Comparing the last two equations,
T=

Tg–(E,

–E.)=Ts+(E.

–EE)

=TE+C,

(5)

where C, the sky-wave transmission delay from A minus that from B
(note the order of subtraction), is the sky-wave correction.
C always has
the same sign as V, positive if station A is nearer than B, negative if it is
farther.
On the center line C is zero, as is U, for there E. = E,.
Across the
hyperbolas, away from the center line, C becomes positively or negatively
greater as the nearer station is approached.
Along a hyperbola, it
approaches zero as the distance from the baseline increases, vanishing
at great distances.
Over the larger part of the region within which skywave time differences are reliable, C is less than 10 psec. It becomes
larger when the navigator is near both stations and largest when he is
close to one station and far from the other. For example:
Distancesof stations, nautical miles
Both > 6CMI
500 and 800
400 and 700
300 and 600
300 and >1000

C, psec
< 12
16
26
42
53

The transmission delay from a near station varies unpredictably, sometimes by as much as 20 ~sec, making the corrections that involve this
As a general rule, 250 miles may be
station correspondingly uncertain.
considered the shortest distance from a station at which reasonably
reliable lines of position may be obtained from its sky-wave pulses.
The Range of Loran Transmission.-The
greatest distance at which
Loran pulses can be received in strength sufficient for measurement is
different at 1950 and 180 kc/see, different for ground waves and sky
waves, different by day and by night, and different over water and over
land. The ground wave at 1950 kc/secj by day, has a usable range of
700 or 800 nautical miles over salt water, under low-noise conditions.
At night the normal increase in natural noise cuts this down to approximately 450 miles. Over land of average conductivity, the ranges are
one-half to one-third of these, at considerable elevation above ground;
on the surface, they are even less.
The one-hop E-layer sky wave at 1950 kc/see is not normally observable by day over the most generally navigated regions of the earth,
except at extremely short ranges (at which its time delay is unreliable).
Southeastern Asia in the dry season, however, seems to be an exception
to this statement.
At night this sky wave carries pulses to a range of 1400 nautical miles
over water and only slightly less over land (because the land attenuation
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is effective only in the regions near the transmitter and receiver, where
the wave is near the ground).
At 180 kc/see, the rangee are much greater than at the standard fre
Data obtained over several months of experimental trials indiquency.
&te that by day the ground-wave range over sea is at least 1200 nautical
miles and over land 1000 miles. As at the higher frequencies, the sky
At night, over land or
waves are largely absorbed by the ionosphere.
sea, the sky-wave range usually exceeds 1500 nautical miles.
These ranges vary from day to day, seasonally, and with the !ocality,
since they depend upon ionization in the upper atmosphere, severity of
natural electrical disturbance, and surface conductivity y.
3.3. Principles of Operation.
Time-difference Measurement .—As has
been mentioned, the time difference is presented to the observer visually
as a length between marks on a line, which appears on the oscilloscope
screen of the Loran receiver-indicator (see Chap. 11). The Loran transmitter timer, which controls and regulates the emission of pulses by the
transmitting stations, is described in detail in Chap. 7. These two
instruments embody the same principles, although they make different
use of them.
A brief and simplified description of a widely used form of
the receiver-indicator is given here, followed by a statement of the additional elements that the transmitter timer requires to perform its functions.
The Loran receiver is a conventional superheterodyne with four
rather broad fixed-tuned channels.
The indicator contains a cathoderay oscilloscope.
The horizontal deflection of the beam and the graduating vertical deflections are precisely controlled by a crystal clock; other
vertical deflections are produced by the pulses from Loran stations comThe combination acts as a stop
municated to it through the receiver.
watch with a graduated dial (the oscilloscope trace, graduated by pulses
from the crystal) and two independent hands (the delay circuits described
below) that may be set to mark the times of arrival of the two pulses, after
which the relative position of the hands measured by the graduations
shows the time interval between pulses.
The cathode-ray beam striking the oscilloscope screen produces a
spot of light. Potential differences for deflecting the cathode-ray beam
are regulated by the tryst al c1ock in such a manner that their variation
swings the beam back and forth across the tube, sweeping the light spot
This pattern is the slow-trace
over the screen in a regular pattern.
pattmn, and the period of its repetition is called the recurrence period L.
A typical value of L is & see, or 40,000 psec. During this interval the
noving spot goes through this sequence:
1. It sweeps steadily from left to right across the upper part of the
screen. This upper trace is traversed in about 19,930 psec—almost
half of L.
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It snaps downward and to the left. This retrace takes about 70
psec.
3. It sweeps from left to right across the lower part of the screen,
This lower tm.ce takes about 19,930 ~sec.
4. It snaps upward and to the left. This retrace takes about 70 ysec.
2.

The sequence, repeated twenty-five times a second, is rapid enough to
make the path of the spot visible as a continuous line, 1 and 3 being bright
and 2 and 4 almost invisible (Fig. 3.6). As the spot sweeps across the
screen, slight vertical displacements are imparted to it at 10-psec intervals
by the vibrating crystal, and greater displacements every 50 and 500
~sec. This action causes graduations, or time markers, to appear
along the trace.
The pulses from the Loran
transmitters are passed to the oscilloscope by the receiver and also appear as vertical displacements of
the moving spot. Since the duration of a pulse, as distorted in the
receiver, is about 75 psec, a hump
with this length and with a height
depending on the intensity of the
pulse is seen on the trace in a position corresponding to the position
FIG. 3.6.—Indicator oscilloscope traces.
of the spot at the time of the reception of the pulse. The interval between pulses from the same station is L.
During this time the light spot runs through its entire cycle and returns to
the same point.
The hump, therefore, is repeated at this point in every
cycle and appears as a stationary feature of the trace.
Between a pulse from station A and one from station B, the interval is
t, or (L/2) + (P + 6) + U. During this time the spot traces a little more
than half its path on the screen; therefore, if the hump caused by the
pulse from A appears on the upper trace, the hump caused by the pulse
from B will appear on the lower trace, a little to the right of the other
(Fig. 3.7).
For example, if t is 23,250 psec, the pulse from B will appear
to the right of that from A by the distance over which the spot moves in
3250 psec. It is this displacement to the right which the observer
measures. The time difference that he reads from it is 2’.
The crystal of the indicator is in no way locked to the incoming pulses,
When the indicator is turned on, the .4-pulse may appear at any point of
the trace, and the recurrence period of the indicator may not exactly
match that of the pulse, in which case the pulse will drift slowly along
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the trace. But an adjustment is provided to alter the effective crystal
frequency (regulate the clock) so as to stop the drift. There is also a
LEFT-RIGHTswitch to retard or accelerate the crystal momentarily (set
the clock); by its use the A-pulse may be caused to drift rapidly to the
left or right until it occupies its proper position on the upper trace.
Ideally, the measurement might be made by simply counting time
markers from the beginning of each trace to the hump on that trace and
taking the difference. Actually, on the linear scale imposed by the size
of the screen, only the 500-psec markers can be counted, because those
which are only 50 psec apart blend together.
Furthermore, the pulses

/3qJo+

)
(b)
(a)
FIQ. 3.7.—Reading time difference from the indicator. (a) The complete traces,
without magnification. Markers are 500 psec apart. True time difference 23000+.
(b) The sections adjacent to the two pulses, as magnified.
Time clifference as read, 3000+.
Markers are 50 ~ec apart. Displacement as read, 250. Total reading, 3250.
might drift appreciably along the traces while the two measurements
To avoid these difficulties, means are
were being made successively.
provided to select a short section of each trace (distinguished from the
rest of the trace by being slightly elevated above its line and, therefore,
called a pedestal) and to display the pedestal in place of the whole trace,
on a scale greatly expanded in time. The effect is as though the selected
sections of trace were viewed with a magnifying glass. This display is
called the jast-b-ace pattern; the unmagnified, complete display is called
the slow-trace pattern. The upper pedestal is fixed near the beginning of
the upper trace, whereas the lower pedestal may be moved along the lower
trace by coarse and jine delay controls. With the LEFT-RIGHT switch the
A-pulse is drifted to a position on the upper pedestal; with the delay
controls the lower pedestal is moved under the B-pulse (Fig. 3.7a).
Then the complete traces are replaced by the pedestals alone (Fig. 3“7b),
and the fine delay control manipulated until the B-pulse occupies exactly
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the same position on the lower pedestal that the A-pulse occupies on the
upper pedestal.
To make this adjustment precise, the lower pedestal is
raised and the upper brought down until they coincide; the pulses can
then be superposed with a normal reading error of less than 1 WWC,
roughly 1 per cent of the apparent width of the pulse.
When this has been done, the relative horizontal displacement
between the pedestals is exactly the same as that between the pulses.
This displacement, therefore, measures the time difference T at the
moment when the pulses are superposed.
The stop-watch analogue to
this operation would be to set one stop-watch hand to the time of arrival
of one pulse and the other hand to the time of arrival of the other pulse,
and to make the settings simultaneously.
Drift of the pulses does not
mat ter as long as superposition is effected (just as in a sextant observation, where sun and horizon may swing back and forth together in the
field of view as long as they are brought to tangency).
Once the setting
has been made, the displacement of the lower pedestal relative to the
upper is read by counting the markers occurring after the start of the
top pedestal and before the start of the lower pedestal.
The 500-~sec
markers are counted from the slow-trace display, and the 50- and 10-~sec
markers are counted from the fast-trace display (see Fig. 3“7, which is
simplified and schematic, and Fig. 11.2 of Chap. 11, which shows the
complete procedure of measurement).
Maintenance of Delay between Stations.—The two transmitting stations
that make up a Loran pair are electrically independent.
The pulses
emitted by a station are triggered by a free-running quartz-crystal oscillator, carefully controlled in temperature to maintain frequency within
1 part in 300 million (1 psec in 5 rein). The vibration frequency of the
crystal is 50 kc/see and is reduced by divider circuits to the chosen
recurrence rate for the pair. The crystal-oscillator and divider circuits
are similar to those of the navigator’s indicator, but somewhat more
elaborate and stable. They actuate a display of traces, time markers,
and pedestals on two oscilloscope screens (so as to present both slow and
fast traces at the same time), and both pedestals are controlled by separate
delay circuits.
At the master station, the circuit that controls the upper
pedestal also triggers the transmitter.
The pulse would be emitted
exactly at the instant indicated by the left end of the pedestal if the transA receiver is connected to the
mitting system acted instantaneously.
timer oscilloscope, as with the indicator; if the receiver also acted simultaneously, the transmitter pulse that is received after traveling only a few
hundred feet would appear on the pedestal just at the beginning of the
pedestal.
Actually, transmission and reception take about 50 ~sec
because of lag in the circuits, and consequently the pulse is displaced to
the right on the pedestal by this ‘distance.
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At the slave station an exactly similar timer operates, but here the
transmitters
triggered by the circuit that controls the lower pedestal,
and hence the local pulse appears on it.
When the timers at the two stations are adjusted so that each pulse
emitted from the slave transmitter follows the corresponding pulse emitted
from the master transmitter by the absolute interval (L/2) + (P + 6),
the stations are said to be in delayed synchronism. As has been explained,
the indicated time difference observed at the slave station is then equal
to $, whereas at the master station it is (2P + 6). Maintenance of
synchronism is the duty of the operator at the slave station, who adjusts
his timer to keep step with the pulse received from the master station.
With the two timers and transmitters running independently, the oscilloscope at either station will show the pulse emitted at that station (local
puke) at a fixed point on its pedestal, but the pulse received from the
other station (remote pulse) will be drifting along the traces, for the crystals will not, in general, be vibrating at exactly the same frequency.
The slave operator synchronizes his transmitter with the other in two
steps. First, he sets his lower pedestal (carrying his local pulse with it) to
a position 6 psec to the right of his upper pedestal by means of the delay
controls. Next, he varies the frequency of his oscillator in order to drift
the remote pulse onto the upper pedestal and to bring it to rest at the
same place on this pedestal at which the local pulse is fixed on the other
pedestal. He makes this adjustment by superposition, as does the
observer on a ship or airplane, but instead of bringing this about by varying the delay to fit two remote pulses, he leaves the delay at its fixed setting
and varies the oscillator phase, carrying the local pulse with it, until it
fits the remote pulse. When this has been accomplished, the two pulses
have the same time relation as the two pedestals and are therefore in
delayed synchronism.
They will remain so as long as the two crystals
hold the same frequency.
Generally this will be of short duration, since
neither oscillator is perfectly stable. For this reason the slave oscillator
must be made to follow the slight variations of the master. The slave
operator may do this manually, watching the superposed pulses on the
fast-trace display and advancing or retarding his oscillator slightly as the
remote pulse begins to slide out from coincidence with the local.
Coincisynchronizer,
an
dence may also be maintained by the Loran automutic
electrical network linking the receiver input with the osc~ator control.
This device “views” a portion of the rising slope of the remote pulse after
it has been manually set in its proper place on the upper trace and accelerates the oscillator if the average elevation of this slope becomes greater
(because the pulse has drifted to the left) or retards it if the elevation
becomes less (because of a drift to the right).
In either case the effect is
to counteract the drift. The synchronizer cannot set the pulses in
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coincidenc~this
must be done by visual inspection of the pulse images—
but it will hold coincidence within 1 or 2 ~sec if there is not too much
electrical noise. Under noisy conditions manual control is necessary,
The stability of the oscillators is such, however, that synchronism maybe
maintained by an experienced operator through long periods of electrical
disturbance if he can glimpse the remote pulse for a few seconds from time
to time.
While the slave operator maintains synchronism, the master operator
keeps a continuous watch over the timing by means of his own oscilloHe sets the delay controls so that the lower pedestal is at a disscope.
tance (26 + 5) to the right of the upper pedestal (on which his local pulse
is fixed).
If the slave transmitter is timed correctly, the remote pulse
coming from it will appear on the master’s lower pedestal, in position so
that the two pulses will coincide in the fast-trace display.
If they do not,
the master operator actuates a device that “blinks” his pulse (causes it
to jump regularly back and forth), telling the slave to make a correction
The master does not,
and warning observers not to make readings.
however, change the frequency of his own oscillator.
Generally, the master is the station called -4 whose pulse initiates the
delay, and the slave is B whose pulse terminates it. In emergencies, A
may act as slave and B as master, with respect to dependence and independence of the frequency of the oscillators, but they do not exchange
positions in the sequence.
If they should do so, the time order of the
Loran lines around the stations would be reversed, making the charts
useless.
At each station a switched electronic attenuator is inserted between
the receiving antenna and the receiver, which allows the remote pulse to
come through undiminished but cuts down the extreme intensity of the
local pulse so that on the oscilloscope screen it can be matched in amplitude with the remote pulse. The attenuator is designed to act on the
pulses without introducing any differential delay; but since it is the one
circuit in the timer that does not treat them exactly alike, such a differential may well creep in, falsifying the timing at the two stations in opposite
senses. To detect such an effect and to check the operating personnel,
the equipment, and propagation conditions, it is highly desirable that a
monitor station, equipped with a standard indicator, be maintained in a
known position within good receiving distance of both ground stations and
far enough from both so that neither pulse has to be greatly attenuated
for comparison with the other. The synchronism, pulse shapes, and
signal strengths should be observed, and routine reports should be submitted to the operating authorities.
Distinction between Pairs oj Stations.—The navigator cannot determine
his position unless he can receive pulses from two pairs of stations.
In
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many areas he may be within range of three or more pairs. In order that
he may obtain readings from several pairs in rapid succession with as
little readjustment of his instrument as possible and without losing time
in search of the pulses, chains of adjacent pairs of Loran stations operate
on the same frequency and at nearly the same recurrence rate. All
pulses strong enough to be detected appear together on the screen of the
navigator’s indicator; and, if the recurrence rate of the indicator is properly
adjusted, they will all be steadily visible.
If the indicator and all the station pairs operated at exactly the same
frequency and same recurrence rate, the pulses would all look and behave
alike and identification would be impossible.
To avoid this, different
pairs of the same chain of stations operate on rates that differ but slightly;
they are distinct but are all near the same basic rate. The two basic rates
now in use are 25 cps (the low, or L, basic rate) and 33* cps (the high, or
H, basic rate). A chain or series of pairs operate on specijic rates that are
related to the basic rate as follows:
Basicrate. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

,.,

.,

L
o

Specificrate, cps. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

.

;
{ 3

1[

25

33$

257+.
25+
25&

33$
33:
33$

and so forth, up to specific rate 7, 25+s, or 34* cps. These values are
close approximations but are not exact. The exact relations are defined
For the L-rates, the
in terms of the recurrence period, as follows.
specific recurrence periods are (40,000 — 100n) psec and for the H-rates
(30,000 – 10W) psec, where n takes the integral values from O to 7.
Thus under each of the basic rates there are eight specific rates, called by
numbers.
the numbers O, 1, 2, . . . , 7. These are the .stdiorz-selectzon
On the indicator panel there are two switches, one of which may be
set to H or L, the other to any number from O to 7. If these are set to
H and 4, for example, the indicator will run at recurrence rate 33; cps.
A pulse coming in at this rate will appear stationary on the trace, for the
moving light spot wifl just complete a circuit of the screen between recurrences of the pulse. But pulses at the slower rates HO, HI, H2, or H3
will drift to the right along the trace, for between recurrences of a pulse
the light spot will complete a circuit and go on a little way, and hence the
pulse will recur later and later on the trace. Similarly, pulses at the faster
rates H5, H6, or H7 will drift to the left. Pulses on all the much slower
L-rates will go to the right by 1ong jumps; they wilf flicker erratically over
the screen and can easily be ignored.
Although all Loran stations operating at present use the same band
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of radio frequencies, between 1700 and 2000 kc/see, they all do not use the
same frequency.
Four different frequencies have been used—1750, 1850,
1900, and 1950 kc/see.
These radio frequencies are referred to as
channels, and they are numbered.
Channel 1 is 1950 kc/see; Channel 2
is 1850: Channel 3 is 1900; and Channel 4 is 1750. The Loran receiver
may be tuned to any channel by turning a channel m“tch to the proper
number.
A pair of Loran stations bears a designation made up of the channel
number, basic-rate letter, and station-selection number.
The first two
of these characterize an entire group, or chain, of stations that are to be
used by navigators in a particular area or in connection with particular
operations.
Such a group of stations might include pairs designated
2H0, 2H1, 2H2, 2H3.
For all these the channel is 1850 kc/see and the
basic rate is 33+ cps; the specific rates are 33;, 33*, 333, and 33$ cps.
The designation is prefixed to any value of T read by a navigator from
the pulses of a pair and is part of the label of any charted Loran line.
Such a line might be labeled 2H2-3380; the four-figure number being the
value of T, the prefix the designation of the pair.
It has been mentioned that in a triplet of Loran stations, one station
acts as a member of two pairs and that in a chain of stations, all members
Sometimes the three stations of a
but those at the ends act in this way.
triplet use the same recurrence rate (as explained in Sec. 3“5 in the discussion of systems), but usually they use clifferent specific rates. In a
chain, adjacent pairs always use different rates. This means that a
station which is a member of two pairs sends out two independent
sequences of pulses, one slightly more closely spaced than the other.
These pulses must be triggered by different timers but may be sent out
from the same transmitter.
Double pulsing, as this method of operation
is called, decreases peak power somewhat by altering the duty cycle of
the transmitter and slightly disturbs the timing of both pulses at the
moment when the one of higher rate overtakes the other.
It has been
widely employed, however, in Loran operation because of its economy of
equipment, of which there was a critical shortage throughout the war
period in which Loran grew up.
34. Loran Geometry: the Pair.
The Loran Hyperbolas.—A hyperbola is by definition the locus of points all of which are farther from one
fied point than they are from another fixed point by the same distance.
A Loran line of position is therefore
The two fixed points are the foci.
a hyperbola with its foci at the two transmitting stations A and B,
If. the surface of the earth were a plane, the lines generated by a pair
of stations would form a family of conjocal plane hyperbolas (Fig. 3“8).
The baseline, connecting the stations, would be a straight line. The line
T = IS+ 6 or v = O would be a straight line called the centsr line, bisecting
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the baseline perpendicularly, a hyperbola of zero curvature.
The actual
lines of constant time difference approximate these hyperbolas and have
It is, therefore, convenient to discuss
very much the same properties.
them as if they actually were such confocal plane hyperbolas.
The
hyperbolas in the neighborhood of the center line curve slightly away
from it; the hyperbolas in the neighborhood of a station curve sharply

FIQ.3.8.—A famify of plane hyperbolas.

f3 = 1S00 J@c; J = 1~

-c.

around it. The lines T = 2@ + 6 and T = 6 or v = +@ and v = –@
are straight lines continuing the baseline beyond A and beyond B,
respectively, and are called the baseline eztenm”ons. They are hyperbolas
folded together, with curvature degenerated into 180° angles at the
respective stations.
At large distances from the baseline (more than
56 or so) all the hyperbolas are very nearly straight, becoming asymptotic
to radii extended from the intersection of baseline and center line and
defined by the equation
(6)
where o is the angle between radius and baseline.
A Loran reading made
at a great distance from a pair of stations is, therefore, an indication of
the direction of the observer from the pair, but the change of angle with
a given change of reading varies from a minimum on the center line to a
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maximum ona baseline extension, and two directions that are not opposite correspond to one reading.
If the earth were a true sphere, the baseline would be a great circle.
The center line and extended baselines would also be great circles, and
the other Loran lines would form a family of confocal spherical hyperbolas.
The earth is actually not quite spherical, so the Loran lines are slightly
(but quite perceptibly) distorted from spherical hyperbolas to more complex curves. This distortion must be allowed for in precise charting
over large areas. The Loran hyperbolas are discussed further in Chap. 6.
The Factor of Geometm”calPrecim”on.—$5ince no observation is exact, an
observed reading will differ from the true value of the measured quantity
by an amount that cannot be predicted for the individual observation
but may be estimated as an expected or “probable”
value derived from
many comparisons between observed and “ true” values. This expected
error is usually taken as 0.67 ~W/n,
where 2T2 signifies the sum of
the squares of the deviations of a typical series of n observed values from
the true values found by some more accurate method.
If the distribution
of deviations follows the gaussian normal law, the result thus derived is
There are as many deviations that
also the median of the deviations.
are greater than the median as there are deviations that are less; therefore
the median is called the probable error.
If the probable error of a Loran measurement of time difference is
z WWC,an observer who obtains the reading T from his indicator is as
likely to be actually located between the Loran lines T – z and T + z
as to be outside this region. As far as he is concerned, the reading does
not represent a sharp line but a strip at least 2X psec wide between two
hyperbolas.
The width of this strip in units of length is obviously a
matter of importance to the observer, since he desires to obtain his location on the earth. The width is not 2Z times 0.1617 nautical miles, as
might be assumed without due thought.
In fact, the conversion factor
cannot be a constant, for it is obvious thai two hyperbolas of the same
family are farther apart at a long distance from the baseline than they
are close to it. It is also true that hyperbolas which cross the baseline
near a focus diverge more sharply than those which cross near the center
line.
We may, therefore, write for y, the probable error in the position of the
observer’s Loran line corresponding to a probable error of z in the measurement of the time difference, y = lcwz. In this, k depends on the unit of
length and is, for example, unity if distance is measured in light-microseconds.
The other factor, w, that depends on the observer’s position
may be called the factor of geometrical prem”m”on. It equals ~ csc ~, in
which $ is the angle between the two directions from the observer to the
tratimitting stations.
See Appendix Cl for the proof of this relation.
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We have, therefore,
kw =
=
=
=

0.08086 CSC~+
0.09311 Csc +#
0.14985 CSC~~
491.62 CSC~#

(nautical miles/~sec)
(statute miles/psec)
(km/psec)
(ft/psec).

Small values of #, the angular separation
from the observer’s position, correspond
respondingly large values of y, the probable error of location of his line of
position.
The curve of constant w, on a plane,
is a curve of constant v and is therefore one of the two arcs into which a
circle passing through the two transmitting stations .4 and B is divided by
the stations.
The two arcs are characterized by two different values of w that
correspond to two values of # whose
sum is r. The complete locus for one
value is the figure eight or lens formed
by corresponding arcs of two circles,
symmetrically placed with respect to
the baseline (Fig. 39).
If P is a point
where one of these circles intersects the
center line, w is given by
w=_, d
b

(8)

(7)

of the tnw transmitting stations
to large values of kw and cor-
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where d is the length AP or BP and b
.P
the length of the baseline AB.
At any
other point Q on the arc, the angle A QB
FIG.. 3.9.—A graphical construction
is equal to the angle APB, by the elefor determining w.
mentary.- Keometry of the circle. Thus
an approximate value w can be quickly found for any point Q on a Loran
chart by constructing the circle ABQ, finding the point P where the arc
AQB intersects the perpendicular bisector of the line AB, measuring the
lengths AB and AP or BP, and computing the ratio. Neither a table of
trigonometric functions nor a protractor is necessary.
The corresponding curve on a sphere is of the fourth degree, but it
approximates a spherical ellipse passing through A and B and having its
semimajor axis a and semiminor axis a’ in the ratio sin a = tan a’. The
major axis lies along the center line, but, of course, the minor axis does
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not lie along the baseline except in the special case # = 90°, w = ~~.
In this case only is the approximation exact.
An approximate expression for w, in terms of the distance r and direction O of the observer from the point midway between the stations, is
often useful. It is close to the truth if the distance is several times the
baseline length, but it breaks down at short distances.
The expression is

~=r

()
G

Csc o,

(9)

where r is the distance from the midpoint, b is the length of the baseline,
and d is the angle that the line from midpoint to observer makes with the
This is the formula for the spacing of the asymptotes of the
baseline.
plane hyperbolas and is obtained by differentiating the equation of an
asymptote, cos O = v/f3 (Sec. 3.4), and noting that in this case w = r dtl/dv.
Although w increases without upper limit as # decreases or i- increases,
This is its value along the baseline,
its lower limit is not zero but unity.
where # = 180°. Here the conversion factor lcw is equal to the numerical
coefficient in Eq. (7). Over a considerable area near the baseline, w is
not much greater than unity and the precision is nearly constant.
The
optimum geometrical precision is therefore the same for all hyperbolic
coordinate systems, whatever the length of baseline, and improvement in
the accuracy with which an observer may locate himself can be effected
only by decreasing the probable error of a time-difference reading in microseconds.
The precision falls off, however, with distance from the baseline
less rapidly if the baseline is long than if it is short.
To recapitulate: Slight departures from synchronism at the stations,
slight variations in time of travel of the pulses, and slight errors in pulsematching by the observer combine to build up the probable error of a
Let the measured value be T’ psec and
measured Loran time difference.
the probable error z psec. The probable error of the line of position
designated by T’ is represented geometrically by the strip on the earth,
bounded by the hyperbolas T’ – z and T’ + z. The distance across
this strip in linear units is 21cwz. If the line of position on which the
observer is actually situated when the measurement is made is T, it is
equally probable that T differs from T’ by less than z or by more than z,
in either the positive or the negative direction, and equally probable that
the observer’s actual line of position lies within or without the strip and
that it is distant from the hyperbola T’ by less or by more than kwz, in
linear units. The value of z must be determined experimentally or by
statistical analysis of large numbers of readings taken in actual Loran
operation.
The i3erwiw Area of a Pair.—The area within which an observer can
receive measurable pulses from both stations of a Loran pair is the area
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common to two circles described around the stations with radii equal to
This is called the serwicearea of the
the effective range of a transmitter.
pair. It is symmetrical about the center line of the pair, which is its
The two stations must be within the area in order
longest dimension.
to maintain synchronism.
If P is much smaller than the range, the servige ~
.. :7
area is almost round (Fig. 3.10a);
if @ is nearly equal to the range,
the area has a lenticular form (Fig.
310b).
As has been shown, an observed reading designates a line of
position more precisely in some
parts of the area than in others.
Thk inherent inequality of precision is expressed by the variation
of the factor w over the area, which
is indicated in the figure by contours of constant w, with the regions bounded by them stippled
and shaded appropriately.
Values of kw in nautical miles per
microsecond are appended to the
contours.
In the solid black regions, where kw is more than 2
miles per microsecond, the precision is so low that we may practically count these regions out of the
Flo. 3,10.—Scrvice area of a pair.
area of useful service; the rest of
the area is thus given a characteristic “ butterfly” shape.
It is evident that the precision is relatively high over a much larger
part of the service area when the stations are near maximum separation
than when they are close together.
However, overlap between adjacent
service areas, which is obviously necessary to provide navigational fixes,
is obtained in the Standard I.oran chain arrangement only by making
the baselines relatively short (SCCSec. 35).
Short baselines are also
conducive to reliable synchronism of stations under adverse conditions.
The symmetrical forms of Fig. 3.10 only hold if propagation is equally
good in all directions.
If sca water extends on one side of a pair and land
on the other, the arcs bounding the area must be drawn with the appropriate different radii. With Standard I,oran frequency, the daytime
~round-wave extent of the service area on the landward side is less than
half that to seawar{l. But at night the sky-wave ranges are nearly equal.
[f the regions covcrcd arc partly sca water and partly land or fresh water
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(the propagational characteristics of which are not much better than
those of land), the ranges are intermediate.
They depend so much upon
the local conductivity that they are troublesome to calculate even if data
are available.
Since the ground-wave range by day is greater than the ground-wave
range by night and less than the skywave range by night, the boundary of
the service area can be defined only
with reference to the time and the
form of propagation.
The same pair
may have a nighttime sky-wave area
of the form a, a nighttime groundwave area of the form b, and a daytime
area of intermediate form.
The contours of precision remain fixed with
respect to the stations, since they depend upon geometry, not propagational characteristics.
3.5. Loran Geometry:
Triplets,
Chains,
and Quadrilaterals.
The
Common service Area of Two Pairs.—
The region within which an observer
can obtain a jix, or determination of
position, from Loran measurements
must be the region common to the
service areas of two paiTs of. stations.
Evidently the size and shape of this region depends upon the arrangement of
the pairs with respect to each other;
evidently it is smaller than the service
area of either pair and may be much
smaller. The first Loran installations
and those of the British hyperbolic
.,
FIU. 3.11 .—Standard form of a Loran
system “Gee” were set up to provide
triplet.
service over an area with the transmitting stations all on one side of it—for the British, northwestern Europe
with stations in England; for the Americans, the western end of the North
Atlantic sea route with stations along the coasts of New England and
Canada.
The region to be covered in either case had length and width
In these cases the
much greater than the practicable length of baseline.
only feasible arrangement of pairs was with baselines end to end>the
chain arrangement mentioned earlier, the special case of only two pairs
being the triplet. Since any chain is a succession of overlapping triplets,
the triplet may be considered the type form.
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The typical service area of a triplet of this type is depicted in Fig.
3“1la, where it is the area within the heavy boundary.
In the stippled
areas, the signals of only one pair are measurable.
Within the common
service area, the vertically shaded regions are those in which geometrical
precision for the pair AB is worse than 1 nautical mile per microsecond,
the horizontally shaded regions those in which this is true of the pair AB’.
In the solid black regions precision is worse than 2 nautical miles per
microsecond for one pair or the other. Only within the dashed boundary
is the precision better than ~ nautical mile per microsecond for both pairs.
Scak
0

Statutemile

lm2003m4m

Fm. 3.12.—A Standard Loran chain of three pairs

Figure 3.1 la would be symmetrical with respect to the baselines All
and A B’ if these formed a single straight line. As they are placed, with
an angle between them, the common service area is larger and the precision better on the side where the angle is less than 180°. A triplet of
stations placed along a coast line gives better service if the shore presents
a concave curve toward the sea over which the traffic passes. Note that
close to the baselines on the convex side the precision is very low.
The manner in which the service areas of successive triplets overlap
in a Loran chain is illustrated by Fig. 3“12. The chain here has three
pairs forming two triplets, and over a considerable region the navigator
can obtain three lines of position, which should concur in a point at his
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location.
Errors of operation or observation will cause the point to
become a triangle, the smalfnew of which will indicate the amount of
confidence that the observer may give to the result of his measures.
The
North Atlantic Loran system, a series of chains and triplets extending
from Florida to the Faroes, provides in some regions as many as five con-

current lines of position—but, of course, some of these are of low precision
and cross the others at poor angles. A part of this area off the East Coast
of the United States is shown in Fig. 3.13 which is traced from a Standard
Loran chart.
The common service area is greatly narrowed if the baselines are made
almost as long as the range (Fig. 3,11 b) so long as the angle BA 31 is very
obtuse.
For this reason, as well as the necessity for reliable synchronism
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between stations under all conditions, baselines in most Loran installations have been kept much shorter than the range in spite of the advantage
in precision that long baselines aff oral. If the baselines can be of length
comparable to the diameter of the region over which service is required
so that they may surround it, making the angle BAB’ between 60° and
90°, the service area will have both good shape and good precision, as
sho’w in Fig. 3.14. In both forms
shown, the factor kw is smaller
than ~ nautical mile per microsecond all over the common service
area except in the corners behind
the stations.
The equilateral triangle b may be operated with particular advantage if all three stations transmit at the same pulse
rate, A sending out a single succession of pulses with which both
B and B’ are synchronized.
In
(a)
this case the two latter stations
will necessarily also be in synchronism with each other, and time
differences measured between the
B- and B’-pulses will define a family of hyperbolas of which the
baseline is the line BB’.
With
this family and the other two (AB
and AB’) three-line fixes are available to the navigator, giving a
check against reading errors.
Four-station Con$gurations.—
A still more advantageous
arrangement of two pairs with long
FIG. 3.14.—Triplets with long baselines.
baselines is possible if four stations
are used. This is the Loran quadrilateral, the ideal form of which is given
in Fig. 3.15a.
Here the baseline of one pair is the center line of the other,
and the center of the service area is the region of optimum precision for
both families of position lines. Practical considerations of station siting
will generally modify this configuration.
The stations of the night-bombing Loran installation mentioned in
Sec. 3.1 were arranged in a quadrilateral.
Stations in the north of Scotland and at Bizerte, Tunisia, formed one pair, and the other pair were
located at Oran, Algeria, and Appollonia, Cyrenaica (Chap. 2, Fig. 2.1).
Though it was necessary to place the first baseline entirely north of the
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other, the geometry of the lines of position over Germany, where the two
center lines intersected, was excellent.
No other Loran system has been
set up to contain or span the area of operations by the baselines, but it is
probable that some future Low Frequency installations may take this
form.

FIG. 3.15.—Quadrilateral and star chain.

The British Gee system has frequently used a configuration of four
stations called a star chain. The master station is at the center, and three
slaves, all on the same pulse rate, are placed around it in directions
This provides three triplets of the
roughly 120° apart (Fig. 3.15b).
form of Fig. 3.1 la, “back to back,” so that good service is provided all
around the chain. Three-line fixes are theoretically provided, but they
are not practically worth while because the region of best fixes from any
triplet (two pairs) is crossed by the extended baseline of the third pair.
The regions served by each triplet are labeled in Fig. 3. 15b by the letters
denoting the two slave stations concerned (the master A being a member
of all pairs).
The Crossing Angle of Two Lines of Position.—The degree of precision
with which a line of position is determined by an observation has been
represented by replacing the line by a strip of specified width.
Similarly
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the degree of precision with which the crossing point of two lines of
position is determined by two observations may be represented by
replacing the point by a surface of specified size and shape. Two intersecting strips define a four-sided figure, which may be considered a
parallelogram, since it is so small that the curvature and divergence of
the pairs of hyperbolas which form its sides are inappreciable along its
length and width.
The area of this parallelogram is 4xIxZ csc Q, where
2zI and 2x, are the widths of the two strips and @ is the angle at which
This crossing angle is therefore as importhey intersect (see Fig. 316).
tant a criterion of the precision of a fix as are the values of w that
characterize the hyperbolas at the intersection (to which the x’s are
proportional).

$%
FIQ. 3.16.—The parallelogra,n is larger when the crossing angle is smaller.

In the case of a triplet, @ is half the angle between the directions to
the end stations (1? and B’) from the point.
This is made evident by
recollection of the demonstration (App. C. 1) that each hyperbola bisects
the angle w between the directions to the two stations (A and B or A and
B’) whose pulses define the hyperbola.
The angle between the hyperbolas is therefore +Vl + ~Va. But T, + Vz is the angle between the
directions to the two end stations, ~vhich is therefore 20.
The curve of constant@ for a triplet, on a plane and therefore approximately on a chart, is one of the two arcs into which a circle passing through
the two end stations is divided by the stations (see the description of the
curve of constant w, Sec. 3-4). If the distance between the end stations
is g and G is the angle at the center of the circle, between the directions of
the end stations, the radius of the circle is ~g csc +G. Then @ = #2
along the greater arc of the circle, and @ = 90° — *G along the smaller
arc. As in the case of w, the complctc locus for one value of @ is in general
a figure eight or a lens. If @ = 45°, it is a circle with center on the line
connecting the stations.
If @ = 90°, the locus is the connecting line.
The distribution of crossing angles for a Standard triplet and a triangle with long baselines are showm in Fig. 3.17a and b. Within the
lens-shaped blank areas @is between 60° and 90°; along the dot-and-dash
lines it is 90°; in the stippled areas it is between 30° and 60°; and in the
shaded areas, between 15° and 30°. For the triangle, the crossing angles
It is evident that for any
are those of the two families AB, AB’ only.
two pairs the best angles (near 90°) arc ,in the neighborhood of the base-
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line of the third pair so that by always obtaining a fix from the two mo
distant pairs and using the line from the third only as a check, an obsem
will have crossing angles better than 60° practically all over the wrvk
area shown in Fig. 3“13b.

(c)
Fm. 3.17.—Curvesof constant crossing angle.

The crossing angle at a given point is not so simply specified if a
quadrilateral or two separate pairs generate the lines. But three simple
rules may be stated for finding @ in these cases. Denote the stations of
one pair by S, s and of the other pair by S’, s’ (which are masters and
which slaves do not matter).
Take the directions in order, clockwise or
counterclockwise around the point.
If the order is S, s, S’, s’, then
LSs’ + As’

= 2+.

If the order is S, S’, s, s’, then
[ss’

– Ls’s = 2*.
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If the orcfcr is S, S’, s’, s then
[ss’

– Ls’s = 2*,

Tlw sign of @ is to IN disregarded in the last formula.
These formulas
give VWIUCS
of @ from 00 to 180° , whcrem the rule for drawing the circular
loci of @ in the ca.sc of a triplvt always ~ivcs lCSSthrm 90”. But since the
trussing of ttvo Iirws results in four angles, two equal and less than 90°
and two that arc supplements of these, we may always take @ as denoting
the first-quadrant wnglcs.
The curves of constant @ for four stations are not circles (except in
the special cmc of the four stations lying on the circle).
They are the
curves obtained by connecting the appropriate intersections between the
family of circles, ZI = constant; and the family of circles, LII = constant, where z I is the first fingle and LI I the second in any of the formulas
of the last paragraph.
l’igurc 3. 17c, depicting crossing angles for the
quadrilateral, was constructed in this way. The contours for only one
quarter of the area are shown, since they are the same in the other three.
This symmetry is, of course, a consequence of the symmetry of arrmgement of stations.
In regions far enough from the two pairs so that the hyperbolas are
very close to their asymptotes (Sec. 3.4) the curves of constant crossing
angle approximate closely the greater arcs of circles ptissing through the
midpoints of the t~vo baselines and having radii ~m csc @, m being the
The circle for 15° has the radius 1.93m.
distance between the midpoints.
Fifteen degrees may be considered about the smallest crossing angle that
will yield a usable fix. If the angle is smaller, the rectangle representing
the precision becomes so elongated that it practically degenerates into :i
single line of position (of high weight, of course, because it results from
the concurrence of two measures).
Measures of the Precision oj a Fix.—Let T’ and T“ be measured time
differences, obtained at the same place from different pairs of stations.
Let the corresponding hyperbolas P and Q intersect at C, forming the
acute angle @. If these measures were without error, the true location of
the observer would be at C. In fact, the measures differ from the correct
values T1 and Tz by unknown errors, and the true location is at a perpendicular distance ho,( T, – T’) from P and at a distance kw,( 2’, – T“)
from Q, where kw has the same meaning as in Sec. 3.4. If we call these
distances p’ and p“, the distance d of the true location from C is
d=

V(P’)’

+

(P”)2

* 2p’p” Cos 0,

where the plus sign is used if p’ and p“ have the same sign within the
acute angles, the minus sign if their signs are different.
hsume that the errors affecting T’ are independent of those affecting
2’” and that for a great number of measures both sets of errors have a
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The measures will then have standarc
statistically normal distribution.
deviations u, = VZ(T’
– T,)’/n,
and u, = v’z(T”
– TJ2/n, and
probable errors c1 = 0.674%1 and cz = 0.6745uZ. The sums of the
squares of the residuals are determined from a 1arge number n of observations made in actual operation of a Loran system.
The distances p’ and
p“will have standard deviations s 1 = kwlul and s.i = kwzu2 and probable
errors pl = 0.6745s1 and pz = 0.6745sz.
Let Al? and DE in Fig. 3,18 represent the hyperbolas T’ + fc, and
T’ – j,, and AD and BE the hyperbolas T“ + jcz and T“ – fez, respecIf j is given the value 1, then by the
tively, j being an arbitrary factor.
Y
..... .. .. .
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FIG. 3.18.—The error parallelogram, ellipse, and fide.

definition of the probable error, the chance that the observer’s actual line
of position TI lies between the lines A B and DE is i; the chance that the
actual line T2 lies between AD and BE is also ~. Therefore the probability that the observer’s true location is within the parallelogram ABCD
is (~)’, or ~. If j is taken as 1.56, the probability that either hyperbola
lies between the limits given is 0.707; consequently the chance that their
intersection is within the parallelogram is 0.7072, or i.
This latter
probable parallelogram (by analo~ with probable error) rather simply and
conveniently visualizes the accuracy of a fix and can easily be sketched
on a Loran chart, interpolating by inspection between the printed lines
of position.
The perpendicular distance between AB and DE in linear
units is 3. 12pl; that between AD and BE, 3. 12pz. The length of the
sides of ABCD parallel to the hyperbola P is 3. 12p2 cm @; the length of
sides parallel to Q is 3. 12pl csc @; and the diago~.als have lengths 3.12
Csc @ <P; + p; * 2p1p2 Cos *.
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The probable parallelogram is convenient because for a given locality
It is not
it may be sketched on a Loran chart without computation.
theoretically very satisfactory, however, for its boundary is not a contour
of constant probability.
The chance that the true point is within a
small area of given size, situated in the middle of one side of the parallelogram, is greater than the chance that it is within an area of equal size at
a corner. It may be shown (Appendix C.2) that contours of constant
probability are ellipses, and a probable ellipse, of such dimensions that
the chance is even that the true point is within it, may be determined.
This is the ellipse having conjugate axes along the hyperbolas P and Q
and tangent to the four hyperbolas T’ & 1.74tl, T“ ~ 1.74cZ. The
lengths of the major and minor axes of this ellipse are functions of p,, p,,
and 0. Expressions for them are given in Appendix C .2. The probable
elhpse is drawn as a dashed curve in Fig. 3.18.
The probable error in distance may be denoted by P and defined as
follows: If d is the actual distance between the point corresponding to the
observed readings and the observer’s true location, the chance is even
that d is less than P. The length of P is a function of p,, p,, and @. It
may be expressed as an integral, but the integration can be performed
only numerically.
Ho~vever, P is approximated closely enough for
practical purposes by the expression
(lo)
The derivation and the
The dotted circle in Fig. 3.18 has the radius P.
validity of Eq. (10) are discussed in Appendix C.3, which gives references
to more detailed and comprehensive treatments of the precision of a fix.
3.6. Standard Loran. Localion oj Standard Loran Slations.—Loran
wos originally de~-eloped m a wartime radio system of na~~igation for the
U.S. and Canaciiin N’avies. It was intended to provide reliable service
over sea water, by day or night, to distances of roughly 500 nautical
miles and to gi~-e fixes as accllrately as good celestial navigation.
To
mttaiuthe range desired 11-ithreasonable transmitter power, the frequency
had to be much lower than those employed by radar; to provide pulses
thot could be matched with the requisite precision (l~ithin a few microseconds), the frequency had to be above the ordinary broadcast band.
The choice of approximately 2 JIc/sec as the frequency to use ]\-asmade
partly on theoretical grounds and partly because experiment showed that
a remarkably low level of noise at this frequency permitted reception of
ground-wave pulses beyond 500 nautical miles by day ~vhereassteady and
reliable E-layer sky-wave transmission at night multiplied the daytime
ranges by two. In order to confine transmission to a narrow band the
pulses had to be extremely long by radar standards, but their shape
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could be so well controlled by proper transmitter and receiver design and
the amplitude-balance matching technique that two pulses from different
stations might be matched with a probable error of setting near 1 per cent
of the pulse width.
The frequency once chosen and satisfactory prototype equipment
developed, it was necessary to “freeze”
the basic specifications and
designs so that production might be speeded up. Consequently only
three varieties of the Loran system, all using similar equipment, have
actually been used, and four-fifths of all stations are of one variety—the
“original” system developed for naval use and called S’tandani Loran.
Standard Loran transmitting stations are located along seacoasts or
on islands.
Pairs are arranged in chains or in triplets with obtuse angles
between the baselines, so that coverage may be provided as far to
seaward as possible along thousands of miles of coast line or from island
chain to island chain. The continuity of service provided by the overlapping of service areas along a long chain or a succession of triplets was
considered fundamental in the development of the Standard Loran system. The scheme of assigning to each pair its own recurrence rate,
described in Sec. 3.3, was devised so that pairs might be chosen for
measurement in any convenient combination.
To obtain this flexibility,
the possibility of simultaneous measurement of two pairs of pulses (one
of the most advantageous features of the British Gee system) was sacrificed. The optimum baseline length is considered to be about 300 nautical miles. This gives a common daytime service area for two pairs of the
form described in Fig. 3.1 la. The area extends 800 nautical miles to the
right of A and 650 to the left, and its greatest vertical dimension is 1000
nauticaf miles. If the baselines are longer, the common area is smaller,
Furthermore, high accuracy in synchronism must be maintained throughout the night and through the highest noise levels that may be expected.
Such conditions may reduce the range by nearly half; and if the distance
between stations becomes comparable to the range, the quality of the
received pulses may not permit accurate matching by the slave operator.
On the other hand, if the baselines are shorter, the area of good geometrical accuracy for each pair is smaller in proportion, as is the area of good
crossing angles for the triplet.
In practice, geographical considerations force departures from the
norm. The Labrador-Greenland pair, mentioned earlier, forms with a
station in Newfoundland a nearly right-angled triplet, with its service
area resembling that shown in Fig. 3. 14u. Maintenance of synchronism
over twice the optimum baseline length is possible becauee the noise level
in northern tatitudes is lower than farther south.
A still more widely
separated pair was operated between Iwo Jima and Okinawa (725 nautical
miles) during the final stages of the war with Japan.
However, it could
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not maintain a24-hr schedule, although advantage was taken of very low
noise andgood station sites. Theother extreme inseparation ofastandard pair is that between Guam and Saipan, with a baseline of only 130
nautical miles.
To attain the maximum range, Loran transmitting stations must be
sited carefully.
The imperfect electrical conductivity of rock and soil
acts to attenuate the signal rapidly with distance traveled, and the
attenuation is exponential in form, reducing signal amplitude to something like ~ for each hundred miles traversed at standard frequency.
Over salt water, the conductivity of which is good, the amplitude is
reduced only to about i3mfor each hundred miles. Land close to a transmitting antenna, therefore, greatly decreases its range of transmission.
Accordingly, a Loran station is placed as close to the actual water line as
possible, and an extensive ground system of copper wires or straps is laid
No island or cape should lie across
on the ground around the antenna.
the path of desired transmission, within a considerable distance.
A salt
marsh, however, may intervene without serious effect, for its conductivity
approximates that of the sea.
The combined conditions imposed upon Loran station sites by geometry, geography, and conditions of terrain affecting transmission have
resulted in the location of many of these stations in extremely inaccessible
and uncomfortable places.
Equipment of a Standard Loran Station.—At a Standard Loran station
that serves in two pairs, there are tw-o 100-kw transmitters, four transmitter timers, at least two gasoline or diesel po~ver generators, and
auxiliary equipment.
The transmitters and timers are housed in a single
building, the timers being placed in an enclosure of wire netting to shield
them from the field of the transmitters.
In operation, two timers are
connected to one transmitter, which is fed by one power plant; the other
instruments are stand-bys and are frequently alternated with the first
set so that the equipment may be periodically overhauled and components
replaced without interrupting service. Transmitting
and receiving
antennas are separate and placed several hundred feet apart. The
former is nondirectional, either a vertical wire or steel tower about 110
ft in height or an inverted-L 55 ft or so along each arm. The receiving
antenna is usually a single nondirectional vertical one about 50 ft long;
but, if reception from the other member of one of the pairs is di5cult, a
long horizontal (Beverage) antenna, extended toward the distant station,
is used to pick up its signals. Generally complete living and supplystorage quarters must also be provided, and therefore the whole station
occupies several acres.
Equipment in a station that belongs to only one pair is the same,
except that there are only two timers, one in use and one standing by.
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Sky-wave Matching in Standard Loran.—Over the greater part of the
regions frequented by ships and aircraft, only ground waves are transmitted by day to any considerable distance at the Standard Loran frequency, and the identification and matching of the pulses from two pairs
of stations present no difficulty.
During the war it was found that in
west China and Burma at some seasons the E-layer sky-wave pulse persists all day except for fading periods near sunrise and sunset, with
practically the steadiness of a ground-wave pulse, and is frequently just
preceded by a pulse of smaller amplitude, apparently reflected from the
D-layer of the ionosphere.
But in general it is only at night that the
These multiple
complex pulse trains sketched in Fig. 5.13 appear.
images, varying in timing and amplittide, present a serious problem of
A single pulse may show six or
identification to the Loran observer.
more images, spread over 10,000 ~sec along the trace. The first of these
may be the ground wave, the first E-reflection, or one of the F-layer
images.
From two such trains he must pick out the two ground-wave
pulses (G-images) if present, or the two first E-reflections (El-images),
and match them.
If only F-images are visible, no match must be made.
Mismatching will give a false reading, which will not always be far
enough from the expected true value to be recognized as erroneous.
If the ionosphere were a perfectly reflecting surface at a constant
height above the earth, sky-wave pulses would be as easy to measure and
as reliable as ground-wave pulses. Actually, [‘reflection “ is a complex
process, and the pulse that is measured is often the resultant of components that have travelled into the ionosphere and out again by several
slightly different paths.
The recombination of these components at the
receiver gives rise to superposition and interference effects, which vary
rapidly as conditions vary within the ionospheric layer traversed and
constantly change the form and size of the pulse as it appears on the
viewing screen. At times the pulse may split into a doubly or multiply
humped shape or may fade into invisibility.
Furthermore, the ionospheric layer rises and falls, diurnally and seasonally, with variations in
the magnetic field of the earth, and irregularly over long and short intervals. The irregular variations in particular tend to be local, and hence
regions not very far apart rise and fall almost independently.
This
change of height causes the transmission delays and sky-wave corrections
to vary in a largely unpredictable manner.
Matching pulses that are splitting and fading requires patience and
watchfulness and development of the habit of ignoring momentary form
and setting the pulses so that their fluctuating leading edges rise to abouf
the same “ ideal” envelope on the display screen. The establishment o
a good match takes time; a single snap measure at a predetermined. instan
is reliable only if conditions are momentarilyy good, but a series of setting
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yields a much better average than appearances would lead the measurer
to expect. When the technique has IJccn mastered, matches made with
sky-wave pulses arc unlikely to he more than 3 psec in error.
Some general precepts, for the identification of pulse images at night,
maybe stated:
1. Within 500 or600statute
miles of thestation emitting the pulses,
the G-image is the first in order, the Ill-image next. From the
ground-lvave limit to 1500 or 1600 miles the E1-image is firs,t, followed by Ii20r Fl (the 132-image isoften imperceptible except at
long distances).
2. Normally the ground-wave image does not split or fade, though
when it is not much stronger than the “noise,” it appears to
fluctuate ina manner that sometimes resembles splittingj and the
image height will also vary with any oscillation of the receiving
antenna owing to motion of the ship or aircraft.
The El-image
splits and fades, but less violently than do later images and over
longer cycles’. At times it is as steady as a ground-wave image.
3. The time interval in microseconds between the G- and El-images is
rough] y
40 +

q?

d ~

10,

where d is the distance of the emitting station in hundreds of nautical miles. The interval between E 1 and E2 is roughly

that from E2 to Fl, a little more than this.
The limit of ground-wave reception varies with the amount of noise
above which the pulse must rise and with the location of the station.
Consequently a zone exists within which the first image maybe G or El,
and it must be identified by its behavior and its interval from the next
image. If both images appear, their separation is 75 to 100 psec in this
zone. An occasional extra El-image (“ sporadic E “), immediately after
the regular one or overlapping its following side, may confuse the picture.
Similarly, the outer boundary of the sky-wave service area takes the form
of a similar zone, within which the first image may be El or E2; if both
appear, their separation is 75 to 100 psec in this zone. It is important to
turn up the receiver to the highest practicable gain when identifying the
first image of a train, to make sure that there is not another weak image
to the left of it. A steady scrutiny is necessary, for unusually high noise
may obscure a ground-wave image, or prolonged fading may obscure an
El-image for some time.
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The chal acteristic difference between the splitting and fading of ElThe splitting
and later images is recognizable after a little experience.
cycle of the l’; l-image is usually less than a minute, and the distortion
commonly takes the form of a depression that appears at the peak of the
pulse and runs down one side and Up again, as shown in Fig. 3.19. Distortion of the leading side of the image is “dangerous splitting”; of the
following side, “ harmless splitting.”
At the climax, the side affected is
displaced by as much as 10 ~sec, but the pulse shape is nearly enough norDangerous splitting
AYLAAA
(a)

Normal

(c)
(b)
Beginning Wddle

Early
CIRX

e

AA
Almost
normal

‘5
(e) Shape regained
FIG. 3.19.—Splitting of an El-image.

mal to tempt the observer into an incorrect match unless he watches the
pulse for 10 or 20 sec at least. El-images from near stations are subject
The rippling of the trace due to noise
to more complicated distortion.
is, of course, superposed upon all images also. Fading causes the Elimages to rise and fall, and those from distant stations sometimes disappear into the noise for some minutes.

I
GEI
F1
F2
FIG. 3.20.—Pufae trains from a pair of stations approximately matched for sky-wave
readings.
The E2- and F-images suffer more complex and violent splitting than
does El, and they undergo long slow rises and falls as well as abrupt
changes.
The F’s tend to be wide and multiply peaked and sometimes
occur in groupe. A long series of them, at intervals of 1000 to 2000 psec,
may extend over nearly half a recurrence interval.
The leading F-images
are sometimes more conspicuous than G or El and may be the only ones
to appear above a high noise level if they come from stations near the
service limit.
The navigator will facilitate correct identification of pulse images if
he presets his indicator to the expected sky-wave time difference for his
position, as estimated by dead reckoning.
This setting will in most casa
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be C1OSSenough to the true one to align the two pulse traina, and thus
corresponding images will be near each other on the oscilloscope screen
(Fig. 3%).
The navigator may then resolve doubts by observing the
behavior and spacing of the images, being especially careful that one of
the El’s is not missed because of momentary fading.
Loran.-lZxperience
haa shown that a
Probable ETTOTS in Stun&rd
pair of Standard transmitters can be held to synchronism with a probable
error a little less than a micro~cond and that the probable measuring
error of an observer with an indicator, matching ground-wave pulses, is
about the same. The combined probable error of a Standard Loran
ground-wave reading may therefore be taken as about 1 psec, the probable
error of a line of position aa O.162w nautical mile, and the probable error
of a fix between two ground-wave lines of position as 0.186 csc @ ~’
nautical miles.
If the observer is matching sky waves, his probable error of measurement is a little greater, because of the fluctuations mentioned above; but
if he makes no measurements when the leading edges of the pulses are
noticeably distorted, the error will be less than 2 psec. An additional
uncertainty is present, however, because of the variation of the sky-wave
transmission delays from the mean values used to compute sky-wave
corrections. The observer must use the unvarying computed corrections,
and therefore an additional random error is introduced into the finding
of the line of position.
Its probable value depends upon the distances of
the observer from the two stations, because the amounts of the delays
depend upon these distances, and their variations are nearly proportional
to themselves.
The farther the observer is from the stations, therefore,
the more reliable is the sky-wave measurement; at the limit of range its
probable error due to ionospheric variation is less than 2 psec. But at
250 nautical miles from either station this probable error is at least 5 ~sec,
and more if the stations are quite unequally distant.
The combined
probable error of a sky-wave reading made on a Standard pair, as indication of a line of position, maybe taken as 2 ~sec near the range limit and
6 psex within 300 nautical miles of either station.
Within 250 nautical
miles of a station, the sky-wave delay is so affected by ionospheric fluctuations that sky-wave measures are not considered usable.
Generally speaking, the regions where the sky-wave probable error is
high are those where w is small, and vice versa, and it is a roughly true
statement that at all distances from the stations, along the center line of
a pair, the probable error of a line of position in nautical miles is the
same, about 400 divided by the baseline length in nautical miles. Though
the probable error does not increase appreciably with distance in a given
direction from the mid-point of the baseline, it does change with that
direction, incre~qing approximately with the secant of the angle that the
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line from midpoint to point of observation makes with the center line.
This angle is the complement of O [sss Eq. (9)], and this rule is simply an
application of that equation, the distance factor (r/b) dropping out because
of the decrease of measuring error with distance.
If W denotes the probable error of a sky-wave line of position in
nautical miles, we may then write W = 400/b csc 8 and take 1.15 csc @
tiW~ + m as a fair approximation to the probable error of a skywave fix.
A more precise evaluation of the probable errors of Standard Loran
sky-wave lines of position is exhibited in Fig. 522.
Se TV i c e Areaa in standard
Loran. —Although Loran readings
on a pair of stativns may be made
wherever both pulses can be received, they are of little value if
made in regions where the probable error is large. It haa been
customary to consider the useful
ground-wave service area of a
Standard pair to be those regions
where kw is less than 2 nautical
miles per microsecond.
The
areas thus excluded are shown in
black in Fig, 3.10, Their boundaries are arcs of circles, with centers
FIG.3.21.—Useful &ice areneof a Stand- on the center line at a distance of
ard Loran pair. Solid line: ground-wave
six baseline lengths from the
boundary; dashed line: sky-wave boundary.
stations.
From the useful skywave service area are excluded the region within 250 nautical miles of
each station (two circles which usually overlap) and also the region
adjacent to each extended baseline, bounded by the lines O = CSC-l(b/100),
where b is in nautical miles. This angle is 30° if b is 200, 19.5° if b is 300,
14.5° if b is 500. In these regions, according to the formula for W stated
above, the probable error of a sky-wave line of position exceeds 4 nautical
miles. The two areas, delimited in this way, are shown in Fig. 321,
The useful common service area for a triplet or two pairs consists
of those regions which fall within the boundaries for both pairs, as
described above, and in addition are included inside the figure eight along
which @ for the two pairs is 15°. For a triplet, the two lobes of this
contour are circles drawn through the end stations, with radii equal to the
For two separate pairs with the middistance bet ween these stations.
points of their baselines not too close together, the lobes are nearly enough
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circles drawn through the midpoints, with radii equal to twice the distance
between these points. When these various boundaries have been laid
out for two pairs, those areaa included tilde all of these will form an
irregular figure such as that shown in Fig. 3“22.
Of course, these conventional limits are somewhat artificial, especially
the crossing-angle limit. More correctly, this and the limit kw = 2

‘.

‘.

-— ..”

/ -j

FIG. 3.22.—Common ground-wave service area for two pairs.

nautical miles per microsecond should be replaced by the curve O.18~
csc @ ~w? + w; = 2, for ground waves, or 1.15 csc @ v=
= 4,
for sky waves, a curve that would have to be plotted laboriously by points.
But any hard-and-fast limit is artificial, and the conventional construction gives a fair indication of the advantages and disadvantages of a given
A more detailed exhibit of the variaor proposed station configuration.
tion of W with position is given in the chapter on wave propagation
(Chap. 5).
Air Transportable Loran.—A form of Standard Loran employing
special lightweight equipment was developed at the Radiation Laboratory
for the Army Air Forces.
It was intended for use inland, in the rugged
territory of northern Burma and southwestern China.
Over land,
Standard Loran has no advantage in range or geometrical precision over
the higher-frequency British Gee system and has some disadvantage in
ease and precision of time-difference measurement.
In mountainous
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country, however, ita signals can be received behind the mountains,
whereas propagation at the Gee frequency is limited to the line of sight.
Timers and transmits
were designed to be transportable by air
completely aasembled, and tactical use of the system, advancing the
stations with the advancing armies, wae envisaged.
The timers were
adaptations of the navigator’s indicator.
Their crystal oscillators and
divider circuits were less stable than those of the standard timer, but
when properly handled they” gave reliable service with only a small
decrease in timing precision.
The light transmitters were somewhat
disappointing in power output and in other respects and were not actually
used in the field; instead Standard transmitters were used. In operation,
ground-wave ranges by day from 240 to 350 nautical miles were obtained
and 220 to 270 by night (for high-flying aircraft).
Because all baseline
lengths were less than 60 nautical miles, the geometrical precision at the
daytime ground-wave limit wae no better than 1 nautical mile per microsecond, and the crossing angles were small. Greatly increased range
given by sky waves at night was not useful practically, and therefore sky
waves were used as substitutes for ground waves only when high noise
made the latter unusable.
3,7. Sky-wave Synchronized Loran.-The
successful use of sky
waves in extending the coverage of Standard Loran at night showed that
a nighttime Loran systemj using sky-wave transmission for synchronizing
the pairs of stations as well as for position finding, was feasible.
Though
necessarily inoperative by day except under special conditions, such a
system would permit long baselines to be set up across land, giving high
geometrical precision and good crossing angles to great distances, advantages that would offset the decrease in timing accuracy resulting from the
These advantages recommended
use of sky waves to link the stations.
the system for the guidance of night bombers over central Germany; and
aa described in Chap. 2, such a system was tested in the eastern United
States in the autumn of 1943 and operated over Europe during the last
year of the war. A Standard Loran frequency and Standard Loran
equipment were used. Two separate pairs of stations were arranged in
a modified quadrilateral, the form of which (Fig. 2“1) gave the best
geometrical characteristics obtainable while all western Europe was still
held by the Central Powers. The system was called Sky-wave Synchronized, or SS, Loran.
In the spring of 1945, two SS pairs began
operation in southeast Asia. They were not arranged in a quadrilateral
but gave separate families of position lines, one over the region of eastern
China held by the Japanese, the other over Burma and Malaya.
The variability of the ionosphere affects Loran measurements in two
ways. The varying density of the layer and its departure from homogeneity cause the total intensity of sky-wave signals to increase and
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decreaae, the pulaea rising and falling, changing their ahape, and fadiig
out completely at times, by reason both of energy absorption and of
interference between components of the signal traversing slightly ditTerent
paths. The varying effective elevation of the layer above the earth
lengthens and shortens the time of travel of a pulse from station to
observer. The variation of intensity and form is not a great handicap
to the maintenance of synchronism at a slave station by matching the
sky-wave pulse received from the master. The slave operator need
only exercise patience and restraint, compting
pulses when the remote
pulse is strong and of proper shape and relying on the stability of the
two oscillators to bridge intervals
of poor transmission.
The time variation is more
serious. When sky waves from a
pair of Standard Loran stations
are measured by a navigator, the
allowance that he makes for the
B
extra delay in sky-wave transmis(a)Instandard
Lcfanopxahm
sion is the sky-wave correction C,
which is the difference between the
two sky-wave delays E. and En.
If the E-layer of the ionosphere
rose and fell as a unit, both the E’s
A
would change in the same direction
by amounts roughly proportional
to the reciprocals of the corresponding distances, and the change
(b)InSSLoran
operatmn
B
in C would be the arithmetic differFm. 3.23.-Sky-wave reflections.
ence of the changes in the E’s and
would usually be less than the smaller of these, unless one station were
much closer than the other. In its seasonal and diurnal variations, the
E-layer does tend to rise or fall in this way, but observations show that the
short-time and irregular fluctuations in height at different places are
strongly correlated only if the places are within a couple of hundred
miles of each other. For regions separated by more than 500 miles, the
As Fig. 3.23 shows, the points
variation may be in opposite directions.
of reflection, X, Y in the figure, of sky waves traveling from two stations
A, 1?, to a navigator N are about half as far apart as the stations.
In
Standard Loran, X and Y are usually less than 200 miles apart, and their
random variations in height show considerable correlation.
The variation of C about its calculated value, as indicated by operational data,
has a median absolute value of a few microseconds, and this is practically
the probable error of a navigator’s time difference, for the probable error
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of synchronism between stations (maintained by ground-wave transmission) is less than 1 Psec.
The absolute delay between a pair of SS Loran stations, as the slave
operator holds his timer to a time difference ~, is

E. being the extra length of time taken by the sky-wave pulse from the
master transmitter to traverse the path AZB (Fig. 3“23) instead of AB.
As the elevation of Z above ground fluctuates, EA varies, but the longer
AB is the smaller is the variation (by reasoning similar to that used in the
explanation of Fig. 3 “5, Sec. 3“2). For this reason, as well as to obtain
the most advantageous geometry, SS baselines are made as long as
possible.
The longer baseline in the European quadrilateral was 1300
nautical miles. Even with this length, the observed median absolute
variation of E. from its calculated amount, regarded as a probable error,
is about 5 psec. This variation enters into the absolute delay D in its
full amount, for there is no E, to balance ~. in the expression above,
since the local pulse at the slave station is not reflected from the ionosphere. The observed time difference at N varies with D as well as with
C; moreover, C fluctuates more widely in SS observations than in Standard ones, because if A B is 1300 nautical miles, X Y is 650, and the changes
in the elevation of Y are to a large extent independent of those of X.
The combined effects of the variations at Z, X, and Y give a probable
error of about 8 psec for a measured time difference in the SS Loran
system, according to observations made when the first experimental SS
stations were operated in the eastern United States, in 1943.
When enough is known about the systematic variations in ionospheric
elevation to predict its value to some extent, it may be possible to vary
~ at the slave station so as to correct in part the changes in E. and hold
D nearer to constancy.
The data collected during the experimental
operations in 1943 did not give much encouragement in this direction.
Without any such correction, the probable timing error of 8 psec resulted
in a median discrepancy of about l; nautical miles between SS Loran
fixes and visual pinpoint locations.
This very satisfactory accuracy was
due to the low average value of the geometrical factor lcw within most of
the area served by the quadrilateral, less than ~ nautical mile per microsecond, and the large crossing angles, between 60° and 90°, as well as to
rather expert handling of well-adjusted indicators and low speed of the
aircraft.
In actual use of the system over Germany, the accuracy of fix
was not quite so good.
The “blind spot” close to each, transmitting station, due to the
unreliability and large delay variation of sky waves traveling short
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distances, is unimportant in Standard Loran because there is 24-hr
ground-wave service in this region. But in SS Loran, the neighborhood
of a station is beyond the ground-wave range of the other station of the
pair. Itisquite possible, ho~vever, tomatch theground-~~,ave pulse from
the near station and the sky-wave pulse from the distant one, just as the
SS slave operator does in maintaining synchronism and the master operator in monitoring.
Charts for SS Loran navigation do not carry ground-wave lines of
position and numerical values of C as do Standard charts. Instead, the
sky-wave corrections are incorporated in the calculations, and the given
lines of position represent sky-wave time differences, so that the navigator
need make no correction to his reading. Ground-against-sky lines of
position, appropriately distinguished from the others, are provided within
250 miles of each station.
3,8. Low Frequency Loran.—When Standard Loran was first developed, it was felt that precise measurement of time intervals between
pulses would not be practical at frequencies much below 1 Me/see,
because the pulses would have to be extremely slow in rise and fall in
order to avoid use of an excessive band}vidth.
Furthermore, natural
noise at low frequencies was known to be high. But the remarkable
precision with which the Standard pulses (themselves very long in comparison with radar pulses) could be matched and the success of Loran
operators in measuring through noise of much greater amplitude than the
A system with longer ranges and
pulses encouraged a reconsideration.
longer baselines than Standard Loran was desired for covering the great
spaces of the Pacific, particularly near Japan and the Chinese ports, and
a 24-hr overland service over eastern China, from stations either to seaward or in western and southern China, would have been of material
assistance in an East Asia land campaign against Japan. Equipment for
such a system was designed and constructed during the winter and spring
of 1944–1945 on an emergency basis, using the Standard timer with some
modifications and incorporating some sections of the Standard transThe transmitting antenna was a 1300-ft
mitter into the LF transmitter.
vertical wire supported by a barrage balloon, to be used temporarily and
replaced as soon as practicable by a 625-ft steel tower supporting a topA converter was provided for the naviloaded umbrella-type antenna.
gator, by the use of which signals at the frequency chosen, 180 kc/see,
would be received by the Standard Loran receiver-indicator.
Low Frequency experimental transmitting stations were placed on Cape Cod,
hlass,, Cape Fear, N. C., and Key Large, F1., and operated as a triplet
during the summer of 1945, with generally satisfactory results. But
before the equipment could be transferred from these stations to the
Pacific, the war ended.
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Data obtained from the experimental operations are discussed in detail
in Chap. 5. Some general characteristics of the system are stated here.
The peak power of the transmitters was about 100 kw, which gave
summer daytime ranges near 1200 and 1000 nautical miles over sea and
land respective y and a summer nighttime range of 1500 or more. These
figures are subject to large variations with time of day and season because
of the very great fluctuations in the natural electrical noise at 180 kc/see
and the variability of the sky-wave transmission also. The former may
be expected to decrease, and the latter to improve in winter, giving greater
ranges.
The length of the pulses as received is more than 300 psec; requirements of efficient antenna radiation and the need to keep the bandwidth
narrow to avoid interference with adj scent communication channels preclude a sharper pulse form.
Pulse-matching accuracy is therefore lower
than in Standard Loran; but, when ground waves are matched, the
probable error is only a few microseconds.
With these long pulses and
a sky wave that is apparently reflected from the E-layer only, the groundwave and sky-wave pulse images, when both are present, overlap in a
single composite envelope.
The long trains of pulses characteristic of
Standard Loran by night are not present at the low frequency—a great
advantage, since a principal cause of large errors in Standard pulsematching has been mistaking a sky wave for the ground wave or an
F-image for an E.
The coalescence of ground wave and sky wave has a serious disadvantage, however.
At ranges between about 400 and 1200 nautical
miles, the proportion of ground- and sky-wave components in the observed
pulse varies with distance, with the momentary intensity of the sky wave,
and with the r-f phase difference between the ground and sky waves.
The rising slope of the pulse is composite or discontinuous
(see Figs.
5.31 and 532), and the time difference obtained by matching it with
another pulse is somewhere between the values for pure ground wave
and pure sky wave, varying with the conditions and with the point on
the slope at which the match is made. Beyond 1200 nautical miles the
ground wave is absent, but the first- and second-hop sky waves combine
in a similar fashion, and beyond 1800 miles the second and third combine.
Measured time differences at all distances greater than a few hundred
miles must be considered as including a transmission delay increasing
with distance (contrary to the pure first-hop sky-wave delay of Standard
Loran, which decreases).
The curve of increase has a wavy or “step”
form (Fig. 5.30), and the height and spacing of the steps differ by day and
night, over land and water (Fig. 5.46), and probably in summer and
winter. The short-time variation of the delay curve contributes to
measured time differences a probable error of apparent delay similar to
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that given to Sky-wave Synchronized Loran measurements by changing
layer height, but somewhat greater, particularly where the delay curve
is steep.
The baseline lengths of the experimental LF triplet were 535 and 606
nautical miles. Over these distances, the ground wave received at the
slave stations from the master was always strong enough to control the
first 30 or 40 psec of the visible pulse form, even at night when the sky
wave dominated the top of the envelope.
Therefore the slave operator
could always hold synchronism by ground wave. A specially designed
receiver-indicator, displaying the pulses at the i-f heterodyne stage, without rectification, enabled him to superimpose the individual i-f cycles of
the two pulses instead of their rectified envelopes.
The cycles could be
mat ched with a probable error of setting of about 0.1 psec when the signal
strength was well above the noise, so that synchronism could be maintained with several times the precision of Standard Loran once an operating technique had been devised for detecting and correcting occasional
Unfortunately, cycle matching
mismatches of one or two whole cycles.
is not practicable at distances where the ground wave is too weak to rise
well above the noise before the sky wave joins it, because in the composite
part of the pulse, interference between ground and sky wave introduces a
variable and unpredictable r-f phase shift.
With synchronism accurately maintained by ground wave and transmitters arranged in line with double master station between the two
slaves, the LF system as operated resembled a Standard triplet on twice
the scale rather than a day and night SS system.
The 24-hr service area
provided over water was about twice that of a Standard triplet, and the
land service area was roughly two-thirds of that over water. Groundwave accuracy of fix by Low Frequency was at least equal to Standard
accuracy at equal distances from the baselines, for the greater timing
error with the long pulses was compensated by the more favorable
geometry provided by the long baselines.
The accuracy might have been
increased if time differences had been measured by cycle-matching, but
no method was found to avoid errors of one or more whole cycles in these
measures (the navigator could not have the ground-station operator’s
advantage of knowing the true value in advance).
Low Frequency sky.
wave accuracy at long distances was less than that given by Standard or
SS Loran. Accuracy figures obtained at some monitor stations are given
in Table 5.4.
The advantage of being able with equal facility to choose any two of
several families of position to obtain a fix is not very great in a system
where two pairs of stations command as large a common service area as
does an LF Loran triplet or quadrilateral.
On the other hand, a system
with a large land coverage, extensively used by fast-moving aircraft,
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should require as short an interval as possible between the two timedifference readings necessary for a fix. Two simultaneous readings, as
provided bythe Gee system, are, of course, the ideal, but to incorporate
this feature into the Loran indicator would necessitate complete redesigning, which was out of the question in view of the wartime urgency, and
the alternative of carrying two indicators in an aircraft was prohibited

,/

FIG. 3.24.—A Low Frequency Loran triplet. Time differences at P are X6000, Y2000,
Z4000; at Q, X3800, Z5500, W1700.

In Standard Loran a considerable part
by weight and space limitations.
of the interval between readings is consumed in changing specific recurrence rate between pairs, and this change was eliminated in the LF system
by running all three stations on the same rate. Since sky-wave trains
did not appear, a scheme for distinguishing pulses by position was feasible.
Loran navigators had been trained to read time differences from master
to slave, and the indicator was designed to read intervals greater than
L/2.
To preserve these features in the LF time relationships, the master
station was pulsed at twice the recurrence rate of the slaves. Two
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master pulses, separated by the interval L/2, and one pulse from each
slave were emitted during a recurrence period L; one slave maintained
synchronism with the first master pulse; the other with the second.
Denoting the two master pulses as X and Z and the two slaves as Y and
W, the order of emission was X-Y-Z-W,
W being synchronized with X
and Y with Z. In this way the intervals X-W
and Z-Y, read by the navigator, were always
greater than L/2, as required by standard readx
Y
ing procedure.
Since W and Y both maintained synchronism with the master X2, on the same rate, they
were in synchronism with each other, and the
w
z
interval from one slave pulse to the other defined a family of hyperbolas with respect to e
the very long baseline between the slave stations. Figure 3.24 shows the relationship of thk
WY family to the other two. The time differY
z
ence between W and Y at any point (P or Q) is
the difference between the time differences X-W
YTW
and Z-Y.
Where these two are equal, W and
Y are separated by just L/2, one ap~earing diW
x
rectly above the other on the indicator, and the
time difference between them is zero. Where 0
X-W is greater than Z-Y (as at P), Y appears
to the left of W, the time difference is read from
Y to W and labeled Y; when Z-Y is greater than
z
w
X-W (as at Q), W is to the left of Y, the reading is from W to Y and labeled W.
z400a
The appearance of the pulses as the navigator viewed them is sketched in Fig. 325.
In
x
Y
order that slaves and navigator might distinWish between the X- and Z-pulses of the master,
0
Frequency
the X-pulse was followed by an identifying
F,O. 3.25.-IAw
Loran readings.
“ghost,”
produced by delaying X by 1000 p.wc in
every third recurrence period.
The procedure of time-difference measurement had three steps.
(1) The pulses were placed on the indicator as in
the upper figure of 3“25, and the interval X- W read; this was called reading
X and denoted a hyperbola generated by the master and slave W.
(2)
The pulses were slid to the left if Y appeared on the screen to the left of
W, until Y mounted the upper pedestal, and the interval Y-W read, as
in the middle figure. This reading, called Y, devoted a hyperbola of the
family generated by the two slaves, on the side of the zero reading toward
y.

(The d~ed

line thugh

&G.

P in the figure is an example.)
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appeared on the screen to the right of Y (not shown in the figure), the
pulses were slid to the right until W mounted the upper pedestal and the
interval W-Y read. This reading W denoted a hyperbola of the same
family, on the side of the zero toward W (e.g., the dashed line through Q).
(3) The pulses were slid again to the left (or right) to bring Z to the
upper pedestal, and the interval Z-Y read, as in the lower figure. This
reading Z denoted a hyperbola generated by the master and slave Y.
The relations X-Z = Y, Z-X = W checked the consistency of the
readings.
The hyperbolic family W-Y possesses greater geometrical precision
(smaller w) at a given distance from the baseline than either of the other
two families because of the greater baseline length. In the experimental
system, W and Y were within sky-wave range of each other and were
able to act as a low-frequency SS pair at times when the master station
was inoperative and the noise was not too high. Station W, acting as
slave in this case, maintained as a negative coding delay the same time
difference that was obtained by reading the Y-pulse against the local
W-pulse while both stations were synchronized with X2.
The delay
had to be negative, whether W matched Y or Y matched W, because at
either station the local pulse was emitted less than half a recurrence
period after the remote pulse came in (because of the transmission time
over the long baseline).
Though 70@mile baselines for ground-wave synchronism are short
compared with SS baselines, they are long enough to surround an area
of half a million square miles, over which the geometrical advantage of the
quadrilateral, triangle, or L-arrangement of stations can be provided,
with 24-hr ground-wave service over land or sea. A considerably larger
area could be covered with accurate station synchronism by arranging
five stations in a semicircle and operating them as two triplets, each on
one rate, the middle station acting as a double slave. Tne baselines
between the middle station and the two end ones would be some 1200
miles long and make nearly a right angle. Each of these pairs would hold
accurate synchronism by maintaining ground-wave matches with their
intermediate master. To run all five stations on the same rate would
give great flexibility and the advantage of speedy fixes, but the problem
of identifying pulses would be serious. With four stations on the arc cf
a circle, pulse identification would be feasible with operation on one rate.
A W-form of arrangement, operated in the same manner as the semicircle,
would give sky-wave coverage to great distances.
3.9. Procedure in Loran Navigation.-The
Loran navigator may use a
measured time difference and the corresponding watch reading to lay
down a line of position upon a standard navigational chart, just as he
uses a radio bearing or a celestial observation.
Loran tables have been
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prepared, giving the intersections of the Loran lines with the meridians
and parallels. By interpolating in these tables, three points of the line
corresponding to his reading may be plotted on the chart, and a curve
drawn through them and labeled with the reading, rate (to identify the
family), and time of the observation.
(Two points may serve in some
regions and on some forms of chart, but in general the line is curved on
the chart.)
If he uses a Loran chart, the tables are unnecessary.
Lines
at convenient intervals of time difference (every 20 or 50 ~sec is most
usual) are printed on the chart, and the line representing the reading is
interpolated by estimation between them.
A reading on another pair of stations gives the navigator a second
line of position intersecting the first line. It is similarly drawn and
labeled. If the navigator is on a slow ship, the change of position of the
ship is negligible during the interval between observations, and the point
where the lines intersect is the navigator’s location at both the recorded
times. But a fast ship moves a considerable part of a mile in a minute,
and an aircraft moves several miles. In these cases, the lines of position
must be considered to move over the earth, and their intersection at the
sarrwtime must be found.
One way to do this is to advance the first line of position to the time
of the second, according to standard plotting practice for all kinds of
lines of position—lines obtained in piloting, radio bearings, or celestial
lines. From any arbitrary point on the first line (conveniently near the
navigator’s estimated location) is measured a distance equal to the
product of the speed of the craft and the time interval between observations and taken in the direction of the motion.
This distance and direc.
tion locate a new point through which a new line of position is drawn
parallel to the first line. The intersection of the new line with the line
representing the second observation is the position of the craft at the time
of the second observation.
Another way is to make observations in groups of thre~the
first and
last on one pair of stations and the middle one on the other pair. An
experienced observer can make the time intervals bet ween readings
nearly equal. Then the average of the first and last readings will be
practically equal to the reading that would be obtained if this pair had
been observed simultaneously with the other pair. The line representing
the average reading is drawn upon the chart and labeled with the average
watch time. If the time intervals are decidedly unequal, an interpolated
reading is taken instead of the average. This method maybe used with
any number of observations greater than two if they are taken in a symmetrical order.
A graphical variant of this procedure is useful when a number of
observations are taken under poor conditions so that accidental errora
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produce a considerable scatter.
Observations on two pairs are taken
alternately or in alternate groups and plotted directly against time on
cross-section paper-both
pairs on the same sheet or on different sheets
Smooth curves are drawn to represent the series of
as convenient.
measures on each pair, and points on the two curves, for the same time,
give the fix at that time.
All these methods tell the navigator where he was in the past, not in
the present. An experienced observer, using a Standard airborne indicator, can make two readings and plot the fix on a Loran chart in less than
3 min if conditions are good.
If the two pairs of pulses matched are on
the same recurrence rate, as in the Low Frequency triplet described above,
The recently produced direct-reading
the time is somewhat shortened.
indicator for shipboard use exhibits the time difference numerically on a
dial as the observer matches the pulses. This eliminates the separate
operation of counting markers on a screen and further shortens the time
required to make a reading, but the instrument as now produced is too
bulky and heavy to use in an aircraft.
The only really satisfactory
method of observation in an aircraft is simultaneous matching of two
pairs. If space can be spared for two airborne indicators, it is possible
for one observer to do this. A lightweight double direct-reading indicator
is a technical problem that will undoubtedly be solved in the near future;
by its use a continuous indication of the track followed would be given
as long as the observer held the pulses in coincidence by turning the
controls.
The further step from this to linkage of the delay controls
of the indicator with a tracer moving over a chart is a short one,
which has already been successfully taken in trials with somewhat crude
instrumentation.
The device was called the Loran plotting board. It consisted of a pen,
moving over a board to which a Loran chart was clamped, and connected
to linkages by which linear motions of the pen, parallel to two guides,
were made proportional to the rotary motions of the setting controls of
two indicators.
The guides were set parallel to Loran lines on the chart,
and the linkages adjusted so that when either of the indicators was set
upon a given reading in microseconds, the tracer waa set upon the corresponding Loran line; and when the indicator setting was turned through
a given interval in microseconds, the tracer, sliding along the appropriate
guide, passed over a corresponding number of miles on the chart. In
bperation, once this correspondence between indicators and chart waa
established, the observer simply picked up the proper pairs of pulses,
matched them, and maintained the matches by turning the controls aa
the pulses drifted with the progress of the craft. No numerical readings
were taken; the linkages continuously transferred the rea&ngs to the
chart.
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As used, the plotting board had a limited range; and since it translated
the time differences mechanically into rectilinear coordinates, it was
accurate only to the extent to which the Loran lines in the area approximated families of straight parallel lines uniformly spaced on the chart.
The approximation was fairly good in the experimental Sky-wave Synchronized system in connection with which the trials !vere made. Means
for correcting these defects and lines of future development are discussed
in ChaD. 4.
Sev&al automatic plotting boards have been developed, which trace
the path of a ship or aircraft by combining the velocity vector furnished
by the instruments with current or wind data, and integrate over the
elapsed time. It is the distinctive feature of Loran plotting that no
extrapolation from past to present occurs nor is any correction for motion
of the medium involved.
The instantaneous position with respect to
fixed stations is constantly displayed; and with a proper chart projection
and a correctly designed linkage between delay circuit and tracer, the
only appreciable errors should be those of pulse timing and matchi%g.
These are not cumulative, but on the contrary tend to average out over
a period of time.
Loran may be used simply as an aid to conventional navigation by
compass and log or air-speed indicator, furnishing check points for dead
reckoning. It may also be used as a complete system for guiding the
vessel along a track defined by Loran readings to a destination located
by Loran readings. The simplest way to do this is to seek that hyperbola
which passes through the destination and to follow it in. The reading
defining this hyperbola is preset into the indicator, and the craft directed
so that the pulses from the corresponding stations, widely separated where
the craft is distant from the line, drift into coincidence and remain so.
Progress along the line is determined by switching the indicator periodically to another pair of pulses, while holding the course, and noting the
times at which lines of that family are crossed, then returning the indicator
to the first setting and pair to continue tracking.
This was the procedure
To faciliused by the Royal Air Force in bombing Berlin by SS Loran.
tate alternation between pairs, Standard indicators were modified by the
addition of a second pair of delay controls so that the controls could be
set at two different readings and either switched into operation.
With a
double indicator, displaying both pairs of pulses at once, no alternation
would be necessary.
But, generally, this method strongly resembles the
procedure of the days before the chronometer, when a navigator, trusting
only his determination of latitude, might sail along the parallel that passed
through his destination until he made his landfall.
However, as lines of
various slopes may be defined in rectangular coordinates, track lines that
cut the hyperbolic families with various generalized slopes may be defined
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in Loran coordinates and directly tracked by the use of suitably modified
Loran indicators.
Suchlines, analogies of therhumb lines ofpresent-day
navigation, have been called Lorhumbs.
‘l’he required instrumental
modifications, while conceptually simple, have not yet been embodied in
working models. Lorhumb navigation therefore belongs to the future
and is discussed in Sec. 4“4.
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CHAPTER

4

FUTURE TRENDS
BY J. A. PIERCE
4.1. Potential Accuracy and Range.-The
factors that control the
accuracy of timing with which two pulses can be compared do not, in
general, vary except with radio frequency.
If the pulses are superimposed
visually and have their amplitudes made equal, and if the signal-to-noise
ratio is really good, the precision of measurement is about 1 per cent of
the length of the pulses. This accuracy can be realized in practice
because in the hyperbolic systems, the two signals to be compared pass
through the same receiving networks and encounter exactly the same
artificial delays and distortions, and therefore their time difference is not
at all affected by the circuit parameters, except to the extent that the
pulses are lengthened beyond their proper duration.
A considerable number of experiments indicate that the length of
pulses which can be used effectively cannot easily be made less than some
50 or 60 cycles of the radio frequency employed.
Combination of this
estimate with that of the preceding paragraph indicates that a Loran
system should yield matches that are accurate to about half a wavelength, This accuracy corresponds to a minimum error in a line of position of a quarter wavelength, or 125 ft at the f requency used for Standard
Loran. Actually the minimum error in Stand~rd Loran is about 500 ft,
an increase due in part to the use of pulses about twice the length suggested above and in part to the use of reading techniques that are not so
precise as they might be.
The accuracy of Loran, in the ground-wave service area, could no
doubt be quadrupled by the use of shorter pulses and navigators’ indicators having more stable circuits and more closely spaced families of marker
pips, but these improvements would not enhance the sky-wave service
(which contributes a large part of the usefulness of the system) because
in that case the accuracy is controlled by propagational variations that
seldom permit an average error of less than 2 psec, which is twice the current reading error.
The Low Frequency I,oran system that was under development at the
end of the war should, according to this argument, give average errors of
about ~ mile in the best areas. Unfortunately, propagational factors as
well as geometrical ones will probably operate to increase the errors over
a large part of the service area.
107
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Transmission ranges and service areas also depend primarily on frequency, but in this case the lower the frequency the better.
Throughout
the microwave region the reliable range is little more than the optical
range. Even in the very high frequency band, ranges are not more than,
say, one and a half times the optical range. This often results in good
cover for high-flying aircraft, but the distances usable at the surface of the
earth are too small for the system to be of much use for navigation.
As the frequencies decrease through the high- and medium-frequency
regions, ground-wave ranges increase and the differential between
behavior at high and low altitudes grows smaller, especially over sea
water, but the propagation of signals is no longer simple because of the
complex structures of multiple sky-wave reflections that vary tremendously with the time of day and, at the higher frequencies, are extremely
unpredictable.
These sky-wave phenomena become simpler and more predictable in
the lower part of the medium-frequency range, but only at the low frequencies is there such a degree of stability that sky waves can be used
without some undesirable confusion of the navigator.
At the very low
frequencies propagation over thousands of miles is easy and reliable, but
wideband antenna systems are not available (because the required size is
prohibi hive) so long as current techniques prevail; therefore, the pulse
methods cannot be expected to operate there. It seems at present that
100 to 150 kc/see is about the lowest limit at which pulse systems can be
used. At these frequencies ranges of 1500 miles should be obtained by
day or night, over land or sea, and at any altitude.
4.2. Automatic Data Analysis. -It requires only limited acquaintance
with a Loran receiver to realize that it will be simple to perform all
manipulations of the set automatically.
That is, there is no technical
problem in producing a receiver that will automatically present on a pair
of dial counters, say, the Loran readings on two lines of position at two
selected rates. For military purposes there has been little or no requirement for this sort of receiver, and it has been advisable so far to apply
the available research and development efforts to standardization and
rapid production of manually operated sets.
With the application of hyperbolic navigation to commercial transportation, however, there will be a demand for a position-determining
set that operates continuously, like the chronometer in the chart room,
and at which the navigator may look when he wishes to know his position.
There are many ways in which such machines can be built, but all or
most of them may be so complicated that the navigator would be properly
skeptical of their reliability.
The most common suggestion for a device of this kind is that the
machine be made to read directly in latitude and longitude rather than in
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Loran coordinates essentially by recording Loran charts or tables in
mechanical form. This is a natural but misguided desire, as there is
little that is inherently more desirable or informative in latitude and
longitude than there is in the Loran coordinates themselves.
The two
facts that a navigator always wants to know are the distance and direction to one or to several points.
The next picture that comes to mind is that of a black box containing
a number of push buttons and a pair of visible counter mechanisms.
A
navigator might push the button marked BERMUDA, whereupon the
counters would spin and stop so that he could read “distance 342 miles;
course 1140.” This device, however fine a toy it may be, fails because the
navigator should not be satisfied unless he is told his relation to a great
many different places. To obtain this information he must, using either
the black box or the latitude-longitude indicator, proceed to plot his
position on a chart before he can understand the interrelations between
his position and all other interesting points.
Obviously the only really effective automatic aid to navigation will
plot the position of the vessel continuously and preferably leave a permanent track on the chart so that the navigator can see at a glance his
current position in its relation to all other points on the chart and also
can have the history of his voyage presented before his eyes.
There are many ways to build a device of this sort, and most of them
suffer from a high degree of complexity.
The desirability of such an
instrument, however, will be especially obvious to the sales managers of
our larger electronic corporations who, after the war as before it, may be
expected to be in a position to see that the necessary development time
is spent to reduce such a device to practice.
The only prerequisites are
that ground stations must be in operation to provide the necessary
coverage and that the control of the ground stations be in responsible
hands.
It is worth while here to point out only a single concept, which,
although it violates sea-going tradition, may have some influence because
of its simplicity.
In any Loran indicator there is sure to be a shaft whose
rotation is more or less linearly proportional to the Loran reading.
This
shaft may be connected to a pen through a mechanism such that the
lateral position of the pen also bears a linear relation to the Loran reading.
A second shaft from the same or a second indicator may be connected so
that a rotation of that shaft in accordance with a second Loran reading
produces a linear motion of the pen at an angle to the first motion.
With
this arrangement any pair of Loran readings that define a point on the
surface of the earth also define a position of the pen point on a plane. A
sheet of paper over which the pen moves is therefore a chart drawn in
Loran coordinates.
This simple system has the defect of considering all
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Loran lines in a family to be straight and parallel and also of considering
that the angles of intersection between the lines of the two families are
constant all over the chart. These limitations, however, may not be too
severe, especially in the case of an area at some distance from the ground
The angle between the two directions of motion of the pen may
stations.
be set at the mean value of the crossing angle of the Loran lines in the
area, and the rates of motion in the two directions may be set to be proportional to the relative separations of the lines in each family.
This plotting-board concept has the immense advantage of mechanical
and electrical simplicity.
In many cases, if the area on a chart is not too
great and if the ground stations themselves are not in the charted area,
the distortions encountered in drawing such a chart in Loran coordinates
are no greater than those involved in many other projections.
Figure 4.1 is a chart in these Loran coordinates that represents nearl y
In this case, as seen in Fig. 313, both the
the worst possible conditions.
families of lines have a focus at a station on Nantucket Island so that the
Even
curvature and divergence of the lines are both at a maximum.
though the distortion of Cape Cod, Nantucket, and Martha’s Vineyard is
extreme, the outline of southeastern New England is clearly recognizable,
and the chart is useful for navigation.
4.3. Right-left Indicators.-It
is mentally only a very short step and
mechanically not a long one from automatic presentation of position
on a map to the making of a connection between the map and the rudder
of a vessel so that a predetermined track may automatically be followed.
The means are easy to visualize and are already at hand. Only a little
incentive and time are required, and hence, here again, commercial enterprise may be relied upon to bring a family of such devices into being.
One variant from past experience with direction finding must be
pointed out. When using a direction-finding system, any change of
course is immediately indicated and measured so that its correction, if it
be accidental, can be made instantaneously.
When a hyperbolic system
m used, however, a change of course does not lead to any change of indication until after the new course has been held for a finite time. That is,
the hyperbolic system gives an indication of position, not of direction,
and the indication does not at all depend upon the attitude of the vehicle.
This is an important point and a valuable one. It makes navigation
independent of currents in sea or air because all courses and speeds directly
derived from hyperbolic systems are ground courses and ground speeds.
If a simple RIGHT-LEFTindicator is built to show an airplane pilot
whether he is to the right or left of a Loran line that he wishes to follow
and even how far to the right or left he is, it will not be very successful as
a means for aiding him to follow the line. This is so because there is no
appreciable relation between the indications on the meter and the course
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that the pilot should follow, andthus hetends toturn more and more to
the right if the meter shows him to be to the left of his desired track until
he crosses the line at a large angle and has to repeat the process in reverse.
The net result is a zigzag track which does, in fact, pass nearly over the
objective but which wastes unreasonable quantities of time, fuel, and
pilot’s energy on the way.
This difficulty could theoretically be removed if the pilot would study
the behavior of the RIGHT-LE~ meter in enough detail to appreciate both
his displacement from the line and his rate of progress toward or away
from it. With a knowledge of both these factors he could determine a
reasonable course change that would bring him gently to the desired
track and maintain him on it with only small excursions.
The pilot is,
however, too much occupied with his proper business to enter into such
a study; therefore it is necessary to advance the equipment another stage
and to present to the pilot both his rate of approach and the distance to
the line that he wishes to follow.
Thus he may be shown two meter
readings, one of which tells him, say, that he is 1000 ft to the left of the
line while the other shows him that he is approaching the line at 50 ft/sec.
It is immediately clear that if he continues on the same course that he
has been holding,-. he will reach the line in 20 sec and that if he wishes to
come smoothly onto the line, he should begin to change course to the left.
This conclusion is, of course, the opposite to that which would be derived
from the simple RIGHT-LEFTindicator and shows clearly the defect in that
presentation.
Within certain limits it is possible to combine the factors of displacement and rate of change of displacement automatically so that instead of
two meters mentioned in the preceding paragraph the pilot could be
presented with a single indicator calibrated in terms of the appropriate
course correction such as “ 2° to the left. ” The only defect in this instrument would be the existence of a time constant dependent upon the time
required to analyze the rate of approach to the track so that the pilot
would have to learn not to make a second correction too closely upon the
heels of the first.
This difficulty would vanish if the meter indication, instead of being
presented to a human pilot, were connected to a gyro-controlled automatic
pilot, because in that case the linkage to the automatic pilot could easily
be given the appropriate time constant to prevent overcorrection.
4.4. The Lorhumb Line.—The mechanism suggested above is the
simple and natural way to build a device that will automatically follow a
Loran line. This is worth while because there is always a line passing
through any target in a Loran service area, but it falls far short of the
really desirable solution.
The most important quality that the automatic
equipment, like the human pilot-navigator combination, should have is
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the ability to proceed by a simple and reasonably direct course from
wherever the vessel happens to be to wherever it should go.
This ability can stem only from simultaneous examination of two
families of hyperbolas.
There are many ways to make this examination,
as there are many ways to make a plotting board, but one of them offers
such great advantages of simplicity that it should be developed here.
Assume a Loran receiver capable of automatically following two Loran
readings in two families of hyperbolic lines. The shaft rotation corresponding to either of these readings could be connected through the displacement-and-rate device mentioned above to the rudder of the vessel
so that any desired Loran line in the corresponding family could automatically be followed.
A Loran line passing through the initial position
of the vessel could, for instance, be followed until it intersected a line
passing through the objective after which instant the second line could
be followed.
This would produce the desired end result, but it might
be by a very indirect route indeed.
A much more direct path would be one cutting across both families of
lines in such a way that the rates of change of the two Loran readings
would constantly bear the same ratio to each other as the total changes
Along such a path, if the changes in
between initial and final readings.
one Loran reading were automatically followed while the delay between
the second pair of cathode-ray traces (corresponding to the second reading) were constrained to vary in the designated ratio to the variation in
the first reading, then the second pair of pulses, once set to coincidence,
would remain so. The steering mechanism might be controlled by the
second pair of pulses so as to maintain the coincidence, thus directing the
vessel along the chosen path.
For example, if the readings were 3500 at the initial point and 27OO
at the objective on the first Loran pair and 1400 and 1800 on the second
pair, the linkage between the indications would be set at – ~, The
vessel would then follow a course such that it would successively pass
through points whose Loran coordinates were (3400, 1450) (33oo, 1500)
.
(2800, 1750) to the objective at (2700, 1800). The course would
be quite direct unless it passed very near one of the transmitting stations.
In fact, the course would differ from a great circle only in proportion as
the Loran lines differed from being straight and parallel.
Figure 4.2 shows two lines of this sort drawn upon a I,oran chart of
part of India.
The great circle from Calcutta to Benares is shown as a
dashed line whereas the proposed curve, or “ Lorhumb line, ” which crosses
the East-West Loran lines at t!vo-thirds the rate that it crosses the
North-South lines, is shown as a solid line. In this case the shortest
distance is 387 miles. The Lorhumb line is 1.9 miles, or 0.5 per cent,
Iongel.
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A second Lorhumb line is drawn between Benares and point Q which
from Benares to Chabua.
Here the geometry of the
Loran lines is less favorable, and thus the proposed course is 2.o per cent,
is about halfway

—
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or 7.0 miles, longer than the great-circle distance of 358 miles. If an
attempt were made to span the distance from Benares to Chabua with a
single
— Lorhumb line, the excess distance would be about 30 miles, or 4 per
cent of the total distance.
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This sort of path has been called the Lorhumb line because it is the
exact parallel, in hyperbolic navigation, of the rhumb line in Mercator
sailing. Various Lorhumb lines might be connected bythe navigator as
indicated in Fig. 4.2 to form an approximate great circle or any other
desired path. Devices utilizing this principle will probably be adequate
for navigational purposes (as distinguished from problems of pilotage)
and will presumably be more simple than others that, through more
complete analysis of the exact forms of the hyperbolic lines, could follow
slightly more direct paths. The advantages of the design are so obvious
that devices which embody this principle may be expected to be ready for
experimental operation soon after the release of engineering talent from
more immediate military requirements.
4.5. Relayed Fixes.—A device for retransmitting the hyperbolic
indications from the receiving point to a remote indicator may be applied
to Loran.
Equipment of this sort may take the form of a pulse transmitter that is triggered by the various pulses in the output of a receiver
tuned for a hyperbolic system or may be essentially a superheterodyne
receiver in which the intermediate frequency is sufficiently amplified and
radiated, An indicator, of course, may or may not be used at the relay
point.
The obvious uses for a system involving relayed fixes are those in which
it is more necessary or convenient for a distant controller to have knowledge of position than it is for the occupants, if any, of the vehicle under
control. Probably the only really military use might be in the control
~f fighter aircraft (or pilotless aircraft), where it could be expedient to
relay fixes to a carrier or other base for analysis and appreciation and then
to retransmit the appropriate action information through a communication circuit.
A somewhat similar use maybe for extensive study of ocean currents.
In this case, a number of automatic drifting buoys could relay their fixes
to one or more control stations, afloat or ashore, and thus permit the
gathering of precise continuous data in any weather and over long periods
of time.
Probably the most important peacetime use of such a system, however, would involve the standardized installation of relay equipment in
lifeboats.
The information received from them would be far more useful
for rescue work than directional data because it would permit potential
rescuing vessels to determine at once not only the direction but the disSuch a program must await the
tance to those in need of assistance.
general use of Loran receivers on shipboard but could then easily be
integrated with an automatic distress-signal receiving mechanism, pro
tided that a frequency channel entirely devoted to smch operation can be
made available.
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4.6. Guidance of Pilotless Aircraft. -Since
hyperbolic navigation
does not call for the transmission of any information from the vehicle
under control, it is a mechanism with vast potentialities for the twodimensional guidance of automatic projectiles.
If flying bombs are to
become the all-weather air forces of the future, no other system offers such
immediate possibilities for the mass control of very large numbers of
projectiles.
Systems that require some contact between a projectile and ground
operators other than the launching crew may well have many tactical
uses in close support operations, but the possibility of maintaining strategic bombardment by such methods is remote.
A hyperbolically controlled flight of pilotless aircraft, on the other hand, could be operated
without any close coordination between launching crews and the controlling groups and without saturation of the guiding futilities.
The receivers for hyperbolic operations of this sort would differ greatly
from the present Loran receivers. In fact, their evolution should be in
nearly the opposite direction from that suggested in the last few pages.
Instead of being adapted to more flexible and versatile methods for general
navigation, the equipments for pilotless aircraft shouldb ereducedtothe
stage where they know only a single time difference but kno~v it well.
The corresponding ground equipment, however, must have a degree of
flexibility not now in use so that the hyperbolic lines recognized by the
aircraft might be made to lie across any desired target. A pair of ground
stations would establish a line of position extending from the launching
area to the target, while a second pair would define the intersecting line
at which the projectiles would descend.
Under gyroscopic control the
projectiles could be launched at any time and in any number and the
accuracy of their initial courses would need only to ensure an intersection
with the first hyperbolic line before passing the target.
With a system of this sort, aircraft could be launched from many
points in a large area. Dozens or hundreds of launching sites would
independently send off aircraft sensitive to a single line of position, without any requirements for coordination except that the control system
These aircraft would follow their indewould have to be in operation.
pendent courses, perhaps for half the distance to the target, until they
came within the zone of influence of the hyperbolic line, whereupon each
would change its course and come about exponentially to ride the line to
the objective.
The effect would be that of raindrops falling into a gigantic
funnel and being concentrated into a steady stream playing upon the
target.
Such a stream of bombs would, of course, rapidly obliterate any objective. In practice, therefore, the ground-station operators would steadily
alter their timing constants so that the line followed by the projectiles
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would be caused to sweep back and forth over the target area, and the
constants of the release line would be altered, perhaps insteps, to provide
the requisite variations in range. Thus the stream could be played back
and forth across the target area like the stream of a fire hose or, more
exactly, like the stream of electrons scanning a television screen; all
this control could be exercised without any cooperation from the launching crews who would, like the loaders on a battleship, simply maintain
the flow of projectiles without giving thought to their destination.
Similarly, the beam of pilotless aircraft could be swung from target
to target, to satisfy tactical requirements, without requiring any change
in the launching technique or orders, provided only that the rate of sweep
of the line be commensurate with the transverse acceleration available in
the aircraft.
This use of the hyperbolic principle differs from Loran in that many
types of transmission should be made available for it. Although coding
and other features may reduce the susceptibility to jamming, the best
defense is unexpected variation of the operating frequency.
If this sort
of mass control of pilotless aircraft is to be developed, great attention
should be given to all the timing elements to ensure that none of the
boundary conditions of the system shall inhibit the free choice of radio
frequency.
The indicating and control mechanisms should be standardized and reduced to practice in the simplest and most reliable form, but
the method of transmission and detection of the hyperbolic information
should be capable of alteration at a moment’s notice so that, whereas
Loran frequencies might be used for one tactical operation, microwaves
or infrared might be used for the next.
In this respect, as in the additional flexibility of the ground stations
and the simplification of the airborne equipment, the development of
hyperbolic control of pilotless aircraft lies in a direction different from
that in which commercial development of a general navigation system
may be expected to go. It is, therefore, clear that although the exploitation of the new methods of navigation may be left to private enterprise,
the development of a “hyperbolic air force” must, if it is desired, be
obtained through direct and positive action by the Armed Services.
4.7. Hyperbolic Surveying.-A
version of Low Frequency Loran that
may become extremely important, at least for certain applications, is
called “cycle matching” and consists of comparing the phase of r-f or
i-f cycles of a pair of pulses rather than comparing the envelopes of the
two pukes.
Equipment for utilizing this technique is still in such an
early stage of laboratory development that an accurate appreciation is
impossible, but it seems reasonable to expect that meaaurementi may be
made to& psec over ground-wave ranges. The facility with which such
readinga can be taken is as yet unknown, but it is probably safe to prdct
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that after a difficult development program, cycle matching can provide
a blind-bombing system with errors in the tens of yards and with a range
of 600 or 800 miles.
Whatever the merits of cycle-matching LF Loran for navigation or
blind bombing, it shows great promise for the precise measurement of
conditions, it
distances of several hundred miles. Under “laboratory”
seems reasonable to expect an error of roughly 10 ft in a single measurement of the distance between two transmitting stations, and the average
of a number of observations made under good conditions in the field
should exhibit about the same precision in the hands of skilled crews.
This is about the accuracy with which a good trigonometrical’ survey
measures a distance of 100 miles.
It seems probable, therefore, that radio surveying can supplement
the ordinary methods for regions in which the basic triangulation system
can be on a large scale. The procedure might be as follows.
Three
stations could be set up at the vertices of an equilateral triangle several
hundred miles ona side, and the lengths of the sides determined by repeated
measurements of the bounce-back time over a period of several weeks.
During these measurements a number of “navigators’”
receivers could
be setup and operated for brief periods at points that could be identified
on airplane photographs, thus providing a network of points of secondary
accuracy based upon the original triangle.
After thus surveying the area
contained in the triangle, one station could be removed to a new location
on the opposite side of the remaining baseline, and the process could be
repeated.
Thus a precise triangulation would be extended over immense
areas in a relatively short time, and as many points as desired could be
located with respect to the basic network.
Neighboring secondary points
would not be known, with respect to each other, with the precision
obtainable by optical survey, but the absolute errors should not be more
than a few yards and the speed of the whole operation should make it
economically available in parts of the surface of the earth that could not
otherwise be surveyed for many years to come.
By this method, of
coume, islands and shoals that camot be reached by optical means could
be accurately charted.
Unfortunately, this is the sort of enterprise which cannot be undertaken on a small scale but must be attacked with vigor and with the
expenditure of considerable money and time. It appears, however, that
once in motion, the method could produce surveys of an accuracy compatible to that of any other method and produce them in a time far
ahortar than that now required.
Good coordination of these methods
with airplane photography may permit the charting, within the next few
years, of very large areas that are relatively inaccessible and therefore
not well known but that nevertheless may be of actual or potential military or economic importance.
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4.8. The Current Problem.-Hyperbolic
navigation is no longer a
secret. It maydevelop into a great aidto international commerce, but
its availability for wartime navigation is at an end. If we are faced with
another war, one of the first steps taken at its onset will be to shut down
all Loran stations exactly as the lighthouses were darkened at the beginning of the last war. Hyperbolic navigation must therefore be exploited
commercially or reserved for occasional specialized and limited military
purposes. It is obvious that the first course will lead to the greater good.
All of the equipment now in Loran operation is of 1942 design.
In
every category it was necessary, because of the wartime need for speed
and for standardization, to adopt and build in quantity the first device
that could be shown to be reasonably satisfactory.
Although the present
equipment is obsolete, it cannot immediately be abandoned because of the
financial investment that it represents and because nothing is available
with which to replace it.
The major question of the moment is this: Who is to be responsible for
the development of new equipment, and, more especially, who shall control its introduction?
During the war Loran was used internationally with good success
because there was only a single source of transmitting equipment—the
“Navy pool “-and
therefore problems of technical and operational
standardization were reduced nearly to zero. As we look forward into
an era of peace, this unifying force will no longer exist. Major decisions
must be made on an international basis if Loran service over the oceans
of the world is to be available to all. This can mean only that control of
Loran in the United States must be vested in an authority that can make
the necessary international commitments and enforce American compliance with them.
Even on a national basis unified control must be set up. At present,
with the dissolution of the MIT Radiation Laboratory, there exists no
The Naval Research Laboratory should
central technical organization.
accept much of this responsibility but, so far, has_ had to confine its
activities to routine testing of equipment after the fact of its manufacture.
The Bureau of Ships and Bureau of Aeronautics of the Navy and the
Army’s Air Technical Service Command have all made efforts to assume
technical control by writing specifications for production equipment and,
to some extent, by writing development contracts with commercial manufacturers. These steps, however successful, will not lead to the establishment of a single qualified technical group having cognizance of the
operational needs of all services. The system planning, which should be
similarly unified and based upon the knowledge of such a technical group,
has hitherto been exercised by arbitration between the Chief of Naval
Operationa Office and the Air Communications Office of the Army Air
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Forces, with some independent action by the Royal Air Force. The
U.S. Coast Guard, ~vhichhas done well asthe Navy' s operating agency,
has made some attempts to conduct research leading to improved equipment but has been forced by circumstances to spend most of its available
energy on dtiy-to-day operation, as have the Royal Navy and Royal
The latter service has dealt magnificently with the
Canadian Navy.
simultaneous problems of Loran transmission, navigation, and training
but has had to follow the lead of the U.S. Navy in all technical matters.
The problem of integrating all the varied activities that have contributed to make up Loran as we know it and, we hope, of adding other
activities in the future is complicated by the fact that most of the Army
and Navy officers who have been closely associated with the program
They must be replaced.
are now returning to varied civilian activities.
Ways must be found for giving civil aviation and maritime groups a voice
in the technical and administrative decisions of the future. The organizational problem is severe enough on a national basis. Internationally
it is acute.
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BY J. A. PIERCE
INTRODUCTION
5.1. Ground-wave Transmission at 2 Me/see.
Field Strength and
Noise Factors.—If no errors are made in the estimation of radiated power,
the methods of calculation of ground-wave field intensity developed by
B. van der Pol and H. Bremmerl and exhibited most simply by K. A.
Nw-ton2 yield results that are in perfect agreement with observations at
2 Me/see and 180 kc/see.

(a) Distance
in nautical
miles
(b) Distance
innautical
miles
FIct. &l.-The
variation of field strength with distance: (a) at 2 Mc/aec; (b) at 180
kc/see. The inverse distance and ground-wave curves were computed by conventional
methods, and the sky-wave curves were determined experimentally. Separate sky-wave
curves are shown for one- and twc-hop E-layer transmission at 2 Me/see because atthat
frequency Loran technique permits their resolution.

Figure 5.la shows computed field intensities for ground-wave transmission at 2 Me/see, and Fig. 5. lb the equivalent data for 180 kc/see.
These curves are drawn for a power of 100 kw and for transmission over
sea water and rocky ground.
The same figures give experimental curves
of field intensity of sky waves at night.
1B. van der Pol and H. Bremmer, Phil. Mw., 24, 141–176,825-S64 (1937).
1K. A. Norton, Proc. IRE, 29, 623-639 (1941).
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The range of transmission is dependent upon the ambient noise level.
At 2 Me/see the signal required for satisf act ory Loran operation is about
5 ~v/meter in the middle latitudes in daytime.
This corresponds to a
maximum range of about 700 nautical miles, the nominal radius of the
Loran service area. Table 5.1 shows the magnitudes of the required
signals and the usable ranges for Standard Loran ground waves over sea
water.
TABLE 5. 1,—REQUIEED SIGNALS AND USABLE GROUND-WAVERANGES STANDARD
LORAN OVERSEA WATER
Day
Latitude

Equs,torial . . . . . . . . . . . .
Middle . . . . . . . . . .
Arctic . . . . . . .

Season

..

...

Summer
{ Winter
Summer
{ Winter*

)

Night

Required

Range,

Required

signal,
pv/meter

nautical
miles

signal,
pv/meter

25
5
1
1
1

550
700
850
850
850

250
50
10
10
1

Range,
nautical
miles
400
500
650
650
850

I

* Therangein winterin quietre.giomis limitedby thefinitesensitivityof theLoranreceivers.

These ranges are approximate.
There are, of course, day-to-day
.4 thunderstorm, for instance, if
variations of considerable magnitude.
close to the receiver, will produce an effect very similar to tropical night
conditions.
Velocity of Ground-wave Propagation. —From time to time, there have
been tendencies to explain minor variations from expected Loran delay
readings as indicating departures from the expected velocity of propagation. In most cases improvement in observing technique has dispelled
the first opinion.
One attempt was made to examine the time difference
carefully at a point that involved 50-mile transmission over land from
one station of a pair while the path from the other station was over sea
water. Although the results indicated an extra delay of about 2 ysec in
the overland transmission, there was no evidence that the probable error
of the results was significantly less than that figure. In the case of the
base-lines of 125 and 160 miles over land that were setup in England, the
readings at the master station were about 2 psec greater than expected,
but these deviations are not greater than some that have been observed
for pairs operating over sea water.
Thus, there is as yet no real evidence that transmission over land is at
a lower velocity than over sea water. In the latter case the velocity of
propagation is equal to that assumed within the limits of current measuring techniques,
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The velocity assumed from the start of the Loran program is that
determined by W. C. Anderson,l 299,776 km/see in vacuum.
This figure
is assumed to be reduced 84 km/see by the group retardation in the lower
The value used is,
atmosphere.
therefore, 299,692 km/see.
Transmission time is calculated* ae:
3.33676 Wsec per kilometer.
5.3700 ysec per statute mile.
6.1838 psec per nautical mile.
This value of the velocity is
assumed to apply even for skywave transmission.
There is,
therefore, a slight error in all the
is less tharl o;dinate sky-wave delay observations.
(a) Key West-Summer
~~
This error is unimportant, however,
since the sky-wave delay data must
be obtained empirically.
It is probable that with the advent of cycle-matching techniques
the velocity of propagation can be
measured with great accuracy, but
this step has not yet been taken.
To date, it can be stated only that
this velocity agrees with the velocislessthanordinateity of light within a part in a few
(b) Cape Cod-Summer
thousand.
FIG. S.2.—Diagr8ma showing the par6.2. Signal-to-noise
Factors at
entage of time that Low Frequency Loran
130 kc/sec.—Conditions
at 180 sign.ah must exceed certain valuen in order
to be uwful. Curves are nhownfor tropical
kc~sec are more complex than at 2 summer and mid-latitude summer conditions. Each diagram shows curves for
Me/see, in that the day-to-day and
morning, afternoon, and night. For winter,
even hour-to-hour noise variations
or more northerly latitudes, noise conditions
are less severe, and the required signals are
are large in the summer. A simple
correspondingly smaller.
tabulation is impossible,
but a
rough idea of summer-daytime conditions may be had from the statement
that 100-kw signals are occasionally useful at 2400 nautical miles and
nearly always useful at 1000 nautical miles. In the presence of a local
thunderstorm the required signal may be 1000 pv/meter, whereas on a
quiet day in winter 0.2 pv/meter has been known to be enough.
1W, C. Anderson,Jour. Optical Sot. Am., 91, 187–197(1941).
Actually, transmission time iu ueua]ly calculated in terms of the oblatenearsand
theequatorialradiuuof the earth which ia aauumedto be 21,282,5Iight-microeeconda
(aceChap. 6),
●
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Figure 5“2 shows measured distribution curves of the required signal
(about 10dbabove
themean noise) fortropical summer and midlatitude
summer.
Curves are drawn for the periods from sunrise to noon, noon
to sunset, and sunset to sunrise. These curves were drawn taking the
maintenance of synchronism between two ground stations as a criterion;
1000 the navigator can work success60
fully with a somewhat poorer sig316
$50
nal.
a
100
.40
The most general conclusion
%’
-E that can be drawn is that summer
31.6>
~ 30
a
a noise conditions at the low fre10
; 20
quencies are extremely variable
3.16
“g 10
whereas in winter the noise is fairly
a
o
low
and constant.
Some efforts
020306091215182124
have been made to correlate noise
(c) Local apparent time
observations made in studies of
:70
%
Loran transmission with the meth-60
ods for estimating the required
$50
signal given in the Radio Tnmsg 40
rnission Handbook of the lnterservice Radio
Propagation
:30
Laboratory.
In various experi~5 20
ments the signal r e q u ire d for
; 10
zOO 0306091215182124
I,oran operation has ranged from
(b) Local apparent time at
23 to 33 db less than the handmldpomt of path
book estimate of the signal re11’IG. 53.-(a)
The diurnal variation of
the average noise level in the tropice in
quired
for radiotelephone
summer and the corresponding required field
reception.
The major part of the
strength for a Low l’requcnry Loran signal;
(b) the field strength of a 100-kw uignal at
discrepancy, of course, is due to
abcmt IZOOnautical miles. During the daythe difference in methods of obserlight hours the signal is almmt entirely
ground wave, but sky-wave tmnsrnission vation.
The eye is not shocked
accounts for the high Ievck attained at night.
into insensitivity, as is the ear, by
a sudden burst of’( noise. ” The cathode-ray traces may be seriously disturbed by noise, but the overloading effect, with proper receiver design, is
negligible.
If the traces are clear and stable for a substantial fraction of
a second every few seconds, Loran operation is possible (although tiring),
whereas under the same conditions most other forms of radio transmission
would be useless.
In general, the work on Loran has been done in terms of only two
grades of circuit merit—useful and USCICSS, This is not a desirable status
in the long run, but it has Icd to rtipid cxploitaticm of the system under
wartime conditions.
As u result of this policy the most useful information
on the merit of Low Frequency 1.oran transmission is found below in the
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form of data on the hours of reception of test transmissions at various
distances and in the number of readings successfully made.
Qualitatively, we may roughly summarize the low-frequency transmission conditions thus:
1. In midlatitudes in summer, the daytime sky wave is almost completel y attenuated by absorption; in winter, however, substantial
daytime sky wave is present.
2. At night, sky-wave field strengths are only a few decibels below the
theoretical inverse distance fields.
3. Transmission of both desired signals and noise is good at night and
poorer by day.
170kc,100kw
4. Because generation of atSummer
mospheric noise (lightning)
~~
Middle-latitude
has a maximum in the late g;
s
afternoon,
the signal-t~
$g
noise ratio is poorest at that ~mlooo
/
X2
time.
Equato
>
$%
S?J
Figure 5.3a shows the diurnal
6E
Om
~
variation of the noise and required
12
18
24
localapparenttime
Loran signal at 180 kc/see in the
FIG. 5.4.—The approximate diurnal
Carribean area in the summer.
variation of the useful range of 100-kw Low
Frequency
Loran signal for tropical and
The sharp drop at sunrise inditemperate 8ummertime conditions. The
cates that long-distance noise falls
curves are drawn for a high degree of Loran
accuracy.
Useful results can be had at
away as sky-wave transmission
ranges200 to 400 milesgreaterthan those
fails. The noise rises continushown.
ously throughout the day as the
temperature rises until it passes through a maximum at about four in
the afternoon.
Thereafter, the noise begins to fall, but night conditions soon obtain, and the noise reassumes its nighttime value.
The corresponding behavior of a signal received over about 1200
nautical miles is shown in Fig. 5“3b. Although converted to a value of
100 kw, the observations were actually made at much lower power;
consequently few readings could be made in the late afternoon.
The
Only the ground wave is present
character of the curve is clear, however.
in daytime, and a very substantial change in signal strength occurs at
sunset and, in reverse, at sunrise. Curves of the forms shown in Fig. 5.3b
may be drawn for various distances and compared with noise curves,
similar to those of Fig. 5.3a, to derive curves relating distance to time of
day. Two of these curves, for summer tropical and temperate zones
(and for a severe accuracy criterion), are shown in Fig. 5“4.
It will be noted from Fig. 5 lb that the ground wave (which seems to
control the field strength in summer daytime) is attenuated about 1 db
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for22 nautical miles and the night sky wave decreases, on the average,
about 1 db for 60 miles. The curves of Fig. 5.4 may be adjusted for
Variation with
various power levels through the use of these constants.
the required accuracy is more difficult to estimate.
It has, however,
been found that a fair standard of practical operation is available at
distances 200 to 400 miles greater than those shown in Fig. 5“4.
LOIUN SKY-WAVE TIUNSMISSION AT 2 Me/see
6.3. The Ionosphere.—The
ionosphere is usually defined as “ that
region of the earth’s atmosphere which is ionized sufficiently to affect the
For practical purposes it may be thought
propagation of radio waves.”
of as all the atmosphere above the stratosphere, or, more specifically, the
atmosphere between 30 and 300 miles above the surface of the earth.
The atmosphere at such heights consists primarily of the same conAbove 60 miles the oxygen
stituents as at sea level, nitrogen and oxygen.
presumably exists in atomic rather than molecular form because the
ultraviolet light from the sun dissociates the atoms much faster than they
recombine
There is little to indicate that the heavier elements settle out at the
lower altitudes.
Probably all the components of the atmosphere are
well mixed, except for the change from molecular to atomic oxygen at
60 miles. It may be that hydrogen and helium escape into space; there
is no strong evidence that they exist at all in the upper air.
The atmospheric pressure decreases more or less exponentially with
increasing height to very small values.
At 60 miles it is about onemillionth of the sea-level pressure; at 200 miles it is probably thousands
of times again as small. The mean free path, at 60 miles height, may be
taken as 1 cm, and at 200 miles it may be as much as a mile or more.
This mean free path is the average distance which a particl~molecule,
atom, heavy ion, or electron—will travel before it collides with another
particle.
It is a very important quantity.
The temperatures in the ionosphere are high. This does not mean
that there is much heat in the upper air, because there are very few
particles to contain heat, but it does mean that the particles travel
rapidly.
At sea-level temperatures the air molecules travel at about
0.5 km/see; at an altitude of 200 miles they move several times as fast.
The temperature after falling to about – 70°F in the stratosphere increases
to nearly the sea-level value at about 30 miles. Then there may be a
sharp drop to about —140”F at 50 miles. Above that the temperature
(velocity of particles) rises rapidly to somewhat more than 80”F at 60
miles and to perhaps 1400°F at 200 miles.
If a certain wavelength of solar ultraviolet light excites one of the
electrons in an atom so that it breaks away from the atom and exists
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alone, the atom is ionized.
The electron is usually called a negative ion,
and the positively charged remnant of the atom is called a heavy or positive ion. The electron is small and light. It will travel, independent of
the heavy ion, at great speed until it finds another heavy ion with which
it can unite permanently or until
it finds an atom or molecule to
which it can stick temporarily.
Let us assume that ultraviolet
light of some ionizing wavelength
is falling upon the atmosphere.
There will be, in general, enough
energy at this wavelength to penetrate some distance into the air
but not enough to reach the surface of the earth before it has all
been expended in ionization.
At
several hundred miles above the
surface little ionization will be produced because there are very few
atoms to absorb the energy. The
ionization will therefore increase
as the height decreases because
there is more and more material
that
can be ionized.
As the
height decreases further, however,
a substantial fraction of the original ultraviolet energy has been
Rate of productionof free electrons
used up; thus, although the numFIca. 5.5.—The vertical distribution of
ber of atoms continues to increase
ionization that would be moduced bv a
very rapidly, the number of elecsingle ionizing agent acting upon a homogeneous atmosphere. The actual ionosphere
trons set free does not increase so
may be simulated by a number of curves of
rapidly. At still lower heights the
this form superimposed in various ways.
number of free electrons actually
begins to diminish and, lower yet; decreases to zero when all of the suitable
incoming energy has been used up.
This behavior can be calculated, under certain simplifying assumptions, and gives a curve of the shape of Fig. 5.5 which is known as the
The height at which the free electrons are
“Chapman distribution.”
produced and the thickness of the layer of electrons depend upon the kind
of ionizing energy, the kind of atoms that are ionized, and the temperature of the air. The number of free electrons produced depends upon the
same things but especially upon the total energy available in the ionizing
ultraviolet light.
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Thetrue picture of the vertical distribution of free electrons is much
more complicated than is indicated in Fig. 5.5. A separate distribution
of the form shown in Fig. 5.5isproduced forevery combination of ionizing
ultraviolet wavelength and at omit constituent in the atmosphere.
Many
of these distributions overlap each other, but some are well separated.
Furthermore, these Chapman curves define the rate at which free electrons are produced.
There issome diffusion from the heightsat which
they are produced, and the electrons at lower levels recombine faster
than those above.
Both of these factons operate tocause the heightsat
which the density of ionization is
maximum to be greater than the
F
300
heights at which the electrons are
4
set free most rapidly.
$
Figure 5.6 shows the approxi:2WR
.mate
distribution of free electrons
1
x
.E
Day
Night
as they exist by day and by night.
=
E
E
The maximum at about 250 km
.% 100
z
is called the “ F-layer, ” or “ApD
pleton layer. ” The small bump
o EB
on the lower side appears only in
5oo#cWlI,floo,mo
0
5XI,CQ0
daytime in summer, because it
FreeelectronsDercubic cm
recombines quickly at night and is
FIG. 56.-The
approximate distribution
of the density of ionization with height in the
swamped in the body of the Fionosphere by day and by night.
layer in the winter. When it appears it is called the “ F1-layer” and the remainder of the F-region is
known as the “ F*-layer. ” The F-layer varies greatly in height, ‘thickness, and density of ionization.
The E-, or Kennelly-Heaviside, layer, at about 100 km, is much more
stable.
Its density of ionization follows the altitude of the sun quite
closely, except that some ionization remains throughout the night when
the sunlight does not fall on the layer. We shall be primarily concerned
with the E-layer.
The “tail” of the E-layer, perhaps at about 70 km above the earth,
sometimes shows a small maximum which is called the “D-layer.”
Because the density is low, only low-frequency waves can be reflected
from it. The D-layer is primarily of importance because in it energy is
absorbed from radio waves.
We have been speaking of free electrons.
Actually there must be
about as many heavy positive ions as there are free electrons in the
ionosphere.
The heavy ions are unimportant in radio propagation, however (except that their existence permits the free electrons to recombine),
because their relatively great mass prevents them from giving appreciable
interaction with radio waves.
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5.4. Reflection.-A
rough model forthe action of electroneinan
r-f
field has been given by P. O. Pederson. 1 In a qualitative way it may be
described as follows.
Assume a small volume of the upper atmosphere to be equivalent to a
capacitor with the space between its plates filled with air and a number
of free electrons.
If an r-f voltage is applied across the capacitor, there
will be a displacement current proportional to the capacitance of the
plates. In addition, the free electrons will be excited to vibrate back and
forth along the lines of electrostatic force at the frequency of the applied
voltage.
Because of the inertia of the electrons, the phase of their
oscillation will lag the applied emf by 90°. The moving electrons therefore constitute a current between the capacitor plates—a current in
opposite phase to the displacement current. The magnitude of the
electron current depends upon the magnitude of the capacitance under
consideration and upon the applied emf, and it also varies directly as the
number of free electrons.
The capacitor containing a volume of ionized air may now be thought
of as a capacitance in parallel with an inductance that is inversely proportional to the number of free electrons.
If the number of electrons is
small, the inductance shunting the capacitance is nearly infinite. As the
number of electrons increases, the inductance decreases and the circuit
becomes more and more nearly antiresonant.
The net effect is that of a
capacitor whose net reactance increases as the number of electrons
increases. That is to say, the capacitance can decrease to zero if the
density of free electrons is properly proportioned to the radio frequency.
This means that the air-plus-electrons has a dielectric constant and an
If the electron current
index of refraction that are less than unity.
exceeds the displacement current, the reactance does not become inductive; the index of refraction, however, becomes imaginary.
These are
concepts which do not occur in simple optics.
The effect of the heavy ions that are, of course, present can be
neglected because, although they are excited to oscillate (in the opposite
phase to that of the electrons), their great mass limits the acceleration
that can be imparted to them. Thus the amplitude and velocity of their
oscillations are very small in comparison with those of the electrons.
The current flow is, of course, proportional to the velocity; thus the net
effect of the positive ions is very small in comparison with that of the
electrons.
If a radio wave penetrates obliquely into the ionosphere, the phase
velocity, which determines the direction of the wavefront, increases as the
index of refraction decreases. At the same time the group velocity, which
1P. O. Pederson, The Propagation of Radio lVaoes along the Surface of the Earth
and in the Atmosphere, “ DanmarksNaturvidenskabelige
Samfund,”Copenhagen,1927.
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is the velocity with which the energy travels, decreases in the same ratio.
Thus the upper part of the wavefront travels faster as the wave penetrates into an ionized layer because the density of ionization is increasing.
The wave is therefore refracted so that it curves back toward the earth,
but a pulse travels more slowly while being refracted.
In Fig. 5.7a we have postulated an ionospheric layer whose density
(number of free electrons per cubic centimeter) is roughly indicated by
the density of dots. Three rays of r-f energy are shown entering the
layer. If the frequency is such that “reflection”
can occur at oblique
incidence on the layer but not at vertical incidence, the behavior will be
as shown. A ray C departing at a small angle to the horizontal will

(a)

(b)

l:Iu, 5.7.—Qmditntive diagrams illustrating the reflection of rays of energy in the
ionized layc&. (a) A possible variation of the reflection pattern with the angle of departure of the ray; (h) the effect of the layers at various radio frequencies, where the various
rays are assumed to leave the transmitter at the same angle.

require only a modest amount of refraction before it is turned parallel to
the surface of the earth. It will therefore not need to penetrate far into
the layer and will span a long range in a single “hop.”
Another ray B
departing more steeply from the earth will penetrate the layer more
deeply because it must be turned through a greater angle. If the
required bending cannot be achieved, because the frequency or departure
angle is too high or the density of the layer is too low, the ray A will
penetrate the layer, traveling on a path that is concave downward until
the height of maximum ionization is reached and concave upward beyond
that height. This ray, of course, leaves the earth completely unless it is
turned back later by a higher layer. The effect of this penetration is to
establish the well-known “skip distance” wit hin which sky-wave signals
are not received.
All rays travel in straight lines except w-hlle in an
ionized layer.
There is a definite maximum range that can be spanned by “singlehop” transmission.
This is the distance covered by a ray departing
horizontally (or as nearly horizontally as antenna radiation can be
effective) and is about 1500 miles in the case of E-layer transmission.
At greater distances the signal is cut off by the earth itself. This shadow
effect can be seen clearly in the sharp drop in the one-hop sky-wave
field-intensity curve of Fig. 5. la.
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A rough diagram indicating the typical action of both E- and F-layers
is given in Fig. 5.7b. Here we have assumed a number of rays at different
radio frequencies, all departing from a transmitter along the same path.
The medium frequencies shown, 500 kc/see and 2 Me/see, are both
reflected by the E-layer, but the 2-Me/see ray penetrates much more
deeply and travels somewhat farther. At 5 Me/see, the ray is refracted
strongly in the E-layer but does penetrate it and is easily reflected by the
F-layer. The 15-Me/see ray is less affected by the E-layer and penetrates more deeply into the F-layer, but the general behavior is much
the same as at 5 Me/see.
Under the conditions we have postulated, however, 30 Me/see is too high a frequency to be returned. The ray passes
the E-layer with little refraction and is refracted strongly by the F-layer
but without being turned back toward the earth. The energy at this
and all higher frequencies, such as 300 Me/see, escapes into sp~ce. As
the frequency increases, the deviation of the ray in the layers decreases
until at microwave or optical frequencies the effect of the ionization is
not at all perceptible.
The whole structure of Fig. 5“7b depends upon the density of ionization in the layers and upon the angle of departure of the orginal rays.
At a lower angle the 5-Me/see ray might often be reflected from the
E-layer and the 30-Mc/sec ray would be returned from the F-region.
5.5. Absorption.-The
reflection of radio waves in the ionospheric
layers is only part of the process of radio transmission by sky waves.
The absorption of energy from the waves is of at least the same importance.
Some mention was made above of the mean free path of an electron
(or other particle) in the upper atmosphere.
This quantity, or more
properly the inversely varying frequency of collision, controls the energy
lost by a radio wave. Although there may be a million free electrons
per cubic centimeter in a highly ionized layer, there are typically a million
times as many neutral atoms or molecules with one of which an electron
may coUide at any instant.
Suppose, for example, that on the average
an electron can move freely only for a millionth of a second before colliding
with a heavy atom.
If the electron is being vibrated by an r-f field at
1 Me/see, there is ordy about one chance in two that the electron can
complete a cycle of oscillation before a collision interferes with its motion.
Collisions are important for the following reason. Some ener~ is
abstracted from the radio wave to provide the kinetic energy contained
in the moving electrons.
This energy is, in effect, lost to the radio wave
only for a half cycle because the moving electron, since it constitutes a
moving charge, reradiates an electromagnetic field whose energy is equaf
to the energy absorbed by the electron.
As the radio wave passes through
the ionosphere, the energy reradiated by all the electrons adds in phase
to constitute a wave traveling in the same direction as the original wave.
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If the electrons can move freely, tiny elements of the energy in the wave
flow back and forth between electromagnetic and kinetic states, but the
total energy in the wtivc remains the same. If, holvcver, an electron
rebounds from an atom while temporarily carrying some of the energy,
two things happen.
The loss importfint is that the direction of motion of
the electron is changed.
The energy is then reradiated in a different
orientation, with the result that the phase relation ]vith the radiation
Even more serious is a real loss of r-f
from other electrons is damagrd.
energy because the atom is accclero,trd slightly and carries off part of
the kinetic energy that had been loaned to the electron.
This energy is
completely lost to the radio ]vfivc and remains in the atmosphere in the
form of increased kinetic energy, or heat.
If the probability of collision mnd loss of energy is high enough, tbe
radio wave ~vill be completely nttenuatcd in the ionized layer. The
degree of absorption is kws as the frequency is incremcd brcause the electrons are more likely to be able to complctc their half cycles of oscillation
before a collision occurs.
In the F-layer, there is little “ collisional friction” because the mean free paths arc long rmd the collisional frequency
is low. In the E-layer, collisions arc so frequent that waves of frequency
below 2 or 3 Me/see are completely absorbed in the daytime.
At night
the density of ionization in the E-layer decreases to perhaps a tenth of
the daytime value. The absorption goes donm to low values because the
chance of a collision between an electron and some other particle is similarly reduced.
We may summarize the situation thus: Ionization is needed to reflect
radio waves, but ionization at low heights in the atmosphere absorbs
energy from the waves. The higher the frequency the stronger the ionizat ion required for reflection and the less the absorption.
Since most ionization in the atmosphere is produced by the action of
ultraviolet light from the sun, there is little new ionization created at
night. The free electrons recombine, but so slowly that a substantial
number of them remains throughout the night. Thus the maximum
ionization occurs at or soon after noon, and the minimum at sunrise.
Similarly the ionization is more intense in summer than in winter because
the incidence of the sunlight upon the atmosphere is more nearly perpendicular and the ionization increases as does the temperature.
Whether radio transmission is better by day or by night, in winter or
At high frequencies, for example,
in summer, is a question of frequency.
20 Me/see, the weak ionization may prevent sky-wave transmission completely in the winter or at night; in summer or daytime the stronger
ionization will support transmission and absorption is relatively unimportant.
At broadcast frequencies, absorption is complete in the daytime, with the result that only ground-wave ranges are useful. At night,
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long-distance transmission is possible, and the decreased absorption in
winter makes communication better than in summer.
5.6. E-layer Transmission.—Figure
5.8 shows typical variations of
the critical frequencies (which are proportional to the square roots of the
maximum densities of ionization) in the E- and F-regions throughout the
day. Recombination is so slow in the F-region that the maximum occurs
well after noon, although all of the ionizing energy appears to come
directly from the sun. The smooth
decrease throughout the night is
another manifestation of the fact
that some free electrons have lifetimes of many hours in the F-layer.
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FIG, 5.9,—A diagramillustratingthe
variation of Penetrationinto an ionized
layer as a function of the distance traversed
by a ray.

The behavior of the E-layer at night is not understood.
At the height
of the E-layer, complete recombination takes only a few minutes and
consequently, in daytime, the density of ionization adapts itself very
quickly to the amount of energy being received from the sun. The
Elayer curve of Fig. 5.8, between sunrise and sunset, is nearly proportional to the fourth root of the cosine of the sun’s distance from the
zenith. This is so exactly true that without question the ionization would
go almost to zero at night if direct ultraviolet light from the sun were its
only source.
The energy brought into the earth’s atmosphere by meteoric bombardment may possibly be enough to sustain this nighttime ionization. 1 In
any case, meteoric effects are definitely perceptible and certairdy cause
many of the variations in the density and distribution of free electrons
in the E-layer even though they are probably not the major cause of the
ionization.
The random variations in the density of the Elayer are of
the first importance in the propagation of Loran signals by sky waves,
because they determine the errors of the system.
The transmission time of a sky wave is greater than the transmission
time of the ground wave, primarily because of the greater distance
1J. A. Pierce, “Abnormal Ioaiaation in the E Region of the Ionosphere,” Proc
IRE, !26, 892-908

(1938).
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traveled but also because the wave travels more slowly during the process
of refraction.
The difference between the two times is called the “skywave delay. ” Figure 5.9 shows that the sky-wave delay observed at a
point very near the transmitter (if penetration does not occur) is essentially equal to the transmission time of the sky wave. As the distance
increases (rays B, C, and D), the transmission time of the sky wave
increases but the transmission time of the ground wave increases more
rapidly.
The sky-wave delay therefore decreases as the distance of transmission increases and, in fact, becomes very nearly constant at distances
of a thousand miles or more. Figure 5.10 shows the standard delay curve
for Loran, which is drawn for reflecti on from the E-layer.
The
150
curve is a mean for night conditions at a frequent y just below 2
100
i
hfc/see, and the shaded area indi.E
cates the limits of variation.
It
is never drawn back to zero disi“ w
tance because a 2-Me/see wave
nearly always penetrates t h e
o
02004U36(0
WXI1OOO12OO nighttime E-layer at short disDktanceinnautical
miles
tances, and because the delay
Fro, 5.10.—The Loran delay curve.
becomes
more variable as the
Delay is the amount that a sky wave lags
behind a ground wave traveling from the
distance decreases. At distances
The
same transmitter to the same receiver.
less than 200 nautical miles the
shaded mea shows the limits of variation of
the delay.
delay is completely unreliable.
Fortunately for Loran the ground-wave ser~ice of the system is ordinarily
available at dist antes up to those at which the E-layer transmission
becomes satisfactory.
The stability of the reflection becomes greater at longer distances
partly because grazing reflection is better than reflection at a steep ang’e,
but primarily because a change in the height of reflection does not greatly
change the total distance traveled by the ray. At a distance of 1000
miles the length of the sky-wave path increases only 1.78 miles for a
change in the height of reflection of 5 miles. This is a change in the time
of transmission of less than 10 psec or about one-fifth of the corresponding
change at a short distance.
Variations of 5 miles in the height of reflection are rare but do occur
at times. Their effect upon Standard Loran is not too large because such
an extreme variation is likely to exist over a large area. It will therefore
operate to increase (or decresse) the transmission times from both stations
of a pair so that the time difference measured by the navigator does not
vary as much as the individual delays.
The discussion in the last few paragraphs has been specifically applica-
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ble to the E-layer.
Only this layer is used in Loran because the F-layer
is too variable to permit prediction of the times of transmission with the
necessary accuracy.
A comparison between the layers is shown in Fig.
5.11, which shows the apparent variation of the line of position through
a point in Bermuda.
These observations were made as part of the first
experiments on Loran. For ob.E 30
vious reasons, work involving the
Jan, 15, 1942
5
20
Flayer 7,7 mc
:E
F-layer was discontinued after
Q
10
that time. The example shown
%“= 1)
is typical of the behavior cf both
gi5
=
g.lo
Jan. 17, 1942
“-.
layers, although the time of day
~:
-EXayer3.0 mc
g c -20
was not favorable to maximum
=
.s -30
stability of either. The average
g
-40 =
a
deviations of the line of position
1800 1820 1840 1900 1920
EST
are 18 miles for the F-layer and 2
F1~.5.11.—The variation with time of the
miles for the E-layer. ‘The disLoran line-of-position error in Bermuda when

tance was 625 miles from the stausing E- and F-layer reflection. The inatabllity of the F-layer is so great aa to preclude
tions; consequently the equivalent
ita uae for hyperbolic navigation.
average
errors in the bearing of
Bermuda, as seen from near New York, were 1.7° for the F-1ayer experiment and 0.2° for the E-layer.
As will be seen from the notation on Fig. 5“11, the layer can be selected
by proper choice of frequency.
At the time of these experiments, 7.7
Me/see penetrated the Elayer and 3.0 Me/see did not. The Loran frequency is chosen as one that will be reflected by the E-layer at all times
Mostlypenetration
with

pm, if any, reflection
at short ranges
i

God reflection with
some penetration of

Fm. 6.12.—A diagram indicating variation with angle of the partial internal reflection
obtaining at 2 Mc/aec at night.

at all distances that will not be adequately served by ground waves.
It is possible that frequencies sa high as 2.5 Me/see might satisfy this
criterion, but both ground-wave range and sky-wave stability are
(The lower limit of frequency,
improved by using lower frequencies.
incidentally, is that at which it becomes too difficult to generati and
radiate a sufficiently short pulse for bran purposes.
With the criteria
adopted for Standard Loram, this frequeney is probably about 1 Me/see.)
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It should be noted that the last paragraph did not state that signals
They almost
at the Loran frequency would not penetrate the E-layer.
always do penetrate at short distances, and part of the energy may peneThk seems to be possible because,
trate the layer at long distances.
contrary to what has been suggested above, the E-layer is not really a
smooth homogeneous layer at night, although it is one in the daytime.
At night the layer is porous.
It seems to coilsist of many nuclei or clouds
of ionization chiefly at about the same height—a little below the height
of the daytime or normal E-layer—with either spaces or patches of sparse

(,)

~

lF
2F
lime+
FIG.5.13.—Adiagramindicatingat (a) a numberof the possibleray patbabetweena
transmitteranda receiver and at (b) the approximate pulse pattern received in this case.
G

lE

2E

ionization between them. The density of the ionization in the clouds is
not very great, so that 2-Me/see rays pass vertically through the “layer,”
partly by penetrating the clouds and partly by passing between them.
At angles closer to grazing incidence the probability of passing through
the spaces becomes smaller and usually goes to zero for transmission over
the longer distances. 1 A diagram showing this effect is given in Fig. 5.12.
In general, some energy will be reflected by the porous nighttime
E-layer, and some will pass through it and be reflected from the F-layer.
Multiple-hop transmission is possible in both cases, so that the pattern of
The structure of some
received pulses may therefore be very complex.
of these components of the received pattern is shown at A of Fig. 5.13.
The way the corresponding signals look on a linear oscilloscope trace is
indicated at B. This diagram is ideali zeal. A more accurate representation of a pulse train in the presence of fading and noise has been given in
Chap. 3.
1This sameresultwouldbe producedby a homogeneouslayerif the layerwerenot
thick comparedwith the wavelength. It is hard to believethat this is the case,however, becausethe layerwould have to be only a few hundredyardsthick at most.
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The ‘‘ spott y‘’ character of the nighttime E-layer gives rise to pulses
whose shape is not the same as that of the pulses when they leave the
Several of the small clouds of ionization in the neighbortransmitter.
hood of the midpoint of the transmission path may reflect the pulse.
Although each reflection may be a complete and perfect reproduction of
the transmitted pulse, the overlapping components arriving at the
receiver may combine to give a very complex form indeed.
This is
particularly true at very short distances, say up to 100 miles, where often
a family of ten or a dozen contiguous or overlapping pulses may be seen.
As the range increases, the weak
Tf~”~rni~ed
Rece!ved pulses
pulse
multiple pulses move toward each

n~

other and coalesce into a single
strong pulse that occasionally is
seriously distorted.
Figure 514
Very short range
Short
Medium or
attempts to show some of the
range long range
typical reflection patterns received
(a)
lb)
(c)
(d
FIU, 5.14.—A representation of the combetween, say, 100 and 400 miles
plex pulse observed at short distances from a
from a Loran transmitter.
The
LO,,,
~,an,mitte, LO,=, ,~Y-WaVe~Pe,areason for not using sky waves at
tion is uncertain and inaccurate except at
medium and long ranges.
very short distances is clear.
6.7. The Loran Sky-wave Delay Curve.—The standard technique in
Loran is to measure to the frost visible component of a pulse even though
the pulse be complex.
As seen in Fig. 5.14 this may be quite different
from measuring to the dominant component.
This decision was first
made on theoretical grounds and was based on the belief that if a pulse
should be simultaneously reflected from a number of clouds of ionization,
the part arriving first must travel by the simplest and most direct path
and should therefore be the most reliable. This thesis has been amply
confirmed by experiment, as measurements made on the first component
exhibit smaller mean deviations than those made in any other way.
At the start of the Loran program the nighttime E-layer was scarcely
known to exist and its properties could not be predicted.
It was necessary, therefore, in the interests of speed, to determine the necessary factors
empirically.
More than this has not yet been done. Fortunately the
layer was found to be remarkably stable.
That is, its characteristics
change very little from one hour of the night to another.
More surprisingly,
the properties of the layer seem to be essentially the same at
all latitudes and to vary only simply and moderately between winter and
summer. These auspicious discoveries greatly facilitated the use of sky
waves for Loran.
The sky-wave delay curve (Fig. 5.10) already cited was determined by
making Loran observations on sky waves at accurately known points
and comparing the observed readings with time differences calculati
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(for the locations where they could not be directly measured) in terms of
ground-wave transmission.
Figure 5.15 shows the delay curve again so
that its derivation and use may be discussed.
Standard Loran charts and tables are computed in ground-wave time
differences even though the distances are so great that ground waves
cannot be received.
A correction must be applied when sky waves are
used. The correction can be read from the sky-wave delay curve if the
Suppose that d,~ in Fig. 5“15
distances to the two stations are known.
represents the distance of the navigator from the master station while ds
is the distance from the slave. The first-hop E-layer sky wave from the
master will arrive AMpsec after the
Ii
g 160
ground wave, and the correspond:
ing slave pulse will be AS~sec later
than its ground wave.
Since the
navigator measures the time dif“; 80
ferences between the M- and J!Sl—
~
I I
pulses, his sky-wave reading will
I I
$ 40differ from his ground-wave readI
I
3
I I
ing (if he has made one) by
#
o.
(A.M– As)@ec.
This amount is
7000
0 1000~m~, 3000
60C0
In this
Groundwavetransmissiontime inmicroseconds the sky-wave correction.
case (closer to the master station)
FIG. 5. 15.—The derivation and use of the
Loran delay curve.
the skv-wave reading is smaller
The correction is therefore-called posithan the ground-wave reading.
tive, so that when it is added to the sky-wave reading, the ground-wave
time difference, which is shown on the charts, will be obtained.
The sky-wave corrections can, of course, be calculated easily at the
They are ordinarily exhibited on
time when the charts are prepared.
the charts as small numbers printed at the intersections of the whole
degrees of latitude and longitude.
Since the magnitude of the corrections
is small, interpolation by inspection is adequate.
On the center line of
the pair and at long distances from both stations the corrections are zero
because the master and slave sky-wave delays cancel each other.
The delay curve was constructed through study of many thousands
of Loran sky-wave readings made at various distances from the stations.
At pointswithin ground-wave range of one or both transmitting stations,
the difference in the arrival times of the two ground waves and the difference in the arrival times of the ground wave from one station and the sky
wave from the other station were measured, and average values for these
The difference in these two averaged
two time differences were obtained.
time-difference measurements gave the sky-wave delay for the distance
between the monitor station and the transmitting station from which the
sky wave was received.
Points derived in this way are shown at A, B,
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and C of Fig. 5.15. For longer ranges, where ground waves could not be
used, an inverse process had to be employed.
The sky-wave readings of
a pair were averaged and compared with the calculated ground-wave
reading at the monitor station.
The discrepancy (e, or e, in the figure)
Shce the two distances were
was, of course, the sky-wave correction.
known, the correction gave the slope of a chord of the delay curve, as
showrI at D1-DZ or El-E*. Many lines of this slope could be drawn in an
effort to find the vertical position of the line that would fit its end points
into a smooth curve with the end points of other similar lines at other
If enough observations are available, at enough distances,
distances.
the curve can easily be constructed.
The curve that seems, after three years’ experience in various latitudes,
to be the best average approximation to the true values is shown in Fig.
5.10. This curve is represented by the following equation:
+0.18 X 1~’
(’*Y
f%%%
where D is the minimum sky-wave delay which varies between 65 psec
The transmission time of the ground
in winter and 75 ~sec in summer.
wave in microseconds is represented by t.
This formula applies for distances less than about 1130 nautical miles
(where t = 7000).
For greater distances the sky-wave delay equals D.
This equation is purely empirical.
As shown by the variation of the quantity D, the layer height is somewhat greater in summer.
However, the delay curve, for all practical
Sky-wave delay in ~sec = D + 0.3

purposes, simply moves upward; thus the correction, which is always the
difference between two delays, is not affected.
There is an error introduced by this change in two cases; the case when the navigator may
occasionally wish to measure the time difference between a sky wave and
a ground wave and the case of the synchronization path in sky-wave
Synchronized Loran which will be discussed below.
The only important latitude effect is that the delay curve maybe used
Near the equator fairly reliable
at shorter distances at low latitudes.
operation may be had at as little as 150 nautical miles, whereas at 45°
latitude about 250 miles is the minimum safe distance.
The curve itself
does not seem to vary appreciably over the latitude range from 25°N to
63”N within which it has been carefully checked.
LORAN SKY-WAVE TRANSMISSION ERRORS AT 2 Mc/oec.
6.8. Normal Variations in the Sky-wave Delay.—Since we propose to
examine closely the averages and the mean deviations of the sky-wave
delay and sky-wave corrections, it is necessary to test, the accuracy with
which transmitter synchronism can be maintained.
An example, somewhat better than normal, is given in Fig. 5.16. This figure shows the
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number of the various ground-wave readings observed at a monitor station where the computed reading was 3510.6 -c.
The mean, as is usual,
agrees with the computation within 0.2 or 0.3 psec, and the average
deviation is of the order of 0.6 psec. A series of sky-wave readings usually
shows an average deviation at least four or five times as great as the
average error in synchronism.
It
is, therefore, nearly always satisg lm
0
factory to assume that the syn“%Soo
c h ro n is m of the transmitting
z
%
~m
stations is rigid and that any deviations observed are the result of
: 400
:
variations in sky-wave propagaE 200
tion. Exceptions to this assumpz
tion are usually obvious.
3514
3510
3512
350a
:506
Three distribution curves of
Reading in psec
FIG. 516.-A distribution curve showing observations of the sky-wave dethe normal scatter of Loran observations
lay are given in Fig. 5.17. The
when ground-wave transmission is used,
curves, which are drawn to have
The average reading error is small compared
with the random variations of sky-wave
the same area, exhibit clearly the
transmission time.
two important facts of sky-wave
transmission for Loran. The average sky-wave delay diminishe~ as the
distance increases, as shown by the delay curve, and the spread of the readThe probable errors in
ings also decreases in about the same proportion.
this set of observations are
9.9 ~sec at 240 nautical miles.
9.0 ~sec at 290 nautical miles.
5.8 psec at 450 nautical miles.
The first two are somewhat below the normal scatter at these distances.
At long distances it is impos?
sible to measure delay directly.
.Q0.05
%
Figure 5.18 sho}vs t wo distribution
ZO134
curves of the sky-wave rcacfing ;’
00.03
(not delay) at distances of 87o and z
g
0.02
1350 nautical miles. The corresponding probable errors arc 2.1 .20.01
and 2.4 psec, although a smaller ;0
0 20 40 60 80 1001201401643180
error would be expcctcd at the
Delay in microseconds
greater distance.
l’hcse are erFIG, 517.-Thrce
distribution curves
rors in the sky-wave correction.
exhibiting the way both dclny and probable
error
of
dcluy
decrcaw
as the distance of
As remarked above, major changes
tranrnulissionincrcascs.
in the height of reflection of a sky
wave may be expected to affect both transmksion paths in the same Jray
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and, therefore, to cancel to some extent.
In other words, there is a correlation between the two delay patterns, and the error of a sky-wave measurement is smaUer than it would be if the two reflection points behaved
independently.
For instance, the probable error of sky-wave delay at
1000 miles averages about 3.9 psec.
Soo
Computed
If every point in the reflecting
reading
2
I 11071.2&c
‘
omputed
layer varied independently, the $500
,
reading
‘
1063.6/isec
probable error of a sky-wave read- i%
~ “:J:a,
ing would be about <2 X 3.9 zs 400
miles—
1350
~sec, or 5.5 psec. Actually, for ~
nautical
baseline lengths of about 250 or ;
males
‘$ 200
300 miles, the probable error of a &
reading is usually between 1.5 and
o - : r ;~
2.0 psec for a 1000-mile range.
1060 10s0
1060 loao
Reading
This indicates a fair degree of corFIQ. 5.18.—Two examples of the scatterrelation in the behavior of the
ing of Loran sky-wave readings at medium
layer at points separated by 100 and long distances. The average errors are
four or five times those of Fig. 5.16,
miles or more.
The probable error of sky-wave delay is shown in Fig. 519 as determined from monitor-station readings on many different pairs of stations.
The points for ranges greater than could be served by ground waves were
determined during the American trials of the Sky-wave Synchronized
Loran system.
The equation
40
I
1
given on the diagram defines the
Probableerrorof delay=
3.5+0.2 18-10”’r)+l.SXIO-$ (8-10-’ r)’
smooth curve but has no other
\
significance.
&m
=
g
If no correlation existed between the layer heights at the two
a~ 20
points of reflection, the probable
error of a sky-wave reading would
sg
be found by taking the square root
‘i?10
of the sum of the squares of the
0
two values of probable error of deUJ
lay for the two dktances involved.
o
20CQ 40C0 6CO0 WOO 10,WO Since there is a correlation, an
0
Time of transmissionin#see
estimate of the probable error of a
Fto. 5.19.—The probable error of a single
reading can be made by multiplyobservation of sky-wave delay at 2 .Mc/see.
This is the probable error of a single transing the “no correlation”
value
mission time, not of a Loran reading.
bv a factor smaller than unitv
which can be obtained by experiment. “This factor is given in Fig. 52;,
where it is plotted against the length of the baseline in light-microseconds.
The positive slope means simply that the greater the separation of the
stations the less the variations in delay tend to cancel each other. The
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factor “ P.E. of synchronization”
ia given in the equation on the figure
because sometimes, as in the case of SS Loran, the absolute accuracy of
synchronism cannot be assumed.
In SS Loran, of course, the probable
error of synchronism is equal to the probable error of sky-wave delay at
the distance separating the staPEW. = K PE~M + PE&~ + PE:m
tions.
1.0
Figure 5.21u and b shows the
.
degree of approximation
with
0.s
which this treatment agrees with
0.6
the measured probable error of
K
0.4
readings, for short (Standard) and
K=O.21
+o.0ooo75/3
long (SS) Loran baselines.
02 H
m
6.9. Sky-wave Accuracy Pattems.—The accuracy (or average
~- Baselinein microseconds
error) with which a sky-wave
FIG. 5.20.—A form of the correlation
Loran
reading can be made can be
coefficientdefiningthe relativebehaviorof
two pointsin the ionosphere, plotted against estimated by the method discussed
the separation between two transmitting in Sec. 5.8. This average timing
stationa, M (master) and S (slave).
error may or may not correspond
to a significant number of miles, depending upon the dktance from the
stations and their orientation with respect to the navigator.
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FIG. 5.21.—Examples of the probable error of both Standard and Sky-wave Synchronised Loran observations. The smooth curves are computed by empirical methods given in
the text, and the circles indicate experimental observations.

The geometrical methods of Chap. 3 permit the calculation of the
number of miles corresponding to a change in reading of 1 ysec. These
formulas may be combined with the methods discussed in this chapter
to yield the average error of a sky-wave reading expressed in miles.
Two diagrams are given, in Figs. 5.22 and 5.23, that show how the
probable error of a sky-wave line of position (in nautical miles) varies
over the w-vice area of a Loran pair, whether Standard or Sky-wave
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220 nautical
miles
iagrams hewing, as a function of the geographic position with

FIG. 522, -Acont.ourd

respect to the transmitting stations, the probable error of a Standard Loran line of position
when using sky waves.

-~

970 nautical miles~-

FIG. 5.23.—A contour diagram showing, as a function of the geographic position with
respect to the transmitting stations, the probable error of a Sky-wave Synchronized Loran
line of position.
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Synchronized.
The Standard Loran diagram (Fig. 5“22) is drawn for
the relatively short baseline of 220 nautical miles. For modest changes
in the baseline the errors would vary in inverse proportion, since the
timing errors would not change appreciably.
It is of special interest to note that the errors increase very slowly
with distance along the center line of the pair. This is because the tin&g
errors due to variation of the sky-wave delay are nearly inversely proportional to distance and almost cancel the increasing geometrical error.
Beyond the 1400-mife limit or within 250 miles of the stations it is not
safe to use sky waves because of difficulty in sky-wave identification in
the first case and erratic behavior in the second.
The accuracy of SS Loran is greater than the sky-wave accuracy of
Standard Loran, as shown in Fig. 5“23, because the long baselines (in this
case 970 nautical miles) greatly improve the geometrical accuracy, or
miles per microsecond of timing error. The timing error itself is not so
good as in Standard Loran, primarily because of sky-wave variations on
the synchronizing path, but the timing error is not increased so much as
the geometrical factors are improved.
The total area served by an SS
pair is not so great, but the errors are smaller and more constant except
along the baseline extensions.
6.10. Sporadic E-region Ionization.-One
of the outstanding anomalies in the E-region is the existence of sporadic ionization.
This takes
the form of clouds of free electrons, at a very constant height, that are
sporadic in both time and space. They may appear at any time, day or
night, and last for a few minutes or for hours. Their size may be anything up to hundreds of miles across. They sometimes appear to move
with great velocities, and at other times they seem nearly stationary.
The density of ionization is often low but occasionally is very great indeed
-even
greater than the greatest density ever observed in the F-layer.
On at least one occasion the density has been observed to be enough to
reflect signals up to 110 Me/see over a 1000-mile path.
These clouds are probably caused by corpuscular bombardment of
the atmosphere by particles shot off by the sun, in much the same way
Although sporadic E-region ionization
that northern lights are formed.
may appear at any time, it is most likely in summer and at times of
sunspot maximum.
It is most probable at high latitudes and is seldom
observed at the magnetic equator—again like the aurora borealis.
In the early days of Loran it was feared that signals from one station
of a pair might be reflected from a cloud of sporadic E-region ionization
while the signals from the other station would be transmitted by the
‘normal” nighttime E-layer, thus leading to large and unpredictable
rrors. Fortunately this is not the case, apparently because the normal
elections occur at a height somewhat below that of the sporadic E;
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consequently the signals normally are not propagated by the sporadic
clouds. 1
The best evidence to this effect is given in Table 5.2 which exhibits
the average value and probable error of sky-wave readings when sporadic
E-region ionization is and is not present.
These data were taken in
Ottawa, Canada, by the Canadian Navy in May, June, and July 1943,
the season of maximum sporadic ionization.
During this period the
sporadic E-layer appeared about one-third of the time at Ottawa.
Of
course there is no proof that sporadic ionization existed at the points of
reflection at the same time they were observed at Ottawa, but it is more
likely to have existed there at that time than when it was not observed
at Ottawa.
As the table shows, there was no significant change in the
Loran reading at times when sporadic E-region ionization was observed.
The probable errors (or average errors) of the readings were actually
smaller at those times, but the difference was not large enough to be
significant.
TABLE5.2.—EFFEcTOFSPORADIC
E-EEGION
IONIZATION
ONLORANREADINGS

I
Pair

Computed
reading

Normal
h-O.of ob-

servations
MF
MB
DB

2932,4
3814.7
1342.4

561
422
368
1351

During sporadic E

Mean
reading

Probable
error

No. of observations

Mean
reading

Probable
error

2932.1
3816.3
1342.5

3.2
4.4
3.7

305
256
206
767

2932.6
3816.8
1341.8

2.9
3.6
3.1

I

5.11. Magnetic Activity-Sudden
or large variations in the earth’s
magnetic field are associated with changes in the ionosphere, although
both are probably secondary effects of some other phenomenon such as
corpuscular bombardment
of the atmosphere.
In the F-region the
“magnetic effects” are extreme, presumably because of the relative ease
There are no indications that
with which the free electrons can move.
the total number of free electrons is greatly changed in the F-layer.
The
layer heights increase and the densities decrease during magnetic activity,
much as though the atmosphere (or at least the electrons in it) were being
pulled up by the top and stretched somewhat.
In fact, during severe
magnetic storms (extremes of activity) the F-layer is essentially “blown
out of the atmosphere” and a new layer is formed underneath the remnants of the old one.
1At very short distancessporadicE-regionionization frequentlydoes causestrong
steady reflections. Since the height of reflection differs from the normal, this contributesto the unreliability
y of sky-wavetransmissionat shortdistancesat 2 Mc/sec.
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In the E-layer the magnetic effects are less pronounced.
There is a
tendency for the layer height to change, but the electron densities do not
decreaae much.
There is usually an increase in absorption presumably
due to the decrease in layer height or to the formation of new ionization
at low levels through corpuscular bombardment of the sort that may
produce sporadic Eregion ionization or aurora. This increase of absorption is particularly severe in the auroral zones, within perhaps 30° of the
magnetic poles of the earth, where it is largely responsible for extremely
poor transmission by sky waves.
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Fm. 5.24.—The reduction in the scrviceabi]ity of a Sky-wave Synchronized Loran
pair with increasing magnetic activity. This effect is important only when the midpoint
of the pairis within about 30° of the earth’s magnetic pole.

The Sky-wave Synchronized Loran trial system in the United States
operated over two baselines, one (referred to as “ Rate 5”) about 1100
nautical miles long with its point of reflection about 120 miles east of
Charleston, S.C., or 39° from the North magnetic pole. The second
baseline (Rate 6) had its center over Georgian Bay, Ontario, about 26°
from the pole. In the first case, variations in magnetic activity did not
materially affect the ease with which synchronism could be maintained
between the transmitting stations.
In the case of Rate 6, however, a
moderate increase in the magnetic activity was usually accompanied by a
considerable decrease in the fraction of the nighttime hours within which
satisfactory synchronism could be maintained.
The correlation is shown
in Fig. 5.24 where the abscissa displays the magnetic activity reported by
the Cheltenham Magnetic Observatory.
Unity on the ordinate scale is
the number of hours from sunset to sunrise on the night in question.
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Each dot represents a night’s operation.
Occasionally, when the magnetic activity was lower than average, operation was maintained from
before sunrise to after sunset. On nights of high magnetic activity
operation tended to start late and to be intermittent, with successful
periods of an hour or t wo scattered throughout the night. There was no
indication that the loss of synchronism RWSdue to anything
exce~t
.. weakness of signals; that is, this figure
74
0
Rate5
indicates the increase of absorp72
0
{,
tion with increasing magnetic ac0
0
w
0
L
tivity.
~
70
00
0
{)
During these triafs the sky9
#6s
wave delay was averaged nightly
0
0’‘
for each synchronism path and p6
compared with the magnetic ac- .E
\
I
tivity as shown in Fig. 5.25. The ,E 72
data for Rate 6, at the bottom
‘n
$70
o \
0
of the figure, show a fairly con:68
0
sistent decrease of about 10 psec in s
\
Rate 6
0
the sky-wave delay over the nor- ~~ 66
)0 <
mal range of variation of the mag0
64
I,
netic index. The Rate 5 data, on
62
the other hand, seem to show a
slight increase, although that con60
1
2
3
4
0
clusion is not statistically reliable.
Cheltenham
mameticindexK
The real decrease has not been
FIG. 5.25.—Variatio;s
in the sky-wave
delay with magnetic activity over paths of
observed outside the auroral zone.
approximately 1000 miles. The upper curve
When the magnetic index is at
represents the behavior on a path whose midpoint w= 39° from the magnetic pole; the
or below 2.0, there is no difference
midpoint of the other path was within 26° of
in the average height of reflection
the magnetic pole.
over these two Daths. When,
however, the magn~tic activity ris& to about 4.2, there is a difference of 3.o
nautical miles in the height of the two points of reflection, which are separated by about 750 miles. This is a consistent difference of about the magnitude of many random variations.
The same change in the time of transmission is exhibited in Fig. 5.26u
and b in the form of distribution curves of the double transit time plus
the coding delay (minus 1000 psec in this case). Figure 5.26u shows the
slight but not important increase in transmission time with magnetic
index for the southern pair, and Fig. 5.26b gives the significant decrease
in time of transmission and decrease in accuracy for the northern pair
when the magnetic index exceeded 3.0. This effect, it should be repeated,
does not seem to be significant when the points of reflection from the
jonized layer are outside the auroral zone.
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It seems, therefore, that the ordinary phenomena which disturb radio
transmission have no serious effect upon the accuracy of Standard Loran
sky-wave readings, although the reliability of the service may suffer in
the case of operation too near the
400
magnetic pole.
2
:300
2
g
0
%

Distribution :I i
of readings>’
\
K<3
; ~

Distribution
of readings
K5=3

LORAN TRANSMISSION AT 180
KC/SEC

Introduction.—W e h a v e s u ggested that the optimum Loran freg
quency is the lowest at which a
.-?
complete
ground-wave pulse can be
5
received before the arrival of the first
sky-wave pulse. This would certainly be a desirable frequency, but
0
valuable work can be done at lower
12720 12740
12760
(a) 2f3+60nrate5
frequencies because of the greater
ranges that can be had there. The
concepts of the system are considerably changed, but the increased
transmission range operates, much as
in Sky-wave Synchronized Loran, to
permit the use of long baselines and
thus make the measurement of time
difference less critical.
The Radiation Laboratory work
on this new system was done at 170
and 180 kc/see.
A single transmitting station operated at 170 kc/see
from August 1944 to April 1945.
From then until September 1945,
three trial stations were in use at 180
FIG. 526,-Distribution
curves exbibiting data for the same transmission kc/see.
These stations were monipaths as in Fig. 5.25, for high and low
tored,
as
shown in Fig. 5.27, at Bervalues of magnetic activity. Here again
the only serious effect is observed for
muda, Puerto Rico, Trinidad, and
operation near the magnetic pole.
the Azores for determination of overwater transmission conditions.
The signals over land were observed at
Wright Field and Little Falls, Minn., as well as in an aircraft that spent
several hundred hours of flying time investigating the range and accuracy
of the system.
The Army also observed these transmissions at Eatontown, N. J., and at Mobile, Ala., while the Canadian Navy and the U.S.
Coast Guard operated monitor stations at Halifax (Camperdown) and
Bermuda, respectively.
Unfortunately, only summertime observations
were recorded by this trial network.
200
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5s12. Low Frequency Loran Pulse Shapes.—The transmission band
that can be made available for any service in the neighborhood of 200

Flu. ,527.—A map exhibiting the locations of the transmitting and monitoring stations
ussd in the experimental Low Frequency Loran program in the summer of 1945.

kc/see is, of course, severely limited by the requirements of other services.
This means that an L.-F pulse system must operate with narrow bandwidth
and long pulses.’
Since the skywave delay at 180 kc/see is even
: lW
l&3 kc
less than at 2 Me/see, say about
~ao
50 psec at 1000 miles, the first two
~ ~
or three sky-wave components of
m
~ 40
the received signal arrive before
c
(
“Q* -Wb
“&20
the end of the ground-~vave pulse.
%@ -$~
‘%’
Thus, the received pulse may be $ 0
+p
a composite of ground and sky
:-200L
~m
zm
am
~
waves, and its shape will not be C
Distancein nauticalmiles
FtQ. 5.2S.—The variation of Lew Fr+
that of the transmitted
pulse
quency Loran signal strength with distance.
except at short ranges where the
The data are the same ss those of Fig. 5.lb,
except that in thk cass they are plotted
ground wave dominates.
againata linear distance scale.
As shown in Fig. 5.28 (which
shows much of the data of Fig. 5. lb on a linear distance scale),
the night sky wave, on the average, exceeds the amplitude of the
ground wave at distances beyond 300 or 400 nautical miles. As far
1Even if this politicallimitationdid not exist, it would be very difficultto radiate
short pulses from any practical 1W-kc/see antenna system.
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as is now known, the daytime sky wave may have nearly the value of
the night sky wave in high latitudes in winter, but it is so completely
absorbed as to be negligible at low latitudes in summer. Curves have
not been shown for the daytime sky wave because of insufficient
information.
The night sky wave is, of course, made up of many
multiple reflections.
Its field strength vs. distance curve is probably
made up by the summation of a number of individual curves, those for
the higher multiples having lower field strengths at the short distances
and extending to longer ranges before dropping sharply when the shadow
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FIG. 529.-The
way that Low Frequency Loran ground and sky waves may add at
various distances. The ~ero of each horizontal scale marks the instant at which the first
point of the ground-wave Pukwarrivea. The relative amphtudes are given hy the changing
ordinate scale.

of the earth cuts them off. A more precise experimental determination
of the night sky-wave curve of Fig. 5.28 would probably show these
irregularities.
The exact shape of the received pulse at any distance depends upon
the length of the transmitted pulse, the amplitude of the sky-wave components relative to the ground-wave, and the sky-wave delays.
Various
assumptions may be made about all of these factors, and most of them
lead to very similar conclusions.
The effect is demonstrated in Fig. 5“29
where a pulse length of 200 Psec has been chosen. This figure has been
drawn on the assumption that the ground-wave and various sky-wave
pulses are always in the wune r-f phase at the receiver, so that the individual pulse envelopes can be added to give the composite envelope.
This
assumption is contrary to fact, as will be explained below, but it yielda
At 250 nautical
results that are useful in understanding the problem.
miles the figure shows a nighttime condition where the flrat sky wave
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arrives about 100 jtsec behind the ground wave and is of somewhat
greater amplitude.
The composite envelope exhibits a distinct shelf at
the point where the sky-wave pulse begins. At 500 nautical miles the
sky-wave delay is decreased to the point where ground wave and first
sky wave merge into a fairly smooth pulse. The second-hop sky wave
is beginning to overlap at the tail of the pulse and produces an irregularity.
As the distance increases, the received pulse envelope passes through
various distorted forms until at 1500 miles the ground-wave and first
sky-wave components are assumed to be negligible and the pulse regains
a fairly simple shape, at least throughout its first half, which is used for
measurement.
The pulse arrives about 110 usec later than the theoretical
time of arrival of the ground wave. At longer and longer ranges various
sky-wave components drop out and
the total sky-wave delay increases
300
accordingly.
The changes in am- ~
g
plitude with distance may be judged
E 200
by the changes of scale of the ordis~
nates in Fig. 5.29.
E
One great advantage of L-F “E 100
transmission
is already clear. s~
s
However complex the sky-wave
o
0
components may be, nearly all the
lCOO
2000
3000
Distance m nautical miles
energy reaches the receiver in a
FIG. 5.30,—The way in which an approxisingle pulse because no energy penmate Low Frequency Loran delay curve can
be made UP from the individual delay
etrates the E-layer and the effeccurves for multiple-hop transmission. An
tive E-1ayer components are more
explanation is given in the text.
or less superimposed.
Thus the
pulse shape may be complex, but there is only one pulse received per pulse
transmitted; the navigator, therefore, is not led astray by errors and
ambiguities in the choice of the pulse with which he should work.
It is already clear that the low-frequency sky-wave delay curve, if
one can be drawn, differs radically from that at 2 Me/see because, as
Fig. 5.29 indicates, the greater the distance the greater the delay.
This
effect may be thought of in the terms indicated in Fig. 5.30 where the
delay curves for one-, two-, three-, and four-hop transmission are indicated.
At 2 Me/see no attention is paid to the two-, three-, or four-hop
delays, if they exist. The operator effectively uses the zero-delay line
(ground waves) whenever he can and then when necessary makes a
deliberate transition to the one-hop delay curve. This cannot be done
at 180 kc/see because the shape of the received signal pattesm does not
clearly show which components are being received.
It is, however,
possible to say that at short distances the ground wave will predominate
and zero delay will be observed.
At some distance, as suggested in the
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1000-mHe diagram of Fig. 5“29, the effective time of arrival of the received
pulse is approximately that of the first-hop sky wave. At some greater
dktance, say 2000 miles, both the ground wave and the one-hop sky wave
have negligible amplitude and the time of arrival is essentially that of the
tw~hop sky wave. Thus the equivalent low-frequency sky-wave delay
curve, as shown by the wavy line on Fig. 5.30, will find its way across
the figure with, in general, a positive slope. The tendency for this delay
curve to cling to each of the separate multiple-delay curves is affected by
many factors including the pulse
length and receiver bandwidth but
depends particularly upon the relative amplitudes of the. v a r i o us
multiple reflections.
Thus, if the
t we-hop component should be very
weak compared with the one-hop
c o m p o n e n t, the effective d~y
might tend to cling to the onehop curve over a considerable distance,
perhaps
almost to the
distance at which the one-hop sigThis effect can be
nal disappears.
understood easily by reference to
the night sky-wave curves of Fig.
Time ~
5.la.
FIG. 5.31.—A simplified diagram indiWe are thus led to the conclucating how Low Frequency Loran pulse
shapes can vary with the phase relation
sion that over long distances the
between ground- and sky-wave components.
time of transmission of a mdse includes a delay that increases with distance and that may, with minor
inaccuracies, be considered as a small reduction in the velocity of propagation.
The assumption that the amplitudes of the various puke components
may be added to give the amplitude of the composite pulse is, of course,
contrary to fact. The fibhop
sky wave is in general delayed from 10
to 25 cycles (at 180 kc/see) behind the ground-wave puke and is just as
likely to arrive out of phase as in phase. The height of reflection is not
constant but is usually alowly increasing or decreasing, so that the phase
of the one-hop sky-wave component may change through 2 or 3 cycles
with respect to the ground-wave pulse over a period of several hours.
The effects of this phase change may be examined with the aid of Fig.
5c31, which has been drawn assuming that no second- and higher-multiple
reflections exist and that the ground wave has about half the amplitude
of the sky wave. If these components could be seen individually, the
ground wave would appear as shown by the dotted pulse between A and
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Z), and the sky wave might appear
times marked “B and C a~e those
at which the sky wave begins and
at which the ground and sky waves
have equal amplitude.
If the
ground and sky waves arrive in
phase, the envelopes may be added (as shown in Fig. 5.29) to give
the envelope ALE of Fig. 5.31.
The amplitude at time C is twice
the amplitude of the individual
pukes at that instant.
If, however, the sky-wave delay is an odd
number of half cycles so that the
components are in r-f opposition,
the resultant envelope is different
in major respects.
There can be
no change with phase between
instants A and B because throughout that interval only the ground
wave is being received.
At time
C, however, the two equal amplitudes of the individual components will cancel, so that the
resultant amplitude of the envelope is zero. The complete resultant envelope is that shown as
A MCNE which is, of course, the
absolute magnitude of the difference between the two individual
pulse envelopes.
The r e 1a t i v e
amplitude of the peaks at M and
N depends primarily upon the relative amplitudes of the individual
pulse components, although it is
affected by the ratio of the delay
to the length of the transmitted
pulse. The variation
of the
resultant envelope with r-f phase
is shown in Fig. 5.32a.
It will
be observed that a 90° phase difference produces a composite envelope that is not conspicuously
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as shown between B and E.
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FIG. 5.32.—Diagrams of the puke shape
expected for a simple combination of ground
wave and one-hop sky wave for three relative
pulse amplitudes and for various phase

relations.
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different from that for zero degrees. Figure 5.32b and c shows the same
sort of diagrams for relative ground-to-sky amplitude ratios of 1/5 and
unity, respectively.
In practice the patterns with plateaus or notches
in them are encountered infrequently, typically for 5 or 10 min. every
2 hr. This low probability of occurrence stems from two causes: (1)
With low ground-wave amplitudes, phase opposition must be attained
within 30° or 40° in order to produce any significant change in the
appearance of the pulse. (2) Asecond reason stems from the fact that
the shape and length of the received pulse is ordinarily determined by the
bandwidth of the receiver. The distorted shapes represented in these
figures require a wider bandwidth for their satisfactory reproduction than
do the simple or in-phase shapes. This can be seen most clearly in Fig.
5.32c where it is obvious that reproduction of the diagram for 180° will
require approximately twice the bandwidth needed for the case of OO.
There is, therefore, a tendency in the receiver to smooth out the more
eccentric pulse shapes, thus tending always to make the pulse look more
like the in-phase pulse than it really is.
The major timing errors in LF Loran arise from the condition shown
in Fig. 5.32b where the ground wave is relatively weak compared with
the one-hop sky wave.
In the 180° curves of Fig. 532a and c a large
error is not ordinarily to be feared because the first rise of the groundwave pulse has sufficient amplitude to permit the operator to make his
reading on the ground-wave component and to disregard any peculiar
shapes introduced by the sky waves.
In Fig. 5.32b, however, the ground
wave contributes only the wedge-shaped beginning of the pulse. If the
noise is sufficiently low, the operator may be able to increase the gain of
the receiver and make what amounts to a ground-wave match; but, if the
noise is high, the navigator may miss the snout of the pulse and make his
measurement on the steeply rising portion.
This can result in an error
of as much as 50 ~sec. It is practically impossible for the navigator to
estimate corrections that would make his reading more truly representative of his position, on the basis of the pulse shape that he sees. In
general, the average value of the effective delay of the pulse must be
incorporated in the construction of the navigator’s charts, and any
deviations from this average value must be accepted as errors. The
chart-producing agency cannot determine in advance whether or not the
navigator will identify the snout on the pukes in Fig. 5.32b. The charts
must, therefore, be drawn in terms of the average reading made by the
average operator under these conditions.
This is equivalent to saying
that larger errors must be expected at the distances at which the lowfrequency delay curve of Fig. 5.30 is most steep. At distances where the
delay curve is essentially horizontal there is little opportunity for
ambiguity.
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The slopes at which these pulses rise are inversely proportional to the
receiver bandwidth.
The degree of smoothing depends essentially upon
the ratio between the reciprocal of the receiver bandwidth and the skywave delay time. It is therefore obvious that the effective time of arrival
of a composite pulse depends upon the bandwidth of the receiver used to
observe it. This is an unfortunate condition in that it, to some degree,
requires the specification of the receiver to be used in the LF Loran system
before the empirical sky-wave delay data can be gathered.
In the case
of the Radiation Laboratory experiments it appears now that the band-

mbm
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1047

1025

Ran
1057 EWT

FIG.5.33.—Low Frcqucrwy Loran pulse sharmsunder conditions that cIoselY approximate
those of Fig. 5.32c.

width of the converters that were built to permit operation of standard
receiver-indicators for LF Loran operation should have been about 12 to
14 kc/see rather than the 8 kc/scc that was used. A brief experiment
conducted just before the end of the experimental program indicated that
the average errors of an LF Loran reading could be reduced in some cases
by a factor of 2 by the use of a rcccivcr having a bandwidth of 14 kc/see.
The additional noise introduced by thk increase in bandwidth did not
seem materially to affect the operation of the system.
In practice, the pulse shapes observed are more complex than those
shown in the last few pages because of the presence of components repreThese more
senting second, third, and higher multiple-hop transmission.
complex forms, however, do not materially affect the navigator’s operation, because his attention is confined to the first part of the pulse. Figure
5.33 shows a condition (Key Largo observed at Puerto Rico between
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10:00 and 11:00 A.M. in June) that closely resembles that of Fig. 5“32c.
The amplitude of a one-hop sky wave is approximately equal to that of
the ground wave, and the higher multiple reflections are not of sufficient
amplitude to affect the picture significantly.
The figure shows a series
of photographs of the traces on the Loran indicator during the transition
from phase opposition to phase addition.

1
2355

0316

2359

C013

C031 EWT

FIG, 5.34.—Two superimposed Low Frequency Loran pulae8 under more complex
conditiom than those of the Iafittwo fiuureu. Note that the shape of the ground-wave part
of the pulses (at the icft) remaim unchanged although there me violent changc$ in the
shape of the remainder of the pulnea.

Figure 5.34 shows the more complicated conditions obtaining at night.
These pictures were made at about midnight in summer at a point about
halfway between Brewster and Cape Fear. The distances are so short
that the first part of the pulses, which arc shown matched, is the groundwave portion corresponding to the time interval A B on Fig. 5.31. The
indicator was not readjusted throughout this series of photographs.
Although each of the puhws passed through extreme gyrations of shape,
the match of the leading edges was always good.
Figure 5“35 shows the
match between a pair of pukws at a greater average distance, at about
the same time of night.
One of the pulses exhibited a fairly strong
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ground-wave component, but the second one was dominated by the
first-hop sky wave. The changes in shape were less rapid and extreme,
but the precision of the match of the front edges was not nearly so good
as in Fig. 5.34. Figure 5.35 is much more representative of the typical
behavior of LF Loran pulses that are the two that precede it.
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k
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FIG. 5 35.—Low Frequency Loran pulse shapes. This figure indicates apPrOfimatelY the
average behavior of the pulses under operational conditions.
.

5.13. Observations
on the Experimental Low Frequency Loran
Triplet.-Because
of the complicated pulse structures described in the
last few pages, it is necessary to adopt rather simple operating techniques
for the use of the navigator and to accept as errors any variations that
If any errors turn
cannot be reconciled with the simple instructions.
out to be consistent in certain areas or at certain distances from the transmitters, they can be incorporated in one or more sky-wave delay curves
of the form shown in Fig, 5.30. Separate delay curves can be used for
transmission over land and over water without difficulty because the
agency that calculates the Loran charts and tables can select and use the
appropriate corrections.
To some extent, differing sky-wave corrections
This
can be used for day or night and winter or summer conditions.
trend cannot be carried far before it results in undesirable confusion for
the navigator, but there is a precedent for the use of sky-wave corrections
to be applied at night.
We are justified, therefore, in considering that
four sky-wave delay curves will be used: for day and night, land and
water. Charts will presumably be drawn including the sky-wave corrections applicable for daytime operation, and nighttime corrections,
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analogous to the sky-wave corrections in Standard Loran, will be used
wherever they are necessary.
Whether separate charts or separate skywave corrections will be required for summer and winter operation is not
yet clear.
Since the sky-wave corrections could not be estimated before the
start of the experimental program, the LF Loran tables were made up by
the Hydrographic Office on a basis of ground-wave transmission, assuming the same velocity of propagation, 299,692 km/see, that has been used
Monitor-station operatore were
in preparing charts for Standard Loran.
instructed to use as high a receiver gain as the noise permitted and to
match the leading edges of the pairs of pulses, paying no attention to the
relative amplitudes of the pulse peaks. These data, comprising some
80,000 individual readings, have
been summarized and analyzed.
1
41xloThe consistent variations of the obCapeFear
served
readings from the predicted
KeyUwgo
2f3+6
ground-wave readings have been
Wo
used to construct the equivalent
I
a
.s
delay curves for LF Loran opera~
tion in summertime.
The deviaS’
tions from these average readings
: 20W
t
:
are summarized below as errors.
This
treatment is not strictly accuz
rate, as the delay curves, of course,
1
10QO
do not pass through all the experimental points; there are, therefore,
some residual errors that would op0
erate to increase the average devi8610
8620
8600
ation.
It is felt, however, that this
Reading in @c
effect would be offset by the imFICJ. 5.36.—A distribution curve indicating the reliability with which Low Freprovement to be expected from the
quency Loran observations can be made at
use of a somewhat wider pass band
distances where the ground-wave component dominates the pulse shape.
in the receiving equipment, which
has been suggested above.
It is probable, therefore, that the data to be
presented give a good estimate of the errors to be expected in LF Loran
operation.
In working up the data, it has been assumed that the synchronism of
the transmitting stations is rigorous and that all of the observed variations
occur in the paths between the transmitting stations and the monitoring
Figure 5.36, a distribution curve showing the master-station
stations.
readings on the Z-pair, indicates that this assumption is justified.
The
average deviation of synchronism is not, in general, more than a few per
cent of the deviations observed at any of the monitoring stations.
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A very fair indication of the diurnal variatons in the usefulness of the
signals received at various distances is given in Fig. 5“37. These curves
represent the relative number of readings made on the Z-pair at various
distances, plotted as a function of time of day. The habits of the
operatom” at the transmitting and monitoring stations appear in these
data but do not matenafly aflect
Beginning
of schedule
End of
the conclusions.
The number of
schedule
Approx. sunset
readings between the morning
1
hours of eight and nine is low, as
I
I
I
I
the transmitting stations were
o )
1
r
frequently late in coming on the
Little Falls

air, because ground fog prevented
1420 malesover land
the flying of the balloons that supported the transmitting antennas.
These points have been neglected
in drawing the smooth curves.
Two significant conclusions may
..>.
Trinidad
1670 miles over water
be drawn from Fig. 5.37. (1) As
i
seen in the two lower curves,
there is, during the afternoon and
night, a steady increase in the ~lfficulty in making readings at disPuerto Rico
tances where the ground-wave
1090 malesover water
component of the received pulses
1
is considerable.
This effect is due
1- 1
0
to the steady rise of the noise level
p
I
and indicates the disinclination
0
of the operators to take many
‘ 06
00
18 ‘
06 ‘
12
Eastern war time
readings rather than the impossiBermuda
bility of making measurements.
930 malesoverwater
FIG. 5.37.—The diurnal variation of the
The peak at 17 hr. in the Puerto
serviceabdity of Low Frequency Loran signals
RICO curve is probably fictitious.
at various distances in summer. The ordinates represent the average number of read(2) The curves for Trinidad and
ings successfully made at various fixed moniLittle Falls indicate the impossibiltor stations.
ity of taking readings at those distances when the afternoon noise reaches its peak at about 18 hr. The signals are recovered when the sky-wave components increase in amplitude at
sunset. In summer, the portions of the curves before 18 hr. represent
primarily ground-wave transmission, whereas those between 18 hr. and
There is some
sunrise are due mostly to the sky-wave components.
evidence to indicate that in winter daytime sky-wave transmission will
dominate at ranges beyond 800 or 900 miles, but this suggestion needs
additional verification.
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FIG. 5,38.—The diurnal variation of the various Low Frequency Loran readings at six
monitor stations. The ordinates indicate the mean readings, and the lengths of the line
segments are approximately proportional to the number of observations in each case.
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The diurnal variations of the
readings at the six regular monitor
stations are exhibited in Fig. 5.38a
to j inclusive.
In these diagrams
the vertical position of each line
segment indicates the mean reading
for the hour in question, and the
length of the segments represents
roughly the relative number of observations.
That is, the lengths of
the lines indicate data of the form
exhibited in Fig. 5.37. In the cases
of Bermuda and Little Falls (Fig.
5.38a and j) there is little indication of any diurnal trend in the
readings, although the signals at
Little Falls fail for 4 or 5 hr. in the
late afternoon.
The other figures
in this series indicate either a consistent difference between daytime
and nighttime readings or a fluctuation that does not appear to be
statistically reliable in indicating a
diurnal effect. There is, however,
an indication that transmission conditions are usually more stable in
the daytime.
This has led to
breaking the bulk of the data into
two groups with a nominal dividing
line at sunset. Distribution curves
indicating the spread of daytime
and nighttime readings at the
various monitor stations are given
in Figs. 5.39 to 5.45 inclusive.
All of these diagrams arc plotted
in terms of the Loran reading in

FtcI, 539.-The
distribution curves of
the three Low Frequenry Loran readings at
Bermuda, In em-h cnsc n subsidiary
abscissa scale has been appended with its
zero at the reading cotnputcd without
benefit of sky-wave corrections. The subsidiary sc@le glvcs the line-of-position error
in nautical mile.g.
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microseconds, but to each of them is appended a scale giving the corresponding displacement in nautical miles perpendicular to the line of
position.
The zeros of these scales are at the computed ground-wave
readings, so that a visual estimate may be made of the errors introduced
The algebraic signs attached to
by neglecting the sky-wave corrections.
these subsidiary scales have no significance.
The daytime curve of
Fig. 5.39a, for instance, indicates that most of the readings fall within
the range 5350 to 5400 psec, or about – 6 to +3 nautical miles. The
position corresponding to the mean reading (on a ground-wave basis) is
about 2 miles from the actual site.
In general, nighttime readings have a larger spread than those taken
in daytime.
They“.may also, as in Figs. 5.40 and 5.42b, exhibit a consistent shift. The Camper down
Brews “z
readings on the X-pair (Fig. 5,41a)
4
300
are particularly interesting.
In
this case the slave station was at
Day
such a short distance that the received pulse was essentially pure
ground-wave at all times. The
-20
0
20
~
60
master station, however, at 930
.
I
f
nautical miles, was received by
I
I
\Night
:
ground-wave transmission in the
h
daytime but was dominated by
sky-wave at night. This would
have caused little difficulty, since
nigh t t i me measurements could
S450
8500
8! ‘o
have been made on the groundReading In psec
wave part of the composite
Fm. 5.40.—Distribution curves, similar
pulse, except that the monitorto those in Fig. 5.39, of the Low Frequency
Loran readings at Brewster.
ing station was subject to periods
-’hen
of extreme man-made interference from neighboring installations.
this noise was high, it would cover up the ground-wave contribution to
the composite pulse (see the 1000-mile curve of Fig. 5.29) with the result
that the apparent time difference was changed by about 50 psec, the
amount of the sky-wave delay.
Thus the night distribution curve of
Fig. 5.41a tended to have two maxima corresponding to the reading of
essential y pure ground wave or pure sky wave from the master station.
It should be noted that the night maximum at 2055 ~sec and the daytime
maximum both agree with the computed ground-wave time difference.
It will be noticed that in general there is not a great difference in the
total spread of the curves as a function of distance.
On the average,
half of the daytime observations fall within t 10 psec from the median,
and at night 50 per cent of the readings are within ~ 13 Psec. At some
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distances such asin the Camperdown case quoted above or in the case
of the 890 miles over land represented in Fig. 5.44fI and c, there is considerable ambiguity in that the
operator may read essentially a
ground wave or a sky wave or a
composite value.
It will be realized that this distance is that at
which the estimated delay (Fig.
5.30) is making its sharpest rise.
The discrepancies between the
observed readings and those computed for ground-wave transmission are exhibited in Table 5.3.
The discrepancy in Column 7 or
Column 9 is, with due regard for
sign,a chord of the delay curve
(see Fig. 5.30) between the two
transmission times given in Columns 3 and 4. By starting at the
shorter distances, at which the delay may be assumed to be zero,
points may be connected to define
approximately the shape of the
curve, as was done to derive the
(6] Reading in #see
2-Me/see
delay curve.
Fitting
these various data together calls
for the exercise of judgment
because the agreement between
separate sets of observations is
never so good as could be wished.
In general, all of the observations
except those at Bermuda fit into
the delay pattern exhibited in
Fig. 5.46. The Bermuda observations have been weighted very
(c) Reading in&c
lightly in drawing these curves
FIG. 5.43.—l3istribution curves, similar
because the anomalies there may
to those of Fig. 539, of Low Frequency
Loran readings at Trinidad.
be attributed to a faulty. amdi.
tude-balance circuit in the receiver used at that station. I
The shape of the overwater curves of Fig. 5.46 resembles the curve of
1A receiver that was known to be satisfactory was operated in Bermuda for a few
days toward the end of the program. The observations with this receiver, although
few in number, werein good agreementwith the curvesof Fig, 5.46.
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Fig. 5.30 except that the height of thesteps islessthan had been anticipated.
It is reasonable that the night curve should resemble the day
curve, displaced to the left, because any daytime ratio of first-hop skywavc amplitude to that of the ground wave can be found at night at some
shorter distance.
It is possible that the initial slope of the land curves
represents a decrease in the velocity of ground-wave propagation
over land. The curves have been
drawn as they are because there
is no evidence that the “land curves
leave the origin along the abscissa.
If the velocity is less over land, the
shapes of the land curves may be
very nearly those of the water
curves superimposed upon a velocity slope, which here seems to be
FIG. 5.46.—The four experimental Low about 1 in 250. This hypothesis
Frequency Loran delay curves for summer
accounts for the shape of the
operation.
night-land curve, but we should
expect that the slope of the day-land curve would begin to decrease at
about 7000 psec. More overland data should be taken to clarify this
question.
That the minor variations in the delay curves of Fig. 5.46 are not of
extreme importance is indicated in Columns 4 and 5 of Table 5.4. These
columns give the displacements of the line of position (in nautical miles)
corresponding to the discrepancies of the mean readings, from the calculated ground-wave values, which were given in Columns 7 and 9 of
Table 5,3. The entries for Brewster and Camperdown in Table 5-4,
Columns 4 and 5, are nearly meaningless because the monitoring stations
were located almost upon the baseline extensions where the system is not
expected to provide navigation.
The remaining figures in these columns
indicate the consistent discrepancies that the equivalent delay curves
are expected to correct.
That is, the position lines at distances of the
order of 1000 miles are, in general, in error by less than 10 miles even if
the delay curves are totally neglected.
Columns 6 and 7 of Table 5.4 give the average deviations from the
Here again the
mean reading observed at the various monitor stations.
entries for Brewster and Camperdown are not significant from the viewpoint of navigation.
The figures in Columns 6 and 7, Table 5-4, do not
form a very coherent pattern because the monitor stations lie at various
This effect has been removed in columns 8 and
angles to the baselines.
9 where the stations are assumed to lie on a great circle that intersects
the center of the baseline at an angle of 45°. The geometrical factors
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have also been adjusted to apply to a baseline whose length is 600 nautical miles. The only assumption involved in this treatment is that
the scattering of the observed time differences dces not depend upon the
orientation of the baseline.
This is not strictly true, but most of the
adjustments are relatively minor.
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FIG. 5.47.—The median errors of the Low Frequency Loran experimental observations
P1O
tted as a function of distance. The curves are corrected to simulate operation at an
angle of 45° from a 600-mile baseline, The heads of the arrows appended to many of the
experimental points indicate the values before correction.
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FIG.64S.—Emordiagrams for day and nightoperation,aimifmto thoseof IVg.5.47, but.
indicatingtheerrorsexceededleaathan10 per centof the time.
The median errors from Columns 8 and 9 are plotted in Fig. 5.47u
and b. In these diagranm the solid lines represent the errors associated
with a baseline length of 600 nautical miles, and the dashed lines represent
the errors associated with Y- and W-readings which have a lZOO-rnile
baseline.
The arrows attached to many of the points indicate the magnitude of the corrections that were made for the positions of the monitor
stations.
That is, the actual observed errors (Columns 6 and 7 of
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Table 5“4) lie at the heads of the arrows. Figure 5“48a and b exhibits
very similar data. In this case the curves represent the errors (of line
of position) that were not exceeded in more than 10 per cent of the
readings.
The observations were reduced to positions at an angle of 45° from
the baseline torepresent average navigational conditions.
The variation
At long distances, say
of error with angle is small for short distances.
more than one baseline, the accuracy varies approximately with the
cosine of the angle that measures the navigator’s position with respect
tothenormal
to the baseline.
In other words, the errorson the center
line may be expected to be about 0.7 of those plotted in these figures, and
the errors at 30° off the baseline should be about 1.4 times the quantity
that has been plotted.
TABLE53.-DATA FOELF LORANSKY-WAVE
CORRECTION
CURVES
All tkures in microseconds
1

2

3

I

4

5

Time of
transmission

Monitor
station

Pair

I

6

Day

COmputed
round.
Slave wave
&aster
tation Itation reading

Over sea water:
Bermuda..,
Brewster.
Camperdown.

Puerto Rico.
Trinidad. . . . .

x
z
{w
z
x
z
{w
x
z
{Y
x
z
{ Y

4186
4186
3838
3746
5721
5721
2031
6737
6737
5182
10332
10332

8629

3838
5737
5737
6914
2031
8766
8766
8660
5182
8660
11883
8629
11883

5374.4 –10.8
26.8
6888.8
1508.8
32.0
24.6
8496.8
2052.4 –1.2
28.4
6377.5
43.2
6338.8
8.0
7675.1
3740.1 –9.4
21.4
3938.9
13.1
7308.6
3605.0
3.3
3696.8
3.0

6934.9
7999.fi
1064.8
5977.c
7624.C
1647.C

6939.9

cOmputed

I

I

5385.2
6862.C
1476.8
3472.2
2053.C
8349.1
6295.f
7667,1
3749,5
3917.:
7295.5
3601.7
3693.8

served
minus

observed
reading

puted
I

Ob-

>fean

served
minus
cOm-

ob]erved
eading

9

Night
Ob-

?tfean

I

8

7

5369.3 –15.9
6887.8
25.8
1514.6
37.8
8508.9
36.7
2031.3 –22.3
15.3
8364.4
6350.7
55.1
7674.4
7.3
3.9
3753.4
11.9
3929.4
7317.6
22.1
3598.0 –3.7
29,8
3723.6

Over land:
WrightField.

Little Falls.

x
z
{w
x
z
{w

2828
2828
4019
6450
6450
668J3

4019
5524
5524
668A)
8770
8770

8044.3
1107.7
5981.2
7661.3
1679 1

5.0 6934.4
44.5
42.9
4.2
37.3

8CU)5.2
1071.2
5981.8
7665.3

32.1 1687.1

–0.5
5.4
6.4
4.8
41.3

40.1
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The discussion has been limited to the errors of a line of position,
because the errors of fix are complicated by the variation of the crossing
This matter is so complex that an
angle between two lines of position.
The
attempt to treat it in a simple way usually fails of its purpose.
errors of fix for any proposed orientation of stations must be examined
as a specific problem by the ordinary methods through the treatment
outlined in Chap. 3. It should be rcmcmbcrcd that this question of the
error of fix is not peculiar to I.oran but occurs in exactly the same way
when celestial navigation or radio direction finding are used.
TABI.E 54.-DATA

ON TME SCATTEROF LF I,ORA~ READINGS

All figures in nautical miles
2

1

Monitor
station

I’air

3

Mean
listanc

T_ T

T
}Iagnitude 0
sky-wave
correction

kledian
deviation
observed

1)ay

Nigh!

Day

\fedian deviation reduced
to b = 600,

e = 45”
Day

Night

1.9

1.1

3,7
2,0

2.8
1.2
2,5
1.0
5.4
1.9
2.8
3.4
2.4
4.7
3.6
3.1

2.4
3.8
2.0
2.9
3.9
5.2
1.7
3,6
2.8
3.8
12,3
6.5
5.2

1.6
3.6
1.8
3.1
3.4
1.7

2,2
3.8
1.1
3.6
5.5
2.9

Sight

Over sea water:
Bermuda . . . . . . . . . .
Brewster,

.......

Camperdown.

Puerto

Rico.

Trinidad. . . . . .

x
z
{w
z
x
z
{ w’
x
z
{ Y
x
z
( Y

649
802
774
862
627
1171
873
1245
964
1119
1796
1533
1658

1.9
7.3
3.6
20.8
1.0
25,1
19.5
3.0
3.1
3,8
6.6
1.7
0.8

2.8
7.0
4.3
31.1
18 6
13.5
24.8
2.7
1.3
2.1
11.0
1.9
7.7

0.8
2.7
1.2
6.8
4.0
11.1
6.3
2,3
3.2
2.3
3.5
3.2
2.7

x
z
{ U’
x
z
{w

554
675
772
1062
1231
1249

0.8
14,7
1.4
1.2
18.5
5.9

0,1

1,4
5,0
1,8
2,2
3.7
1.5

8.0
15.2
10.6
5.7
2.9
2.6
3,6
9.1
5.8
4,5

Over land:
Wright Field.

Little Falls,

1.8
0.7
1,4
20,4
7.3

1.9
5.5

1.1
2.6
5.9
2.5
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OF LORAN TABLES AND CHARTS

BY B. W. SI~ERLY
6.1. Equations for Distance over the Earth-The
equation for the
time difference T, which is the quantity measured by the Loran timer or
indicator, has been shown to be
T=((3+6)+LJ

Eq. 4 of Sec. 3.1, where @ is the distance between the master and the
slave station and v = .s~ — s4, s~ and s~ being respectively the distances,
from the point at which T is determined, to the slave and to the master
station.
The three distances are taken along geodesics over the earth’s
surface and expressed in light-microseconds.
For Loran computations it is not accurate enough to consider the earth
as a sphere; it must be taken as an oblate spheroid.
The length along a
geodesic between two designated points on a spheroid cannot be calculated
directly but may be approached to any degree of approximation by a
somewhat lengthy step-by-step process. 1 For the purposes of Loran,
great accuracy is unnecessary; the nearest hundred feet is close enough.
This precision may be attained by rather simple modifications of the
calculation for a sphere. Two such modifications have actually been
used in Loran computations.
The first method used was one devised by Doolittle and described by
Hayford. 2 In this method the true geodesic distance between a point on
the earth at latitude pl and a point at latitude pz (where p, is farther
from the equator than pz) is approximated by the great-circle distance
between a point at latitude
ql – +ez(pl – @z) cm2 *(PI + 92)
and a point at latitude
V2

+ *e’ (P1 – p,) cos’ *(fol + p,)

on a sphere of radius
E
<l

– e’ sin’ *(PI + pz)’

1See W. D. Lambert, “Effects of Variations in the .4ssumed Fizure of the Earth
on the Mapping of a La~ge Area,” U.S. Coast and Geodetic Survey, >pecial Pub. 100,
p,16, 1924.
‘ J. F. Hayford, “ The Figure of the Earth and Isostasy,” U.S. Coast and Geodetic
Survey, p. 88, 1909;F. G. Watson, “Computation of LoranLattice Points,” RL Loran
SystemReport No. 23, p. 1, 1942.
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where E is the equatorial radius of the earth and e is the eccentricity of a
meridian section.
It was found that this approximation was not sufficiently close in some latitudes and orientations of points, so a second
method of computation, independently originated by Andoyerl and by
Lambert,2 has been generally adopted for computing Loran distances.
In this method the great-circle distance is computed on a sphere of radius
equal to the earth’s equatorial radius E, between points having the same
longitudes and latitudes on the sphere aa on the earth. Then a small
correction is applied to this distance to reduce it to its true value.
If u is
the great-circle distance in radians, the true distance .s in linear units is
given by
s=

Eu+8s,
3sin u-u
sinz ~ (w+P2) COS2; (n – 92)
[ COS* *U
_3sinu+u
COS2~ (PI + 92) sinz ~ (Pl — P2) .
sin2 +U
1 1

6s = ; (1 – VE’)

(1)

Since $s is quite small, never exceeding two-thirds of 1 per cent of s, it is
convenient and precise enough to find it from tablesa or graphically.’
The last equation of (1) may be titten
$s = p(sin @l + sin @2)2 – q(sin +1 – sin &)z,
P=~(l–<’2)3Sinu–u,

COS2*V

q=~(l–<~)ssinv+v.

sin2 *V

(2)
I

The factors p and q are tabulated against v in the Hydrographic Office
report mentioned.
The computation may be made with a slide rule.
The equations may also be written k the form

‘=El+ZU
()
6s

g=(l–vl-

~z)

(1 – A) sinz ~ (@l + 02)

(3)

[
– (2 – Ei)r’ Cos’ ; (41 + 02)
1

= C sin’ 4(41 +

42)

–

D COS2~($,

+

@,),

where r = (@l — @/v,
which is practically equivalent to the cosine of
1M. H. Andoyer, “Formule dormant fo lqueur de b geodesique, etc.,” Bull.
Geodeeique, 34, 77 (1932).
z W. D. Lambert, “The Distance between Two Widely SeparatedPoints on the
Acad. Sci., S!4, 125 (1942).
Surface of the Earth,” Jour. Washirwton
s HydrographicOffice,IJ.S.Navy, LoranTechnical Report No. 3, 1945.
t B, W. Sitterlyand J. A. Pierce,“Simple Computationof Distanceon the Earth’s
Surface,” RL Report No. 582, 1944.
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the “average” true bearing along the great circle whose length is u, and
A aud B are small quantities, functions of r and a. A rather simple
nomogram may be constructed, for reading the coefficient Ii’[l + (ds/Eu)]
directly, against the three arguments ~(qi + PZ), r, and u, to a precision
better than 1/100,000 of a, or against the two arguments 4(w i- d and
r, to a precision of about 100 ft. at distances less than 1000 miles. The
nomogram is described and examples given in the Radiation Laboratory
report mentioned.
The quantity E[l + (6s/Eu)] may be regarded as
the “effective radius of curvature” of the arc u.
In all these methods, the great-circle distance u is calculated by one
of the standard formulas
cos u = sin VI sin 4V + cos ql cos P2 cos Ah,
hav u = hav (PI – p,) + cos p, cos p~ hav AA,
hav a = hav AA hav [180° – (m + p,)]
+ hav (180° – AA) hav (P1 – p,),

(4)
(5)
(6)

where AX is the difference between the longitudes of the points and hav u
(the haversine of u) is sinz *u. Since u is usually less than 20°, seven
significant figures are required to determine it to 1“ (100 ft. ) from its
But, if a calculating
cosine, five figures to determine it from its haversine.
machine is used, seven figures are not much more troublesome than five,
while the five-place tables of haversines included in most collections of
nautical tablesl give only three or even two significant figures in the
natural values for small angles, since the first two or three decimals are
zero. Five-figure tables giving one million times the haversine, between
~ = 0°10” and ~ = z5”o0’, were prepared in 1944 at the Radiation Laboratory’ for the solution of Eq. (6). This form of solution has been found
If u is less than 2°, the direct formulaa
convenient and rapid.
s =

v’[jI(qI –

92)]2 + (jz AA)2

(7)

is sufficiently accurate.

Here jl = R sin 1’, jz = N cos +(VI + w) sin 1’,
where R is the radius of curvature along the meridian and N the radius of
curvature perpendicular to the meridian, at latitude i(pl + w2). The
differences (PI – P*) and AA are expressed in minutes of arc, and the
linear unit of s will be that of R and N. Tables of jl and fz are given in
the references the linear unit being the light-microsecond.
Tables of
R and N appear in standard geodetic texts.
The small error in s which results from the use of the approximate
correction 6s may be made still smaller by using the parametric or reduced
latitudes of the two end points, instead of the geographical latitudes, in
I For example, in the American Practiccat Naoigator, Hydrographic Office, U.S.
Navy, Publication No. ‘J,revisedevery few years.
z I‘Manual of Proceduresfor Mobile Charting Units, Air Transportablebran
System,” RL Report No. M-183, 1945.
sHydrographicOffice, U.S. Navy, Loran Technical Report No. 3, 1945.
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Eqs. (1) to (6) inclusive.
In this caae the second equation of (1) is
modified by substituting sin u for 3 sin u in both the bracketed terms.
This substitution alters the values of p and q in Eq. (2), making p negative
and very small and about halving q. In Eq. (3), 1 – A is to be replaced
by – A’ and 2 – B by 1 – B’, where A’ and B’ are small quantities
slightly different from A and B. The parametric latitude, which we
may denote here by 8, is defined by the relation
tan 0 = ~=

tan @,

According to examples worked out
1#1being the geographical latitude.
by Lambert, use of the parametric latitude reduces the error of the
approximation by about half.
Over a small area the surface of the earth is very nearly a plane.
Along a narrow strip it approximates closely a cylindrical or conical surface which may be developed into a plane. In so far as this approximation holds, the earth may be represented truly to scale by a chart, and
distances directly measured between charted points.
If one light-microsecond on the earth is equivalent to k mm. on the chart, the point on the
earth where u = SB— SAwill correspond to the point on the chart where
a circle, described about the slave station with radius ksB, intersects a
circle described about the master station with radius ks*. If a family of
such circles be described about each station and those intersections
between the families selected, for which the difference (ks, – ks~ = kv)
has a constant value, the curve passing through these intersections on the
chart will represent the Loran line (T = v + /3+ 6) on the earth. This
technique has been used in constructing preliminary charts when the
utmost rapidity in production was demanded.
The Plane Approxima6s2. Equations for a Loran Line of Position.
tion.—For navigational purposes, the form of the earth may be taken to
be spheroidal.
No direct expression for the coordinates of a line of constant difference of distance on a spheroid has been developed as far as
the writer is aware. But to the extent that a portion of the surface of the
earth approximates a plane, a Loran line approximates a plane hyperbola,
with its foci at the two transmitting stations.
Three simple equations
for the plane hyperbola are the central equation in rectangular and in
polar coordinates, with origin midway between the foci, and the polar
equation with origin at a focus.
These are, respectively,
~z

=

a2Y2 + az)

~z — az
p

=

az(cz

— az)

(8)

Cz COS2 e — a 2’
~2 —

a2

r=
Ccose+a’

I
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where 2C is the distance between the foci and c/a the eccentricity of a
hyperbola, z is taken parallel to and y perpendicular to the line connecting
the foci (baseline), and o is zero when r coincides with this line. When
y = O, z = a. To distinguish the two branches of the hyperbola of
eccentricity cia, which correspond to different values of T, z and a are
considered positive on the side of the center line (y-axis) on which the
master station lies, negative on the other, co that a has the sign of U. In
the denominator of the last equation the upper sign is applied to a if the
origin of polar coordinates is taken at the master station, the lower if it is
at the slave station.
The constants a and c in Eq. (8) are related to the constants v and o
of a Loran line by the relations
c=—,k~
2

a=—,kv
2

(9)

where k is the length of a light-microsecond in the linear units in which
z, y, and r are expressed.
By means of Eqs. (9) and (8) the lines of a
Loran family may be plotted by points upon a chart on which the appropriate coordinate grid, properly centered and oriented, has been constructed.
The rectangular equation is the best for this purpose, because
rectangular coordinates are easier to lay out than polar. The Hydrographic Office has published a tablel giving z with arguments a and y, for
a ~ 0.75, and y with arguments a and x, for a ~ 0.70. The unit of
length is c; the interval in a is 0.001; and the tabulated coordinate is given
to four decimal places. There are also instruments for tracing plane
hyperbolas mechanically, without calculation, tables, or constructed
grids; one of these is described in Sec. 6.6.
The plotted lines on the chart will depart from the course of the actual
lines on the earth to the extent .to which the chart projection distorts the
earth’s surface in representing it on a plane. This distortion is small
enough in the case of the azimuthal and conic projections, within certain
limits, so that corrections may be determined and applied to the plane
them to fit the other features of the chart.
hyperbolas, “warping”
Distortion in the Mercator projection is too great to be corrected in this
way, except in regions near the equator.
In theo~, it should be possible to express the coordinates of Eq. (8)
in terms of latitude and longitude on the chart, by an algebraic transformation, since meridians and parallels on the chart form a plane
coordinate grid. Such a transformation is practicable in the case of
projections on which parallels and meridians are represented by a grid
of straight lines, circles, or both; for others it is not. In all cases, graphi1HydrographicOffice,U.S. Navy, “Tables for the Constructionof Plane Hyperbolas,” H.O. Misc. 11,486 (1944).
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cal construction is quicker and accurate enough for charting, while
determination of exact general formulas to correct the plane hyperbolas
for the terrestrial curvature and the form of the projection is not practicable. Approximate correction may be made by computing true Loran
readings at selected points on the earth and adjusting the hyperbolas so
that they will indicate these readings at the corresponding points on the
chart.
The Spherical Approzimution.-A
region of the terrestrial spheroid as
large as the service area of a Low Frequency Lomn triplet departs far
from a plane surface, but it may be rather closely represented by a
spherical surface. Loran lines on this surface are spherical hyperbolas.
The first two equations below are, respectively, the central equation of a
spherical hyperbola in spherical rectangular and in spherical polar coordinates; the last two are different forms of the spherical polar equation
with origin at a focus.
\
sin2 a COS2c
sinz y + sinz a,
sinz c — sinz a
tan2 ~ = tanz a (sin2 c – sin2 a)
sin2 c cosz O — sinz a ‘
sinz c — sinz a
tanr=
sm c cos c cos 6 ~ sin a cos a
cos 2a — cos 2C
—
sin 2%cos 0 + sin 2a’
tanj ~ ~ = sin (c f a) sin [r – (c : a)]
sin (c T a) sin [7 + (c f a)]’
2
sin~ z =

(lo)

where a, c, x, y, and T are spherical arcs. Here y is the spherical distance
of a point of the hyperbola from the baseline (which is the great circle
passing through the foci), that is, the arc intercepted bet]veen baseline
and point, on a great circle that passes through the point and the poles of
the baseline.
Similarly, z is the spherical distance of the point from the
center line (which is the great circle passing through the poles of the
baseline and midway between the foci).
The origin for the first two
equations is the intersection of baseline and center line; for the third and
fourth, one of the foci; and 0 is zero when T extends from this fecus toward
the other one, along the baseline. The first equation might have several
other forms, since ‘{spherical rectangular coordinates” may be chosen in
several ways. The signs are taken in the same way as in ‘13q. (8).
Conversion from the coordinates of Eq. (10) to geographical longitude
x and latitude p may be effected by standard transformation formulas of
spherical analytic geometry or trigonometry.
Convenient forms of these
are given in Sec. 6.7 below [Eqs. (16) to (18)].
On a spherical earth of
radius E, a series of points X, p, computed by Eq. (10) and the trans-
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formation formulas, along a hyperbola specified by constants c and a, will
define a Loran line for which

where E is the equatorial radius of the actual earth expressed in Lightmicroseconds, a and c are expressed in radians, and 6 is the coding delay.
The longitudes and latitudes of the stations determine c, and a may then
be chosen so that T’ shall have any desired value.
If the same series of points A, p are transferred to the spheroidal earth,
the lengths of all the great-circle distances will be changed, so that
instead of B’, v’, and T’ we will have
P = 2Ec + Ac,
v = 2Ea + Aa,
T=/?+d+v
=2E(c+a)+6+Ac+

Aa.

I

(12)

Here Ac is the Lambert correction to the baseline, defined by Eq. (1)
with u = 2c, and Aa is the difference between the Lambert corrections to
the distances from the point X to the two stations.
The correction ACis
constant for all the points, but Aa is not; consequently T is different for
different points.
Near each point, however, there will be another point
k’, q’, at which the time difference has the constant chosen value T’.
Since the quantities Ac and Aa are smaU enough to be treated as infinitesimals to the accuracy required in Loran computations, the distance D
from p to p’ will be in light-microseconds
D = ~ csc ~~ (Ac + Aa) = w (Ac + As),

(13)

~ being the angle at A, p between the directions to the two stations.
The direction AD from A, p to h’, p’ will be perpendicular to the line connecting neighboring points of the series A, p and will extend in the direction of decreasing T (toward the slave station) if Ac + Aa is positive, in
the opposite direction if it is negative.
Formulas for computing D and
AD are developed in Sec. 6.7.
When these have been found for each
point X, q, the coordinates of the corresponding point x’, q’ are given by
h’ = X ~ 0.162D sin AD sec p,
9’ = ~ + 0.162D cos AD.

1

(14)

A. is measured from the north through the east, and the upper sign in the
first equation is used if the longitude is east, the lower if it is west. The
factor 0.162 converts D to minutes of arc. At the points A’, p’ on the
earth, the time difference is T’. A line drawn through these points is
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the desired Loran line. It practically coincides with the line drawn
through the points A, p near the baseline and diverges from it as distance
from the stations increases.
The divergence is greatest if the baseline is
long, lies in middle latitudes, and runs nearly north and south, and if w is
large. Over most of the ground-wave service area of an average standard
Lorsm pair, it is less than a mile.
6.3. The Three Basic Methods of Computation.-Basically,
the
The
course of Loran lines of position may be determined in three ways.
first may be called the inverse method. An array of regularly spaced
points on the earth is chosen (for example, every whole degree in latitude
and in longitude) over a service area. The distances on the earth from
the transmitting stations to each of these points are computed, then the
difference between each pair of distances, and the corresponding value of
T. The resulting nonintegral values of T are tabulated against the
corresponding integral values of latitude and longitude, and from this
table another table, of integral values of T against nonintegral values of
latitude and longitude, is obtained by inverse interpolation.
Points
having the same T lie on the same Loran line. This is the standard
method used by the Hydrographic Office of the U.S. Navy in preparing
Loran charts and tables (see Appendix A.) It was developed under the
direction of F. G. Watson, first as staff member of the MIT Radiation
Laboratory and from 1943 to 1946 as Lieutenant and Lieutenant Commander in the U.S. Navy.
In these,
The second and third methods may be called direct methods.
the earth is first assumed to be plane or spherical, the constants of the
hyperbolas corresponding to desired values of T are calculated, and the
equations solved for the rectangular or polar coordinates of points on
the hyperbolas.
Then transformation to geographical coordinates and
correction for departure of the surface of the earth from plane or spherical
form are effected.
The plane approximation is used in the second
method.
Rectangular coordinates are laid down on a chart, and the
plane hyperbolas plotted by points.
Since the geographic grid of meridians and parallels is shown on the chart and the rectangular grid superposed on it, no transformation by calculation is necessary.
To correct
the hyperbolas for the chart distortion, the accurate distances on the earth
from the stations to chosen points and the resulting values of T are
computed.
The differences between these computed T’s and those read
from the plane hyperbolas are found and reduced to zero by shifting the
hyperbolas.
This method has been used by the LT.S. Coast Guard and
Army Air Forces for drawing preliminary Loran charts, where the required
accuracy was not the highest but production of charts in the shortest
possible time was desired.
In the third method the spherical approximation is used. Constants
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of the spherical hyperbolas are calculated.
The spherical rectangular
or polar coordinates of points on these hyperbolas are computed, and
latitude and longitude obtained by means of the transformation equations.
The latitudes and longitudes are then corrected for the spheroidal form
of the earth (from A, p to X’, p’), and the corrected coordinates plotted
This method has
or interpolated to integral values for Loran tables.
never been employed in the construction of actual charts.
Mathematically it is the most elegant, but it lacks the simplicity of the first method.
Its practicability depends upon rapid and easy determination of the
necessary large number of small corrections.
If suitable tables or graphs
of these were prepared, the amount of computation in the third method
could be made comparable to that in the first.
6.4. The Standard Inverse Method. -At the end of 1945 the Hydrographic 05ce had published approximately 2* million Loran charts, and
Loran tables for about 50 pairs of stations.
Computations for all of
these were made by the inverse method.
The first step in the procedure is to select the points for which distances to the stations are calculated.
It is convenient to take these at the
intersections of all meridians, the longitudes of which are whole degrees,
with all whole-degree parallels of latitude.
N-ear the stations and the
baseline extensions it is necessary to take half-degree or quarter-degree
points, because the curvature or the change of spacing of lines is too rapid
for interpolation over degree intervals unless differences above the second
The number of points included within the skyare taken into account.
wave service area of a pair of island stations, with oversea coverage on all
sides, is generally between 1000 and 2000.
The second step is to compute the distances s, and s. from each point
to the stations, to take the differences SB – S* = o (in light-microseconds),
and to obtain corresponding values of 7’ by Eq. (3.4).
The spherical
arcs u are calculated by Eq. (4), and the corrections 6s by Eq. (2). The
Hydrographic Office computers use the parametric latitudes in these
Other
calculations, converting from geographical latitudes by tables.
special tables give Em, p, and q directly in microseconds with argument
cos u. The baseline length @ in microseconds is computed by the same
process.
The T’s obtained are ground-wave time differences, but they
are determined for points all over the sky-wave area as well as for those
within ground wave range. Loran lines representing sky-wave time
differences are not shown on Hydrographic Office charts.
Instead, the
sky-wave corrections are given in regions where sky waves are used.
The sky-wave correction C at a point is the difference of the transmission delays, E* — EB [Eq. (3.5)], and E is a function of s, determined
by observation (Sec. 5.3) and embodied in a curve (Fig. 5.10) or a table
with s as argument.
When S~ and S, have been found as described
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above, EA and En are read from the table, and their difference C taken,
if both distances exceed 250 miles (the inner limit for reliable sky wave
timing).
Since C is a function of s. and SB together, it may also be read
directly from a double-entry table, graph, or nomogram, against the two
values of s.
,1’he third step is to tabulate T against the argument k (longitude of
each point) along parallels of latitude or against the argument p (latitude
The former tabulation is made over
of each point) along meridians.
areas in which the Loran lines intersect the parallels more nearly at right
angles than they do the meridians, the latter tabulation if the reverse is
the case. Where the angles are nearly equal, values of T are tabulated
both ways. Then the first, second, and third differences of the T’s are
taken.
The result of the third step is a series of tables of the following form:

where the argument is A and p is constant, or of a similar form with
argument q and constant A. The differences A follow the usual notation.
The T’s have nonintegral values, whereas the A’S are whole degrees or
simple submultiple, having the constant difference w
The fourth step is to choose values T= that are multiples or simple
submultiple of 100 psec and to interpolate for corresponding values A,.
Everett’s central-difference formula inverted ] is used, carried to second
differences only.
(The third differences in the table above are taken only
as a means for detecting errors. ) Assume that T. is between TOand T1,
and let
A:
#_
g,,
~
m=— T= – T,
=1–m,
~1 = &’
A,
AO ‘
n
E’(m) = b (1 – m) (1 + m),
=*m(l-rn)
(2m).
i’(n)
= % (1 –n)(l+7z)
The formula for A=is then
k= = XO+ w[m + @P(n)

+ ~E2(m)].

(15)

(Note that the superscript 2’s do not indicate squares.)
Davis gives a table2 of values of Ez.
1H. T. Davis, Tables Ojth H~Asr itfdh.emdird Functions, Vol. I, Bloomington,
Ind., 1933,p. 82.
; Davis, op. cit., Table D, p. 126.
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Fourth differences can be taken into account by adding two more
terms to the Everett formula, but it is better to make u small enough so
that A4 is negligible.
In regions where the higher differences of T are
not small in comparison with the first difference, inverse interpolation is
not feasible.
This is true close to the baseline extensions.
But, if, instead
of T, ~T – C!be taken as the tabulated function in the neighborhood of
the extension behind the slave station and V(2P + 6) – T in the
neighborhood of the extension behind the master, the differences of these
quantities will generally be found quite tractable.
Tabulations of h=with argument T. along the parallels and of ~= with
argument T% along the meridians, within the service area of a pair of
stations, make up a Loran table for the pair. As mentioned in Sec. 3.9,
these tables are published by the Hydrographic Office for the convenience
of navigators who desire to lay down Loran lines of position, along with
celestial lines of position and those obtained by radio bearings, upon
standard navigation charts.
The fifth step is to plot the points of the Loran tables upon charts, by
means of the graduated geographical grid of meridians and parallels that
appears on the charts, and to draw the Loran lines by passing a smooth
curve through each set of points T= = constant.
The standard Hydrographic Office Loran charts are on the Mercator projection.
In addition
to the rectangular geographical grid they show the principal features of
the terrain in simple outline, with importmt seaports and airfields and
selected navigational aids, in an unobtrusive background tone. Families
of Loran lines generated by two or more pairs of stations will extend over
all areas in which Loran fixes can be obtained.
The different families
are dktinguished by different colors on the charts. The interval in T
between lines is 20, 50, or 100 psec, depending upon the spreading of the
lines (values of w) and upon the scale of the chart. The chart scales vary
from’ 1 in. = 14 nautical miles to 1 in. = 70 nautical miles (approximately 1/1,000,000 to 1/5,000,000).
Values of the sky-wave correction C at all points where x and p are
whole degrees are given aa part of the Loran tables and are shown on the
charts as small figures close to the intersections of the meridians and
parallels. The correction for each pair is printed in the color used for
the lines of that pair.
The COaat Guard
6.6. The Direct Method, Using Plane Hyperbolas.
Method.-During
the “island-hopping”
stage of the war in the Pacific,
when Loran stations were being set up and put into operation as rapidly
as possible, “Mobile Charting Elements” of the Coast Guard were sent
forward into the area of operations and produced temporary Loran charts,
to be used until charts of standard form could be sent from the United
f3tates over the long shipping routes. These temporary charts were prc-
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pared by plotting plane hyperbolas on special geographical grids, correcting the hyperbolas for chart distortions, drawing in coast lines, location
of navigation aids, etc., and reproducing the grids photographically by
the Ozalid process.
Details of procedure are given in a Coast Guard
Manual.’
The geographical grids were on transparent sheets of vinylite.
These
showed meridians and parallels at intervals of 1°, on a scale of 1/2,000,000.
The projection was the Lambert conformal conic with two standard
parallels, the same that is used in the Civil Aeronautics Authority and
U.S. Army aeronautical charts.
In this projection the distortion is small
over regions between or near the standard parallels, so that Loran lines on
the chart have nearly the form of plane hyperbolas.
The parallels are
shown as concentric circles; the meridians as straight lines radiating from
the common center of the parallels; directions around any point are
represented truly; and great circles appear as nearly straight lines if not
carried too far from the standard ~arallels.
With the geographical grids was used another grid of rectangular
coordinates, also on vinylite.
The stations of a Loran pair were plotted
on the geographical grid, and this was placed over the rectangular grid,
so that the z-axis of the latter passed through the stations and the y-axis
was midway between them.
If the z-coordinates of the stations, in units
of the grid, are f c (the positive sign being given to the master station),
the inverse eccentricity a/c of the hyperbola representing time difference
T is given by
a
z’-(fl+a)
—=
c
P
[from Eqs. (3.4) and (6.9)], and the coordinates z, y of points on the
hyperbola are defined by the first of Eq. (6.8).
In practice, z and y were
obtained from the” Tables of Plane Hyperbola”
(see footnote, page 174),
the tables being entered with the argument: tabular a = [2’ – (B + t3)]/@
(since c = 1 in the tables).
The baseline distance B in microseconds
was calculated by the accurate formulas (4) and (2). The pairs of values
Z, Y given by the table were multiplied by c and then plotted, by means of
the rectangular grid, on the vinylite sheet bearing the geographical grid.
If there were no distortion, the family of hyperbolas thus plotted
would be a Loran chart.
It would only remain to remove the rectangular
grid, to draw in coast lines and other features of the terrain, and to make
prints from the vinylite sheet. But distortion is not negligible even on
the Lambert projection, except over smafl regions and nearly midway
between the standard parallels; and, even if it were, a procedure to check
the plotted hyperbolas is desirable.
The procedure devised for checking
1U.S. Chat Guard, “ Mobile Loran Monitor Charting Element,” Manual of
MeihodsandProcedure, with Addenda Nos. 1, 2, 1944, 1945.
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and correction made use of a set of “Loran Grid Tables” computed for
the purpose by the Hydrographic Office. Each of these tables gave the
distance in microseconds (called d) and the azimuth in degrees and tenths
(called A) from a center point, the latitude of which was a given whole
number of degrees, to every other point within 1500 nautical miles, the
latitude and longitude of which differed from that of the center point by a
whole number of degrees. These tables were the counterpart, for the
spheroidal earth, of the well-known celestial navigation tables H.O.
No. 214 and H.O. No. 218. With these tables the true distances, and
therefore v and T, for every intersection on the geographical grid of the
chart could be read directly from the tables, if the stations were located
at such intersections.
In actuality, a station might be as much as 40
nautical miles from the nearest center point, and every distance had to
be corrected for the amount and direction of this offset, by a graphical
method described elsewhere. *
In this way true values of T for intersections of meridians and parallels
of the vinylite chart were obtained and compared with chart values,
found by interpolation between the plane hyperbolas.
The differences,
due to the distortion, were indicated on the vinylite, and the plane
hyperbolas shifted by freehand sketching so as to make the interpolated
v~ues agree with those from the tables.
The original hyperbolas were
erased, the geographical detail sketched in and necessary labels and text
supplied; then Ozalid prints were made from the sheet to serve as charts.
The MI T-AAF Method.-The
MIT Radiation Laboratory and the
Army Air Forces worked out a charting procedure for use wi~h the Air
The method is described in detail in
Transportable Loran system.
MIT Radiation Laboratory Report No. M-183 (footnote, Sec. 6“1,
page 172). It was similar in its main features to that of the Coast Guard
and used the same Tables of Hyperbola
and Grid Tables but differed
in several details.
No special grids were employed.
Each chart was
drawn on tracing paper spread over a standard AAF chart of the region
covered (Lambert projection, wale usually 1/1,000,000).
The chart
furnished the geographical grid, and the rectangular grid was drawn on
the tracing paper, its meshes spaced to make the unit of x and y equal to
half the distance between the plotted stations, so that c was unity and
coordinates of the hyperbol~ could be plotted as read from the tab!es.
Plotting was not done, however, ,until after the corrections for distortion were determined.
These were obtained in the form of small quantities Q to be added to the a’s and subtracted from the Z’S of the plane
hyperbol~, bending them into approximate conformity with the distortion. The first step of the corrective process was to choose a dozen
points or so, taken for convenience at int.emectiona of the lines of the
I U.S. HydrographicOffice,“Graphical Methods,” LaranTechnicalReport No. 1,
1944.
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rectangular grid and forming a ring around the baseline near the margin
of the chart.
For each of these points the distances to the stations over
the earth were computed by Eq. (6) and the nomogram embodying Eq.
(3). The difference v was found and divided by D, giving the inverse
eccentricity a of the plane hyperbola that would pass through the point
if the chart truly represented the earth. With this value of a, the Table
of Hyperbola was entered and rectangular coordinates for the point were
obtained.
Any distortion would then appear as a discrepancy between
these tabular coordinates and the actual grid coordinates.
The second step was to find the correction to a that would change the
curvature of the plane hyperbola so that it would pass through the chosen
point. The correction, denoted by Q, is a function of the discrepancy
and of the geometrical factor w at the point (given accurately enough
by the tabular difference for consecutive a’s in the Table of Hyperbola).
The functional relation is developed in detail in Report M-183.
Q was
found by a slide-rule computation for each of the chosen points.
Then
the values of Q were plotted against corresponding values of a on crosesection paper, and a smooth curve drawn through the plotted points.
From this curve Q might be read for values of a between those chosen,
assuming that the distortion varied smoothly.
The third step was to take from this curve a value of Q for every u
that represented a desired value of T and to enter the Table of Hyperbolas
with argument (a + Q) instead of a, obtaining a series of pairs of coordinates x, y. Then Q was subtracted from each of the z’s, and the points
(z – Q), y were plotted on the chart. In effect, this process amounted
to choosing, instead of the hyperbola a, a neighboring hyperbola (a + Q)
of suitable curvature and shifting it back into the place of the first
hyperbola.
This corrective procedure had the advantage that no “uncorrected”
hyperbola were actually drawn and then erased. But it was a firstorder approximation, sufficient ordy if the distortion was small, which
wm generally the case over the chart sheets adjacent to the baseline.
For outlying chart sheets, the entire method of charting waa different.
The inverse method of Sec. 6“4 was used, but the distances were obtained
by means of the Loran Grid Tables, with a nomographic method of correction for station offsets, and the inverse interpolation wea done graphically, by plotting and reading curves.
As in the caae of mess near the
baseline, the Loran lines were drawn on tracing paper laid over standard
charts, but no rectangular grid was constructed, since the latitudes and
longitudes were read from the interpolating curves.
other features of the chart were
After the Loran lines were drawn,
traced in, and photographic reproductions of the tracing were made by
the Portagraph proceea.
Neither of the plane hyperbola methods has been extensively used.
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They were devised to enable small charting units, located in isolated
regions and supplied with limited equipment, to produce usably accurate
Loran charts quickly, and under normal conditions these limitations are
absent.
The outlines above describe the procedures as they were
planned.
In actual use, various modifications were forced by unantici-

1

~-IG.6 1.—Loran chart of a fictitious instal.
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pated conditions or suggested by experience.
For example, the entire
AAF procedure was set up for use with charts on the Lambert conformal
projection, scale 1/1,000,000, covering areas about 4° by 6°. When the
AAF charting units were required to produce single charts covering four
times this area, at half this scale, and charts on the Mercator projection,
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the method of correcting distortion had to be revised to deal with
greater departures from the plane approximation than had been expected.
That revisions of this sort were successfully improvised in the field was
owing to the intelligence and resourcefulness of the charting personnel,
both officers and men.
A chart of a fictitious Loran installation, prepared during training by
one of the AAF charting units, is reproduced as Fig, 6.1.
6.6. A Mechanical Tracer of Plane Hyperbolas. —Numerous instruments for tracing plane hyperbolas have been devised.
Some of these
depend upon the property that the distances from a point moving along
the hyperbola to a fixed point (focus) and to a fixed straight line (direcmix) bear a constant ratio, equal to the eccentricity.
Some depend on

E

FIG. 62.-Diagram

of the Hygraph,

the projective properties of the hyperbola.
The simplest devices make
use of the constant difference v between distances of points of the hyperbola from the foci. The Hygraph, a compact and accurate instrument
of this type, designed at the MIT Radiation Laboratory, will be described
briefly here. It was tested for use in drawing Loran charts by the method
of the plane approximation and found satisfactory when kept in proper
adjustment.
Its construction and operation are discussed in detail in
the Hygraph 1n8t?Y4ZtiOn Manual. 1
F@re
6“2 is a diagram of the essentials of the instrument.
A metal
bar EF carries three sliding parts, AA’, BB’, and D. A, A’, B, and B’
are swiveled bearings through which two cords run; D is a carriage that
holds a rotating drum upon which the cords may be wound.
On a
separate carriage S a stylus is mounted, and the ends of the cords are
attached to this carriage by means of rings centered on the stylus.
When
the drum is rotated, the two cords are pulled in together, so the equal
lengths of cords DA’AS and DB’BS remain equal as they diminish.
The
points A and B are placed over the stations on a chart. The difference
between the lengths A’D and B’D depends upon the position of the
1RL F&portNo. M-220, 1945.
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movable carriage D. Bince A’D is longer than B’D by just the same
amount that AS is shorter than BS (because the total lengths DS are
equal), the tierence BS – AS remains constant as the drum is turned,
and S describes a hyperbola having the stations as its foci.
On the bar EF is engraved a scale, the units of which are half microseconds on the scale of the chart, but numbered as whole microseconds
(so that the scale of the bar is half the scale of the chart); numbering is
in both directions.
The point A is to be set on the scale so that the index
attached to it reads 8 (the coding delay).
Then the bar is laid upon the
chart (over which tracing paper has been spread) so that A coincides with
the master station, and the point B is slid along the ecale and the bar
turned about A until B coincides with the slave station.
The index
attached to B will then read (20 + @. That is, the scale reading at each
The direction of
station is the time difference T at the other station.
numbering on the scale, from A to B, is the reverse of the true direction
on the chart, because D must be moved to the left to place Son the right.
Wkh this arrangement, when the carriage D is set on the scale so that the
index attached to it reads any chosen time difference T, the stylus S will
draw the hyperbola corresponding to T, as the drum is rotated.
Of course, since the cords must pull the stylus toward the bar, the
hyperbolas on the two sides of the baseline must be drawn separately,
the Hygraph being reversed in position on the chart between the two
operations.
In the preceding description it has been assumed that the scale
engraved on the Hygraph bar exactly matches the chart scale. If it
does not, let the ratio of Hygraph scale to chart scale be 213’/f?, instead
of 2. Then’if the index at A reads 6, the index at B will read (2j3’ + 6),
where P’ is the “H ygraph baseline length,” and to draw the hyperbola
corresponding to actual time difference 2’, the index at D must be set to
the value (LY/0) l“.
Absence of distortion was also assumed above.
If distortion exists,
it may be detected and adjust mcnt made by varying the Hygraph
described in Sec. 63, is
settings. The principle of the “Q-procedure,”
applied. First, the instrument is set up as above, and short sections of
hyperbolas drawn, for selected values of ?’, conveniently spaced.
On
these hyperbolas, points are chosen, their latitudes and longitudes read
from the chart, and true distances and true time differences T. computed,
as described in Sec. 6.3. Now, if we denote by q the equivalent of Q in
microseconds, it may be shown that
q = F(T

– TJ,

where F is a posit ivc fuct or bet wccn 1 und 2, u function of the distance
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Usually it
and direction of the point from the center of the baseline.
may be taken as 1, and in other cases it may be read from a small table.
For each point q is found, and a curve of g against T is plotted.
To set
the Hygraph to draw the corrected hyperbola T, the two station indices
A and i? are first shifted.
The master index A is moved from the reading
6 to the reading 6 + q, and the slave index B from reading 2@ + 6 to the
reading 2@ + 6 + q, q being taken from the curve with argument 7’.
Then the drum carriage index is set to read T + 2q instead of T. All
these shifts are in the same direction, from master to slave if q is positive.
As noted in Section 6:3, the Q method of correction is not generally
adequate over the entire service area of a Loran pair even if the most
advantageous chart projection is used. The Hygraph can be used, therefore, only over that part of the area which is fairly near the station.
But this is just the region where the standard inverse method is most
laborious, because of the sharp curvature of the hyperbolas.
So the
Hygraph may be found a useful tool in Loran charting, if used with
judgment, and in drawing charts for hyperbolic systems of short range it
should be particularly valuable.
Equations
Of
6,7. The Direct Method, Using Spherical Hyperbolas.
Tnznsjommztion.-The
formulas for a spherical hyperbola, Eq. ( 10) in
Sec. 6.2, give rectangular coordinates Z, y or polar coordinates ~, o of
points on the hyperbola.
The second and third of these four equations
will not be considered further here. If polar coordinates are to be used,
it is advantageous to place the origin at a focus, so that the radial coordinate r shall represent the length of one of the actual signal paths. The
origin is at a focus for both the third formula and the fourth, but the
latter leads to more symmetry and convenience in computation.
In
the discussion below, equations for polar coordinates are given in form to
be used with the fourth formula.
Equations of transformation from the rectangular coordinates to geographical coordinates A, p are
sinp=sin

sin (h – Ao) =

Xsinz+sin
sin Aosinz

Y siny
+ sin PO~ 1 – sin2 x – sin2 y,

—cos AOsiny
Cos q

(16)
1

where X, Y are the rectangular coordinates of the north geographical
pole, ko, POthe geographical coordinates of the origin and A, the azimuth
of the baseline, as defined below, These five quantities are determined
from the geographical coordinates k,, w,, and x,, p, of the foci having
rectangular coordinates + c, O and -c, O respectively, by the relations

)

,
,

‘
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sin A = * sin (Al – A2)c~g)
sinpo=sin

p2cosc+cos92
sin A

sin(xo-x2)=+sinc
Sin

AO =

sinccos

—
Cos @o’

sin
COS q7z —J
Cos

A,

1

(17)

A

po

sin X = cos AO cos PO,
sin Y = sin AO cos qo,
where A and A Oare the azimuths of Al, WI from ~z, W2and from XO,pti
respectively, measured from the north through the east, and the upper
signs are to be used in east longitude, the lower in west. The half-length
c of the baseline is computed by Eq. (4), (5), or (6), setting % = u.
Equations of transformation from polar to geographical coordinates

1
2
1
tan G = tan ~ a
tan F=tan–a

sin ~[(90°
.
am ~[(90°
Cos +[(90°
~oa ~[(900

–
–
–
–

140)+ ~]
PO) – T]’
Wo) + r]
PO) – ~1’

(18)

k=ho+F–

G,
sin r
Cos P = ‘ln a sin (X — Ao)’
In these equations the origin is at a focus, so that AOand wo are the geographical coordinates of that focus, and A o is equal to A as given by the
first equation of (17), with h = Ao, the longitude of the origin, and
Al, w denoting the coordinates .of the other focus.
The angle 8 is measured in the same direction as is A 0. The last equation of (18) is used
with the correction formulas discussed below. It gives the azimuth AD
from A, p to the corrected point A’, p’.
Formulas for Correction to the Spheroid.—As shown in Sec. 6.2 above,
the time difference T’ at a point with coordinates h, q on a spherical earth
is specified by Eq. (11). But on the actual spheroidal earth T’ is the
time difference, not at h, p, but at a near-by point h’, p’, of which the
dktance from h, p is D and the azimuth AD. D is given by Eq. (13) in
terms of three quantities: the Lambert correction Ac to the baseline, the
difference Aa of the Lambert corrections to the distances of the foci
(stations) from the point X, p, and the angle # between the directions of
the stations from the point.
The correction Ac may be computed by
Eq. (2), setting Ac = h, taking PI and pj as the latitudes of the stations,
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and obtaining the p and q functions from the tables or by calculation for
u=%.
The correction Aa is
Aa = & — ?&,
(19)
where 6SBand 68.4are the Lambert corrections computed by Eq. (2) for
the distances u~ and aA of the slave and master station, respectively, from
the point.
If A, p have been computed from focal polar coordinates r, 13,
uB=r+

2a,

(!Ma)

flA=T

with origin at the master station, or
u.q = T,

gA=r—

(20b)

P

with origin at the slave station.
If rectangular coordinates
used, the u’s may be computed by the formulas
cos u.4 = sin c sin z + cos c <l
UB=UA+2U.

– sinz z – sinz y, \

I

have been

/01\
(Al)

The angle ~ is given by
CSC2; # =

sin u~ sin (UA+ 2a)
sin (c + a) sin (c – a)

(22)

for use with rectangular coordinates, or
~sc2~t=
2

sin[r+(c*a)]sin[r
–(c~a)]+l
sin (c + a) sin (c – a)

(23)

In Eq. (23) r is the radial coordinate of
for use with polar coordinates.
the last equation of (10), and the double signs have the same meaning as
in that equation.
The two equations (for tan’ ~d and CSC’*v) are
conveniently used together, for the four sine factors are the same in both
equations.
To determine the corrected coordinates h’, p’ from the spherical
approximations A, q, we calculate Ac by Eq. (2), find UAand u. by (20)
or (21) and Aa by (2) and (19), and obtain CSC2W from (22) or (23).
D is then computed by Eq. (13). If polar coordinates have been used,
the azimuth AD in which D extends from h, P is found by the last equation
of (18), interpreting the double sign so that h’, p’ shall lie on the side of
the hyperbola on which the slave station lies when Ac + Aa is positive,
If rectangular
on the side of the master station when it is negative.
coordinates have been used, A Dis given to a sufficient approximation by
tan AD =

VW—V
(Aw – A) Cos q’

(24)
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where AW, QW are the longitude and latitude of the point next to A, p, on
the same hyperbola, to the westward.
Of the two opposite azimuths
given by Eq. (24) that one is chosen which locates X’, q’ in accordance
with the rule stated above.
Finally, X’ and # are determined by Eq. (14).
computation of a Loran line repreThe Complete G’omputution.-The
senting time difference Tt, generated by a pair of stations having the
geographical coordinates XI, PI and X2, W, may be recapitulated in three
steps. These will be enumerated first for the method using polar coordinates, since this is the simpler and more direct. The first step is the
calculation of constants for the whole family of lines, and those for the
particular line T’. For the family we obtain c by Eq. (4), (5), or (6),
/3’ by the first equation of (11), Ac by (2), and the azimuth A of the baseline by the first of (17). The true baseline length 13= j3’ + Ac should be
determined also. An advantageous arrangement of the points A, p may
be obtained by using each station as origin for those lines curving away
from it—the master station for negative values of u and a, and the slave
for positive values. There will then be two values of A, nearly opposite,
each of which serves as A o for half the family of lines, while ko and p~ are
the coordinates of one station for half the computations, and the other
for the rest. For a particular line T’ is chosen, and v’ and a obtained
from the last two equations of (11).
The second step is to choose values of r, and to compute corresponding
values of k and p. If the origin has been taken as stated above, the least
value of r (for 0 = O) is
r=c+lal.

By making the interval between successive values of r the same as that
between values of a for consecutive hyperbolas, the same numerical
quantities, functions of r and its combinations with a, will recur many
times in a set of computations, reducing the labor considerably.
For
each r, ~0 is determined by the last equation of (10), ~~ by (23), and A, ~,
Each angle will have two values, corresponding to
and AD by (18).
positive and negative values of the tangent and cosecant.
These rePresent points symmetrically placed on opposite sides of the baseline.
The
values of +9 and ~X having the same sign refer to the same point.
The last step is to determine Aa by Eqs. (20), (2), and (19), D by
Eq. (13), and A’ and p’ by Eq. (14). This step is time-consuming,
but since D is always small, three-figure accuracy in the computations is sufficient.
If tables of p and q and tables or nomograms of
(sin v, ~ sin PJ2 are used, Eq. (2) can be very rapidly solved to this
accuracy.
Over large parts of the service area, D and AD change slowly
and smoothly, and can be interpolated along the hyperbolas between
separated points.
When rectangular coordinates are used, the constants c, Ac, ~’, and @
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axe found as above, and AO,PO,X, and Y by Eq. (17). The coordinates
of the master station are AI, V1 in these equations.
T’ is chosen, and v’
and a determined as before. Then the quantities
sinz a
sinz a and sin2 ~ — s~2

a’

which are constant for a hyperbola, are computed to be used in the first
equation of (10). In the second step this equation gives values of z
corresponding to a and a series of chosen values of y. Two values of z,
both having the same sign as a, are obtained in each computation, one
for +y and one for – y. If a is between f~c, the same fairly widely
spaced values of g may be used along all the hyperbolas, but as a
approaches ~ c, the interval between y’s must become smaller and
smaller. For each point Z, y Eqs. (16) give A and q. For determination
of the corrections, u~ and Uflare computed by Eq. (21), AD by Eq. (24),
and ~# by Eq. (22). The last step is the same as for polar coordinates.
6.8. Factors Affecting the Correctness of Computed Loran Time
Differences.-Correspondence
between the time differences actually
observed over a Loran service area and those given by a Loran chart or
table depends upon the assumption of the correct velocity of signal
propagation, upon the holding of the correct coding delay by the slave
station, and upon the knowledge of the true latitudes and longitudes of
the transmitting stations, as well as upon accurate computations of the
Loran lines and accurate pulse matching.
Analysis of Loran operation
up to the present has given no evidence that the signal velocity over sea
differs from that stated in Chap. 5 and used in Hydrographic Office
computations.
Sufficient data have not yet been obtained to evaluate
the velocity over land. The land range of Standard Loran signals is
small, and there are no land baselines between permanent stations along
which velocity measurements could most readily be made. The effect of
a diminution of velocity upon the grid of Loran lines would be a shrinking
of the entire pattern, and a corresponding increase in the time difference
T at a fixed point on the earth, such that

T’–a=(T–

6):,
c

where T increases to T’ as the velocity c decreases to c’, and 6 is the coding
delay.
Existence of a proportionality of this sort between computed
and observed time differences would reveal an abnormal signal velocity
if this were uniform over the service area. But, if the velocity depended
on the local electrical characteristics of the surface (as it might more
plausibly do), the pattern of alteration of time differences might be very
complex.
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The operator of a slave station maintains the coding delay by keeping
the time difference between the pulse from the remote master transmitter
and that from his own adjacent antenna, as he observes them on his
oscilloscope, equal to & The powerful local signal is passed through the
attenuator, in order that it may appear equal in amplitude to the weak
signal from the dktant master; and if there are maladjustments in the
attenuating circuits, the local pulse may be deformed so that the apparent
delay may differ from the actual time between pulses by several microseconds. Such an error in timing will appear in all measured time
differences, as a constant increment to 2’, independent of the observer’s
location, and as such it may be recognized.
The sites of Loran stations are often in places remote from accurately
determined geodetic reference points, so that they cannot be tied in to
such points by triangulation.
The positions must be found by astronomical observations.
The instrument may be either the theodolite or the
prismatic astrolabe (also called the equiangulator).
Both are easily
portable, and either, in conjunction with a good timepiece and a radio
receiver, will give positions with an internal probable error of the order of
1 sec of arc (100 ft) or better, from a few nights’ work. With the theodolite, latitude and longitude are determined separately by meridian
observations of stars, by the methods set forth in standard geodetic
textbooks.
With the astrolabe, stars in all azimuths are observed at
altitude 60° (or 45° in some forms of the instrument).
The time at
which each star passes this altitude is determined and the line of position
computed by formulas similar to those used by the celestial navigator,
but with greater precision; the concurrence of lines of position from all
the stars gives the observer’s location.
Unfortunately, the internal probable error of a series of astronomical
observations is not a reliable measure of the accuracy of the resulting
position. In all such observations, the fundamental reference direction
is the direction of gravity, which ideally is normal to the spheroidal surface but actually may be inclined to the normal by a considerable fraction
of a minute of arc. This “station error, “ if not allowed for, will appear
in its full size as an error in the observed position and can be detected only
by triangulation or some equivalent method of comparing the positions
of different points. Loran is such a method, and station errors will affect
the Loran time differences; conversely, the errors may bc determined from
the deviations of observed time differences at accurately known positions
from their computed values.
At a given position of the observer, incorrect positions of the transmitting stations will affect three signal paths: that from each station to
the observer and that from the master M to slave S. These will all
combine to alter the observed time difference from its computed value.
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That is,
AT = At, – Atm+ A@,
where AT is the change in time difference, At the change in time of transmission from station to observer, and A/3 the change in time of transmission from master to slave, all in the sense, observed minus computed, and
taken as positive or negative according as the transmission time is
increawd or diminished.
Since an increase in tmdelays the beginning of
the interval T, itdecreases T and must be subtracted.
If D. and D~ denote the distance in microseconds from the position
of each station, as determined by observation, to its true position, it is
evident that At, is equal to the component of D, in the direction from S
opposite to the observer’s direction and similarly for At-, while A/3 is
equal to the component of D, in the direction along the baseline away
from 11, minus the component of D~ in the direction along the baseline
toward S.
Since each D may be specified by two quantities, either amount and
direct ion or rectangular components, observations of A 2’ at four known
points will determine the D’s.
If D: and D: denote the components of
the displacement of the slave station along and perpendicular to the
baseline respectively and D: and D: those of the master, the points of
observation may be so chosen that D:, D:’, D: and D: are determined
separately.
Let D: and Dj be counted positive in the direction from
master to slave. At Point 1 on the baseline, between the stations, D:
and D: do not enter into AT, At, = D;, At~ = –D~, A@ = D; – ~~;
consequently,
ATl = 2D~. At Point 2 on the extended baseline
behind the master station, D? and DC again have no effect
Aj3 = D: – D;, At. = D~, At~ = D~; consequently, AT, = 2(D: – D~)~
or ATl – ATZ = 2D~. At Point 3 on the perpendicular through the
slave station and near the station on the positive side, D: has no appreciable effect on AT, but AL = –D;, Atm = – D;, A~ = D: – D;.
Hence
AT3 = D: – D:’, or ~ATl — ATS = D:.
If the point is on the negative
simiside of the slave station, AT9 = D: + D~, or AT3 – ~ATl = D;’.
larly,

at Point

4 on the perpendicular

through

the master

station

and

the station, AT4 = 2D~ — D~j ~ D:, where the upper and lower
signs apply respectively to points on the positive and negative sides of the
master station.
on the positive side AT4 – 3(AT, + AT,) = D:; on
the negative, ~(ATl + AT2) – AT4 = D:.
At Point 5 on the extended
baseline behind the slave station, AT, is not affected by errors in the positions at all. Neither does an incorrect assumption as to the velocity of
propagation affect it. A discrepancy here, if not due to observational
error, must represent an incorrect delay held at the slave station.
Of course, observations at any four or more points, properly distributed, will determine the station displacements.
The theory of this
determination is discussed in Appendix D.
near
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TIMERS
BY R. H. WoonN’.41m ANII J. C. WIM.IAMS
7.1. General Requirements.—Thc
function of the Standard I.oran
timer is to control the synchronism of the pulsed transmissions of the
ground stations.
AS explained in Sec. 3.3, a master station transmits a
series of pulses at an accurately constant recurrence rate. The time
required for the signal to travel from the master station to the slave
station is designated as P. The transmission from the slave station is so
synchronized with that of the master station that the interval of time
(as observed at the slave station) between the reception of the signal
from the remote master station and the reception of the locally transmitted slave signal is equal to half the recurrence period L plus the coding
delay & The slave timer must be capable of measuring this interval of
time and maintaining this synchronism ~vith an error of less than 1 gsec.
The interval of time (as observed at the master sttition) between the
reception of the master signal and the reception of the slave signal is
(L/2) + 2~ + & Although the operator of the master timer does not
control the synchronism of the signals, he must be able to measure the
time difference between the two signals with an error of less than 1 psec.
If he observes that the synchronism is incorrect, he informs the slave
operator and warns navigators of this fact by blinking the locally transmitted signal.
The function of the timer in the Sky-wave Synchronized Loran system
is similar to the function of the Standard Loran timer except that since
the distance between master and slave stations in the SS system is
greater, the value of B is correspondingly greater. The same timing
The function of the Low Frequency
equipment is used for both systems.
timer is somewhat different and is dkcussed in Sec. 7.14. The Standard
Loran timer must be modified for use in the LF system.
Experience has indicated that in order to measure with the required
precision time differences between the relatively slow-rising pulses of
Standard and SS Loran, the presentation on the cathode-ray oscilloscope
should be such that one fast linear trace showing one pulse should appear
duectly above another fast linear trace showing the other pulse. The
timing of the traces must be adjustable so that the two pulses can be made
to appear on the fast traces and one pulse can be positioned directly
197
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above the other. The vertical spacing between the traces must be adjustable so that when the pulses are vertically aligned, the spacing can be
reduced to zero and one pulse thereby superimposed upon the other.
Furthermore, the relative amplitudes of the two pulses to be measured
(one from the remote transmitter and the other from the local) must be
adjustable so that they can be made equal.
Under this condition of
superposition the time difference between the initiations of the two fast
traces is equal to the time difference between the arrivals of the two pulses.
The time difference between the initiations of the fast traces is measured
by means of calibration markers derived from the blocking oscillators of
the divider chain.
The general requirements for the timer are that it shall be capable of
providing trigger pulses to the transmitter at any one of a number of
accurately constant, predetermined recurrence rates and that the trigger
pulses shall bear a precise, predetermined time relationship to the pulsed
signals received from a remote station.
The equipment, supplemented
by duplicate auxiliaries, must be capable of giving continuous service
24 hr. a day with the exception of negligible switch-over time. Appropriate monitoring facilities must be provided to permit operation as either
a master or a slave timer.
For satisfactory manual operation the slave timer must be capable of
precise adjustment in frequent y in relation to the master timer so that
one series of pulses drifts with respect to the other less than 1 ~sec in
5 to 10 min. For such precise adjustment, both master and slave timers
must have crystal oscillators that fluctuate in frequency less than 1 part
in 109 over short periods of time.
The timing circuits required for initiating the fast traces and triggering
the transmitter must be sufficiently flexible to cover continuously a wide
range of possible time differences between the reception of the pulse
from the remote station and the transmission of the local pulse. The
timing circuits and associated sweep circuits must be stable. The calibration markers must be sufficiently clear to permit easy counting of time
differences and su5ciently sharp to permit measurement with errors of
considerably less than 1 psec. It must be possible to check and adjust
these circuits during service without interfering with their operation.
The bandwidth of the receiver must be wide enough to allow the
pulse to rise rapidly for accurate timing and yet narrow enough to give
satisfactory signal-to-noise ratios under severe conditions of noise. It
has been found experimentafly that a 6-db bandwidth of 60 kc/see is a
good compromise value and that bandwidths between 40 and 100 kc/aec
are satisfactory.
The early models of the timer (Models A, B, and B-1) were composed
of the following units:
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1. Oscillator unit, consisting of a highly stable crystal oscillator and a
phase shifter.
2. Divider unit, consisting of divider circuits with feedback, locked
delay multivibrators for initiating fast traces, sweep generators,
calibration-marker circuits, an attenuator circuit of the relay type,
and a transmitter-trigger circuit.
3. Oscilloscope.
4. Receiver with amplitude-balance control.
5. Regulated power supply.
The later models (Models C, C-1, and UJ) have been improved in
several respects. The phase-shift capacitor of the oscillator is geared to
the frequency control in such a way that as it is rotated in maintaining
synchronism, the oscillator frequency is automatically adjusted to reduce
the rate of drift of the slave timer with respect to the master timer. The
locked delay multivibrators used to initiate the fast traces have been
replaced by selector circuits, each consisting of a delay multivibrator,
which generates a gate of adjustable delay, and a gate-pulse mixer that
permits the selecting of the highly stable pulses from the dividers for
triggering other selector circuits and the fast-sweep generator.
This
selector circuit haa the advantage that its adjustment can be checked
~~ithout interfering with the operation of the timer. The single oscilloscope has been replaced by a dual oscilloscope, one cathode-ray tube
displaying the two fast traces and the other displaying the complete
recurrence cycle on two slow traces. An additional oscilloscope is used
for checking the adjustment of the divider and selector circuits while
the timer is in service. A synchronizer automatically controls the frequency of the oscillator of the slave timer to maintain the prescribed time
difference between the reception of the remote signaf and the transmission
of the local signal.
The most recent version of the timer (Model UE1) haa been more
carefully engineered than the earlier models, but it has few fundamentally
new features.
Probably the most important innovation is a motordriven phase-shift capacitor that is geared to the frequency control of the
oscillator. The rotation of the phsse-shift capacitor is controlled by
the synchronizer.
The advantages of the mechanical coupling between
the synchronizer and the oscillator over the earlier electronic coupfing are
that the high stability of the oscillator is retained and the rate of drift
is reduced to a minimum by the operation of the geared frequency control.
As the rate of drift is reduced, the rate of phase compensation can be
reduced with the result that the synchronizer operates smoothly and
reliably under severe conditions of noise.
7.2. Tmer Models A, B, end B-l.—Models
A, B, and El are the
first three series of timers that were designed for the bran system.
A
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total of 56 timers of these types were constructed at the Radiation Laboratory and at Research Construction Company.
Since many of them are
still in active service in the North Atlantic chain, the Aleutians, and
many parts of the Pacific and probably will be for some time to come, it
seems desirable to give a general description of the Model B-1 timer (see
Fig. 7.1 ) in spite of its obsolescence.
Although the construction is somewhat crude, the fundamental design
is similar to that of the modern timers. The block diagram of the
Model B-1 timer and attenuator is shown in Fig. 7.2. As mentioned in
Sec. 7.1, one fast linear trace showing one pulse is presented on a cathoderay tube directly below another such trace showing the other pulse.
Since the local transmitter is triggered at the same instant that one fast
trace is initiated, the local pulse remains stationary.
The remote pulse
on the other fast trace drifts slowly to the right or to the left if the recurrence rate of the local timer differs slightly from the recurrence rate of
the remote timer.
In operation, at a slave station, the time difference
between the initiations of the two fast traces (one for the local pulse and
one for the remote pulse) is adjusted to a predetermined value. The
remote pulse is placed on its fast trace below the local pulse on its fast
trace. The recurrence rate of the local timer is then adjusted to the
recurrence rate of the remote master timer until the remote pulse ceases
to drift. By adjusting the phasing of the local timer, the remote pulse
is moved directly below the local pulse. The amplitudes of the local and
remote pulses are next equalized, and the vertical spacing between the
two traces is eliminated so that one pulse is superimposed on the other.
As long as they remain superimposed, the time difference between the
reception of the remote pulse and the transmission of the local pulse is
equal to the predetermined time difference between the initiations of the
two fast traces. This time difference between the initiations of the fast
traces is adjustable and is measured precisely by means of calibration
markers.
A slow-trace presentation is provided to aid the operator in placing
the remote pulse on the fast trace. It consists of two slow linear traces,
each of one-half the recurrence period, one placed below the other. The
duration and timing of the fast traces with respect to the slow-trace
pattern are indicated by pedestals on the slow-trace pattern.
The Loran technique for measuring time difference requires timing
equipment of high stability.
The only device with the required stability
is a crystal oscillator.
Accordingly, a 50-kc/see, X-cut quartz bar,
suspended in a thermostatically controlled oven, is used in the Model B-1
timer to control the oscillator frequency.
The circuit consists of an
amplifier, a phase inverter, and a resistance and lamp bridge which serves
as an automatic volume cent rol.
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FIC. 7.2,—Block diagram of Model B-1 timer.
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The phase-shift capacitor is a convenient device for precise shifting
of the phase of the timer. The voltages impressed on its four sets of
stator plates are mutually 90° out of phase. The phase of the voltage
induced on the rotor plates varies uniformly as the rotor is turned from
One complete turn shifts the phase
one set of stator plates to another.
of the output voltage one cycle (20 Ascc) with respect to the voltage from
In operation this causes the remote pulse to move along
the oscillator.
the trace a distance corresponding to 20 psec. Fractions or whole numbers of rotations produce proportional positive or negative shifts of phase.
The 50-kc/sec sine wave from the phase-shift capacitor must be
reduced in frequency to a pulse recurrence rate of approximately 25 pps.
Because of their greater precision, pulses of short duration are used instead
of sine waves. An amplifier that is rapidly driven from cutoff to saturation converts the 50-kc/sec sine waves to square waves which on differentiation become positive and negative pulses recurring every 20 .usec.
The pulse recurrence rate is reduced from 50,000 to 50 pps by a series of
A divider is a device that produces a single output pulse
four dividers.
It consists of a capacitor that
for a given whole number of input pukes.
is charged in steps by the input pulses acting through a double diode and
of a blocking oscillator that discharges the capacitor and produces an
output pulse when the voltage of the capacitor reaches a certain value.
The four dividers are arranged to divide by 5, 10, 5, and 4, which produces
series of pulses with recurrence periods of 100, 1000, 5000, and 20,000 ~sec
respectively.
The recurrence period of the last divider is one-half the
recurrence period required for Loran transmission.
The recurrence period is doubJed by a square-wave generator to give
the recurrence rate of 25 pps required for Loran transmission.
The
square wave is impressed on the vertical plates of the cathode-ray tube
to give the vertical displacement of the slow-trace presentation.
The
upper section of the square wave becomes the upper trace, and the lower
section becomes the lower trace. The spacing between the two traces is
adjustable.
Since several pairs of Loran transmitters must operate on a single radio
frequency, it is necessary that they transmit at slightly different recurrence rates to permit a navigator to distinguish the signals of one pair from
those of another and to obtain time-difference measurements from any
pair of transmitters.
The timing of each recurrence rate must be precise;
and, for the sake of economy, it is desirable that all recurrence rates be
derived from a single crystal oscillator.
Thk is accomplished by fee&g
a pulse from the square-wave generator back into the second divider in
If the
such a way that it charges the capacitor of the second divider.
charge from the square-wave generator is equivalent to a single charge
from the first divider, the capacitor of the second divider is diachar@
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after receiving 9 charges from the first divider instead of the normal 10
(in 900 ~sec instead of the normal 1000 ysec), and the final recurrence
period becomes 39,900 Wsec instead of the 40,000 usec with no feedback.
Similarly, if larger charges arc fed from the square-wave generator back
into the second divider, recurrence periods of 39,800, 39,700, 39,600,
39,500,39,400, and 39,300 Ysec can be obtained.
The corresponding eight
recurrence rates (numbered O to 7) are called “specific recurrence rates. ”
A second set of eight recurrence rates is obtained by adjusting the last
divider to divide by 3 instead of 4. The two different sets of recurrence
rates, approximately 33* and 25 pps, obtained by adjusting the last
divider are called the high and low, H and L, “basic recurrence rates.”
A coarse phase-shift control is required for quickly bringing the slave
timer into approximate synchronism with the remote master timer.
For this purpose pulses from the last divider are fed back into the first
divider through a push-button switch.
The oscillator, dividers, and square-wave generator produce the
required recurrence period, which is represented as two slow traces, one
below the other, on a cathode-ray tube. The relative timing and duration
of the fast traces are indicated by pedestals on the slow traces. The
receiver-output signals produce vertical deflections on the two traces and
show the relative timing of the signal from the remote station with respect
to the slow-trace pattern.
The location of the remote signal on the slow
trace can be adjusted by means of the coarse (feedback) and fine (phaseshift capacitor) phase controls.
The time difference between the initiations of the fast traces is adjusted
to equal the required time difference between the remote and local pulses.
At the slave station the remote (master) pulse must precede the local
(slave) pulse by half the recurrence period plus a small constant time
difference called the “coding delay.”
If necessary this delay can be
changed, according to a predetermined schedule, to confuse the enemy.
Thus the master pulse precedes the slave pulse over the entire coverage
At the master
area and so can be readily identified by the navigator.
station the local (master) pulse precedes the remote (slave) pulse by half
the recurrence period plus the coding delay plus twice the time required
for a radio wave to travel from one station to the other.
The required time differences are obtained from the -4-, B-, and
Cdelay multivibrators.
Since delay multivibrators are not sufficiently
stable to give long delays with the required precision, the A- and B-delay
multivibrators are locked by pulses from the second and first dividers
respectively.
The A-delay multivibrator gives delays that are multiples
of 1000 ysec and is adjustable from 1000 to 10,000 WRC. The B-delay
multivibrator gives delays that are multiples of 100 ~sec and is adjustable
from 300 to 2500 psec. The C-delay multivibrator is unlocked and is
variable continuously from 30 to 170 ysec.
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At the slave station the multivibratore are arranged so that the
A4elay multivibrator is triggered at the start of one slow trace. Tbia
multivibrator is adjusted to give a delay of 2000 -c
after which it triggers
the fast-sweep generator and the local transmitter.
The Bdelay multivibrator is triggered at the start of the other slow trace. It triggers the
Cdelay multivibrator which in turn triggera the fast-sweep generator.
The B- and Cdelay multivibrators are adjusted to place the master
pedestrd to the left of the slawe pedestal by a distance corresponding to
the coding delay.
At the master station the fast-sweep generator and the local transmitter are triggered at the start of the upper trace. The three delay
multivibrators are a&nged in series so that the Adelay multivibrator,
which is triggered at the start of the lower trace, tiiggers the Bdelay
multivibrator, which in turn triggers the Cdelay multivibrator.
The
C-delay multivibrator initiates the fast trace. Thus the time difference
between the initiations of the two fast traces is variable continuously
from a little more than 1000 KC to a little more than 10,000 ysec
With the proper time difference
(plus half the recurrence period).
(2P + 8 + L/2) between the initiations of the two fast traces, the operator at the master station should find the remote signal directly below the
If he does not, the signals are improperly
local signal on the fast traces.
synchronized, and he notifies the slave operator of this condition by
blinking his transmitter on and off.
For the precise measurement of the time difference between the initiations of the fast traces, calibration markers are displayed on the slow and
fast traces. Pulses from the pulse generator, the first divider, and the
second divider are mixed and impressed on the vertical plates of the
cathode-ray tube to form 20-, 100-, and 1000-@ec calibration markers.
By means of the 1000-Psec markers displayed on the slow traces, the
horizontal displacement of the lower pedestal to the right or left of the
upper pedestal is estimated to the nearest thousand microseconds.
On
f@ traces of approximately 1500-gsec duration, the displacement of the
1000-~sec markers on the lower trace with respect to those on the upper
Similarly, on
trace is estimated to the nearest hundred microseconds.
fast traces of approximately 150-~sec duration the displacement of the
20- and 100-~sec markers is estimated to the nearest microsecond.
MODEL C-1 TIMER
7.3. General Description of Timer Models C, C-1, and UJ.—The first
completely redesigned timer, the Model C, occupies twice the cabinet
space of the earlier models but is designed for ease of operation and for
reliability in service. A dual oscilloscope gives a simultaneous display
of both the slow- and fast-trace pattern, and a test oscilloscope provides
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The
a convenient means of adjusting the timer while it is in service.
locked delay multivibrators of the earlier models are replaced by selector
circuits that serve the same purpose but have the advantage that they

can be adjusted in service without interfering with their operation.
Maintenance of synchronism at the slave station is simplified by gearing
the phase-shift capacitor to the frequency control.
An automatic synchronizer further facilitates the operation of the Model C timer by cor-
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recting the frequency and phase of the oscillator in the slave timer with
reference to the puked signal received from the master station.
The 70 Model 01 timers and the 80 Model C timers that were manufactured by Research Constmction Company differ in few respects.
A
clutch in the geared mechanical coupling between the phaee-bift capacitor and the frequency control of the Model C-l oscillator permits the
adjustment of the phase without altering the frequency adjustment.
The trace-separation circuits are modified so that only the vertical
separation between the fast traces is adjustable, whereas the separation
between the slow traces is fixed. The 60 Model UJ timers manufactured
by Du Mont Laboratories are similar to the Model C-1 timers.
As shown in Fig. 7.3 the Model G1 timer is housed in two standard
relay-rack cabinets bolted together.
The cabinet on the left contains
the power-distribution panel, the test oscilloscope, receiver, dual oscilloThe cabinet on the right contains
scope, and automatic synchronizer.
the divider and wlector circuits, the oscillator, and the high- and lowvoltage power supplies.
A small box mounted on the side of the cabinet
contains the controls for the synchronizer.
7.4. Block Diagram of Model C-1 Timer.—A block diagram of the
Model C-1 timer with the attenuator, antenna, and antenna coupling
units is shown in Fig. 7.4. It differs from the Model B-1 timer in the
larger number of dividers, the substitution of two selectors for the locked
delay multivibrators, the addition of a synchronizer, and the incorporation of individual cathode-ray tubes for both the fast- and the slow-trace
presentations.
The test oscilloscope is not shown in the block diagram.
Crystal
Oscillator.-The
oscillator, similar to that of the Model B-1
timer, is controlled by a 50-kc/sec quartz bar that is mounted in a constant-temperature oven. The oscillator is sufficiently stable to maintain
synchronism bet ween the local and remote timers wit bout adjustment for
at least three minutes with an error not exceeding 1 psec. The frequency
of the oscillator can be varied several parts per million above and below
the nominal value of 50 kc/see.
Phase-shift Capucitor.-Like
that of the B-1 timer, the phase-shift
capacitor serves as the fine adjustment of phase, a single rotation of the
phase-shift capacitor shifting the phase of the local signal one cycle, or
20 ~sec, with respect to the signal from the remote station.
Fractions
or whole numbers of rotations produce proportional shifts of phase. The
phase-shift capacitor is geared to the oscillator frequency in such a way
that as the phase-shift capacitor is rotated in maintaining synchronism,
the oscillator frequency is automatically adjusted to reduce the difference
in the frequencies of the local and remote oscillators.
Frequency Doubler.—The oscillator frequency of 50 kc/see was chosen
because, of the available crystals, those operating at 50 kc/see were most
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stable. To provide 10-IJSRCcalibration markers and to simplify the
divider-feedback
circuits, the 50-kc/sec signal from the phase-shift
capacitor is doubled to 100 kc/see.
The blocking osdlator is controlled by the sinusoidal signal from the
frequency doubler and produces, at lo-psec intervals, sharp, precisely
timed pulses that drive the dividers and serve as calibration markers.
Ditiders.-A
series of six dividers reduces the recurrence rate (100,000
pps) of the blocking oscillator to that desired for the slow and fast traces.
For operation at the low basic recurrence rate (50 sweeps per second or 25
locally transmitted pulses per second), the six dividem are adjusted to
divide by 5, 2, 5, 2, 5, and 4, respectively.
For operation at the high
basic recurrence rate (33* pps), the last divider is adjusted to divide by 3.
The last divider triggers the slow-sweep generator and the square-wave
generator.
Eight specific recurrence rates (from zero through .wven) at each of
the two basic recurrence rates are derived from a single crystal oscillator
by feeding pulses of adjustable amplitude from the last divider back into
the second and third dividers.
The second divider receives pulses from
the first divider at intervals of 50 psec and is adjusted to divide by 2.
Therefore, if the amplitude of the pulse fed back from the last divider is
equivalent to that received from the first divider, the recurrence period
of the second divider is reduced from 100 to 50 Psec once for every recurThe recurrence period of the last divider
rence period of the last divider.
is reduced therefore by 50 psec. The amplitude of the pulse fed back
from the last divider into the second divider can be adjusted either to
reduce the recurrence rate of the last divider by 50 psec or not to reduce
it at all.
Similarly, the third divider receives pulses from the second divider at
intervals of 100 psec and is adjusted to divide by 5. The amplitude of
the pulse fed back from the last divider into the third divider, therefore,
can be adjusted to reduce the recurrence period of the last divider by O,
100, 200, or 300 psec. The combination of feedback into the second and
third dividers provides for reduction of the recurrence period of the last
divider by O, 50, 100, 150, 200, 250,300, or 350 ~sec. Since the recurrence
period of the square-wave generator and of the transmitted signal is twice
that of the last divider, the reduction of their recurrence period is O, 100,
200, 300, 400, 500, 600, or 700 ~sec.
The square-wave generator (Eccles-Jordan circuit) is made up of two
symmetrically connected triodes, one of which conducts while the other
is nonconducting.
Each pulse from the last divider reverses the conductThe plate circuits of the
ing and nonconducting states of the triodes.
triodes provide two square-wave output voltages that are mutally 180°
out of phase. The square-wave generator divides the recurrence rate
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of the last divider by 2, provides the vertical displacement of alternate
traces of both the fast- and slow-sweep oscilloscopes, and triggers the
A- and B-selectors, one of which in turn triggers the transmitter.
Selectors.—A selector is a series of circuits that, after being triggered,
selects a pulse from one of the dividers and emits a pulse following the
trigger pulse by an adjustable period of time. It permits the introduction of an adjustable time delay that has the inherent stability of the
dividers.
It has the further advantage that its adjustment can be
observed and corrected without interfering with the operation of the
circuits.
Two selectors, both triggered by the square-wave generator, are used
to initiate the fast traces and so to establish the time difference between
the reception of the signal from the remote station and the transmission
of the local signal.
The A-selector, which is triggered at the start of the upper trace of
the slow-trace pattern, initiates the fast trace which is represented by the
upper pedestal shown in Fig. 7.5a. It can be adjusted to introduce a
time delay equal to 1000M psec plus 50N psec, where M is an integer from
1 to 12 and N is an integer from 1 to 13.
Likewise, the B-selector, which is triggered at the start of the lower
trace, initiates the fast trace which is represented by the lower B-pedestal.
It can be adjusted to introduce a delay equal to 1000M psec plus 50N
psec plus P Psec, where M and N have the values given above and P is a
number, not necessarily an integer, between 40 and 120. Thus, although
neither selector can be continuously varied over the range, the time difference between the two fast traces can be adjusted to any value between O
and 11,500 psec (plus one-half the recurrence period).
As shonm in
Fig. 7.5b and c, the B-pedestal is placed to the right of the A-pedestal at
both the master and slave stations.
The coarse delay is a delay multivibrator that is triggered by the
square-wave generator and that can be adjusted to introduce a time
difference bet ween 1000 and 12,000 ~sec. The differentiated output
voltage, called a “gate,” cuts off one triode of the mixer for a period of
approximately 1000 Wsec.
The gate-1000-~sec pulse mixer is a coincidence mixer which consists
of two triodes whose plates are connected (the so-called Rossi “ coincidence circuit”).
When both triodes are cut off at the same time, a large
positive output pulse is produced; a relatively small pulse is produced
when only one triode is cut off. Negative pulses recurring every 1000
psec from the fourth divider are applied to one grid; the differentiated
negative gate from the coarse delay multivibrator is applied to the other
grid. Thus, adjustment of the coarse delay permits the selection of a
particular pulse from the divider to trigger the fine delay.
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The iine delay is a delay multivibrator that can be adjusted to induce a time difference of 50 to 650 psec. The output signal is dMerentiated to produce a gate approximately 50 *C long.
The gate-50-psec pulse mixer is simiiar to the coincidence mixer
It selects a particular pulse from the first divider.
described above.

Q

---A-Signal (Local)
--B-Signal(Remote)

[a) Slow oscilloscope pattern
w!thout signals

(c) Slow oscilloscope pattern
with signals as d appears
at a B-station

lb) Slowoscilloscope pattern
with signals as it appears
at an A-station

(d)

Fast oscdloscope pattern
with markers and with Aand B-signals allgned

FIQ. 7.5.—Basi c oscilloscope patterns.

The continuous delay is a multivibrator whose delay can be varied
continuously from 40 to 120 psec.
Exciter Driver.-At
a master station the pulse-output circuit is connected to the A-selector so that the local pulse appears on the upper or
A-pedestal.
At a slave station it is connected to the B-selector so that
the local pulse appears on the lower or B-pedestal.
The pulse-output
circuit and exciter driver amplify and shape the pulse that drives the
local transmitter.
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Marker Mixer.-Calibration
markers derived from the dividers are
mixed and applied to the vertical plates of the fast and slow oscilloscopes
for the measurement of the time difference between the initiations of the
two fast traces. The 10-~sec markers are derived from the 100-kc/sec
blocking oscillator; the 100-psec markers are derived from the second
divider; and the 1000-psec markers are derived from the fourth divider.
Sweep Generators.—The output pulses from the A- and B-selectors
are mixed and applied to the fast-sweep generator to produce the upper
and lower traces on the fast-sweep oscilloscope and the upper and lower
pedestals on the slow-sweep oscilloscope.
When the fast-sweep generator is triggered, it produces two equal and
opposite voltage outputs that vary linearly with time and are applied to
the horizontal deflecting plates of the cathode-ray tube. The intensifying
grid of the cathode-ray tube is so biased that the electron beam is blanked
out except for the duration of the fast trace. In this way the short
intervals of time represented by the pedestals on the slow-trace pattern
are expanded to form the fast-trace pattern of Fig. 7.5d, which shows the
remote and local signals and the calibration markers.
The slow-sweep generator is synchronized by pulses from the last
divider and produces two voltage outputs that vary linearly with time
during the interval bet\\-eenthe synchronizing pulses. These equal and
opposite voltage outputs are impress~d on the horizontal plates of the
slolv-sweep oscilloscope to produce the two linear traces of the slow-trace
pattern shown in Fig. 7.5a.
Trace Scpurator.-The
voltage output of the square-~rave generator is
applied to the vertical plates of both the slow- and fast-slveep oscilloscopes
to produce the separation bct$vecn the upper and lo~rer traces.
On the
fast-s!veep oscilloscope the separation is vcwiable, whereas on the slowsweep oscilloscope the separation is fixed.
An output voltage from the fast-sweep generator is mixed with that
from the tram scp:uutor and impressed on the vertical plates of the slowsweep oscilloscope to produce the upper and lower traces and pedestals
sho]vn in Fig. 7.5a.
Attenuator-bias Driwr.-Sincc
the attenuator does not respond instantaneously, it is nccess:wy to :LPPIY the attcnuat,ing bias some time before
the transmission of the local signal. The attenuating bias is initiated,
therefore, by a puisc from the coarse A- or B-delay multivibrator, the
choice depending on the operation of the timer as master or slave. The
operfition of the attenuator is drscribml in Sec. 8.3.
Rccciuer.—Thc attenuated local signal from the sampling network and
the signals from the rccciving &ntcnn:L are amplified in the receiver and
impressed on the phitcs of the fast- and S1O}V-SWCCP
oscilloscopes to produce vertical Mfcctions.
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The receiver is a superheterodyne with one stage of r-f amplification,
a frequency converter, three stages of i-f amplification, a video amplifier,
and an output cathode follower.
A ganged tuning capacitor tunes the
receiver over a frequency range of 150 kc/see.
By the adjustment of
three slug-tuned coils the center of the capacitor tuning range can be set
at any frequency between 1750 and 2100 kc/see.
The intermediate
frequency is 1600 kc/see.
The over-all bandwidth is approximately
65 kc/see at 6 db dew-n from maximum response and 140 kc/see at 30 db
down. The receiver noise is equivalent to an input signal of less than
3 ~v, and the sensitivity is such that a 15-w signal saturates the video
amplifier and gives a deflection of 2 in. on the dual oscilloscope.
The signals from the electronic attenuator are introduced to the
receiver through a resistance network.
The electronic attenuator eliminates all signals induced on the receiving antenna for a short time (approximately 1800 ~sec) during which the local signal is transmitted.
The local
signal is picked up on a small loop located near the transmitting-antenna
coupling unit and is introduced to the receiver through a potentiometer
in the resistance network.
The potentiometer permits the equalization
of the amplitudes of the local and remote signals as they appear on the
cathode-ray tubes.
Synchronizer.—The synchronizer automatically controls the frequency
of the oscillator of the slave timer in order to maintain the prescribed
time difference between the reception of the remote signal and the transmission of the local signal. A gate, adjustable in time to give the prescribed time difference, is used to sample, for the duration of the gate,
the voltage of the signal from the master (remote) station.
The sampled
voltage is applied to the crystal oscillator to control the frequency in such
a way that the gate seeks a position a third of the way up the leading edge
The same equipment is used at
of the signal from the master station.
the master station (but disconnected from the oscillator) to sound an
alarm when the synchronism is incorrect.
Test Oscilloscope.-The
test oscilloscope is designed for checking the
operation of the timer and especially of the dividers and selectors, which
are so designed that they can be checked while the timer is in service
The schematic diagram is shown
without interfering with its operation.
in Fig. 7“6.
The test oscilloscope consists of a 3-in. cathode-ray tube, a video
A selection of
amplifier, a sweep generator, and a delay multivibrator.
three sweep speeds giving full deflection in approximately 130, 2400, and
22,OOO~sec is available.
Pulses from any one of the last four dividers
or from the square-wave generator can be used to trigger the delay multiThe time difference
vibrator which in turn triggers the sweep generator.
introduced by the delay multivibrator between the input trigger pulse
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and the initiation of the trace can be adjusted from 25 to 18,(MI psec so
that almost any desired portion of the period between trigger pulses can
be displayed on the cathode-ray tube.
7.6. Model C-1 Oscillator.-As
shown in Fig. 7-7, the oscillator
consists of a crystal, an ampliiier, an automatic volume control, and a
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A signal applied
series inductance, capacitance, and resistance circuit.
to the amplifier is increased about one-hundred fifty times and applied to
the automatic volume control, which maintains a constant amplitude of
oscillation.
The output of the automatic volume control drives the
In series with the crystal,
crystal at its natural frequency of 50 kc/see.
tuning coil, and resistor is a variable capacitor that controls the frequency.
The signal generated across the resistor and applied to the amplifier completes the oscillator circuit.
The oscillator must be stable to 1 part in 100 million for an hour or
two at a time. This requirement means that the Q of the crystal must
be high lest its frequency of oscillation be appreciably influenced by
It must have a lo~v-temperavariations in the electrical driving circuit.
ture coefficient; the oven temperature must be constant; and the electrical
driving circuit must be so designed that any phase shift Which it introduces \\-illbe small and stable.
The crystal is an X-cut quartz bar that oscillates at 50 kcisec.
The
dimensions are 54 mm along the Y-, or mechanical, axis; 9+ mm along
the X-, or electrical, axis; and 7* mm along the Z-, or optical axis.
The
upper and loJver surfaces (7* by 54 mm) are electroplated, and electrical
contact is made to them through very fine wires that are soldered to the
metallic plating at the center of each surface. The crystal is supported
between a cork pad and a felt pad of small cross section, which clamp the
plated surfaces at the center points to ~vhich the vires are soldered.
Since these points are nodes of vibration at the desired frequency, the
clamping does not seriously affect the vibration of the crystal.
The
clamping pressure is controlled by a scre]v adjustment on the crystal
mount.
The dimensions of the c~stal are chosen to give a high Q and a low
temperature coefficient.
If the crystal is represented by its equivalent
electrical circuit of an inductance, capacitance, and resistance in series,
Q is the ratio of A to R. The Q is approximately 65,000, and the resistance is approximately 3500 ohms. The temperature coefficient is negative, about 1 part per million per degree centigrade at an operating
temperature of 60”C.
Baffle plates are mounted at short distances from the ends of the
crystal to serve as sound reflectors. They reduce the amount of sound
energy uselessly radiated and so increase the Q of the crystal.
Since at
reflection the sound wave is re~.ersed in phase, the reflected wave at the
end of the crystal should be in phase with the transmitted wave to reinforce the normal ~-ibration. The baffles are therefore adjusted for a
distance of a quarter wavelength of 50-kc/sec sound in air.
The crystal oven consists of an outer aluminum case, an insulating
layer of asbestos, and an intenor aluminum case that contains the crystal;
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its mount, and the inductor.
The outer aluminum case is heated by six
heater cards, one attached to each side. A mercury thermostat, mounted
on one side of the outer aluminum case, controls the temperature by
opening and closing the circuit through the heater cards. A balsa-wood
box encloses and thermally isolates the whole assembly.
Heat is applied to the outer case for about 1 min out of a 4-rein cycle
when the room temperature is 20”C.
The heat “ripple” caused by the
on-and-off heating cycle is smoothed by the filtering action of the alternate
conducting and insulating layers. The aluminum cases can be considered
as having large thermal capacitance, and the insulating layer can be considered as offering resistance to the flow of heat.
A mercury thermometer extending into the inner case indicates
externally the temperature of the crystal.
The absolute value under
normal stable conditions is not important as long as it is within a few
degrees of 60”C. After the crystal temperature has reached equilibrium,
it should be stable to within ~°C.
The oven temperature is raised when a relay allows current to flow in
the heater cards. This relay is actuated by the mercury thermostat that
consists essentially of a glass tube of fine bore into which a pair of fine
contact wires are sealed. The contacts are so placed that they complete
a circuit through the mercury column at about 60”C.
Mounted on the
outer aluminum case, the thermostat assumes the temperature of the
metal. A rise in temperature of the outer oven closes the circuit through
the relay coil, pulls up the armature of the relay, and opens the contacts
of the heater circuit.
Upon cooling, the circuit through the relay coil
opens and allows the armature to fall back and close the heater circuit
again.
Because of its location, the thermostat has no immediate control over
the temperature of the inner oven, and at least three hours are required
for the crystal to reach a stable operating temperature.
Because of the small size of the mercury thermostat, the short-circuit
current must be limited to 10 ma and the voltage, when the circuit is
open, to 12 volts.
A selenium bridge rectifier converts lo-volt alternating current from
the transformer to 8-volt direct current for the purpose of operating the
relay. The transformer is protected by a fuse against short circuits in
the rectifier.
The amplifier, which furnishes the power to drive the oscillator, consists of two pentode tubes. Each tube operates under Class A conditions
and has a gain of about 13. Small inductances have been introduced in
the plate circuits to minimize the phase shift, and the unbypaaaed cathode
resistors provide degenerative feedback to reduce distortion.
The automatic volume control consists of a phase-inverting tube and
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a bridge composed of two fixed resistors and two lamps whose resistance
varies with temperature.
The phase inverter is a triode with equal
The cathode-output signal is
impedances in plate and cathode circuits.
in phase with the input signal on the grid; the plate-output signal is 180°
out of phase with the grid signal. Since the same current is flowing in
the plate circuit as in the cathode circuit, and since the plate and cathode
impedances are equal, the 50-kc/sec alternating voltages at the plate and
cathode are equal.
When the oscillator is turned on, the lamps are cold, their resistance
is low, and the bridge is unbalanced; consequently a large signal is
impressed on the crystal.
The mechanical vibration of the crystal and
the piezoelectric signal associated with it build up with a time constant
(Q/j) of about 1 sec. As they increase, the amphfied signal and the output from the phase inverter also increase and cause the temperature and
the resistance of the lamps to rise. As the bridge approaches balance,
the signal transmitted through it to the crystal decreases (the attenuation
of the bridge increases) until a stable state is reached.
In the stable
The gain of the amplifier is then
state, the bridge is slightly unbalanced.
equal to the attenuation of the bridge plus the loss in the crystal and tuning circuit.
The bridge is thus a variable attenuator that acts like an
automatic volume control without introducing the usual shift of phase
and associated shift of frequency.
The amplifier and automatic volume control are designed to minimize
the shift of phase between the amplifier input and output, especially the
shift of phase that might depend on variable quantities such as line
Since the Q of the crystal
voltage, temperature, or tube characteristics.
is finite, the frequency at which it vibrates can be pulled slightly higher
or lower by applying a driving voltage that either leads in phase or lags
behind the crystal oscillation.
(This is the principle by which the synchronizer controls the frequency of the oscillator. ) The variable capacitance in series with the crystal, inductance, and resistance provides such
a frequency control.
This capacitance controls the phase of the signal
applied to the amplifier input with respect to that derived from the crystal. It therefore regulates the phase of the voltage from the automatic
volume control that drives the crystal and, hence, controls the frequency
at which the crystal vibrates.
Rotation of the oscillator frequency control through one division on
the dial varies the frequency by roughly 1 part in 3 million.
This
represents a change in rate of drift of 20 ~aec/min.
These figures are
only approximate because the sensitivity of the oscillator to the frequency
control depends on the fixed capacitor and on the Q of the crystal.
The
tine frequency control has a much smaller effect upon the circuit, its
complete range corresponding to a little more than three divisions of the
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coarse frequency dial. A clutch may be engaged so that the rotation of
the phase-shift capacitor rotates the fine frequency capacitor, one complete rotation of the phase-shift capacitor corresponding to about seven
divisions of the dial of the fine frequency capacitor.
In this way, the
difference between the frequencies of the local and remote oscillators is
automatically reduced in maintaining synchronism.
Since the oscillator is sensitive to loading, the output is taken from a
cathode follower that draws no current from the oscillator.
A signal from
the grid of the phase inverter is impressed on the grid of the cathode
follower.
A potentiometer controls the amplitude of the signal applied to the
grid of the tuned amplifier and therefore controls the output of the oscillater unit. The tuned amplifier improves the waveform of the signal that
is applied to the grid of the phase inverter.
‘he ‘urpo*
‘f The ‘base
inverter is to provide two output signals that are equal m amphtude and
180° out of phase. These two signals are applied to four phasing networks to produce four signals that are mutually 90° out of phase. If an
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alternating voltage is impressed across an impedance composed of a resist- ~ -I
ante and a capacitance in series, the voltage across the resistor leads them
voltage across the capacitor by 90°. The voltage across the combination”
~
is the vector sum of the voltage across the resistor and the voltage across
.,
the capacitor; in phase it lies between the two component volta~s.
j
Since the capacitive reactance l/%fC equals the resistance, the voltage
J
across the capacitor is equal to the voltage across the resistor. Uncjer
~
thk condition the voltage across the resistor leads the voltage across the
~
combination by 45°; the voltage across the capacitor lags behind @e
;
voltage across the combination by 45°. Thus the four phasing networks
produce four voltages that are mutually 90° out of phase. These me
~
impressed on the four stator plates of the phase-shift capacitor, which&-. .
the same as that of the Model B-1 timer described in Sec. 7.2.
The tuned amplifier amplifies the signal from the rotor of the phaseshift capacitor and improves its waveform.
The frequency doubier differs from the tuned amplifier in that the
plate antiremnant circuit is tuned to 100 kc/see, and the positive bias
of the cathode is larger (because of the high cathode resistance).
The
tube is nonconducting except for about a quarter of the 50-kc/sec period.
The short pulse of current causes the tuned circuit to oscillate at its
resonant frequency of 100 kc/see.
Since the amplitude of the oscillation
decreases slightly between pulses, it is neceeaary to improve the waveform
in a 100-kc/sec tuned amplifier located in the divider unit.
The output stage is a cathode follower with cathode self-biae.
706. Model C-1 Divider Unit.-In
the divider schematic diagram
@lg. 7“8), the tuned amplifier, blooking oscillator, and six dividers with
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feedback arc showm together ~vith the marker mixer, square-wave generator, trace separator, and pedestal mixer.
The output of the frequency doubler is a 100-kc/scc sine ~vave with
alternate cycles of dccrmscd amp]itudc.
The tuned amplifier converts
this output to a 100-kc/scc sine wfiw: of constant amplitude.
Since thr sine-~vavc output signal of the 100-kc/sec shaper is not
suitable for generating calibration markers or for driving the dividers, it
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is used to synchronize a blocking oscillator that generatis accurately
timed pulses of short duration recurring every 10 Psec. When the grid
of the triode is driven to the potential at which plate current flows, the
plate current flowing through the transformer induces a voltage on the
grid. The polarity of the transformer windings is such that the increase
of plate current drives the grid of the tube to a positive potential.
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grid-voltage rise brings about a further increase in plate current which,
in turn, causes an additional increase in grid potential.
This regeneration continuee until grid current is drawn and the grid capacitor is negatively charged.
Its capacitance is small, and consequently it becomes
charged very rapidly once the grid of the tube is driven into the high
grid-current region. When the rate of change of potential on the
capacitor caused by flow of grid current exceeds that caused by transformer action, the grid voltage begins to decrease. This causes the plate
current to decrease and hence reverses the polarity of the potential
induced on the transformer secondary.
The decreasing secondary voltage augments the grid-voltage decrease until the cutoff voltage is exceeded
and the flow of plate current cesaes. The magnetic field that has been
developed in the transformer by plate current collapses and induces an
overshoot voltage.
Since the grid has been driven below, cutoff, additional oscillations are prevented until the grid capacitor is discharged, at
which time the cycle is repeated.
There are six dhiders with feedback which reduce the recurrence rate
(100,000 pps) of the pulses from the blocking oscillator to the recurrence
rate of the traces (which is twice the recurrence rate of the transmission
of the local A- or B-signal).
A typical divider circuit consists of a charging capacitor, a double
diode, a storage capacitor, and a blocking oscillator.
The input pulses,
through the action of the charging capacitor and the double diode, build
up a charge on the storage capacitor in steplike faahion, each input pulse
raising the charge and the voltage one step. When the storage capacitor,
which is connected to the grid of the blocking oscillator, reaches the potential at which plate current flows, the cycle of the blocking oscillator is
triggered, an output pulse is produced, and the storage capacitor is”
dkcharged.
This steplike accumulation of charge on the storage capacitor followed by its discharge is repeated indefinitely.
The number of steps between discharges, or the dividing factor of the
circuit, is inversely proportional to the input charge per step (which is
proportional to the total positive input voltage applied to the charging
capacitor and to the capacitance of the charging capacitor).
It is directly
proportional to the capacitance of the storage capacitor and directly pr~
portional to the difference between the discharged potential and the
potential at which the cycle of the blocking oscillator is triggered.
When
the storage capacitor is discharged by the blocking owillator, it is first
driven below ground potential but is immediately restored to ground
potential by the double diode. The potential at which the cycle of the
blocking oscillator is triggered is determined by the cathode bias, which
is controlled by a potentiometer.
Feedback is applied from the lad divider to the second and third
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dividem. By means of a second double diode connected to the storage
capacitor of the third divider, for instance, every output puke from the
laat divider supplies a charge of adjustable amount to the storage capacitor. This feedback reduces the recurrence period between output pukes
of the third divider once every recurrence period of the last divider and
thereby reduces by the same amount the recurrence period of the last
divider.
The functions of the square-wave generator are to divide the recurrence rate of the last divider by 2 and to produce an output square wave
for the vertical displacement of the upper and lower traces of the fastThe square-wave generator is an Ecclesand slow-oscilloscope patterns.
Jordan circuit similar to a multivibrator, and it consists of two triodes
whose plates are cross-coupled to the grids through resistors as well as
through capacitors.
It is a balanced circuit, each component associated
with one triode corresponding to an identical component associated with
the other triode.
There are two stable states of operation, in which all
In one state one tnode conducts
currents and voltages remain constant.
while the other is nonconducting; in the other state the conducting and
nonconducting conditions of the triodes are reversed.
The negative
portions of the output pulses from the last divider are applied through
Each pulse causes
a diode to both grids of the square-wave generator.
the states of operation of the triodes to reverse, producing at the two
plates square-wave outputs that are equal in amplitude but opposite in
phase. Since the square-wave generator is sensitive to loading, the outputs are taken from two cathode followers.
In the trace-separation pedestal mixer the square wave is mixed with
the flat-topped intensifier pulses from the fast-sweep generator (shown
in Fig. 7.9). The output is applied to one of the vertical deflecting plates
of the slow oscilloscope to produce the upper or A-trace with the .4-pedestal and the lower or B-trace with the B-pedestal.
The vertical separation
between the upper and lower traces of the slow oscilloscope is fixed.
The square-wave and pedestal signals are applied to the grids of two triode
The signals applied to the grids are
amplifiers that are cathode-coupled.
relatively small positive and negative voltages, and consequently both
triodes operate over approximately linear portions of their characteristics.
The current through the cathode resistor is controlled by the grid that is
momentarily more positive.
The voltage waveforms that appear on the
plates of the triodes are similar although unequal and opposite in phase.
The operation of the trace-separation circuit that gives adjustable
vertical separation between the upper and lower traces of the fast oscilloscope is similar to that of the trace-separation pedestal mixer. The circuit consists of two cathode-coupled triodes that operate as cathode
followers. An adjustable d-c potential is applied to one grid, and the
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square wave is applied to the other. The cathode potential cannot fall
appreciably lower than the higher of the two grid potentials.
When the
d-c grid potential is low, the cathodes are free to follow the square wave
impressed on the other grid; when it is high, the cathode can follow only
the positive portion of the square wave. The output from the cathode
is amplified and applied to one of the vertical deflecting plates of the fast
oscilloscope.
The 10-, 100-, and 1000-paec marker mixer is a triple-coincidence
mixer. The plates (with limiting reaistora) of three normally conducting
triodes are connected so that the combmed plate currents determine the
potential difference across the common plate resistor. The output positive pulse is very small when one triode is cut off, somewhat larger when
two are cut off, but very large when all are cut off. Negative pulses from
the blocking oscillator recurring every 10 Psec are applied to the grid of
the first triode and produce small positive output pulses. Once every
100 *C a pulse from the second divider is rectified and applied to the
grid of the second mixing triode, which cuts it off for a period of approximately 10 psec. A pedestal on the output waveform results, and one of
the 111-psec pulses is effectively amplified.
Similarly, a puke from the
fourth divider produces a pedestal approximately 30 psec long and
effectively amplifies three of the 10-IERCpulses. The pedest+ds, which
are appreciably smaller in amplitude than the lo-psec markers, are
eliminated by the limiting action of the msxker output amplifier.
Thus,
the output waveform is a series of marker pulses recurring accurately
every 10 psec. Every tenth puke is a 1OO-WWCmarker of increased
amplitude.
Every tenth 100-~sec marker is identified as a 1000-~sec
marker by a series of three pulses following the 100-Psec marker and
spaced 10 psec apart.
7.7. Model C-1 Selector Unit.—As shown in Fig. 7.9, the selector
chassis contains the A- and B-selectors, the selector mixer, the fast- and
slow-sweep generators and paraphsse amplifiers, the exciter driver, and
the attenuator driver.
The function of the selectors is to permit the introduction of an adjustable and highly stable time difference between the initiations of the fast
A- and B-sweeps (see Sec. 7.3).
Mter being triggered by the squarewave generator, one selector circuit selects one of a series of pulses
(recurring every 1000 psec) from one of the dividers.
The selected
1OOO-PWCpuke in turn triggers another selector circuit, which selects a
particular one of a series of 50-Psec pulses. The selected 50-PSCCpulse of
the B-selector triggers a continuously adjustable multivibrator whose
output pulse initiates the fast sweep.
A typical selector circuit, such as the coarse A-delay and the associated
gate-1000-psec pulse mixer, consists of a delay multivibrator and a coincidence mixer. The delay multivibrator is a double-tnode
cathode-
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coupled multivibrator that is inactive until it is triggered by a positive
pulse on the first grid or a negative pulse on the second grid. In the
normal quiescent state the first triode is nonconducting while the second
triode is conducting.
The grid of the second triode is returned to the
B-supply voltage through a high resistance so that the grid-to-cathode
voltage is essentially zero. Therefore, the cathode potential is determined
by the flow of current through the cathode and plate resistors and a
triode operating at zero grid-to-cathode voltage.
The bias of the first
grid, which controls the time delay, must be negative with respect to
A positive trigger pulse applied to the
the quiescent cathode potential.
first grid or a negative trigger pulse applied to the second grid causes the
first triode to conduct and the second to be cut off. The cathode potential and also the change in the plate potential from the nonconducting
to the conducting state are determined by the grid bias. The change
in plate potential determines the amplitude of the negative pulse impressed
on the second grid. The potential of the second grid, therefore, varies
exponentially with time and returns toward the B-supply potential with
a time constant equal to the product of the grid resistance and the coupling capacitance.
When it approaches the cathode potential (as adjusted
by the grid bias), the second triode again conducts and produces a negative output pulse, the first triode is cut off, and the circuits assume their
normal quiescent state. The time delay, therefore, is a function of the
time constant and the adjustable grid bias. Actually it is an approximately linear function of the grid bias.
The gate-pulse mixer is a double-triode coincidence mixer of the type
previously described.
The negative output pulse of the delay multivibrator is differentiated to cut off the first triode for a time determined
by the product of the grid resistance and the coupling capacitance.
Negative pulses from one of the dividers are impressed on the other grid.
When both triodes are cut off, the resulting positive pulse is large enough
to cause current to flow through the biased amplifier and trigger the
following selector circuit.
The purpose of the selector mixer is to produce for each negative
pulse from the A-selector and each negative pulse from the B-selector a
positive output pulse to trigger the fast-sweep generator.
It is a pentode
amplifier that is normally conducting.
Positive and negative differentiated pulses from the A-selector are impressed on the suppressor grid,
and positive and negative differentiated pulses from the B-selector are
impressed on the control grid. A positive pulse on either grid does not
appreciably affect the flow of plate current; a negative pulse on either
grid cuts off the plate current and produces a positive output pulse. This
positive pulse is applied to a negatively biased amplifier that triggers the
fazt-sweep generator.
The fast-sweep generator when triggered generates an output voltage
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that varies linearly with time and deflects the cathode-ray beam horizontally to produce the A- and B-traces of the fast oscilloscope.
By
means of a three-position switch and potentiometers the sweep speed can
be adjusted from a speed that gives full deflection in 60 psec to one that
gives full deflection in 1400 ~swc. The sweep generator also provides
positive flat-topped intensifier pulses, which are applied to the intensifier
grid of the cathode-ray tube. The cathode-ray beam is cut off except
for the duration of the sweep.
The fast-sweep generator is a sharp cutoff pentode amplifier whose
plate is capacitance-coupled to the control grid. The potential of the
suppressor grid is limited by diodes to the region between ground and
In the quiescent state, the suppressor
85 volts below ground potential.
grid is held at – 85 volts, and the control grid is connected through a
Consequently, no plate current
high resistance to a positive potential.
flows, but there is a large flow of screen-grid current, and the screen-grid
potential is low.
A negative pulse applied to the plate and control grid momentarily
cuts off the flow of screen-grid current, raises the screen-grid potential,
and, through capacitance-coupling,
raises the suppressor-grid potential
from – 85 volts to ground potential.
The control grid immediately
returns to a potential at which space current flowTs. Since the suppressor
grid is at ground potential (where it remains for the duration of the sweep),
less current flows to the screen grid, and the screen-grid potential remains
higher than in the original quiescent state. The plate potential tends to
decrease from the quiescent nonconducting value; but, because of the
capacitance coupling of the plate to the control grid, the change in plate
potential maintains the control grid at the potential (a few volts below
ground) at which the plate current is controlled by the grid potential.
Thus the plate potential is controlled by the potential difference across
the co~pling capacitor—a difference that is determined by the flow of
charging current through the grid resistor. Since the grid potential and
the adjustable positive bias are practically constant, the flow of current
through the grid resistor is also constant, and the potential difference
across the coupling capacitor (which is equal to the charge divided by the
capacitance) is a linear function of time. Consequently, the plate
potential is a linear function of time, and the rate of change of potential
which determines the sweep speed is directly proportional to the difference
of potential between the adjustable positive bias and the grid potential
(approximately ground) and inversely proportional to the grid resistance
and the coupling capacitance.
As the plate potential approaches the
knee of the characteristic curve of the tube, the screen-grid current
increases and thereby reduces the screen-grid potential, drives the suppressor grid to negative potentials, and cuts off the plate current.
As
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the plate current is cut off, the plate potential rises rapidly and causes
grid currcmt to flow in the coupling capacitor, thus further increasing the
screen-grid current and returning the circuit to its original quiescent
state.
The output of the sweep generator is applied to one horizontal deflecting plate of the fast cathode-ray tube, and the output of the paraphase
amplifier is applied to the other. The output waveform of a paraphase
amplifier is similar rmd equal to the input waveform (in this case the wave
from the sweep gcrmrator), but it is inverted.
The potential at a point
midway between the deflecting plates of the cathode-ray tube remains
practically constant, therefore, and defocusing at the ends of the trace is
minimized.
The slow-sweep generator and its associated paraphase amplifier are
rather similar in operation to the fast-sweep generator and paraphase
amplifier. They arc triggered by pulses from the last divider und deflect
the beam of the slow oscilloscope horizontally to produce the upper and
lower traces of the slow-trace pattern.
The exciter-driver circuit can be triggered by output pulses from either
the A- or B-selector, the choice depending on the function of the timer as
a master or a slave. The pulse is amplified to trigger a gas-filled tube,
the output pulse of which is shaped in ti resistance rmd capacitance network and transformer to drive the transmitter.
Similarly, a negative output pulse from either the coarse A-delay
multi vibrator or the coarse B-delay multi vibrator is chosen to control
the bias of the electronic attenuator.
The attenuator driver generates
a positive flat-topped pulse so timed that the transmission of the local
The
signal falls within its limits for all adjustments of the selectors.
duration (approximately 1800 psec) of the flat-topped biasing pulse is
determined by the differentiation of the negative output pulse from the
coarse A- or B-delay multi vibrator.
As a warning to Loran navigators, the transmitted signal is caused to
blink if the synchronism is incorrect.
This is done by a motor-driven
switch (controlled from the panel of the dual oscilloscope) that changes
the bias of the coarse delay multivibrator and therefore changes (ordinarily by 1000 psec) the time difference introduced by the selector for
~ sec every second.
Viewing the slow-trace pattern, a navigator sees
the signal shift periodically to the right or the left. The signal as viewed
on the fast oscilloscope disappears for ~ sec every second.
7.8. Model C-1 Synchronizer.-The
purpose of the synchronizer is to
control the frequency of the oscillator of the slave timer automatically so
that the prescribed time difference between the reception of the remote
signal and the transmission of the local signal is maintained.
The information obtained from the sampling of the leading edge of the received
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remote signal is applied to the crystal oscillator in such a way that the
position of the remote signal as it appears on the fast oscilloscope is held
stationary.
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FIG, 7 10.—Schematic diagram of Model C-1 synchronizer.

As a result of the delays in the transmitting and receiving systems,
the local pulse does not appear precisely at the start of the fast trace but
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is displaced to the right by a distance corresponding to a delay of approximately 50 psec. When the signals at the slave station are properly
synchronized, the remote signal appears on the fast A-trace directly
An adjustable time clifference
above the local signal on the fast B-trace.
of 50 psec or so, therefore, must be introduced between the start of the
fast A-trace and the initiation of the gate that samples the voltage of
the leading edge of the remote signal. The delay multivibrator shown in
Fig. 7.10 controls the position of the gate and of the remote signal on the
fast A-trace.
The delay multivibrator is a cathode-coupled
doubletnode multivibrator similar in operation to those in the selector unit.
The positive flat-topped signal generated by the delay multivibrator
is differentiated and applied to the grid of an amplifier.
Since the grid
of the amplifier is returned to the B-supply through a high resistance, the
positive pulse at the start of the delay (coincident with the start of the fast
A-trace) does not appreciably affect the flow of current through the
amplifier. However, the differentiated negative pulse following the delay
cuts off the flow of current through the amplifier for a period of time
determined by the product of the grid resistance and the coupling capacitance. The resulting pulse of approximately 20-psec duration is inverted
and amplified to produce the negative gate that is applied to the cathode
of the coincidence mixer. The video signal from the receiver is applied
to the grid of the coincidence mixer. The amplitude of the negative output pulse from the coincidence mixer is determined by the average
amplitude of the video signal for the duration of the gate. In normal
operation the gate falls approximately a third of the way up the leading
edge of the remote signal. If it occurs a few microseconds early, the output is less than normal; if it occurs a few microseconds late, the output
puke is greater than normal.
The output pulse, which is applied through
a diode to a capacitor, charges the capacitor negatively.
The capacitor
is sflowed to discharge to ground through a high resistance, the combination having a time constant that is many times longer than the recurrence
period of the charging puke.
Thus a sawtooth voltage is generated on the
capacitor, the amplitude of the teeth and afso the average negative potential depending on the timing of the gate in relation to the remote signal.
The negative sawtooth voltage is applied to one control grid of the
differential amplifier.
The other control grid is maintained at a fixed
negative reference potential.
The two tetrodes are coupled through a
common cathode resistor and a common screen-grid resistor so that the
two amplified output signals at the plates are sawtooth in form and opposite in phase. The relative average voltages at the plates depend on the
relation between the average negative sawtooth bias and the negative
reference bias and are applied directly to the two screen grida of the
balanced phase corrector.
These average voltages are equal when, in nor-
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mad operation, the gate is located one-third of the way up the leading edge
of the remote signal. A 50-kc/sec signal from the crystal oscillator is
impressed on the grid of a phase inverter, yielding two equal and opposite
50-kc/sec signals which are applied to the control grids of the balanced
phase corrector.
The small coupling capacitances and small grid
resistances produce a shift of phase of approximately 90°. This provides
the proper phase of the frequency-correcting signal, which is applied to
the crystal oscillator, to control the oscillator frequency.
The control
grids are normally biased at approximately ground potential, but they
are connected through a high resistance to the detector of the receiver,
and hence during large bursts of noise the grids are negatively biatid and
the synchronizer is paralyzed.
Since the 50-kc/sec signals impressed
on the control grids are opposite in phase, the phase of the output signals
at the antiresonant common plate impedance depends on the relative
average voltage on the screen grids. This output signal is applied to the
cathode of one of the amplifiers in the crystal-oscillator circuit in such a
way that it changes the phase of the signal impressed on the crystal and
therefore tends to increase or decrease the frequency of the oscillator.
The increase or decrease in the frequency depends on the unbalance of the
differential amplifier, which in turn depends on the timing of the gate in
relation to the remote signal.
Thus at a slave station the synchronizer holds the remote signal at a
predetermined position on the fast A-trace by controlling the frequency
of the crystal oscillator.
When the differential amplifier becomes
unbalanced, a buzzer that is connected between the plates of the differential amplifier sounds an alarm indicating an error in synchronism.
At a
master station the automatic synchronizer is not connected to the oscillator, but it is used to sound the alarm when the synchronism is incorrect.
A voltmeter connected between the plates of the differential amplifier
provides an indication of the unbalance of the differential amplifier and
of the amplitude of the frequency-correcting signal that is applied to the
crystal oscillator.
When the meter reads zero (and also during bursts of
noiw), no frequency-correcting signal is applied to the crystal oscillator.
If the operator adjusts the oscillator fine frequency control so that the
average reading of the voltmeter is zero, there is then no false correction
applied if the synchronizing signal is momentarily removed by the paralyzing effect of a burst of noise.
MODEL lJE-1 TIMER
7.9. General Description of Model TIE-1 Timer.-In
consultation
with representatives of the Radiation Laboratory and the Bureau of
Ships, the General Electric Company developed the Model UE1 timer.
Because it is constructed of Navy-approved components to meet Navy
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specifications, it is somewhat larger and heavier than the Model C-1
timer. Blowers circulate air through the cabinet to keep the components
cool, andspace heaters areprovided tokeep the equipment dry whenit is
idle. Themounting ofallchassis ondrawer slides facilitates the servicing
of the equipment.
There are few fundamental changes in circuit design. The oscillator,
designed at the Bell Laboratories and manufactured by the Western
Electric Company, is more stable than that of the Model C-1 timer.
The phase-shift capacitor and oscillator frequency control are motordriven and are mounted in a separate chassis. Also the dividers and
selectors are mounted in two separate chassis. The use of locked delay
multivibrators in the test oscilloscope permits the stable presentation of
any portion of the recurrence period on the fast trace, and an internal
system of cabling and switching provides a convenient means of observing
An infinite rejection wave trap
waveforms at a number of test points.
incorporated in the receiver serves as an antij amming and anti-interference device.
The synchronizer differs from that of the Model C-1 timer. The
phase-correcting voltage, instead of electronically controlling the frequency of the oscillator, controls a motor that drives the phase-shift
capacitor and the oscillator frequency control.
Thus, as the synchronizer
automatically maintains the prescribed synchronism, it also adjusts the
oscillator frequency in such a way as to reduce the difference between the
frequencies of the master and the slave oscillators.
As the frequency
difference is reduced, the operator can reduce the rate at which the synThis procedure permits the
chronizer corrects errors in synchronism.
maintenance of stable and reliable synchronism even under severe conditions of noise.
Figure 7.11 is a photograph of the Model UE1 timer.
The cabinet
on the left contains the selector unit, receiver, duaf oscilloscope, automatic
synchronizer, and high-voltage power supply.
The cabinet on the right
contains the divider unit, test oscilloscope, tryst al oscillator, phasccontrol unit, main power swpply, and bias power supply.
Altogether 192 Model UE1 timers have been ordered to replace timers
of the earlier designs in most of the permanent stations. 1
Block Diagram of Model UE-1 Timer.-As
shown in Fig. 7“12, the
block diagram of the Model UE-1 resembles that of the Model C-1 timer.
Since the oscillator frequency is 100 kc/see, no frequency doubler is
required.
The dividers, feedback, and square-wave generator are
essentially unchanged.
The introduction of an additional delay multi1The Model UE 1 timer is described in detail in the “Preliminary Instruction
Book for the Model UE-1 Timer,]’ NarJ9hips
900, 427-IB, which is distributedby the
Bareauof Ships, U.S. h’avy Department,Washington,D.C.
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vibrator and gate-pulse mixer in the B-selector provides complete and
cent inuous coverage of the required time-di ffcrcnce range and eliminates
the requirement for a fine delay multivibrator in the A-selector.
The 100-kc/sec oscillator (IVIeacharn) circuit consists of a two-stage
amplifier and a bridge containing the crystal.
It is described in Sec. 7,10.
The automatic synchronizer maintains synchronism by controlling
the rotation of a motor that is geared to the phase-shift capacitor and to
the fine frequency control.
The operation of the phase-control unit is
described in Sec. 7.11.
The receiver can be tuned to any frequency between 1700 and 2100
kc/see.
The over-all 6-db bandwidth is approximately 70 kc/see, and
the sensitivityy is such that a 2-WVsignal gives full deflection of the oscilloscope trace. It is described in Sec. 7.12.
Since the operation of the Model UE-1 synchronizer differs considerably from that of the Model C-1, it is discussed in detail in Sec. 7.13.
Divider.-The
divider circuits are similar to those of the Model C-1
timer. The divider chassis contains a 10-psec blocking oscillator, six
dividers with feedback, a square-wave generator, a 2-Psec marker generator and marker mixer, slow- and fast-trace separators, and separatorpedestal marker mixers. There are six dividers which divide by 5, 2,
5, 2, 5, 4 (or 3), respectively.
The 2-~sec marker generator consists of a
triode amplifier which is driven by the 10-Psec blocking oscillator and is
transformer-coupled
to a resistance amplifier.
Both the primary and
secondary of the transformer are tuned to 500 kc/see.
The resistance
amplifier is cathode-biased so that it conducts for only a fraction of each
cycle and generates sharp marker pulses that are capacitance-coupled
to the output of the marker mixer. The marker mixer is a triple-coincidence mixer similar to that shown in Fig. 78.
On the slow-sweep oscilloscope only 1000 -~sec markers are displayed, whereas 2-, 10-, 100-, and
1000-~sec markers are displayed on the fast-sweep oscilloscope.
Selector
switches and cathode followers provide outputs for synchronizing the
traces of the test oscilloscope and for testing the operation of the dividers.
Selector.—The selector circuits differ from those of the Model C-1
timer chiefly in the time-difference ranges of the delay multivibrators.
There is only one delay multivibrator in the A-selector.
It selects 1000psec pulses and can be varied from 1000 to 15,000 psec. Unlike that of
the Model C-1 timer, the B-selector can be varied continuously over the
full range from slightly more than 1000 ~sec to more than 15,000 psec.
The 1000 B-delay multivibrator, which selects 1000-Psec pulses, can be
varied from 1000 to 15,000 psec; the 100 B-delay multivibrator, which
selects 100-Psec pulses, can be varied from 100 to 1100 ~sec; the 10 B-delay
multivibrator, which selects 10-Psec pulses, can be vaned from Xl to
130 ,usec; and the continuous B-delay multi vibrator can be varied con-
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tinuously from 10 to 21 psec. The selector chassis also contains the bias
generator for the electronic attenuator, the transmitter-exciter driver,
sweep generators, and a selector switch and cathode follower for testing.
Test Oscilloscope.—The test oscilloscope is similar in function to that
of the Model C-1 timer. A system of internal cabling and selector
switches provides a convenient means of observing the signals at a number
of test points in several chassis. The vertical-amplifier input circuit can
be connected to the oscillator, the dividers, selectors, man external probe.
The sweep-synchronizing input circuit can be connected to the dividers
or to an external probe.
The vertical deflecting circuits consist of an attenuator that can be
switched in or out, a cathode follower with a gain control, a video amplifier, a phase inverter, and a push-pull amplifier that is capacitancecoupled to the vertical deflecting plates and the centering circuits.
Either of two sets of pulses from the square-wave generator, differing
in time by 20,000 psec and recurring every 40,000 psec, can be selected to
The purpose of the sweep-synchronizsynchronize the sweep generator.
ing circuits is to permit the observation on a fast trace of signals recurring
during any portion of the main recurrence period of 40,000 psec. This is
accomplished by introducing an adjustable time difference between the
input synchronizing pulse and the initiation of the fast trace. To provide
complete coverage of the whole recurrence period the time difference must
be adjustable from a little more than 1000 Psec to a little more than
21,000 psec. The synchronizing circuits consist of a pulse amplifier, a
To maintain
coarse delay multivibrator, and a fine delay multivibrator.
the required stability over its wide range, the coarse delay multivibrator
is locked on 1000-psec pulses. It can be varied from 1000 to 20,000 psec.
The fine delay multivibrator is unlocked and can be varied continuously
from 300 to 1500 psec.
The sweep generator, which is triggered by the fine delay multivibrator, generates traces of any one of three speeds ~vhich is selected by a
switch on the panel. The three trace speeds correspond to durations of
25,000, 3000, and 160 psec.
7.10. Model UE-1 Oscillator.—The
most stable oscillator that has
ever been built in quantity is the Model UE-1.
The crystal is a GT-cut
quartz plate with a low temperature coefficient (approximately 1 part
It is mounted in an evacuated glass bulb
in 107 per degree centigrade).
This
on wire supports that are soldered to its two silver-coated surfaces.
support is rugged and enables the crystal to withstand severe mechanical
shocks without injury.
The crystal unit is contained in a heavy copper tube that is closed at
both ends to ensure uniformity of temperature distribution.
The fine
heater consists of four heating elements of the bridge which are associated
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with the heater oscillator shown in Fig. 713 and are wrapped around the
copper tube.
Although the resistances of two of them vary with temperature, the resistances of the other two are independent of temperature.
The power supplied to these heating elements by the heater oscillator is
controlled by the unbalance of the bridge, which in turn depends on the
Thus the heating power is a contemperature of the heating elements.
tinuoudy variable function of the temperature of the copper tube that
encloses the crystal and varies in such a way that it tends to maintain the
temperature at a constant value.
Surrounding the fine heater tube is a glass thermos cylinder closed at
both ends by glass thermos plugs. This insulation minimizes the loss of
heat from the fine heater. The thermos cylinder is enclosed in a copper
tube with two end plates around which are wrapped the windings of the
coarse heater, The power supplied to the coarse heater is controlled by
a thermal s~vitch mounted on one of the end plates. To minimize loss of
heat and to provide uniform thermal distribution, the coarse heater is
wrapped in alternating layers of felt and aluminum foil. The outer
housing is a large chromium-plate brass cylinder.
The 100-kc/sec crystal-oscillator circuit (Fig. 7.13) consists of a twostage amplifier and a bridge containing the crystal.
The first stage is a
resistance amplifier of moderately high gain. It is capacitance-coupled
to the second stage which is transformer-coupled to the bridge circuit.
The primary of the transformer is tuned to 100 kc/see.
Negative feedback is applied from the secondary of the transformer through a filter and
through a parallel combination of a resistor and a capacitor to the cathode
of the first amplifier tube.
The filter is a damped antiresonant circuit
tuned to 100 kc/see.
This negative feedback reduces any tendency of
the oscillator to oscillate at undesired frequencies.
The output of the amplifier is applied to one terminal of a bridge, the
opposite terminal being grounded.
The voltage between the other two
terminals is applied through a tuned transformer to the grid of the first
~mplifier tube. Two opposite arms of the bridge are resistors whose
Another arm is a
resistances are fixed and independent of temperature.
lamp whose resistance varies with temperature and therefore depends on
The fourth arm contains the crystal in
the amplitude of oscillation.
series with a network whose reactance can be adjusted to control the fre quency of oscillation.
Any reactance unbalance of the bridge causes the
voltage impressed successively on the amplifier, on the bridge, and
on the crystal to be phased in such a way that the frequency tends to
increase or decrease so that the reactance unbalance is reduced.
Thus the
reactance introduced in series with the crystal controls the frequency of
oscillation.
Some of the power from the amplifier passes through the
lamp and thereby heats it and controls its resistance.
The resistance
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unbalance of the bridge determines the fraction of the voltage impressed
on the bridge which is transferred to the grid of the first amplifier tube.
This resistance unbalance controls the amplitude of oscillation and acts
as an automatic volume control without the phase instability of the more
Thus the bridge conconventional types of automatic volume control.
trols both the frequency and the amplitude of oscillation.
The coarse frequency control is a selector switch that permits the
introduction of various fixed values of capacitive or inductive reactance
in series with the crystal in one arm of the bridge.
The switch has ten
positions, each introducing a change in frequency of approximately
4parts per million, andgives atotal range of approximately 36 parts per
million.
The fine frequency control is a variable capacitor in series with
the crystal and fixed reactor.
It provides continuous control of the frequency over a range of 5 parts per million.
In parallel with the fine
frequency capacitor is another variable capacitor located in the phaseThe latter
control chassis and geared to the phase-shift capacitor.
variable capacitor is capable of controlling the frequency over a range of
nearly 5 parts per million.
An isolation amplifier and a transformer provide a low-impedance output and prevent any change in the outpllt load from affecting the operation of the oscillator.
The outpllt is approximately 14 volts rms.
A microammeter with a selector switch and appropriate resistors and
rectifiers provides a con~-enient means of checking the operation at several
test points in the oscillator and oven-beater circuits.
The stability of the oscillator is such that the rate of aging does not
exceed 1 part in 109 per hour, and the a~-erage short time variation does
not exceed 3 parts in 109 for a 10-min period.
Provision is made for
checking the oscillator frequency against the signals received from radio
station WW,
operated by the National Bureau of Standards.
7.11. Model UE-1 Phase-control
Unit.—The phase-control chassis
contains an amplifier, phasing circuits, a phase-shift capacitor, and an
It also conoutput amplifier similar to those in the !Iodel C-1 timer.
tains an a-c shunt motor which through a gear train drives the phaseshift capacitor and the variable capacitor that controls the oscillator
frequency.
Clutches that are operated by solenoids permit the decoupling of the phase-shift capacitor and the frequency capacitor from the
gear train so that they can be operated manually and so that the phaseshift capacitor can be rotated without affecting the frequency of the
oscillator.
.k functional diagram of the motor-drive system for the
phase and frequency capacitors is shown in Fig. 7.14.
The motor can be. controlled by either the automatic synchronizer or
a manual rmrr-mGrm switch that causes the motor to rotate the phaseshift capacitor so that the remote signal moves to the left or to the right.
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UNIT

When this switch is in the neutral position, the motor is controlled by the
automatic synchronizer.
The clutches that couple the phase-shift
capacitor and the frequency capacitor to the gear train are disengaged
When the automatic-synchronizer
when the solenoids are energized.
switch, located on the panel of the dual oscilloscope, is turned to the OFF
position, it disengages the phase-shift capacitor clutch and grounds the
output of the automatic synchronizer; consequently the motor does not
turn, and the phase-shift capacitor can be rotated manually.
The freSolenoid disengages
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diagram of phase- and frequency-control system of Model UE-1
timer.

quency-capacitor clutch is disengaged in the left and right positions (not
in neutral) of the manual LEFT-RIGHTswitch.
It can also be disengaged
by a frequency-reset push-button switch on the phase-control panel so
that the frequency capacitor and fine frequency control in the oscillator
may be reset when the frequency capacitor reaches the end of its range.
Although no provision is ma!!!e for it in the NIodel UE-1 timer, it would
be desirable to have the phase-shift capacitor clutch disengaged when
the signals are out of synchronism and the automatic synchronizer blinks
the local signal.
The vacuum-tube circuits shown in Fig. 7.15 control the amplitude
and phase of the voltages impressed on the field coils of the motor.
A
Wcps signal from the heater supply is impressed on the grid of a phase
inverter to provide two output voltages that are 180° out of phase.
Either one of these can be selected by the LEFT-RIGHT switch to drive the
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motor in one direction or the other. A potentiometer in the grid circuit
controls the speed of the motor for manual control with the LE~-RIGHT
switch.
The phase-corrector circuit provides for the proper adjustment
of the phase of the field current with respect to the phase of the armature
current. For manual control with the switch the output of the phase-corrector circuit is applied to the grid of the amplifier; for automatic control
(with the switch in the neutral position) the output from the automatic
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FIG. 7.15.—Schematic diagram of Model UE-1 phase-control unit.

The amplifier
synchronizer is applied to the grid of the amplifier.
drives a phase inverter and two power amplifiers operating in push-pull.
The field coils of the motor are the plate loads of the power amplifiers.
Power at 60 cps is supplied through a transformer and a rheostat
The rheo~tat regulates the maximum
to the armature of the motor.
speed at which the motor can rotate when it is controlled by the automatic synchronizer.
When the switch is turned to the left or right
position, the rheostat is short-circuited and consequently the speed is
In normal operation the maximum speed is reduced by means
increased.
of the rheostat to the lowest value at which synchronization is possible
in order to minimize the false corrections due to noise or interference on
the incoming signal. When synchronization is first attempted, the difference between the frequencies of the master and slave oscillators usually
necessitates operation at a relatively high maximum speed. After a few
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minutes of operation the maximum speed can be reduced.
In this way
the advantages of the automatic synchronizer and also the high precision
of the crystal oscillator are retained.
7012. Model UE-1 Receiver.—The
receiver, which is of the superheterodyne type, is designed to operate at a single frequency.
By means
of screwdriver controls, however, the tuning can be adjusted to any freThe tuning dial provides frontquent y between 1700 and 2100 kc/see.
panel adjustment of the tuning over a range of ~ 80 kc/see.
The over-all
bandwidth is approximately 70 kc/see as measured at 6 db below peak
response. The sensitivity is such that a Z-p signal gives full deflection
of the trace on the cathode-ray tube.
As shown in the schematic diagram (Fig. 7.16) there are four tuned
stages of preelection before the converter, providing an i-f and imagereject ion ratio of more than 60 db and four stages of i-f amplification
operating at 1100 kc/see.
The remote signal (along with other signals) from the electronic
attenuator of the switching equipment (Sec. 84) is impressed on the grid
of the final stage of electronic attenuation, which functions as an amplifier
except for a short period of time during which the local signal is transmitted. The local signal from the resistance attenuator of the switching
equipment is passed through a resistance attenuator in the receiver and
mixed with the signal from the electronic attenuator.
The potentiometer
in the resistance attenuator controls the amplitude of the local signal and
is used to equalize the local and remote signals as they appear on the fast
and slow oscilloscopes.
There are several devices for reducing the effect of interference caused
by enemy jamming, undesired signals, and random noise. A wave trap
of the infinite-rejection type in the plate circuit of the r-f amplifier
introduces an attenuation of 50 db or more over a narrow band of frequencies. A control mounted on the front panel permits the tuning of
the wave trap to any frequency between 1700 and 2100 kc/see.
It is
effective in reducing interference produced by jamming or by radio
signals of frequencies close to the frequency of the Loran signals. The
rejected band is so narrow that the wave trap can be tuned to the Loran
frequency without distorting the shape of the signal beyond usability.
A wave trap in the plate circuit of the first i-f amplifier serves a similar
function in reducing interference from signals of the intermediate
frequency.
The r-f gain potentiometer controls the positive bias of the cathodes
of the r-f amplifier and the first and second i-f amplifiers.
The grids of
the third and fourth i-f amplifiers are maintained at a positive potential
of approximately 120 volts, and the cathodes are connected to the plate of
a pentode that serves as a gain control and as an automatic volume con-
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trol.
The cathode of the AVC pcntode is grolmdccl, and the potential of
the screen grid is controlled by the i-f gain potentiometer.
The .AVC
selector switch hos four positions.” In the OFF position the grid of the
AVC pentode is grounded; in the other thrrc positions negative signals,
resulting from the rectification of the o{[tput of the final i-f amplifier, are
applied to the grid of the AV(; pcntode, and vurious capacitors are introduced in the plate circuit to provide three different AVC time constants.
When, in normal operation, the AVC switch is in the OFF position, it
grounds the grid of the AVC pcntode, rind the cathodes of the i-f amplifiers
tend to follow the grids. The cathode-biasing resistance is dependent
upon the d-c plate resistance of the Ai’C pentode thtit is controll~d by
the i-f gain potentiometer.
With the AVC slritrh on one of the other
positions, the d-c plate resistance of the AJ”[I pentodc is determined by
the negative rcctifkd signal. The plate resistonm is lolv cxrrpt dllring
bursts of noise, Jvhen the pcntode current is cut o~~. The (!:Lthodcs of the
i-f amplifier then rise to the peak grid voltages and remain :~t :1 positive
potential with respect to the grids until the AJ”C pentodc again conducts
and discharges the plate capacitor.
The video mnplificr p:wses signals of frcquenrirs Imtirmn 500 rps and
40 kc/see.
A high-pass filter, Jvhich xttcnlmtes vidro sign:lls of frc[j~lencies below 2 kc/see, is helpful in reducing sonw types of intcrfcrcmce,
A portion of the video signal is rectitimt and mixed !rith tlw normal
AVC voltage and is applied to the grids of the balanced mixer in the
automatic synchronizer to paralyze the automatic synchronizer during
bursts of noise.
7.13. Model UE-1 Synchronizer.—;kt the sh~~e station the rcvnote
signal on the A-trace precedes the local signal on thr B-trace i)y a predetermined time difference (ordinarily 1000 pwc) pl(w hidf the recurrence
period. The operator adjusts the .4- and B-selwtors to give the predetermined time difference between the initiations of the fost A- :md
B-traces and verifies the adjustment by means of calibration markers.
Although the pulse that drives the local transmitter exciter occurs at the
start of the fast B-trace, the local signal as it appetirs on the f:~st B-trace
is displaced to the right because of the time delays in the transmission
and receiving circuits.
The remote signal on the i-trace is also delayed
by the receiving circuits. When on the fast traces the remote signal is
superimposed on the local signal, the time difference between the initiation of the A-trace and the rise of the remote signal equals and cancels
the time difference between the initiation of the B-trace and the rise of
the local signal. Thus the measured time difference between the initiations of the fast .4- and B-traces accurately represents the time difference
between the reception of the signal from the remote transmitter and the
reception (not the initiation) of the signal from the local transmitter.
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Although the A- and B-selectors are sufficiently stable to maintain for
several hours the proper time difference between initiations of the two
fast traces, an infinitesimal difference in the frequencies of the local and
remote crystal oscillators causes the remote signal on the A-trace to
drift to the right or to the left of the local signal on the B-trace.
The
purpose of the automatic synchronizer at the slave station is to hold the
remote signal in a position directly above the local signal.
As shown in the block diagram (Fig. 7.12) a delay multivibrator
controls the position of a gate on the A-trace.
The gate is mixed with
the video signal from the receiver, and the output charges a capacitor
through a diode. The charge delivered once every recurrence period to
the capacitor is proportional to the average amplitude of the remote signal
for the duration of the gate. The resulting sawtooth voltage is applied
to the control grid of one pentode of the differential amplifier; a d-c
voltage is applied to the grid of the other pentode.
The two outputs of
the differential amplifier supply the screen voltages of the two” pentodes
that form the balanced mixer. Two 60-cps out-of-phase signals from a
phase inverter are applied to the control grids of the balanced mixer.
The output is applied through a phase corrector and through a phase
inverter to the field coils of the a-c motor in the phase-control chassis.
The motor drives the phase-shift capacitor in such a way that the remote
signal appears to seek that position on the A-trace at which the gate lies
a third of the way up the leading edge. hfore accurately, the timing
of the fast traces and the transmission of the local signal with respect to
the remote signal are so controlled by the automatic synchronizer that
the gate seeks a position a third of the way up the leading edge of the
remote signal.
A milliammeter located on the panel of the dual oscilloscope indicates
the degree of unbalance of the differential amplifier.
When the unbalance
corresponding to the error in synchronism exceeds a certain limit, an
alarm buzzer sounds and the local transmission is blinked to indicate to
users of the signals that the signals are improperly synchronized.
At the master station, the local signal on the A-trace precedes the
remote signal on the B-trace by a predetermined time difference of
half the recurrence period plus the coding delay plus twice the time
required for a radio signal to travel from one station to the other. The
delay circuit of the automatic synchronizer is initiated at the start of the
fast B-trace and is so adjusted that the gate lies a third of the way up the
leading edge of the remote signal when on the fast traces the local signal
is superimposed on the remote signal. The automatic-synchronizer
switch is turned off; this grounds the synchronizer output and disengages
the clutch between the motor and the phase-shift capacitor.
In this
condition, the automatic synchronizer sounds the warning buzzer and
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blinks the local transmission when the signals are incorrectly synchronized, but it does not directly control the synchronization.
The schematic diagram of the automatic synchronizer is shown in
Fig. 7.17. At the slave station the synchronizer delay multivibrator is
initiated by the pulse from the gate-pulse mixer of the A-selector; at the
master station it is initiated by the pulse from the final gate-pulse mixer
of the B-selector (because the pulse from the gate-pulse mixer is more
stable than that from the continuous B-delay multivibrator).
The
trailing edge of the pulse from the delay multivibrator is differentiated
to cut off the current through an amplifier and produce a positive flattopped pulse, or gate, of approximately 10-psec duration.
This pulse 1s
inverted in another amplifier whose plate is connected to the cathode
of the gate-video coincidence mixer. Thus, the cathode of the coincidence mixer, ~~'hichisnormally atthcpotential
of the B-supply, isdri~~en
to approximately ground potential for the duration of the gate. The
video signal is impressed on the control grid of the mixer. The plate of
the video mixer, which is normally at the potential of the B-supply, is
driven toward g-round potential by the action of the gate on the cathode
and by the action of the video signal on the grid. The change of plate
potential depends on the amplitude of the video signal.
To reduce the noise and increase the rate of rise, the lower third of
the video signal is eliminated and the top is flattened in a negatively
biased amplifier that is driven to saturation.
In normal operation the
gate is located on the steep leading edge of the amplified and limited
remote signal. This signal is mixed in the blanking equalizer with a
signal derived from the attenuator bias and is applied to the control grid
of the gate-video coincidence mixer. .it a double-puked station the
attenuator is controlled by two timers operating at two recurrence rates.
Consequently the remote signal as observed at either recurrence rate (on
the oscilloscope of either timer) is periodically eliminated.
Since the
difference in recurrence periods is 100 psec and at the low basic recurrence
rate the recurrence period is approximately 40,000 psec, the difference in
the timing of the two signals is repeated every 400 periods, or every 16
sec. As an observer watches the slow-trace pattern, he sees a section of
the trace from which the video signals have been eliminated move
around the slow-trace pattern and then complete the circuit and eliminate
the remote signal once every 16 sec. A signal of adjustable amplitude
derived from the attenuator bias is introduced during the blanking period
to compensate for the elimination of the remote signal and in this way to
maintain proper synchronism.
The negative output pulse from the coincidence mixer charges a
capacitor through a diode.
The charge leaks off with a time constant of
7500 psec, considerably less than the recurrence period of the remote
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pulse, and the voltage resulting from the charge on the capacitor is applied
to the control grid of one pentode of the differential amplifier,
The control grid of the other pentode of the differential amplifier is maintained
at an adjustable d-c negative potential.
When the local and remote
timers are in proper synchronism with no difference in the oscillator frequencies, the gate lies approximately a third of the way up the leading
edge of the remote pulse. The average potential on the charged capacitor
and one control grid then equals the d-c potential on the other control
grid, and the differential amplifier is balanced.
A slight difference in the
oscillator frequencies causes the remote signal to drift to the left or right
with respect to the gate. Consequently the output of the coincidence
mixer rises or falls with a corresponding change in the average potential
of the charged capacitor and with a corresponding unbalance of the differential amplifier.
The two outputs of the differential amplifier supply the screen voltages
for the two pentodes of the balanced mixer. Two equal 60-cps out-ofphase voltages from a phase inverter are impressed on the control grids
of the balanced mixer. The plates are connected in parallel to an antiresonant plate load so that the phase and amplitude of the M)-cps output
signal is controlled by the relative balance or unbalance of the screen
voltages of the balanced mixer. The screen voltages depend on the potentials of the control grids of the differential amplifier.
During b{trsts of
noise the outp~lt of the balanced mixer is reduced by the action of the
receiver automatic volume control on the bias of the balanced mixer,
By means of the phase corrector, the phase of the 60-cps output signal
can be adj~lsted in relation to the phase of the current in the armature of
the synchronizing motor to give maximum torque.
.1s described in
Sec. 7 11, the 60-cps output signal is applied to the field coils of the synchronizing motor and therefore controls the rotation of the phase-shift
capacitor and the frequency capacitor.
LOW FREQUENCY TIMER
7.14. General Requirements.-.ks
explained in Chaps. 3 and 5, a Low
Frequency Loran system operating at 180 kc/see has several advantages
The ground-wave ranges over both
as compared with Standard Loran.
land and sea are greatly increased, and the factor of geometrical precision
UIis better because of the greater length of the baseline over which it is
possible to synchronize the ground stations.
Simultaneous Fixing.—.4s explained in See. 3.8, the importance of
simultaneous fixing (the measurement of two time differences simultaneously) for air navigation, for homing to an airport, and especially for
aerial bombing has been clearly demonstrated.
Because of the rapid
motion of an airplane it is imperative that the navigator be able to obtain
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a fix as rapidly as possible.
In bombing by Loran it should be possible
for the navigator or bombardier to set the delay controls to the predetermined time differences of the target, fly along one line of position,
and release the bombs when the signals corresponding to the other line
In homing to an airport, especially in
of position move into coincidence.
congested areas, it should be possible for the navigator to apply the same
technique.
This cannot easily be done with pairs at two recurrence rates
because the indicator would be too complex.
Simultaneous fixing
becomes practical when three ground stations, a master and its two
slaves, operate at a single recurrence rate and the signals from any one
station are everywhere distinguishable from the signals from any other
station.
The LF stations are now operated in accordance with these requirements. The master station transmits signals at double the normal recurrence rate. One slave station (operating at the normal recurrence rate)
is synchronized with one series of alternate pulses from the master station,
whereas the other slave station is synchronized with the other series of
alternate pulses. The sequence of pulses as observed at the master and
slave stations is shown in Fig. 7.18. One series of alternate pulses X
transmitted at the master station is distinguished from the other series of
pulses Z by an identifying “ ghost” series of pulses X’ which is shifted in
phase by 1000 psec and appears fainter than the normal series of pulses
because its recurrence rate is only a third of the normal recurrence rate.
The other two series of pulses W and Y are transmitted by the two slave
stations at the normal recurrence rate and are therefore normal in
appearance.
This system provides three families of time-difference readings and
three corresponding families of lines of position.
With Standard Loran
indicators, time differences can be measured between signals Z and Y,
signals X and W, and signals W and Y. The intersection of any two of
the corresponding lines of position establishes a fix.
Although the operation of the three ground stations on a single recurrence rate necessitates little modification of the timers at the slave stations,
it requires several modifications of the timers and operational procedure
at the master station.
Since the Z-pulse is required to follow the X-pulse
by precisely one-half of the normal recurrence period, one timer, the
master timer, is used to trigger the transmitter at double the normal
recurrence rate and also to monitor the timing of the signal from one of
the slave stations.
Another timer, the monitor timer, is used to monitor
the timing of the signal from the other slave station.
The oscillator
of the master timer provides the 50-kc/sec signal for the monitor timer;
consequently both operate at the same frequency, and the locally transmitted signals observed on the monitor timer do not drif~.
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Because of the low frequency and the relatively narrow bandwidths
of the transmitting and receiving equipment, there is a delay of 150 psec
or so between the triggering of the transmitter and the rise of the received
locally transmitted signal. This delay necessitates the introduction of a
time delay between the triggering of the transmitter and the initiation
of the two fast traces. For the same reasons the received pulse rises
S1OW1V.
This makes the accurate measurement of time differences diffi.
cult. In an effort to improve the accuracy of time-difference measurements, the technique of matching i-f cycles of the remote and local signals
has been adopted.
Cycle-mutching Technique .—The unrectified i-f (50-kc/see) signal from
the receiver is impressed on the vertical deflecting plate of the cathode-ray
tube so that the individual cycles of the local signal can be superimposed
on those of the remote signal. Although there is some difficulty in
determining with certainty the proper cycle of one signal to be matched
with a particular cycle of the other signal, the cycle-matching technique
is capable of extremely accurate measurement of time differences when
the proper correspondence of cycles has been established.
With reasonable values of signal-to-noise ratio the cycle-matching technique seems
to be capable of time-difference measurements with probable errors of
approximately =’T psec. The cycle-matching receiver is discussed in
detail in Sec. 12.2. One-microsecond markers have been added to the
timers in order to take advantage of the improved timing accuracy
offered by the cycle-matching technique.
Communication by Blinking. —Because of the difficulty of establishing
the proper correspondence between the i-f cycles of the local and remote
signals, communication
between the master and slave operators is
required.
In addition to the motor-operated blinking that is used to
indicate incorrect synchronism, manual control of the blinking is provided
for communication bet ween the master and slave operators.
A simple
blinking code permits the master operator to instruct the slave operator
to advance or retard the timing of the slave transmissions by the required
interval of time and also permits the slave operator to acknowledge the
message.
At the slave station the operator superimposes the cycles of the
remote signal on those of the local signal, selecting with some uncertainty the appropriate correspondence between cycles. As explained
in Sec. 12.2, because of the irregular time difference (213+ 8 + L/2)
between local and remote signals, the operator at the master station
cannot match cycles of the local and remote signals. Instead, he matches
the envelopes.
But, knowing the correct value of 2(3 + J + L/2 and
comparing it with the measured time difference between the local and
remote signals, he can judge whether or not the synchronism is correct.
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If necessary he advises the slave operator to advance or retard the timing
at the slave station by 5.5 psec (one cycle at the radio frequency of
180 kc/see).
For the purpose of adjusting the synchronism at the slave
station and of adjusting the timing of the transmitter-trigger pulse in
relation to the r-f cycles, a variable time delay is introduced between the
selector output pulse (which normally triggers the transmitter) and the
output pulse from the exciter driver. At the master station this time
delay is maintained at a fixed value.
Because the phase of the i-f cycles of the receiver depends on the
phase of the signal from the local oscillator as well as the phase of the
received r-f signal, a highly stable local oscillator is required.
For this
purpose a 50-kc/sec signal from the crystal oscillator of the timer is
converted in the receiver to produce a 130-kc/sec heterodyne signal.
This beats with the r-f signal to produce an i-f signal of 50 kc/see.
Since the stability required for the cycle-matching technique cannot
be achieved with the type of pulsed transmitter used for Standard Loran,
an oscillator-amplifier type of transmitter is used for LF Loran.
A
50-kc/sec c-w signal from the timer is required to control the phase and
frequency of the locally transmitted signal. It is converted in the
transmitter to the pulsed r-f signal.
The automatic synchronizer is not sufficiently stable for maintaining
All synchronizing and monitoring
synchronism in the LF Loran system.
operations are, therefore, manually controlled.
7.15. Block Diagram of Low Frequency Timer.—A block diagram
of the Model C-1 timer as modified for service at an LF Loran ground
station is shown in Fig. 7“19. The modified timer can be used at either
a master or a slave station.
At a master station it can function as a
master timer to trigger the transmitter at double the normal recurrence
rate and to monitor the timing of the signals from one of the slave stations, or it can function as the monitor timer to monitor the timing of the
The function of the slave timer is
signals from the other slave station.
to trigger the local transmitter at the normal recurrence rate and in
proper synchronism with the appropriate signal from the master station.
Crystal Oscillator.-The
monitor timer does not control the transmission of either of the two local signals X and Z. To prevent the drifting
of the master and slave signals as they appear on the oscilloscope of the
monitor timer, the master and monitor timers are driven by a single
oscillator, and therefore the phase shifter of the monitor timer, instead
of being connected to its oscillator, is connected through a switch to the
50-kc/sec driver of the master timer.
50-kc/Sec Driver.—The phase-shifted 50-kc/sec signal from the timer
oscillator must be supplied to the cycle-matching receiver in which it is
converted to the 13@kc/sec
heterodyning signal. When the timer
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operates as a master or a slave, the 50-kc/sec signal is also supplied to
the transmitter in which it is converted to the puked 180-kc/sec r-f
signal. When the timer operates as a master, the 5@kc/sec signal is
supplied to the phase shifter of the monitor timer. A driver consisting
of a tuned amplifier with a low-impedance output supplies the 50-kc/sec
signal for these three purposes.
Because of the increased precision offered by the cycl~matching
technique, I-psec markers have been added to the calibration system.
They provide a calibration scale with which it is possible to estimate
time differences with a probable error of approximately 0.1 psec.
Transmitter Trigger.-When
the timer functions as a master, the
output pulse from the A-selector triggers the transmitter.
Consequently
the A-selector of the master timer is triggered at double the normal
recurrence rate by the pulse from the last divider.
The A-selector of the
monitor timer is triggered at the normal recurrence rate by the pulse
from the square-wave generator.
When the timer functions as a slave, the output pulse from the Bselector triggers the transmitter, and both the A- and B-selectors are
triggered at the normal rate by the pulse from the square-wave generator.
The master operator monitors the timing of the slave signal and, as
necessary, instructs the slave operator to advance Or retard by one r-f
cycle the timing of the slave signal. On the slave oscilloscope the i-f
cycles of the remote signal are superimposed on those of the local signal.
Therefore the slave operator must be able to shift as instructed the timing
of the transmitter-trigger pulse. For this purpose a calibrated delay
multivibrator is inserted ahead of the exciter driver. The slave operator
normally adjusts it to give a delay of 10 Ksec. On instruction from the
master operator, the slave operator can advance or retard the slave signal
one r-f cycle with respect to the normal timing. At the master station
the multivibrator is set and maintained at a fixed minimum delay.
The calibrated delay multivibrator can also be used to adjust the timing
of the transmitter-trigger pulse with respect to the r-f cycles.
Triggering of Fast-sweep Generator.—When the timer functions as a
master timer, the .4-selector is triggered at double the normal recurrence
rate and the B-selector is triggered at the normal recurrence rate. However a single fast A-trace and a single fast B-trace are required.
The
output pulse from the A-selector (corresponding to the Z-signal) on the
This is accomplished by a pentode
lower trace is therefore suppressed.
amplifier (the pedestal-gate circuit) which passes the output pulse from
the .4-selector to the selector mixer. The suppressor grid of the pentode
amplifier is controlled by a signal from the square-wave generator, and
hence the pentode amplifier is nonconducting for the duration of the
lower slow trace.
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Since there is a delay of approximately 150 psec between the triggering
of the transmitter and the rise of the local signal as it appears on the
timer oscilloscope, a corresponding delay must be introduced between
the triggering of the transmitter and the initiation of the fast A- or B-trace
It is convenient to delay equally
upon which the local signal appears.
the initiation of both the fast A- and B-traces with respect to the output
For this purpose the circuits have been
pulses of the A- and B-selectors.
modified by the addition of a delay multivibrator between the mixer
and the fast-sweep generator. The delay multivibrator is continuously
variable from 50 to 300 psec.
explained in Sec. 7.14, one series of alterlden~ijication Blinker.-.&s
nate signals X transmitted by the master station must be distinguishable
from the other series of alternate pukes Z. The distinguishing featl~re
is an identifying ghost signal which is displaced slightly to the right of
and is less bright than the X-signal.
In order that this identification be achieved, e~-ery third X-pulse is
delayed by 1000 ~sec and appears on the slow tram in position X’ of
Fig, 718.
The identification is recognizable on the fast truce by the
horizontal line that passes through the base of the X-pulse (because every
third X-pulse is missing).
The identifying shift of timing is accomplished by means of a multivibrator that has a division ratio of 3/1 and a long cycle of operation
(approximately 120,000 psec). The multivibrator is triggered by every
third positive pulse from the square-wave generator.
The output signal
is applied through a pentode amplifier to the bias of the coarse A-delay
multivibrator and is adjusted in amplitude to shift the delay by 1000
psec once with every third recurrence of the X- (or X’-) pulse.
The identifying shift of timing is required only for the X- (and X’-)
pulse on the upper trace, not for the Z-pulse on the lmver trace. Therefore the signal from the square-wave generator is applied to the suppressor
grid of the pentode amplifier so that the phase-shifting signal is eliminated
for the duration of the lower trace,
Communication Blinker .—Pro~-ision must be made for two different
blinker functions.
At the master station independent controls of the
motor
X-

and

manual

blinker
Z-pulses
blinker

(indicating
must

incorrect

be provided.

(for communication

synchronism)
.\lso,
between

for both

iudepen(lent
master

the

controls

master
of the

and slave operators)

iitthe sla~-r station the two blinker
for both master pulses are required.
functions are simpler (because only one pulse mllst be blinked) and the
same circuits are applicable.
The motor blinker shifts the timing of the local sigmd by 2000 ~sec
for approximately ~ sec every second.
.k cam, rotated by a synchronous
motor,
operates a switch with a period of 1 sec. The switch controls
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~he bias potential of the coarse A-delay multivibrator and by means of
this controls the timing of the A’- and Z-pulses.
The switched bias
potential is applied to the delay multivibrator through two pentode
One of the two signals (which are 180° out
amplifiers acting in parallel.
of phase) from the square-wave generator is applied to the suppressor
grid of one of the pentode amplifiers to permit the blinking of the X-pulses
only. The other square-wave signal is applied to the suppressor grid of
the other amplifier to permit the blinking of the Z-pulse only.
The manual blinker permits the independent keying of either of the
local signals (by a shift in timing of 2000 psec) for the transmission of
simple dot-dash messages to the slave operator.
Two push-button
switches control the bias of the coarse A-delay mu]tivibrator,
The same
two pentode amplifiers that control the motor-switched blinker bias also
control the manual blinker biw.
These manual push-hlltton controls
are independent of each other and independent of the motor-blinker
controls.
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EQUIPMENT

BY R. H. WOODWARD
8.1. General Requirements.-The
Loran technique of measuring the
time difference between the arrivals of two pulsed signals requires an
oscilloscope presentation in which a fast trace showing one pulsed signal
appears directly above a similar fast trace showing the other pulsed signal. It must be possible to time the fast traces so as to make one signal
appear directly below the other. Both signals as they appear on the
oscilloscope must be of the same amplitude.
These requirements are
simple in principle, but it is difficult to comply with them at a Loran
ground station because the signals to be compared differ so greatly in
strength. The local transmitter produces signals in the receiving antenna
that may be some 140 db greater than the signals from the remote station, It is necessary, therefore, to attenuate the local signal and to
amplify (or pass unattenuated) the remote signal so that the local and
remote signals as they are impressed on the inputs of the receiver are
approximately equal; the final exact equalization is accomplished in a
variable resistance network in the first stage of the receiver. Since the
purpose of comparing the two signals is to measure their time difference
accurately, the attenuator must not produce any appreciable delay or
distortion of the local signal.
The local and remote signals that are induced on the receiving antenna
pass through a coupling unit and a transmission line to the attenuator
and receiver, The signals are delayed and their shapes are slightly
altered by the action of the antenna, the coupling unit, and the transmission cable. The delay and distortion of the signals depend on the Q
of these circuits. A local signal is also induced on the interconnecting
cables and on the po~ver lines. This local signal and the remote signal
are induced at different locations and (as they appear at the attenuator
input) are delayed and distorted in different amounts.
If the local
signal induced on the cables and po~ver lines reaches the receiver input
in sufficient strength to cause a deflection of the oscilloscope trace, it
causes an error in the time-difference measurement, and, therefore, it
must be eliminated.
The easiest ~vay of providing adequate shielding is to enclose the
attenuator and the timers in a doubly shielded room. Power is supplied
258
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to the equipment in this room through an isolatlon transformer that
eliminates any r-f signals picked up by the power lines. All cables that
enter the room pass through a metal box which serves as a common
ground for both the inner and the outer shields of the room and for the
shields of all the cables that enter the room.
It would be difficult to design an attenuator that would pass or amplify
the remote signal and attenuate the local signal from the receiving antenna
by a large constant ratio without causing delay and distortion.
It
is easier to attenuate the local signal from the main antenna so thoroughly
that the receiver’s output is negligible and simultaneously to introduce
a weak local signal of suitable strength from another local source. This
can be a short ineffic ent antenna or a dividing network of resistances
that bypasses the attenuator and allows a suitable fraction of the local
signal to reach the receiver.
The i-eceiver has two inputs, one for the remote signal and one for
the local signal, and these signals travel through different channels
to the receiver. The remote signal is induced in the receiving antenna
and passes through the coupling unit, the transmission cable, and the
attenuator to the remote-signal input of the receiver. If the local signal
is induced on a short antenna, it passes through a transmission cable to
the local-signal input of the receiver.
If the local signal is obtained from
the receiving antenna, the strong local signal induced on the receiving
antenna passes through the coupling unit, the transmission cable, and
a passive attenuating network to the local-signal input of the receiver.
If the receiving antenna is not used as the source of the local signal,
it is convenient to limit the positive and negative r-f peaks of the local
signal at the receiving antenna by means of two gas-filled tubes associated
with the coupling unit. When the local transmitter sends out a puise,
a discharge takes place in these gas-filled tubes that results in attenuation of the local signal from the receiving antenna.
Because such limiting tubes distort the local signal, a local signal from another source
must be provided for the measurement of the time difference.
The use
of two separate antennas for the remote and local signals, however, is a
source of possible error in timing because of the different locations of
the antennas and because of possible differences in the delays and distortions introduced by the circuits of the two channels.
The timing
uncertainty is especially serious when a Beverage wave antenna (Sec.
104) is used to receive the remote signal since a separate antenna must
be used to receive the local signal. The use of a single vertical receiving
antenna and a passive attenuating network to provide both the remote
and local signals is preferred, therefore, when possible, even though the
problem of attenuating an unlimited local signal is more difficult.
The attenuator is controlled by the timer and switches the remote-
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s.gnal input of the receiver alternately to the receiving antenna and to
ground.
In the early models the attenuator consists of two relays. In
the later models it consists of two or more stages of amplification.
The
bias of the amplifiers is driven to a large negative potential during the
transmission of the local signal.
At a station transmitting at a single recurrence rate, there are two
timers and two tmnsmitters.
The duplication assures continuous service’ and facilitates maintenance of equipment.
At a double-pulsed
Each transmitter
station there are four timers and two transmitters.
has two exciter units and a pulse mixer, so that it can be controlled by
~]-.o timers ar -i transmit at two recurrence rates at the same time. To
take tG“ advantage of the duplication of equipment, provision must be
made for switching connections between the different transmitters and
timers. This additional switching equipment is also housed in the
shielded room.
The switching equipment used with timer Models A, B, and B-1 is
primitive.
The switching is accomplished by disconnecting cables from
The attenuator
one set of terminals and connecting them to another.
consists of two relays connected in series between the receiving antenna
and the receiver and controlled by the timer. For attenuation the circuit between the receiving antenna and the receiver is opened at each
During the part of the recurrence
relay and the conductor is grounded.
period when there is no attenuat~on, the receiving antenna is connected
directly to the receiver through the relay contacts.
The attenuation
provided by this method is ample, but the operation of the relays is
unreliable.
The switching equipment Models C, C-1, and UK provide two
selector switches for connecting each of two transmitter exciters with the
exciter-driver circuits of any one of four timers. A tw~stage low-gain
amplifier, whose grids are driven below cutoff during a portion of the
recurrence period, attenuates the local signal.
The Model UM switching equipment for use with the Model UE-1
timer provides complete switching between four transmitter exciters
and four timers. Three discriminators, each consisting of an electronic
attenuator with a bypassing resistance attenuator are provided.
Each
of two timers may be connected through an independent discriminator
to a different antenna, and there is a third discriminator that may be
The use of a single antenna for the
taken out of service for maintenance.
reception of both the local and remote signals is possible because of the
resistance attenuators that bypass the electronic attenuators to provide
undistorted local signals of the desired amplitude derived from the main
receiving antenna,
No gas-filled tubes are required to limit the local
pulse.
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A laboratory model of a Low Frequency discriminator has been constructed and tested. It consists of a four-stage triode electronic attenuSpecial attention has been
ator and a bypassing resistance attenuator.
given to the shielding, the reduction of tube noise, and the elimination
of distortion and unequal phase shifts, with the result that local and
remote signals differing by 160 db or more can be handled with negligible
errors in timing.
8.2. The ‘Switching Equipment Used with Model A, B, and B-1
Timers.—All of these timers are enclosed in a shielded room. Limiting
gas-filled tubes are used in the antenna coupling unit, and the weak
local signals are supplied by a special inefficient antenna.
The attenuator consists of two relays between the antenna and receiver that are
These relays are enclosed
open at the time of the local transmission.
in individual insulated metal boxes, and the interconnecting leads pass
through copper tubing, which serves both to shield the leads and to
ground the boxes.
The signals from the two antennas are both fed into
a variable resistance network in the input of the receiver, where the
final equalization of the remote and local signals is accomplished.
The attenuation of the relays is sufficient, but their operation is too
unreliable for ordinary service. Furthermore, since the time of the
attenuated portion of the recurrence period cannot be accurately controlled, it must be made relatively long. At a double-pulsed station the
two timers operating at different recurrence rates control a single set
of attenuator relays. The relative phasing of the two sets of transmitted
pulses runs through a complete cycle in about 15 sec. The signal from
each of the two remote stations disappears for the part of the cycle in
which it arrives simultaneously with the interval of attenuation c orreThe length
sponding to the transmission from the other remote station.
of this time of disappearance is proportional to the length of the individual interval of attenuation.
It is, therefore, desirable to make this
interval of attenuation as short as possible.
For these reasons the pair
of relays of the early model are replaced by an electronic attenuator in
the later models of the switching equipment.
8.3. Model C-1 Switching Equipment.—Because the switching equipments designed for use with the Model C, C-1, and UJ timers are similar,
only the Model C-1 switching equipment (Fig. 8.1) is discussed in this
section. It provides greater flexibility in switching than do the earlier
j,, models. It uses an electronic attenuator that is more reliable than the
relays of the earlier models and operates with shorter intervals of attenuation, This type of switching equipment is used for Sky-wave Synchronized Loran as well as for Standard Loran.
The block diagram of transmitting, timing, and hfodel C-1 switching equipment at a typical Loran
station is shown in Fig. 8.2. Provision is made for switching the exciter
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driver from any two of the four timers to the two exciters of either one
of two transmitters.
The switches are enclosed in a metal box mounted
on the inner wall of the shielded room.
The isolating transfer-mer is located outside the shielded room just
below the metal entrance box, which extends through the wall of the
shielded room and serves as the common ground for the cable shields and
for the inner and outer screens of the shielded room. The entrance box
also encloses the first stage of the electronic attenuator, shown in Fig. 8.3.
Bias driver

FIG.S.3.4chematic

Second attenuator stage

Cathode follower

diagram of Model C-1 switching equipment.

The local signal is induced on a loop consisting of a single turn of
sheet copper which is located near the coupling unit of the transmitting
This signal is introduced into a signal-sampling network
antenna.
(mounted on the side of the transmitter) that has two outputs of local
signal. A series-resonant circuit yields one signal of high voltage that
is impressed directly on the vertical plate of the test oscilloscope of the
A second channel through a resistor supplies a local signal
transmitter.
of suitable amditude for the timers. Series resistors in the leads to
the four timer receivers provide isolation between the receivers and so
prevent changes of load with local-gain adjustments from changing the
amplitude of the signal. As in the Model B-1 timer the final equalizing
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of the local and remote signals is accomplished in a variable resistance
network in the input of the receiver where the local and remote signals
are mixed.
The gas-filled tubes mentioned in Sec. 8.1 are used to help in the
attenuation of the large local signal induced in the main receiving antenna.
The coupling unit of the receiving antenna transforms the resistance of
the antenna to that of the transmission line and neutralizes the antenna’s
reactance at the required frequency.
The remote signal induced on
the receiving antenna passes through the coupling unit, transmission
line, and attenuator to the receiver. The attenuator acts as an amplifier
during the time of reception of the remote signal. It consists of two
6AC7 tubes connected as amplifiers in cascade.
In the interval of attenuation of about 1800 psec, the control grids
of the attenuator tubes are driven far enough beyond cutoff so that no
signals pass to the receiver. Since the local signal from the receiving
antenna is then distorted by the limiting action of the gas-filled tubes, it
must be completely eliminated from the input of the receiver. The
maximum possible attenuation per stage is determined by the ratio
between the grid-to-plate impedance and the plate-to-ground impedance.
In practice this limit is not attained; the actual attenuation is limited by
circulating ground currents and by pickup between the grid and plate
circuits. To reduce these effects, the two stages are enclosed in separate boxes connected by coaxial cable and the grid and plate circuits are
filtered.
The bias-driver circuits of the timers are all connected at the input
of the bias driver of the attenuator so that any one, two, or more timers
A single attenuator can serve a doublecan control the attenuator.
pulsed station operating at two recurrence rates. An attenuator for
each of two antennas is required, however, at the double-pulsed stations
where long baselines and severe noise conditions necessitate the use of
Beverage antennas (see Sec. 10,4).
8.4. Model UM Switching Equipment.—The
use of two different
antennas and coupling units for the reception of the local and remote
signals is a source of possible error in timing.
Consequently, in the
discriminator of the Model UM switching equipment (Fig. 8.4) provision
is made for the use of a single antenna for the reception of both signals.
The discriminator consists of an electronic attenuator and bypassing
resistance attenuator.
No ga.+filled limiting tubes are used. The electronic attenuator is designed to handle the high voltages encountered
during the transmission of the local signal.
Experience has shown that in operation over a long baseline or over
land, a Beverage or wave antenna at the ground station gives a higher
ratio of signal to atmospheric noise than does the standard vertical
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antenna and accordingly facilitates the maintenance of synchronism.
Although the use of the Beverage antenna is not recommended, because
of the resulting uncertainty of timing of the remote signal with respect
to the local signal, it issometimes necessary inrnaintaining synchronism
Since the Beverage antenna is directional,
over unusually long baselines.
a separate antenna is required at a double-pulsed station for reception of
signals from each of the two remote stations} and an individual discriminator must be used with each antenna.
Consequently, three independent
discriminators are incorporated in the Model CM switching equipment,
the third serving as a stand-by.
Normally in a single-pulsed station there are two timers and two
transmitters (four exciters); in a double-pulsed station there arc four
timers and two transmitters (see Fig, 85).
The Lfodel UII switching equipment is constructed in a single
cabinet equipped with space heaters and a ventilating blower,
The
cabinet is installed in the shielded room near one ~vall. All leads entering the shielded room pass through the entrance box, which protrudes
through the wall and is bolted to it. The uppermost chassis contains
(1) a selector switch for connecting a line from the standard frequency
receiver (for checking the crystal oscillators against the Bureau of
Standards time signals from station WWT) to the 100-kc/sec output
of any one of four timers, (2) four selector switches for connecting from
one to four transmitter exciters to any of four timers, (3) a line-frequency
meter, and (4) a line-voltage meter. The second chassis contains (1)
four selector switches for connecting the local- and remote-signal inputs
of one to four timers to the local and remote outputs of any of three discriminators and (2) a toggle switch for connecting the ventilating blower
of the cabinet to either of two power lines. The lowest panel contains
circuit breakers, fuses, and switches for distributing power from either
of two transformer-isolated sources to three discriminators in the cabinet
and to the timers and lighting circuits in the shielded room.
Figure 86 is a block diagram of the Jlodel T-731switching equipment,.
In each of three discrimirmtors two channels are provided.
One is the
electronic attenuator whose output is conncctcd to the remote input of
the timer receiver; the other is an adjustable resistance attenuator whose
output is connected to the local input of the timer receiver. Provision
is made for connecting a single antenna to the inputs of both channels
A bandpass
or for connecting individual antennas to the two inputs.
antenna filter is provided for the reduction of cross modulation caused
by strong signals of frequencies outside the pass band.
Its introduction
in both channels causes no timing error because it delays and distorts
A ganged selector switch with
both remote and local signals equally.
three positions makes it easy to change connections.
The three com-
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binations are (1) single antenna with filter in, (2) single antenna with
filter out, and (3) two antennas with filter out.
The schematic diagram of the discriminator is shown in Fig. 8.7.
The resistance attenuator forms a continuously open channel between the
antenna and the receiver.
There is no need to interrupt this channel
as the electronic channel is interruptecl, because, with the exception of
the local transmission, all signals reaching the receiver through this
channel are negligibly small. The resistance attenuator, which is
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diagram of Model UiI switching equipment.

adjustable in steps of 10 db from 20 to 130 db, can be set to compensate
for the different signal strengths found at different stations.
In normal
operation the input voltage may be as high as 500 volts peak to peak.
This is attenuated to approximately 150 pv at the 130-db tap. If the
local signal is weaker or the remote signal stronger, a tap giving less
attenuation can be used.
The electronic attenuator consists of three attenuator stages and a
cathode-follower output.
(There is a fourth attenuator stage in the
The attenuator stages are conreceiver of the Model UE-1 timer.)
ventional low-gain amplifiers that are periodically cut off by the action
of the bias amplifier.
The first stage, a triode, is designed to handle the
high voltage of the local transmission.
The grid is driven 300 volts
below ground potential.
The attenuation and gain are approximately
The attenuating bias applied to the grids
15 db and unity, respectively.
of the second and third stages, which are pentodes, is 90 volts.
In
each of these stages the attenuation and gain are approximately 6~ and
4 db, respectively,
There is a loss of approximately 1 db in the lowimpedance cathode-follower output stage.
To reduce leakage of the r-f signal from the grid to the plate circuits,
the components of the plate circuit of one stage are mounted in the
shield that encloses the succeeding stage. The plate and screen voltage
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and bias leads are filtered by single T-sections that are critically damped
to prevent oscillations.
The filament transformers and plate-supply
transformers are provided with electrostatic shields. Each attenuator
stage, each section of the input selector switch, the bandpass antenna
filter, and the resistance attenuator are enclosed in separate aluminum
castings insulated from the chassis.
The bias for cutting off the attenuator stages is obtained from a bias
amplifier. The timing and duration of the attenuating bias are controlled by the timers. The duration is approximately 1800 ~sec. It
must be long enough to provide adequate attenuation for the entire
period during which local transmission may occur.
This period depends
upon the adjustment of the timer.
The bias circuits of all the timers are connected to a common resistance
Consequently,
and to the bias-amplifier inputs of all the discriminators.
each operating timer controls all operating electronic attenuators unless
its bias circuit is switched off. At a double-pulsed station all signals
except the local transmissions are eliminated from two short sections of
the slow-trace pattern.
As observed on either of the two operating
timers, one section remains stationary while the other moves around the
slow-trace pattern, periodically eliminating the remote signal. The
direction of motion is opposite for the two timers.
8.6. Low Frequency Switching Equipment.—The
experimental LF
Loran stations have been operated with slightly modified Model C-1
switching equipment.
Since the requirements for switching equipment at an LF Loran ground station are more severe than those for
Standard or Sky-wave Synchronized Loran, an experimental model of
the proposed equipment has been built and tested at the Radiation
Laboratory.
Experiments in this country and experience with the European SS
ground stations that do not have shielded rooms have shown that under
normal conditions it is possible to design an attenuator capable of satisfactory operation without the protection of a shielded room.
The
advantages of elimination of the shielded room are increased convenience
and simplification of operation and more space in the timer building.
The problem of providing sufficient attenuation without a shielded room
is greatly simplified if the electronic attenuator is incorporated in the
timer, closely associated with the r-f stage of the receiver. This, of
course, would call for a complete redesign of the timer, which has not been
feasible. The laboratory model of the LF switching equipment has,
however, been designed keeping in mind the possibility of eventual
elimination of the shielded room.
The requirements for the attenuator for the permanent LF system are
more severe than those for the Standard and SS attenuator because the
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anticipated output power is 1 megawatt instead of 100 kw, and because
of the continuous output of the 90-kc/sec c-w driver of the tran smitter.
This is about 20 watts and is present even during reception of the remote
signal. To avoid difficulty expected from the radiation of the second
harmonic from the 90-kc/sec driver and to alleviate the problem of
attenuating the local signal, it is planned that the transmitter building
shall be located 1000 ft or so from the timer building and that the receiving antenna shall be 1000 ft or more from the transmitting antenna.
Furthermore, because the cycle-matching technique offers the possibility
of measuring time differences with an error of only about & psec, the
difference in phase shift (or distortion) introduced in the local-signal
channel (resistance attenuator) and the remote-signal channel (electronic
attenuator) must be less than 6°. If it proves to be necessary, an amplifier can be used in the local-signal channel that is a duplicate of the electronic attenuator when it is amplifying the remote signal.
As with the Model UM switching equipment a single receiving antenna
and a resistance attenuator supply both the remote and local signals.
With the exception of an additional switch for the 50-kc/sec signal to
the transmitter, the switching is similar to that of the Model UM.
However, in the design of the LF attenuator, considerable effort has
been expended in reducing the thermal and “shot” noise in the electronic
attenuator.
The maximum over-all attenuation factor is determined
by the negative grid bias of the first stage, which limits the maximum
local signal that the attenuator can handle, and the thermal and shot
noise of the attenuator (when acting as an amplifier), which limits the
minimum remote signal that the attenuator can handle.
In the design
of the attenuator, the amplification when the attenuator is acting as
an amplifier is limited by the cross modulation produced in the widebandpass amplifier by strong signals of unwanted frequencies.
In an
effort to reduce the noise, low-noise triodes are substituted for the pentodes of the earlier models.
Although the maximum theoretical attenuation factor per stage of a pentode is greater than that of a triode, the
attenuation factor attained in practice is limited by the coupling between
the grid and plate circuits rather than by the ratio of the grid-to-plate
The triode has the advantages that
and plate-to-ground impedances.
tkle circuit is simpler, microphonics and internal tube noise are lower,
and cross modulation is less. Four low-noise triode stages of attenuation are used, instead of the two or three pentode stages of the earlier
models.
Figure 8.8 is a schematic diagram of the LF attenuator.
The four
stages of attenuation are enclosed in a long copper box, each stage being
As with the
separated from the succeeding stage by a copper partition.
Model UM switching equipment, the plate circuit of one stage is mounted
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inside the compartment of the succeeding stage to minimize the coupling
between the grid and the plate circuits.
The routing of the leads is
designed to minimize the coupling between the grid and plate circuits,
and all bias and power leads are shielded and filtered. A separate
electrostatically shielded filament transformer supplies power to the
filament of each triode.
In an effort to reduce the phase shift through the attenuator, it is
designed to pass all frequencies up to 10 Me/see.
It is estimated that
it produces a phase shift not exceeding 6°.
Each stage of attenuation is capable of an attenuation factor of 40
to 50 db. The over-all measured attenuation factor is greater than
165 db; the over-all measured gain is 45 db. The noise level is ~ pv as
compared with 10 pv for the Model C-1 attenuator.
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9.1. General Requirements.-The
design characteristics
of tlx
transmitter are based on the requirements of the system and on the
accuracy with which time differences caq be measured with the navigator’s receiver-indicator.
The navigator’s instrument is designed to be
capable of yielding readings to within 1 ~sec of the true value. With
a short baseline and normal signal-t~noise ratio, an average error in the
synchronism between two transmitters is approximately 0.5 ~sec. Since
the period of a carrier cycle at the operating frequency is approximately
0.5 psec, the maximum error assignable to the transmitter is a small
fraction of a cycle. Once started, the output pulse from the transmitter
must rise smoothly and steadily to its maximum to prevent “ flutter”
of the received pulse from impairing the accuracy of the navigator’s
time-clifference reading.
To facilitate the accurate measurement of the time difference between
pairs of received pulse signals, the leading edges of the signals should
rise steeply. The reception of such pulses, however, necessitates wideband receivers, with attendant increase in interference from noise and
other signals. An experimental study has been made to determine
optimum conditions consistent with the desired reading accuracy.
The
results of this study have led to the adoption of an effective receiver
bandwidth of about 75 lm/sec.
Under the stimulus of a trapezoidal
transmitted pulse rising in approximately 10 usec, such a receiver yields
The transan output pulse requiring 35 ~sec to reach its maximum.
mitted pulse must therefore be at least 35 psec long. An upper limit to
the pulse length is set by the desirability of resolving sky-wave components which may follow at intervals as short as 65 psec. A transmitted
pulse length of approximately 45 Psec has been adopted.
The rise time of the transmitted pulse is only broadly defined by the
required end result on the navigator’s instrument.
From the standpoint
of apparatus the rise time is more strictly determined by such interrelated
factors as the antenna Q, the Q of the transmitter tank circuits, and the
requirement that the oscillations start consistently.
In a trapezoidal
pulse the sideband distribution is determined primarily by the pulse
width and secondarily by the rise time; since lo-psec rise time is easily
275
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achieved, this value has been adopted.
The standard pulse has a rise
time of 10 psec, flat top of 35 psec, and decay of 10 ysec, making the width
at half amplitude 45 ysec.
The technique of matching the envelope amplitudes and leading
edges of two pulses yields its highest precision when the shapes of the
two transmitted pulses are exactly the same. If the two transmitters
differ in frequency, the two pulse shapes aredistorted differently in the
receiver, and an error is introduced in the time-difference measurement.
It is therefore necessary that the Loran transmitters have inherent frequency stability and that provision be made for simple and positive
means of monitoring and maintaining frequency.
To conserve space in the limited frequency spectrum, pairs of Loran
stations areidentified by different recurrence rates rather than by different radio frequencies.
This scheme also simplifies thereceiver, although
it requires a circuit complication in the indicator.
Loran transmitters
are accordingly designed in such awayastobe
capable of emittingpulses
at two recurrence rates concurrently.
Pulsing the transmitter at two recurrence rates results in doubling
the duty cycle, increasing the average power output from 100 to 200
watts. These are reasonable values and present no problem; the real
difficulties arise from the variable time interval between successive
pulses. The starting and stopping characteristics of the transmitters
and therefore the stability and shape of the emitted pulses are functions
not only of the circuit constants but of the various voltages as well.
Of practical necessity, these voltages perform some excursion during
and immediately following each pulse. The conditions that determine
the characteristics of a pulse, therefore, change with time; they depend
on the variable time interval between successive pulses. The transmitters must perform so that the variation of pulse shape and amplitude
and the variation in timing, caused by the fluctuations of the voltages,
are restricted to tolerable limits.
Originally the power capabilities of the transmitter were dictated
chiefly by existing tube types and their availability.
Propagation studies
have predicted and experience has shown that a daytime ground-wave
range of 700 nautical miles can be expected from a radiated power of
100 kw. At the Loran frequency of 2 Me/see, a further increase in
range of 100 miles would require nearly ten times the power, an increase
that is not often worth while. A power of 100 kw gives ground-wave
fields of about 500 pv/m at normal baseline distances over water, which
is adequate for synchronization in most latitudes.
In addition to the system requirements for the transmitters, other
important operating characteristics are required by the nature of the
service to be rendered. The equipment must be capable of continuous
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operation for long periods of time, in any climate fromthe Arctic to the
equator.
Itmustbe
tolerant of power-soureev ariationsa swellasbeing
rugged, simple to operate, and easy to maintain.
.
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FrG.9.1.—ModelTDP transmitter. (Court.svof
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Radio Engineering Laboratories Inc.)

9.2. Standard Loran Transmitters.—The
major requirements of the
transmitter to be used in the 2-LIc/sec Loran system may be briefly
recapitulated as follows:
1. Starting time variation less than 0.1 psec.
2. Smooth, steady rise of output pulse.
3. Pulse length of 45 psec at half amplitude.
4. Consistent pulse rise time of 10 psec.
5. Frequency stability and means for monitoring the frequency.
6. Ability to transmit two trains of pulses at different rates.
7. Peak power output of 100 kw.
8. Continuous operation in all climates.
9. Low harmonic radiation.
10. Simple operation and maintenance.
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Several transmitter models, differing in physical construction but similar
in electrical design, have been produced.
Atotalof
18 units of the early
Model 108T have been manufactured by Harvey Radio Laboratories,
Inc. The same manufacturer has produced 10 Model 125T and 12
Model 170T transmitters.
The Radio Engineering Laboratories, Inc.,
have constructed 36 Model 575 transmitters and 70 Model TDP (Fig.
91) transmitters.
The General Electric Company has designed the
Model TDP-1 (Fig. 9.2) transmitter to meet Navy specifications and has
manufactured 66 units.
Model TDP Trarzsrnitter.-Electrically,
Model TDP transmitter is a
push-pull, tuned-plate, tuned-grid, self-excited oscillator with a modified
form of cathode keying.
Physically, it consists of two metal cabinets
about 32 in. wide, 28 in. deep, and 72 in. high. One cabinet contains the
power oscillator, modulator bias and screen supplies, output coupling
The second cabinet contains the control
circuits, and a dummy load.
circuits, the high-voltage power supply, and the two exciter (“ pulser”)
units.
In order to achieve timing stability each exciter is fed with recurrent
trigger pulses from one timer only. For double-pulsed operation the
equipment is set up as shown in the diagram of Fig. 9.3, the two sequences
For single-pulsed
of pulses being mixed just before the modulator.
operation one exciter is entirely disconnected and the other feeds the
“ bias-and-pulse”
modulator input line without first going through the
mixer.
The trigger pulses are short and have a steeply rising front edge.
After voltage amplification they trigger a gas-filled tetrode in a pulseforming stage, the output of which feeds a beam power output stage.
Each positive-going output pulse is roughly rectangular, approximately
45 psec long, and several hundred volts in amplitude.
One sequence of
these pulses, together with a bias voltage, is fed from each exciter to the
mixer, which in turn feeds the combined output and a resultant bias
voltage to the grid of the modulator.
The modulator is a normally off
tube which is turned on by these high-voltage, positive-going pulses and
is so connected that it keys the high-power oscillator on and off. The
pulses of r-f energy are sent down a coaxial line to a tuning and matching
unit at the base of the Loran antenna and thence to the antenna itself.
Exciter Operation.—The
operation of the exciter can best be understood by study of the simplified diagram (Fig. 9“4). The synchronizing
trigger from the timer is a positive pulse of either 3 or 20 volts’ amplitude,
depending on the type of timer. This pulse is fed into a video preamplifie~ which increases its amplitude to approximately
60 volts. The
amplified pulse is then fed through the diode to the grid of the gas tetrode.
In some of the later models the preamplifier is replaced by a pulse trans-
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former. Before it is triggered, the gas-filled tube is in the nonconducting
condition, with its plate voltage at the level indicated as +L V. The
0.008-~f capacitor has been fully charged through the l-megohm resistor

FIG, 9.2.—Mode1 TDP-1 transmitter.

(Courtesv of General Electric Company.)
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applied between the cathode and grid of the beam power tube and brings
its bias rapidly from beyond cutoff to a slightly positive voltage.
The
plate current in the beam power tube and the output pulse voltage
buildup rapidly until the grid starts to draw current from the gas tube
circuit.
After this time the inductor, the two capacitors in series, and the
grid-cathode resistance of the beam power tube behave as an underdamped series circuit that executes a single half-cycle oscillation.
During
the first 20 psec of this oscillation the grid swings slightly more positive
and an even larger grid current flows; after 45 psec, however, the grid
voltage becomes negative and grid current ceases. The circuits are
proportioned in such a way that at precisely this time the 0.008-@f capacOutp.t to mod grid
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venting positive-ion grid bombardment
as the cathode
carried toward +HV by the bootstrap action.
For double-pulsed operation the two exciters are used in conjunction
with the diode mixer shown in the simplified diagram of Fig. 9.5. The
function of the mixer is to transmit the output pulses of the exciters to
the common modulator while isolating them from each other; it also
provides a connection for the modulator tube bias. Means are provided,
by the 100-k resistors, to accommodate a small amount of unbalance
between bias voltages furnished from the two supplies in the exciters. A
40-mh inductance and shunting 150-k resistor are used to present a considerable impedance to the pulse output from the mixer, so that full voltage is applied to the modulator grid.
All transmitters are equipped with two exciters and a mixer. Simple
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switching operations permit either single-pulsed
or double-pulsed
operation.
Operation oj Modulator and Power Oscillator.-The
power oscillator
has an essentially conventional tuned-plate, tuned-grid, push-pull circuit. The modulator is connected between cathode and ground and is
designed to provide a cathode bias considerably greater than cutoff,

Plate H.V
supply
20,000V

1/

1.

11

Scleen
current t
supply
RF power oscillator
To OSC. cathodes

‘:ii:h”eoi~’=’”

L
Osc. cath.
current

=

=
Action of modulator

FIG, 9.6.—Simple diagram of modulator and oscillator.

so that no oscillations occur between pulses. At the instant when modulations
applied, the cathode bias isreduced toalow
value and oscillations are started and sustained until the bias isagain returned to a high
value. Thus the modulator may be regarded as a shorting switch in
series witha small resistance, asis shownat the bottom of the simplified
diagram (Fig. 9.6).
A better understanding of the action may be had if some figures are
assigned to the various voltages.
The tubes used are VT98’S.
The
cutoff bias at 25-kv plate voltage is —1000 volts. Most of the Loran
transmitters are operated at aplate voltage of 17.5kv, and the cathode
voltage above ground, sustained by the filter capacitor and oscillator
cathode resistance, is 2500 volts. This circuit has a long time constant,
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so that to all intents and purposes the voltage is constant.
At the
instant when the modulator is turned on, the oscillator cathode voltage
drops to a value of about 500 volts and the remaining 2000 volts appear

Voltagedrops
start of pulse
+ 500 v

Pulsed

t

\~
+
Voltage rises at
end of pulseto
+5000V

+600
—
—
—

~- .. --------

decreasingcurrent

Platecapacitor
re.chargingcurrent

Voltagegradually
returns to
+2500 v \
=

‘–-+ --------

--- .*-..,,

Res!storcurrent ~--(c) After pulse

FIQ.9.7.—Cunrent flow in transmitter.

--- --->

(a) During pulse; (b) end of pulse; (c) after pulse.

across the snuffing choke. The plate power for the oscillator is supplied
from the large storage capacitor connected between the cathodes and the
This capacitor is permitted to make
center tap of the plate tank circuit.
the same voltage excursion as the cathodes by the isolating impedances
between the center tap and the plate high-voltage supply.
Figure 9.7a shows the various current paths during the pulse. The
The
modulator grid has been driven positive by the exciter output,
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oscillator grid current path is through the modulator tube and the positive bias supply, whereas the plate current path does not go through the
modulator but is confined to the tubes, plate inductance, and storage
capacitor.
Another component
of modulator plate current comes
through the snuffing choke from the 2500-volt charged capacitor.
This
capacitor isalsodischarging slowlythroughthe
oscillator cathode resistor.
The positive bias supply compensates for voltage drop in the modulator
tube, making theinitial flowof oscillator plate current large and greatly
aiding the speedy and consistent start of oscillations.
Figure 9.7b shows the current paths at the end of the pulse. The
modulator grid voltage has been returned to below cutoff.
Both grid
and plate current of the power oscillator have stopped, as well as the
plate and screen current of the modulator.
Current is still flowing
from the filter capacitor through thesnuffing choke andintothedistributed capacitance of the oscillator cathode circuit (modulator plate
current), and the filter capacitors
still discharging through the cathode
resistor. At this instant the action of the snuffing choke has raised the
oscillator cathode voltage to about 4500 volts, so that the oscillations
are quickly quenched.
The currents flowing shortly after the pulse are shown in Fig. 9.7c.
The storage capacitor which has lost charge by supplying energy to the
oscillator plates is being recharged from the plate high-voltage supply,
as is the filter capacitor and the distributed capacitance of the cathode
This recharging cycle lasts for a few hundred microseconds, so
circuit.
that after that interval another pulse may be satisfactorily transmitted.
It is apparent, however, that at times when the two pulses of different
rates are nearly in coincidence, the circuit voltages do not have time to
attain their steady value and the succeeding pulse is therefore of reduced
amplitude.
This is undesirable, but a more serious effect is a tendency
to delay the starting time of the succeeding pulse for a few microseconds.
This can happen if the operating voltages are not carefully maintained.
In general, any condition that makes the device a poor oscillator results
in a delay in starting time. The excursion of the cathode voltage immediately after the modulator is turned off is a critically damped oscillation
of the circuit made up of the snuffing choke and the distributed capacitance of the cathode circuit.
The output circuit is shown schematically in Fig. 9.8. It is desired
to present a load impedance of 4000 ohms between the plates of the oscillater tubes. The stepdown from this value to the 50 ohms required for
proper termination of the coaxial cable is achieved in two steps. A
capacitance divider reduces the 4000-ohm impedance to approximately
400 ohms, and the tuned transformer reduces that impedance to 50 ohms.
Means are provided by taps and plug-in capacitors to tune the trans-
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mitter and coupling networks over the range from 1700 to 2000 kc/see.
As shown on the simplified diagram, the 0.002-pf capacitor acrow the
primary of the coupling transformer is the resultant of the capacitance
divider and the capacitance required to tune the primary.
In practice
the transformer tuning procedure consists of shorting the primary of the
coupling transformer and series-resonating the secondary, any residual
detuning on the primary being taken care oi in the tuning of the plate
tank of the oscillator.
Output 50 ohm
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F1a. 9.8.—Simple diagram of outtmt circuits.
9.3. Transmitter
maintenance

Test

Oscilloscope.-Alignment,

of the transmitter

require

special

testing

operation,
facilities

that

and
can

,Such an
be made in the form of an oscilloscope.
oscilloscope is required to inspect the envelope of the transmitted r-f
pulse and to inspect certain r-f waveforms for measuring the transmitter
frequency. The oscillator cathodes, the oscillator grids, the output
terminal of the pulser, and the input stages of the pulser are normal points
of inspection.
A crystal oscillator and appropriate circuits for comparing
its frequency with that of the transmitter are included in the oscilloscope.
The triggered sweep circuits are sufficiently stable to permit careful
examination of the r-f cycles.
Several models of the transmitter test (or monitor) oscilloscopes have
been produced.
The Sylvania Electric Products, Inc., have manufacturwl 25 Model A-1 oscilloscopes (Fig. 9.9), and the Du Mont Laboratories, Inc., have produced 40 Model CDU, 110 Model OCA, and 70
Model (3BN oscilloscopes.
most conveniently
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The sweep is initiated by the same pulse from the timer that triggers
Any one of three sweep speeds, giving full deflection
the transmitter.
in 20,000, 200 or 25 ~sec, may be selected.
Provision is made for di~
playing the r-f cycles or video signals from the transmitter directly on

\

the cathode-ray tube or for displaying the rectified cycles either alone
or mixed with the rectified signals from the internal crystal oscillator.
A high intensifying voltage (9oOO volts) provides satisfactory intensity
even at the highest trace speed and at the low repetition rate.
The frequency of the transmitter is measured by beating the pulse
against a crystal oscillator.
The mixing action isperformed only when
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the detector is in use, so the pattern that is observed is always a modification of the envelope of the r-f pulse. When the transmitter is about
37 kc/see off frequency, a pattern similar to that of Fig. 9“10a, which is
a series of motion-picture frames, results. The beats appear as a sine.wave modulation of the top of the pulse, moving laterally across the
pulse. The operator makes a preliminary adjustment of the transmitter

and then observes that the picture cm the oscilloscope

screen looks like
Fig. 9. 10b, ~~hich is another series of motion-picture frames ~vith the
In this case, the beats are slower;
transmitter 20 kc/see off frequency.
thus the sine waves are longer, so that each cycle takes about the same
time as the duration of the pulse and only one cycle can be seen at a time.
The beats progress across the pulse as before but at a slower rate. When
the operator makes a further correction of the transmitter frequency, the
picture
then
resembles
Fig. 9. 10c. In this case the transmitter is
about 4 kc/see off frequency, so that only part of a beat can be seen at any
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one time. The top of the pulse displays a rocking motion, and the thickness of the trace at the top of the pulse varies at the same time. The
progression of the beats continues, giving the series shown, and in this
case is an aid to detection of the beat. In fact, if the progression is not
taking place, the operator must switch the crystal oscillator on and off
in order to obtain random samples of the sequence shown, “a frame at a
time,” and judge the transmitter setting from them by careful observation of the thickness of the trace at the top of the pulse. Finally, when
the transmitter is as nearly on the desired frequency as the operator can
set it, the picture is as shown in Fig. 9.10d. No rocking or changing in
trace thickness from side to side can be seen, but only the bobbing of the
top of the pulse and the uniform change in thickness of the trace. This
setting is within 0.10 per cent of the frequency of the crystal oscillator,
which is sufficiently accurate for the service required.
Assuming that the two signals are in phase at the beginning of each
pulse, the phase near the end of the pulse depends upon the difference
in frequency of the two signals. For example, if the difference in frequency is 25 kc, the phase will have changed 360° in 40 psec. One complete cycle of beat action will have been completed so that the pulse will
appear to have one cycle of sine wave superimposed on it. The ultimate
accuracy then depends on the minimum amount of phase change that
can be detected during the pulse.
LOW FREQUENCY LORAN TRANSMITTERS
9.4. Low Frequency Transmitter Requirements.
Introduction.—An
LF transmitter intended for Loran timing measurements must meet
rather stringent requirements, since the period of one carrier-frequency
cycle becomes comparable with or greater than the maximum tolerable
timing error. At a carrier frequency of 180 kc/see each cycle is 5.55
~sec long, and much refinement of conventional Loran practice is necessary in order to keep synchronization errors down to about 1 psec. The
principal requirements are the following:
1. The carrier frequency must be established in such a way that it is
accurately the same at all stations.
Any frequency difference in
two received pulses would lead to different pulse shapes at the output of the receiver, which has a fairly narrow bandwidth.
No
such difference in pulse shapes can be tolerated when the soughtfor timing accuracy is so high.
2. All stations must radiate pulses whose waveforms have precisely
the same characteristics, namely, the shape of the envelope and
the timing relationship between the envelope and the carrierfrequency cycles.
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In addition to these two basic requirements it is desirable to incorporate precautions for reducing aU spurious harmonic and adjacentchannel radiation to levels that will not cause excessive or unnecessary
interference.
The transmitter to be described was developed as part of an emergency
program. It represents a valuable first step in the effort to meet the
requirements just stated, and many of the techniques employed have
proved entirely satisfactory.
AU of the individual circuits described
have been in use for several months in the stations of the East Coast
experimental triplet.
The LF Station and Equipment .—As mentioned in Sec. 7.15, the timer
is modified by the addition of a 50-kc/sec driver, one of whose functions
is to provide the transmitter with crystal-controlled signals of this frequency. The act of holding the two stations of a pair in synchronism
maintains their respective crystal oscillators at frequencies that differ
Their transmitted
carrier frequencies
by less than 1 part in 100 million.
can also be made equal,
mitter

as an oscillator

the continuously
The
50-kc/sec

with this same accuracy,
amplifier

running

carrier

frequency

crystal

v-ithout

whose

crystal
of

is heterodyned
plication
and

the transdevice

is

in the timer.

180

kc/see

dependence

this is done by the use of circuits

by designing

frequency-determining
must

on any

in which

with other signals derived
division.
The phase and

be
other

obtained
frequency

the crystal-controlled

from

the

source;
signal

from it by frequency
multifrequency
of the eventual

180-kc/sec output are thus rigidly determined by the phase and frequency
of the crystal oscillator.
Both the design of the frequency-changing and amplifying stages
and the layout of the station are influenced by the fact that the remote signal must be received during the interval between local pulses. Although
the carrier frequency is to be derived from the 50-kc/sec crystal through
frequency-changing stages that run continuously, the spurious signal
picked up by the receiver from these stages must be much weaker than
the remote signal. Two precautions have been adopted to avoid trouble
from such interference.
In planning the station layout the transmitter
and the receiving equipment have been separated by about 1000 ft,
the necessary interconnections being made with shielded cables. 1 More
important, in designing the transmitter the carrier frequency of 180 kc/see
is made to appear only during the transmission of the local pulse; the
low-power continuously running stage operates at a frequency of 90
kc/see, and the following doubler stage is inactive except when intentionally pulsed. The stages following the pulsed doubler are used to
1Experience indicates that interference is not severe even with the transmitter
and timer in the same building.
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shape the 180-kc/sec pulse and amplify it to its final level of approximately 100 kw.
As shown in the block diagram of Fig. 9.11, the transmitter is supplied
with two input waveforms: the ustial trigger and the continuous 50-kc/sec
wave. It is evident that the 50-kc/sec signal must be derived from a
point follw”ng the capacitor phase-shift circuit in the timer oscillator;
doing so allows the relative timing of the trigger and the 50-kc/sec
wave to remain undkturbed when the timer phase shifter is manipu-
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FIG. 9.11.—Block diagram of Low Frequency transmitter.
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This trigger-delay control and the phase control in the
transmitter are intended for use in obtaining and maintaining the proper
relationship of the envelope and the carrier cycles.
Once the envelope
shape has been adjusted for proper rise rate and flat-top duration, the
cycle-envelope relation may be adjusted by sliding the cycles relative
to the envelope, using the phase control for the purpose; alternatively
the envelope may be moved relative to the cycles by the trigger-delay
adjustment
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or 8 ~sec
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control. In the ultimate version of the transmitter only one of these
two nearly equivalent controls will be retained, but further operating
experience is necessary before the selection can be made.
An oscilloscope is installed as one of the units of the transmitter.
By manipulating selector switches the radiated pulse or the waveform
at anyone of 12 intermediate points in the transmitter maybe observed
onthis test oscilloscope.
The12test points have been chosen to provide
maximum usefulness in initial tuning and adjusting, in detecting incipient
failure of tubes or other components, and in quickly isolating the location and nature of any actual failure. The oscilloscope used is a close
copy of the timer test oscilloscope, whose circuit is shown in Fig. 7.6.
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FIG. 9.12.—Block diagrum of 90-kc/sec generator.

9.6. Low Frequency Transmitter.
90-kc/Scc Gmcrator.-The
function of the 90-kc/sec generator is to take the low-power low-impedance
50-kc/sec c-w input signal and convert it to a 90-kc/sec c-w output signal
at a power level (about 2 watts) sufficient to excite the c-w channel of
the r-f generator.
A phase control is included for adjusting the cycleenvelope relation of the transmitted pulse. Limiting amplifiers are
included to make operation independent of input voltage and other
factors over rather large ranges, All frequency-converting stages in the
unit operate
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a passive network associated with the phase control; the phase difference between input and output voltages of this circuit depends upon the
setting of the control. For adjusting the transmitter output cycleenvelopc relationship it is necessary to be able to vary the phase of the
180-kc/sec carrier frequent y through slightly more than one cycle.
This frequency of 180 kc/see is locked to that of the 50-kc/sec input
to the generator, rmd the phase variation introduced at 50 kc/see need
therefore be but ~~v of that required at 180 kc/see.
By the same token,
phase shift occurring at the 90-kc/sec output of the generator will be
~~ the amount provided at 50 kc/see.
The range of operation of the
phase control has been made approximately 120°, providing 216° variation at 90 kc/see and 432° at 180 kc/see.
The output voltage of the phasecontrol
stage is not sufficient to
operate the sine-wave divider. Moreover, the voltage amplitude at the
output of the phase-control circuit varies by 2 to 1 through the control
range. The sine-wave divider, on the other hand, operates most satisfactorily when the 50-kc/sec input to the mixer tube is constant in amplitude and ceases to function entirely when this input fails to exceed a
An adequate and constant signal level is obtained
certain minimum.
by the use of preamplifier and limiter stages, which have sufficient gain
to permit satisfactory operation even with abnormally low 50-kc/sec
input voltage.
The transition from 50 to 90 kc/see is accomplished in three steps:
(1) The input frequency of 50 kc/see is divided by 5 to produce 10 kc/see;
(2) this is multiplied by 3 to obtain a frequency of 30 kc/see; and (3)
this in turn is multiplied again by 3, resulting in the final frequency of
90 kc/see.
The factors by which frequencies in the generator are multiplied and divided are small, leading to great stability of operation.
The sine-wave divider stage, which divides the 50-kc/sec input frequency by 5, consists of a pentagrid-mixer circuit and a conventional
frequency-quadrupling stage. The two control grids of the mixer are
driven with 50 and 40 kc/see, respectively; the 10-kc/sec output frequency is multiplied by 4 in the quadruple to provide the necessary
driving voltage at 40 kc/see.
Frequency-dividing
operation starts
spontaneously within a few tenths of a second after the 50-kc/sec input
signal is applied and continues as long as the input signal is present.
Biaa voltages and signal levels are arranged so that no output is obtained
from the 90-kc/sec generator if the crystal-controlled 50-kc/sec input
from the timer is missing; thus the transmitter operates at the correct
crystal-controlled frequency or not at all.
R-F Generator.
The r-f generator may be considered the heart of the
transmitter. Its input voltages are the trigger from the timer, and the
continuous 90-kc/sec sine wave from the 90-kc/aec generator. Its out-
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put is a completely shaped pulse at 180 kc/see, requiring only further
amplification before being fed to the antenna.
The unit isdcsigncd to fulfill the following specific requirements:
1. Negligible 180-kc/sec output except during transmission of local
pulse.
2. S\lffi(,iriltpo]vcrolltpllt
fordriving following amplifiers.
3. Smooth and independent controls for adjusting the rise-time and
the flat-top duration of the radiated pulse.
4. Ability to give smooth vcwiation inolltputc ycle-enveloper elationship as phase ctmtrol (90-kc/scc generator) ortriggcr delay (timer)
are manipulated,
+600V
T

1

[80 kc

807’s
+240 V

-1—
t
Input
from
modulator
+

S,asancl

pulse

Fm. 9.14.-Smplified

diwamof

push-push doubler.

The pulsed doubler is located at the confluence of two types of signals
—the amplified continuous sine wave from the 90-kc/sec generator and
the modulating pulse generated by the modulator in response to a trigger
from the timer.
The usefulness of push-push frequency doublers has been known for
many years. In this type of circuit the control grids of two tubes are
driven from opposite ends of a center-tapped tank circuit tuned to the
input frequency.
If, as is usual, the grid bias is greater than cutoff, then
the out- of-phase drive results in the tubes conducting alternately.
The
plates are connected in parallel to a tank circuit that is tuned to a frequency twice that of the grid tank; the desired high second-harmonic
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output is produced by the equal and alternate surges of plate current
drawn by the two tubes.
Figure 914 shows a simplified diagram of the push-push doubler used
in the r-f generator.
As can be seen from this figure the c-w excitation
at 90 kc/see is coupled inductively into the grid tank by a small linktype primary coil. The normal bias and the superimposed modulating
pulse are applied to the center tap of the grid circuit; and since the
90-kc/sec coupling is inductive rather than capacitive, the speedy application and removal of the modulating pulse are not hindered by unwanted
flow of modulator current in coupling impedances.
As used in the r-f generator the tube cutoff bias is approximately 00
volts and the alternating grid voltage is somewhat greater than 100-volt
peak. The modulator pulse changes the bias to about 1.5 times cutoff,
so that there are times when neither tube conducts.
These operating
conditions result in high efficiency and in adequate protection against
unwanted continuous doubling.
The pulsed doubler, then, requires two inputs with the following
characteristics:
1. An inductively coupled 90-kc/sec continuous wave, obtained from
a source that can supply grid driving power without appreciable
change in driving voltage.
2. A bias whose steady value of approximately – 200 volts can be
pulsed, in response to a trigger from the timer, to a voltage in the
range between – 150 and – 50 volts. This pulsed value is to
remain constant for a controllable time and thereafter return to the
initial value of —200 volts.
The first requirement is met by the use of a c-w driver stage that
amplifies the out put of the 90-kc/sec generator to a level of about 20
watts, nearly all of which is intentionally dissipated in fixed resistors.
During the puke the grids of the pulsed doubler absorb energy at a rate
of less than a watt, so the effect of their additional load is negligible.
Figure 9.15 shows the complete circuit diagram of the r-f generator,
including the c-w driver.
The mdulator
is simply a delay multivibrator whose flat-topped
output pulse is passed through a cathode follower to the center tap of
the doubler grid circuit.
The need for a – 250-volt bh supply for the
doubler and the following buffer makes natural the use of this supply
for the plate voltage of the multivibrator and cathode follower.
Operating these circuits from this negative supply makes the power-supply
problem simpler and, by permitting directioupling,
gives a flat-topped
modulating pulse without the use of a large coupling capacitor.
The
modulator output potentiometer is used to establish the operating condi-
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tion of the pulsed doubler for maximum output and efficiency, and in
so doing it is capable of compensating for a considerable variation in the
amount of 90-kc/sec grid driving voltage.
Buf)’er and Dri~jer Grid-tank Circuit.—The standard pulse envelope
used in experimental LF work is a nonisosceles trapezoid, modified so
that the rising and falling edges are approximately half-cycle sine curves
rather than straight lines. The rise and flat top are obtained by impressing on the grid of an amplifier (the driver) an r-f voltage whose amplitude
starts at zero and increases linearly with time. At first this input signal
produces no output because the grid bias is greater than cutoff.
When
D,IW
CW
+12cil
“

Pulsed doubler

Buffer

+ 12CQV

FIG. 9.15.—Schematic diagram of r-f generator.
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The essentials of the pulse-shaping
scheme outlined above are thus
an amplifier whose grid is biased slightly past cutoff and an r-f driving
voltage whose amplitude increases linearly with time. In the present
transmitter the buffer tube, located in the r~ generator and driven by
the pulsed doubler, produces the required linearly increasing oscillation
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inthedriver grid tank, Thecircuit isshownin Fig. 9.16. The elements
associated with the buffer plate and driver grid function as a single
unified circuit, although for convenience some components are located
in the exciter cabinet and some in the driver.
The grid of the buffer tube is operated Class C, with bias well past
cutoff and with a large 180-kc/sec driving voltage from the pulsed
doubler. The flowof grid current inaseries resistor limits the positive
excursion of the grid to a few volts above cathode potential, and plate
Driver

Exciter (buffer tube of r-f generator)

I

1

500

5 mh
+lzoov~
1

+600vC=y&---

I=XK

~~~~

Rise < ’50k
control <

From pulsed
doublerpla~Ool

~,6k

.

1.0
6.8 k
F
-250VC--J

47ppf

T
I

:

/l
Test point

6
Test point

lOOk

-600v
Bias supply

0 Driver test point

FIG. 9,16.—Simplified circuit of buffer.

current is accordingly drawn in definite-sized short pulses. The buffer
plate tank circuit (driver grid tank) has unusually high capacitance, low
inductance, and high Q. When the trigger, modulator, and pulsed
doubler have impressed 180-kc/sec driving voltage on the buffer grid,
therefore, many cycles elapse before the plate-circuit oscillations reach
their full amplitude.
The initial portion of this buildup is sufficiently
long and linear to be useful in forming the desired leading edge.
The time to reach full amplitude (or the saturation that produces
the flat top on the output pulse) is controlled by varying the screen voltage of the buffer tetrode, thus adjusting the amount of charge drawn
from the tank circuit by each pulse of plate current. The correct setting
of the rise control is easily arrived at by observing the final radiated
pulse waveform on the test oscilloscope while the adjustment is made.
As the rise control is vaned, the slope of the leading edge changes smoothly
and at an approximately u%form rate; the control exerted by the pulsewidth adjustment is also inherently continuous and linear. Special
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circuit precautions are necessary, however, to ensure smooth cycleenvelope adjustment by the phase control and trigger-delay control.
The normal buffer plate current pulses are of uniform size; it is necessary
that at least the first of these pulses be made smaller than the others
and capable of growing smoothly to full size or diminishing smoothly
to zero as the phase control is manipulated.
This is easily accomplished
by the use of a high-capacitance plate tank circuit in the pulsed doubler,
spreading the rise of buffer grid voltage over approximately 12 cycles.
The five r-f generator test points are shown in Fig. 9.15.
The first
test point is connected through a small capacitor to one of the pukeddoubler grids, revealing quickly the presence of 90-kc/sec input, proper
functioning of the c-w driver, the presence of pulse output from the
modulator, and satisfactory operation of the —250-and 600-volt supplies.
It isth~is usefulfor
arapid comprehensive check at the point where the
pulsed-and continuous-wave signals are united.
Test Point 2isdirectly
connected tothepulse-voltage
output of the
modulator and is intended for measurements that might be necessary
in correcting a fault in the modulator circuit. Test Point 3 samples the
cathode-current pulses of the pulsed doubler by observing the voltage
across a small noninductive cathode resistor. It is used in ohserving
and adjusting the balance between the doubler tubes. Test Point 4,
which is connected through a small capacitor to the doubler plate tank
circuit, is used for making nearly all the r-f generator tuning adjustments
as well as for establishing the proper setting of the modulator-output
control.
Finally, test Point 5 is connected to the small cathode resistor
of the buffer tube. It serves as a trouble-tracing point that gives
information about the buffer tube; the presence of plate, screen, and
bias voltages; the condition of the plate-circuit components in the r-f
generator; and the proper connection and functioning of those tank circuit components located in the driver.
Driver and Power Arnplijier-.-Except
for the driver grid tank, which
is functionally part of the buffer stage of the r-f generator, the driver
and power-amplifier stages are rather conventional Class B linear amplifiers. The chief reason for departures and refinements is that the major
emphasis is placed on careful control of the pulse leading edge, even at
the sacrifice of a large proportion of the output power obtainable from
the tubes. Thus although more than 40 kw is available from the fourtube driver, the major part of this power is dissipated in the fixed-load
resistors necessary to obtain adequate fidelity in the power amplifier;
the net power gain obtained from the power amplifier is thus but a factor
of 2 or 3, which is relatively inefficient.
A simplified diagram of the driver is shown in Fig. 9.17. Four 5D21
high-current tetrodes are used in parallel, with screen and plate-supply
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voltages of 1100 volts and 8 kv, respectively.
The use of individual
metering positions for reading the cathode current of each tube allows
qualitative check on their parallel operation, and oscilloscope test points
are provided on the grid and plate circuits.
Power amplifier
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~
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FIG. 9. 17.—Simplified circuit of driver.
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_~
&

Swlich
15DCIVd.c
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FIG. 9.18,-Simplified

circuit of power amplifier.

The power amplifier (Fig. 9-18) is notable chiefly in that although two
VT98 triodes are used in parallel, no neutralization is required.
This is a
consequence of the low operating frequency and of the heavy grid damping to ground by the noninductive linear-load resistors. The plate tank
circuit is designed to work into a 50-ohm coaxial transmission line, and
one of its two tuning adjustments is a continuously variable crank coil.
Test points are provided so that grid, plate, and output waveforms may
be viewed on the oscilloscope; the latter position is extremely valuabh
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in that it allows the oscilloscope to be used as an accurate pulse voltmeter, for relative measurements.
Using the oscilloscope as a voltmeter makes it relatively simple to
adjust the transmitting-antenna coupling unit without an r-f bridge or
other measuring apparatus.
This procedure recommends itself, since
the adjustment for best transient performance, which can be obtained
with the oscilloscope, is not necessarily identical with that for best c-w
performance as obtained from single-frequency impedance measurements.
The technique consists of first measuring the r-f output current and oscilloscope deflection when a 50-ohm noninductive resistor is used as a load
for the transmitter.
The transmission line, terminated with the coupling
unit and antenna, is then connected in place of the resistor. Adjustments
are systematically made to the coupling unit until the r-f line current and
oscilloscope deflection regain their former values.
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101. Requirements for Ground-station Antennas.
General Chara.cPokmization.—Transrnitting
and receiving antennaa f or Loran
ground stations are designed for vertical polarization, since the horizontal
field of a wave traveling along the earth’s surface is rapidly attenuated.
All Loran synchronizing paths depend on propagation either by ground
waves that foUow the curvature of the earth’a surface or by sky waves
that are emitted at low angles and are then reflected from the ionosphere
to a distant receiving station.
Efficient low-angle radiation and reception are obtained by the use of extensive radial ground systems that also
minimize the variable effects of soil conductivity on transmission and
reception.
Transmitting Antennas. —Four requirements determine the design of
Loran transmitting antennas,
(1) The Q of the antenna must be low
enough to permit the radiation of a rapidly rising pulse. (2) The directive pattern must be such as to irradiate the intended service area effectively, without substantial loss of energy in other directions.
(3) The
input impedance must be stable and present a suitable load for the transmitter, so that the radiated pulse shapes are the same for all stations.
(4) The antenna must be capable of handling the required peak and
average power.
The widespread use of modulated oscillators (whose frequency
depends on the impedance of the antenna) for the 2-Me/see groundstation transmitters has made the third requirement particularly
important. It has been almost universal practice to use a single vertical
transmitting antenna with no large potential y resonant metallic objects
in its vicinity, thereby avoiding interaction which might distort the
all-important leading edge of the radiated pulse. This construction
gives an efficient and simple radiator with no inherent directivity in the
horizontal plane. This lack of horizontal directivity is not often serious.
Since none of the energy radiated at angles higher than about 20°
above the horizontal is useful for Loran purposes, it is necessary to conThe use of an
serve and if possible enhance the low-angle radiation.
extensive radial ground system involving a half ton or more of copper
wire has been found to give a worth-while increase in signal strength at
301
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extreme ranges, attributable to decreased loss of low-angle energy in the
region near the antenna.
All short vertical antennas operated against such a ground system
As the antenna
exhibit almost similar radiation patterns in elevation.
length is increased to a half wavelength or slightly more, however, the
proportio~ of low-angle radiation increases significantly.
A half-wavelength antenna at Standard Loran frequencies would be approximately
260 ft high; although an antenna of this size would be beneficial in a
peacetime Loran system, the wartime requirements have been better
met with a length of the order of 110 ft, slightly less than a quarter
wavelength.
This gives an antenna that isrelatively easy to erect and
that meets the electrical requirements satisfactorily.
Both the fulllength vertical and the ‘‘ inverted-L” types have been used.
The Low Frequency Loran experiments have involved a carrier frequency of 180 kc/see, for which a quarter wavelength is of the order of
1360 ft. A temporary solution of the mechanical and electrical problems
has been the use of a thin wire 1300 ft long, supported by a helium-filled
barrage balloon.
A more permanent antenna has been designed but not
yet erected; it consists of a 625-ft self-supporting top-loaded baseinsulated steel tower.
Receiving Antennas.—The primary function of the receiving antenna
at a ground station is to deliver to the receiving apparatus a remote-signal
The form
voltage considerably in excess of the internal-noise voltage.
of the received pulse at the receiver-input terminals should not be appreciabley distorted or delayed; hence the receiving-antenna system must
have adequate bandwidth.
If the baseline is not too long, the received signal is at all times usefully stronger than the received atmospheric noise. Under these circumstances a simple vertical receiving antenna is adequate even though
The length of the antenna
it lacks directivity in the horizontal plane.
is determined by the necessary bandwidth and is ordinarily between an
Such a nondirectional
receiving
eighth and a quarter wavelength.
antenna is particularly useful at a double station, where two remote
signals must be received usually from quite different directions.
When circumstances force the use of long baselines or a poor receiving
location, the remote signal may no longer predominate over atmospheric
noise and other received interference.
Since the interference generally
arrives from all directions and the desired signal arrives from but one,
The simplest nonresonant directive
a directive antenna is helpful.
antenna is the Beverage “wave” antenna, which has been used successfully for 2-Me/see Loran.
This type of antenna is simple to construct
and works best when the soil conductivity is poor, but it requires considerable ground space.
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Gcrwrd Con.sideratimw.-There
102. Antenna Couplfllg units.
two common schemes for coupling energy from the transmitter to the
transmitting antenna.
In the simpler of these the transmitter is located
near the input terminals of the antenna, and the connection is made
without the use of a transmission line. The antenna input impedance is
seldom suitable for use directly as a plate load, but an impedance match
Such a network
can be accomplished by the use of a reactive network.
may or may not resemble a conventional tank circuit; its design requires
fairly accurate knowledge of both the desired plate-load impedance and
the antenna input impedance as well as of the nature of the signals to
be transmitted.
This type of coupling between transmitter and antenna
has not been used in any Standard Loran equipment.
In the more complex scheme the transmitter is located at a convenient
distance from the antenna and is connected to it by a transmission line.
This gives more freedom in the layout of the transmitting station and,
since the characteristic impedance of the transmission line is known in
advance, makes it possible to design the transmitter for a single standard
value of load impedance.
The input impedance of the transmission
line is a pure, constant resistance over the range of frequencies for which
the terminating impedance equals the line characteristic
impedance.
Over the range of frequencies including the carrier and all significant
sideband components, therefore, the coupling unit should be able to
transform the frequency-varying resistance and reactance of the antenna
into an impedance equal to that of the transmission line, primarily
resistive and practically constant.
In Low Frequency Loran the shape of the transmitted pulses must be
controlled with great care, and even with the faster-rising pulses of
2-Me/see Loran the antenna and coupling unit must not produce appreciable lengthening of the pulse rise time. This requirement may be
stated in terms of input impedance, as in the preceding paragraph, or in
equivalent and alternative terms of energy storage.
Consider an antenna that is radiating energy at a constant power level;
stored in the electric and magnetic fields surrounding the antenna is an
amount of energy several times as great as that radiated per cycle.
This
means that if the flow of energy to the antenna is suddenly stopped, the
antenna will continue to radiate, with slowly decreasing amplitude, until
this stored energy is exhausted.
Conversely, if input power is suddenly
applied to an antenna, several cycles will elapse before the stored energy
builds up and the antenna radiates at full power.
The presence of some stored energy is unavoidable, but for pulse
transmission the amount must be kept relatively low. For a given length
of antenna, the stored energy may be reduced by increasing the effective
From an impedance standpoint,
diameter of the antenna conductor.
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this causes the input reactance to vary less rapidly with frequency;
hence the bandwidth is increased.
The effects of an antenna’s dimensions
on its input impedance and bandwidth are discussed in Sec. IO*3; in
designing a coupling unit the bandwidth of the antenna is always the
limiting factor.
Simple
Reudznce
iVetwork8.-1n
general the input resistance of a
Loran transmitting antenna is different from the characteristic impedance
of the transmission line, and the input reactance ia not, except fortuitously,
equal to aero. Although ideally
Xm=xa-Xum
the coupling unit should provide
able range of frequencies, it has
been found that under certain conditions it is sufficient to design the
unit for exact matching at the carrier frequency only. If the Q of
the antenna is not excessively

‘mexact-tcfingoveracOF(a)

,& =xmm
-x.

resistance is not too greatly different from the line impedance simple ladder networks of two or three
reactance can be used. In order
to keep to a minimum the energy
stored in the coupling unit, all
series impedances (which carry
high current) are made small
whereas the shunt impedances are

mhigh’andifthean’enna:pu’
(b)

Xm=Xam
-X.
A
/-

-3
‘A’;m

\

‘“’a

{c)

‘a%:t%s:sE&:::rnmOnly used in Loran stations is a standard

solid-dielectric

I?IQ. 10.1.—Simple L- and T-networks for
matching impedances at carrier frequency.
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pedance
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of 52 ohms.
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Figure
purpose.

being

taken

frequency:

RA = antenna input resistance,
X. = antenna input reactance,
RX = source resistance to be matched (usually the characteristic
impedance of a transmission line: 52 ohms),
XA~ = reactance of antenna arm of matching unit,
Xl~ = reactance of input arm of matching unit,
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XU = reactance of shunt arm of matching unit,
XAA = net reactance of antenna and antenna arm of matching unit.
For the T-network, which is the more general form, the relations between
the quantities are given in the formulas below.
In these formulas all
reactance, capacitive and inductive, appear as positive numbers, their
nature being indicated by the note at the side of the equation and by
the symbols in the diagram.
x..

2 mI

X..

= X,ga( –

Xraf =

XSM

–

(capacitive).

(la)

(X:w – RAR,) $

(inductive).

(lb)

(x;M – R.R,)

(inductive for R.Alarge,
capacitive for RA small).

(lC)

d
J

+

X~~ changes sign when RJR1

= X&/(X&

+ R:).

A slight change in R. necessitates no readjustment of X.. (but does
require an adjustment in XI~) when Xs.M = 42RAR1.
The mathematical treatment yields two solutions each for XA~ and
X,~, one having a positive sign before the radical and the other having a
negative sign. However, the choice of the positive sign yields values of
reactance that are unnecessarily large (with excessive stored energy and
consequent reduction of bandwidth).
The fact that two sets of adjustments exist which give proper matching at the carrier frequency is,
of course, a consequence of the fact that the coupling unit has three independent elements.
This is one more than the minimum number necessary for independent adjustment of input resistance and reactance; if
XSM were continuously variable, there would be an infinite number of
suitable settings.
As in all reactive impedance-transforming
circuits, conditions at the
carrier frequency remain unaltered if each inductive reactance is replaced
by a corresponding capacitive reactance, and vice versa. Conditions at
other frequencies are reversed; if for the original circuit a slightly higher
frequency gives an increased resistance and a capacitive reactance component, then for the revised circuit a slightly lower frequency gives a
similar increased resistance and a corresponding inductive reactance.
This effect is discussed later, in connection with Fig. 10.4. In general
the use of a capacitive shunt arm is preferable, since harmonic components are bypassed.
The T-network is most useful when R. is greater than about one-half
ii,, although it may be used for values as low as one-fourth RJ if XSM is
changed or if a capacitor is inserted at a-a in the input arm. A T-network is used, in the form shown in Fig. 10. lc, for matching the Win-
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charger antenna (sea%.
10”4). Itcanalso
beusedsatisfactorily
witha
vertical wire antenna if the inductor X4~ is su5ciently large. In the
LF application the T-network is used with both the balloon-supported
wire antenna and the permanent umbrella-loaded tower (see Sec. 10.5);
for use with the tower the reactance of X3M is reduced and a series capacitor is inserted at a-a. With the baUoon antenna, XSX is proportioned so
that changes in antenna resistance, produced by varying angle of inclination, cause relatively little error in coupling unit adjustment.
For the lower values of antenna resistance, as obtained with inverted-L
and T-antennas, the L-network is satisfactory.
The standard coupling
unit, Navy type CG-47368, is normally used as a T-network but can be
reconnected as an L-network; thus a single unit is adequate for use with
all ZMc/sec
Loran transmitting antennas.
Since the step-up (looking
from antenna into transmission line) L-network may be regarded as a
T-network with series input reactance X~~ equal to zero, the formulas
for its elements are the following:
(2a)
(2b)
(2C)
Of the two forms of stepup L-network shown in Fix. 10.1 the first is
the more useful, since at Loran frequencies variable inductors of appropriate reactance are simpler and less expensive than corresponding variable
capacitors.
In addition, since a low-resistance antenna usually has
capacitive input reactance, a smaller inductor may be used at X~.~f,
making the over-all bandwidth appreciably greater than with the circuit
of Fig. 10. lb. The suppression of harmonic radiation is the sole advantage of the latter circuit.
Finally, there is another form of the L-network that can be used to
step down antenna resistances that arc greater than twice the line characteristic impedance.
This network may also be derived from the T-network formulas, by setting X~~ equal to zero. As yet, however, it has not
been used as a Loran coupling unit.
Adjustment of 7’- and L-networks.—The adjustment of these coupling
units may be facilitated by the use of r-f impedance-measuring equipment, but this is not essential.
In the absence of measuring equipment
the transmitter is first tuned into a 50-ohm resistance load, and the output current, pulse shape, and operating conditions are carefully noted.
The output connection is then transferred to the transmission line and
antenna circuit, and the two coupling-unit tuning controls are adjusted
until the previous conditions are closely simulated.
Careful use is made
of the transmitter-testing
oscilloscope during the tuning procedure,
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because the appearance and relative size of the pulse are valuable guides
to proper adjustment.
In the LF transmitter the built-in oscilloscope can be connected in
This facilisuch a way that it serves as an accurate output voltmeter.
tates the tuning of the coupling unit, since with proper coupling-unit
adjustment the input impedance of the transmission line is nearly 52
ohms, making the current and voltage at the transmitter output terminal
the same as for the resistive load.
Higher voltage and lower current
indicate higher input impedance, whereas the reverse shows the input

-50~

1700

1750

1800

1850
1900
Frequencyin kc/see

1950

2000

2050

FIQ. 10.2.—Illustrative bandwidth calculation for Wincharger antenna.

impedance to be too low. Large currents and voltages, together with
low antenna current, indicate a severe mismatch, causing the transmission
line and coupling unit to appear almost purely reactive.
Simple rules
indicate the proper sequence and nature of corrective adjustments.
Input Impedance over a Band of Frequencies.—As yet, relatively little
has been said about the exact behavior of the L- and T-networks at sideband frequencies.
The input impedance of the coupling unit would
change but slowly with frequency if it were not for the rapidly changing
reactance of the antenna.
This changing reactance, together with the
antenna input resistance, determines an important quantity Aj, which
Figure 10.2 illustrates
may be called the bandwidth of the antenna.
the calculation of Af for a Wincharger antenna.
At resonance the antenna resistance is approximately 29.5 ohms, and
the reactance is zero but changes at the rate of 0.245-ohms per kc/see
shift in frequency.
This rate of change, which is quite constant for
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frequencies near resonance, is termed the reactance slope; mathematically
it is the derivative dXA/dj.
Although the antenna resistance also
changes appreciably with frequency, it may, for simplicity, be considered
as constant, with its resonant value of 29.5 ohms. The bandwidth Afis
defined as the range of frequency over which the reactance is numerically
For the resonant Wincharger antenna,
less than this resonant resistance.
calculation —
gives
Aj=—

(2) (29.5)

2RA

ciX~
(-) dj

=

= 240kc/sec.

(3)

(0.245)

The nature of theapproximations
involved isevident from Fig. 10.2;
owing to the variation of antenna resistance the two frequencies of 45°
phase angle actually lie approximately 275 kc/see apart and are not
Fortunately, for antennas of lower
centered on the resonant frequency.
resistance or larger reactance slope the approximation is much better,
and the simplified description is useful in comparing the performance of
An approximate value of the Q of
various coupling units and antennas.
a resonant antenna is given by the formula

()

dX,i

~=$=f”

T.

(4)

2R
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2ocil

in kc/see

FIQ. 10.3.—Input impedance of T-type coupling unit and Wincharger antenna, in the
region of 1850 lcc/sec.

For an antenna not operated at its resonant frequency a similar analysis may be made by adding to the reactance slope of the antenna the slope
This calculation is percontributed by the loading coil or capacitor.
formed in Sec. 10.3, and the results are shown there in Figs. 1013 and
10. 14; for antennas operated below their resonant frequency A~ is smaller
and Q is larger than for a similar resonant antenna.
Figure 10.3 shows the calculated input impedance of a Wincharger
antenna operated at 1850 kc/see and matched to a 52-ohm line by a
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standard T-network.
At the carrier frequency the input reactance is
‘zero, and it remains very small for all sideband frequencies below the
carrier. For the upper sidebrmds the reactance increases capacitively
at a nearly constant rate of 0.45 ohm per kc/see, reaching a maximum
capacitive reactance of slightly more than 50 ohms at approximately
1980 kc/see.
The input resistance has a value of 52 ohms at the carrier
frequency, smaller values for lower frequencies, and larger values for
higher frequencies.
At approximately IWO kc/see a characteristic broad
resistance maximum is reuched, and it should be noted that, as is true in
general, this maximum occurs at a frequency removed from the carrier
+100—
~m
mE
.a 5+50
; ,EV,al
~:
.~
~kj 0
~.
=

p--Af=95 kc/secy
-50
1850

1900

1950

2000

2050

Frequency in kc/s.ec

Fm. 10.4.—Input impedance of L-type coupling unit and inverted-L antenna, in the region
of 1950 kc /sec.

by less than one-half A~. At frequencies 50 kc/see below and above the
carrier frequency the input resistances are 33 and 63 ohms respectively,
whereas the corresponding reactance are 5 ohms inductive and 23 ohms
capacitive. Although this is not perfect, it is adequate, and the Winchsrger antenna tuned in this manner has performed satisfactorily.
The corresponding curves for an inverted-L antenna tuned by a twoinductance L-network are shown in Fig. 10.4. The bandwidth of this
antenna is only four-tenths that of the Wincharger antenna.
Figure 10c5 gives the data of Figs. 10,3 and 10.4, replotted in terms of
antenna bandwidth.
The total variations of resistance and reactance
are somewhat smaller for the Wincharger antenna, but the general shapes
of the two sets of curves are quite similar. The behavior of the input
impedance may be summarized as follows:
1. A frequency shift in the direction that causes the shunt reactance
Xs~ to decrease produces an increase in the input resistance.
2. For this direction of frequency shift the input reactance increases
rapidly; for shift of one-half Af the reactance has a value approximately equal to the matched input resistance at the operating
frequency.
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3. For this direction of frequency shift the input reactance is of the
same nature as the shunt reactance XS~, for example, capacitive.
4. For the opposite direction of frequency shift the reactance remains
small and the resistance decreases. For a shift of one-half A~, the
resistance is approximately 40 per cent of the matched value at the
operating frequency.
1
(
+100
With Wincharger antenna (low Q)

With inverted L. antenna (high Q)
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Fm. 10.5.—Coupling-unit input impedance for low- and highQ antennas, in terms of
antenna bandwidth,

Coupling Networks with Symmetrical Impedance Characteristic.—
Spectrum measurements on signals from the present type of 2-Me/see
Loran station have always showed asymmetrical sideband distribution
and the presence of somewhat higher-order sideband energy than is
desirable or necessary.
With the end of the war it has become essential
to m-examine the possibilities of reducing interference while retaining
navigational usefulness.
The larger part of the modernization program
concerns the transmitters, which at present are modulated oscillators
and which are to be changed to crystal-controlled multistage units. It
is probable that with the transmitter-output circuits there will be associated a spectrum-control filter, used to reduce the amplitude of the highorder sidebands.
Such a filter would presumably require that the
transmission-line input impedance be very nearly a pure, constant
resistance for all frequencies in the pass band of the filter. This would,
in turn, require a more accurate impedance match by the coupling unit.
Some of the design factors for such a coupling unit are considered
Although written in terms of antennas
briefly in the following discussion.
that are operated in the vicinity of the first resonance, the discussion can
easily be applied to antennas operated at or near the second resonance.
The process for doing this is familiar in network theory.
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Impedance-changing
circuits with symmetrical characteristics are
Since a physically
most easily obtained by the use of a transformer.
realizable transformer has neither infinite inductance nor perfect coupling
it can be represented in terms of an ideal transformer combined with
finite impedances.
A simple equivalent circuit of this type, valid when
losses and distributed capacitances may be neglected, is shown in Fig.
10.6. The properties of the ideal transformer are that its open-circuit
primary and secondary impedances are infinite, that its short-circuit
impedances are zero, and that the primary voltage and current are ezxzctly
related to the secondary voltage and current by the turns ratio. Any

filF!!!$’AE

2$G
L2

Coeff of coupling=k=*,

Ideal transformer

(a) Circuit including practical transformer
- -

W%)l!(!)?

~“y
1 L,
Pri. turns .——
—
-[
SW. turns
b Lz

Fm. 10.6.—Equivsdent circuit
for practical transformer, in terms
of ideal transformer.

cn”(=;~

.

.

(b) Allimpedances “transferred”to primaw side
FIQ. 10.7.—Uae of transformer in matching ant.en~%
to transmission line.

impedance appearing at one side of the transformer may thus be ‘‘ transferred” to the other side by simply multiplying by the square of the
appropriate turns ratio.
The simplest use of a practical transformer for matching an antenna
to a transmission line is shown in Fig. 10.7. Values of the equivalent
series inductance and capacitance of the antenna may be calculated by
the methods described in Sec. 10.3. If the antenna has a capacitive
input reactance larger than the transformer leakage reactance, the capacitor Cl is replaced by an inductor.
Tuning of the circuits is simple both
theoretically and practically: the primary circuit is tuned to resonance
while the secondary is open-circuited, and the secondary is similarly
tuned with the primary short~ircuited.
The transformed antenna resistance can be made equal to the line
impedance, but at the input terminals it appears in series with a seriearwonant circuit, the combination being in parallel with the shuntresonant primary circuit.
The behavior at frequencies off resonance
depends on the relationship that the values of the resonant-circuit
reaatances bear to the transformed resistance. Since the antenna con-
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tributes large reactance
to the series-resonant circuit, the Q of this
circuit cannot be less than that of the antenna; if any tuning reactance
are necessary, the circuit Q will be somewhat larger. Thus the antenna
limits the bandwidth of a transformer-type coupling unit, exactly as with
the T- and L-networks.
As shown in Fig. 10.7 the coupling unit and

*(

-QR

&
2Q

f

QR
k

T
-QR

R
‘-s

R

‘Rw
+—+—b++

c
Mid.series full.section filter

-2R L
fO-Af

I
fO- ~

I

f,

1

fO+$f

I

fO+Af

Fm, 10.9.—More elaborate coupling units with symmetrical impedanee characteristics.

antenna form an embryonic bandpass filter, whose bandwidth cannot
exceed the bandwidth Af of the antenna.
The way in which the input impedance varies with frequency maybe
controlled by adj usting the impedance level of the shun~resonant circuit,
as shown in the second curve of Fig. 10.8. By making the resonant shunt
reactance .wnuWr than the transformed resistance, by a factor equal to
‘he Q of the secondary circuit, the input reactance can be made to have
vxo slope at the operating frequency.
This gives a desirablb bkhavior
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for frequencies in the immediate region of the carrier, but for frequencies
removed by one-half Af the reactance and resistance are equal. The
third set of curves in Fig. 10.8 shows a method of improving the input
impedance at the higher sidebands, with some sacrifice of performance
near the carrier frequency.
Figure 108 shows the curves for a coupling unit treated as a midshunt
half-section filter; in Fig. 10.9 the characteristics of a midseries full-section
filter are shown. Theimproved resemblance tothefilter-theory
behavior
is evident, with thereactance very nearly zero throughout the pass band
and with the resistance decreasing smoothly to a small value at the edge
of the band.
A modified circuit, with performance intermediate between
the two filter circuits, is also shown in Fig. 10.8. It is thought that in
the embodiment in which the factor K is equal to approximately 0.75 a
circuit may be provided that will terminate the transmission line satisfactorily for all significant components transmitted through the filter at
its input.
10,3. Prediction and Simulation of Antenna Characteristics.-In
the
design of Loran transmitting and receiving antennas it is obviously
desirable to be able to predict the various characteristics in advance,
with a fair degree of accuracy.
Estimates of the bandJvidth arc necessary
for reassurance that distortion of the pulse signals ~vill not be excessive,
and predictions of antenna impedance furnish the starting basis for
coupling-unit design.
Furthermore, in experimental work with transmitters, it is desirable
to have available dummy antennas that are capable of handling the full
transmitter-output pon-er and that simulate closely the steady-state and
transient response of the antenna to be used ultimately.
Both experimentation and the training of personnel are facilitated by the use of such
dummy antennas.
In recent years the accurate calculation of antenna input impedance
has been the subject of many published papers. The most comprehensive
and apparently the most accurate methods are those of Schelkunoff, and
the reader is referred to his papers. 1 The present section is concerned
with calculations in which some accuracy is sacrificed for simplicity; in
some cases results are taken from Schelkunoff directly, and in others
In a few cases original
approximations are made from his formulae.
empirical results have been found useful and are given. The discussions
are confined to vertical antennas of uniform cross section operated at or
below the first resonant frequency.
IS. A. Schelkunoff, “Theory of Antennas of Arbitrary Size and Shape,” Proc. IRE,
29, No. 9, September1941; “Concerning Hallen’s Integral Equation for Cylindrical
Antemm,” Proc. IRE, 22, No. 12, December 1945; “Principal and Complementary
Waveain AntennM,” Proc. IRE, S& No. 1, January1946.
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Characteristic Impedance
and
Electrical
Length.—The
concept of
characteristic impedance, much used in discussing transmission lines, is
also useful in antenna theory.
Strictly speaking, a biconical antenna is
the only type possessing uniform characteristic impedance, since its
inductance and capacitance per unit length do not change with distance
from the generator.
The cylindrical antennas can, however, be considered as having an average characteristic impedance, which is useful in
both the detailed and simplified theories. Schelkunoff gives a formula
that, for a cylindrical antenna operated against a perfectly conducting
ground plane, may be written as
20 = 138.2 log,, ~ + 23.2,

(5)

where Zo = average characteristic impedance, ohms,
1 = length of antenna conductor, any units,
d = diameter of antenna conductor, same units as 1.
It is interesting to note that this is exactly the characteristic impedance of a single-wire transmission line operated against ground, where
the height is 1/2.718 times the length 1 of the antenna.
Other authors
have given other formulas, differing in the additive constant by as much
as 40 ohms and sometimes including a term dependent on frequency.
resonance occurs at a frequency lower
The first, “quarter-wave,”
than that giving a free-space quarter wavelength equal to the length of
One of the many alternative ways of representing this
the antenna.
effect is by defining an electrical length 0, such that
O=Ko~,

(6)

where 0 = electrical length, degrees,
Ko = a factor greater than 360°,
h = free-space wavelength, same units as 1.
Inserting the wavelength-frequency relation and expressing the quantities
in convenient units, we obtain
0 = (1.016) (K,)

(L)

(f~c) (1P).

(7)

The factor Kg is a function of the proportions of the antenna and is
hence a function of 20; it is plotted in Fig. 10”10. The reason for expressing the electrical length in this manner is that in the region of the first
resonance the input reactance varies approximately as a cotangent function. This relationship is not theoretically exact except for antennas of
infinite characteristic impedance, but its simplicity is a great asset, and
ita accuracy is quite good for frequencies up to and slightly beyond the
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first resonance.1 If subsequent discussions are confined to electrical
lengths not exceeding 90°, then the reactive component of the antenna
input impedance is given by the approximate formula
x.

= – Z. cot e,

(8)

where XA = antenna input reactance, ohms.
The input resistance of an antenna is customarily analyzed into three
components, one of which represents the useful radiation of a portion of
390
:
$
g 3s0
.s
*“
~ 370
:
b.
360 R
1002OO3OO4OO5OO6OO
Average characteristic impedance Z. in ohms

FIG. 10 10.—Effect of average characteristic impedance in lowering first resonant frequency
of vertical cylindr],calantennas. (Data from S.hdkunoff, Pro.. IRE, September,1941.)
35 ~
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FIG. 10,11.—Radiation resistance at first resonance, as a function of characteristic impedance. (Data from Schelkunofl,Proc. IRE, September, 1941,)

the input power.
The other two components represent dissipation in the
imperfect conductors of the antenna and of the ground.
For a good
radial ground system and a reasonably efficient antenna conductor the
latter two resistance components are usually of the order of 2 to 5 ohms;
thus when the electrical length is greater than approximately 45°, the
radiation resistance is the dominant component.
The radiation resistance may be represented as a function of the
electrical length and of the characteristic impedance.
For a given length
of antenna the radiation resistance increases slightly as the diameter is
1For example, reactance measurements on a uniform 300-ft tower with 20 = 264
gave points evenly scattered about a cotangent curve, the average deviation being
2 per cent. The measurements covered the region from 0 = 16° to 0 = 125”.
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increased; the lowering of the resonant frequency and the consequent
increase in electrical length are, however, more pronounced, with the
result that the radiation resistance of a ‘(f at” antenna at resonance is
somewhat lower than that of a “thin” one. Figure 10.11, adapted
from
.
Schelkunoff, shows this effect; by
2,5
,
adding an estimated value of loss
resistance the total input resist2.0
ance at resonance may be obtained.
1.5
For frequencies below the first
RA
resonance it has been found ex- R~
‘1,0
perimentally that a single curve
- Total resistance with
well represents the variation of
0,5 – good ground system.
total input resistance with frequency, provided
that ground
o
0
losses are reasonably low. Ex20
40
60
80 90100110
Electrical length O in degrees
perimental data from seven widely
FIG. 10.12.—Empirical variation of input
different antennas with uniform
resistance of short vertical antennas.
cross sectionl have been analyzed;
these data follow a single curve within errors of approximately 5 per cent.
Figure 10.12 shows this curve, whose empirical equation, valid for electrical
lengths between 45° and 110°, is
R.=

l?..(;)’+($)’,

in which RLO = input resistance at resonance,
RA = input resistance for electrical length 0.
With the aid of Figs. 10.10 to 10.12, therefore, approximate values of
the input resistance and reactance of a vertical cylindrical antenna can
The real usefulness of these simplificabe obtained simply and rapidly.
tions lies in their adaptability to discussions of antenna bandwidth and of
equivalent circuits.
Bandwidth Considerations. -The bandwidth of an antenna of electrical
length 8 depends on its input resistance and reactance and upon the rate
with which the input reactance changes with frequency.
When the
electrical length is less than 90°, the input reactance is capacitive, and
the necessary series loading coil may cause a significant increase in the
net Q of the antenna circuit.
In making comparisons it is convenient to
calculate the effect of a series inductance just sufficient to reduce the net
input reactance to zero. A coil with inductance L henrys has a reactance
that changes with frequency at a rate of 27rLohms per cycle per second;
since the value of inductance is determined by the antenna reactance
tThree of the antennas were of the inverted-L type.
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= ~ ‘x’)

(9)

of loading-coil reactance with frequency.
By a simple differentiation we find that for the input reactance of the
antenna itself the rate of change is
where d/d~

(XL)

= rate of change

$(x.)

=

$(–z.
Zo

= ~8

cot e)
d
~f (8 radians).

But since Oradians = (T/2) (~/jo), we obtain
d

‘lOpe “

= ~ ‘x’)

Uzo
= 2f0 sin’ 0“

(lo)

The net reactance slope is obtained by adding the components due to
the antenna and to the loading coil. Since we are interested in comparing
at the same operating frequency the performance of antennas with different electrical lengths, we express the net reactance slope in the following form:

(11)
For an antenna of resonant length, 0 is equal to 90” and the total reactance slope is equal to ifZO/2f. By division we obtain the relations that
are plotted in Fig. 10’13:

(

9 radians
Slope XtiZ! =.
cot e +
sin Z o
“
n’
Slope X.OmP.
~,.
)
2 0 radians
Slope X.
—.—
sinz O )
slope Xo.mo.m,. =:(7r
2
xc
_—slope .—
=— cot e.
lr
Slope Xwm)..-k

(12a)
(12b)
(12C)

in which
slope

XA =

$(x’) =reactancedope

of antenna

at operating

fr~

quency f.
Slope XL = ~

(XL) = reactance slope of series-loading coil required to

resonate antenna at operating frequency j.
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reactance slope of combination

at oper-

sting frequency j.
Slope Xu... ~. = ‘~

= reactance slope of a similar, larger, antenna self-

resonant at the operating frequent y (“comparison antenna”).
It will be seen that reducing the electrical length of an antenna does
not produce extreme increases in reactance slope, since the net slope at
45° is onlv 64 Der cent meater than that at 90°. Reduction in electrical
Meet the input resistance and hence
length dies, h~wever, &ofoundly
12

3.0[
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Fra. 1013.-Reactance
slopes with
vertical antennas shorter than the length
for first re80nance,
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FIG.. 1014.-Increase
of antenna circuit Q as length of vertical antenna is
decreased.

the Q. If R~ is the antenna input resistance for an electrical
length 0,
then‘the Q of the antenna and loading coil, considered as a simple ~eries
circuit, may be expressed as

Q =

AA$ (x..,)

(

e radians
—~
cOte+—(13)
2~.
smz 0 )
This has a value Qo for an antenna resonant at the operating frequency

From Figs. 10.12 and 10.13, it can be seen that both the decreasing
input resistance and the increasing reactance slope cause the Q to rise
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rapidly as the electrical length is decreased; this result is ahown in Fig.
10.14. The factor KQ is defined as follows:

&.:~ (cOt e +

o radians
sinz ~

(14)
)
= ratio of net Q to Q of comparison antenna (both at operating f~
quency j)
. ratio of net Q to Q of the antenna at its resonant frequency.
The net Q of a particular antenna can be obtained from the expression
(15)

It will be noted that the use of an antenna of electrical length 70°
gives a Q that is double the resonant value whereas for an electrical length
of 45° the factor is nearly 7. It is thus evident that for transmitting
purposes the electrical length should not be much less than 90°.

f=-4c+-$-v%Simplest equivalent circuit

Moreelaboratecircu!t
FJ~. 10 15.—Equivalent circuits for input impedance of a short vertical antenna.

It should be mentioned that the above values of Q are calculated on
the basis of negligible damping by the internal impedance of the source
feeding the transmitting antenna (or by the load impedance fed by the
receiving antenna.)
If such a matched impedance is used and if the
impedance is essentially a pure resistance, the resulting Q will have half
of the

value
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to 95 per cent of full amplitude in a number of cycles slightly less than
the value of Q obtained from Eq. (15).
Design of Dummy Antennas.—The foregoing analysis may be used in
designing dummy antennas for the simulation of actual load conditions
during transmitter testing.
Use is made of the expression for the antenna
input reactance, X4 = —Z. cot 0.
The way in which the input reactance varies with frequency leads to a
simple lumped-parameter equivalent circuit consisting of an inductance
and a capacitance in series. The input resistance is represented in series
with these reactance, and the full circuit takes one of the forms shown
in Fig. 10.15. In designing a network to simulate the input impedance
of a particular antenna in the region of a preassigned operating frequency,
series inductance and capacitance values may be chosen in such a way
that their net reactance has both the proper value and the proper rate of
change. The formulas are
z.

i

‘“Tin

c’

180 cot 0
(–Si’%e–

1
= jzor,

7r

) ‘f

~“ K.,

180
ode.

+

(–sin2 e

~ Kc,
180 cot 0 = fzo
‘r
)

(16)
(17)

in which f = specified center frequency, cycles/see,
Z. = average characteristic impedance, ohms,
LI = equivalent series inductance, henrys,
C, = equivalent series capacitance, farads,
0,= = electrical length, degrees.
The labor of computing results from these formulas is reduced by
taking the values of KL and KC from Figs. 1016 and 10.17, respect i~-ely.
For the simpler equivalent circuit the input resistance is regarded as being
essentially constant over the range of frequencies in question and is
simply represented by a fixed series resistor.
For antennas of low Q it may be desirable to make the input rrsistanm
of the dummy antenna vary with frequency in approximately the same
The second equivalent circuit of
manner as that of the real antenna.
Fig. 10.15 is useful for this purpose; the values of the components
represent the frequency-varying input resistance are
L, = (0.82)+
~, = (0.048) RA j

RI = 2RA,
Rz = 0.7RA,

henrys,
farads,

th~t

(18)
(19)
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where f = specified center frequent y, cycles/see,
R. = input resistance at this frequency, ohms.
An alternative way of expressing the relation of L% and C, is by the
forrmlhw
Resonant frequency
Impedance

=

level =

1

= (0.8)f.

Zr m,
J

*

= (4.l)R.4.

The means by which the frequency variation is obtained are obvious.
If the antenna is known to possess small loss resistance, the total input
resistance can be included in R4; but if the loss resistance is comparatively
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large, it should be represented separately as a fixed resistor in series with
L, and (.71,the radiation resistance alone being simulated by the components RI, RZ, Lz, and Cz.
The circuit for producing the frequency-varying resistance possesses
at the operating frequency a small inductive reactance, approximately
The value of LI should thus be decreased by an appropriate
equal to R..
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small amount AL in order to restore the net series reactance to the proper
value.
A measured or computed set of values for antenna input resistance
and reactance can, with a little experimenting, be simulated with errors
of less than 5 per cent over a band of frequencies extending 10 per cent
each side of the operating frequency.
A dummy antenna constructed
for use with Loran transmitters should, of course, be capable of handling

/
FIG, 10.18 .—Stmdard

“L”

transmitting antenna.

the mveragc po~vcr and peak voltages involved.
The voltages across the
components 1.I :md Cl are approximately equal to those at the top of the
:mtcnnu, and comparable insulation is required.
10.4. Ground-station
Antemas
for 2-Me/see
Loran. lnoerted-L
Wire Tmusmi[(ing
A nknna.s.—The
earliest standard transmitting
antenna used for 2-fife/see Loran was an inverted-L antenna suspended
between two medium-sized telegraph poles. The appearance of a typical
installation

is showm in Fig.
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are
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are used to i-educe power loss and
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pattern distortion.
Figure 10.19 shows the input impedance of such a
transmitting antenna.
In antennas of this type, the radiation resistance is of the order of
15 ohms, or approximately half what it would be if the entire length of
antenna wire were suspended vertically.
Good efficiency and good lowangle radiation require an adequate and well-bonded ground system,
keeping the ground-loss resistance to the order of 2 ohms.
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A typical ground system that has been used with the inverted-L
antenna consists of 120 AWG ATO.10 copper wires converging toward a
point beneath the antenna downlead.
The radials have a minimum
length of 150 ft and are usually simply laid on top of the soil rather than
being plowed below its surface.
The weatherproof house containing the coupling unit is located
within 2 or 3 ft of the ground-system center and the antenna downlead
for short connections.
An effort is made to reduce to a minimum both
the resistance and the inductance of the connection from the coupling
unit to the radial ground system and earth. The need for a low-inductance lead may be seen from the fact that with a pulse input of 100 kw the
current in this connection has a value of more than 100 amp peak. Even
with a ground-lead inductance of only half a microhenry, the potential
clifference between “ground”
points, supposedly at the same potential,
would reach 600 volts peak. The use of ground rods, 6-in. -wide copper
strap, and careful bonding of the transmission-line sheath reduces such
potential differences to a satisfactorily low value.
For a peak-power level of 100 kw, adequate insulation of the transmitting antenna is obtained with standard porcelain insulators having
anticorona bell-shaped metal end pieces. At the upper end of the
antenna a single insulator 12 in. in length and 1$ in. in diameter is usually
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used. Where fog and salt air make leakage likely, two such insulators
are connected in series.
Steel Mast Transmitting Antenna.—The Wincharger 110-ft steel mast
has been almost universally used as the main transmitting antenna in
Loran stations installed since the latter part of 1944. As shown in Fig.

/

/

‘\

4

I

Isolahontransformer
for towerIhghts

~

FIG. 10.20.—Elevation

of Win charger 1lo-ft transmitting

)

antenna.

1020, the antenna conductor extends 110 ft above the top of the base
insulator. Ten feet of additional height is sometimes obtained with a
piece of l+in. pipe.
The cross section of the mast is an equilateral triangle 13 in. on a side
On each of the
and is uniform except for the tapering 5-ft top section.
three sides three guys are used, spaced vertically at intervals of slightly
more than 30 ft. These three guys are brought through turnbuckles to
a common ground anchor at a distance of 75 ft from the tower base. At
one ground anchor the turnbuckle assembly includes three individual
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spring-balance devices.
By virtue of the 120° spacing of the guys around
the mast, the three spring balances suffice for adjusting the tensions in
all nine guy wires. All guys are insulated from the mast and from

ground and are in addition broken up with compression-type insulators
every 25 ft to avoid resonance and power loss.
The mast is erected in 20-ft sections, each section being assembled
on the ground from preformed parts. Figure 10.21 is a photograph
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Bolts are used
showing the second section ready for hoisting into place.
both for the section assemblies and for holding the sections together.
The standard radial ground system with which this antenna is used
consists of 120 radials of AWG No. 10 copper wire, each 300 ft long. At
their outer extremities these radials are bonded to a piece of .4WG No. 8
copper wire formed in a circle of 600-ft diameter.
Twenty ground rods
are ordinarily used around this circle, spaced at 18° intervals.
A 25-ft
circle of wire near the center of the system is similarly bonded to the
radials, and at the center heavy copper strap and wire cable are used for
bonding and connection.
Ground rods are used at the antenna base and
around the 25-ft circle.
The input impedance of a Wincharger antenna in the 2-Me/see Loran
range is shown in Fig. 10.22. These data, taken from a Navy instrur-
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FIG. 10.22.—Input

resistance and reactance of M“incharger 110-ft antenna.
C..!l. h’auy and Geuerui Eleclric Co.)

(DaiII from

tion book, 1 are of interest in that the input reactance is given as zero at
~8-12kc/see, corresponding to a free-space quarter wavelength of 133 ft.
Since 110 ft is shorter than this value by 17 per cent, it is believed that
in making the measurements either the additional 10-ft top section or a
rather high-inductance connection }vas used.
Comparing the curves of Fig. 10.22 with those of Fig. 10.19, it can
be observed that the input resistance of the Wincharger antenna at
1950 kc/see is 31.5 ohms as compared with 19 ohms for the inverted-L
antenna. In the region of this frequency, the input reactance of the
former changes at the rate of 0.25 ohm per kc/see, whereas that of the
latter has a slope of 0.35 ohm per kc/see.
Although the difference in
resistances is primarily a matter of vertical extension, the relatively large
equivalent diameter of the Wincharger mast makes its reactance vary
less rapidly with frequency.
In both of these respects the Wincharger
antenna is a less frequency-selective
device and consequently more
suitable for the radiation of pulses. Some slight additional benefit is
1c’Instruction Book for AotermaCoupling Unit Navy Type CG-47M3,” N~8hips
100,751, June 9, 1945.
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derived from the fact that the coupling unit for the Wincharger antennas
may be made of greater bandwidth, since smaller impedance transformation is required to match the 52-ohm transmission line.
Vertical
Receiving Antennas.—The
receiving antenna consists of a
vertical wire, No. 10 enameled copper, about 55 ft long suspended from
a telephone pole with crossarm at the top. The lower end of the wire is
secured by a deadman anchor.
A ground system of 60 radials of No. 10
copper wire approximately 125 ft long, placed on the ground, ensures a
low resistance and, probably more important in this case, a more constant
real component of antenna impedance under varying weather conditions.
The impedance of the antenna is about 10 – j550 ohms in the vicinity
of 2.o Me/see, and for a bandwidth of 100 kc/see the equivalent circuit
is approximated by a series 10-ohm resistor and 150-p~f capacitor.
Beverage Receiving Antenna .—Because of its inherently circular
pattern in the horizontal plane the vertical antenna may not provide a
sufficiently high signal-t~atmospheri c-noise ratio when the remote
Under these conditions, it is desirable to
station is unusually far away.
use an antenna that provides some directivity in order to raise the signalto-noise ratio.
The Beverage or wave antenna has been used at some Loran stations
in order to raise the ratio of signal to atmospheric noise. This antenna
has a marked directional characteristic and little sensitivity for horizontally polarized waves. A great reduction in precipitation static has been
reported at stations that experienced much trouble from this source when
using the vertical antenna for reception.
The Beverage antenna as used in typical Loran installations consists
of a straight horizontal wire (hTo. 10 or A’o. 12 enameled copper) from one
to two wavelengths (500 to 1000 ft) long, supported 6 to 10 ft above the
earth. The wire is located so that one end of it is several hundred feet
from the timer building, the far end pointing toward the station to be
received.
This far end is terminated in a noninductive resistance to ground equal
to the characteristic resistance of the antenna (usually of the order of
500 to 1000 ohms).
The other end is terminated in a coupling unit that
transfers the energy from the antenna to the 50-ohm coaxial line leading
to the attenuator.
The antenna functions best over soil of poor conductivity.
The
voltage in the antenna is induced by a horizontal component whose
direction is the same as that of the wave propagation.
This horizontal
component is the result of the forward tilt of the vertically polarized wave
that suffers progressive attenuation as it travela over the earth’s surface
(Fig. 10.23). The effect of the earth’s conductivity and dielectric constant on the tilt angle are shown in Table 10.1. If the antenna is ter-
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minated at each end by an impedance equal to the characteristic impedance of the line, no reflections occur, the energy from waves traveling
toward the receiving end is transferred to the receiver, and energy from
waves traveling toward the far end is dissipated in the terminating
resistance.
TABLE1O.1.—PENETEATION
DEPTHSANDTILTANGLES*
FORVARIOCS
2.0 Mc/SEc
Conductivity,
a (emu)

Character

Sea water . . . . . . . . .
Salt marsh, . . . . . . . .
Dry ground . . . . . . . .
Average land . . . . . .

.
.
.
.

.
.
.
.

.
.
.
.

.
.
.
.

.
.
.
.

.
.
.
.

.
.
.
.

.
.
.
.

.
.
.
.

.
.
.
.

Rocky ground . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Very dry ground . . . . . . . . . . . .

5 x 10-”
4 x 113-lZ
2
5
2
1

x
x
x
x

1O-JJ
10-14
1O-I4
10-15

Dielectric
constant, e

GROUNDS AT

Pcnetratio
depth d, f

Tilt
mgle, O

J80
30
10
15
4
4

25
9.0
41.5
860
131,0
1575.0

0°
0.7°
2.3°
7.0°
10.2”
23.0°

* Depth given is that at which the current density is one-quarterof the surface current density.
mgle is the angle between norm’alto the surface and the wavefront.

Tilt

FIG. 10.23.—Beverage
antenna.
The poor conductivity
of the soil attenuates the
vertically polarized signal and produces a forward tilt of the electric vector.
The resulting
horizontal component induces a voltage in the Beverage antenna.

Signal-t~noise improvements of the order of 3 to 10 over the vertical
antenna (and larger increases in the ratio of signal to precipitation static)
have been reported.
Owing to the fact that the internal resistance of the Beverage antenna
is about fifty times greater than that of the vertical antenna, the Beverage
antenna delivers less energy to the receiver than does the vertical antenna.
10.6. Ground-station Antennas for 180-kc/sec Loran: Balloon-supported Transmitting Anten~a.-Reconciliation
of the mechanical and
electrical requirements of an antenna suitable for the transmission of
high-power Loran pulses is somewhat more difficult at a carrier frequency
of 180 kc/see than at the higher frequencies of Standard Loran.
In the
Low Frequency application the shapes of the pulses actually radiated from
all ground stations must be precisely the same in order to preserve match-
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ing accuracy with the long rise times and pulse lengths.
This implies
that the antenna structures must behave identically or else that their
pulse-shaping effect must be made negligible compared with that of other
controllable variables.
Thus it is desirable for the bandwidths of the
antenna and coupling unit to be at least as broad, relative to the frequency, as those of the Wincharger antenna and coupling unit in the
2-Me/see Loran band.
Ascalemodcl
of the Wincharger antenna wouldbe a base-insulated
tower approximately
1120 ft high, having a uniform cross section of
Even with considerable
approximately
10-ft equivalent
diameter.
sacrifice in electrical requirements the engineering and construction of a

FIG. 1024.-Barrage

balloon used to support the experimental Low Frequency
antenna.

transmitting

permanent antenna structure would,it is clear, require considerable time
and effort.
Since the LF Loran program aimed at a speedy test and
demonstration of the effectiveness of Loran techniques at 180 kc/see, a
cruder antenna was acceptable.
The transmitting antenna used in the
tests was a long thin wire supported by a lighter-than-air balloon.
The Copperweld antenna wire is 1300 ft in length and & in. in
diameter.
Its d-c conductivity is 30 per cent of that for a pure copper
wire of the same diameter, because of the steel core. At 180 kctsec,
however, the effective conductivity is only a few per cent less than for
pure copper, since the skin depth for copper at this frequency is only
approximately 0.006 in. The weight of the antenna wire is approximately
38 lb; the insulators and other hardware weigh about 10 lb.
A small barrage balloon is used to lift the antenna.
The type used
in the tests has a fully dilated volume of 3000 cu ft; its length is
The balloon has three
approximately 36 ft, and it is 14 ft in diameter.
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wooden-braced, cloth-covered stabilizing fins which give kiting action in
the presence of wind. When used with helium the lifting force is 58 lb,
.4 photograph of
or 15 lb less than would be obttiined with hydrogen.
the balloon is shown in Fig. 1024.
Although soil is a much better comluctor for 180 kc/see than for the
higher frequencies of Stanchml I.oran, tin adcq{latc ground connection is
still necessary.
A ground systcm with 120 .lWG No. 10 copper radials
IOQ
500
Length 1290 feet
~oo .Diameter O.1O’’(NO.10 cop ~erweld, _
307. conductwity)
I
:
,=
Charactenstlc impedance
/ $’1
g 300 -approximately 73o ohms
u
=
200
:
x
0
cg
~
~
a

100

60 ,;
40 g
~
20 :

/
0

80 ~
L

~

0

0
r

-100
~ -200
:3S
3-300
0
‘-4(YJ
-500

FIa. 10,25.—Input

10Q 120 140 160 180 200 220 240 260
Frequency in kc/see
resistance and reactance of balloon-supported
Low Frequency
mitting antenna.

trans-

each 400 ft long has been used successfully, but ground rods at the center
and around the circumference are relatively more important than at
2 Me/see.
In later installations 1000-ft radials of No. 10 Copperweld
wire have been used; although no measurements are available, an
improvement in efficiency is to be expected.
The input impedance of a typical balloon-supported antenna is shown
in Fig. 10.25. The resistance of the antenna wire is about 4.5 ohms per
thousand feet, indicating that 2 or 3 ohms of the input resistance are
attributable to this factor.
The ground loss also contributes a resistance
component of the same order of magnitude, leading to an estimated
radiation efficiency of approximately 80 to 85 per cent at 180 kc/see.
The input reactance of this antenna changes rapidly with frequency,
and the input impedance has a phase angle of 45° at about 7 kc/see
either side of the operating frequency.
Thus the apparent Q of the
antenna, considered as a series combination of inductance, capacitance,
and resistance, is approximately 13, about twice that for the Wincharger
mtenna. The reason for the high reactive slope is that the antenna is
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extremely thin compared with its length.
This gives an unusually high
characteristic impedance, of the order of 720 to 740 ohms.
The balloon-supported antenna has several disadvantages, some of
Most of
which significantly affect its usefulness for Loran purposes.
these stem from the varying position of the balloon with changing winds
and temperatures.
It is not abnormal for the balloon to drift laterally
as much as 450 ft from its ideal location directly over the base of the
antenna; in this condition the antenna wire makes an angle of about 45°
with the ground.
In maintaining synchronism it is desirable that several quantities
remain constant, notably the radiated power, the cycle-and-envelope
structure of the radiated pulse, the amplitude and phase of the received
local signal, and the amplitude and phase of the received remote signal.
Changes in the attitude of the balloon-supported transmitting antenna
cause variations in each of these quantities.
As a vertical antenna is inclined, its radiation resistance decreases,
changing both the radiation efficiency and the power delivered by the
transmitter.
With some sacrifice in output power these changes can be
made to cancel; partial compensation is achieved if the coupling unit is
Another objectionable
initially adjusted to match an inclined antenna.
result of variable antenna resistance is that the Q and bandwidth of the
antenna are affected, with some effect on the shape of the radiated pulse.
Compensation for this effect requires vigilance on the part of the transmitter operator.
In addition to influencing the radiated signals, changes in the attitude
of the transmitting antenna can affect both the remote and local signals,
This antenna, located about
as obtained from the receiving antenna.
1000 ft from the transmitting antenna, is in a region where the induction
field contributes as much to the local-signal pickup as does the radiation
field. If the effective distance to the transmitting antenna decreases by
100 ft (a conservative estimate), then the amplitude of the local signal
will increase by about 15 per cent, giving a total range of variation of 30
per cent. Under some circumstances this causes operational error.
Even without this amplitude change a timing error is introduced that,
although small, is greatest for the otherwise optirn~m orientation of
transmitting and receiving antennas.
Finally there is the possibility
that the rather closely coupled transmitting antenna may, by acting as a
tuned parasitic element, affect the directive pattern of the receiving
JIovement
of the transmitting antenna can thus affect
antenna,
remote-signal reception.
Tower ‘1’ransmitting A ntenna.-In
designing the permanent transmitting antenna for an LF I.oran station the problem of reconciling electrical requirements with mechanical limitations of strength, weight, and
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size becomes acute.
It is vital for the antenna input impedance to have
sufficient bandwidth so that the fast-rising pulses can be radiated with
negligible shaping.
During each cycle the antenna must thus radiate a
fairly large percentage of the reactively stored energy present, in its
fields and in the coupling unit, at the beginning of the cycle.
In other
words, the antenna and coupling unit must have a suitably low value of Q.
As previously mentioned, satisfactory electrical characteristics could
be obtained with a base-insulated tower of approximately 10-ft diameter

~lG. 10.26.—625-ft

top-loaded

tower antenna designed for Low Frequency

Loran.

and 1120-ft height. Such a tower not only would be difficult and expensive to erect but would also require elaborate guying and an extremely
strong insulator
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certain proportions are assumed for the central tower, much can be
learned by studying the effects of varying the number, length, and angle
of inclination of the umbrella elements.
Such a study yields values for
the optimum sizes of the tower and umbrella structure and also gives
estimates of the bandwidth, insulation requirements, and efficiency.
Comprehensive measurements have been made with a 50-ft model
tower constructed of copper wire and suspended over an extensive radial
ground system.
Input impedance
has been measured over a large
range of frequencies in the vicinity of
the first resonance, and field-strength
measurements have been made for
the evaluation of efficiency.
A portion of the impedance data is presented in Figs, 10”27 to 10.29. In these
figures the frequencies have been divided by 12.5 in order to convert the
data for application to a 625-ft tower.
o~
150
170
190
210 The values of reactance and resisti
Frequency m kc/see
ante are unchanged.
FIG. 10.27.—Input resistance of 625-ft
Figure 1027 shows how the input
tower antenna for various top-loading
conditions.
(A) Twelve elements, length
resistance is affected by changing
469 ft, anchored at 835 ft; (B) twelve
the number of umbrella elements
elements, length 512 ft, anchored at
1250 ft; (C) twelve elements, length 312
from 12 to 8, by changing their length
ft, anchored at S35 ft; (D) eight elements,
from 312 ft to 469 ft, and by moving
length 312 ft, anchored at 835 ft.
(All
data from meacmrementa on 50-ft ecale
their anchor points from 835 to 1250
model.)
ft from the tower bae.e. The significant fact to be noted is that the input resistance at 180 kc/see remains
within 10 per cent of 16 ohms for all the top-loading conditions shown.
As shown by Figs. 10.28 and 10.29, however, the input reactance at
180 kc/see can be varied over a large range with different top-loading
conditions.
Figure 1028 shows results for eight umbrella elements; as
the length is increased from 312 to 469 f t, the input reactance increases
positively from – 23 ohms (capacitive) to +44 ohms (inductive).
An
example of the effect of holding the umbrella elements out at a slightly
greater angle, obtained by moving the anchor points from 835 to 1250 ft,
is also shown in Fig. 10.28.
Figure 10.29 shows similar effects when 12 umbrella elements are
used. By comparison with the 8-element curves of Fig. 10”28 it will be
noted that in all cases 12 elements give the more inductive reactance.
Average values of the various effects are given below in Table 10”2.
It is worthy of note that all the reactance curves in Figs. 1028 and
10.29 display very nearly the same slope at 180 kc/see, the values ranging
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FIG, 1028.-Input
reactance of 625-ft top-loaded tower antenna with eight umbreUa
elements. (A) Length 469 It, anchored at 835 ft; (B) length 416 ft, anchored at 835 ft;
(C’)length 365 ft, anchored at 835 ft; (D) length 312 ft, anchored at 835 ft; (E) length 312 ft.
anchored at 1250 ft. (All data from measurements on 50-ft scale model.)

+120

‘i50

160 170 180 190 200 210 220
Frequencyin kc/see

FIG. 10.29.—Input reactance of 625-ft top-loaded tower antenna with tvelve umbrella
elements. (.4) Length 469 ft, anchored at 1250 ft; (B) length 469 ft, anchored at 835 ft;
(0 length 312 ft, anchored at 1250 ft; (D) length 312 ft, anchored at 835 ft.
(AH data from
measurements cm 50-ft scale model. )
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from 2.0 ohms per kc/see for the more capacitive arrangements to 2.2
ohms per kc/see for those with the higher inductive reactance.
For
comparison, the tower without top loading has at 180 kc/see an estimated
capacitive reactance of – 180 ohms and an estimated reactance slope of
1.6 ohms per kc/see.
These values are used in estimating the antenna Q,
as given in a later table.
TASLE102. -.4YEIIAGE

CHANGES IN 180-KC/SEC REACTANCE FOR VAFUOUSUMBIiELLA
CHANGES

By increasing

Number of elements from 8 to 12 . . . .
Length from 312t0469ft,
.........
Anchor distance from 835 to 1250 ft.

Reactance is increased
inductively, ohms

Resonant frequency
is lowered, kc/see

27

13
33

(46 ohr&OO
13.5

ft)
6.5

Specifications of the physical structure must start with the dimensions
of the tower. As previously mentioned the preceding data have been
presented in terms of a 625-ft tower; Fig. 10.30 gives the data upon which
this choice of height was based. Al20
333 ft
though, as shown in Fig. 10.27, the
:
362 fl
input resistance of a given tower of
388 ft
g 15
fixed dimensions does not vary greak
414
ft
310 n
z
ly as the top loading is changed, it is
::
a% 10
c
not true that the input resistance is
❑ Twlelve
el;ments
380 ft
“: .’s
independent of tower height. In
o P ht elements
:5
plotting Fig. 1030 the data have
;
c
been treated somewhat differently,
o
600
700 the model height of 50 ft being mul500
Heightof towerin feet
tiplied by the ratio of the observed
FKG. 10.30 .—EtTect of tower height on
resonant frequency to 180 kc/see.
Numbers are
resonant input resistanrc.
lengths of elen>ents at 180 kcisec.
EleThus Fig, 1030 represents the input
ments are anchored at d]stances of (1.33)
resistance of towers of various
X (tower
height).
heights, the top loading in each case
being adjusted to produce resonance (zero input reactance) at 180 kc/see.
The required length of umbrella elements is given for each measured point;
it is estimated that a tower approximately 1250 ft high would be self-resonant at 180 kc/see and hence would require zero length of umbrella
elements.
Figure 10.30 shows that the resonant value of input resistance increases
rapidly with increasing tower height, being relatively unaffected by the
exact top-loading arrangement except for the smaller tower heights.
With the shorter towers a considerable length of umbrella elements is
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required to resonate the antenna; when this length exceeds approximate y
seven-tenths of the tower height, the umbrella produces a shielding effect
that reduces the external field and severely decreases the radiation resistance. In order to make an effective radiator with a tower height of, say,
500 ft, it would be necessary to use the maximum feasible number of
umbrella elements and hold them away from the tower at the greatest
practicable angle, both factors tending to reduce the required length and
Even so, the input resistance
consequent shielding effect of the umbrella.

1(J~

200
FrG, 10.31.—Input reactance at 180
kc/see of 625-ft top-loaded antenna vs.
length of loading elements,
(A) Twelve
elements anchored at 1250 ft; (B) twelve
elements anchored at S35 ft; (C) eight
elements anchored at 1250 ft; (D) eight
elements anchored at S35 ft.
(.lfl data
from measurements on 50-ft scale model.)

300
400
Umbrellaelementlengthin feet

5(10

FIG.
1032, - Input resistance at 1S0
kc/see of t325-ft top-loaded
antenna vs.
length of load]ng elements.
(.4) Twelve
elements anchored at 1250 ft; (B) twelve
elements anchored at S35 ft; (C) eight elements anchored at 1250 ft; (D) eight elements
anchored at S35 ft.
(.411data from measurement on 50-ft scale model. )

and radiation efficiency would be lower than desirable, and the use
of many umbrella elements in high mechanical tension would be
disadvantageous.
Twelveis a desirable number of elements electrically, and is not too
elaborate mechanically; an angle of 45° for the umbrella elements is about
the maximum that can be obtained with reasonably light guy tension.
These values have accordingly been chosen for the final design. A
height of 625ft requires approximately 310ft of umbrella length, which
gives little shielding and a good measured efficiency.
This height has
therefore been chosen as being both mechanically practicable and electrically suitable.
Figures 10.31 and 1032 show, in somewhat condensed form, the
180-kc/sec reactance and resistance for various top-loading conditions
including that of the final design. In Fig. 10.31 the four reactance curves
converge, astheumbrella-element length isdecreased, toavalue estimated
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–180 ohms. It should be mentioned that all reactance data were
measured with umbrella elements simulating six-wire cages 6 in. in diameter. Other measurements indicate that a reduction of umbrellaelement diameter to 0.2 in. would
make the reactance on the average
15 ohms more capacitive and the
resonant
frequencies
6 kc/see
higher.
The effect of shielding by the
“
140 150 160 170 180 190 200
umbrella is clearly shown in the
Frequencyin kc/see
lower curve of Fig. 10.32 wherein
FIG. 10.33.—Estimated
efficiency of
the input resistance reaches adefi625-ft tower antenna with twelve umbrella
elements.
Top-loading
varied to control
nite maximum for a,L umbrella
resonant frequency,
(a) Length 450 ft,
length of theorderof-120
ft. Financhored at S50 ft; (b) length 325 ft,
anchored at S50 ft. (AU data from measally, Fig. 10.33 gives a rough estiurements on 50-ft scale model.)
mate of the efficiency to be expected
At 180 kc/see the
from a ..properly top-loaded
625-ft tower antenna.
.
expected efficiency is of the order of 80 per cent or better.
Table 10.3 summarizes the characteristics of various LF transmitting
antennas.

as

,o~

TARLE103.-C• MFARISONOF 18&Kc/SECTRANSMITTING
.i~T~~YAs
“ Wincharger” t

“ Baloon”~

Vertical length, ft
Equivalent diameter

1120 (est.)

1340

9.6ft

18&kc reactance, ohms. .,
React. slope, ohms perkc/sec.
180-kc /secrcsistancc, ohms
Q’withlowiing
coil

2.5
2!3
8

Olin,
o
6.5
39
15

0
.,
.,

(est.)

<<~m“TO\rcr”$

625
4oft (cSt. )
–180 (est. )
1.6 (est. )

brc]la”l[

625

10 (est. )

0“
2.0
16

23 (est. )

11

* In calculating Q the effects of getwratm remstmcemd of coupling-unit reactance other thm that
of the loading cod have been nwlected. The effective bandwidtb is in ~eneral meatcr thm ind,cated
by this vrdue”of Q.
TSwde model of Winchmger antenna, enlarged by a factor of approximately 10,2 for rcmnp.mxat
180 kc/aec.
I Balbmn-supported wire a“tenns., Iengthe”ed 4 per cent for resonanceat 180 kc/see.
$Tower antenna w,th wuare cross section tapering from 59- to 5-ft side. Rcson.”t at approximately 360 kc/.sec.
II%.me tower top-loade(i with 12 umbrella elements approxinmtely 310 fl long, anchored 835 ft from
hme. Resonant at 180 kc/see,

It will be noted that because of its extreme thinness, the balloonsupported wire has a reactance slope of 6.5 ohms per kc/see.
At the
other extreme, the 625-ft tower without top-loading has a reactance slope
The capacitive input reactance, howestimated as 1.6 ohms per kcjsec.
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ever, is estimated to be – 180 ohms or even somewhat more negative; the
necessary loading coil will hence contribute an additional slope of at
least 1.0 ohm per kc/see.
The net Q of the tower without top loading is
therefore approximately 23. By the use of top loading the Q of the
tower antenna is made to approach that of the desirable but impracticable
Wkmharger scale model.
With a balloon-supported
antenna, pulses
rising in 10 or 12 cycles can be radiated satisfactorily; the umbrellatopped tower antenna should be capable of radiating pulses rising in 8
cycles.
Experimental LF Loran stations have used pulse powers of the order
of 100 kw, but in order to allow eventual increases in transmitter power
the tower antenna has been designed to handle pulses of 1 megawatt.
With this poiver the input current will have a value of approximately
250 amp rms, and the question of adequate insulation arises. Since the
antenna is operated in the vicinity of resonance, the voltage across the
base insulators ~vill not be excessive, having a value of about 5.7-kv peak
if the antenna is resonant and 8-kv peak if the antenna’s input reactance
is allowed to equal its input resistance.
The insulation of the guy wires has received much attention.
At the
ends of the umbrella elements, in particular, the voltage to ground is
expected to be of the order of 50-kv peak. The qualitative arguments
leading to this conclusion are based on the concept, recently set forth by
Schelkunoff,’ that it is valid to consider a straight vertical antenna of
reasonably uniform longitudinal cross section as a dissipationless transmission line, with radiation represented as a terminal impedance,
Consider that the 625-ft tower represents a portion of a transmission
line with characteristic impedance of the order of 200 ohms. We know
that 625 ft is about one-eighth wavelength, and we know furthermore
that the addition of top-loading reduces the input reactance to zero.
The umbrella can be considered as shunting the top of the tower to ground
with a lumped capacitive reactance, which must be of the order of 200
ohms. The l-megawatt input current is estimated as 250 amp rms; this
will be reduced to 175 amp rms at the top of the tower. By the flow of
this current through a capacitive reactance of 200 ohms a potential to
ground of 35 kv rms (50-kv peak) will be produced.
Since the umbrella
elements are each but 6 per cent of a wavelength long, little resonant
increase of this voltage is to be expected, and the potential to ground of
the umbrella elements will be substantially that of the top of the tower.
As a check of this argument it is worth while calculating approximately
.L single element has a capacitan~e to
the capacitance of the umbrella.
ground of approximately 750 ~pf, and it appears reasonable for a com1S. A. Schelkunoff, “Theory of Antennas of .4rbitrary Size and Shape,” Proc, IRE,
29, No. 9, 493-521, September 1941.
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bination of 12 such elements to have the 44oO ppf required for a reactance
of 200 ohms.
Another cruder estimate is based on the fact that for a quarter-wave
resonant vertical antenna the voltage at the top is greater than that at
the base by a factor which is approximately the ratio of characteristic
impedance to input resistance.
We should expect this relation to hold
within perhaps a factor of 2 when we apply the criterion to our very
The characteristic impedance is of the
different antenna structure.
order of 200 ohms, and the input resistance is 16 ohms; this indicates
that the base voltage of 4 kv rms will be stepped up to 50 kv rms, which
is of the same order of magnitude as the preceding estimate.
Only a small fraction of this total voltage to ground appears across
the insulator separating an umbrella element from its supporting guy
wire. As pointed out by Brown,’ estimates of the voltage ratings
required for guy insulators are frequently too conservative.
In his paper
are published results of insulator-voltage measurements on a thin steel
mast guyed at three levels. The topmost guys were attached about
two-thirds of the way up the mast, a total of four equally spaced insulators
being used in each guy. His measurements and calculations show that
at a frequency making the mast 0.1425 wavelength long, a power input
of 500 kw would produce across the insulators voltages of 3.38, 1.83, 1.21,
and 1.14 kv rms respectively, the highest voltage occurring at the top.
This evidence, together with the preceding qualitative arguments,
indicates that moderate-sized insulators will be adequate.
The principal
concern is the prevention of corona by carefully maintaining suitably
large radii of curvature for the metallic surfaces of the umbrella elements
and tower top.
The physical size of the antenna may be judged from the fact that
the weight of the tower itself is approximately 170 tons. The radial
ground system planned for permanent installation is 2000 ft in diameter
and involves 46 miles of N“o. 8 Copperweld wire.
Receiving Antenna.—The receiving antenna is a 59-ft Lingo pole that
is constructed of sectionalized steel tubing tapering from a diameter of
3* in. in the center to 2* in. at each end (Fig. 103!).
It is mounted
vertically on a compression-type insulator at the base and is guyed at four
levels. Each level is guyed every 90°, and the four ground anchors are
spaced symmetrically around the pole, each being 33 ft 6 in. from the
A boom section, built into the assembly,
center of the base insulator.
enables two men to erect the pole in a short time.
Because of its large diameter, the reactance of the Lingo pole at 2.0
1C,.H. Brown, “ .i consideration of the Radio-frequency J’oltages Encountered by
the Insulating Material of Broadcast Tower Antennas, “ Pror. IRE, 27, No. 9,566-578,
Sept@ml ?r 1929
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The coupling unit (Fig. 10.35) is designed to meet the low-Q requirements and to transfer sufficient voltage to the input of the attenuator.
The 3.5-mh inductance resonates with the antenna capacitance, and the

I
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5*ohmresistance
determines the Qof the circuit.
The center parallelresonant circuit is tuned to 180 kc/see and presents a high resistance to
ground at and near this frequency.
The capacitance of the 50-ohm
transmission line is part of the total 0.02 pf. The 1.5-mh inductance
and the 600-pf capacitance are series-resonant, and the grid voltage at
the first attenuator tube is that produced across the 600-~f capacitor.
The 10,000-ohm resistor damps this circuit.
The over-all gain should be such that every microvolt per meter of
field strength produces about 10 pv at the input of the attenuator.
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Because of atmospheric noise a field strength of at least 200 ~v/meter is
required for reliable synchronization.
This would produce 2000 pv at
the attenuator input, which is ample in comparison with internal attenuator and receiver noise and simplifies the problem of attenuating the local
signal. During summer months, particularly in the lower lutitudes,
field strengths of 500 to 1000 pv/meter are desirable.
10.6. Receiver-indicator Antennas.
Shipl}omd
.4nfcnnas.-Thr
shipboard receiving antenna usually consists of a fairly long (50 to 125 ft)
vertical wire, strung bet ween two strain insulators, one connected to the
end of a yardarm and the other to a brace on the side of the cabin or
compartment housing the receiver-indi cat or.
The coupling unit, which is merely a loading coil with appropriate
connectors, is located near the lead-through insulator either inside or
outside the cabin.
A lead-in wire connects the lower end of the antenna
to the input of the loading coil, and a shielded cable connects the output
of the loading coil to the receiver.
The input impedance of the receiver
matchea the characteristic impedance of the cable.
The purpose of the
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cable is to shield the receiver from noise generated in the cabin housing
the receiver-indicator.
The loading coil is adjusted approximately to balance the capacitive
reactance of the antenna.
Since the antenna is long enough to give strong
signals, the reception (signal-t&noise ratio) is limited by atmospheric
noise rather than by internal noise in the receiver. Therefore the tuning
of the coupling unit is not critical.
Airborne Trailing Antenna. —.%ll airborne Loran equipment now in
service has been designed with the expectation that it is to be used with a
trailing antenna.
Because of the noise generated inside the aircraft, the
lead from the antenna reel must be shielded, and the receiver input
impedance is designed to match the impedance of the shielded cable.
The wire cable with a weight of several pounds on the end is reeled out
to a lengt h of 120 ft or so (approximate y a quarter wavelength), although
satisfactory results are obtained with considerably shorter lengths.
Because of the length of the antenna, the received signals are so strong
The reel for the British trailing
that no coupling unit is required.
mtenna is manually operated and is usually mounted in the belly of the
plane; the American reel is electrically operated and is usually mounted
near the tail of the plane.
There are several serious objections to the use of a trailing antenna.
‘l’here is danger, especially in fast planes, that the weight or the complete
sntenna may be broken off by the strong wind. Both the British and
American types of reel occasionally jam (this is especially serious in icing
conditions), and the reeling of the antenna in and out are two more
The trailing antenna is an
inconvenient operations for the navigator.
intolerable hazard in flying in tight formation and during evasive action.
Fixed Airborne A ntenna.—Toward the end of the war an intensive
effort was made to substitute a fixed antenna for the trailing antenna.
In a fighter or light bomber it is usually possible to install a 30-ft fixed
mtenna; in a heavy bomber it may be possible to install a 60-ft antenna,
although usually a length of only 30 ft or so is available for Loran.
It is
estimated that the capacitance of the antenna lies between 50 and 300
ppf. Wit bout the use of a coupling unit, the signal induced on such a
short antenna is too small for satisfactory reception; the signal-to-noise
ratio is limited by the internal noise of the receiver.
Coupling units of several types have been tested. It has been found
that the results obtained with a loading coil are as good as those obtained
with coupling units that match the impedance of the antenna to the
impedance of the cable. The gain of the coupling unit (the ratio of the
signal with the coupling unit to the signal with direct connection to
the cable and receiver) is practically independent of the type of coupling
unitprovided the antenna is tuned. The gain is between 6 and 10, depend..
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It has also been found
ing on the untuned impedance of the antenna.
that the effective capacitance of the antenna decreases when the plane is
airborne.
Therefore the coupling unit and the first r-f transformer should
be adjusted in the air.
The physical location of the coupling unit between the antenna and
the cable or between the cable and the receiver is of no consequence
electrically.
However, since it must be tuned in the air, a convenient
location is near the receiver.
The tuning of the coupling unit (since the
Q is necessarily rather high) must be readjusted for each change of the r-f
channel (a different loading coil is required for the LOW Frequency
Therefore, in the design of future equipment, individual loadchannel).
ing coils should be incorporated in the receiver so that they are selected
by the r-f channel selector switch.
Pren”w”tation Static. —Loran reception like that of all airborne radio
No completely
systems, is seriously affected by precipitation static.
satisfactory equipment for eliminating such static was available at
the end of the war. However the findings of the scientists of the ArmyNavy Precipitation Static Project are reasonably promising.’
1 “ Precipitation Static, ” Air Forces Jfanual A’o, 40, December 1944; R. Gunn,
Interference Problem and
C. Hall, and G. D. Kinzer, ‘‘ Precipitation-static
Methods for Its Investigation, ” Proc, IRE, 34, 15+160, April 1946; R. C. Waddel,
R. ~. Drutowski, and W. X. Blatt, “ .\ircraft Instrumentation for Precipitation-static
Research, ” Proc. IRE, 34, 161–166, .\pril 1946; R. G. Stirnmel, E. H. Rogers, F, E.
Waterfall, and R. Gunn, “ Electrification of Aircraft Flying in Precipitation Areas,”
Pror. IRE, 34, 167–177, April 1946; G. D. Kinzer and J. W. lIcGee, “ Investigations of
hfethods of Reducing Precipitation-static Radio Interference, ” Proc. IRE, 34, 234240, May 1946; R. Gunn and J. P. Parker, “ The High-voltage ~haracteristics of
Aircraft in Flight,” Proc. IRE, 34, 241-246, I lay 1!M6: 3f. Ne\vman and .t. O.
Kemppainen, “ High-\-oltagr Installation of the Precipitation-static Project, ” Pror.
IRE, 34, 247–253, May 1946.
}V.
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RECEIVER-INDICATORS
BY R. H. WOOD~VARD
SHIPBOARD

RECEIVER-INDICATORS

11.1. Requirements and General Description.-The
receiver-indicator is the instrument with which the Loran navigator measures the difference in the times of arrival of pulsed signals. The navigator takes
Each
measurements of signals from two pairs of ground stations.
measurement determines a line of position, and the intersect on of two
such lines establishes a fix, the navigator’s position.
Time-diJerence Mea.surement.—As explained in Sec. 33, the method of
measurement of the time difference is similar to that used at the ground
stations (see Chap. 7). The signals of a particular recurrence rate from
two ground stations are displayed on an oscilloscope pattern of the same
recurrence rate. The pattern consists of two horizontal traces, one
above the other and each having a duration of half the recurrence period.
Since the recurrence rates of the signals and of the oscilloscope patterns
are the same, the signals remain stationary on the pattern (whereas
signals of other recurrence rates drift to the right or to the left),
If one
pulse appears on the upper trace and the other on the lower trace, the
pulse that appears to the left of the other is by definition the A-pulse
The A- and B-pedestals are
and the one to the right is the B-pulse.
small rectangular deflections of the traces that indicate those portions
of the total recurrence period to be examined later in detail. The
A-pedestal is fixed in position near the beginning of the upper trace,
whereas the B-pedestal can be continuously adjusted to any position
on the lower trace to the right of the A-pedestal.
By momentarily
increasing or decreasing the recurrence rate of the oscilloscope pattern,
the pulses can be moved to the left or to the right on the traces and from
one trace to the other. In this way the navigator causes the A-pulse to
move onto the upper trace if originally on the lower one and then onto
the A-pedestal (see Fig. 11. la); the B-pulse then appears on the lower
trace to the right of the A-pulse.
The initiation (which determines the
position) of the B-pedestal with respect to the slow-oscilloscope pattern
is adjustable, and the navigator so adjusts the initiation that the B-pedestal appeam under the B-pulse.
The time difference is taken aa the horizontal distance from a point
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(dl Slow sweep. Each marker representing
50ilm,croseconds Readmg!s 3,000+

x

\~
I
(e) Medlumfast sweep. Short markers represent50,
long markers 5(M mlcmseconds. ReadingE 400+

(c) Fastest swaep

~Fastestswaep. Markers represent 51X, 50, and10
microseconds as shown. Reading ls24

Fm. 11.1.—OscilloBcope patterna of Model DAS-1 receiver-indicator.
(a) Slow-tram
pattern with signals; (b) medium-trace pattern with signals; (c) faat-trace pattern with
Q@I~S; (d) fdow-trace pattern with 50- and 50Qsac markers, showing time dif7erenceo(
3000@c
plus approximately 500ysec;
(e) medium-trace pattern with 50- and 50&pata
markers, showing additional time difference of 400 paec plus approximately 30 paac; fj) fa&
tiace pattern with 10-, 50-, smd50@aec
markera, shotigtime
di6erenceof Z4pe.ec. TotJl
time difTerenca is 3424 *c.
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on the lower trace, directly below the A-pulse to the B-pulse.
This
convention cancels out one half of the rccurrcncc period. The time difference can be estimated approximutcly by means of calibration markers.
A method of greater precision is required, however.
The upper and
lower pedestals of Fig. 11~la are expanded and displayed as two fullIength traces (Fig. 11”lb,) one above the other. The amplitudes of the
,4- and B-pulses are equalized by means of the balance control.
The
recurrence rate of the oscilloscope pattern is altcrccf slightly to move the
A-pulse to a position near the left end of the trace, and the initiation
of the B-pedmtul (lower trace) is adjusted to move the B-pulse into position directly below the A-pulse.
On a third oscilloscope pattern (Fig.
11.lc) consist ing of a faster pair of traces between which the vertical
separation is eliminated, the amplitudes are more accurately equalized,
and the leading edge of one pulse is superimposed on that of the other.
When the signals have been so matched, the time difference between
them is exactly the same as that betlveen the initiations of the pedestals.
This time difference is estimated to the nearest 500 ~sec by calibration
markers on the slow-trace pattern (Fig. 11. ld).
The displacement
between a 500-psec marker on the lo~ver fast trace and one on the upper
fast trace gives the time difference to the nearest 50 psec (Fig. 11. le).
Similarly, the displacement between 50-psec markers on two faster traces
gives the time difference to the nearest microsecond (Fig. 11. lj).
This method of presentation for measurement of time differences is
employed in all shipboard Loran receiver-indicators except the directThe
reading receiver-indicator, hlodel DBE, described in Sec. 114.
method of presentation and the receiver-indicators described in this
chapter can be used for all Loran systems—Standardj Sky-wave Synchronized, and Air Transportable-with
the exception of Low Frequency.
For LF Loran, a small low-frequency converter is required in conjunction
with the receiver-indicator.
Requirermmts.-The transmissions from Loran ground stations are
identified by their radio frequencies and their pulse recurrence rates.
The recei‘~er-indicator must be capable, therefore, of receiving signals
and measuring their time differences at several radio frequencies and at
.wveralrecurrence rates. Four r-f channels have been assigned for Loran
transmission in various parts of the world: Channel 1, 1950 kc/see;
Channel 2, 1850 kc/see; Channel 3, 1900 kc/see; Channel 4, 1750 kc/see.
These signal frequencies are easily identified by a four-position switch
that selects any one of four fixed-tuned channels in the receiver. Each
channel should be tunable from 1700 to 2000 kc/see.
Pairs of stations operating in a particular region on a single radio
frequency are distinguished by their pulse recurrence rates. Signala
from all Loran stations operating at a single frequency and within receiv-
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ing range are displayed on the cathode-ray tube and drift across the
screen at various speeds. Therecurrence rate of the oscilloscope pattern
of the indicator is adjustable.
Only the signals from that pair of stations
operating at the same recurrence rate as the indicator remain stationary.
Ground stations are operating at two basic recurrence rates, approximately 25 and 33* pps, designated as low, L, and high, H, respectively.
If necessary, a slow, S, basic recurrence rate of approximately 20 pps
‘r.4BLEll.l.—PITLSER~CI-RRENCE
RATES
Approx. No.
of pps

Designation

Recurrence
period,

psec

40,000
39, 904)
39,800
39,700
39,600
39,500
39,400
39,300
30,000
29,900
29,800
29,700
29,600
29,500
29,400
29,300

LO
L1
L2
L3
1A
L5
1.6
L7
HO
H1
H2
H3
H4
H5
H6
H7

may be used in the future.
As shown in Table 11 1, eight specific recurrence rates, numbered from O through 7 for each basic recurrence rate,
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In some models several of these controls are combined in
also required.
a single switch.
indicated in Table 11.2, dl models of the
General Descr-iption.-As
shipboard receiver-indcator are similar, with the exception of the Model
DBE. There has been a steady trend toward standardization of the r-f
channels in the range of frequencies between 1700 and 2000 kc/see, and
many of the early models have been modified to provide four charnels in
this frequency range. Models LRN-1 and LRN-lA,
constructed for
NDRC, are copies of an experimental receiver-indicator designed at the
Ra&ation Laboratory.
Models DAS-1, DAS-3, and DAS-4 (WX Sec.
TABLE112.-REFEE~NCEDATA FOR SHIPZOAEDRECEIVER-INDICATORS

3

x
z
LRN-1,

Fads

LRN-lA,

Fada

DAS

GE

DAS-1

Fada

DAS-2

GE

DAa3

Fada

DAS-4

Fads

DBE

EIperry

6S00 S2LM ,Ow
8700 11820}

~

1050 so

‘m

8200

1700
2000
1700
2000
1700
2000

17m 10.50 so
2000 }
1700 ,050 ~
2000 }
1700
550 50
2000 }

S700lleQo}
9900 0000 ,*W ~
1210012100}
‘w ’50 1050 so
1190011’JOO
}
1100 so
12100 12100}

11.2), constructed for the Navy, are practically identical with Model
LRN-lA electrically but show a steady improvement in mechanical conModels DAS and DAS-2
struction and in the quality of components.
(we Sec. 11”3) are designed to meet Navy specifications and are therefore
heavier and more rugged. The operation of these models is simplified
by combining the coarse and fine framing controls and by combining the
trac+separation and sweep-speed controls in a fiv~position
switch.
There are also several improvements in the electrical design.
Trends in Design.—For service aboard ship, the size, weight, and
power consumption are minor considerations.
The chief requirement is
that the equipment give reliable service under abnormally severe conditions of temperature, humidity, salt-water spray, and shock.
Further-
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more, the operation should be simple and as free as possible from sources
of error. Probably the chief source of error is the counting of calibration
markers; and, as a consequence, considerable effort has been spent in
designing an indicator with which it is possible to read the time difference
directly on calibrated scales or on a mechanical counter,
Such an indicator was designed at the Radiation Laboratory in 1942.
It consisted of two divider chains, one of which was driven by a 100-kc/sec

oscillator and the other by the 100-kc/sec output signal from a phassshift capacitor.
The number of rotations of the phase-shift capacitor
(multiplied by 10) gave the time difference in microseconds.
A later
version was similar in operation but somewhat simpler, because the
Both designs were rather complicated
oscillator operated at 10 kc/see.
electrical y and mechanical y. Another direct-reading indicator, built
of miniature components, is described in Vol. 20 of this series. The
Model DBE, the only direct-reading receiver-indicator to be produced
commercially, is described in Sec. 11.4.
11.2. Model DAS-1 Receiver-indicator.—The
Model DAS-1 receiverindicator has been used extensive y by the U.S. Navy, the P~oyal Navy
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and the Royal Canadian Navy for convoy duty in the North Atlantic.
A photograph of this equipment is shown in Fig. 11“2.
Functional
Desm”ption.-As
indicated in Fig. 11-3, the necessary
accuracy and stability for the timing of the sweepa and for the generation
of the calibration markers are derived from a 10@kc/eec crystal oscillator.
The oscillator is capable of adjustment to a frequency that is a few parts
per million above or below the nominal frequency to permit synchronization with signals whose recurrence rates are not precisely accurate.
Furthermore, a momentary change in the oscillator frequency permits a
Eneadjustment of the timing of the sweeps with respect to the received
signals for the proper positioning of the signals on the traces.
The pulse generator is an amplifier that is driven between saturation
The
and cutoff by a 10@kc/sec sine-wave signal from the oscillator.
output is roughly a square wave that on differentiation yielda positive
and negative pulses of short duration for driving and precisely controlling
the divider circuits.
By means of the divider circuits, output pulses of a recurrence rate
corresponding to that of the sweeps and to twice that of signals from each
ground station are derived from the crystal oscillator.
The four divider
circuits are adjusted to divide by 5, 10, 5, and 8 or 6. The adjustment
of the last divider to divide by 8 yields the low basic recurrence rate; for
the high basic recurrence rate the last divider is adjusted to divide by 6.
A six-position selector switch permits the adjustment of the feedback of
pulses from the last divider to the second divider for the control of the
specific recurrence rate. A momentary change of the feedback provides
a coarse adjustment of the timing of the oscilloscope sweeps with respect
to the received signals for positioning the signals on the slow-trace pattern
The output pulse from the last divider initiates the square-wave generatol
and the slow-sweep generator.
The output pulses from the first and second dividers are mixed and
impressed on one vertical plate to provide 50- and 500-~sec markers. A
100-kc/sec sine-wave signal from the oscillator is shifted in phase,
peaked, and applied to the other vertical plate to form 10-psec markers.
The phase of the 10-psec markers is adjusted to coincide with that of the
W-Psec markers.
The square-wave generator, an Eccles-Jordan cirmit, produces two
square-wave outputs identical in form but opposite in phase. The
polarity of each output is reversed with each triggering pulse from the last
divider. Voltages of variable amplitude and derived from the squarewave amplifier are impressed on the vertical plate of the oscilloscope to
raise or lower alternate horizontal traces. These voltages produce the
upper and lower traces of the slow and fast oscilloscope patterns.
The A-delay multivibrator is triggered by one output of the square-
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wave generator at the beginning of the upper slow trace. It introduces a
fixed time delay of approximately 1000 psec. The coarse B-delay multivibrator is triggered by the other output of the square-wave generator
at the beginning of the lower slow trace. It introduces a time delay that
is variable in increments of 500 psec from approximately 1000 to approximately 11,000 psec. Both the A-delay and the coarse B-delay multivibrators are stabilized by the introduction of 500+wc locking pulses
derived from the second divider.
The coarse B-delay multivibrator
initiates the fine Bdelay multivibrator which introduces an additional
time delay that is continuously variable from 200 to 700 psec. The
delayed outputs of the A-delay and the fine B-delay multivibrators are
mixed and used to trigger the pedestal generator.
The pedestal generator produces identical square-wave outputs which
are impressed on the vertical plate of the oscilloscope to produce the AAny one of three values of the
and B-pedestals of the slow trace pattern.
pedestal length can be selected by means of the fast-sweep switch.
The fast-sweep generator is triggered by the pedestal generator and
produces a sweep voltage whose amplitude varies linearly with the time
represented by the pedestal.
When the horizontal plates of the oscilloscope are switched from the slow to the fast sweeps, only that fraction of
the recurrence interval represented by the tops of the pedestals is shown
on the oscilloscope screen. The traces are expanded to the full width of
the screen, and the trace of the A-pedestal appears directly above the
trace of the B-pedestal.
The transmitted pulses are received and amplified in a superheter~
dyne receiver and are impressed on the vertical plate of the oscilloscope.
The receiver consists of one stage of r-f preelection, a pentagrid converter,
three i-f stages operating at 1050 kc/see, a diode detector, and one stage
of video amplification.
The bandwidth is approximately 80 kc/see at,
6 db, and the sensitivity is such that a signal of less than 10 w gives fullAny one of four fixed-tuned r-f
scale deflection of the oscilloscope.
channels can be selected by a switch. The frequency ranges of the
channels are given in Table 112.
The pulses as displayed on the OSC;llG
ecope are of approximately 75-psec duration.
The amplitude-balance circuit, driven by the square-wave generator,
applies adjustable voltages of either polarity to one stage of i-f amplification. This provides a control of the relative gain of the receiver on alternate oscilloscope traces and permits the equalization of the amplitudes
Such equalization is required for the accurate
of the A- and B-pulses.
measurement of time differences.
Manipulation.—In carrying out the time-cliff erence measurement as
outlined in Sec. 11”1, the operator of the Model DAS-1 receiver-inclicat or
must manipulate the following controls:
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This is a four-position switch
1. Radio-frequency channel switch.
for selecting any one of four preadjusted channels corresponding
to the frequency of the transmitted signals.
A six-position switch varies the divider feed2. Station selector.
back and the trace recurrence rate to correspond with the specific
recurrence rate of the signals. By means of the phase-shift
switch the number of specific recurrence rates can be extended
to eight. The last diiider is adjusted by screwdriver to control
the basic recurrence rate.
3. Receiver gain. The gain control varies the cathode bias of the
r-f stage, the converter, and first and second i-f stages of the
receiver. There is no automatic gain control.
4. Phase shift. The feedback in the divider chain is controlled by a
three-position switch that is used for momentarily changing the
trace recurrence rate to position the A-pulse on the A-pedestal
of the slow-trace patt em.
By means of the coarse B-delay control the
5. Coame B-delay.
B-pedestal can be moved in increments corresponding to 500 psec
from a position below the A-pedestal to a position halfway across
the lower slow trace.
By means of the fine B-delay control the B-pedes6. Fine B-delay.
tal can be moved continuously over the 500-psec increments of the
coarse B-delay.
On the fast trace pattern the B-pulse can be
placed precisely below the A-pulse.
7. Sweep speed. A two-position sweep-speed switch provides the
selection of the slow-trace pattern or one of the fast-trace patterns.
A three-position switch selects any one of
8. Fast-sweep switch.
three fast-sweep speeds. The three speeds give full-scale deflection in 2000, 700, and 150 psec.
A three-position switch, controlling
9. Framing or left-right switch.
the frequency of the crystal oscillator, momentarily changes the
trace recurrence rate by a small amount for positioning the
A-pulse on the fast A-trace.
The frequency of the crystal
10. Oscillator frequency control.
oscillator is continuously variable over a range of ~ 30 parts per
million for accurately synchronizing the trace recurrence rate
with that of the signals. When the traces are properly synchronized the signals remain stationary.
A continuously adjustable potentiometer
11. Amplitude balance.
controls the relative gain of the receiver throughout the A- and
B-traces for equalizing the amplitude of the A- and B-pulses.
A potentiometer provides a continuous con12. Trace separation.
trol of the vertical spacing between the A- and B-traces.

I

/

I
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13. Receiver switch.
A two-position receiver switch permits the
selection of receiver signals or calibration markers for display on
the oscilloscope.
14. Filter. A toggle switch permits the insertion of a high-pass filter
in the receiver video circuit for reducing certain types of interference.

FIG. 11 .4.—Model DAS-2 receiver-indicator used on ships.
Companu.)

(Court.%u of General Electric

There are also several oscilloscope and divider controls, but these do
not require frequent manipulation.
In the designs of later models an
attempt has been made to reduce the number of controls and to simplify
the procedure for time-difference measurements.
11.3. Model DAS-2 Receiver-indicator. -The Model DAS-2 receiverindicator (Fig. 11.4) is heavier and more rugged than the Model DAS-1.
It is constructed of Navy-approved components and is designed to meet
Navy specifications.
Functional
Description.
-As
indicated in Fig. 11.5 the calibration
markers and the trace recurrence rates are derived from a 100-kc/sec
crystal oscillator and four dividers similar to those of the Model DAS-1.
The introduction of the time corrector, however, is an improvement.
The interval of time between the initiation of the Adelay (or the coarse
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B-delay) multivibrator and the succeeding 500-psec locking pulse from
the second divider varies with the position of the station selector switch
that controls the feedback.
This interval of time is equal to 500 ~sec
minus 50N ,usec, where N is the feedback number and may be any integer
from O to 7. Because of the variation of this interval of time, the design
of the Model DAS-1 A- and coarse B-delay multivibrator is more complicated than would otherwise be necessary.
The purpose of the time
corrector is to eliminate the variable time interval between the initiation
of the A-delay (or coarse B-delay) multivibrator and the succeeding
500-psec locking pulse. The time correct or is a derivative of the EcclesIt generates a flat-topped signal that
Jordan circuit that has two inputs.
is initiated by the pulse from the last divider and is terminated by the
first succeeding 500-psec pulse from the second divider.
The duration
of the ffat-topped signal is 500 ~sec minus 50N .mec. The square-wave
generator and the A- and coarse B-delay multivibrators are initiated at
the termination of the flat-topped signal. The time corrector also
simplifies and improves the operation of the slow-sweep generator and
suppresses the retrace of the slow-trace pattern.
The A-delay multivibrator is locked by 2500-~sec pulses from the
thkd divider and is adjusted to introduce a fixed time delay of 2000 ~sec
after the initiation of the upper slow trace (2500 ~sec minus 50N psec
after the pulses from the last divider).
The B-delay multivibrators,
pedestal generator, sweep generator, and receiver are similar in function
to those of the Model DAS-1 receiver-indicator.
Manipulation.—The
manipulation of the Model DAS-2 receiverindicator is somewhat simpler than that of the Model DAS-1.
A PRR
toggle switch provides a convenient selection of the two basic recurrence
rates. The trace-separation
control and the fast-sweep switch are
eliminated, and their functions are performed by the sweep-speed switch.
A single LEFT-RIGHTswitch shifts the positions of the .4- and B-signals on
both the slow and fast traces.
To measure a time difference, the operator must manipulate the following controls:
1. R-f channel switch.
A four-position switch selects any one of the
preadjusted channels listed for the Model DAS-2 receiver-indicator in Table 11.2.
2. PRR switch.
A toggle switch with L (low) and H (high) positions
selects one of two adjustments of the last divider to provide the
required basic recurrence rate.
3. Station selector.
An eight-position switch controls the specific
pulse recurrence
4. Gain
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with wide trace separation, fast traces of 2300-

pattern

psec duration with medium separation, fast traces of 650-psec
duration with medium separation, fast traces of 160-~sec duration
with small separation, or fast traces of 160-w3ec duration with no
separation.
A fine control of the frequency of the crystal
9. Frequency control.
oscillator permits precise synchronization
of the oscilloscope
traces with the received signals.
A potentiometer controls the relative ampli10. Amplitude balance.
tudes of the A- and B-pulses as they appear on the oscilloscope.
By means of a four-position switch any one of
11. Receiver switch.
four types of signals can be selected for display on the oscilloscope.
markers alone are displayed.
In
In the OFF position, calibration
the
from
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calibration

the receiver.

of the second
the second
stairstep
checked

divider
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adjust ment
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The
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For checking feedback on position CAL. 1 and on the third position
of the sweep-speed switch, the sweeps are initiated at the start of
the flat-topped time-corrector signal instead of at its termination.
A toggle
12. Filter.
—— switch permits the introduction of a filter for
reducing certain types of interference.

11.4. Model DBE Receiver-indicator.—The
direct-reading Model
DBE receiver-indicator (Fig. 11.6) stands upright on the deck and is
secured to the deck and bulkhead by S-shaped steel springs that serve as
shock mounts.
The oscilloscope screen and operating controls are on
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Functional Description.—As indicated in Fig. 11% the crystal oscillator,
divider, feedback circuits, square-wave generator, pedestal generator,
sweep generator, and receiver are similar in their function to those of
Models DAS-I and DAS-2.
There are five dividers, each one of wh~ch
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divides the pulse recurrence rate by a ratio of 5/1 or less. Because of
the lower dividing ratios the over-all operation is more reliable than that
of earlier models.
The transient delay circuit is a locked delay multivibrator that serves the same purpose as the time corrector of Model
DAs-2.
Italsoreduces
the effect of thedistortion of thephase-stiftkg
sine waves caused by feedback.
The rotations of the 200- and 1000-cps phase-shifting transformers
and of the 20-kc/sec phase-shifting capacitor control the position of the
B-pedestal and determine the measured time difference when the received
signals are matched.
The sine waves of the three phase-shifted frequencies are derived through amplifiers and low-pass filters from the dividers
of the appropriate recurrence rates. The three phase shifters are coupled
through a gear train to the time-difference counter and to the coarse and
fine delay controls.
Since the gear ratios between the phase shifters are
equal to the ratios of their frequencies, a rotation of the fine delay control
produces the same change in time difference in all three frequencies.
The three phase-shifted sine waves are squared and differentiated to
yield the pulses that terminate the flat-topped output signals of three
selector circuits.
Each selector circuit is a multivibrator of the EcclesJordan type with two inputs similar to the time-corrector circuit of
Model DAS-2.
The first selector circuit is initiated at the start of the
lower slow trace by a pulse from the square-wave generator.
The output
signal is terminated, depending on the bias selected by the extender
switch, by the first, second, or third 5000-usec pulse derived from the
By means of the fine delay control
200-cps phase-shifting transformer.
the time delay introduced by the first selector maybe varied continuously
from less than 1000 to more than 18,000 #see. The time delay so introduced, however, is not itself sufficiently accurate for the time-difference
To obtain the precision required for the time-difference
measurement.
measurement, the selecting process is repeated in two succeeding selectors
of greater precision whose output signals are terminated by pulses derived
from the phase-shifted 1000-cps and 20-kc/sec signals. The second selector is triggered at the termination of the first selector output signal, and its
output signal is terminated by a pulse derived from the phase-shifted
1000-cps sine wave.
The third selector is triggered at the termination of
the second selector signal. Its output signal is terminated by a pulse
derived from the phase-shifted 20-kc/sec sine wave and having the precision required for the time-cliff erence measurement.
The pedestal
generator and fast-sweep generator are triggered at the termination of the
third selector output signal.
By means of the coarse delay control the B-pedestal can be moved
rapidly by increments of 1000 ~sec. The coarse delay control through
the range-extender switch varies the bias of the first selector and shifts the
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phase of the terminating pulse. Also, through a differential gearing and
dials of the
detent system, it rotates the thousands and ten-thousands
time-difference
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Manipulation.—As shown in Fig. 11.7 the manipulation is simplified
The three station-selecting s’witches,
by the arrangement of the controls.
r-f channel, basic PRR, and specific PRR, are grouped in a row.
The
coarse and fine delay controls are concentric, as are the gain and amplitude
balance controls.
The LEFT-RIGHT switch and drift (oscillator frequency)
control are a concentric lever and disk. The four-position operations
switch provides selection of the normal slow-trace pattern, a pair of
vertically spaced 1300-psec traces, a pair of spaced 175-~sec traces, and h
pair of 175-psec traces with no trace separation.
AIREORNE
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11.6. General Description and Trends in Design.—The
methods of
measurement, the oscilloscope presentation, the r-f channels, and recurrence rates of the airborne receiver-indicator are similar to those of the
shipboard instrument.
For airborne equipment the requirements of light
weight and small size are severe. As indicated in Table 11.3, these
requirements are recognized, and an effort has been made to reduce the
All airborne
weight, size, and power consumption as far as practical.
receiver-indicator models have been designed for operation in both
American and British aircraft, and most of them are physically interchangeable with Gee sets. They can be operated on input power of
either 80 or 115 volts and of any frequency between 400 and 2400 cps.
Genwal Description.—The Models SCR-722 and SCR-722A are lightweight modifications of the Model DAS-1 receiver-indicator with a power
supply designed for operation at 400 to 2400 cps instead of 60 cps. They
are awkward for operation in the air but have been used for training
purposes.
The Model AN/APN-4
receiver-indicator, of which there are five
modifications, was used most extensively during World War II.
Modifications I and II could not be used in normal service because of divider
instability and high-voltage arcing at high altitudes.
Modification 111
has been used extensively and has performed well. There has been no
large production of Modification IV, and Modification V reached the
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European Theater too late for service. Modification V has a basic PRR
switch and six dividers instead of four; it is described in Sec. 11.6.
All the components of Model Ah-/APN-9 receiver-indicator (described
in Sec. 11.7) are contained in a single case that fits the same shockThe set weighs
mounted frame as the AhT/APAT-4 and Gee indicator.
only 40 lb, and its power consumption is only 190 watts. Although it
arrived too late for service in the European Theaterj it was used in the
Pacific. Its notable features are a 3-in. cathode-ray tube with a magnifying glass, nonlinear sweeps, and a rather complicated system of calibration
markers.
Trends in Design .—Because of the rapid motion of an aircraft, the
time required to make two readings and plot a fix is a most important
quantity, and, indeed, the reduction of this time should be the prime consideration in the future development of the Loran system and equipment.
For example, a plane may travel at a speed of 5 miles per minute, and the
navigator may require 1 min for the measurement of each time difference
Since the plane
and another minute for p!otting the lines of position.
travels 5 miles while he makes the second measurement and 5 miles while
he plots the lines of position, the intersection of the two lines does not
There are two methods for overrepresent the navigator’s true position.
coming this difficulty, both of them awktvard. The navigator may calculate the distance that the plane has traveled in the interval between
the two measurements and advance the first line of position by the appropriate distance.
The intersection of the advanced first line of position
with the second line is the true position at the time of the second measurement. As an alternative method, the navigator may make three
measurements (with equal intervals of time between the first and second
measurements and between the second and third measurements) and
The intersection
compute the mean of the first and third measurements.
of the second line of position with the line corresponding to the mean of
the first and third measurements determines his position at the time of
the second measurement.
To reduce the time required to make a reading, the airborne receiverindicators are designed so that the operator can control the sweep speed,
the trace separation, and the selection of received signals or calibration
markers by means of a single selector switch.
This unification of the
controls simplifies the operation slightly but leaves much to be desired.
The Gee indicator, for instance (see Sec. 1.4), is much simpler to operate
than the Loran indicator because it permits the measurement of two time
differences simultaneously and thus eliminates the necessity of advancing
a line of position or of making three readings to determine a fix. For this
reason the Gee system is admirably adapted to a simple and useful type
of navigation, called the homing technique, that is described in Sec. 1.6.
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This technique cannot easily be applied to navigation by Loran in its
present form.
As mentioned in Sees. 3.8 and 77 the requirements for instantaneous
fixing over a particular area are that it shall be possible to receive signals
from two pairs of ground stations transmitting at a single recurrence rate
and that the navigator shall be able to adjust two sets of controls to
measure the appropriate time differences simultaneously.
The simplest
system of synchronization of the ground stations is that used for the Low
Frequency trials and described in Sec. 7.8. The same system can be
applied to Standard Loran with practically no modification of the groundstation equipment now in service, but long trains of sky waves may at
times make the presentation confusing.
The simplest type of receiver-indicator for instantaneous fixing is one
similar to AN/APN-4,
but it is provided with a second set of delay controls and a switch for simultaneously selecting either pair of B-delay
controls, either of two gain-balance adjustments, and either of the outputs from the square-wave generator for initiation of the A- and B-delay
mult ivibrat ors and for the trace separation.
Such a receiver-indicator
would be little more complex than AN/APN-4.
The only duplication
would be in the potentiometers that control the biases of the delay multivibrators and the relative amplitudes of the signals.
A decimal system of calibration markers similar to that of the Gee
indicator seems preferable to the common Loran display of 10-, 50-, 500-,
and 2500-~sec markers on the slow, medium, and fast traces. The diw
play of 1000-psec markers on the slow traces, 1000- and 100-~sec markers
on the medium traces, and 100- and lo-psec (and possibly 1- or 2-~sec)
markers on the fast traces seems satisfactory.
Furthermore, the 1OO-PWC
markers should coincide in time with the corresponding 10-usec marken
as do the markers displayed on the oscilloscope of the timer.
A much simplified form of the synchronizer (Sec. 7.3) has been
designed to control the frequency of the crystal oscillator in such a way
that the signal from the master station remains stationaW on the upper
pedestal.
This feature, called “ top locking,” is believed to be a worth.
while convenience for the operator of the receiver-indicator.
By the addition of a third delay multivibrator the advantage of the
direct-reading indicator can be incorporated in the instantaneous-fixing
receiver-indicator.
In such a receiver-indicator, the first delay multivibrator would be variable in increments of 1000 psec and the second delay
mult ivibrat or would be variable in increments of 100 psec.
Calibrated
selector switches would indicate the numbers of thousands and hundreds
of microseconds of time clifference. The third delay multivibrator would
be variable continuously from 20 to 120 ~sec, and a calibrated dial on the
potentiometer would indicate the number of units of time difference,
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The two switches and one potentiometer would be duplicated, but the
delay multivibrators would not be duplicated.
As suggested in Sec. 10.6, individual loading coils should be built in
the receiver and should be selected by the r-f channel switch.
Low Frequency Converter.—’NTo receiver-indicator
designed for the
However, an LF conreception of LF signals has been manufactured.
verter in conjunction with a standard receiver-indicator permits the

FIG. 11.9.—Converter
attached to a standard receiver-indicator
(AN/APN-4)
either Standard or Low Frequency signals to be observed.

to permit

reception and measurement of signals of either Low or Standard Loran
frequencies. The converter, shown in Fig, 119 with a Model AN/APN-4
receiver-indicator, has been produced on a rather large scale. It converts
the LF signal to a Standard frequency of 1950 kc/see.
The schematic
diagram is shown in Fig. 11.10.
11.6. Model AN/APN-4 Receiver-indicator.—The
Model AN/APN-4
airborne receiver-indicator
(Fig. 11.9) has been produced in greater
quantity and was more extensively used during World War II than any
other Loran or radar equipment.
The smaller unit contains the receiver
and power supply; the indicator, consisting of the crystal oscillator,
dividers, delay and deflecting circuits for the 5-in. cathode-ray tube, is
enclosed in the larger unit.
Of the five modifications of the Model
.kN/APN-4
receiver-indicator,
the latest and most satisfactory is
described in this section.
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Functional
Description.—The
block diagram of the Modification V
Model AN/APN-4
receiver-indicator, shown in Fig. 11.11, is similar to
that of the Model DAS-lreceiver-indicator
(Fig. 113).
Since there are
six dividers instead of four, themaximum dividing ratio is 5/l instead of
10/1, and the operation is therefore more reliable. The output pulse
from the last divider is fed back to the second and third dividers to control
the specific recurrence rate.
Pulses derived from the crystal oscillator and from the first, third, and
fourth dividers are mixed and applied to the vertical plate (along with
the trace separation and pedestals) of the cathode-ray tube as calibration
markers, at time intervals of 10, 50, 500, and 2500 psec.
The complete schematic diagrams of the receiver and the indicator are
shown in Figs. 11.12 and 11.13. Circuits of these types are described in
some detail in Chap. 7 and in other volumes of this series.
Manipulation.—In making a time-difference measurement, the operator must manipulate the r-f channel; basic PRR and station selector
switches; the gain, amplitude-balance and frequent y controls; the LE~RIGHT and sweep-speed switches; and the coarse and fine B-delay controls, as well as the usual oscilloscope controls.
These controls are
simpler to operate than those of the Model DAS-1 receiver-indicator and
are similar to those of Model DAS-2.
When the slow-trace oscilloscope pattern is displayed, the LEn-RIGHT
switch moves the signals rapidly along the trace by momentarily changing
the feedback; when one of the fast-trace patterns is displayed, the switch
moves the signals slowly by changing the oscillator frequency.
The eight-position sweep-speed switch is so designed that in making a
time-difference measurement the operator rotates the switch in numerical
sequence from Position 1 to Position 7. The first four positions show the
received signals and are used for positioning and matching the signals.
On the first position the normal slow-trace pattern is displayed.
The
patterns of the second and third positions are fast traces of 750 psec and
200-psec respectively.
For the final matching of the pulses, the separation of the 200-psec traces is eliminated in Position 4. Positions 5, 6,
and 7 are used for measuring the time difference between the initiations
of the fast traces corresponding to the time difference between the received
signals. For this purpose 10-, 50-, 500-, and 2500-psec calibration
The pattern on Position
markers are displayed on these three positions.
5 is two 200-psec traces with markers; on Position 6 it is two 750-~sec
traces with markers; and on Position 7 it is two slow traces with pedestals
and markers.
On Position 8 two 200-psec traces with the stair-step
pattern of the third divider are presented for checking the adjustment of
the feedback.
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11.7. The Model AN/APN-9
Receiver-indicator.-The
Model AN/
APN-9 airborne receiver-indicator, shown in Fig. 11~14, is constructed in
a single unit weighing only 40 lb and consuming 190 watts of power. It
employs a 3-in. cathode-ray tube and is equipped with a magnifying glass
and detachable visor.
Oscilloscope Presentation.—As indicated in Fig. 11“15, the oscilloscope
patterns differ radically from those of the earlier models.
The slow-trace
pattern with received signals (Fig. 11~15a) consists of two slow linear
traces. The slow-trace pattern with 1000- and 5000-Wsec calibration
markers (Fig. 11. 15~) is a single slow linear trace, the lower trace of Fig.
11.15a. The relative timing of the two fast traces is represented on
the slow trace by two clifferentiated negative markers instead of the AOne differentiated marker (correspondand B-pedestals of other models.
ing to the B-pedestal) is stationary at the left end of the lower trace; the
position of the other (corresponding to the A-pedestal) can be varied from
the right end of the lower trace to approximately the center of the lower
trace. In earlier models of the receiver-indicator the time difference is
measured from a point on the lower trace directly below the start of the
A-pedestal to the start of the B-pedestal.
In Model AN/APN-9 the time
difference is measured from the right end of the lower trace, which is the
same in time as the point on the upper trace directly above the start of
the B-marker, to the start of the A-marker.
The fast-trace pattern consists of two nonlinear fast traces with
received signals (Fig. 11“15b, c, d, and e) or with calibration markers
(Fig. 11. 15g). The nonlinear trace is derived from a sweep waveform
having a double slope and a duration of 1400 psec. During the first
100 psec of the trace the slope is steep; the cathode-ray beam moves
rapidly to the right. During the remaining 1300 psec the slope is less
steep, and the beam moves more slowly to the right. Because of the
nonlinearity of the fast trace, the received signals are distorted.
As the
signals move from left to right along the fast trace, they decrease in
width.
Similarly, the spacing between calibration markers decreases
along the fast trace from left to right. The calibration markers on the
upper fast trace, spaced at intervals of 10, 100, and 1000 psec, are used
for measuring the time difference in the initiations of the fast traces.
Calibration markers spaced at 10-, 50-, and 500-~sec intervals are displayed on the lower trace, but in measuring the time difference the operator uses only the second 50-~sec marker as a cross hair. He measures
the distance in microseconds from a point on the upper trace directly
above the cross hair to the lo-~sec marker immediately preceding the
first 1000-psec marker to the right. Since the sweep waveform for the
upper trace is similar to that for the lower trace, the time difference
between the initiations of the fast traces is equal to the time difference
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measured from a point above any 1000-~sec marker to the first 100@psec
marker to the right on the upper fast trace (plus the appropriate number
of thousands of microseconds).
However, to attain the required precision, the estimation of the units and tens of microseconds must be made
on the expanded portion of the trace. If there were no time delay in the
divider circuits and the square-wave and sweep generators, a 1000-psec
marker would appear at the start of the lower trace and it would coincide
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lower trace by 100 ~sec, this period must be added to the time difference
measured from the cross hair.
Operational Procedure.—On Position 1 of the function switch both
received signals are placed on the lower trace by means of the left-right
switch and the signal at the left is moved to the extreme left end of the
lower trace. The operator adjusts the coarse delay control to place the
variable delay marker under the signal appearing
The received
11.15b)

signals

are balanced

appearing

in amplitude,

to the right (Fig. 11.15a).

on the fast traces
and the lower

of Position

signal

2 (Fig.

is moved

to the

left, expanded portion of the trace. The fine-delay control is adjusted
to move the upper signal to a position directly above the lolver signal
(Fig. 1115c).
On Position 3 (Fig. 11 .15d) the separation bet~veen the tlro traces is
eliminated.

The

delay controls

operator

adjusts

the amplitude-balance

so that onc signal is superimposed

and

the fine-

on the other (Fig. 11 15e).

In this condition the time difference bet\veen the rcccived signals is equal
to the time clitierence between the initiations of the fast traces.
On Position 4 of the function switch (Fig. 11.15j) the time difference
between the initiations of the fast traces (less half the recurrence period)
is measured from the right extremity of the trace to the start of the
variable
looo-psec”

delay

marker.

intervals

in this

The

operator

distance.

counts

the

In the example

number
shown

of

whole

there

are

six such intervals, indicating that the time-difference reading is 6000 psec
plus a small time difference to be measured on the fast-trace pattern.
With the function switch turned to Position 5, the time interval from
a point directly above the cross hair to the 10-ysec marker preceding the
first 1000-psec marker is estimated to the nearest microsecond.
In the
example shown (Fig. 11. 15g) the interval is 25 ~sec, and the total timedifference reading is 6000 plus 25 plds 100 psec, or 6125 ~sec.
The oscilloscope pattern displayed on Position 6 is similar to that on
Position 2 and is used in that method of navigation called “ homing”
(Sec. 16).
The operator preadjusts the coarse and fine delay controls
to the time difference corresponding to his destination.
Then, observing
the received signals, he flies such a course that one signal approaches a
position directly above the other. If he has two receiver-indicators, he
may fly such a course that the two time-difference values approach the
destination values simultaneously.
Otherwise, it is common practice to
bring one time difference to the destination value and then, flying along
the corresponding line of position, to observe the time difference between
the other pair of received signals as it approaches the destination value.
Functional Description.-The
block diagram of the Model AN/APN-9
receiver-indicator as arranged for generating the slow-trace pattern (on
positions 1 and 4 of the function switch) is shown in Fig. 11“16. The
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oscillator, clividcrs, feedback circuits, and sqnarc-wave generator are
similar to those of Model AN/APN-4.
The coarse delay multivibrator, triggcrccf by positive pulses from the
square-wave generator, is locked by 500-pscc pulses from the third divider.
‘l’he delay introduced by this multivibrator cm Ix varied in increments
of 500 ~sec from approximately 3000 pscc (to the right of the h:ft extremity
of the lower trace) to 15,000” PSCC(the right cxtrcrnity of the lower trace)
on the high recurrence rate and from 6000 to 20,()()() psec on the low recurrence rate. Thus the time dif’fcrencc as metisured from the right extremity
of the lower trticc can be varied from zwo to 12,()()0 ~scc on the high
recurrence rate and from zero to 14,000 pscc on the 10IVrecurrence rate.
The fine delay multivibrator, ~vhich is tripped by the cowrsc clelay multivibrator,
is continuously
vtiriahlc from approximately 400 to 1400 ~sec.
The positive output pulses from the fine May multivibrator and from
the square-wave generator arc diffwmtiatcd, mixed, and displayed on the
cathode-ray tube to indicate the relative timing of the fast trace,
The slow-sweep generator is triggered by the output pulses from the
last divider and provides linear sweeps each of which has a duration equal
to half the rrcurrcncc period. on Position 4 the upper trace is eliminated
by the action of a square wave on the grid of the cathode-ray tube, and
calibration markers arc displayed on the lower trace at 1000- and 5000flsec intervals.
When the function switch is turned to Position 2, 3, 5, or 6 to display
one of the fast-trace patterns, the circuits are arranged as indicated in the
block diagram sho!vn in Fig. 11.17. on the slow trace both markers
indicating the initiations of the fast traces appear on the same level,
whereas for the accurate matching of signals, one fast trace must appear
directly above the other. For the fast-trace presentation, therefore, the
square wave that provides the trace separation (and the amplitudebalance) is delayed approximately 3000 ~sec with respect to the original
square wave that initiates the stationary fast trace. To accomplish this
the original square wave is passed through a delay network and the resulting differentiated waveform is applied at the appropriate level to the grid
of a squaring amplifier.
In Position 5, output pulses from the first and third dividers are mixed
in a circuit that is activated by the square wave. The output of this
circuit is applied to one vertical deflection plate of the cathode-ray tube
to provide 50- and 500-psec calibration markers on the lower trace ordy.
Similarly, 100- and 1000-jtsec markers from the second and fourth dividers
are displayed on the upper trace. Pulses from the blocking oscillator are
applied to the other vertical deflecting plate to provide 1@~sec markers
on both traces.
The fast-sweep generator, when triggered, produces a waveform that
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varies rapidly with time during the first 100 psec and varies more slowly
during the remaining 1300 psec of the sweep. Two networks, one having
a long time constant and the other having a short time constant, are
connected in series between ground and the cathode of a triode.
The
junction between the two networks is connected to the cathode of another
triode. The triodes, which are normally conducting, are cut off for the
duration of the fast sweep. The cathodes, which are normally at high
potential, are allowed to approach ground potential at rates that are
determined by the characteristics of the networks.
The combination of
the two rates produces the desired waveform for the nonlinear traces.
TEST AND TRAINING
11-8.
capable

Pulse-signal
of simulating

Generators.—.L
Loran

signals

FIG. 11.1 S.—Pulse-signal

EQUIPMENT
low--power

of various

pulse-signal

radio

frequencies,

generator
various

generator for testing receiver-indicator.

pulse recurrence rates, and various time differences is a convenient device
for training Loran operators and for testing Loran receiver-indicators.
The Model I-204-A pulse-signal generator is designed for operation with
shipboard indicators.
The radio frequency can be varied from 1700 to
2000 kc/see; and since the pulse generator is triggered by a standard
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to any

values encountered in standw-d Loran operations.
The Model I-194-A pulse-signal generator is designed for operation
with

airborne

indicators.

The

circuit

is similar

to that

of the

Model

1-204-A, but it isdesigned foroperation on powerof 800r 115 volts and
of a frequency from 400 to 2500 cps. The pulse generator is triggered by
the indicator at the start of each pedestal.
The differentiated positive
pulse is amplified in two stages and impressed through a cathode follower
on the screen grid of a pentode that serves as a pulsed Hartley oscillator
operating at an adjustable radio frequency.
The r-f pulse is amplified
by two untuned pentode amplifiers and a tuned beam power amplifier.
The amplitude and relative amplitudes of the output signals can be varied
by means of the indicator gain and amplitude-balance controls.
The Model TS 251/UP test set (Fig. 11.18) has been developed as a
portable pulse-signal generator for servicing Loran receiver-indicators.
It produces signals at any one of three radio frequencies (1850, 1900, and
1950 kc/see) and at any one of three amplitudes (15 AW,1 mv, and 1 volt).
The pulse recurrence interval, derived from a 1818. 18-cps crystal oscillator, is 3300 ysec. On the Loran indicator oscilloscope this pulse recurrence interval produces a stationary pattern for the followin~ basic and
specific recurrence rates:
Basic PRR
S (20 per see)
L (25 per see)
H (33* per see)

Specific

PRR

5
4
3

As indicated in the schematic drawing (Fig. 11.19) the crystal is of the
duplex plate type.
Its frequency varies only a few parts per million over
the ordinary range of room temperature.
A 6 to 1 divider provides the
required recurrence interval, and a multivibrator and cathode follower
drive the screen grid of a pentode oscillator that provides the output
signal.
11.9. The Supersonic Trainer.-A
simple pulse generator of the type
discussed in the preceding section is adequate for training navigators in
the use of the receiver-indicator for measuring time differences between
simulated ground-wave signals. For training in the recognition of sky
waves and in navigating by Loran from one point to another, a more
Such a trainer, designed for the transmiselaborate trainer is required.
sion and reception of supersonic pulses, has been developed by the Bartol
Research Foundation.
The supersonic trainer simulates a Loran system of three ground
stations (each of two transmitting at different recurrence rates and the
third t~ansmitting at both of the recurrence rates) and a mobile receiving
The three supersonic transmitters
station, representing the navigator.
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are set up on a flat table on which a moving crab, whose motion maybe
controlled by the instructor or by the navigator, carries the receiver, a
piezoelectric crystal transducer.
The receiving transducer transforms
the supersonic (200-kc/see) pulse signals to pulses of electrical energy
which are converted to r-f (1950-kc/see) signals and are amplified and
radiated as electromagnetic energy. By means of a standard receiverindicator the navigator receives the radiated energy and measures the
time differences between the signals. A number of navigators, each

equipped with a receiver-indicator, can receive these signals at the same
time. Interference in the form of random noise, radar interference, c-w
signals, keyed c-w signals, or motor interference can be introduced at will.
Supersonic signals propagated over the surface of the table simulate
ground-wave Loran signals. A ground-glass plate, upon which a latitudeIongitude grid is drawn and upon which cross hairs are optically projected
from the transmitters and from the mobile receiver, is supported several
inches above the surface of the table. Reflections of the supersonic
signals from the glass surface simulate reflections of Loran signals from
No attempt is made to simulate reflections
the E-layer of the ionosphere.
from the F-layer.
Splitting of sky-wave signals, caused by interference
between sky waves that travel different paths and therefore reach the
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receiver in different phases, is produced by moving vanes in the vicinity
of the transmitter, which introduce varying reflections of the sky waves.
The transducer unit representing the ground-station transmitter is
shownin Fig. 11.20. Eight z-cut Rochelle salt crystals, in the form of
45° trapezoidal plates, are mounted with thin metallic electrodes between
them in the form of a ring. The driving electric signal is applied between
one set of alternate electrodes and the other. Since each electrode is
common to two adj scent crystals, the electric field in any crystal is 180°

FIG. 11 .21. —Mohile

supersonic pulse receiver

tosimulate

moving

navigator’s

equipment.

out of phase with that of the crystal next to it. The crystals are so
oriented that the direction of the positive z-axis of one crystal is opposite
that of the two adjacent crystals, and the supersonic radiation from one
tryst al is therefore in phase with the radiation from adj scent crystals.
The ring of crystals is immersed in oil, which damps the system and serves
to match the impedance of the crystal system with that of the air. The
supersonic radiation is directed downward through a quarter-wavelength
of oil and a thin aluminum membrane into the air. It is reflected horizontally and slightly upward from a conic surface at the base of the transducer unit. A synchronous motor rotates a ring about the vertical axis
The ring supports a number of metallic vanes which
sf the transducer.
produce the splitting of the first- and second-hop E-1ayer reflections.
The transducer unit representing the mobile receiver (Fig. 11.21) is
Otherwise it is similar to the transmitter.
mounted on a mobile carriage.
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12.1. Receiver-design
Notes.
Introduction.—The circuits of I,oran
receivers in general use are similar in many respects to those in communiThey differ principally because of requirements for widecations types.
band response and the need for a different amount of gain for alternate
pulses. Aside from these restrictions and the modifications that they
imply, the usual design practices for good superheterodyne receivers can
be followed.
The deviations from the normal will be discussed in somewhat greater detail.
Most Loran receivers are provided with four identical r-f channels
that are tuned to assigned frequency bands in the range of 1700 to 2000
kc/see.
A selector switch with positions numbered 1, 2, 3, and 4 allows a
choice of 1950, 1850, 1900, and 1750 kc/see, respectively.
input with the idea
Early receivers ~’ere designed for high-impedance
that a short

antenna

arrangement

proved

are obtained

with an antenna

loading

coil, connected

of 50 to 100 ohms.
man-made
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between
This

saving
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by a
input
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of

noise.
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ance input
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could

to be undesirable,

receivers

the plate
but

results

lacks

a double-tuned
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rejection
have

the

that

and the

simplicity

improved

circuit

frequencies.

in

and a

been built

of the r-f stage

construction

of space

the low-imped-

image

reduces

A remote

of

bandpass
cutoff

cross
tube

such as the type 6SK7 has been found superior in this stage to the type
6AC7, despite the higher mutual conductance of the latter. The
inferior remote cutoff of the 6AC7 produces distortion of pulses of large
amplitude.
A gain of 30 or 40 per stage is reasonable; with a gain of about 7 for the
input transformer this gives a total gain of 210 to 280 from antenna terminal to the grid of the mixer.
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A mixer stage employing a 6SA7 tube in either a Colpitts or Hartley
oscillator circuit designed to prevent frequency drift is customarily used.
The oscillator frequency is higher than the signal frequency by the amount
of the intermediate frequency.
Optimum injection voltage should be
always used to secure the maximum conversion mutual conduct ante.
A quartz crystal might be used in the oscillator circuit of each channel if
operating extremes, such as temperature, required the additional expense
and slight inflexibilityy of a more stable circuit.
Intermediate frequencies used in different receivers have varied from
500 to 1600 kc/see.
The latter frequency was used in early receivers
mainly because of easy procurement.
The most used frequency has been
1050 kc/see, although the second harmonic is close to the r-f value and
may produce undesirable effects with large signals. The 550-kc/sec
channel does not suffer from this defect.
Double-tuned
circuits, critically coupled with unit y-turns ratio
between primary and secondary, have been used with various values of
tuning capacitance, the lower capacitances allowing higher values of
damping resistors for the same bandwidth.
The response of each stage
is designed to be down 1 db or less at 25 kc/see each side of the center
frequency.
By using a desirable type of tube such as the 6SK7, stage
gains in the order of 30 to 40 are possible.
Generally three stages are
employed follo}ved by a diode detector.
The problem of matching two pulses of generally unequal amplitude
was first solved by applying a voltage sauare wave to the cathode of the
last i-f amplifier and ~ary~g the g~in ~f this stage differentially.
The
square wave is timed by the indicator circuits, the magnitude and relative
polarity being controlled by a potentiometer known as the gain- or
amplitude-balance control.
In later receivers the control is put on the
first r-f tube to prevent overloading by strong signals. This typical
feature of the Loran receiver is discussed in greater detail in Sec. 12.2.
A diode detector can be arranged in a conventional circuit to provide
either positive or negative swing corresponding to increased carrier.
The polarity chosen depends both upon the number of phase reversals
encountered between detector and oscilloscope and upon which vertical
plate of the oscilloscope is used for the video signal. It has been common
practice to use the detector connected so that the output is negative and
to follow this with one high-gain video stage. The video stage, usually
a 6AC7 with little bias and a 20,000-ohm plate load, is resistancecapacitance-coupled
to that plate of the oscilloscope which gives an
upward deflection for positive-going signals.
It is desirable to operate the detector at a carrier level of about 10
volts peak. Receivers designed for operation at lower levels than this
showed nonlinearity of the detector with small signals. Furthermore, if
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the level at the detector is kept up, it is easier to design effective limiting
circuits that prevent large bursts of noise from overloading the video
stage.
The main gain of the receiver is controlled by varying the cathode
voltage of all the remote cutoff tubes, bringing the cathodes to ground
through a common gain potentiometer.
Sufficient r-f filtering must be
applied at the individual cathodes to prevent undesired interstage
coupling through the control.
A high-pass filter section between the detector output and the input
to the video stage reduces certain types of interference (mainly that from
c-w stations) but should be normally switched out of the circuit, since it
degrades
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Image-rejection Ratio.—The receiver’s effectiveness in rejecting images,
signals having a frequency numerically twice the intermediate frequency
plus the desired signal frequency, is expressed as the ratio between the
image, frequency signal applied to the input and the signal of the desired
frequency that, when applied to the input, produces the same output.
The ratio should be 60 db or better.
its shape

departs

widely

from

that
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Spurious
Response.—The ratio of undesired signal amplitude to
desired signal amplitude giving the same output from the receiver is
All spurious response
measured with one or more signal generators.
should be down 60 db or more.
I-f Rejection Ratio.—The i-f rejection ratio is the ratio between the
amplitude of an i-f signal applied to the input of the receiver and the
amplitude of the desired r-f signal that when applied to the input of
Although some Loran receivers
the receiver, produces the same output.
do not meet the figure, a ratio of 60 db is desirable,
Nm”seFactor.—The combination of r-f and i-f noise should not exceed
the equivalent of 0.5 pv. It can be measured by introducing an unmodulated signal from a calibrated signal generator to the antenna terminals.
At full gain, the ratio between this signal voltage and the resulting d-c
The
voltage produced across the diode load resistor is determined.
calibrating voltage must be large compared with the residual-noise voltage
but small enough to ensure linear response from the diode. A second d-c
(This
voltage reading is taken with the signal generator removed.
voltage is actually a combination of noise and diode emission. ) The
product of the second voltage and the ratio is the residual noise expressed
as an equivalent voltage referred to the antenna circuit.
Maximum Sensitivity .—About l-in. peak-to-peak deflection on the
indicator oscilloscope should be produced with a 5.O-pv signal (50 per
Much
cent modulated at 400 cycles) applied to the input terminals.
greater sensitivity than this is not necessary because atmospheric noise
at this frequency limits the usable over-all gain.
Sensitivity Range.—A receiver should be capable of reducing a
200,000+v 50 per cent modulated signal applied at its input terminals to
a 2-in. peak-to-peak deflection on the indicator oscilloscope, with the
gain-balance control in the center position.
The entire receiver should
be designed to amplify a signal of 600,000 pv linearly, even though it
produces more deflection than can be accommodated on the face of the
indicator oscilloscope.
If an iron-core choke is used as plate load for
the video stage, for the same plate-supply voltage considerably more
swing without overloading is possible than with resistance load.
The frequency characteristic can be improved by introducing negative feedback.
Several of the present receivers overload with a signal giving a little above
3-in. deflection.
Gain-balance Range.—The amplitude- or gain-balance circuit should
have a maximum range of 1000 times with no more than 1 psec of introduced error. This range should allow a maximum signal of about 2.o
volts rms to be matched with one of 2000 ~v rms. Thus, a receiver
embodying the specified sensitivity range should be capable of operating
anywhere in the service area and within 10 miles of one station, assuming
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an antenna system of about 5 meters effective height for the receiver and
a radiated power of 100 kw for the transmitters.
This measurement must be made with a special generator capable of
The equipemitting pulses similar to those of the Loran transmitters.
ment has a calibrated attenuator; and, although the recurrence rate is not
critical, it should have such a value that at least one pulse per trace is
The timing of
visible when the output is applied to a Loran receiver.
this generator should be locked in with the Loran indicator associated
with the receiver under test. A reliable differential-gain system with no
phase error incorporated in such equipment would enhance its value.
If, instead, a standard attenuator is used, it is desirable to operate the
signal generator so that there is one pulse emitted per 40,000 psec. As
the signal amplitude from the generator is varied, the range of the receiver
amplitude-balance circuit can be determined from the amount of change
of the balance control required to maintain the pulse at constant height
The shape of the pulse is traced on the
on the indicator oscilloscope.
screen with a crayon to facilitate the test. In checking the phase error
in the receiver, the signal generator should be locked to the indicator
recurrence rate so that there is no drift of the pulse on the indicator screen.
As the attenuator and gain-balance controls are varied over the extreme
range, any shifting of the pulse in phase will be immediately evident.
Although the above specifications seem desirable in the light of
experience consistent with present -day standards for Loran, it should be
noted that many receivers in current use vary widely from these standards.
12.2. Differential-gain
Principles. -Most
pulse systems depend
The limitaentirely on fast-rising pulses in order to achieve precision.
tions imposed upon pulse shape through the use of medium radio frequencies for Loran service require a superposition technique to attain the
degree of precision necessary.
Because each signal of a pair is usually
received at a different amplitude, the time difference between two series
of recurrent pulses is most accurately determined by amplifying each
series by a proportionate amount; and thus when the two pulses are
viewed on the oscilloscope trace, they are of equal amplitude.
Ground-station Requirement.-The
average
Loran
ground-station
receiving problem is one of matching two series of pulses that differ by
between 20,000 and 200,000 to one in amplitude depending on station
and system layout.
The problem is still more complex because the
larger of these two series of pulses (the local signal) has an amplitude of
several hundred peak volts.
The present method accomplishes the desired result in two steps. An
amplifier with negligible delay time passes the small remote signal but is
biased to cutoff during the local-signal time, The desired amount of
local signal is paralleled with the inactive amplifier output to the receiver
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input.
The timing of the biased-off interval is controlled by the timer
Leakage through the attenuating
that also triggers the local transmitter.
amplifier is negligible in the biased-off condition compared with the
signal fed around by the resistance-attenuator network.
It is desirable
to have an even number of tubes in the amplifier so that a 180° phase
difference is not encountered between the signal from the amplifier and
This is particularly true when the
that from the resistance network.
cycle-matching system is used in the receiver.
The delay time through the biased amplifier is held to a low value by
using resistance-capacitance
coupling between stages, with a plate-load
resistance small in comparison with the total shunt capacitance and the
series coupling capacitors large so that their reactance is small compared
with the grid resistors.
The signal leakage through the biased amplifier in the off condition is
theoretically a function of the ratio of plate-load resistance to the gridplate capacitive reactance.
In practice, it is almost impossible to achieve
as low a degree of leakage, because couplings from input to output of the
amplifier by way of chassis currents and stray capacitances determine
the lower limit. Vacuum-tube heater leads and plate-supply and bias
leads must be equipped with adequate filter networks.
It is possible to
increase the over-all ratio by adding more stages, which increases the gain
during the remote signal time without greatly increasing the leakage
during the local signal time. The transmission band of the amplifier
must, however, be kept extremely wide.
Navigator’s Equipment.-The
difference in signal amplitude at the
navigator’s receiver depends on the location of the equipment with respect
to the stations being received and can vary from zero when the location
is equidistant from the stations to a large number when the location is
close to one of the stations.
The extreme ratios encountered in the operation of ground-station equipment need not be considered in the design
of mobile receivers.
A large percentage of the service area can be
utilized with a receiver capable of handling a ratio of 30/1, and all of the
Current practice tends toward
original Loran receivers were so designed.
a 1000/1 ratio, which includes more of the service area close to the stations.
The receiver must equalize the amplitude of pulses seen on a cathoderay tube without adding any appreciable clifferential delay.
In standard
2.O-Mc/sec operation, circuits are designed so that no more than 1 psec
of error is introduced by the gain-balance circuit at its extreme range.
In general, a variable-~ pentode tube is used in the i-f or r-f amplifier
channel, the bias of which is controlled by a potentiometer to apply a
square wave of variable polarity and variable amplitude.
The source
of the square wave is the Eccles-Jordan circuit in the indicator, and thus
the gain of the receiver can be reduced during either the period of the
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of gain
the

reduction

amplitude

and

polarity respectively of the square wave as determined by the manual
setting of the potentiometer.
An early form of amplitude-balance circuit used a cathode follower to
raise or lower the current through the amplifier cathode resistance,
increased current corresponding to higher bias or less amplification as
shown in Fig. 12.1. The static current drawn by the amplifier limits
the effect of the cathode follower to the positive-going portion of the
square wave. As a result, when the potentiometer is set anywhere but
l-f amplifler
1
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stray capacitances around the amplifier tube. Ratios in the order of
100/ 1 have been accomplished by taking extreme care in circuit layout.
For larger ratios it seems imperative to cascade two controlled amplifiers.
A system using two amplitude-balance
stages separated by a conventional amplifier stage has been used in the portable cycle-matching
receivers.
Here each controlled stage consists of two cathode followers
illustrated in Fig. 12.2. One tube, for example, is on by virtue of its
plate voltage being at about 200 volts during the upper-trace time,
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FIG. 12.2.—Dual

cathode-follower

gain-balance

circuit,

whereas the other tube is off owing to the fact that its plate voltage is only
slightly positive.
During the period of the lower trace, the operating
conditions of the tubes are interchanged so that a different tube is conducting for the duration of each trace. The Eccles-Jordan circuit
provides this timing, and each tube experiences the same operating voltages regardless of the degree of amplitude balance desired. The difference in gain is obtained by varying the input signal applied to each tube
by means of a potentiometer and resistance network.
Using resistors
and a potentiometer of about 500 and 1000 ohms respectively, it is possible
to obtain ratios of about 30 per stage with little distorting of the pulses.
It is important that the grid-to-cathode capacitive reactance of each
tube be small compared with the effective resistance between cathode
and ground.
When these values begin to approach equality, the pulse
at the cathode becomes the resultant of that from the capacitive path and
the true pulse generated by the tube current through the cathode resistor.
It is also important that the potentiometer resistance be small compared
with the wiring and other shunt-capacitive reactance to avoid phase
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shift between the signal voltages applied to the two grids, resulting in the
creation of differential delay for large ratios.
The 180-kc/sec frequency at which cycle-matching receivers are used
is well suited for this type of gain-balance circuit because the reactance
are high enough to allow reasonable values for the potentiometer and
resistance network.
Since both the input and output of the amplitudebalance stage are low-impedance terminations, series-resonant circuits
are employed, the inductors and capacitors of which have such values
that the terminations of the stage serve as the damping components to
provide sufficient bandwidth.
The corresponding potentiometers in the two amplitude-balance
stages are operated from common shafts. Radio-frequency filtering is
employed in the plate circuits of the cathode followers to prevent the
signal leakage between stages. A maximum range of 1000 to 1 is available with less than 1 ~sec of introduced differential error, using the first
stage in the receiver as an amplitude-balance stage.
All efforts toward perfecting amplitude-balance techniques have been
restricted to the current use of Loran which requires matching only two
pulses at a time. It may be desirable in an improved system to employ a
master and two easily identified slaves at the same recurrence rate, the
three matched simultaneously to provide the navigator with a fix from
one operation rather than two as now. This development would necessitate a three-trace indicator and a gain-balance circuit capable of handling three different amplitudes instead of two, For this application, the
variable-p pentode controlled stage is more flexible than the cathodefollower type.
Some thought has been given to a receiver that would have automatic
gain control for the pulses on the pedestals.
Any simple refinement of
the AVC principle seems doomed, because a large pulse would arrive
at the oscilloscope electrodes before the gain of previous r-f amplifiers
could be decreased.
A rather elaborate modification would enable a
sampling network to measure, for example, the pulse on the A-pedestal,
generate a bias sufficient to reduce the gain of a controlled stage by the
proper amount, and store this bias until just before the A-pedestal
appeared, before applying the bias to the controlled stage.
By this method each individual pulse on the A-pedestal would be
sampled, and the voltage created from it would control the gain of the
next individual pulse. For three pedestals it would require sampling each
signal and storing the appropriate bias in three separate circuits, together
with a switching system, to apply the bias to the controlled tube at the
proper time.
Another system would amplify all signals in several stages and then
sample them for amplitude.
A long delay line might be used to retard
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the pulse appreciably so that the gain of succeeding stages could be
controlled and brought to the proper sensitivity by the time the pulse
emerged from the delay line into the succeeding stages. It would, however, require a line of approximately 100-psec minimum delay to provide
sufficient time for the controlled stage to reach equilibrium before applying the actual pulse signal. Such a line would be prohibitive in size if
It might be entirely possible
composed of ordinary lumped constants.
to construct an acoustic line employing supersonic frequencies for this
The design of the sampling voltmeter capable of handling the
purpose.
necessary ratios is also interesting to contemplate.
The pressure of wartime Loran developments did not permit the expenditure of etfort on operational refinements, but current progress in this
direction is important, particularly since the use of automatic receivers
for automatic pilotage of various sorts hinges to a great extent on a simple
but foolproof automatic gain-balance system.
12.3. Pulse-signal
Generator.
General Description.—For
the Low
Frequency project a signal generator was built that proved to be exceedThe device
ingly useful for general receiver and attenuator testing.
generates 180-kc/sec pulses of tbe same shape as those emanating from
the Loran transmitters operating at that frequency, although the shape
can be varied somewhat from normal to suit individual test requirements.
A crystal oscillator is used as the primary timing source, with a series of
blocking-oscillator dividers and one multivibrator-type divider to count
down to the desired recurrence rate. The nulse recurrence rate is 40,,. 50,
or 66: pps, depending on a potentiometer adjustment in the last timing
stage, which can divide by 10, 8, or 6.
The r-f pulse is generated by a Hartley LG oscillator circuit, which is
The radio frescreen-grid-pulsed by the timer and shaping circuits.
quency is adjustable over a range of about 10 kc/see each side of 180
kc/see by means of a tuning capacitor controlled from the front panel.
The output amplitude of the pulses can be varied from 1 pv to 1 volt.
A peak vacuum-tube voltmeter reads the input level to an attenuator;
and when the level is properly set according to the meter, the output
amplitude is read directly from the attenuator and a calibrated potenAccuracy of calibration is good to about 10 per cent for long
tiometer.
periods of time.
Timer Circuit.—A triode oscillator controlled by a 100-kc/sec crystal
drives

the counter

oscillator

divider

chain.
with

The

first stage,

the time-constant

dividing
circuit

by 2, is a blocking-

in the cathode,

since

it

was found that the cathode current is less affected by changes in filament
voltage than is the grid current. The next three dividers are of the same
type, except that each divides by 5. The last divider stage is a crosscoupled multivibrator that favors even counts.
The count can be
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adjusted for 6, 8, or 10 by varying the bias voltage applied to the control
grids. If the d-c voltage is near ground potential, the count is long and
decreases as the voltage is made more positive.
The output of this stage
is essentially a square wave, but during the decreasing voltage time there
is sufficient undershoot so that a biased cathode follower is used to eliminTwo
ate it. The output of the cathode follower is a clean square wave.
additional tubes are used to shape and amplify the pulsing pip, and a
cathode follower raises the screen grid of the 61”6 oscillator tube to several
hundred volts during the pulse time. The cathode of the oscillator is
held at a sufficiently positive voltage to cut the tube off at all other times.
Radio-frequency energy is taken from the oscillator by means of a
small link coupled to the plate tank and fed through a concentric line to
an L-pad.
It is important that any setting of the pad present a constant
resistance to the line so that there is no effect on the frequency of the
oscillator,
The output of the L-pad is connected to the vacuum-tube
voltmeter and to the calibrated potentiometer.
The vacuum-tube voltmeter consists of a diode rectifier with a time
constant that is long compared with the period between successive pulses.
A d-c amplifier follows the diode and dri~-es a O- to 200-pa d-c meter
The equipment is calibrated by comused only as a reference indicator.
paring the pulse (peak) output with the C-JVoutput of a htandard 180kc/sec source using an oscilloscope as the indicator.
N-ith the General
Radio attenuator dials set to the value of the knowm calibrating voltage
the carrier-set control (I.-pad) is adjusted until the two outputs are the
same in peak amplitude.
The meter reading under these conditions is
used for the standard oscillator output setting.
A selector switch and inspection jack permit checking the operation
Each divider is provided
of each divider stage with a small oscilloscope.
with an adjustable coupling capacitor to vary the count by one or more
steps.
The 10&kc/sec oscillator has a frequency adjustment in the form of a
variable capacitor across the crystal to permit slight changes so that the
pulse signal can be stopped on the traces of the indicator associated with
the receiver under test.
12.4. Pulse-bandwidth Measurements.—The
action of tuned circuits
on the shaping of pulses has been a subject of particl~lar interest in the
Loran development.
31(~st other systems base their accuracy on the
principle of using fast-rising pulses, so that a comparatively large perBandwidth requircrncnts for such
centage of shaping can be tolerated.
pulses are easily satisfied in the microlv:l~-c region. .kt medium and
particularly at low radio frequencies the b:mdiri({th is appreciable compared with the carrier frequency, and the (lse (i slow-rising pukes is
mandatory.
In order to realize adequate precision at these frequencies
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it is necessary to match two pulses closely by brirqgingthem both to the
same amplitude and to superimpose them.
The accuracy of measurement obtainable depends to a great extent on the shape of the pulses.
A square-wave-pulsed
180-kc/sec oscillator, triggered by a Loran
indicator, was built as a part of the experimental program summarized
below. The pulse rises to full amplitude in two cycles, remains flat for
150 psec, and then falls in several cycles.
~ cathode-follower type of
pulser applied across the oscillator tank coil starts the oscillator at almost
full amplitude, provided the static current drawn by the cathode follower
through the inductance is carefully adjusted.
The output of the oscillator is taken through a cathode follower to
A wideband receiver (80 kc/see at 3 db
obtain a low-impedance output.
down, 95 kc/see at 6 db down) operates into a conventional indicator
with cathode-ray tube.
With the square-wave 180-kc/sec signal applied to the test receiver,
the pulse rises in about 15 psec to 95 per cent of full amplitude.
This is
within 16.7 per cent of the calculated value of 12.5 ~sec which is given
by the reciprocal of the bandwidth (T = 1/80,000) at the 3-db points.
A slight error in measuring the bandwidth or a small error in reading the
rise time of the pulse can account for the large apparent discrepancy.
When a 20-kc/sec-wide circuit is placed between the generator and the
receiver, the pulse rises in 55 ~sec or within 9.1 per cent of the calculated
value. A 12-kc/sec-wide circuit produces a pulse that rises in 80 psec,
within 4 per cent of the calculated value.
Other experiments have be~n carried out, shaping the pulse from the
generator so that its rise time is 65 ~sec. When this signal is applied to
various tuned circuits, the resulting final pulse rise time may be expressed
in which t is
as follows: final rise time (in seconds) = /tz + (1/BW)’,
the rise time of the generator pulse in seconds and BW is the bandwidth
of the receiver at the 3-db points in cycles.
1205. Spectrum Measurements.
Field EqwipnwnL-Measurements
have been made of the distribution of energy with respect to frequency of
Loran transmissions at both 2 Me/see and 180 kc/see.
Development
work associated with improving transmitting-antenna coupling systems
or limiting the width of sideband radiation requires a measuring setup
located several miles from the antenna to indicate when progress is being
made.
A h-ational HRO receiver with a General Radio ladder attenuator
(identical with that used in the Model 605-B signal generator) connected
between the antenna and receiver served satisfactorily.
The receiver
was operated with the selectivity controls set for narrow-band operation.
Under these conditions the bandwidth is about 2 kc/see.
The connection
between the attenuator and the input to the receiver must be well shielded,

‘
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and the attenuator calibration must be checked with a reliable signal
generator applied to the input of the attenuator before measurements
are made.
The audio output of the receiver is connected to the vertical plate of
the oscilloscope in a Loran indicator.
The nonlinear relationship between input and audio output for pulse
emission in the receiver iq such that it must be used at constant input.
The voltage ratios between the various frequencies can be read from the
calibrated attenuator that is adjusted for constant output to the oscilloReadings are recorded against frequency and can later be
scope.
converted into decibels and then plotted to show the complete energyfrequency distribution curve.
It is imperative that the gain of the receiver be set so that the reference
usuoutput agreed upon does not overload any of the receiver circuits.
ally it requires a trial of several locations to determine a proper distance
from the transmitting antenna that gives a high signal at the center frequency and still ensures reception from the antenna alone, well out of the
induction field.
12.6. Cycle-matching Receivers.
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detector is switched OUT and the precision match of cycles is made.
When the proper cycle is chosen, it is possible to match and read the time
difference with an error not greater than 0.1 psec.
The i-f cycles are phase sensitive to both the input signal and the
heterodyning

frequency.

were used

for the
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frequency.

In order
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when

two

effects

pulses
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of starting
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difficulty,
trace,
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In
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to

keep

is nor-
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lator is turned on, there is a large transient produced in the plate
of the mixer in the receiver.
This transient
results from the
application

same
the
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source
and so
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system.

defect.
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effects
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on the converting
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appear
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has one annoying
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has no effect
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trace
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during the trace time.
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type

source,

phase of a random

pulsed at the beginning
lation except

If the normal

heterodyning

this

of

oscil-

current
sudden

transient

is arranged so that
the delay mixer starts the local oscillator and a multivibrator with a fixed
delay of about 1000 ~sec. When the pulse from this multivibrator
The fast-sweep trace occurs,
collapses, it triggers the pedestal generator.
therefore, about 1000 psec after the local oscillator has been started, and
the transient has had plenty of time to degenerate by the time the signal
arrives. Care must be taken to ensure that there is no differential phasing
In the experimental receivers a pusheflect as a result of these linkages.
button switch is incorporated that transfers a portion of the heterodyning
When the switch is
voltage to the vertical plate of the oscilloscope.
operated, the heterodyning voltage is plotted on a trace, and the delay
The
controls can be adjusted while looking for any phase clifferential.
over-all operation of the circuits is such that time-difference readings
If greater precision were needed, some
accurate to 0.1 psec are obtained.
difficulty might be experienced using this particular technique because
of the tie between the delay mixer, the start of the local oscillator, and
the initiation of the fast trace.
The indicator has been further modified so that when the slow trace
is used, the heterodyning voltage runs continuously; otherwise, there
would be no signals observed until they were coincident with the pedestals.
from interfering

with the received

signal, the indicator
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To realize the full potentialities of this scheme it is necessary to control
the phase of the cycles of the r-f pulse at the Loran transmitting stations.
This control has been established using a cycle-matching receiver for
monitoring at the slave station.
The greatest problem associated with cycle-matching at present is
that of determining which cycles of the respective pulses should be
matched.
The long slow rise of the leading edge (100 to 150 psec) makes
identification of the initial cycle difficult.
A preliminary investigation
indicates that the pulse must rise within 10 or 12 cycles to remove this
The shorter the rise time the easier it is for the
ambiguity completely.
navigator to pick the right cycle, but the bandwidth of the system is
greater. This feature affects receiver design in that more noise is accepted
and the stages must be designed for larger bandwidth with decreased gain
per stage. Using an intermediate frequency of 50 kc/see puts a very real
and rapidly approached limitation on the amount of bandwidth possible;
and even with narrow band~vidths, there is not much Q left in these
circuits.
Fortunately, the detector need not be used for the precision
measurement.
It is noteworthy that when cycles are being matched, considerably
greater amounts of impulse noise can be tolerated than when using
rectification.
This seems to be the result of using a truly linear receiving
system.
In any detector system for pulse reception, noise charges up the
diode-charging capacitor that can be drained only as rapidly as the time
With large bursts of noise there is conconstant employed permits.
siderable bouncing of the oscilloscope traces which makes matching
This effect can be only partially
desired pulse envelopes difficult.
(h the
eliminated \vith the best diode-limiting and restoring devices.
other hand, the cycle-matching system allows noise to appear in the
truly a-c sense, so that immediately after a large noise burst or impulse
the trace is back in its neutral position on the oscilloscope, ready to handle
the desired Loran pulse. If too large a burst occurs, the video stage
overloads, with the resultant degrading effect of blocking and filtering
capacitors changing charge. Even so, this effect occurs at much higher
The overloadnoise levels than can be tolerated with a rectifier system.
ing can be minimized somewhat by incorporating a balanced diode
limiter \vithout capacitors in the stage preceding the video-amplifier
stage.
At the ground stations, where the delay is fixed and the operator
concentrates on the leading edge of one CJ-CIC,
large bursts of noise can be
tolerated at the same time accuracy of synchronism is held to 0.1 ,asec.
A few navigators’ receivers bl~ilt for cycle-matching are 12 kc/see
wide at 6 db down.
The sensitivity is such that 10 PV applied to the
The
antenna terminals produces a 2-in. deflection on the oscilloscope.
gain-balance circuit is capable of handling a differential ratio of 60 db
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with negligible distortion, and at least 40db can beaccomrnodate
dwithout exceeding a differential delay error of 0.1 Pscc.
Controlled lnj~ction.-.\m odifieclform
of thecycle-matching
receiver
has been developed specifically for ground-station use. At the slave
station the delay held is predetermined and fixed when the charts are
drawn, with the result that thereceiver need bemuehless
ffexible than
anavigator’s.
When ahetcrodyning voltageof 130kc/sec dcri~-ed from
the 50-kc/sec crystal oscillator in the timer is used at a timer (groundstation) receiver, any delays that are whole multiples of 100 psec can be
held, and the heterodyning voltages will be in the proper ph~se for both
local and distant pulses.
This relationship is simply visualized by considering that there are
13 cycles for every 100 pscc of time; and hence whenever there is a whole
number of 100-,usec intervals between the start of the top pedestal and
the start of the bottom pedestal, there is a whole number of 130-kc/sec
In addition to the above requirement,
cycles bet ween these t ~~-opoints.
it is also necessary to use an even pulse recurrence rate, such as O, 2, 4, 6.
The necessity for such a relationship is clear if it is recognized that the
feedback takes out 50 psec per trace per rate so that on odd rates, there
is an extra 50 psec in the total time betwren the start of the upper pedestal
and the start of the lower one. This condition results in the heterodyning
voltage being exactly 180° out of phase for upper and lower pedestzds
when an odd recurrence rate is used. It may pro~e upon further investigation, however, that the interlaced pattern of i-f cycles resulting whcu
the Loran pulses are matched may prove to be ncwptable in operation.
The receiver has two r-f stages at 180 kc, SCC,a nlixer tube ~rith 130
kc/see injected as the heterodyning voltage, :Ln i-f amplifier at 50 kc see,
It also
and a diode detector that can be switched in or out of the circuit.
has a video amplifier good to about 70 kc/see and of sufficiently low output impedance
plates
The
Some

circuit

available

the capacitance

of the leads

feeding

the vertical

oscilloscopes.

heterodyning

50-kc/sec

a sine-wave
plate

to drive

of the timer

voltage

is produced

within

the

receiver

chassis.

voltage

divider,

from the main crystal oscillator is used to excite
It has been found that in the
which divides by 5.

of this divider

and can be utilized

a sufficient

amount

by segregating

of 130-kc~sec

it by means

current

of a circuit

is

tuned

to 130 kc/see.
Between

the first and second

r-f stages,

provision

has been

made

to

change the selectivity
by s~~-itching in either of two bandpass
coupling
transformers.
In operation,
the wider band is employed to choose the

correct cycle, and then the bandwidth is narrowed to exclude noise.
The cathode of the first r-f amplifier tube is connected to a high-Q
tuned circuit. the inductance of which is variable so that the trap can be
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tuned with a front-panel control to any frequency from about 150 to
over 200kc/sec.
Thetrap has been incorporated sothat large unwanted
s~gnals in the region of 180 kc,/sec can be rejected.
A similar trap, but
fixed-tuned to 130 kc/see, is used in the cathode of the i-f amplifier to
reject the 130 kc/see that leaks through the mixer-plate circuits.
Since
these circuits between the mixer plate and i-f grids are low Q, their
inherent rejection to 130 kc/see without the additional trap is not
sufficient y high to prevent an annoying amount of 130-kc/sec voltage
from getting through the video stage to the oscilloscope.
The ground-station attenuator equipment determines the differential
gain, and the local and remote pulses are mixed at the front end of the
receiver.
The resistance network associated with the first r-f transformer
provides a means of mixing as well as damping the first circuit for the
proper bandwidth.
The over-all bandwidth is 20 kc/see at 6 db down with the selectivityy
control in the broad position, and in the narrow position the bandwidth
is about 8 kc/see total.
The sensitivity is such that a 15-w unmodulated
180-kc/sec signal applied to the input terminals produces a l-in. peak-toSince the attenuator used ahead of the receiver has
peak deflection.
considerable gain, the receiver is always used at much less sensitivity than
maximum.
The whole cycle-matching technique needs reexamination in the light of
current trends.
only the groundwork for the development has been laid.
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The following statements are recorded to present in one binder an
accurate chronological narrative of Loran, with particular emphasis upon
the system as it has been administered by the Hydrographic Office from
Jan. 1, 1943, to the end of 1945. No attempt will be made to discuss any
of its technical aspects; such information maybe found in technical reports
issued by the Bureau of Ships, MIT Radiation Laboratory, Aviation
Training Division of the office of the Chief of Naval Operations, and the
Hydrographic Office. A complete list of publications is included at the
end of this report.
HISTORY

OF DEVELOPMENT

OF SYSTEM

The Loran system was developed by the Radiation Laboratory during
1941 and 1942 from ideas proposed earlier. Specialists at Massachusetts
Institute of Technology built experimental models of transmitting and
receiving equipment, surveyed sites, installed transmitters, computed
tables, and demonstrated the possibilities of the system.
Original
experiments were made in 1941 using frequencies of 2.5 to 8 Me/see with
low power. Results were unsatisfactory for obtaining the ground-wave
range sought. A frequency of approximately 2 Me/see produced the
required results, and sky-wave usage was deemed practical.
First experimental transmitting stations were located at Montauk
Point, Long Island, and Fenwick, Del., in two abandoned Coast Guard
lifeboat stations.
These stations operated on 1950 kc/see, 25 pps,
specific pulse recurrence rate O. Synchronizat ion of the stations was
attempted in December 1941; success was attained b y January 1942, when
participants in the trials went to Bermuda to test the effectiveness of the
system at long range.
The first demonstration of the use of Loran was made on June 13,1942,
with a laboratory model of the LRN receiver-indicator installed on the
airship K-2 during a flight south from Lakehurst along the coast of New
,Jersey and Delaware to Ocean City, Md.
Since only the MontaukFenwick stations were in operation, it was impossible to obtain fixes.
Good ground-wave signals were observed, however, to the 250-mile
] Reprinted by permission of the Hydrographic Office, U.S. Navy.
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2.

master

rate 1, ancl the construction
These

\vith the slave at
stations

were

con-

and ~ventinto operation under the Royal

Canadian Navy on Ott. 1, 1942.
Preliminary tables for the three rates were computed at the Radiation
Laboratory during August, September, and October 1942 and were
reproduced by hectograph for temporary experimental use.
On Nov. 1, 1942, a test flight was made to Bermuda in a PBY for the
purpose of demonstrating the usc of Loran in obtaining fixes. Representatives of the Bureau of Aeronautics, Radiation Laboratory, Army
Air Forces, and other interested activities ~vcre in the flight party.
The
demonstration v-as so successful that the observers ~rere convinced that
Loran could perform an important service in the war effort.
The Navy followed the development of the system with interest
through the Office of Research and Inventions.
The Hydrographic
Office became involved because of the necessity for production of tables
and charts. On June 13, 1942, Cored. G. A. Patterson, USN (ret.),
Officer in Charge of the Division of Research of the Hydrographic Office,
and E. B. Collins, senior nautical scientist of the division, met with
Admiral Furer, Director of Research and In~-entions, to review progress
of Loran.
On July 29 a conference of all interested parties was held.
Progress report given at this meeting included the following statements:
Experimental stations at Montauk and Fenwick were in operation; the
Canadians were building two stations in Nova Scotia (Baccaro and
Deming) under the supervision of the Radiation Laboratory; sites had
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been chosen for stations in Newfoundland; and Greenland was suggested
as a possible location.
On Aug. 15, 1942, F. G. IJTatson, then of the
Radiation Laboratory, visited the Hydrographic OffIce to exhibit sample
tables prepared at Radiation Laboratory and to report on further
developments.
NAVY ADMINISTRATION

The administration of Loran was officially transferred to the Navy on
Jan. 1, 1943. The Montauk and Fenwick stations were thereby transferred from the Radiation Laboratory to the operat~onal cognizance of
the U.S. Coast Guard.
The Deming and Baccaro stations had been
transferred on Oct. 1, 1942, to the Royal Canadian hTavy. Monitor
stations in the United States were established by the Coast Guard and
Canadian monitors by the Canadian Navy as soon as the system passed
from the experimental stage early in 1943.
The Coast Guard had been directed on Oct. 31, 1942, to establish
three new stations as follows: single master station at Fredericksdal
(Narsak), Greenland, double slave at Battle Harbor, Labrador, and single
master at Bonavista, A’ewfoundland.
Siting had already been done by
the Radiation Laboratory, RCN, U.S. Navy, and USCG during the
summer of 1942. Surveys were made during NTovember and December
to establish coordinates, and in December mechanics were set up on the
Division of Research of the Hydrographic Office for the computation of a
table for utilization of service from stations VL, at Bonavista and Battle
Harbor.
While the computations for l“L were being made, 100 copies of the
Radiation Laboratory preliminary tables were printed by the Hydrographic Office and bound in pressboard.
This publication contained
instructions for the use of Loran tables, illustrated by examples, a chartlet
and tables for each of the station pairs, MF (~Montauk-Fenwick), MB
(Montauk-Baccaro)
and DB (Deming-13accaro).
The publication was
distributed chiefly to a training activity sponsored by the Navy in Cambridge, Mass., and to naval vessels that had received the first sets of
Loran equipment.
During the latter part of February 1943, arrangements were made in
New York for the establishment of a unit composed of about 40 computers
known as the Hydrographic Office N-ew York Project for the purpose of
computing Loran tables.
It was located in the Hudson Terminal Building at 50 Church Street and officially began operations on Mar. 1, 1943,
with Lieut. (jg) F. G. Watson as officer in charge. The first table to be
computed was that for stations NTL) Narsak, Greenland, and Battle
Harbor, Labrador.
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Rate . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
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When Rates 5 and 6 were added later they were shown in damage-control
green and jewel blue, respect ively.
Five hundred copies of the first edition were printed as follows:
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Short title of cha,rt
E-5-XW
E-6NW

E-7-XW
F-4-X W
F-5-NW
F-6-N W
F-7-iYW
G-3-X W
G-4N w
G-5-NW
G-O-NW

Rates*
o,
0,
0,
2,
0,
0,
0,
3,
3,
1,
1,

1, 2
1, 2
1, 2
3, 4
1, 2
1, 2
1, 2
4
4
2, 3, 4
2, 3, 4
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Date
April
April
April
April
April
April
May
May
May
May
klay

1943
1943
1943
1943
1943
19$3
1943
1943
1943
1943
1943

* Rate O, SF; Rate 1, SB; Rate 2, DB; Rate 3, VL; Rate 4, NL.

Montauk remained in operation until July 1, 1943, when it was
permanently discontinued at 1800 Z; at 2200 Z on the same date Siasconset went into operation replacing it. All Radiation Laboratory preliminary tables were directed to be destroyed by burning June 28, 1943.
Both tables and charts had been distributed for the new rate well in
advance of the institution of service.
Difficulties prevented the early completion of some of the stations, so
that it was not until Dec. 1, 1943, that continuous service was confirmed
for navigational use on stations NL and VL. Service was announced
for the permanent Fenwick Station on Rate O on Dec. 10, 1943. The
early transmitting stations operated only a partial daily schedule.
For
some weeks they maintained an 8-hr schedule, which was later prolonged
to 16, to 20, and finally to 24 hr. This was true of all the stations in the
Atlantic chain in operation before 1944, including the two rates operated
by the British.
The New York Project devised an improved form for presenting the
tables during the summer of 1943. In addition to the tables previously
published in temporary binders, two new tables for stations UA and UK,
installed and operated by British Admiralty, were prepared in the revised
form.
Originals were completed about Oct. 10, 1943. The tables were
printed in the colors assigned to the respective rates and bound in permanent composition binders, stamped in gold leaf. Serial numbers 1001
to 2000 were assigned to this printing.
The improved edition was completed about Nov. 13, 1943. All tables previously issued in pressboard
binders were declared obsolete when complete distribution of the permanent book had been eflected.
EXTENSION OF SERVICE TO NORTH PACIFIC
Imperative need for improved navigational methods in the Aleutian
area gave impetus to an effort to introduce Loran coverage into that area
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early. A survey party from the AAF, Coast Guard, and Radiation
Laboratory went into the Bering Sea area and surveyed sites on St.
Matthew, St. Paul, and Umnak Islands during September 1942. The
Coast Guard was directed on Jan. 28, 1943, to establish the three stations
sited. Construction was in progress during the summer, and completion
was expected in September 1943. Tables, the first to be set up in the
improved form and bound in permanent binders, were ready for distribution in August 1943. Serial numbers O through 1000 were assigned and
this volume was designated H.O. No. 221 A—hTorth Pacific.
The Radiation Laboratory sent ten Loran receivers to Adak, Alaska, on Aug. 18,
1943. The stations began transmitting intermittently in September,
but signals were not accepted as reliable for navigational use. Ten-hour
service was instituted Oct. 18, 1943; 16-hr service on hTov. 10, 1943; 22-hr
service on Jan. 1, 1944; and 24-hr service on July 10, 1944.
Additional service was ordered by directive of Aug. 11, 1943, to the
Coast Guard to establish stations on Attu and Amchitka.
These stations
were placed on 24-hr operation June 8, 194A. Tables had been computed,
printed, and distributed as addenda to H.O. N’o. 221.k in January 1944.
Charts were designed for the Aleutian area on Mercator projection,
scale 1/1,094,400 (1 in. = 15 nautical miles).
The first edition of the
charts contained only the two rates IL-1 and lL-2 from the Bering Sea
stations.
Five hundred copies of charts were printed as follows:
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September 1943
September 1943
September 1943
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Feb. 5, 1944, the Coast Guard was directed to establish three stations in
the Phoenix Islands on Baker, Gardner, and Atafu Islands.
Surveys for
stations in the Marshall Islands (Kwaj alein, Majuro, and Makin) were
made in February and March 1944. The Army Air Forces were authorized on Feb. 10, 1944, to establish the Banda Sea chain, and coordinates
were furnished to the Hydrographer on Mar. 9, 1944.
Tables and charts were prepared for these stations during the spring
of 1944. A target date of July 1, 1944, was set for the completion of
VL-30 and VL-70 charts of the area. On Apr. 14 standard channel
designations for the high and low channels were assigned.
The method
of labeling Loran curves on charts was modified on the next printing to
include the basic recurrence rate, the channel, and the specific rate in
addition to the T-value of the curve. For example, each curve contained
a legend such as 2L0 or 1H-3 preceding the T-value on these and subsequent charts. On earlier charts Loran curves had been labeled with the
T-value preceded only by the specific recurrence rate.
Stations were completed for testing as follows:
Niihau-Hawaii (Rate 2L-0) began testing July 11, 1944.
Niihau-French Frigate (Rate 2L-1) began testing July 27, 1944.
Majuro-Kwajalein
(Rate 2L-2) began testing Sept. 28, 1944.
Majur&Makin
(Rate 2L-3) began testing Sept. 28, 1944.
Gardner-Baker (Rate 2L-4) began testing Sept. 28, 1944.
Gardner-Atafu (Rate 2L-5) began testing Sept. 28, 1944.
Service was approved for navigation for the Hawaiian chain (Rates
2L-o and 2L-1) on Oct. 19, 1944, for the Phoenix chain (Rates 2L-4 and
2L-5) on Nov. 21, 1944, and for the Marshall chain (Rates 2L-2 and 2L-3)
on Dec. 1, 1944.
Tables, bound permanently, numbered 2001 through 3000, and
identified as H.O. No. 221B, Loran Tables, Central Pacific, were distributed during July 1944, as were the following charts:
Rates

Chart No.
VL-30-30
vL-3&31
VIr3@42
VL30-43
VIr30-44
VL-30-45
VL-30-56
VL-3057
VL-30-58
VL-30-70
VL-30-71
VRLF202

2L0,

Curves

1, 2, 3

2L-0, 1
2H-4, 5
2H-4, 5; 2L2,

June 1944
May 1944
3

2L-2, 3
1, 2, 3

2L0,
2H-4,
2H-4,
2L2,
2H-4,
2H-4,
2L-0,

printed

5
5
3, 4, 5
5
5
1, 2, 3, 4, 5

June
June
June
June
May
May

1944
1944
1944
1944
1944
1944

June
May
May
June

1944
1944
1944
1944
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Tables for the Banda Sea Chain, Rates 2H-4 and 2H-5, were bound in
permanent binders numbered 3001 through 4000 and identified as H.O.
Original distribution was made
No. 221C, Loran Tables, South Pacific.
July 24, 1944. Four additional sections were later added to this volume
as service was extended westward.
CHINA-BURMA-INDIA

An acute need for an accurate navigational system for all weather
conditions was felt by aviators operating “over the hump” in the ChinaBurma-India Theater.
The Army Air Forces were given cognizance of
establishing service in that area. Surveys were made in April 1944 for a
The
chain of three stations near K’un-Ming and for another in Assam.
Hydrographic Office computed tables, which were completed in July, and
plotted curves for Loran overlays on three AAF strip charts.
These
charts were printed and distributed by the Aeronautical Chart Service
of the AAF.
The Assam stations were in operation in September 1944.
The K’un-Ming stations were relocated a few months later; surveys were
made in October; tables were completed in December; and stations went
into operation in February 1945. The first charts were produced by the
Aeronautical Chart Service for AAF from tables computed by the Hydrographic Office. The earliest Hydrographic Office charts carrying these
rates were distributed during March 1945.
In December 1944, the AAF also made surveys for two stations on the
Bay of Bengal and two Sky-wave Synchronized links—one known as
A station in interior China was
SS China and the other as SS Burma.
synchronized with the slave of the K’un-Ming trio for SS China, and the
northernmost station of the Bengal trio was synchronized with one of the
Assam slave stations for the SS Burma link. The first tables and charts
were completed in February 1945; service was initiated in April.
Tables for the Bay of Bengal stations were issued in May 1945, bound
in permanent binders, titled H.O. No. 221D, Loran Tables, Asiatic Area.
Charts had been issued in March.
In July the tables for the two SS links
were incorporated in H.O. No. 221D.
Operation of the Bay of Bengal stations was transferred to the Royal
Air Force soon after establishment.
The Assam chain and the SS Burma
link operated under the auspices of the AAF until Oct. 25, 1945, when
they were discontinued.
The K’un-Ming trio and SS China link went
off the air in November 1945.
ON THE
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wave Synchronized links that operated on Rates 4H-O and 4H-1.
Stations were established on the islands of Mapia, Suluan (Philippines), and
Ulithi in March 1945. Charts were provided by a Coast Guard detachment located at Morotai and were ready for use by the time service was
stabilized for navigational use about the middle of April 1945. Rate
4H-1 was synchronized for use only during the hours of darkness and was
dkmontinued on Aug. 1, 1945. No tables or charts were issued for this
rate by the Hydrographic Office. Service provided by Rate 4H-O was
synchronized by ground waves during the daytime and by sky waves
during the darkness. This rate was shown on Hydrographic
Office
charts which appeared May 15, 1945. A table was printed for inclusion
in H.O No. 221D, but service was discontinued on Sept. 25 shortly before
the new reprint appeared; the section was destroyed before it was placed
in distribution.
In order to provide service over the area northwest of New Guinea and
east of the Philippines, the Coast Guard established mobile stations on
Peleliu, Pulo Anna, and Morotai and issued temporary charts for the
utilization of this service. The charts were one-color ozalid editions.
The Coast Guard unit stationed at Morotai produced the charts and
distributed them to the Loran users in the area. This type of chart was
valuable because of the rapidity with which it could be produced in the
field. Surveys were made during November and December 1944, and
signals from the mobile stations went on the air Jan. 18, 1945. The
temporary ozalid charts were issued Jan. 1. Later these stations were
converted into permanent ones. Hydrographic Office issued permanent
tables as addenda to H.O. NTO.221C. Both tables and charts were en
route to users in April 1945, and the mobile equipment was replaced by
permanent on June 14, 1945.
As steppingstones toward Japan from the Marshalls and the Phoenix
chains, stations were placed first in the Marianas and then on Iwo Jima
and Okinawa in turn as soon after capture of those islands as installation
could be completed.
Surveys for stations on Saipan and Guam were
made during September and October 1944. The Hydrographic Office
gave high priority to production of charts and tables.
Tables were en
route to holders of H.O. No. 221C (viz., all Loran-equipped units in the
Pacific area) on Nov. 28, 1944, and the charts followed one week later.
Even though this service provided only a single line of position over the
area of combat, its availability was of great value to ships operating in
that area, which fact is evidenced by comments received from navigators.
As soon as possible a station was installed on Ulithi to operate with the
double master on Guam.
Survey was made early in December, and
charts including the new rate were sent out from the Hydrographic Office
during the first week in January 1945. Tables followed to holders of
H.O. No. 221C during the first week in February 1945.
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As the spearhead of battle neared Japan, stations were established on
Iwo Jima and Okinawa.
Surveys were made in April and May 1945.
Coast Guard Unit 203 at Guam arranged to produce temporary charts
Temporary charts were
rapidly for use in the theater of operations.
ready in June, and the stations went into continuous operation on June
10, 1945. Permanent tables were en route from the Hydrographic Office
to holders of H.O. No. 221D on July 2, and charts followed as they became
available from July 3–20.
After the reconquest of the Philippines, three stations were erected
on the west coast of these islands to generate signals on Rates lL-6 and
1P7 for the use of Loran users operating in the area west of the islands.
Surveys were made in May and June 1945. Coast Guard Unit 203 produced temporary charts and had them ready for distribution about the
time the stations went into continuous operation on July 19, 1945. Permanent tables were mailed from the Hydrographic Office to holders of
H.O. No. 221D during the last week of August 1945. Charts were distributed at the same time.
EXTENSIONS

TO

ATLANTIC

SERVICE

By early 1944 extended coverage in the Atlantic was greatly needed,
particularly by training activities located in the southeastern states.
The decision was made to relocate the Fenwick station southward.
A
site was selected on Bodie Island, NC., near Cape Hatteras. CNO
issued a directive for its establishment June 19, 1944. Survey was
made in September, and tables were distributed to holders of H.O. NTO.221
during December 1944. Revised charts were distributed during December and January.
On Feb. 1, 1945, at 0000 GCT, the station at Fenwick
was discontinued and new service from Bodle Island was instituted to
replace it. The Coast Guard was also directed by CNO on Aug. 12, 1944
to build three stations along the southeastern coast.
High basic rate
was assigned for the two specific rates to be generated.
Sites were
selected at Folly Island, S. C., and Hobe Sound, Fla., to operate with
a satellite station near the one on Bodie Island.
Surveys were made
during N’ovember and December 1944 for the two northernmost stations
and in January 1945 for the Hobe Sound site. The stations went into
full operation in April for Rate lH-1 (Bodie Island-Folly Island) and in
May for 1H-2 (Folly Island-Hobe Sound).
Table: for the two new rates
were distributed to holders of H.O. No. 221 on Apr. 12, 1945, and charts
were available during the same month.
Because of a need for better crossing angles in the region near the
British Isles a new station was established at Skaw in the Shetland
Islands during the fall of 1944. This station operated with a characteristic blink on the same frequency and recurrence rate as station UA (rate
IL-6).
Operation began in November 1944. The Hydrographic Office
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prepared tables that were added to H.O. No. 221 in January 1945, and
charts including the new rate were ready in March.
The Royal Canadian Navy requested additional coverage to provide
better crossing angles off the coast of Canada and in the Gulf of St.
Lawrence region. Installation of a new slave station at Port-auxBasquesj Newfoundland, to operate with the single master at Deming
was approved.
Survey was made in July 1944. The Coast Guard had
been directed to operate the Port-aux-Basques station, which was completed and signals went into service on an 8-hr daily schedule Mar. 15,
1945. Difficulties experienced in completing the installation of the
master facilities at the Deming station were responsible for the delay in
providing master signals. Master signals were on the air Sept. 10, 1945,
and continuous navigational service was announced Oct. 26, 1945.
Tables had been printed and issued as Vol. II of H.O. No. 221 in December
1944, and charts with the new rate appeared about the same time, A
reprint of the Atlantic tables had become necessary by the time this new
section was issued. The reprinted copies, numbered 6001 to 7000, were
arranged in such manner that tables for the stations located on the Atlantic seaboard of N’orth America were included in Vol. I and those for the
North Atlantic and the Northeast Atlantic were placed in Vol. II.
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Aug. 14, 1945, and the first Hydrographic Office chart carrying the two
Pacific Coast rates appeared Oct. 15, 1945.
The third chain was located at Danville, Illinois, George Field, Ill.,
and Sturgis, Ky.
This chain was designed primarily for the training of
navigators to man the B-29’s, which operated so effectively during the
last months of the war against Japan.
Surveys were made duringJune,
and temporary charts were available during the same month.
The
Hydrographic Office computed tables which were available in August
1945, but these rates were not shown on any Hydrographic Office chart.
Service was available in July and operated on an 8-hr daily schedule.
All Hydrographic Office tables issued for AT stations were published
in temporary form and in limited quantity.
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On Nov. 1, 1945, there were in operation throughout the world 61
transmitting stations emitting 41 separate signals; 7 stations had been
discontinued; 2 were in process of construction, and plans were under way
for additional stations on the West Coast of the United States, along the
great circle route from Seattle to Tokyo, and in the South Pacific along
the air route from San Francisco to Sydney.
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from flritist, .kdmiralt~

Temp.

AACS-June

Temp.
Temp.

AACS-June
1945
CG—Apr.
1945

1945

TABLE Al .—(Continued)

Survey

First signals

r?l:Lde

on air

available

I

Charts

available

I)ec. 6, 1944

June 14, 1945 (perm.)

Apr. 19, 1945

Temp. CG 203—June 1945
Perm. H.O. July 20, 1945
Temp. CG—Jan.
1, 1945

Dec. 6, 1944

June 14, 1945 (pcrm.)

Apr. 1!1, 1945

Perm, H. O. —Mar. 30, 1945
Temp. CG—Jan.
1, 1945

TM

1944 (mobile)

Tables

July 2, 1945

}fay

Nov.

operation

June 10, 1945

KJ (4H-4) Apr. -h[ay 1045
KO (4H-5) Oct. 1945
TU (4H-6) Nov. 1944 (mobile)
(4H-7)

Continuous

16, 1945

Perm. H. O, —Mar.

30, 1945

* Dimmntinued25 Oct. 1945
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STATIONS’

HATTERAS-FLORIDA
CHAIN
Frequency: 1950kc (channelNo. 1)
Basic pulse rate: 33* pps (high)
M
x

station

l-H-l

s

H

Bodie

l-H-l
l-H-2 }

M

c

Folly Island,

Charleston,

l-H-2

s

G

Hobe

I%.

Recurrence
rate

Coordinates

Location

Island,

35°49’

N.C,

Sound,

S.C,

{ 75°34’
32°41’
{ 79°53’
27”04’
{ 80°07’

04:’697N
OOV128W
02( ’787N
13:’131W
41:’098N
14~’574W

h’ ORTH ATLANTIC CHAIN
Frequency:
1950 kc (channel hTo. 1)
Basic pulse rate: 25 pps (1OIV)

—
Recurrence
rate

1-L-o
l-L-O
l-L-l }
l-L-l

M
..
s

Stat ion

s

H

Bodie

Island,

h’. C.

M

s

Siasconset,

s

B

Baccaro,

Nova

Scotia

M

D

Deming,

Nova

Scotia

l-L-7

s

P

Port-aux-Basques,

l-L-3

M

v

Bonavista,

l-L-3
l-L-4 }

s

L

Battle

l-L-4

M

h’

Narsak,

1-L-5

s

K

Vik, Iceland

M

u

Skuvanes,

I-L-6

s

.4

Mangersta,

l-L6b

s

w

Skaw,

l-L-2 }
l-L-2
l-L-7 }

l-L-5
l-L-6 )

Nantucket

Ne\vfoundland

Nev,foundland

Harbor,

Labrador

Greenland

Faeroes
Hebrides

Shetlands

—
1 Revised

Coordinates

Location

to Oct. 15, 1945.
419

35°50’

{ 75”33’

07:’96N

41°14’

32!’53W
59:’752N

{ 69°58’
’43°27’

21?732W
33! ’45hT

{ 65”28’
45°12’

16(’33W
53(’49N

{ ,61”10’
47°33’

32:’34W
53(’80N

{ 59°09’
48°41’

50(’69W
45:’66N

{ 53°05’
52°14’
{ 55”36’

18~’24W
51~3N
43{’2W

59”58’
{ 44°39’
63°24’
{ 19°02’
61°27’

57(’oN
51:’3W
08!’N
17(’W
22(’N

6°49’

21(’W

58”11’
{ 7°05’

51!W

{

ll~N

60°49’ 47~’N
{ 0°46’ 41!’9W
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EUROPEAN SS SYSTEM
Frequency:
1900kc
(channel No. 3)
Basic pulse rate: 33+pps
(high)

,,

‘ecurrence
I g ~S,s,,,.n
rate

I,ocation

Coordinates
—
57°24’
40! ’224X”
{ 1°50’ 21’.’959W
37° 19’57(’lN
( 9“ 51’ 30!’IE
35” 53’ 15:’8N
17:’2W’
{ 0°19’

F’ort I.krol, Scotl:tnd
I

I

3-H-4

s

23001

Bizcrtc,

3-H-5

.}f

23002

Oran, >“orth .Africa

3-H-5 *

s

23003

3-H-5

~Apollonia,
;Brindisi,

s
~,

A-orth .+fric:l

32°54’
07!’54N
{ 21059’ 03’.’42E
/ 40°40’
48:’lN
\17° .56’ 09:’OE

N“orth .~frics
Italy

‘“”

* No 10W:I transmittir,g.

NORTH PACIFIC C;U.41N
Frequency:
1950kc
(c}lanuel No. 1)
Basic pulse rate: 25 pps (lo\v)

Location

—1

—\—
l-L-O

.}1

(’

Amchitka

l-L-o

,Y

T

Attu Island

l-L-l

S

31

St. kIatthev

l-L-l
l-L-2 }

M

P

St. Paul IS1;LUCI

1-L-2

s

I

L-

Umnak

Island

Island

Island

1

“Adopted”
cOOrdiImtes

1{

51°22’ 01’.’34N
179° 12’ 09’.’25E

52°45’
{ 172°54’
60°21’
{ 172°42’
57’ 09’

09”LN
31”E
30”N
56”W
40”hT

{ 170°24’
52°56’
168”57’

05{’5N
23’.’5W

1{

41”5W

LORAN

PROGRAM

IN

THE

HYDROGRAPHIC
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CENTRAL PACIFIC CHAIN
Frequency:
1850 kc (channel No. 2)
Basic pulse rate: 25 pps (low)

Recurrence
rate

M
x

Station

Location

Adopted
coordinates

I
I

2-L-O

s

2-L-o
2-L-1 }

J

Hawaii

M

Q

N’iihau Island

2-L-1

s

G

French

2-L-2

s

K

Kwajalein

2-L-2
2-L3 }

M

D

Majuro

2-L-3

s

L

Makin

2-L-4

s

E

Baker Island

2-L-4
2-L-5 }

M

R

Gardner

2-L-5

s

F

Atafu

I

Island

Frigate
Atoll

Atoll
Atoll

Island

Island

Shoals

/ 20°15’
16!’5N
~155°53’
23!’3W
j 21° 4S’ 16!’4N
i 160°14’
13(’5W
( 23” 47’04(’7N
( 166°12’
39:’5W
(
9°00’
[ 167°43’

52’.’35N
52!’42E

1 7° 13’01’.’34N
1171°04’
29(’96E
~ 3°16’
~172°40’

19:8N
35:9E

/
0° 11’46:23N
1176°28’
26’.’14W
/
4°41’ 41!’65S
( 174°29’
50’:61W
j
8°31’ 53’.’6S
~172° 31’06!’OW

I
‘
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SOUTHWEST PACIFIC CHAIN
Frequency:
1750kc
(channel ISo,4)
Basic pulse rate: 33~pps
(high)
Recurrence
rate

Location

Station

N

\lapia

P

SLduaI1, Philippines

H

Potangeras,

J’

Guam

4-H-3

s

Saipan

4-H-4
4-H-5 }

K

Iwo Jima

4-H-4

J

Okina\va

4-H-o *
4-H-o *
4-H-1 * 1
4-H-1 *
4-H-2 }
4-H-2
4- H-3 }

4-H-5
~

4-H-6

Llithi

29”N
15”E
13!’9N
28:4E
14’.’5X
24’.’3E

13” 13’42’,’lN
40(’5E
{ 144°38’
15” 07’ 50( ’17hT
40!’20E
{ 145°41’
24°48’
26(’lN
{ 141° 17’ 30” E
26” 23’ 49?4hT

OShima,

Japan

Xgesebus

Island,

T

PD1O .4nna

4-H-7

31

llorotai
Aguni,

0°50’
18’
10°46’
{ 125” 56’
10°04’
{ 139” 40’

{ 134°

4-H-6
4-H-7,

4-H-O
4-H-1 }

Coordinates

04!’5E
( 128°00’
34” 40’ 36! ’ON
33’%
{ 139”26’
Palau

7°03’ 51”N’
{ 134° 15’ 16”E
4°39’ 21”Ii
{ 131° 56’42”E
2“ 35’ 05”N
16”E
{ 128°36’
26°35’
Ol”h’
{ 127° 12’ 27” E

Okinawa

* No longer trammiiting.

B.4NDA SEA C!H.41X
Frequency:
1850 kc (channel Xo, 2)
Basic pulse rate: 33 ~ pps (high)
Recurrence
rate

2-H-4
2-H-4
2-H-5 }
2-H-5

.If
x

Station

/S

x

Bathurst

.lr

W

Sir Graham

Moore

s

A

Champagny

Island

Location

Island
Island

(’ordinates

11°45’
{ 130”01’
13°52’
{ 126°30’

38”S
43”E
18”S
10”E

1.5°16’ 56”S
{ 124” 16’ 25”E

LORAN
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CHINA-BUrtMA-INDIA (CBI) CHAIN
Frequency:
1750 kc (channel No. 4)
Basic pulse rate: 25 pps (low)

Recurrence
rate

;

Stat ion

4-L-4
4-L-3 }

M

A

Hoogrijan,

4-L-4
4-L-5*}

s

B

Paya,

4-L-3

s

c

Amguri,

4-L-2
4-L-1}

M

D

Kunyan,

4-L-2

s

E

Lutze Yunnan,

4-L-1
4-L-O * }

s

F

Ami, Yunnan,

4-L-o *

M

G

Hanchung,

M

x

Char Chapli

s

Y

Puri, Orissa, India

M

z

Coconada,

4-L-6
4-L-5 * }
4-L-6
4-L-7 }
4-L-7
* Sky-wave

Adopted
coordinates

Imcation

Assam,

Assam,

(27° 22’ 51’.’5N

India

[ 95° 14’41!’3E
127°51’ 46’.’ON

India

Assam,

~95° 59’05!’2E
(26° 45’ 45!ON

India

Yunnan,

194”36’

( 25” 22’49’.’5N

China

i 102°17’
54:’2E
( 23° 40’22!’4N

China

Szechwan,
Island,

China
Bengal,

Madras,

15!’OE

( 24° 39’34~4N
1102°37’
56(’7E

China

India

India

~103°14’
56!’7E
( 33° 09’02~5N
1107”11’
46~4E
21047’ 50;6N
[ 90°09’
19°48’

08:9E
12(’4N

{ 85”51’
16”55’

10~’6E
06(’3N

{ 82°14’

2/.’OE

Synchronized.

GULF OF MEXICO TRAINING CHAIN
Frequency:
1850 kc (channel no. 2)
Basic pulse rate: 25 pps (low)
Recurrence
rate

2-L-5

M

Station

Location

3

A{

hf

Matagorda

2-L-5

s

R

Cameron,

2-L-6

s

T

Port Isabel,

2-L-6 )

Island,
La.
Tex.

Tex

I

Coordinates

28°20’

18’.’6N

{ 96°25’
29°45’

22!’4W
52!’9N

{ 93°22’
26”04’

19?OW
48’.’ON

{ 97°09’

55?8W

424
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CENTRAL INTERIOR UNITED STATES TRAINING CHAIN
Frequency:
1850 kc (channel no. 2)
Basic pulse rate: 33+ pps (high)

M
—,
A

Recurrence
rate

Location

Station

I

I

2-H-6

P

M

2-H-7 }

George

I

Field, 111.

2-H-6

‘VD

Danville,

2-H-7

Ss

Sturgis,

Ill.
Ky.

Coordinates
38°46’
{ 87°39’
40°06’

59.’.’7S
08V9W
13(’3N

{ 87”32’
37”32’
{ 87”57’

26’.’4W
54(’oN
58!’1 W

WEST COAST CHAIN
Frequency:

18.50

kc

(channel

no, 2)

Basic pulse rate: 33* pps (high)
Recurrence

M
I ~

M
M)
s
s

2-H-4
2-H-5
2-H-4
2-H-5

/ Station

Location

~

Coordinates

,

Point Granville, Wash.

“’””’”

Cape Blanco, Ore.
Spring Island, Vancouver Island

.

.

ARMY STATIONS
WEST COAST CHAIN
Frequency:
1950kc
(channel no. 1)
Basic pulse rate: 33~pps
(high)

M
~

Station

l-H-6
l-H-7 }

M

s

POint Sur, Calif,

l-H-6

s

A

Point

l-H-7

s

G

Recurrence
rate

b

I

Location

Coordinates

36° 19’01”NT
{ 121° 53’34”W

38° 55’08”IN
{ 123°43’ 23”W

Arena, Calif,

,POint.4rguel10,

34”34’
{ 120’38’

Calif.

I

59:’5N
37’.’OW

SOUTH CHINA S~.4 CHAIN
Frequency:

1950kc

(chmmelno.

1)

Basic pulse rate: 25pps (low)
Recurrence
rate
—

M
~-

Stat ion

M

L

~a~slo

s

B

Talampulon

Location

G30rdinates

.

l-L-6
l-L-6
l-L-7 }

Point,

Palawan,

l-L-7
Is

R

Luzon

Tarumpitao

15” 42’ 22(’OIN
I{ 119°53’
45:’35E
12“ 07’
{ 11!) ’50’
09”02’
{ 117°37’

54! ’69>”
31!’421;
57:’5N7
44:’3E
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CONCERNING THE GEOMETRY
OF LORAN LINES
BY B. W. SITTERLY

Ccl. The Factor of Geometrical Precision (Supplementary to Sec.
3.4) .—The factor of geometrical precision w is the ratio of the linear
distance between a point on a Loran line and the nearest point on an
adjacent line of the same family to the interval between the corresponding
P

\
\
\
\
\
\
\
\

\

\

\

A

B
FIG. C, 1.—The factor of geometrical

precision.

I
time
the
(

from

differences.
interval

The

linear

in microseconds

the point

to the two

distance
of time.

Loran
u

This

relation
Consider

may
the

be simply
triangle

and O is the observer.
Let the difference

that in the triangle

in light-microseconds;

If the

between

transmitting
=

angle

stations

the

directions

is ~,

; Csc ++.

demonstrated

geometrically.

ABO (Fig. C 1), where A and B are the stations
The triangle

bet ween lengths
ABP,

is expressed

AP

maybe

plane, spherical,

A O and BO be v.

= AO + z and BP
425

or spheroidal.

Let P be a point such

= BO + Z, z being small

426
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enough to be regarded as negligible compared with AO and BO. Then in
the neighborhood of O and P, .4P is considered as parallel to .40 and B1’ to
130, and all the small triangles in the following discussion are considered
as plane.
The difference between the lengths
Connect O to P by a straight line.
AP and BP is the same as between A O and BO, and therefore 01’ is an
infinitesimal

segment

of the hyperbola

v.

Drop

a perpendicular

from

O

meeting it at Q, and one upon BP, meeting it at R.
Since these
perpendiculars are of infinitesimal length, A Q = AO, BR = BO, and
thus QP = RP = x. The right triangles PQO and PRO are therefore
congruent,and the angles OPQ and OPR equal.
Consequently
the
beyond O, bisects
hyperbola
bisects the angle APB and, if extended
the equal angle AOB, which is the difference between the directions of
upon AP,

the stations
Erect

from

O or its neighborhood.

a perpendicular

upon

Denote

this angle by #.

BP at P, and extend it to meet at S the

extension of OQ (which is perpendicular to A O at O). S is a point on the
hyperbola (u + z), for in the triangle ABS, AS = .40 and
BS=BP=BO

+X.

Drop a perpendicular ST from S upon OP. ST is then the distance apart
of the hyperbolas v and (v + z) in the neighborhood of O. Denote this
distance by y.
perpenh’ow the angles OPQ and TSP are equal, having respectively
dicular sides.
For the same reason, the angles OPR and TSO are equal,
so all four angles are equal to ~~, and T bisects OP.
Hence
y = +OP cot ++.
or
S2’ = ~OP cot (angle OST or PST),
But

OP = PQ sec (angle OPQ) = PR see (angle OPR) = x sec ~~.
Therefore
y = Z(* Csc **).
If z is expressed in light-microseconds, it is equal to the change in the
from the hyperbola v to
time difference observed in passing from O toA’,
the hyperbola (u + x). Since y is the distance between these hyperbolas,
in the same units as x, k is unity and

If y is desired in nautical miles, statute miles, kilometers, or feet, w must
be multiplied by the appropriate value of k, giving
kw =
=
=
=

0.08086 CSC ++
0.09311 Csc +4
0.14985 CSC +4
491.62 CSC ++

(nautical
(statute

(km/psec)
(ft/Wsec).

miles~psec)
miles/psec)

GEOA4ETR Y OF LORAN
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C02. The Probable Ellipse (Supplementary to Sec. 3.5).—In the
theory of simple correlation it is demonstrated that if the position of a
point is defined by two independent rectilinear (but not necessarily
rectangular) coordinates, both subject to errors that are normally distributed, all these infinitesimal equal areas within which the point has
some numerical y specified chance of failing lie along an ellipse. All these
ellipses are concentric and have the same eccentricity.
Since Loran readings define coordinates of this sort over a small area, the theory may be
applied to Loran fixes. Let rectangular coordinates be taken, with origin
at the intersection of hyperbolas P and Q and x-axis along P, z being positive in the direction in which time differences of the family of Z’” increase,
y in the direction in which those of the family of T“ increase.
(The notation here and below is that of Sec. 3.5.)
The point (T’1 – T’, T, – T“)
or (p’,p”) has rectangular
coordinates
z = p’ cot @ + p“ Csc 0,
y = p’.
1

(1)

Though the possible values of p’ and p“ are not correlated,
those of z and
y are. Their standard deviations .s. and s,, and correlation coefficient rzti
are given by the expressions

2=_
%

~Y2
n

.

#

11

(2)

In forming the right-hand members of these equations, terms in zp’p”
vanish because for any given pair of numerical values p’, p“ that have
the same sign there is another numerically equal pair having opposite
It may
signs, since p’ and p“ are independent and normally distributed.
be shown’ that the probability that the true point has coordinates between
given values z, y and z + dz, y + dy is

the equation applying generally to normally correlated pairs of quantities
1 H. C. Plummer,
231; G. U. Yule,
317-322.

Probability and FrPquenc~, hlacrnillan, Lonclon, 1940, pp. 224-to the Theory of Statistics,Griffin, London,
1927, pp.

Introduction

428
x, y.
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The ellipses
x’
~—
z

2zyr=4
~
+ $ = 2(1 – ?.&)cz
Y

are curves of constant probability,
is within one of these ellipses is

(4)

and the probability that the true point
exp (–c’).

1 –

Substitution of Eq. (2) into Eq. (4) and of p, and p, for s, and s,, ~~ith
recombination of terms, gives
sinz @ ~,_2sin@cos@
—.
Pi
P;

“+t%+i)’’=’’g’c’

‘5)

If the arbitrary
constant c
as the equation of the ellipses in this case.
is given the ~alue 0.8326, the probability
that the point is within the
ellipse is one-half.
This ellipse is equivalent
to the probable parallelogram and has been called the probable ellipse. Its conjugate diameters
Its
along P and Q have length 3.49p~ csc @ and 3.49P1 csc @ respectively.
major axis (FG in Fig. 3.18) lies within the acute angle between P and
Q and makes the angle Q with the z-axis (the angle PCG).
If we represent 12q. (5) by
.iX2 ~ 2Hxy ~ By’ = c,
in terms
standard

of the rectangular
central equation

in terms

of a rectangular

coordinates Z, Y, it may be transformed
of the ellipse

coordinate

with the axes of the ellipse,

system

by means

w-ith f- and ~-axes coinciding

of the relations

– 2H
‘an2Q=B–~’
.4+B
~2 + 72 = ~~ _
~2—72=—

@

(B – .4) sec 2Q
AB–Hz
‘

from which follow directly
2a2 ~ A(I
27,

= A(l

B(I + mc 2fl)
.4B – H’
+ sec 2Q) + B(I – sec 2cl)
–

sec 2Q) +

AB

–

to the

H’

Putting in the values of A, B, and H and reducing, we obtain

GEOMETRY

tan 2Q =

p;(cot’

OF LORAN

p? sin 2@
@ + 1) = p; Cos 2* + p;’

2p; cot @
@ – 1) + p;(cot’

~ = /*(p; + p;) CSC2 t? + p? cot @ Csc 2Q,
-r = VW;

+ p;) CSC2 @ –
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(6)
1

p; cot @ Csc 2Q

The two axes of the ellipse (FG and HJ in Fig. 318) have lengths 3.49a
and 3.49? respect ively, and these lengths, with the angle Q between the xand saxes, give a definite picture of the theoretical distribution of errors of
fix around a point.
The probabilityy that the true position is within an
ellipse similar to the probable ellipse and similarly placed, but with dimensions multiplied by 1.82, is nine-tenths.
C*3. The Probable Error of a FIX (Supplementary to Sec. 3%).-The
probable error pl or pz is the “expected” distance between the hyperbola
P or Q specified by the observed time difference and the true line of position at the time of observation, in the sense that it is equally probable that
the actual distance is greater or less. An expected or probable distance,
in the same sense, between the intersection of P and Q and the true fix
is for many purposes the most useful measure of the error of fix. UnfortuThe quantity ~W,
nately, this distance cannot be simply specified.
where d = <z 2 + g 2, is the standard deviation of dist antes between the
Squaring,
observed fix and the true fix. It may be denoted by D.
adding, and summing the expressions in Eq. (1) and remembering that
terms in Zp’p” vanish, we obtain
D2=~=??

+%2
n

= +(cotj

n

n

@ + 1) + s; CSC20.

D = CSC @ #S;

+

S;.

Though values of z and y are normally distributed, d is not. The probabilityy that d is less than D varies with the shape of the error ellipses; when
these are circular, the probabilityy is 0.632; and when they are extremely
eccentric, the probability approaches 0.683, the value for the standard
The quantity 0.6745D is not the median
deviation of a single variable.
value of d, or probable error of a fix, for the probability that d is less than
0.6745D is 0.366 if the error ellipses are circular and tends to 0.500 only as
their eccentricity approaches unity.
The distribution of the values of d is investigated’ by transforming Eq.
(3) into polar coordinates r and o and integrating over all values of o
and from r = O to r = R. The value of the integral is the probability
1Operational Research Staff, Office of the Chief
Reliability, and Accuracy of a Low Frequency Loran
Appendix

II,

Washington,

that given in this reference.

1946, pp. 77–81.

Signal Officer, “The Range,
System,”
Report OR&P-23,

The discussion below is adapted

from
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that d is less than R. It is necessary to perform the integration with
The probability is found to be a
respect to r by numerical quadrature.
function of R/D and of sE/s, or a/y.
If R = 1.2D, the probability is
about 0.77 for all values of a/y; for any value of R much smaller, the
probability increases as a and ~ become more unequal, whereas for any
If R = 0.775D, the probability that d is
value much larger, it decreases.
less than R is 0.452 if a = -yand approaches 0.562 as a and Y become very
unequal, whereas for error ellipses of moderate eccentricity it is quite
close to one-half.
This value of R is therefore an approximation to the
probable error of a fix, close enough for practical purposes.
It may be
denoted by P; and since

(7)
where the latter form of the right-hand member is handy for computation
if pz is taken larger than PI, since the radical varies only between 1 and
~.
In Fig. 318P is the radius of the dotted circle, which is analogous
to the probable parallelogram and probable ellipse in that it contains
approximately half the possible locations of the true fix.
P may be found by measurement on the Loran chart if the probable
errors c1 and C2of the time difference measures are the same (cl = CZ= c).
Consider the parallelogram formed by two pairs of hyperbolas, printed
on the chart and equally spaced in time difference, enclosing the fix as
determined by the measures.
The time interval between the pairs maybe
20, 50, or 100 psec, according to the chart scale; let us denote it by m.
The distances between hyperbolas are kmw, and ?cmwz; the sides of the
parallelogram have lengths kmwl csc @ and kmwz csc @; and the diagonals
have lengths km csc @ V’ w: + w; f 2w1w2 cos @. The square root of the
sum of the squares of the diagonals is km csc @ ~ (w! + w;); let us denote
it by S. Now PI = kwle and P2 = kwze; so
A’=;

csc@dp;

+p;,

or
P = 1.15:s.

(8)

Therefore if the diagonals of the printed parallelogram are measured in
miles or kilometers by means of the chart scale, squared, and added and
the square root taken, P is immediately obtained from Eq. (8).
It is to be noted that P is not the average error of fix, derived in A.
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Bravais’ classic paper’ and appearing in some statistical texts.s The
average error is a little larger than P. It is mathematically more elegant,
for it may be evaluated directly from D by means of a table of elliptic
integrals, but it is not so convenient as P.
In all the discussion, it was assumed that no correlation between
the errors of the two measurements existed. But there may well be some
correlation.
Then the relations given above are replaced by more
complicated ones. A detailed exposition of thk case is given in the reference on page 429.
1A. 13ravaia, Anal yse mddmutique sur lee probabilities
des erreurede situatic.n

d’un point, Academie

des Sciences.
Paris, 1S46, p. 225.
t Plummer, op. cL, p. 231.

Memoirea

par divers

savants,

2me serie, Tome

9,

APPENDIX
DETERMINATION
OF LORAN

D

OF ERRORS IN THE POSITIONS
TIMNSMITTING
STATIONS’
BY B. W.

SITTERLY

It is often necessary to place Loran transmitting stations at points
whose geographic positions cannot be tied into geodetic triangulation
networks.
The astrometric determination of these positions can be corConsequently,
rected for deflection of the vertical only by estimation.
appreciable errors may affect the station positions, and these errors will
cause the time differences Z’o observed at various points in the service

(a)
(c)
(b)
.llA mid .U= me the assumed and true positic~l,s
FIQ. D1 .—Displacement of stntions.
L)b and D., ~rc
of master station; ,5A nnd ST those of slax,c. P k a ]>oillt of ob.erwjtlon.
separate displacements of st:~tions; .9.’ und D,,,’ rclutivc componmlt; D. conlmon component,

area to differ from the time differences T. that have been calculated for
the same points and indicated on the Loran charts. The difference
(2’0 – 7’.) at a point is a function
of the distance D and direction a from
the position of each stfition as assurncd in the calculations
to its true
position, and also of the directions
O from the stations to the point of
observation.
The functional
relations arc simple if no other errors are
present.
They ]mvc been given by Licut. Comdr. F. G. l~atson (Loran
Report No. 26 of the Radiation I.aboi-story and I.oran Technical Report
No. 2 of the U.S. Hydrographic Officc) in substantially the form
AZ’ – A@ = –D, COS (8, – u,) + D,,+ ~OS (em – u~).
A/5’= D, COS (u, – ~,) – ~,,, COS (un – ~~) = +A?’m,

(1)
(2)

in which AT = TO — T.; AD is the true baseline kmgth (in microseconds)
minus the baseline length cdculatcd from the assumed station positions;
.No. 14!).
LLoran Ilcmorandmn
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D, and D~ are the distances in microseconds and w and o~ the directions
(Fig. D.la) from the assumed station positions to the true station positions, s indicating the slave and m the master station; e, and emare the
directions from the slave and master station respectively to the point at
which AT was obtained; A T~ is the value of T observed on the extended
baseline behind the master station, minus the calculated value of (2B + 6);
V, is the direction from the slave station along the extended baseline
away from the master; and ~~ is the direction from the master station
along the baseline toward the slave (these differ slightly because the
All the directions must be measured in the same
meridians converge).
sense of rotation from the same initial direction; either sense and any
initial direction may be chosen, but clockwise and north are convenient
They have been used in
choices, making all the angles true bearings.
all the examples below.
Values of T. are directly observed.
Values of T., 0, and v may be.
read from a chart or calculated, since the locations of all points of obser,
vation are known.
The only unknowns in the equations are D., u., D~,
and co~.
at properly
If four values of AT have been obtained by observation
points,

it is ideally

directions

distributed

by which

the actual

locations,

by solving

quantities.

possible
stations

four equations

Equations

to compute

the magnitudes

are displaced

simultaneously

from

for the four unknown

(1) and (2) are not of suitable

tion, but they may be combined

and transformed

form

for the solu-

into the single equation

AT = Da COSCJ,(COS~, – cos d,) + D, sin ti, (sin V, — sin 6$)
– D~ cos ti~(cos Vm – cos om) – Dm sin un(sin Vm – sin
which

is linear

and

their assumed

t?n),

(3)

if D, cos co,, D, sin w,, Dm cos tire, and Dm sin OJm
are taken

as the unknowns.

Wrhen these have been determined,

the equations

(4)

together

with

placements

where
tude

and

two similar
their

O, is the assumed
minus

assumed

its assumed

longitude.

expressions

directions.

A+,

If the

latitude
latitude,
and

Al,

in D.,

and u~,

directions

are

of the slave station,
and

Al,

its true

are in seconds

;vill

give

true

the

dis.

bearings,

A@, is its true latilongitude

of arc.

The

minus

its

positive
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signs are used in north latitude and east longitude; the negative in south
latitude and west longitude.
Two similar equations give AI#J~and AL
for the master station.
This ideal solution is possible only if the errors in the station locations
are wholly responsible for the values of AT. Actually, the position of
any point at which AT is observed may be as much in error as that of a
station; the observation itself is also subject to error. Therefore a
method of solution is generally preferable that utilizes many observed
values of AT, enough so that the random errors peculiar to the individual
points tend to cancel each other. The standard method in this case is
that of least squares, but with four unknowns it is quite laborious.
Since

F]Q. D,2.—Displacement

of one station, or relatix.e displacement.
fraction of D, or D,,,.

Numbers give A’T as a

observations
will not usually be numerous enough or distributed
advantageously enough to give accurate ~alues for the station displacements,
a graphical
form of solution ~rill save time and labor, give results as
definite as the observations
warrant, and exhibit clearly the uncertainties
in the quantities
determined.
Such a graphical
solution is described
below.
A set of expressions in the form of Eq. (1) gi~res a definite pattern of
errors over the chart.
The two terms on the left are observed quantities.
The values of their difference are distributed
o~-er the chart in accordance
with the combined effects of the two terms on the right.
Each of these
right-hand
terms, by itscl~, would give the pattern a simple, symmetrical
form.
Along any grrat circle radiating from the station the difference
(Al” – A~) would be constant;
in t,vo opposite directions
it would be
zero, and in ttvo opposite directions at right angles to these it would be
an extreme, the maximum in one direction and the minimum, of equal
magnitude but opposite sign, in the other (Fig, 1),2).
In the case of the
first term, the maximum would be equal in magnitude to D, and lie
along a great circle in the direction d. = u, + 180° from the slave station;
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in the case of the second term the maximum would be equal to D. and
lie along a great circle in the direction 0~ = ~~ from the master station.
To express the symmetry differently, if A- were zero, and if (AT – A9)
were plotted against 0., its values would define a cosine curve of amplitude D,, with its minimum value at phase (0, = u,).
If D, were zero,
a similar plot against 13~would exhibit the magnitude and direction of D~.
In either case such a plot would furnish an immediate graphical solution
for the displacement of one station if the other were known to be correctly located.
Since the locations of both stations must generally be considered as
doubtful, neither term can be ignored in practice.
But over the outer
parts of the service area of a pair, 0~ does not differ greatly from 0,;
therefore in these regions the two cosine terms are nearly equivalent to
a single cosine term, with either O, or 6%as angular argument, and amplitude and phase which represent the vector difference of the displacements
of the two stations, which is the relative displacement of one station
with respect to the other. The equivalence is not exact; a plot of (Al” – ALI)
against either 0~ or @, will give a curve that departs from true cosine
shape because in addition to the relative displacement there is a common
displacement of the two stations, the effect of which is large upon values
of 2’ observed near the baseline and center line and small but appreciable
at large distances.
If 0, is taken as argument in the plot, the curve will
show the effect of the displacement of the slave station relative to the
master, plus the effect of a common displacement equal to the actual
amount that the master is out of place (Fig. D.lb).
If t?~is argument,
the curve will represent the displacement of master relative to slave,
plus a common displacement equal to the actual displacement of the
slave (Fig. D. lc).
The combinations are equivalent, of course, but the
components are not the same. The two relative displacements are equal
in magnitude but opposite in direction; the two common displacements
are quite different.
The curves drawn with arguments 0, and 0~ will
differ from each other as well as from true cosine form, and a correct
interpretation of the general form and of the differences should in theory
yield values of the sizes and directions of both relative and common displacements and therefore of the separate displacements of the two
stations.
In practice, the presence of random observational errors will make a
correct interpretation of the differences between two curves of similar
form almost impossible.
But if Eqs. (1) and (2) are restated in terms
of the relative and common displacements so that the effect of each is
expressed explicitly and separately, this difficulty is avoided.
Let the
relative displacement be assigned to the slave station and its magnitude
and direction denoted by D, and u:. Let D. denote the magnitude of
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thecommon displacement, and let (u, +~A’l?) denote itsdirection at the
slave station and (co. — ~AV) its directional the master station, AV being
(v, – v-).
Then the equations

define the separate displacements in terms of the relative and Pommon
displacements.
Equation (1) may be written as
A’T = –D,

cos 08 cos a, –

D, sin 0, sin u.

+ D~ cos 0~ cos u~ + D,,, sin 0., sin u.,,
where A’T = AT — A~.

Substituting the relations (6) gives

A’T = –0, cos 0. cos u; – D, COS8, COS(w, + *A*)
– D: sin 0, sin u: – D, sin 0, sin (w. + ~A’Y)
+ D. cos f3~cos (UC– ~AV) + DC sin 0., sin (UC– ~AT)
— –D: COS(8, – u:)
– D.{cos [8, – (u. + ~AV)] – COS [tJm – (Q – +AY)]},
which

reduces

to

A’T = –D;
where
written

h = ~[(6, –

(7)

cos (19.– ti~) + 2D. sin h sin (H – w),

(L) – AV],

H = +(o, +

0~),

Equation

(2)

may

be

as

A(3 = D,

COS co, COS ~,

—

Dm

COS u.
+

and substitution

COS ~.

D, sin W, sin V, – Dm sin UX sin T,,,,

of relations (6) leads to

The pattern of errors corresponding to a set of expressions in the
form of Eq. (7) is, of course, the same as that corresponding to a set in
the form of Eq. (1). But the two right-hand terms of Eq. (7) contribute
The first term is similar to either rightto the pattern very clifferently.
hand term of Eq. (1) and gives by itself the same form of distribution
(Fig. D2).
The second term by itself gives a much more complicated
distribution (Fig. D.3) in which the skew shape is duc to the combined
effects of the two sine factors, which vary in different ways with direction
from the center of the baseline, whereas the confining of large values to
The
regions not far from the center is due to the first sine factor.
distribution is symmetrical in the sense that the term has the same value
in amount and sign at any two points equally distant from the ccntcr in
opposite directions.
The pattern has different forms for different values
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of W, but values of A’ T further from zero than + D./2 cannot occur outarea bounded by two circles that pass through the
side a “ figure-eight”
stat ions and through two points on the center line that are 1.9 baseline
lengths away from the baseline on either side (the dashed circles in
Fig. D.3).
At every point on this boundary, sin h = +0.25.
A larger
cutting
thecenter
lineat4 baseline lengths from the baseline,
figure eight,
encloses

all possible

of A’T further

values

UC= !J

10

w

0

t D,/4.

WC=*+30° 0 ANNYO

“’ ‘u.~’

.&~~%\i

from zero than

NiNx\ ‘S
“::.?:??.\ .k \\\wo

w,=Y+60”

FIG. D ,3.—Common
displacement of stations, first quadrant.
Reversing directions
Interchanging right and left of each pattern
and signs gives patterns for third quadrant.
(mirror image) gives fourth quadrant patterns.
Both changes together give second
quadrant.
Angles clockwise from vertical.

The second right-hand term of Eq.
the

A’ T-curve

evident

that

well outside

from

for points

to draw
well.

a cosine

mations

curve

amplitude

to the values

(7) represents

expressed

areas—the

and this influence

if the points

The

form

of observation

the figure-eight

on the value of A’T,
Therefore

the cosine

where

that

term

against
their

of this curve

that

has little

does not have a simple

will represent

departure

h is small—points

second

of small h are plotted
and phase

the

by the first term.

of
It is
are

influence

360° period.

0., it will be possible

distribution
will furnish

reasonably
fair approxi-

of D: and u:.

XOW if we set
A“T
(where
from

the underlined

the curve)

= A’T + D:

quantities

and rewrite

Eq.

COS (8,

–

(9)

u:)

—

are the approximate

values

just

read

(7) in the form

(lo)
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values of ~, and u; may be inserted into Eq. (9) and A(’T computed for
all points of obse~ationwhereh
isrzot small. Then the left-hand member of Eq. (10) may be plotted against H for these points.
This plot
has the form of a sine curve.
Its amplitude is approximately D,, and
it crosses the horizontal axis, from the negat i~-e to the posit i~-e side,
nearly at the phase” H = u..
The values of ~j and ~~ obtained from the first curve, and of D. and w
obtained from the second, constitute the first approximation to~he solfition of the problem.
This solution is to be tested by inserting these
values into the equation

where the first term is the observed error, the next three make up the
corrective effect of the approximate displacements just found, and the
last term is the residual, which would be zero for every obsemation if
the displacements exactly corrected the errors. The residuals are due
partly to the approximate character of the graphical solution, partly to
To improve the
errors not caused by incorrect station positions.
approximation, AT is plotted against 8,, as was A’T, but on a larger
vertical
scale.
To improvement
is possible if the plotted
points are
distributed
at random; but if their arrangement
sho~vs traces of a cosine
curve, its amplitude and phase represent a correction D:, CJto the relative
displacement
of the sla}’e station.
~, and ~~ are found from this curye
Then ~A’’T/sin h is
as before, and A“T computed
for—”the points.
plotted against H. If the distribution on this plot is random, no further
improvement can be made; but, if a sine curve is indicated, a correction
~., w to the common displacement is obtained.
Residuals from the
i~co~d approximation are given by
AT + Q; cos (0. – gj) – 2D.
W) = AT.
. sin h sin (H – —

(12)

Since a correction to one displacement may reveal a correction to
the other, the process described should be repeated until a random
if
Under actual field conditions,
distribution of residuals is reached.
reasonably

good

approximation,

judgment
the

has been

observational

used

errors

in fitting
w-ill scatter

curves
the

in the

points

first

on the

for the second approximation
to an extent that v-ill make curvefitting a matter of guesswork, and hence the first displacements obtained
will be final. Three approximations will almost never be possible.
Since the first approximate displacements and subsequent corrections
This may be done graphiare vectors, they must be added vectorially.
cally (see Fig. D.4) or by means of the equations

plots
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where the symbols not underlined are the final values. Equations (6)
followed by Eqs. (4) and (5) are then used to obtain the separate displacements of the stations.

F1~. D.4.—Firat

and second approximation.

As a final check, these displacements may be inserted into Eqs. (1)
These
and (2) or (3), and AT computed for all the points of observation.
computed
values, subt ratted from the obsen’ed values of AT, should give
residuals identical with the last ones found in the solution, except for
occasional differences of a unit (rarely 2) in the last figure, due to rounding
off in the calculations.
The detailed procedure of a solution may be illustrated first by an
ideal example, in which the quantities AT are clue only to incorrect
positions

of the stations.

observed

data into a suitable

The

first step

form.

in the procedure

The actual

observations

is to put the
arc various

These locations arc marked
on the Loran chart (or any other), and their directions 8, and L from
the two stations read off accurately enough with a protractor.
The
directions T, and V~ are also read off; if their difference AZ is smaller
than 2°, it may be considered as zero and V, and ~~ rcplaccd by their
mean * taken to the nearest degree. If the distances arc long and the
chart a Mercator in high latitudes, the correction from Ifcrcator to
great-circle bearings should be applied, as in radio direction-finding.
Values of Tc should be computed by standard formulas; if read from the
chart, they will be affected by any chart errors that may exist. usually
values of To will not be accurate within 1 psec, nor will the locations at
which they were observed be known ~vithin 10”, and thus an accuracy
of 1 psec in To is sufficient.
If T. has been observed at a monitor station
so that the mean of the observations is considered to be trustworthy to
0.1 Ysec, and, if the location of the monitor station is thought to be
accurately known (to 2 or 3“ including gcocfctic “station error”), T.
may be computed to 0.1 pscc and T. jor this poin~ taken to this precision.
values

of To measured at specified locations.
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The values of (To – T.), or AT, are now tabulated, with the directions
0, and t)~and the quantities h and H. In computing h, the order of subtraction and the sign of AV must be watched.
Table D.1 presents the
example;
stations

the corresponding
in Fig.

D.5.

0.1 ~sec throughout,

are carried

of observation

to the statement

to 0.01 to protect

the first decimal.

It has been
difference

assumed

of observation

throughout

on the extended

above,

with

the

AT is given

to

and computations

in Examples I and II.

the

baseline

are charted

ideal example,

this’ is an

contrary

FIG. D5.-Points

time

points

Since

previous
behind

discussion

the master

that

(which

the
may

by T~) has been observed, and hence AT~, -which is equal to
[T- – (26 + 6)], is determined along with the other values of AT. In
theory, Tn is the reading obtained from the master timer, but in practice
it is extremely desirable to obtain it by making readings in the immediate
neighborhood
of the extended baseline, far enough from the station so
that a standard
airborne
or shipborne
indicator
may be used for the
This is so because a systematic
error may possibly be
measurement.
introduced
into the reading at the station by the action of the circuits
that pick up and attenuate
the local signal.
Since readings close to the
extended baseline are almost unaffected
by small errors in the location
of the observer, and, since several series of readings back and forth across
the line may be made and the maximum valu-which
is the reading on
the line—determined,
ATn should be taken to 0.1 ~sec and considered
more reliable than any other value of AT. In the method of solution
outlined above, it is assumed to be correct, and half its value (which is AD)
is subtracted from every value of AT, giving A’ T (Table D. 1 Column 7).
This subtraction completes the first step of the solution.
In order to
be denoted
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avoid introducing the small systematic error that would result from
rounding off 4AZ’~, all the values of A’ T should be recorded to 0.1 vsec,
though individually
they have not this precision.
Note that AT’~ is
tabulated
with the rest (last line of Table D.1, with the label M); for it,
6’~ = ** + 180°,
Oa = V. + 180°,
AT. – AD = A’T. = GAT..

h = 0°,

(14)
)

The second step in the solution is the determination of approximate
values of D, and ti~. For this purpose it is convenient to divide the data
10

—A

Scale for W’S
90” 60° 30° 360°330”300”270°

o

A

9

*1G
+9
+8
% lo~ aleos
+7
.081 .012 .OtZ .012 .00t .OfC .09S +6
~
+G !

+1 +

Horizontal plottlng scale
360°330° 300”270”240”210”180°
FIG. D.6.—Family

v‘
150” 120° 9=

K)&o”

of curves.

of observation into three classes, (Table D. 1, Column B), Class A
including values for which h is less than 15°, Class B including those for
which it is between 15° and 30°, and Class C those for which it is 30°
or more. These limits are arbitrary, simply cli~iding up the data according to the importance of the sine term in Eq. (7). As the classes are
chosen here, Class A includes all points outside the dashed “figure eight”
in Fig. 1).3. A rectangular graph is prepared, on which A’ T is plotted
The different classes are identified
vertic:dly against 13Shorizontally.
by different symbols so that in fitting a cosine curve to the points, those
of Class A may be given the greatest weight.
Points of Class C, for
which

influence

of the sine factor

may predomirmte,

ignoredinfitting
thecurveand may \vell be omitted

should

be practically

from the graph.

.1 simple and ro.pid v-ay to fit a cosine curve to the points is to use a
f~mily of such curves of different
amplitudes,
dra]~-n on transparent
material.
?Figure D.(3 may be carefully copied on tracing cloth or paper
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this purpose.
Horizontal
and vertical plotting scales to match
the curves are graduated
along the edges of the transparency.
These
scales are to be used to construct
the graph on plain paper, as follows:
A horizontal axis (A’Z’ = O) is drawn across the middle of the paper,
and a vertical axis (0. = 0°) perpendicular
to the other near the left-hand
edge of the paper.
To plot a point having, for example, A’T = +7.3,
0, = 128°, the transparency
is laid upon the paper, with its central
horizontal axis (not itshorizontal
plotting scale) incoincidence
with the
horizontal axis (A’Z’ = O)onthe paper andw-it
hthevertica
laxis(6, = 0°)
to serve

Horizontal plotlng scale

360”330”3tUl”270”240”210”180”150”120”90” 60” 30” O“
%,= 128°
FIc. D7.-Plottingt

hepoint,0,

= 128°,A’~ = +7.3.

on the paper intersecting
the horizontal plotting scale on the transparency
at 128°; then the desired point is at +7.3 on the vertical plotting scale
of the transparency
(Fig. D.7).
When the graph has been completed,
thetransparency
is laid overit
and slid to left or right (keeping the central horizontal axes in coincidence)
until a position is found in which one of the cur~-es may be chosen as
fitting the points as well as possible; or an interpolated
choice may be
made, between two curves (Fig. D.8a).
The value of D: is the amplitude
of the chosen curve (indicated for every alternate
curve by an attached
number).
The value of u: is read from the scale jor u: at the point where
the axis intersects it.
–
The curye chosen must pass right through the point on the graph
that represents
A’T,,,, for this quantity
has been assumed to be correct.
W, have been read, by verifying
This should be checked, when D: and —
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that
A’T~ + ~.

COS (T,

180° – —
c&) = A“T_

+

(15)

= O

The curve will
and u: adjusted if necessary to make the equality exact,
not ~ass through
the other points, in general, because they may be
expected to be individually
in error and also because the sine term has

-~J
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FIG. D. S.—Plots,

some effect
individual
Fig. D.8a

upon

even

the

error is absent,
the points

points

Example I.

of (lass

but the effect

of Class A follow

A’T = –3.5

.A.

In the

example

of the sine term

fairly
COS (0,

clos-ly
–

given

is evident.

here,

In

the curve

0850),

whereas some of the Class B points diverge considerably,
and some of
The divergence
tends to be positiveClass C widely from this curve.
negative-positive-negative,
with the positive
swings much more pronounced.
(Note that this is similar to the second or third pattern in
suggesting
that
u. is in the
Fig. D.3 with right and left interchanged,
fourth
quadrant.
The next step will confirm this supposition. ) Since,
on the whole, the divergence decreases the negative amplitude of the
curve with respect to the axis (A’T = O) and increases the positive
amplitude, it does not seriously affect the average amplitude, which is
The critewhat the cosine curve on the transparency must represent,
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rion that D; cos (200° — @
must exactly equal —1.50 requires
~’ = 084:6 if?, = 3.5o. The–tenthsof adegree have no real significance
–a
but are retained so that subsequent computations shall check out to
0.01 ~sec. The phase (CO:= 084~6) is the horizontal interval from the
vertical axis (0, = 0°) t–o the abscissa at which the curve attains its
extreme negative ordinate, but the scale forti~ gives this interval directly
at the point where the vertical axis intersects it.
The third step is the determination
of approximate
values of D, and
a,.
Adopting
the values found above as first approximations
to D:
and w:, A“T and then (~A’’T/sin h) are computed for all points (first five
columns of Table D.2), and the latter quantity isplotted against H(Fig.
D.8b).
The computations may be performed very rapidly withaslide
be, and that
rule having a sine scale. NTotethat A”Tn = O,asitshould
since sin h = O for the extended baselines, the quotient is indeterminate
and therefore
the point representing
the master
reading
Z’- cannot
appear on this plot.
In fitting a curve to the plot, it must be borne in
mind that points of Class C should be given highest weight and points
of Class A almost no weight.
Ideally, they should all fit the curve, but
actual small divergences will be greatly magnified in the case of a Class A
point by the small denominator
of the quotient
(iA’’T/sin
h) so that a
large departure
of the point from the curve will indicate only a small
divergence
in A“T.
Class B points behave similarly, in less degree.
The points are in effect weighted in proportion to h and should be treated
so.
The points of Class C in Fig. D.8b fit the curve of amplitude 5, on
the transparency, very well, in the position where the interval is about
316° from the axis (H = 0°) to the rising intersection of the curve with
the axis (~A’’T/sin h = O). The scale jor w (just below the scale for
u: on the transparency) reads 316° at the point where the axis (H = 0°)
crosses it. Since no one point on the curve has to be exactly fitted,
w is not determined to a fraction of a degree, as was co:. The departure
~f points of Classes A and B from the curve defin;d by the Class C
points is very slight, considering the weighting effect just described, but
it is systematically positive, indicating that the previous determinations of ~. and u: are slightly in error. The second approximation will
take care of this:
The first approximation to the solution of the example has been found
to be
D; = 3.5o psec,
D.
— = 5,00 psec,

co; = 084°6,
;.
— = 316~0.

The fourth step is to compute the residuals ~T, by Eq. (11), and plot
them against 0,. If the plot shows a systematic trend, a second approxi-
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terms

T) was made exactly
D: COS(@:–
—
—

of

Eq.

(11)

add

up

to A“T’,

for

equal to A@. Consequently

A“Z’ – 10.00 sin h sin (H – 316°) = AT,
in this
a rapid

example.
slide-rule

The

sine

process]

term
and

is computed
set

down

for

each

in (’olumn

observation

(again

7, Table D.2, and

Column 1 minus Column 7 gi~resAl’ in Column 8.
For the second approximation,
A~ = O,
IT = –D;

COS (0. –

~j)

AT,. = 0,-

+

2DC sin h sin (H –

—

cu.),

(16)

-.

1

corresponding
to Eqs. (7) and (8), AD and AT- being the residuals to the
baseline length and to the master-extension reading.
These are zero
because AP was exactly fitted in the first approximation.
When the
residuals of Table D.2 are plotted against 0, (Fig. D.8c), the periodic
distribution of the points of Classes A and B shows that D. is of appreciable size, and the separation of the Class C points fr~m the others
suggests that D. is also appreciable.
We theref%e
proceed
to the second approximation.
The point
representing
the master extension reading (AT- = O, .9. = 200°), which
the curve must again pass through, requires U: = 110° or 290° (expressing
the fact that D; must make right angles wit~the baseline if @ is not to be
corrected further).
Evidently the latter value is the right one, and the
curve D: = 0.25 fits the Class A and B points quite well. ~TOW the
and added to ~,
giving
quantifies
0.25 cos (0. – 290°) are computed
A“ T, which is halved and divided by sin h (Table D.3, first five columns).
These last quantities are plotted against H, on the large scale again.
From this plot the values D, = 0.50, W. = 110° are obtained (Fig. D.8d).
To test the adequacy ~ the second approximation, new residuals AT
are now obtained by computing the quantities 1.00 sin h sin (H – 100°)
(Column 7 of Table D2) and subtracting this column from Column 4.
Only two residuals exceed 0.05; and since the original errors were given
onlY to 0.1, this is a practically perfect agreement, and there is no need
to make another plot.
The last step is to combine the first approximations with the corrections to obtain the second approximations, which are taken as final, and
to compute from these the separate station displacements.
Equations
(13) and then (6), (4), and (5) are solved by slide rule. The computation
is given in Table D.+, the results being
Dm = 4.56 ~sec,
D, = 3.91 psec,

w., = 317~8,
us = 00476,

A@~ = +33”,
A@, = +38!’,

AL = –39”,
AX, = +4”,
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assuming that the stations are in east longitude, the master and slave
being in 42° and 44° north latitude, respectively.
The displacements
actually used in setting up the example are
D. = 3.90 psec,

co~ =318Y0,

Dm = 4.55 psec,

W, = 005:0.

The extremely close agreement, though the given values of AT were
rounded off toO.1 gsec, is, of course, duetothe absence of random errors.

;p,ol;k;,,
.

(b) Qc=4,5 @=315°

(a) Q:=3.O U:=wo”
+3-

,8=’0

TF$
-3
-4

(C)”Q;=0,2 gs=llo”

(d) Q=O.6 9=090°
—

“

+3
●

+2
00

0

+1

o

❑

0

90

-1

0

“180

-2 k

.0

360
0

0
(e)

No further correction

F1~. D9,-Plots,

Exampl.e IL

To simulate actual field conditions, the foregoing example may be
modified by rounding off values of AT” to the nearest microsecond and
altering some values by 1 and some by 2 ~sec to introduce “random
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errors. ” One value of AT, to represent an accurately located monitor
station, is given correctly to 0.1 (this is observation
4).
The modified
values of AT appear in Table D.5, Column 2 (6., %, h, and H are the
same as in the first example), and the first approximation fills the remaining columns of the table, whereas the plots are shown in Fig. D.9a and
b. The points of Class A are omitted from the second plot; their low
weight and their scatter make them practical y useless here. The curve
for ~. and ~ is made to fit the monitor station exactly.
When the
residuals AT are plotted against 0, (Fig. D.9c), it is evident that the
“errors” leave little meaning to a second approximation, but a slight
improvement in D: is suggested.
When *A” T/sin h is plotted (Fig.
D.9d), it appears that if a small error at the monitor station is admitted,
the other Class C points can be satisfied a little better.
The second
approximation is detailed in Table D“6; and when AT (Column 6) is
plotted (Fig D.9e), it is evident that no further approximation will
mean

anything.

(Table
7.

They

D5,

The

Column
are

not

residuals

2, minus
quite

so

that

Table
small

are

introduced

D 1, Column
as

those

into

2) are given

resulting

from

the

example

in Column
the

solution.

This, of course, should be so, for the solution accommodates itself to the
The final
erroneous “observed readings,” not to the “true” values.
values are given in Table D.7.
The relative displacement of the slave with respect to the master
was used in Eq. (7) instead of that of the master with respect to the
slave, because Loran stations are commonly operated in triplets, one
master working with two slaves. When this is the case, solution is made
for the displacements of the three stations.
The relative displacement
of each slave is determined from the observations on the pair of which it
is a member, but the master displacement, which is D. for all three stations, is found by combining the observations on both pairs in a single
sine curve.
Of course all directions for both pairs must be measured
If a triplet operates with two masters
from the same zero direction.
and one double slave, the relative displacements must be assigned to
the masters and D. made equal to the slave displacement.
The subscripts s and m must be interchanged in all the equations, and the signs
of the cosine terms in Eqs. (7) to (12) and (15) and (16) must be reversed.
Example 111, which appears in Tables D“8, D“9, and D. 10 and Fig.
Evidently larger errors of observaD. 10, deals with an actual triplet.
tion are present than in Example II. These errors appear to obscure
the common displacement altogether, though the relative displacements
The curve in Fig. D 10c was made to fit the two moniare conspicuous.
tor readings (observations 3 and 16). It represents the other points
for the first pair about as well as any curve (though not much better
than a straight line), but the points for the second pair call for a larger
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displacement
in the opposite direction.
In Fig. D. led, residuals from
the first approximation
are plotted against d, for the two pairs.
These
plots (which are not expanded in vertical scale) give no encouragement
toward a second approximation;
so the first is taken as final.
Table
D 10 includes values of the displacements
of these stations as obtained
from geodetic data, for comparison
with the results of the solution.
If
the geodetic values are inserted into Eq. (1 1), the sum of the squares
of the residuals obtained is 50 per cent larger than the sum of (AZ’) 2 from
Table D.9, suggesting that the geodetic data are somewhat questionable.
o

470
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:W’”

“.

J

-lo

(a) F,rst pair. ~~=

5.5

1
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been obtained, it is possible, in theory at least, to obtain them in the
Considering A6 and A~ as unknowns,
course of the graphical solution.
Eq, (7) is written in the form
AT = [Ad + 4A13– D: cos (e. – u;)] + 2D. sin h sin (H – u.).

(17)

On the first plot, AT is plotted against d.. A vertical line is drawn on
the plot at (8. = + 180°). The central horizontal axis of the family
of curves is not constrained to remain in coincidence with the axis
AT= A6+A6N ——— —. ——
----AT=Ab+~ M3
AT= A6~– - ‘––
– ‘;––
AT= O

*

- ~jA@
*~A6
‘–- &

d

O;=O”
e:=
IJ+18&’

FrQ. D.1 l.—Graphlcal

solution if A(3 and A& are unknown.

(AT = O) of the plot, but the curves are moved both vertically and
horizontally until the points of Class A are fitted. D: and u. are read
as before, but now in addition (Fig. D. 11) the vertical—distanc~, from the
axis (AT = O) of the plot to the central horizontal
axis of the curves, is
equal to A5 + $&~, whereas the vertical distance, from the central horizontal axis of the curves to the point where the curve of amplitude
D{
crosses the line (8, = Y + 180°), is equal to ~AL?,the upward (downward)
direction in either case indicating the positive (negative) sign. Then
Eq. (9) becomes
A“T = AT – (A8
— + ~A~) +2:

cos (h – ~:),

(18)

and the rest of the first approximation is performed as before.
In Eq.
(11) defining the residuals, the term – A~ is added to the left-hand member. In the second approximation
the process described above is
repeated, yielding corrections A6 and AD along with the other corrections.
In dealing with real observations, the introduction of two more
unknowns into the solution tends to make the convergence of the approximate process slower, and thus an additional approximation
may be
required to reduce residuals to minimum size and random distribution.
A more serious effect is that the individual uncertainties of the quantities
determined are increased, because A6, Afi, and the component of D.
perpendicular to the baseline contribute to AT in very much the same
way, over a large part of the service area. So the solution in a given
case, obtained by any method of analysis, maybe quite misleading because
of a few errors of observation if the extended baseline readings have not
been obtained.
Of course, the displacements as determined will be affected by the
computer’s judgment in giving relative weights to discordant observations.

~
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Thk difficulty is unavoidable.
No method except the laborious leastsquares solution will apportion the influence of the several observations
automatically or will assign separate probable errors to the quantities
The graphical treatment has the advantage of making the
determined.
uncertainties evident and providing some basis for their estimation.
For instance, in Example II it is clear from the plots that Observation
7 is particularly discordant, and that the relative displacement of the
slave station is determined much more definitely than the common
displacement, which is very dependent upon the relative weights given
Observations 2, 6, and 9 and 11 (assuming that the “ monitor reading”
No. 4 is of high weight).
Actually, the first approximation, in which
Observations 9 and 11 were almost ignored and Observation 2 and the
monitor were considered exactly correct, is nearer the “ truth” than the
finally adopted value, which distributes the discordances more evenly.
In Example III, the directions of the relative displacements are very
definite.
Their magnitudes are more doubtful, but the true values are
probably not less than half or more than twice those adopted.
However, the individual locations of all the stations remain quite uncertain
because even the quadrant in which the common displacement lies is
not sure. This situation is often to be expected if a solution is made
from observations taken on routine missions, for there will usually be a
deficiency and a poor distribution of Class C points, because of the small
area within which they must lie. To locate the stations definitely,
observations must be obtained in numbers sufficient to cancel out local
errors, in all four quadrants, both well within the figure-eight area (near
the baseline) of each pair and well outside it. In this case a Ieast-sqtlare
solution may be worthwhile,
using Eq. (3) with a constant term A6 added
to the right-hand
member and treating the readings made on the baseline
extensions simply as single observations
of very high weight.
Although the solution of Example III gi~es geographic station positions that are uncertain
in an absolute sense, a Loran chart calculated
from these positions will be in good accordance
with observation
over
most of the service area, for only near the baselines do the absolute
positions have much effect on the readings, and here the time-cliff erence
errors in microseconds
have the least equivalents
in miles.
In general,
‘ the final results Ad and AX are to be regarded as formal corrections
by
means of which a chart fitting the observations
may be computed, not as
It may well be that the real principal
accurate station displacements.
cause of observed discrepancies
is systematic
error in the survey data
by which features of the terrain have been charted.
In this case the
solution will bring the locations of the stations into the frame of reference
defined by the terrain,
whatever
that may be.
But, after all, this is
what the navigator
wants.
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TABLE D. 1.—EXAMPLE 1. OBSERVATIONS
~, = 44”, ~“ = 42”, ‘I?. = 020°, ‘Z~ = 018°, AT~ = +3.0

6

@ec

1

2

3

4

ohs. No

AT

., degrees

em

–0.9
+2.8

079
112
132
153
195
226

065
046
114
113
171
352

+6
+32
+8
+19
+11
–64

072
079
123
133
183
289

290
313
346
301
006
337

–17
–26
–37
–lo
–31
–9

274
288
310
292
336
329

+5.2
+5.4
+4 1
+3.8
+1.0
+1,5

B
B
c
A
c
A

198

o

199

+1.5

..

1
2
3
4
5
6

–0.3
+0.7
+1.5
+8,2

7
8
9
10
11
12

+6.7
+6.9
+5,6
+5.3
+2.5
+3.0

258
263
274
283
306
321

M

+3.0

200

5

i, degrees {, degree

7

8

A(T

class

–2.4
+1.3
–1.8

A
c
A
B
A
c

–0.8
0.0
+6.7

TABLE D ,2.—EXAMPLE I.
FIRST APPROXIMATION
D: = 3.50, —
W: = 084:6, D, = 5.00, u. = 316”
—
—
—
2

1

Ohs.
No.

1

2
3
4
5
6

Class

A
c
A
33
A
c

0, –
034~6,
degrees

4

3
3,50
(6’,

Cos
–

354.4
027.4
047.4
068.4
110.4
141.4

+3.48
+3,11
+2.37
+1.29
–1.22
–2,74

173.4

c

178.4
189.4

A
c
A

198.4
221.4
236.4

–3.47
–3.50
–345
–3.32
–2.63
–1.94

M

.

115.4

–1.50

.—

+1.08
+4.41
+0.57
+0.49
–1.22

6

%A”TI
sin

084~6)

7
8
9
10
11
12

B
B

A“T

5

h

+5,26
+4. 16
+2.05

+3.96

+0.75
–3.19
–2.20

+1.73

–2

+1.90
+0.65

–2.16

+0.48
–1.63
–0.44
0,00

96

–0.54
–1.38
+1.58
+1.40

H–
316°,
degrees

116
123
167
177
227
333
318
332
354
336
020
013
.

.

7

8

0.00 Su
h Sk
(H –
316”)

AT
—

+0. 94
+4.45
+0.31
+0.17
–1.40
+4.08
+1.96
+2.16
+0.63
+0.71
–1.76
–0.35
0,00

+0.18
–0.04
+0. 26
+0.32
+0.18
–0.12
–0.23
–0.26
+0.02
–0.23
+013
–0.09
0,00
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-

D: = 0.25, ::

-

2
Ohs.
No.

[Class)

1
2

A
c

3
4
5
6

A
B
A
c

7
8
9
10
11
12

B
B
c
A
c
A

_

(0,

–

328

+0.21

–0.02

333
344
353
016

+0.22
+0.24
+0.25
+0.24

031

+0.21

+0.04
+0 26
+0. 02
+0. 37
+0.12

0.00

–0.01

+0.33
+3.48
+3.60
–3.47

8
AT
—

–0.14
–O 27
+011
+021
+0.42
+0.01

322
329
013
023
073
179

–0.06
–0.27
+0.03
+0.13
+0 18

+0 03
–0.05
–0.22

164
178

–0.08
–0.02

200
182
226
219

+0.22
+0.01
+0.37
+0.10

–O 06
–0.36
–0.38

–0.02

+0. 03
–0.02
000
+0.01
–0.02
+0. 01
+0.06
+0.06
+0.05
+0.01
0.00
+0.02
0.00

0,00

I.

FINAL VALUES
Equations

(13)

+0.09
= +0.42
– 0.23 = +3.25
– 0.17 = +3.43
+ 0.47 = –3.00

7
.00 sin I
in (H –
110°)

0.00

TABLE D4.-EXAMPLE

D: COSQ: =
D: sin u: =
D, COSWC=
DC sin o. =

sinh

–0.03
–0.29
+0.03
+0. 14
+0.16

–0.25
–0.23
–0.18
–0.02
+0.11

Equations

}A”T/

A“T

290°)
–0.21

6
H–
110°,
degrees

5

4
COS

149
182
202
223
265
296

270

M

1,25

SECOND APPROXIMATION

= 290°, D.
— = 110°
— = 0.50, ~c

3

08 –
290”,
degrees

D

D~ = D. = ti3.43z
tan u. = –3.00/+3.43,
~. + ~A~ = 319:8
o,n = w —~AY

(4)
+ 3.00’

= 4.56 @ec

u. = 318’?8
= 317!8

D, = <3.902
+ 0.312 = 3.91 ~sec
tan o. = 0.31/+3.90,
u, = CK)4~6
Equations
D, COSLO.= +0.42
D. sin m = +3.25

Equations

(6)

+ 3.48 = +3.90
– 2.94 = +0.31

A@~ = +33”
AL = –39”

(5)

A& = +38”
AX, = +4”
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TABLE D5.-EXAMPLE
Stations,

1
Ohs.
No.

II. OSEERVATIONS
AND FIRST APPROXIMAITONS
observation
points, angles, and AT* same as in Exarnrde I
D; = 3.0, —
a; = 080°, De = 4.5, U. = 315°
—
—
—
2

(class)

AT

A

3

4

A’T

3.0 Cos
(Oa –
084)0)

AIIT

+3.0
+2.5

+1.5
+4.0

+1. s
+0.9

–0.7
+0,1
–0.8
+2.0

–1.5
+1.5
–2.5
–0.8
+0.5
+4.5

1
2
3
4
5
6

c
A
B
A
c

7
8
9
10
11
12

B
B
c
A
c
A

+5.0
+4.0
+1.0

+5.5
+3.5
+2.5
–0.5

M

.

+3.0

+1.5

0.0
+3.0
–1.0
+0.7
+2.0
+6.0

–1.3
–2.5

+7.5
+4.5

+9.0
+6,0
+7.0

6

5

4A”T/
sin h

+4.5

+0.8
+4.0

–1,1

+3.5
+1.8
+1.8
+0.5
+0.6
–1.7
–0.3

+1.5
+2.6
+0.7
+0.4

–7.7
–1.7
–2.2
–2.0
–0.4

–1.5

–1.0

+3.2

0.0

315°)

+7.2
+3.8
–2,5
+0.2
–2.1

–3.0
–3.0
–2.9
–2.8
–2.1

–1.5

7

8

).0 Sio h
in (H –

+0.3
+0.1
-1.3

.... .

AT
—

+0.7
0.0
–1.0
0.0
+0.5
–1.5
+2.7
–0.3
+2.1
+0.1
+2,1
–0.7

0.0

0.0

TABLE D6.-EXAMPLE
IL
SECOND APPROXIMATION
= Ilc
D,
g = 0.’ >’
— = 0.6, w -090”
.’
2

1

Ohs. No

(Class)

3
4
5
6

A
c
A
B
A
c

7
8
9
10
11
12

B
B
c
A
c
A

1
2

M

.

0.2 Cos
(08 –
110°)
+0.2
+0.2
+0.2
+0.1
0.0
–0.1
–0.2
–0,2
-0.2
-0.2
–0.2
–0.2
0.0

3
A,IT

+0.9
+0.2
–0.8
+0.1
+0.5
–1.6
+2.5
–0.5
+1.9
–0.1
+1,9
–0.9
0.0

4
;A”T/
—
sin h

+4.3
+0,2
–2.9
+0.2
+1.3
+0.9
–4.3
+0.6
–1.6

5

1.2sinh
sin (H –
090”)
0.0
-0.1
-?-0,1
+0.3
+0.2
+0.4

+0.3
–1.8
+2.9

0.0
+0.2
+0.5
+0.1
+0,6
+0.2

... .

.....

6

7

AT
—

True AT
—

+0.9
+0.3
–0.9
–0.2
+0.3
–2.0

+0.9
+0.2
–0.7
0.0
+0.5
–2.2

+2.5
–0.7
+1.4

+2,3
–0.9
+1,4

–0.2
+1.3
–1,1

–0,3
+1,5
–2.0

0.0

0.0
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TABLE D.7.—EkAMPLE

II.

= +3.2

A& = +30”

=

U. = 320”

AA~ =

D, = 3.7 mec

Ad, = +35”
AA, = + 9“

–2.6
= +3.6
= +0,7

(Class)

,, degree

e
deg~~es

A
B
c
c

–

4.3

259

–
+

5.2
2.2

263
033
051

6
7
8

A
B
A
B

+ 5.6
+ 5.0
+10
+ 4.5

075
100
106
119

115
137

M

..

+

043

043

2
3
4
5

+9

4.9

Second

086
130

= 053°, AT~

Msec
5

i, degrees

+

2.5

+10
+43
–34.5
– 5.5
–15
– 4.5
–90
o

{, degrees
—1
256,5
253
350
085.5
078.5
115
110.5
128
043

067
121

-8

+7
+5
+10
+ 9.5

B
B
c
c

– 6.8
– 10
–7
+ 0.4

153
165
224
242

136
129
120
307

+ 8.5
+18
+52
–32.5

144.5
147
172
274.5

A
A
c

–

– 3.3
–1

243
253
253

247
256
039

–2
– 1.5
– 73

245
254.5

-

233

233

0

–2
– 4.8
–11

13
14
15
16
17
18
19

1.7

1.1

074

A’T

–
–
–
+

I+

6.6
7.6
0.2
6.6

+

3.2
2,6

+
+

7.6
2.0

I+

2.45

= – 1.1 @ec

060
116
113
126

A
A
B
B

M

307
120

—34”

126
133
145

10
11
12

9

pair, *

254
243

...

OBSERVATIONS
= +4.9

4

3

AT

....

.

m, = 011°

2

1

1

Eqs. (5)

D, = D. = 4.1 Xec
O. = 321°
W. + 5A* = 322°

= +0.4
= +3.2

TABLE D.8.—EXAMPLEIII.
First pair, ~ = 223°, AT~

Ohs. No.

FINAL VALUES

Eq8. (4)

Eqs. (3) and(6)
D:cosu:
D; sin Q:
D. COSo.
D. sin cu.
D, cOSo.
D, sin u,

D

123
135.5

– 1.4
– 4.2
–10.4
–

7.4

–

6.2

–
–
+

9.4
6.4
10

–

1.2

326

– 2.8
-0.4

233

–

0.55

Observations given to 0.1 (except Nos. 3 and 16) are mea- of re.dw St three or more neighboring
These were given extra weight in drawing the curves. Observations 3 and 16 were made at a
The boundary between Clamea A and B hm besn
monitor ntation and are means of many readinm.
sbiftsd to h - S“ to give a better apportionment.
points.

R-,----

.

...4...

.-.

.A

-

------

TABLE D9.-EXAMPLE

..-.

.—

III.

Ohs,
No.

.5 Cos (e, –
286;5)

(Class)

1
2

A
B

3
4

c
c

5
6
7

A
B
A

M

h

–1.7
–2.6
–1.8

–19.5

+5.0
–1.6

– 7.5
–13

–3.1

+3.5

–

–4.7

–1.5
–2.9
+2.1
–3.4

–5.4
–2.45

---

----

6

~A’’T/sin

–5.5
–5.5

.—

--—

4
A“T

+4.9

..

SOLUTION

213

1

181B

I

.

2.6 sin h sin

AT

(H – 073°)

3.1

0.0
0.0
–1.8
–0.3

0,0
+3,8

+ 7.8
+ 5.6
–13.4
+10,9

0.0
–0.4
–0.1
–0.3

–1.4
–2.5
+2.2
–3.1

0.0

–1.7
–2.6

0.0

0.0

I

I

I
I

I

6.5 COS
(08 – 148°)

9
10
11

+0.4
+1.8
–4.1
–0.9

+ 1.6
+10.3

0.0
+0.2

–11.8
– 2.7

+0.3
+0.4

+6.5
+6.2
+1.6
–0.5

+0.3
–3.2
–4.8

+

1.0
5,2
3.0
0.5

+0.4
+0.8
+2.0
+0.5

–0.1
–4.0

+0.5

–
–
–

–0.6
–1.7
–1.7

–1.8
–4.5
–2.1

+86.0
+ 1.1

0.0
0,0
+2.4

–1.8
–4.5
–4.5

+1.8
+6 O
+6.3

12

A
A
B
B

13
14
15
16

B
B
c
c

17

A
A

18
19

+6.5

c

M

+0. 57

0.0

TABLE D.1O.—EXAMPLE
Values from computations
First slave:
~ = 270
Second

slave:

D; = 5.5 psec
D, = 4,5 psec
Aqh = +19”
D: = 6.5 @ec

D, = 7.0 ~sec
,#. = 28°
Master:

@ = +27:5

A#I, =

–50”

D,
= 1.3 gsec
D. }

A& = +4”

+26.0

. ..

III.

W: = 286:5
O. = 296°
AA. = –44”
~; = 148°

–1.3

–6.8
0.0

0.0

0.0

RESULTS
Values from geodetic data
~~ = 295°
D; = 5.4 ~sec
D, = 6.8 psec
u, = 318°
A(JJ. = +44”
AA. = —55”

~: = 1540

D: = 3.5 psec

u, = 138°
AA, = +51”
““
= 073°
a. }
AAm = +14”

.

+0.4
+1.6
–4.4

D, = 1.6 ~sec
A& = –9”
$

= 2.3 psec
}
Aqhn
= +22”
m

u,, = 125°
AA, = +15”
*

u.
Ah

=

356°

=

– 2“

}

I

LORAN BIBLIOGRAPHY
The material has been arranged with a view to the user’s interest so that the
items generally appear in a chronological
sequence that is the key to their present
importance.
MaIny of the reports having historical significance may be practically
accessible only at some cost for photostating.
The bibliography
has been divided into four main
follows :
1. Reports
a. Of the Loran system

categories

and subgroups

as

b. Aspects of the system
2. Magazine articles
a. Of a technical nature
b. Of popular

descriptions

3. Instruction books describing
a. The system
b. Ground-station
equipment
c. Navigators’
equipment by type number
4. Internal memoranda reporting on
a. The system
b. Ground stations
c. Navigators’
equipment
The availability
of magazine articles is apparent; some titles are followed by ~
number prefixed by the letters “ PB” and the rest are followed by a superscriptthat

indicatesthe most likely murce of furtherinformation,describedbelow.
PB, Departmentof Commerce, Office of Technical Services, Washington
3, War Department,
Army Air Forces, Air Communications
05ce,
Washington
Z5, D.C.
4, Navy Departmentj
Bureau of Ships, Washington 25, D.C.
5,
6,
7,
8,
9,

Librarian, MIT Library, 77 Massachusetts
Ave., Cambridge 39, Masa.
Navy Department,
Hydrographic
Office, Washington,
D.C.
Treasury Department,
Coast Guard Headquarters,
Washington,
D.C.
Navy Department,
Chief of Naval Operations, Washington,
D.C.
War Department,
Office of the Chief Signal Officer, The Pentagon, Washington
25, D.C.

10, Sperry

Gyroscope

Company,
la.

Cruft

25, D.C.
The Pentagon,

Inc., Great Neck, Long Island,

New York.

REPORTS OF THE LOKAN SYSTEM

Laboratory,
Harvard University,
“Electronic
Navigation
Systems,”
OSRD
Report No. 6279, Dec. 1, 1945, p. 12.01–12.29
(Confidential).
Descriptive and critical survey of electronic navigation systems.
Imran described

in 29 pages with bibliography
appended.
Coast Guard, “Electronic
Navigational
Aids,” Public Information Div., 1945.7
Basic description of Loran, radar, and racon as applied for commercial use.
FINK,
D. G,, “ Description
of the Long
Range
h’avigation
(LRN) System,” RL Loran
Report No. 19, Div. 11, July 31, 19425.
Outline of principles of Loran, including requirements
ing installations

and use of station

chains.
457
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and receiv-
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HeadquartersArmy Airways CommunicationsSystem,“OperationsStandardLoran,
Theory, Adjustment, Procedure,” AACS Marmat 1–16, July 15, 1944.3
Summary of Loran information and practice as affecting AACS personnel.
“Loran Long Range Radio Navigational
Aid,” OpNav 25-A-2,
Department,
PB-18603,
1945.’
A brief description of the bran
system and suggestions as to its peacetime use.
PIERCE, J. A., “ The Future of Hyperbolic Navigation,”
RL Report No. 625, PB-25369,
Aug. 18, 1945.
Three hyperbolic navigation systems are studied, Gee, Loran and Decca. Future
trends are suggested, including automatic navigation and surveying.
of Loranj” RL Report No. 499, Mar, 8, 1944,’
SYITERLY, B. W., “Elements
Navy

—,

Complete handbook of Loran principles and some operating hints for navigators.
Has been replaced by revised Navships 900,027.
“Elements of Loran,” Navships 900,027, Navy Dept., PB-25369, April 1944.

source book on the Loran system.
RL Report No. 499 was revised
for the Navy Department.
STREET,J. C., “Navigation,” Loran Memorandum No. 118, N’ov. 4, 1942.s
A fundamental

lb. ASPECTS OF THE SYSTEM
BATEMAN, R., “ Measurement
Navigation in SWPA,”
1944.
Intensity

of atmospheric

of Factors Affecting Radio Communication
Signal Corps ORS Report No. 2-4, PB-27051,
noise level in Australia

and Loran
December

and New Guinea and its effect on

communications
and bran
transmissions.
“ Measurements
of Oblique-incidence
PropagaCarnegie Institution
of Washington,
tion,” Kensington
Ionospheric Laboratory,
January 1944, Apr. 12, 1944.4
CRICEiELOW, W. Q,, et al., “The Range, Reliability and Accuracy of a Lew Frequency
“ Measurement
Technique and Analysis of a
Loran System,” with supplement,
Low Frequency
Loran System,”
Signal Corps ORS P-23, P-23-S, PB-28958,
January, May 1946.
First part of the report

duplicates PB-16236.
CBICHLOW, W. Q., and J. W. HEEBSTREIT, “ Radio iNavigational Accuracy
Application
to Low Frequency lkran, ” PB-32229, June 1946.

Charts with

Charts are described that give contours for several arrangements
of transmitters
to give good accuracy over greatest possible areas.
Loran Memorandum
No. 124, June 4,
DAVIDSON, D., “Notes on the Ionosphere,”
1943.s
—,
“Some Notes on 2-Mc Loran Propagation,”
Loran Memorandum
No. 134,
Jan. 1, 1944.s
FINK, D. G., “Determination
of Errors in the Loran System, ” Div. 11, RL Loran
Report No. 26, Apr. 6, 1943.’
A consideration
of the various types of errors in a Loran fix and means of determining their magnitude.
—
“Time and Distance Relationships
in the Loran System, ” RL Loran Report
ko. 25, Div. 11, Oct. 15, 1942.6
Report on time and distance factors in Loran, including choice of pulse rate and
U= of different rates for identification
of station pairs.
—,

J. A. PIERCE, and F. G. WATSON, “Loran System-characteristics
Atlantic Station Chain,” Loran Report No. 100, Aug. 28, 1942.’

of the North

KELLY, M. J., “Interference
of Loran Pulse Signals with Radio Telephone and Telegraph Reception,”
NDRC Report No. 14-163, PB-32726,
March 1943.
Tests made by Bell Telephone Laboratories
at Fenwick and Montauk.
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National Bureau of Standards, “Experimental Studies of Ionospheric Propagation as
Applied to the Loran System, ” Report No. IRPL-R6, PB-13778, 1944.
Methods and results of a study of time-difference measurements from pulse
transmissions involving ground and sky waves.
—,
“Second Report on Ilxperimental Studies of Ionospheric Propagation as
Applied to the Loran System,” Report No. IRPL-R7, PB-13777, 1944.
Supplement to Report h“o. IRPL-R6 with particular reference to variations due to

seasons of the year.
Navy Department, Loran Notes No. 2, Hydrographic Office Apr. 3, 1945.’
Operations reports, bibliography.
—,
Loran Operational Notes No. 3, Hydrographic Office, May 15, 1945.’
Operational report summary, charts revisions.
—,
Leran Operational Report No. 1, Hydrographic Office, 1944.’
Summary of Navigators’ comments, Jan. 1, 1944, to Oct. 111944.
—,

“ Graphical

Methods, ” Loran Technical

Report

No. 1, Hydrographic

Office, no

date,a

—,

—

—,

Evaluation
of mechanical,
optical and graphical methods for rapid location of
Loran lines.
“Loran Corrections in the Aleutians,” Loran Technical Report h-o. 2, Hydrographic Office, 1944.’
Analysis of system errors due to erroneous coordinates
adopted for the transmitters.
“Simplified
kfethod of Deri~,ing Accurate Distances on the Earth’s Surface, ”
~ran
Technical Report N’o. 3, 1945.’
Complicated
geodetic formulas for obtaining precise distances have been modified
and a set of auxiliary tables compiled.
“The Loran Program in the Hydrographic
Office, ” no date.’

History and administration
of Loran and the part played by the Hydrographic
Office (See Appendix A.).
in the LRAT System, ” RL
PIERCE, J. A., 1‘Factors Affecting E-Layer Propagation
Loran Report No. 21, Div. 11, l~ay 15, 1942.s
A description
of the use of the E-layer for Loran propagation.
Use of delay
curves is given.
—-----,

“ Service Areas of Loran Pairs and Chains, ” RL Loran Report
Mar. 6, 1943.’

h-o. 28, Div. 11,

A summary
of simple constructions
to determine areas of satisfactory
Loran
coverage.
SITTERLY, B. W., “ Determination
of J3rrors in the Positions of Loran Transmitting
Stations,” Loran Memorandum
No. 149, RI. Report No. 11, July 21, 1945.s
A method is suggested for correcting the considerable
errors of time difference
encountered
when Loran stations cannot be tied into geodetic triangulation
networks (See Appendix
D.).
—,

—,

“Manual
of Procedures for Mobile Charting Units, Air Transportable
Loran
System,” RL Report No, M-183, Mar. 30, 1946.5
Rapid approximative
methods for computing and plotting Imran lines of position,
and for drawing and reproducing Loran charts, are described.
Forms, tables
and graphs are included.
and J. A. PIERCE, “ Simple Computation
of Distance on the Earth’s Surface,”
RL Report No. 582, PB-6607, July 8, 1944.
The Andoyer-Lambert
correction from a spherical

to a tcrrest rial distance,

if

expressed as a fraction of the distance, is nearly independent
of the distance
Examples are reproduced.
and so small it may be read from a nomogram.
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Governing

the Accuracy

of a Pulse Navigation

RL Loran Report No. 20, Div. 11, May 23, 1942.5
Study of system geometry, including probable accuracy
tion factors, and prediction of range.

System, ”

to be expected,

propaga-

WATSON, F. G., “A Report on Three-line Fixes,” Loran Memorandum
A“o. 122, Dec.
15, 1942.s
—,
“ Computation
of Loran Lattice Points, ” RL Loran Report No. 23, Div. 11,
Sept. 15, 1942.’
A summary of methods used in preparation of Loran charts and tables.
2a. MAGAZINE ARTICLES OF A TECHNICAL ~7ATURE
Indicator
Circuit
DAVIDSON, D., “bran
p, S4.
Brief discussion of 2-hfc propagation
DAS-1 receiver-indicator.
FINK, D. G., “Loran

Receiver-indicator,

Operation,”

Electronic Ind., March

and complete

” Electronics,

circuit

December,

information

1946,
of the

1945, p, 110,

operational procedure of the navigator in obtaining a fix.
“Loran Transmitting Stations, ” Electronics, Lfarcb 1946, p. 109.

Circuit details and

—---,
—,

Circuits and operating functions of the timer, transmitter, and synchronizer.
“ The I,oran System-Part
I,” Electronics, November
1945, p. 94.

This section of a three-part story deals with the systcm in general.
Latest in Navigational
Aids,” Part I—Fundamental
MCKENZIE, A. A., “Imran—the
Principles, QIST, December
1945, p. 12.
An explanation in three parts written for amateurs.
Issued hy Radiation Laboratory.
Station Equip—,
“Loran—the
Latest in Navigational
Aids,” Part II—Ground

—,

ment, QS’!7’, January 1946, p. 54.
Station layout, timer, and transmitter
“Loran-the
Latest in Navigational

are described.
Aids, ” Part lll—hTavigators’

Equipment

and Summary, QST, February 1946, p. 62.
Receiver-indicators,
with block diagram and typical chart.
to Hyperbolic
h’avigation, with Particular
PIERCE, J, A., “An Introduction
to Loran,”

Reference

Jour. IEE, July 1946, p. 243.

Abstract of a paper read before convention of the IRE, Jan. 24, 1946, and presAn interesting
discussion is
ented simultaneously
by recording in I,ondon.
recorded to which the author briefly replies.
“An Introduction
to Loran,” Proc. IRE, Lfay 1946,
History of the Loran program, fundamental
concepts
potential
usefulness of the system, problems
to
—---,
“ 2-Mc Sky-wave Transmission, “ Electronics, May

—,

An extremely clear summary of ionospheric knowledge
Loran operational findings concerning the E-layer.
of Hyperbolic
Aviation,”
ROCKE~, F. R., “An Evaluation
p. 51.
Comparisons

of Loran,

Shoran,

Gee

and Decca

p. 216.
of hyperbolic
be met.
1946, p. 146.
together
Aviation,

navigation,

with results of
August

1946

as to range and accuracy.

2b. MAGAZINE ARTICLES OF A POPULAR DESCRIPTION
Operations, ” Am. Aviation,
DAVIDSON, D., “Loran Has Potential in Commercial
Dec. 1, 1945, p. 79.
A one-page summary.
KENYON, R. W., “Principles of Imran in Position hcation,”
Electronic Ind., December

1945, p. 106.

LORAN
LEKASHMAN, R., “ Stars for
February 1946, p. 57.
General discussion
navigation,

BIBLIOGRAPHY

Romance—Imran

of the system

for

with particular
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Air

Navigation,”
emphasis

Transport,

on its use for aircraft

MANCHESTER, H,, “ Streets Painted on Air, ” Reader’s Digest, June 1946, p. 101.
Description of a flight in a Loran-equipped
pla~e and resum6 of the system and its
potentialities.
Condensed from Sci. American.

—,

“ Successor to the Sextant,”

Navy

Department,

“ Microsecond

Sci. A me~ican, June 1946, p, 36.
Navigation, ” Air Navigation Bull.,

PB-17626, 1943.
First of a series of articles illustrating use of Loran in air navigation.
are shown.
“Race on for Navigation Aids,” Business Week, June 29, 1946, p. 56,
Description
of Decca navigation
position with Loran.

system

with

comments

upon

Suppl. 1,

Sample logs

its competitive

bran,
N“ew Long-range
Aid to Navigation,”
Ciuit Eng.,
WATSON, F. G., “ Part VI.
July 1946, p. 297.
Evaluation
of the system with emphasis on its use for future marine surveying
and fathometry,
—

and H, H, SWOPE, “Loran,”
Sky and Telescope, V, A-OS.2 and 3, December
1945 and January 1946.
General description of the system with particular emphasis on charting.
Some
Both authors were formerly staff memreports from ships using the systcm.

bers, Radiation Laboratory,
later Navy Dept. Hydrographic
Office.
Tcleran, Television, ” Princeton
WOLFF, I., “Radar Aids to Navigat ion—Loran,

Eng.,

May 1946.
3a. INSTEUCTKO~ Boom

DESCRIBING THE SYSTEM
‘( I,oran

Navy

Handbook
for Aircraft ,“
Department,
Bureau of Ships,
ManuaZ No. 37, Training Aids Div., September 1944.1
Similar in content to Ships 278 but revised for aircraft use by ACO.

—

“Loran Handbook
for Shipboard Operators, ” Ships 278, PB-13519, July I,
i944.
The principles and practice of operation of Loran receiving equipment is described
for navigators
and quartermasters,
.kn appendix
describes alignment
and
operation of shipboard equipment,

Navy

“Lorzm Handbook
for Shipboard
Operators,
Department,
PB-19961, January 1945.
The principles and practice of operation
of Loran receiving

”

Air

Forces

A’aoships

equipment.

278,
See

PB-13519,
—

“ Pocket
Handbook
of Airborne
hO-80V-48, PB-17622,
1945.
Navigators’
Loran handbook describing
3b. INSTRUCTION

Loran

Electronic

Navigation,

the use of AN”/APN-4

”

Nauaer

equipment.

BOOKS DESCRIBING GROUND-STATION IIQUIPME~T

Allen B. Du klont Laboratories,
Inc., “ Instruction Book for Loran Switching Equipment h-avy Ilodel UK, ” lVauships 900,377 (.k), .4pril 19464.
Switching equipment suitable for use with Model L-J timer.
Allen B. Du Ilont Laboratories,
Inc., “ Preliminary Instruction Book for Navy Model
UJ Timer, ” Naoships 900,375-IB,
no date. t
Final book ,Yavships 900,375A in preparation.
The timing equipment
is comparable to the Model C-1 Timer, Navships 900,221-IB.

described
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“ Instruction

Book for Loran Switching

Equipment

Navy

Model UM,” Naoships 900,745, Navy Dept., G131-19667, PB-17715, July 1945.
The most modern type of switching equipment used in conjunction
with Model
—,

—,

UE-1 Loran transmitter timer.
“Instruction
Sheet for Loran Isolation Transformer,
Navy Type CG-301227,”
Navships 900,803, GEI-19666,
PB-37922, September 1945.
The isolation transformer was used at ground stations to isolate power lines entering the shielded timer room.
“ Preliminary Instruction Book for Model UE-1 Timer, ” Naoships 900,427-IB,
Navy Dept.j GEI-19660,
PB-17714, December
1944.
This equipment is the largest and most modern of transmitter timers.
This publi-

cation will be replaced
GIFFORD, H., “ Modification
Assembly ID-7/CPN
CPN-12,”
AAF Radar

by final book Nawhips 900,427A.
of Loran Indicator ID-6 B/APN-4
in AT bran
Ground
Lab , TSJ3RR2D5-166,

for Use with Timer

Stations AN/CPN-l
PB-9724, 1945

1 and AN/-

Adjustments
and modifications
to an indicator for use in master or slave stations.
Manual, ” RL Report No.
MCKENZIE, A. A., “ Harvey 170-T Loran Transmitter
M-162, May 10, 1944. s
An improved self-excited oscillator type of Lman transmitter designed to be interA limited number were manufactured.
changeable with the Navy’s type TDP.
—

“Lightweight
i, 1944.’
A lightweight,

Imran

Transmitter

semiportable

(LLTX),”

transmitter

RL Report

No.

to be used with similar

Apr.

synchronizing

equipment

Navy
—,

in the China-Burma-India
Theater is described.
‘‘ Instruction
Book for N’avy Type CAQT-47438
Department,
pling Assembly, ” A“avships 900,403A, no date.’

M-158A,

“ Instruction
Book for Navy
Nauships 900, 751, no date.’

Type

CG-47368

Anterma

Antenna
Coupling

“ Instruction Book for Navy Type CDU 60073 Transmitter
~oscope, ” Navships

—,
—,

900,430-IB,

Naoships 900, 429-IB, no date.’
“ Instruction Book for Navy Model

OCA Monitoring

900,376A-IB, no date 4
Replaces preliminary Naoships 900,376-IB.
“ Instructions
for Navy Type CG-301227
—,

900,803, no date. 4
of Ships, “Loran Transmitting

900,060A and (drawings,
General,
installation,
receiving equipment.
——,

‘1Synchronizer

Coast
maintenance

Modification

Unit,”

Monitor Oscil-

no date.’

Supersedes preliminary Nauships 903-IB-1.
“ Instruction
Book for ISavy Model OBM Timer
kawhips
900,222 A-IB, no date.4
‘(Instruction
Book for Navy Model OBN Transmitter

~’auships
Bureau

Cou-

Loran

Station

Guard) 900,060B,
information
for

Monitor

Oscilloscope,”

Monitor

Oscilloscope,

Oscilloscope,”

Isolation
Manual,”

”

Nawships

Transformer,”
(text)

Nauships

PB-16036,
Mar. 1, 1945.
Loran transmitting
and

Kit

(for Model UJ Timing Equipment),”
Nau1944.
Modification
to Model UJ Timer synchronizer to permit automatic synchronism
at double-pulsed
stations.
An addendum to Navships 900,375-IB.

ships 900,371 -1-IB, PB-17712, August

Laboratory,
Installation Notes, Parts List, and Drawings for Loran System
Transmitter Timer Model C-1, D-1 1-12, NLO, Apr. 1, 1944.s
“ Instruction
Book for Model C and C-1 Switching Equipment,”
Navships

Radiation

iOO.294-IB,

Navy

Dept.,

July 1944.4
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Use of equipment usually employed to connect transmitter timers in a shielded
room to a Loran transmitter
and allow the synchronizing
function
of the
timers by blanking out the local transmitter pulse from the receiver.
—

“ Instruction Book for Model C-1 Timer,” Nauships 900,221-IB,
Navy Dept.,
~ugust 1944.
Includes Addendum
1, ~auships 900,221 -1-IB.
Complete information
on the first major modification
of the Loran transmitter
timer and synchronizing
equipment
designed by Radiation
Laboratory
and
manufactured

—,
—,

Instm.dion
N-LOL, Div.

by Research

Construction

Co.

Manual for Loran System Transmitter Timer Model C, D-11-10,
11, July 1, 1944.5

Loran Synchronizer Instruction Book, NLOL, Div. 11, September 1943.’
The automatic synchronizing
equipment to be used at slave stations employing
Model C timers is described.
Preliminary Handbook of Maintenance Instrudions for A T Loran Stations

—,

AN/CPNT-ll

and AiY/CPN-12,”

D-11-16,

ALO, Nov.

10, 1944.5

Operation and maintenance
of master and slave .4ir Transportable
Loran stations is described.
In this equipment,
the slave station is automatically
synchronized by the master pulse received.
Supplement to Preliminary
Handbook of Maintenance
Instructions
for- AT
Loran Stations AN/CPN-11
and AN/CPhr-12,
D-1 1-16A ALO, Feb. 15, 1945.6

—,

Circuit

changes, corrections, and additional operating information.
Book for N’avy Model TDP
Engineering
Laboratories,
Inc., “ Instruction
Loran Transmitter,”
Nauships 900,330, Navy Dept., PB-17999, Jan. 23, 1945.
Self-excited
oscillator transmitter
used as standard ground-station
equipment.
This publication
replaces preliminary book, Nauships 925B-I.
Instruction
Book for Navy hfodel
Sylvania Electric Products,
Inc., “ Preliminary
Radio

Nauships !Y30,377-IB, Navy Dept., PD.
UK Loran Switching Equipment,”
17713, October 1!344.
The equipment described was designed primarily as a necessary . adiunct
to the
.
Model UJ Loran transmitter timer.
3c. INSTRUCTION BOOKS DeSCribing
NAVIG.ITORS’
NUMBER
Fada

Radio

llJUIPMENT BY TYPE

Company,
IIIc., Equiprrrent Spare Parts List for Model
Radio Navigation Equipment Receiver and Indicator, Navy Dept.,

and Electric

DAS4

Bureau of Ships, PB-24916.
The spare parts list is for shipboard

Loran

equipment

that

is described

in

PB-24915.
—,

“ Instruction
Book for Radio Navigation
Equipment
Model DAS-4 (Loran
System), ” Ships 322, Navy Dept., PB-24915, April 1945.
Information
on a late model shipborne receiver-indicator.
of Nlaintenance Instructions for Loran Low Frequency
MCKENZIE, A. A., “Handbook
Converter CV-27/UPN,”
RL Report No. kf-225, PB-40630,
July 6, 1945.
The converter described can be connected between the antenna and Standard
receiver to adapt the equipment
quency signals.

—,

Navy

for reception

of either Standard

or Low Fre-

“ Handbook
of Operating Instructions
for Loran Low Frequency
Converter
CV-27/UPN,”
RL Report No. M-222, PB-40631, Apr. 27, 1945.
Use of a converter between antenna and Loran receiver-indicator
allows operation
on either Standard or Low Frequency Loran.
Department,

Oct.

1, 1945.’

“ Catalog

of Loran

Charts

and Service

Areas, ” H ,0.

h-o.

I-L,
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A description of the Loran system and list of charts available covering the areas
—,

—,

—,

served by the system. Indicator alignment information is given.
“Handbookof
Maintenance Instructions for Test Set TS-251/UP,’’ Nauships
900,652, no date.’
Same as publication AN 16-35TS251-2.
“InstructionB ookforNavyT~pes
CME-60069and -60069A Signal Generator,” Ships 369, no date. d
Operator training equipment.
Bureau of Ships, “Supplement
Shipboard

Loran Instruction

1 to Model

Books,”

DAS-1,

LRN-1,

and LRN-lA

Oct. 1, 1943.4

Operating and alignment instructions.
“Supplement
2 to Model DAS-1, LRN-1,
and LRN-lA
Shipboard Loran
Preliminary
Instruction
Books,”
Navships 929-lB, PB-18107, Mar. 1, 1944.
Instructions for use of basic recurrence rate 33* pps and errata.
Philco Corporation,
Handbook of Maintenance Instructions for RadioSet *AN/APN-4,

CO-AN 08-25CA-1, revised Mar. 10, 1944.3
The airborne Loran navigation equipment comprising *R-9/APN-4 receiver and
*ID-6 /APN-4 indicator operating on either 80 or 115 volts, 400 to 2400 cycles,
is described. See supplements for further modifications.
Handbook of Operating Instructions jor Radio Set *AN/APN-4, AN 08-10-184,
—,
June 24, 1943.3
Installation and operating instructions for airborne Loran receiver-indicators.
“ Model *AN/APN-4, Bull. 1 and 2, Apr. 12, 1944.’
—

R~placement
of glass tubes in receiver units and change of resistors.
“ Model *AN/APN-4,”
Bull. 3, 4, and 5, May 22, 1944.’
R~placement of power transformer, parts changes, test procedure for Modification
III.
“ Model *AN/APN-4,”
Bull, 6 and 7, July 7, 1944.’
Te’st procedures
for hlodifications
I, II, and III and addition of resistor in
second and fourth counters.
“ Model *AN/APN-4,”
Bull. 8 and 9, Aug. 25, 1944. s
A~dition

—,

—

of capacitors

bulletins.
“ Model

in square-wave

*AN/APN-4,

generator

and

corrections

” Bull. 10, Sept. 20, 1944.’

Description of the Modification
V indicator.
“ Model *AN/APN-4,”
Bull. 11 and 12, Sept. 9, 1944.’
M~dification
IV receiver and Modification
V indicator.
“ Model *AN/APN-4,”
Bull. 13, Nov. 29, 1944.3

T~st procedure Modification
IV receiver.
“bran
System Receiver-indicator
LRN-I-A
Radiation
Laboratory,
Maintenance
Instructions,”
NLOL, Div. 11, Feb. 2, 1943.’

—,

to previous

Description
of first large-production
indicator.
‘( Preliminary
Instruction
Book

model
DAS-1

of Loran
bran

navigation

System

Operation

and

receiver

and

Receiver-indicator,”

Navships 929-1, Navy Dept.,
The shipborne
navigation
Radio and Electric Co.
Radio

Corporation

PB-17823,
1943.4
equipment
described

was

manufactured

by

Fada

of America,
Handbook of Operating Instructions for Radar Set
AN 08-30APN9-2,
NOV. 15, 1944.3
alignment, and use of airborne Loran navigation equipment.

AN/APN-9,
Description,
Radiomarine

Corporation

of America,

“Instruction

Book for Loran Receiving

Equip-
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ment, Navy
1945.
Theequipment

hlodel

X-DBS,”

described

iVavships

is a modified
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900,755,

PB-17s87,

R-65/APA--9

from 60-cycle, 115-volt lines.
Sperry Gyroscope
Company, Inc. ‘‘ Instruction
Models CXJDand
XBf)E,’’Ships23l,

PB-37923,

receiver-indicator

June

operating

Book for Loran Receiving Equipment
PB-24940, November,
1944.

Shipboal-d units and their use are described.
“LoranR eceivingEquipment,
LIark I, Mod. 1,’’ Sperry Znstrtiction Book No.
;3-205, June 1946.10
The equipment
described is a direct-reading
indicator for shipboard use.
Itis

——

similar in most respects to the Navy type DBE.
“1.oranR eceivingE quipnlent310delD
BE,”
~Vavships 900,659, June 27, 1945,4
Equipment
describcdis
direct-reading
shipboard receiver-indicator.

—,

War DepartlneIlt, Con~pleleCo?~rseof Instruction on.4h"/AP&"4 Operation and Service,
L-S.4.\F, .4ir Service Comrr,and, December 1943,7
—
and N’avy Department,
.kir Council of the LTnited Kingdom,
Handbook of
Muintena?we Instructions for Radio Set AY/APX-4.
(.4A’16-30APN4-3),
PB-14797, April 1945.
General description,
operating
instructions,
diagrams
of an airborne
Loran
receiver-indicator.
Handbook of .Ifaintenance Instnwlions for Radar- Set .UJ/APX-9,
AN 16-

—,

30 APN9-3, PB-14878, September
1945.
Description of an airborne receiver-indicator.
4a. INTERNAL hfE~ORANDA REFORTING ox

TFII?

SYSTEM

``ACondensed
Report of LRNObservations-June
RL Loran Report 18, Div. 11, July 22, 1942,5
Preliminary appraisal of results uf Loran observations aboard

DAVIDSON,

D.,

See I,oran Report 22.
———, “Report
on Loran System

Tests

blade

aboard

17-July17,

l942,''

LTSCG Manasquan.

the L-SCG Manasquan,

” RI,

Loran Report N-o. 22, Div. llr.4ug.
15, 1942.5
Both gmundands kywavcxw ereusedfrom
apairof
experirncntal, synchronized
Lorau transmitters
to obtain navigational
fixes that were compared with the
results of conventional
navigation methods.
——,

“Some
Observations,
Comments,
Recommendations
of the Operation
of
iVo.106, July,
Project C Equipment—USS
Man.asquan,” Loran Memorandum
1942.5
DOER, R., D. DAVIDSON, and F. G. WATSON, “Sky Wave Observations
over the
(describing a series of four flights called
Eastern Half of the United States”
the ‘(AT-ll
Reports 1, 2, 3, 4“), Div. 11, Radiation Laboratory,
1943, b
DUVALL, G, F., Lieut. USN (ret. ) “Conventional
Navigation-USCG
Manasquan”
RL Loran Report No. 17, Div. 11, July 1942.6
A report of convention
navigation
methods during the period of Loran tests.
See Loran Report No. 22.
EL~ORE, W, C., dal, “ThirdR eportonC
14:145, PB-19646,
hfay 1943.
Report of research on development
——-,

rystalC

lockProject,”

of crystal

oscillator

NDRCReport
for Loran

system use,

including special thermostat and hleacham-type
circuits,
“Fourth
Report on the Crystal Clock Project and Preliminary
Report
10-kc Oscillator,’’
NDRC Report No. 14:175, PB-19645, .4ugust 1943,

Report

covers development

of two types of oscillators,

h-o.

on

one crystal and one stable
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L-C, under development for use in Loran equipment. Work was done at
Bartol ResearchFoundation.
“Fifth Report on the Crystal Clock Project and Report on 10-kc LC-oscil~ator,” NDRC Report No. 14:193, PR-19644, October 1943.
The report deals with the performance of the General Radio thermostat and its
influence on oscillator stability as well as development
of a lo-kc
The work was done at the Bartol Research Foundation.

LC-oscillator.

—

“Crystal
Clock Project:
Final Report and Report on 10-kc LC-oscillator,”
i’-TDRC Report No. 14:226,
PB-19647, January 1944.
Summary of five earlier reports on stable crystal oscillator for use in Loran transmitting stations, and stable LC~scillator
for use in a Loran receiver.
A preject
of Bartol Reeearch Foundation,
Swarthmore,
Pa.
FINK, D. G., “The Lodar System of Pulse Direction Finding,”
RL Lodar System
Report No, 1, Div. 11, July 1, 1943,’
Discussion of a proposed system of pulse direction finding using a loop antenna.
—————“The Lddar System of Pulse Direction Finding,”
Div. 11, Radiation Labora~ory, July 1, 1943.6
of Terms and
—,
J. A. PIERCE, and J. C. STREET, “Loran System—Definition
Symbols,”

RL Loran Report

No. 25, Div.

11, Aug. 28, 1942.’

Loran terminology
and symbols.
—,
J. A. Pierce, and J. C. Street, “Proposal
for a bran
System Using Sky-wave
Synchronization,”
RL bran
Report No. SS-1, Div. 11, May 15, 1943.6
MUSSELMAN, G. H., and E. J. STEPHENS ‘( Report on Aircraft Test, Boston to Nova
Scotia and Return, ” RL Loran Report
An observational

flight to investigate

h’o. 15, Div.

field intensity

11, July 1942.6

of signals from the Montauk

Station at the proposed site for a station near Cape Sable, Nova Scotia.
The
trip was made July 4, 1942.
MUSSELMAN) G. H,, and J. K. TROLAN, “Low Frequency
Noise at Key West,
Florida, Feb. 1 to Feb.
No. 11, Feb. 23, 1944.’

10, 1944,”

Loran

Memorandum

No.

139, RL Report

Technique and Analysis
Office of the Chief Signal Officer, “ Measurement
Frequency Loran System,”
Report No. ORS-P-23-S,
May 1946.’

of a Low

Supplement to Report No. ORS-P-23 and bound with it.
“The Range Reliability
and Accuracy of a Law Frequency Leran System,”
~ith supplement,
Report No. ORS-P-23,
January 1946.g
An experimental
and theoretical study of the RL Low Frequency
Loran triplet
made by the Operational
Research Staff of Office of the Chief Signal Officer.
The supplement describes measurement
and analysis techniques.
PIERCE, J. A., “ Group C Test Report, Jan. 2–Jan. 17, 1942,” RL Loran Report No.

—

—,
—,

War

16, Div. 11, Jan. 22, 1942.’
A test of the hyperbolic navigation eystem using ionospheric reflection was made
in Bermuda.
E-layer signals at various frequencies indicated the usefulness
of such a system, but F-layer signals were judged to be too unstable.
‘[ 170-kilocycle
Noise and Pulse Transmission
Measurements,”
Loran Memorandum No. 148, RL Report No. 11, Nov. 3, 1944. K
“LRN
Tests at Lakehurst, June 13, 1942,” RL I.man Report No. 13, Div.
11, June 17, 1942.’
First edition of a report on the use of Loran aboard a Navy blimp.
Ground-wave
signals from the experimental,
synchronized stations at Montauk and Fenwick
were used.
Department,
Frequency

“Radio

Navigational
Accuracy Charts with Application
the Chief Signal Officer, June 1946.’

Loran,” Office of

to Law
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Prepared charts are used to plot contours for various arrangement-a of transmitters
for optimum coverage.
WATSON, F. G., “Flight Tests over Bermuda,”
Loran Memorandum No. 116, Nov. 18,
1942.’
4b. INTERNAL MEMORANDA REPORTING ON GROUND STATIONS
Dorm,

R., `` High Frequency

Supplementa~

Synchronization

Unit, '' bran

dum No. 142, RL Report No. 11, Apr. 29, 1944.’
FINK, D. G., “Delaysi ntheMonitoringA
ntennaS ystem,’’Luran

Memoran-

Memorandum

No.

111, Oct. 21, 1942.6
JANSKY and BAILEY, In.structioa Book for Field Intensity Meter Type 43A, Washington,
D. C., January 1945.’
LAWRENCE, R. B., and A. J. PoTfi, “Impedance
Characteristics
and Equivalent
RL Report No. 512, PB-32746, Apr. 15, 1944.
Circuits for Vertical Radiators,”
Discussion and set of curves for predicting input impedance of an antenna structure over arangeof
frequencies.
MCKENZIE, A. A., “Sites No. 1 and No. 2,” Lman Memorandum
h’o. 108, Oct. 10,
1942.’
MTJSSELMANN, G. H., “ Identification
Blinker, Model A-1, ” Loran Memorandum
No.
147, RL Report No. 11, Aug. 31, 1944.5
—
‘[ Modification
of Lightweight
Loran Timing Equipment
for Double Master
~eration,”
Loran Memorandum
No. 145, RL Report No. 11, June 27, 1944. h
PIERCE, J. A., W. L. TIEENEY, and W. E. OWEN, “ .Memorandum on Proposed Location for a Loran Station on Nantucket
Island,” Loran Memorandum
N“o. 110,
Oct. 22, 1942.s
PoTri, A. J,, “Adjustment
of Loran Antennas and Antenna Coupling Units at Frequencies between 1700 and 2000 Kilo cycles,”
RL Report N’o, 511, PB-2466,
Feb. 20, 1944.5
Characteristics
of a standard Laran antenna and a method of tuning and coupling to it for any of the normal operating frequencies.
and R. B, LAWRANCE, <‘Y-oltage Patterns, ” Loran Memorandum
No. 107,
October, 1942.’
WALDSCHMITT, J. A., ‘1Average and Jfean (2P + ?) at Station h’ for L-NT Pair,”
Lors,n Memorandum
No. 132, Nov. 22, 1943.6
—,
“ High Frequency
Daytime Sky-wave Loran Project,”
Loran Memorandum
—,
—
—

—,

No. 141, RL Report h-o. 11, Apr. 21, 1944.5
“Loran Observations
at Station h“, ” Loran h’Memorandum No. 133, Dec. 22,
1943.’
“Three-quarter
Wavelength
Cophase Transmitting
Antenna,”
Loran hfemo~andum No. 144, RL Report No. 11, hfay 15, 1944.6
“Transmitting
Antennas, Radiated Pow-er, and Radiation
Efficiency at the
~wo Standard SS Loran Stations, SS-1 and SS-3, ” Loran Memorandum
No.
131, Nov. 22, 1943.’
“United States Coast Guard 300-foot
RL Report No. 11, Nov. 9, 1945.6

Tower,”

4c. INTERNAL MEMORANDA REYORTTNG ox
BISCHOFF, A. F., “ Report

on NDRC

Contract

Loran Memorandum

No. 150,

NAVIGATORS’ EQUIPMENT

OEMsr-723

Airborne

Loran

Equip-

ment,” General Electric Co., Bridgeport,
Corm., Sept. 1, 1943, K
DAVIDSON, D., “Optimum
Bandwidth
for Loran Receivers,”
Loran Memorandum
No. 137, Jan. 27, 1944.6
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R., “Instructions
for Using a Loop with
Memorandum
No. 136, Feb. 1, 1944.s

HALFORD, J. H., JR., “Receiving

Installation

Loran

Report

Receiver-indicator,”

No.

l,”

Loran

Loran

Memorandum

No. 112, October, 1942.6
—,
“Receiving
Installation
Report
No. 2,” bran
Memorandum
No. 113,
October, 1942.’
INGALLS, C. E,, “ Revision of General Radio Type 605-B Signal Generator for Pulsing,”
RL Report No. 575, PB-2872, 1944.
Instructions
for modifying
the signal generator to produce
Pulses can be at least from 0.5 to 100 Kec in duration.
International
Mark

pulsed

Business Machines Corporation,
“ Special Mechanical
HI or Phase Shtit Loran Indicator, ” NDRC
Report

r-f

output.

Counter for the
No. 14-368, PB-

32751, October 1944.
A mechanical device is described that can be used for a direct-reading
indicator.
LAWBANCE, R. B., “The Beverage Antenna as Applied to Loran, ” Loran Memorandum
No. 140, December,
1943.’
MARSHALL, J. P., et al. “Supersonic
Loran Trainer, ” NDRC
Report No. 14:446,
PB-23329, June 1945.
Report on general trainer problem and that of simulating actual flight conditions.
Design of Rochelle salt transducer and electronic circuits is included in description of the complete trainer,
Work was done at Bartol Research Foundation.
of Loran Receiver Trainer, ”
MOUNTJOY, G., and G. D. HULST, JR., “ Development
RCA License Div. Lab. Report No, 208, PB-23321, March 1943.
The unit is attached to an indicator and simulates transmitter signals for training
purposes.
of Simplified Loran Receiving
MOUNTJOY, G., et al., “ Characteristics
NDRC Report N’o. 14-206, PB-32735, November,
1943.

Equipment,”

A field test of two test models leading to the type .4PX-9 receiver-indicator.
G., E. SCHOENFELD, W. BROWN, and G. D. HGLST, JR., “A Portable
RCA Laboratories,
NDRC Report No.
Signal Generator for Imran Receivers,”
14-297, PB-32734, June 27, 1944.
PHELAN, J. K., “Harvey-Wells
Loran Receiver-Indicator,
” Loran Memorandum
ATO.

MouNTJoY,

103, Sept. 18, 1942.’
“ Instructions
for the Installation
of Modification
Kit M for
Radiation Laboratory,
Model DAS and DAS-2 Equipments, ” D-11-18, February 1945.5
Describes the installation
of parts from a kit and modifications
to existing circuits to obtain 2-@ec markers for precision monitoring with DAS and DAS-2
receiver-indicators.
“Loran Beverage Antenna Installations”
(from a report by RAF Hdq. 84th
Wing), Loran Memorandum
No. 146, RL Report ATO, 11, July 21, 1944.5

—,
Radio

Corporation
of America,
“Simplified
Loran Receiving
Equipment,
Div. Lab., NDRC Report No. 14-228, PB-32736, June 25, 1943.

” License

Report of a study to simplify zirborne LOran equipment, leading tO the de~elOpment of the APN-9 type equipment.
‘( Development
of Airborne
Receiver
Model LRN-1,”
License Div. Lab.,
~’DRC

Report

No. 14-207,

PB-32732,

September

1942.

The equipment was designed for marine use but can be mounted
used for 400-cycle operation with passable results.
SCHOENFELD, E., G. D. HULST, JR., and W. BROWN, “A Converter
Signals,” RCA Laboratories,
Oct. 20, 1944.’

in aircraft

and

for 170-kc Loran

Index

A

Antennas,

transmitting

(see Transmitting

antenna)
A-1 oscilloscope,
A timer, 199

for 2-llc/sec
Loran,
umbrella-type,
97

285

vertical receiving, 328
wave, 301
Antenna characteristics,
314
Antijamming,
234

Absolute delay, 5’2, 56, 96
Absorption,
131, 146
.4ccuracy. 107
Aeronautics,

323

Bureau of, 45

Air navigators, 46
Air Transportable
equipment,
35
Air Transportable
Loran, 44, 93

.Apollonia,

Air Transportable
station, 413
Airborne receivers, 25
Aircraft, fighter, control of, 115

Army .kir Transport Command,
Army Airways Communication

pilotless, guidance of, 116
Aleutians, 37
Amplifier, differential, 231, 246

.&ssam Hump

paraphrase,

363, 367
AN/APN-9
receiver-indicator,
Angle, crossing, 80, 83
tilt, 328
Angle systems,
Antennas, 87
airborne

triplet,

Attenuation,
.kttenuator,

63
68, 207, 212, 213, 229, 258,

259, 265, 269, 271, 272
25,

31,

Attenuator-bias
driver,
Attenuator driver, 229

365, 374

Aural null, 3
Auroral zones,

328

146

Automatic
.4utomatic

plotting boards, 105
synchronizer,
67

Automatic

volume

B timer,

315

ground-station,
301
invcrtcxi-1,, 323
net Q of, 320

control,

217, 240

199

B-1 timer,
Baccaro,
Balloon,
Banda

199, 201
Nova

Scotia,

barrage,

Sea chain, 38, 422

Bandwidth,

155, 198, 317, 388

of antenna,
Baseline,

307

13, 53, 56, 62, 70, 96, 99, 102

Baseline

extensions,

resonant,

Baseline

length,

Beacon,

Orfordness,

Q of, 308

extended,
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27

330

Q of, 301
receiver-indicator,
342
receiving, 302, 340
342

212

B

dummy, 314, 321
fixed airborne, 343
for 180-kc/see,
329

shipboard,

35

fleet, 26
service, 412

343

bandwidth of, 307
Beverage, 87, 267
Beverage receiving,
cylindrical,

Atlantic
Atlantic

17

trailing,

34
System,

40

229

power, 298
Amplitude-balance
control, 387
AN/APN-4
receiver-indicator,

32

Area bombing,
13
Army Air Force, 48

59
71

86
4
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Beacon,

radar, 7

Chain, star, 80

SOnne, 4
Bearings, 3
Bengal, Bay of, 36
Bermuda, 22
Beverage antenna,
Bizerte, 32
Blind-approach

training,

87, 267

facilities,

Bli~k, 68
warning, 229
Blinker, communication,
identification,
Blinking, 197

Central

Interior,

13

Charting, 40
Charts, 31, 55, 104, 109, 154, 173, 180
for SS Loran,

256

97

standard navigational,
102
China-Burma-India
(CBI) chain, 423
China-Burma-In&la
(CBI) Theater, 34,

256

communication
by, 252
Blocking oscillators, 209, 221, 222

410
China triplet,

Bodie Island, 27
Bombardment,
corpuscular,

Choke, snuffing, 283
Circuit merit, 124
Clouds of ionization, 136

144

meteoric, 133
Bootstrap,
281
Boston Loran Training School,
Bounce-back
time, 118
Bridge, 239
British Admiralty,
British
Buffer,

Mission,
296

Buoys,

automatic,

44

28, 31

115

inverse method of, 1771 178
methods of, 177
Conductivity,
56
261

Constant-temperature
oven, 207
Continuous-wave
systems, 18
Converter,
Phase-shift

capacitor)

gain of, 343

CDL oscilloscope,
285
Center line, 62, 70
Central Pacific chain, 38, 408, 421
11, 70, 76

Crossing angle, 80, 83
Crystal, 216, 237
Crystal oscillator, 201, 207, 253
Cycle matching, 99, 117, 2~2, 400

Banda, Sea, 38, 422
Central Pacific, 38, 408, 421
China-Burma-India
(CBI), 423
Hatteras-Florida,

97

Low Frequency, 367
Coupling networks, 310
Coupling units, 303, 324, 341, 342
adjustment of, 306

Cape Cod, 97
(’ape Fear, 97

419

55
North .ltlantic, 26, 78, 419
North .\tlantic Standard Loran, 26
Xorth Pacific, 37, 420
Pacific, 37
South China Sea, 424
Southwest Pacific, 38, 422
Loran,

177,

180

C timer, 205
C-1 timer, 205
Calibration markers, 205
Capacitor,
phase-shift
(see

Chain,

105

Coincidence circuit, 210
Communication
by blinking, 252
Communication
blinker, 256
Computation,
direct methods
of,

20

equipment,

36

Coast Guard (see U. S. Coast Guard)
Coding delay, 57, 102, 204
Coincidence,

c
C-1 switching

424

Gulf of Mexico, 423
West Coast, 40, 424
Channels, 70
r-f, 347
Chapman distribution,
127

D
D-layer, 88, 128
DAS receiver-indicator,
349
DAS-1 receiver-indicator,
349-355
DAS-2

receiver-indicat4rr,

358
DAS-3 receiver-indicator,
DAS4 receiver-indicator,
DBE

receiver-indicator,

349,
349
349

349, 358

355-
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Decca, 13
Delay, absolute
coding

F
(see Absolute delay)

(see Coding

differential,

delay)

sky-wave (see Sky-vuwe
Delay controls, 65
fine, 65
Delay curve,

synchronism,
Nova Scotia,
constant,

Differential
Differential

Faeroes, 27
Families, 55, 99, 180
of hyperbolas,
113
Fast-sweep generator,

delay curve)
199, 204, 206,

210, 211, 226
Delay patterns, correlation

Dielectric

delay)

134

(See also Sky-wave
Delay
multivibrators,

Delayed
Deming,

F-layer, 128, 135
Fading, 88, 90, 95

391

between,

141

67
27

Fenwick Island, Del. 20, 27
Field equipment, 397

129

amplifier, 231, 246
delay, 391

Field intensity
Field strength,

Diode mixer, 281
Direct-reading
indicator, 104
Direction-finding,
3, 17, 110
Discriminator,

50-kc/sec
5-Group,

exciter,

253
278

errors of, 169

212

211

50-kc/see,

driver,
33

simultaneous,
249
Foci, 70
Folly Island, 28
Frequency of collision,

253
E

F;-layer, 60, 95, 128, 135

resonant, 317, 322
Frequency doubler, 207, 219

Eccles-Jordan
circuit, 209, 223
Electrical length, 315
free, vertical

128
Ellipse, probable,
Envelope,

distribution

151

resultant, 153
Equisignal, 4
Error, 157
determination

Gain, differential,

39o
394

Gate-pulse mixer, 199, 227
Gee, 11, 17, 80, 100
of, 432

positional, 33
probable (see Probable
station, 193
European SS system,
Exciter driver, 211
units.

of,

Gate, 210, 231, 246

Gee-H, 9
Gee lattice,

geometrical,
144
median, 167

Exciter

G

Gain balance, 389, 393
Gain control, automatic,
differential, 23

85, 427

composite,

131

low, 108

one-hop, 62
E-layer transmission,
133
East India Coast system, 36

Electrons,

121

precision of, 83
probable error of, 429
relayed, 115
Fixing, instantaneous,
366

298

attenuator, 229
attenuator-bias,

of sky waves,
121

575 transmitter,
Fix, 53

260, 261, 265, 269

Dividers, 199, 203, 209, 219, 222, 236
Double pulsing, 70
Driver,

199, 205, 212, 227,

228
triggering of, 255
Fast-sweep oscilloscope,
212
Fast-trace pattern, 65
Feedback, 203, 209, 222

278

11

Gee system, 22
Generator,
fast-sweep
error)

9CLkc/see,
420

(see

generator)
pulse-signal,
r-f, 293
slow-sweep,

291
395
209, 212, 229

Fast-sweep
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Generator, square-wave,
sweep, 212

203, 209, 223

Geodesic, 170
Geodetic reference points,
Geographical
grids, 181

193

Geometrical
error, 144
Geometrical
precision, 72, 102
factor of, 425
Ghost, 101

Impedance level, 322
Index of refraction,
129
Indicated time difference,
Indicator,
11
direct-reading,
104
Loran, 100
right-left,
two-trace,

110
21, 22

Graphical solution, 434
Greenland, 27
Groton school, 44
Ground-station
antennas,

301

Injection, controlled, 401
pulsed, 398
Input reactance, 318
Input resistance, 317
Instruction,
45
Instruction books, 44
Loran, 457, 461–465

Ground-station

41

Ionization,

Ghost pulses, 250
Glide-path facilities,

Ground

13

operators,

stations,

31, 419

Ground system, 87,301,324,340,341
Ground-wave
ranges, 23
Ground waves, 60
Group velocity,
129
Guy insulators, 340

59

127

clouds of, 136
maximum, height of, 130
sporadic E-region, 144
Ionosphere, 59, 88, 94, 126
Isolation transformer,
259
Iwo Jima, 38

Guy wires, 339
K
H
H-systems, 9
Hatteras-Florida
Hawaiian
Hebrides,

triplet,
27

Key Large,

L

38
L-network,

Hobe Sound, 28
Homing, 16
Hop single, 130
Hump triplets, 34
Hydrographic
Office, 41, 46, 403
Hygraph, 186
Hyperbolas,
11, 70
families of, 113
spherical, 72, 175
Hyperbolic
line of position,
Hyperbolic
navigation,
19
Hyperbolic
Hyperbolic
Hyperbolic

10

surveying, 117
systems, 17
track, 16
I

Iceland, 27
Identification

97

chain, 419

blinker,

256

I-f rejection ratio, 389
Image-rejection
ratio, 388
Impedance,
characteristic,
315
input, 307, 324, 327, 331

306

Labrador, 27
Lambert correction, 176
Lambert projection,
181
Latitude effect, 139
Lifeboats,

115

Light-microsecond,
52
Line of position, 3, 52, 102
error in, 107
hyperbolic,
10
Loran, Air Transportable,
44, 93
internal memoranda on, 457, 465-468
Low Frequency,

60, 97

magazine articles on, 457
sky-wave synchronized
(see SS Loran)
Standard, 12, 56, 85
Loran bibliography,
457-461
Loran charts, 41, 406
Loran computations,
170
Loran coordinate system,
Loran coordinates,
109
chart in, 110
Loran distances,

55

computing,

171
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Loran frequency, 135
Imran grid, 11
Loran indicator, 100
Loran line, 173
Loran network, 56
Loran plotting board, 104
Loran pulse shapes, low frequency, 149
Loran quadrilateral, 55, 79
Loran system, history of, 403
Loran tables, 102, 180
bran Training School, Boston, 44
Loran transmitters, pair of, 52
Loran trials, 23
Lorhumb, 106
Lorhumb line, 112
Low Frequency Loran (see Loran, Low
Frequency)
LRN-1 receiver-irdcator,
LRN-lA

349

receiver-indicator,

activity,
44

of, 107

Median errors, 167
Memoranda,
internal,

on

coincidence,

Loran,

457,

246

UE-1,

station,

timer, 250
Point,

Multiple-hop
Multivibrators,
vibrators)

68

survey,

285
285

278
278
118

transmission,

136

(see Delay

multi-

of, 282

237

CDU, 285
fast-sweep,

L. I., 20, 27
delay

chain, 26, 78, 419
Standard Loran chain, 26

125T transmitter,
170T transmitter,

Oscilloscope,
A-1, 285

of, 282

Monitor

125
125

power, operation
self-excited, 278

199, 227

Monitor
Montauk

atmospheric,
long-distance,

291

Orfordness beacon, 4
Oscillator, 215
blocking, 209, 221, 222
crystal, 201, 207, 253

19

278

operation

90-kc/sec generator,
Noise, 62

Oran, 32

pulse, 210
Modulator,

New York Project, 405
Newfoundland,
27

Optical
133

231

gate-pulse,

306

Loran, 56
reactance, 304
T-, 305, 306

Omnidirectional
radio range, 5
108T transmitter, 278

174

bombardment,
9, 16

Mixer, balanced,

L,

OBN oscilloscope,
Oboe, 10
OCA oscilloscope,
Okinawa, 38

Master station, 59, 68
Mean free path, 131
Measurement,
precision

Committee,

shipboard, 45
Navy Administration,
405
Network, coupling, 310

0

calibration, 205
Marshall Islands, 38

Microwave

19

North Pacific, service to, 407
North Pacific chain, 37, 420
Nova Scotia, 27

Marianas Islands, 38
Marker mixer, 212, 226
Markers, 12, 66, 104

Meteoric
Micro-H,

hyperbolic,
air, 46

North Atlantic
North Atlantic

145

46$468
Mercator projection,

Navigation,
Navigators,

24

Noise factors, 121, 389
North Africa station, 30

349

hf
Magnetic
Manuals,

N
Naval Liaison,

OBN,

285

OCA,

285

199, 205

212

slow-sweep, 212
test, 213, 237, 285, 291
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Oven, constant-temperature, 207
crystal, 216
Oven temperature, 217

Pulse mixer, 210
Pulse power, radiation

P

Pulse shapes, 155
Pulse-signal generator,

Pacific chain, 37
Pacific installations, 414
Pair designation, 70
Pairs, of stations, 11
two, 76, 86
Parallelogram, probable, 84
Parametric latitude, 173
Path6nders, 33
Pedestal, 65
Phase control, 240
Phase corrector, 231
Phase inverter, 218, 219
Phase shift, coarse, 204
Phase-shift capacitor, 199, 203, 207, 219
Phase velocity, 129
Phoenix Islands, 38
Plan position indicator, 6
Plotting board, 110
automatic, 105
Loran, 104
Polarization, 301
POPI, 13
Port Errol, 32
Position-determining set, 108
Positional error, 33

Pulsed doubler, 294
Pulsed injection, 398

Power amplifier, 298
Power plant, 87
Preamplifier, 278
Precipitation
static, 328, 344
Probable error, 72,84,91,
in distance, 85
of fix, 429
Project, New York,
Project 3, 20
Propagation,
velocity
Pulse, ambiguity
composite,
60
ghost, 250

95,98,

140, 193

57

Pulse-matching

Quadrilateral,
Loran,

94

55, 79
R

Radar, 6, 15
Radar beacons,
Radar systems,
Radiation,
Radiation

7
17

low-angle,
resistance,

301
316, 324

Radio
Radio

direction-finding,
frequencies, 55

Radio

range,

3

15

omnidirectional,
5
RAF Bomber Command,
RAF Coastal Command,
Range, 62, 98, 107, 122

33
29

maximum, 130
Rate, basic, 69
specific, 69
networks, 304
slope, 318

Rebecca-Eureka,
Rebecca-H,
9
Receiver, 212

7

398

UE-1, 243
Receiver, design, 386

Recurrence
Recurrence

measurements,
accuracy,

308

56, 63, 99, 345

direct-reading,
358
shipboard, 345
(See also various models
indicator)

shaping of, 396
time sequence of, 57
pulse-bandwidth

Q

Receiver-indicator,
airborne, 363

length of, 98
local, 67
overlapping,
137
remote, 67

395

Q of resonant antenna,
Q-procedure,
187

airborne, 25
cycle-matching,

of, 122, 166

98

396

149

Pulsed system, 18
Pulsing, double, 70

Reactance
Reactance

405

in identifying,

of, 56

Pulse recurrence rate, 57, 348
Pulse shapes, Low Frequency Loran,

period, 57
rates, 12, 23

basic, 204, 348
high, 57

of receiver-
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INDEX
Sky waves,

Recurrence rates, low, 57
pulse, 57, 348
specific 204, 348
Reflection, 88, 129
multiple, 60
stability
Refraction,

Slant range, 6
Slave station, 59, 68
Slow-sweep generator (see Generator,
slow-sweep)
Slow-sweep oscilloscope, 212
Slow-trace pattern, 63

of, 134
130

Remote signal, 259
Rendezvous,
28
R-f generator, 293
R-f receiver, tuned, 398
Rhumb line, 3
Royal Air Force, 47
Royal Canadian Ak Force,
Royal
Royal

Canadian Navy,
Na.~y, 28

Sonne beacon, 4
kkmthwcst Pacific
28

25

Split, 88
Splitting,

Scotland, 30
SCR-722 receiver-iidicator,
SCR-722A receiver-indicator,
Selector circuits, 199, 206

363
363

SS Loran navigation, 33
SS Loran tests, 31
SS system, European, 420
Standard
Standard

45

310

Station
Station

Sky-wave accuracy patterns, 142
Sky-wave components,
151
Sky-wave
corrections,
31, 61, 62,
157, 180

ranges, 23
results, 22
synchronized

Loran)
Sky-wave s~mchronized
Sky-wave

transmission,

138,

UM,

108

113

212

Switching equipment,
C-l, 261
low frequency, 271

260, 261

265

Synchronism,
101
average deviation
delayed, 67

of, 158

Synchronizer,
199, 213, 229, 234
automatic, 67
UE1, 245
Loran

(see SS
T

pairs, 36
s9, 159

Sky-wa~.e transmission

delay,

Sky-wave

errors, 139

transmission

432
69

Sweep generators,

Sky-wave delay, 134, 139, 147
Sky-wave delay curve, 137
low-frequency,
152

Sky-wave
Sky-wave
Sky-wave

positions,
selection,

Steering mechanism,
Superposition,
67
Sweep, 56

required, 122, 124
Skip distance, 130

phenomena,
pulse, 8S

Loran, 12, 56, 85
Loran station, equipment

Standardization,
119
Star chain, 80
Station error, 193

Signal, local, 259
remote, 259

Sky-wave
Sky-wave

(see Generator,

SS Loran, 12, 30, 94, 144
charts for, 97

210, 226, 236

,Sideband energy,

90

Spurious response, 389
Square-wave
generator
square-wave)

Sensitivity, 389
Service area, 49, 74, 92, 99
Shetlands, 29
Shipboard navigators,
Shock-mounting,
26
Shoran, 9
Siasconset, 27

chain, 38, 422

Spectrum-control
filter, 310
Spectrum measurements,
397
Spheroid, oblate, 170

s

Selectors,

60, 91, 95

field intensity of, 121
train of, 60
transmission time of, 133

60.62

T-network,
305, 306
TDP transmitter, 278
TDP-I

transmitter,

278

of, 87
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Telecommunications
lishment, 25

Research

Estab-

Test oscilloscope,

213, 237, 285,291
12, 52, 59, 63, 67, 101,

indicated, 59
Time-difference
measurement,
Time markers, 56
Time sequence of pulses, 57
Timer, 67, 87, 197
A, 199
B, 199

G-1, 205
low-frequency,

249

block diagram
monitor, 250

277

TDP-1, 278
Transmitting
antenna,

Hump,

34

Loran,

55

Two-trace

35

indicator,

21, 22

u

223

Trainer, supersonic,
Training, 40

207

3S2

264

Transmission,

133

E-layer,
121
136

237
243

UE-1 synchronizer,
UE-1 timer, 232
UHF proposal, 19
UJ timer, 205

245

UM switching equipment, 265
Umbrella, top-loading,
333
U.S. Coast Guard, 27, 38, 40, 45
U. S.. Fleet, 28
v

sky-wave, 59, 159
Transmission
conditions,
98

sky-wave, 60, 62
Transmission line, 304
time,

UE-1oscillator,
UE-1 receiver,

Trains, 9s
Transformer,
isolating,
isolation, 259

delay,

97, 301

70, 92, 97, 102

Assam Hump,
China, 36
Hawaiian, 38

Trace-separation
circuits,
Trace separator, 212
Traces, nonlinear, 374

Transmission

Standard Loran,
TDP, 278

Triplet,

of, 253

UE-1, 232
UJ, 205
Timing errors, 144
Top loading, 334
Top locking, 366
Trace, 56
Trace separation,

345

Low Frequency,
288, 291
block diagram of, 290
108T, 278
125T, 278
170T, 278

balloon-supported,
329
Low Frequency,
330, 338
steel mast, 325
tower, 332
Trap circuits, 388
Trigger pulses, 198

B-1, 199, 201
C, 205

Transmission

87, 275, 277, 278, 575

Loran, pair of, 52

Tilt angle, 328
Time difference,
432

ground, 59
ground-wave,
multiple-hop,

Transmitter,

161

Vector bombing,
Volume control,

34
autimatic,

217, 240

w

123

of sky wave, 133
Transmitter timer, 63

West Coast chain, 40, 424
West Chat installations,
414

